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RECYCLING SELECTED WASTES FOR SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS: A UNIQUE PROMOTION OF CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Bishnu Pada Bose
Supervisor: Dr. Manoj Kumar Mondal
Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No.: NB16962
The biosphere has exceeded its carrying and regenerative capacity thanks to the hitherto linear model of
consumption that promotes the take, make, use and dispose of process. With the growing population and
rapid urbanization, the accumulation of wastes has been growing exponentially. It is of paramount
importance to adopt the reduce, reuse, and recycle philosophy of the circular economy to reverse this
trend and bring sustainability.
The primary objective of the present research is to identify harmful waste materials that are available in
large quantities, are readily accessible, and can be used for civil engineering applications. Based on the
analysis of the various waste materials and our objectives we identified coalmine overburden, iron ore
tailing, thermoplastic waste, and rice husk for experimental exploration. The aggregate quantity of these
wastes dominates the annual waste generation in India and constitutes about 50% of what can be
potentially converted into construction materials. Fly ash and silica fume have been used as additives in
various combinations.
Fortunately, the aggregate contents of silica, alumina, and ferric oxide in all the selected waste materials,
except plastics, is above 70%―a measure of the pozzolanic index―making them suitable for
construction work. Coalmine overburden constitutes stones of different sizes, silt, and a small percentage
of low-quality coal particles. An experimental study in this research has demonstrated that all the
components of this waste material can be put to valuable use. After pulverization of the large stones and
separating the silt and coal particles, all the stones can be used as large and small aggregates for making
concrete, bricks, and mortar. Silt can be mixed with ordinary clay to make fired clay bricks and energy
can be harvested out of the coal particles. Mechanical properties of concrete, bricks, and mortar made
out of mine stones are similar to their standard counterparts.
Shredded thermoplastics are used with sand, fly ash, and cement to make energy-efficient and
lightweight bricks with limited compromise on compressive strength. Handmade bricks of rice husk, fly
ash, cement, and sand are found to be lighter by about 40% and thermal conductivity is lower by about
49% compared to fly ash bricks. The compressive strengths of rice husk bricks reduce with an increasing
percentage of husk whereas the water absorption rate increases. Bricks with the optimum composition
are suitable for inner walls and for partition.
Tailings are dumped mostly in specially made dams that occupy huge land areas and continue to pollute
the surrounding environment. Taking a cue from literature, we mixed iron ore tailing with sand, fly ash,
and silica fume of different proportions using cement as a binder to ascertain the optimum composition
for making cost-effective bricks with desired mechanical properties. The study was conducted in an
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operational fly ash brick making factory to use the advantages of industrial process equipment,
particularly the mixing and compressing operations. The results clearly indicated that replacing fly ash
with IOT improved the mechanical properties. The factory has been manufacturing the bricks using the
optimum composition and has been selling at competitive rates.
Natural weathering of bricks made separately of coalmine overburden, iron ore tailing (IOT), rice husk,
and waste thermoplastics with other ingredients demonstrated long durability of the bricks. The
accelerated weathering tests for 200 hours validates our hypothesis that these bricks can endure natural
vagaries for a long period of time. The leaching tests eliminate concerns about heavy metal leaching.
Keywords: Circular economy, Waste to wealth, Coalmine waste, Iron ore tailing, Rice husk, Waste
thermoplastics, Recycle, Sustainable development, Construction materials, Aggregate
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CONCURRENCY TEST SCENARIO GENERATION USING UML
TRANSITION SEQUENCES
Mahesh Raghunath Shirole
Supervisor: Prof. Rajeev Kumar
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB16963
Concurrency is used for superior computational efficiency and/or better resource utilization. However,
concurrent program execution is unpredictable due to random execution interleavings, which may give
rise to different concurrency errors, namely data race, synchronization, starvation, and deadlocks.
Concurrent system testing can be broadly grouped into: (i) code-based techniques, (ii) model checking
based techniques, and (iii) UML design-based techniques.
UML model based testing not only provides early test case design and testing effort estimation but also
permits validation of the implementation. A few approaches have addressed test scenario generation for
concurrency from UML models using graphtheoretic approaches but have failed to explore suffcient
interleaving scenarios. Some of the diffculties in designing concurrency test cases from UML designs
are: (i)unexplored interleavings amongst threads, (ii) increasing concurrency of behavioral coverage
criteria, and (iii) incomplete utilization of concurrency constructs for test case design. Test scenario
generation from a UML design is done using UML transition sequences, which could be: (i) a state sequence in a state machine diagram, (ii) an activity-sequence in an activity diagram, or (iii) a messagesequence in a sequence
diagram.
The contributions of this thesis addressing the issues as described above are:
1. New Concurrency Coverage Criteria: Traditional structural coverage criteria are ine_ective for
concurrent designs. We have presented new concurrency criteria based on concurrency
constructs of UML designs.
2. Concurrent Behavior Analysis of Test Scenarios: Different classes of errors, such as data-race,
synchronization, starvation, and deadlocks may occur in concurrent program execution. Any
such error can be uncovered by a suitable test scenario generated by an appropriate test scenario
generator. We have developed a state machine-based approach to analyze and classify test
scenarios for different classes of concurrency bugs.
3. Test Scenario Generation from Non-nested Concurrent Activity Diagram: For UML concurrency
constructs, most test scenario generation algorithms do not explore adequate interleavings
amongst threads, thereby not uncovering all concurrency bugs. We have developed two
approaches. The _rst approach, Concur- rent Queue Search (CQS) generates interleaving test
scenarios for uncovering bugs inside concurrency constructs. The second approach, DFS Level
Permuta- tion (DFS LevelPermute) is based on permutations that generate interleaving test
scenarios to maximize concurrency coverage.
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4. Test Scenario Generation from Nested Concurrent Activity Diagrams: Nested concurrency
increases the complexity of test scenario generators. Most algorithms fail to generate test
scenarios for nested concurrent activity diagrams. We have developed a meta-heuristic based
evolutionary search for generating test scenarios for concurrency testing.
5. Test Scenario Generation from Sequence Diagrams with Concurrency Constructs: Existing test
scenario generation algorithms have not adequately explored parallel fragments and critical
regions of sequence diagrams for designing test scenarios. We have developed a Dependency
Preserving Depth First Search (DP-DFS) algorithm to explore concurrent behaviors in sequence
diagrams.

The proposed concurrency criteria ensure the exploration of interleaving test scenarios, thereby helping
the detection of concurrency errors. The CQS algorithm generates bug triggering scenarios and the DFS
LevelPermute algorithm improves concurrency coverage for non-nested concurrent activity diagrams.
Our evolutionary search based techniques have generated test scenarios for both non-nested and nested
concurrent activity diagrams. The DP-DFS technique achieves 100% essential concurrent message path
coverage, 50 to 100% synchronization coverage, and up to 20% interleaving message path coverage. It
is shown that the concurrent behavioral analysis of such test scenarios generated by our approaches
signi_cantly reduces test suite size.
In a nutshell, the contributions of this thesis are primarily focused on UML transition sequencebased test scenario generation for concurrency testing. Finally, the thesis also explores the possibility of
uni_cation of both UML behavioural models { activity and sequence diagrams { through a single
intermediate representation using hypergraphs. The proposed test scenario generation techniques in this
thesis are compatible with UML 2.0 speci_cations. However, it is suggested that UML notations be
enhanced with the addition of the extra information for concurrency testing.
Keywords: UML transition sequences, Activity diagram, Sequence diagram, Concurrency coverage
criteria, Interleaving test scenario generation, Concurrent queue search, DFS level permutation,
Evolutionary algorithm, Hybrid evolutionary algorithm, DP-DFS algorithm.
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ESTIMATION OF END EFFECTS IN LINEAR INDUCTION MACHINES
USING THE PEAK-TO-PEAK RIPPLE IN PROPULSIVE FORCE
Angshudeep Majumdar
Supervisors: Dr. Gautam Poddar and Dr. Tapas Kumar Bhattacharya
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16964
In a Linear Induction Machine (LIM), as the primary moves, previously un-magnetized portions of the
secondary continuously come under the influence of the primary at the leading edge (Entry End) of the
machine while previously magnetized secondary material goes out of the influence of the primary at the
trailing edge (Exit End). Both these phenomena add exponentially decaying components to the air gap
flux travelling at synchronous speed. Thus, the air gap flux is distorted, and this distortion is widely
known as “End Effects” in literature.
Due to end effects, there is a net decrease in flux at the entry end of the machine while the flux tends to
build up at the exit end. A net reduction in the value of air gap flux happens, causing a net reduction in
the value of propulsive force. The loss of flux and the consequent drop in propulsive force increases with
increase in speed of the LIM. At zero speed, end effects is negligibly small, and hence the LIM behaves
quite similar to a rotating induction machine.
In the equivalent circuit of the LIM, the magnetizing inductance exponentially decreases with increase
in speed, thus accounting for the loss of flux and the consequent drop in propulsive force. The
magnetizing inductance remains unaffected at zero speed, hence the equivalent circuit of a LIM at zero
speed exactly resembles that of a rotating induction machine.
However, even at zero speed some distortion of flux does exist, as the magnetic circuit of the LIM does
not close on itself. This implies that the windings of the three phases are not placed symmetric to each
other. This makes the LIM an inherently unbalanced machine. Due to this unbalance, the propulsive
force contains a ripple component over and above its mean value. Since the ripple results from a phaseto-phase unbalance, hence the frequency of the ripple is twice the supply frequency of the LIM. This
phenomenon exists even at zero speed, and is sometimes referred to as “Static End Effects”.
In this thesis, the per unit ripple in propulsive force has been introduced as an indicator that can be used
to estimate the amount of end effects existing in a LIM. It has been shown that flux distortion due to end
effects increases with increase in speed of the LIM but is independent of the value of primary current
and primary voltage of the LIM. Also, the flux distortion decreases with increase in number of poles of
the LIM, but it remains unaffected by the number of turns in the primary winding of the LIM. It has been
shown that the variation of per unit force ripple is similar to the variation of flux distortion due to end
effects w.r.t. the above mentioned design criteria and operating conditions. Hence, the per unit force
ripple can be used as an indicator for estimating end effects in a LIM.
Experiments have been performed on a 5 pole Disc LIM. It has been shown that the per unit force ripple
and its variation with speed can be experimentally recorded. This method of estimating end effects does
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not require flux sensors to be installed in the air gap of the LIM. Also, it is independent of the equivalent
circuit parameters of the LIM.
Keywords: Linear Induction Machine, Finite Element Method, End Effects, Flux Distortion, Magnetic
Asymmetry, Phase-to-Phase Unbalance, Force Ripple
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON SHOCK/BOUNDARY-LAYER
INTERACTIONS IN HYPERSONIC INTAKE
Tamal Jana
Supervisor: Prof. Mrinal Kaushik
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Accession No.: NB16965
The supersonic or hypersonic flow through an aircraft intake must be decelerated before entering the
combustion chamber to ensure efficient combustion. The flow retardation in the high-speed aircraft
intake is generally achieved through the evolution of multiple shock waves. However, the occurrence of
shock and boundarylayer interactions (SBLIs) in intakes often results in detrimental consequences such
as poor total pressure recovery, abrupt thickening or separation of the boundary layer, unsteady shock
oscillations, aerodynamic heating, etc. These effects can become more severe in hypersonic flows
essentially due to viscous and vorticity interaction, and higher shock-layer temperature. Hence, the
SBLIs must be controlled to eliminate or reduce the losses. In this study, an attempt is made to control
the interactions using the passive methods owing to their obvious advantages. The present study
experimentally evaluates the effectiveness of a thin porous surface deployed over a shallow cavity as the
shock control, and the conventional micro-vortex generators as the boundary layer control in
manipulating the SBLIs occurring in a double-ramp mixed-compression intake, mounted in a shock
tunnel, at hypersonic Mach numbers. Both quantitative and qualitative investigations have been carried
out by measuring the static pressure distributions over the ramp-surface and visualizing the interactions
using the timeresolved Schlieren technique. Besides, the time-resolved flow visualization technique is
utilized to investigate the unsteady nature of the shock structure, separation bubble,
and the flow evolution.
The thin porous surface deployed over a shallow cavity is installed in the higher adverse pressure
gradient regions at Mach 5.7 and Mach 7.9 mixed-compression intakes. With the variation of diameter
and pitch of the pores, the porosity in the Mach 5.7 intake is varied as: 4.5%, 7.5%, 17%, 21.6%, and
25%, whereas 17% and 25% porosity limits are considered at Mach 7.9. At 25% surface perforation and
Mach 5.7, a maximum of 20.53% drop in static pressure is observed at a near-reattachment location of
the separation bubble. At Mach 7.9, the 25% surface erforation has maintained its superiority in
decreasing the wall static pressure to a maximum of 20.20% at the near-reattachment location. However,
the 17% porous surfacecontrolled configuration suppresses the separation bubble most effectively for
both the Mach numbers.
A spanwise array of conventional micro-vortex generators (MVGs) are deployed upstream of and at the
interaction regions in a Mach 5.7 mixed-compression intake. They are found to be useful in reducing the
extent of the interactions. The height of MVGs in the present investigation is varied as 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm,
and 1.0 mm. The MVGs of height 1.0 mm, deployed at the interaction region, are quite efficient in
decreasing the wall static pressure, with a maximum of 13.57% reduction at the downstream proximal
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location. The Schlieren images show a decrease in the size of the separation bubble for all the MVG
controlled intakes; however, the MVGs of height 0.7 mm, deployed upstream of the interaction zone, i s
found to be the most efficient in suppressing the bubble.
Keywords: Boundary layer, Cavity, Porous surface, Micro-vortex generator, Mixedcompression
intake, Shock wave, Schlieren technique, Separation bubble, Wall static pressure
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STUDIES TOWARDS THE SYNTHESIS OF 6H-CHROMENES,
POLYAROMATICS AND BIARYLS BY PD AND CU CATALYZED CROSS
COUPLING REACTIONS
Pompy Sarkar
Supervisors: Prof. Jayanta K. Ray and Prof. Samik Nanda
Department of Chemistry
Accession No.: NB16966
The thesis entitled “Studies towards the synthesis of 6H-chromenes, polyaromatics and biaryls by Pd
and Cu catalyzed cross coupling reactions” has been organized in five chapters.
Chapter 1 delivers an abrupt view on the wide applications of palladium and copper catalyzed coupling
reactions to construct different organic structures in recent time.
Chapter 2 describes a palladium catalyzed protocol to synthesize substituted benzo[c]chromenes. This
approach is cascade in nature and consists of Suzuki cross coupling and intramolecular substitution.
Chapter 3 illustrates the synthesis of 3,3-dimethyl indanones and analogues by palladium mediated
Heck reaction. The key step for this transformation is intramolecular and oxidative in nature.
Chapter 4 depicts a one pot technique to develop phenanthrenequinone skeletons and derivatives. It
includes palladium catalyzed Suzuki cross coupling and copper catalyzed cross dehydrogenative
coupling.
Chapter 5 elucidates the study of a newly developed heterogeneous catalyst and its applications on cross
coupling reaction to produce a series of biaryls.
Chapter 6 summarizes the pivotal findings of the present inspections.

Keywords: Palladium catalyst, cascade reaction, chromene, 1-indanone, phenanthrenequinones, cross
dehydrogenative coupling, copper catalyst, biaryls
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ATMOSPHERIC PLASMA SPRAYED METAL OXIDE COATINGS:
UNDERSTANDING ON THEIR SENSING AND CATALYTIC CONVERSION
CHARACTERISTICS OF TOXIC GASES RELEVANT TO AIR QUALITY
MONITORING
Ambardekar Vibhav Shriram Shruti
Supervisors: Prof. P.P.Bandyopadhyay and Prof .S.B.Majumder
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16967
In the present work, atmospheric plasma spray technique was used to develop gas sensor (SnO2, WO3SnO2 composites, and CuO), and catalyst (CuO) layers. Two different sensing protocols, namely, quasi static and dynamic flow were used to investigate the sensing characteristics of these plasma sprayed
coatings. Initially, two different SnO2 coatings of identical thickness were made using nitrogen and
nitrogen-10 vol. % hydrogen as plasma forming gases, respectively. C2H5OH sensing characteristics of
both these coatings were tested using a quasi-static gas sensing setup. The coating made using nitrogen
as plasma forming gas exhibited superior sensing response % as compared to the coated layer prepared
using the other plasma forming gas. The response % in the presence of C2H5OH test gas was superior
as compared to CH3COCH3 and i-C3H7OH. To better understand the sensing behavior, temperature
dependent sensor response was modeled using gas diffusion theory which follows first order kinetics
and Knudsen diffusion. WO3-75 wt. % SnO2 composite coating was tested using a quasi-static gas
sensing setup. The response % in the presence of C2H5OH was higher as compared to that of
CH3COCH3 and i-C3H7OH. Concentration dependent conductance transients for three analytes were
analyzed using Freundlich adsorption isotherm. Subsequently, H2 and CO sensing characteristics of two
different coating configurations, namely, SnO2 layer with bottom electrodes and SnO2 layer with top
electrodes were tested using a dynamic flow gas sensing set up. Both SnO2 coatings yielded higher H2
response % as compared to CO response %. Concentration dependent conductance transients for H2,
CO sensing were analysed following Langmuir adsorption isotherm. CO sensing performance of CuO
coating was tested using a dynamic flow gas sensing setup. Since the response % in the presence of CO
was much superior to that for i-C4H10, CH4, and NO2 gases; this coating is claimed suitable for
selective CO sensing. Using a fabricated set-up, the efficacy of CuO catalyst coating was tested for
gasoline engine exhaust. CO, HC and NOx emissions were reduced by ~80 %. Useful sensor response,
catalytic conversion results could be attributed to porous surface morphology with inter -granular
contacts conducive to adsorption/desorption of oxygen and test gas.
Keywords: atmospheric plasma spray; sensor; gas detection; selectivity; gas diffusion theory;
conductance transients; adsorption isotherm; catalyst, gasoline engine emission control.
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CONSTANT ON/OFF-TIME DIGITAL CURRENT-MODE CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE, ANALYSIS, AND DESIGN FOR DC-DC CONVERTERS
Hariharan K
Supervisors: Dr. Santanu Kapat and Prof. Siddhartha Mukhopadhyay
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16968
A DC-DC converter plays the key role in efficient DC power processing in portable devices to meet the
demand for fast transient response, high efficiency, and stringent output voltage regulation over a wide
range of load current and input voltage. Current-mode control (CMC) achieves better dynamic
performance and line regulation over voltage mode control; however,
it suffers from poor load regulation and current-loop instability for duty ratio D > 0:5. Variable frequency
CMC techniques, such as constant On-time and constant Off-time offer inherent current-loop stability,
which make them useful for wide duty ratio operations. However, constant On/Off-time control
techniques suffer from varying switching frequency at steady-state and often require an additional PLL
circuit for frequency regulation. Digital implementation makes it easier to adapt the constant-time
parameter for frequency regulation and offers flexibility for real-time controller tuning. However, the
choice of sampling frequency which would ensure robust closed-loop stability still remains a challenge.
This thesis proposes novel constant On/Off-time digital CMC architectures for buck, boost, and noninverting buck-boost (NIBB) converters using event-based sampling methods. This achieves robust
closed-loop stability over a wide duty ratio range. A hybrid constant On/Off-time modulation technique
is proposed to achieve fast transient performance using single digital modulator and voltage controller.
The proposed method achieves superior stability margin and reduced right-half-plane (RHP) zero effect
in non-minimum phase converters over fixed-frequency CMC. Thereafter, a digital CMC tuning method
is proposed in boost and NIBB converters to achieve near time-optimal recovery for a step change in
load current and reference voltage. Finally, a multi-mode digital controller is proposed to achieve fast
transient response and high light-load efficiency with smooth controller transitions and programmable
switching frequency. The buck, boost, and NIBB converter prototypes are made and the proposed
architectures are implemented using an FPGA device. A dimmable LED array driving case study is
considered, and the proposed methods are experimentally verified.
Keywords: DC-DC converters, constant On-time modulation, constant Off-time modulation, eventbased sampling, digital current-mode control, RHP-zero, time-optimal recovery
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STOCHASTIC COMPARISON OF EXTREME ORDER STATISTICS
Madhurima Datta
Supervisor: Dr. Nitin Gupta
Department of Mathematics
Accession No.: NB16969
The stochastic ordering of random variables deals with the information provided by the istribution
functions of the random variables. The stochastic orders analyzed here are: Usual stochastic, hazard rate,
reversed hazard rate, likelihood ratio, dispersive and star order. As a result, one can observe that the
lifetime of one random variable is greater than the lifetime of another random variable. In reliability
theory, it is important to know which device or system performs better than the other, to reduce the cost
of production, machine maintenance, accidents caused by faulty systems, prediction of natural calamities
etc. Our aim is to study series and parallel systems where the components are same in number,
independent, heterogeneous and each follows a specific distribution. In statistical terms, series and
parallel systems corresponds to minimum and maximum order statistic respectively. Order statistic is an
arrangement of random variables according to their strength or magnitude. The distributions considered
here are Kumaraswamy’s, Fréchet, Extended Inverse Lindley, Weibull-G, Gompertz-Makeha m,
Exponentiated Chen distribution. A general model of distribution i.e., Proportional Hazard rate(PHR)
and Proportional Reversed Hazard rate(PRHR) distribution has been onsidered. We observed the
existence of certain stochastic ordering relations between two series systems or two parallel systems
where the components followed Kumaraswamy’s, Fréchet, Extended Inverse Lindley distributions.
Hazard rate ordering was observed for series systems where the components follow either Weibull -G or
Gompertz Makeham distribution and the corresponding parameters are chain majorized; usual stochastic
and reversed hazard rate ordering exists for parallel systems with Weibull-G and Gompertz Makeham
distributed components. Similarly, usual stochastic and likelihood ratio ordering are observed when the
components follow Exponentiated Chen distribution. Lastly, we considered PHR and PRHR family of
distributions, where the number of components and baseline distributions are different; dispersive,
hazard rate, reversed hazard rate ordering are observed for minimum and maximum order statistic.
Moreover, when the components are dependent, usual stochastic ordering exists for series and parallel
systems comprising of components from location family of distribution.
Keywords: Majorization; Order statistic; Stochastic orders.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR PRIORITIZING CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURES
FOR URBAN FLOOD-PRONE AREAS: A CASE OF GUWAHATI, ASSAM
Tanaya Sarmah
Supervisors: Dr Sutapa Das and Dr Bharath H Aithal
Ranbir and Chitra Gupta School of Infrastructure Design and Management
Accession No.: NB16970
India aims to build disaster-resilient cities by embracing the global agenda of sustainable development
goals combined with Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), the Paris Agreement and
New Urban Agenda. Climate change and rapid urbanization have forced several Indian cities to face the
growing frequency and intensity of flooding. The city of Guwahati selected as a case study is the largest
financial hub, emergent urban centre, and gateway to north-east India. It is a disaster hotspot in the
context of earthquakes, floods and landslides. Several DRR policies have failed to tame the chronic issue
of urban floods (UFs). Hence, this research aims to develop a comprehensive decision support system
(DSS) for the prioritization and resilience of critical infrastructures (CIs) as per their desirable functions
during and after an UF. This work builds upon field data on flooding, human vulnerability, building
condition survey, etc. – all collected in three consecutive monsoons. Results from each of the following
objectives were validated before using it as an input for the next step.
The first objective of UF hazard assessment divided seven causative factors of UF under the two
categories of ‘environmental’ and ‘anthropogenic’ based on thorough literature review. They were
digitized as thematic maps in a GIS environment. Their relative weights (RWs) were derived using the
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) involving 16 domain experts. Accordingly, the UF hazard zonation
map was developed for the 216 sq km study area, comprising 31 wards. Natural drainage (contour and
slope) was the highest and population density was the lowest contributor to UF in the city. The land-use
maps were validated using data from Google Earth and the kappa coefficient. The wards were finally
divided into five groups from ‘very high’ to ‘very low’ UF hazard index (UFHI).
The second objective was assessing UF vulnerability of humans and CI buildings. Human
vulnerability index (HVI) in a 5-point scale similar to UFHI was derived for the wards. Thirty-one
parameters identified from socio-economic vulnerability indices and human development index (HDI)
was graded by 1023 randomly selected citizens. Statistical analysis showed these HVI grouping of wards
is significant and has a strong (rS=0.735) correlation with the UFHI grouping. To find the building
vulnerability index (BVI), the concept of rapid visual screening (RVS) – a highly regarded technique for
seismic hazards, was customised for UF. The three major building typologies, namely, reinforced cement
concrete, load-bearing masonry, and vernacular Assam-type buildings, were taken into account. A total
of 430 CI buildings were surveyed to generate the RVS equation using multiple linear regression with
ten independent variables. It was statistically validated with another set of 417 observations. Thus, BVI
for individual CIs led to the ward-wise BVI and grouping of the same in a 5-point scale similar to UFHI
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and HVI. The HVI–BVI matrix for five UFHI classes and the (HVI UFHI) – BVI matrix represented
the UF vulnerability index (UFVI). Such ‘whole-to-part’ and ‘part-to-whole’ analysis matched with the
underlying principle of failure mode effect and criticality analysis (FMECA) – an established tool in
systems engineering. It helped to visualize the city as an urban system in a true sense where people and
CIs are components and decision making can
be granulated.
The third objective of prioritization of CIs grouped the 11 existing CI types as vital, essential and
others. The RWs and interdependency of the first two types against five UFVI classes were established
through the analytic network process (ANP) survey with ten domain experts. For all five UFVI classes,
ranks remained same for vital and essential CIs after excluding mass-communication building – which
is planned at the city-level rather than the ward level. The findings led to a comprehensive DSS in the
form of a logical flowchart. The list of CIs thus proposed was then tallied with the statutory guidelines.
Six domain experts ratified the results with minor suggestions.
The novelty of the work lies in (a) UF hazard zonation and indexing in the absence of structured
information; (b) HDI based UF vulnerability assessment; (c) RVS survey methodology for UF; (d) UF
oriented DSS for augmenting CIs. These contributions can significantly help in mainstreaming DRR in
developmental plans of UF prone areas. Especially, resource-constrained and water-stressed fastgrowing cities of Asia Pacific region with a profile similar to the case study area will be benefitted.
Keywords: Building vulnerability; Critical infrastructure; Hazard zonation; Human vulnerability; HDI;
RVS; Urban flood
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ORTHOTIC DEVICE FOR ASSISTING
KNEE AND HIP JOINTS, AND ANALYSIS OF SIT-TO-STAND MOTION OF
HUMAN-BEINGS
Abhishek Rudra Pal
Supervisors: Prof. Dilip Kumar Pratihar and Prof. Sanjay Gupta
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No.: NB16971
Several designs had been proposed by various researchers for different orthotic devices to assist the
disabled people during walking. However, most of those designs might not be optimal in terms of their
weights, strength, power consumption of their motors, and others. Thus, there is a need for the design
and development of optimized orthotic devices for the different joints. In this study, a novel design of
the orthotic device for assisting the knee and hip joints had been proposed. Kinematic and dynamic
analyses of the orthotic device were carried out. The problems had been formulated for carrying out
optimization and solved using nature-inspired optimization algorithm. The orthotic device for the hip
and knee joints had been fabricated. Some four-bar mechanisms were used in the proposed design, which
could also be utilized as the function generators. To ensure, whether the joints could generate the desired
motions, some trials were made experimentally to trace a few mathematical functions by using the motordriven four-bar mechanisms utilized in this orthotic device. It is important to note that a good accuracy
had been obtained in tracing these mathematical functions. Thus, it is concluded that the desired motions
at the different joints could be achieved with the developed orthotic device. The modeling and analysis
of sit-to-stand motion of human-beings is another important problem, which had also been studied here.
The data related to this study were collected from the available literature. Optimization w as carried out
using nature-inspired optimization algorithm, which could evolve the optimal strategies of the sit-tostand motion of human-beings.
Keywords: Orthotic device; Knee joint; Hip joint; Optimization; Sit-to-Stand motion; Genetic
Algorithms.
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CONJUNCTIVE USE PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABLE IRRIGATION WATER
MANAGEMENT IN DAMODAR CANAL COMMAND, WEST BENGAL
Laishram Kanta Singh
Supervisors: Prof. Madan Kumar Jha and Dr. V. M. Chowdary
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No.: NB16972
Ever-growing population, rapid industrialization and urbanization, and large-scale mismanagement of
water resources have resulted in the escalation of water scarcity and environmental problems worldwide.
The agricultural sector is the largest consumer of freshwater resources across the world including India
and additional freshwater supply will be needed to fulfill the enhanced food requirements in coming
decades. Formulation of robust land and water management strategies is a daunting task under data
scarcity and uncertain future conditions. Thus, sustainable management of both surface water and
groundwater resources is one of the greatest challenges faced across the globe in the 21st century,
especially developing countries (including India). In India, studies on conjunctive use of surface water
and groundwater resources are very limited. The Damodar Canal Command is one of the most important
agricultural regions in West Bengal, Eastern India and it experiences acute water scarcity during dry
seasons for both domestic and agricultural purposes. In this study, the Damodar Canal Command (7470
km2) was selected as study area with an overall goal of developing a conjunctive use plan for the
sustainable management of irrigation water and land resources. To date, no scientific studies on
conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater has been carried out in the study area. To achieve the
goal, statistical analyses (including trend analysis) of pertinent hydro-meteorological data of 35 years
(1979-1013) for 14 weather stations were carried out. Spatio-temporal analysis of water demand and
supply under different climatic conditions was investigated at a block level using 2004-2013 data.
Further, the assessment of groundwater potential was carried out following an integrated geospatial and
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) approach. Using selected thematic layers and GIS-based
MCDA techniques (Analytic Hierarchy Process and Catastrophe theory), groundwater potential zones
in the study area were delineated, and the results were validated using a novel approach. A scientifically
sound methodology to assess rainwater harvesting potential as well as to identify suitable sites for
rainwater harvesting and recharge structures using AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) and MCDA
techniques is also presented in this study. Finally, conjunctive use plans were developed taking into
account spatial variability of irrigation water supply for two scenarios (‘normal’ and ‘dry’ climatic
conditions) using optimization modeling. A linear programming (LP) model with an objective function
of maximizing net benefits and suitable constraints was developed. The developed LP model was solved
using Lingo optimization software for the optimal allocation of land and water resources under varyi ng
climatic conditions.
The analysis of three trend detection tests indicated that the annual rainfall time series of Burdwan-I and
Mejhia stations have a significant increasing trend at the rate of 18.98 and 20.61 mm year-1, respectively.
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Significant decreasing trends (-0.022 to -0.064 °C year-1) were found in the Tmax time series for the
months of July (13 stations), September (13 stations), October (11 stations) and November (5 stations),
whereas significant increasing trends (0.023 to 0.03 °C year-1), were found in the Tmin series for the
month of May at most of the weather stations. Based on the variability of mean annual water supply, the
study area was categorized as (a) ‘very low’ (covering 14% of the study area), (b) ‘low’ (18%), (c)
‘moderate’ (23%), (d) ‘high’ (20%), and (e) ‘very high’ (25%). On the other hand, based on the
variability of mean crop irrigation requirement, the area was categorized as (a) ‘very low’ (3% of the
study area), (b) ‘low’ (10%), (c) ‘medium’ (17%), (d) ‘high’ (7%), and (e) ‘very high’ (63%). The
Dynamic Groundwater Reserve in the study area during 2004-2013 varies from 4117 MCM in 2006 to
6469 MCM in 2013, with a coefficient of variation of 15%.
The performance of the AHP technique for assessing groundwater prospect w as found superior
(prediction accuracy = 82%) to the Catastrophe technique. Considering the groundwater potential
yielded by the AHP technique, the study area can be divided into four zones: (a) ‘very good’ (covering
19% of the study area), (b) ‘good’ (49%), (c) ‘moderate’ (28%), and (d) ‘poor’ (4%). Moreover, the
study area can be categorized into four classes/zones of rainwater harvesting (RWH) potential. ‘High’
rainwater harvesting potential zone covers the maximum area (47% of the total area). The zones of
‘moderate’, and ‘very high’ RWH potential cover 38 and 8% respectively, while the ‘poor’ RWH
potential zone covers 7% of the study area. The zones suitable for the construction of farm ponds
encompass an area of 2314 km2, whereas about 42 km2 area is suitable for the construction of
percolation tanks on the ground. In addition, 69 percolation tanks and 33 check dams along the streams
are identified for artificial recharge of groundwater. The results of optimization modeling indicated that
it is possible to obtain the net benefit of Rs. 24818.00 million during ‘normal’ years and Rs. 14679.00
million during ‘dry’ years due to the efficient allocation of land and available irrigation water resources
to the existing cropping pattern. If the available Dynamic Groundwater Reserve is fully utilized for
irrigation, these net benefits can be increased by 197% in ‘normal’ years and 267% in ‘dry’ years. Based
on the results of this study, efficient management strategies could be formulated by the concerned
lanners/decision makers and practicing engineers to ensure sustainable management of land and
irrigation water resources in the canal command, which in turn can ensure sustainable agricultural
production and water security.
Keywords: Hydro-meteorological variability; Irrigation water supply; Crop water demand; Water
deficit; Dynamic groundwater reserve; Geospatial techniques; Multi-criteria decision analysis;
Analytic Hierarchy Process; Catastrophe theory; Groundwater potential mapping; Rainwater
harvesting; Artificial recharge; Conjunctive use planning; Optimization model ing; Canal command.
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION ACROSS THE MAHANADI SHEAR ZONE,
EASTERN GHATS PROVINCE, INDIA: IMPLICATIONS FOR
NEOPROTEROZOIC TECTONICS OF THE INDO-ANTARCTICA
AMALGAM
Subham Bose
Supervisor: Prof. Saibal Gupta
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No.: NB16973
The Eastern Ghats Province (EGP) of India was contiguous with East Antarctica in the Neoproterozoic
supercontinents of Rodinia and Gondwana. In the northern part of the granulite facies EGP, regionalscale lineaments and strikes of structural fabrics show a regional swing, from NNE-SSW in the south,
through E-W, to WNW-ESE to the north of a major intra-province lineament called the Mahanadi Shear
Zone (MSZ). This study investigates the role of the MSZ in this regional-scale transposition of fabrics
and lineaments. The earliest planar fabric (S1) that formed during the D1 deformation in the area was
associated with partial melting under granulite facies conditions that peaked at ultra-high temperatures
(UHT) at moderate to low pressures (3.5-5.5 Kb). Tight to isoclinal folding and thrusting associated with
D2 was synchronous with loading (to 7-8 Kb) and coronal garnet formation on orthopyroxene and
cordierite in charnockites and aluminous granulites, respectively. After D2, terrane-wide hydrous fluid
infiltration led to biotite formation under upper amphibolite facies conditions, followed by
decompression to 5.5-6 Kb. Subsequently, sinistral strike-slip shearing during D3 transposed earlier
fabrics consistently into a N-S striking, westerly dipping orientation, with the formation of a late
penetrative foliation (S3) defined by a segregation of quartz-rich and feldspathic layers. D3 was followed
by extensional shearing (D4) that caused transposition of the earlier fabrics to an E-W striking, northerly
or southerly dipping orientation and formed the pervasive S4 foliation in the vicinity and north of the
MSZ. Both D3 and D4 operated under lower to middle amphibolite facies conditions. A final dextral
strike-slip shearing event (D5), operating at greenschist facies conditions, was mainly localized along
the MSZ. Structural studies show that in late, lower temperature shears that nucleate within an earlier
shear zone, kinematic interpretation is complicated, and the evolution of the later stretching lineation is
strongly influenced by the temperature, strain rate and orientation of the preexisting stretching lineation.
Monazite chemical dating constrains the sequence of deformation events (D1-D5) to between 1100 and
510 Ma, similar to ages reported from East-Antarctica. This is compatible with an initial back arc-setting
of EGP-East Antarctica during D1 deformation and UHT metamorphism, followed by backarc closure
during D2 loading and thrusting. Subsequent fluid infiltration and decompression followed this loading.
Thereafter, sinistral strike-slip shearing during D3 may have detached the back-arc from its arc. Rodinia
break-up relates to the D3 strike-slip and the D4 extensional shearing, while D5 dextral strike-slip
shearing indicates intracontinental readjustments during Gondwana assembly.
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Keywords: Eastern Ghats Province, Mahanadi Shear Zone, strike-slip, extensional, transposition,
strain rate, pre-existing stretching lineation, Rodinia, Gondwana
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FORMATION, DECOMPOSITION AND SWAPPING DYNAMICS OF
CLATHRATE HYDRATES: MODELING AND VALIDATION
Palodkar Avinash Vitthalrao
Supervisor: Prof. Amiya K. Jana
Department of Chemical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16974
A large amount of energy, perhaps twice the total amount of all other hydrocarbon reserves combined,
is trapped within the gas hydrate deposits. Despite emerging as a potential energy source for the world
over the next several hundred years and one of the key factors in causing future climate change, gas
hydrate is still poorly known in terms of its formation, decomposition and exchange mechanisms. To
address this issue, a mathematical formulation is proposed to represent the physical insight into the
processes of hydrate formation, growth and decomposition. This theoretical framework addresses several
practically relevant aspects, including renewal of surface where hydrates form, uneven size and shape of
internal pores in the porous material, hydrate formation in the interstitial and interior pore spaces of the
unconsolidated porous particles, surface tension effect, and impeding nature of the salt ions present in
seawater towards the hydrate formation, growth and decomposition. Besides, to safely extract the energy
from the hydrate reservoirs, a theoretical formulation is proposed to understand the physical insight into
the transient swapping between natural gas and CO2 occurred under deep seabed and in permafrost.
Addressing several practical concerns makes the model formulation novel and generalized enough in
explaining the swapping phenomena at diverse geological conditions. In fact, the developed formulation
has described the formation, growth, decomposition and swapping phenomena precisely and provided a
promising performance with a close agreement with the extensive range of experimental data. Providing
clearer insights into how hydrates are generated, deposited, decayed and swapped, this model can play
a crucial role in gas storage and transportation, desalination, gas separation, CO2 capture and
sequestration, and outer solar system applications.
Keywords: Gas hydrates; formation and growth; decomposition; swapping; theoretical ramework;
seawater; porous media
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CHARACTERIZATION AND FOOD APPLICATION OF EXTRACT AND
ESSENTIAL OIL OF CURED BETEL LEAF (PIPER BETLE L.)
Mitali Madhumita
Supervisors: Prof. Proshanta Guha and Prof. Ahindra Nag
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No.: NB16975
Piper betle L. var. Bangla, belongs to the Piperaceace family. It has good nutritive value contributed by
high mineral and vitamin content. Public interest for bioactive compounds with a high antioxidant
capacity is increasing day by day. Therefore, it is a major challenge for the researchers in the food and
pharmaceutical industries to find out the most efficient extraction method as well as characterization of
bioactive compounds from the leaves. The present study was focused on to optimize the extract and
essential oil (EO) yield from fresh as well as cured betel leaves using different extraction methods.
Moreover, physicochemical characterization, separation of compounds from EO, kinetic study and food
application were also studied.
The leaf extract yield, antioxidant activities (AA), total phenolics (TPC), and flavonoid content (TFC)
of fresh as well as cured betel leaf, obtained by soxhlet extraction (SE) and ultrasound assisted extraction
(UAE) were analysed. The optimum conditions for the extract were calculated based on the extract yield
by varying three parameters: extraction time (15-35 min), temperature (40-50°C) and ethanol to leaf
powder ratio (15-25 ml/g), and were optimized using CCD coupled with RSM. Results showed that
extraction time and ethanol to leaf powder ratio had a significant effect on the yield of the extract. The
highest leaf extract yield (14.62%) obtained by UAE showed the highest TPC and AA using DPPH assay
with optimum extraction parameters, viz. temperature (45°C), time (41.8 min) and ethanol to leaf powder
ratio (20 ml/g). The quantitative analysis showed a very significant positive correlation between the
assays in relation to the amount of total phenolic compounds.
The extraction of EO from betel leaves is of high interest for industrial application. Thus, the EO of both
the fresh and the cured betel leaves, were also optimized by BBD using three independent variables such
as extractions time (40-140 min), temperature (80-100°C) and leaf to water ratio (1-2 g/l). The results
showed that the highest EO yield (0.48%) was obtained from the cured betel leaves using hydrodistillation (HD) method whereas it was only 0.35% from the fresh leaves with optimized extraction time
(140 min), temperature (100°C) and leaf to water ratio (1.5 g/l). The FT-IR analysis of both the leaf EOs
proved the presence of chemical groups like alkenes, alcohols, ethers, esters, phenols, etc. The GC-MS
results revealed the presence of 33 and 30 components representing 96.4% and 93.96% of total EOs
extracted from the fresh and the cured betel leaves, respectively. The three compounds which
distinguished EO of fresh leaves from the cured leaves were: α-pinene, β-phellandrene and
oxabicycloheptane. Chemical characterization of cured betel leaf EO (CLEO) revealed the presence of
major compounds like eugenol (42.23%), estragole (18.12%), linalool (10.24%), α-coapene (8.54%),
anethole (2.65%), caryophyllene (1.13%) and 3-methoxy cinnamaldehyde (0.66%) in different
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percentages. Three compounds were successfully separated from the CLEO by column chromatography
method and confirmed as respective compound on the basis of 1H and 13C NMR data. The separated
and purified compounds that was confirmed by column chromatography and NMR analysis were
eugenol, estragole and 3-methoxy cinnamaldehyde. For extraction of EO, equilibrium-time relationship
was also determined by studying the extraction kinetics using three mathematical kinetics models: first
order kinetic model, Ponomarev model and Peleg model. The Peleg model was found to be the best fit
representing the HD extraction kinetics.
Antibacterial activity was also evaluated against Mycobacterium smegmatis, Staphylococcus aureus and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the results revealed that CLEO showed significantly higher antimicrobial
activity against M. smegmatis than fresh leaf EO. This is because most of the antimicrobial activity is
attributed to oxygenated terpenoids present in the CLEO. Moreover, CLEO exhibited strong antibacterial
activity that might be due to the presence of linalool and eugenol compound in higher percentage.
In addition, morphological study was also carried out to investigate the extraction mechanism of the
fresh and the cured betel leaves with the help of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM images
confirmed that exhausted fresh leaves showed less porous, fibrous and smooth surface than the exhausted
cured leaves which showed more porous and rough surface that improved extraction.
The potential of EO of betel leaf as a natural food preservative was also studied to find out an
organoleptically acceptable concentration of CLEO that can be employed in sapota juice (Manilkara
zapota L.). This was followed by determination of the changes in physicochemical parameters in EO
treated sapota juice for enhancing the shelf life under refrigerated condition of 4°C. The results showed
that the sapota juice could be preserved by adding the organoleptically acceptable concentration (0.3
μl/ml) of CLEO which could efficiently extend the shelf life of the juice without alteration of quality
parameters for about one month compared to untreated and other treated samples.
Keywords: Piper betle L., Cured betel leaf, Leaf extract, Essential oil, Optimization, FT-IR, GC-MS,
Antimicrobial activity, SEM, Column chromatography, NMR, Kinetics, Manilkara zapota L.,
Physicochemical characterization, Sensory analysis, Natural preservative.
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MICROWAVE ASSISTED SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF RICE BRAN OIL
Ruby Pandey
Supervisor: Prof. Shanker Lal Shrivastava
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No.: NB16976
Rice bran is a nutritionally rich by-product of rice milling operation and is a potential source of edible
oil production. However, rapid rise in its free fatty acid content leads to utilisation of a very small fraction
of its total potential for edible grade oil production. Also, the dispersed nature and prevalence of small
capacity of rice mills in developing nations like India causes ineffective utilization of presently existing
large scalesolvent extraction plants used for rice bran oil (RBO) extraction. With a view to improving the
process of RBO extraction which can be adopted for scale-up, the present study investigated the effect
of various parameters viz., microwave (MW) power, MW exposure time and solvent to bran ratio (STBR)
on RBO recovery in two step microwave assisted extraction (TSMAE) process. Observations indicated
it to be a better process than the conventional solvent extraction (CSE) process where more than 95 %
oil could be recovered in 10 min of total extraction time. Microwave power of 320 W, MW exposure
time of 60 s and STBR of 2.3 mL/g per step were found to be optimum. Quality of oil obtained from
TSMAE was found to be comparable with respect to wax content, colour, iodine value and oryzanol
content while being superior in respect of antioxidant activity, tocopherol content and phospholipid
content to the oil extracted by CSE. Extraction kinetics study gave an insight to understand the reason
behind rapid extraction in MW treated bran and it was found that a significant increase in oil recovery
in washing stage took place in MW pre-treated bran than the untreated bran. Conforming to this, the
scanning electron micrographs further showed more cell rupture in MW treated bran than the untreated
bran. The absorbed power density (APD) of 1.00 ± 0.15 W/g was found to be optimum for MAE of
RBO. Numerical modelling of MW heating of rice bran was attempted using COMSOL Multiphysics
software to predict its heating behaviour which can be further utilized for scaled-up studies and
equipment development. The developed model was found to well predict the average temperature and
APD of bran with root mean square error values of 5–8 °C and 0.16–1.28 W/g respectively. A percolation
type microwave assisted extraction (PMAE) setup which can accommodate up to 600 g bran was also
developed as a part of this study to perform semi continuous extraction of RBO and the experimental
evaluation indicated 4 cm bran bed height as the optimum in terms ofheating uniformity. It was found
that 95% oil recovery was obtained from 400 g bran in 10min of extraction time at 500 W MW power
when solvent flow rate was maintained at 184mL/min. Based on the experimental observations, market
evaluation and theoretical considerations, the economic feasibility of installing a continuous PMAE unit
with a processing capacity of 100 kg bran/hour integrated to a 2 Tonne/hour rice mill was analysed,
which indicated it to be an economically viable proposition facilitating 15 per cent and 41 per cent yearly
return on investment with undelayed utilization of rice bran currently being sold as edible and non-edible
grade respectively. The developed process has a potential to curtail the national edible oil import by
about 4.5 per cent.
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Keywords: Two step microwave assisted extraction; Rice bran; Dielectric properties; Numerical
modelling; Percolation type microwave assisted extraction;Continuous solvent extraction
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DESIGN, MANUFACTRUING AND LONG TERM PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION OF OPTICAL FIBER EMBEDDED SMART COMPOSITIES
Santoshi Mohanta
Supervisor: Prof. Swati Neogi
Department of Chemical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16977
The widespread applications of fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are restricted because of the
concerns related to their instability in quality and accurate assessment of long-term performance in
hostile environments. To address these, in this thesis smart FRP composites are manufactured by
embedding fiber Bragg grating (FBG) strain and temperature sensors using hand lay-up (HLU) and
vacuum assisted resin infusion molding (VARIM) techniques. During manufacturing, strain and
temperature signals obtained from the embedded sensors are processed and correlated with key stages
of curing. To validate these stages of curing and to estimate the cure initiation and completion time,
conventional techniques such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermal mechanical analyzer
(TMA) etc. The time when strain starts to progress and attains a constant value coincides with the onset
and completion of the curing respectively. However, in FRP composites with thickness>5 mm, the cure
initiation and completion times at different layers are not same. This is assessed by processing the strain
and temperature at different layers in a 14 mm thick FRP composite. Moreover, the defects developed
during manufacturing are assessed and located by embedding multiple strain sensors in FRP composites.
The long-term performance of smart FRP composites are further evaluated by exposing them to corrosive
produced water and UV radiation for 270 days and 42 days respectively. The strain developed within the
FRP composite and the mechanical property deterioration are measured with time. The strain is further
mapped with percentage of property retention to establish a strain-based health monitoring technique.
After 270 days of corrosive immersion, nearly 35 % reduction in flexural strength is observed which
corresponds to a strain of 160 με. Similarly, after 42 days of UV aging, 10 % reduction in flexural
strength is observed which corresponds to a strain of 130 με. Also, the performance of existing GFRP
structures and thickness of solid wax deposition are estimated by mounting the sensors over the
composite structures. This work shows that the smart FRP composites with embedded and surfacemounted sensors act as a promising material which ensures accurate and timely assessment of the
performance of FRP composite structures.
Keywords: Smart FRP composites; FBG sensors; cure; residual stress; delamination; corrosive medium;
UV irradiation
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ELECTRICALLY MODULATED INTERFACIAL DYNAMICS:
PERSPECTIVES FROM INERT DROPLETS TO ACTIVE MICROSWIMMERS
Antarip Poddar
Supervisors: Prof. Suman Chakraborty and Dr. Aditya Bandopadhyay
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16978
Electrical modulation of interfaces has emerged as a thriving research topic owing to its promise towards
defeating the fundamental challenge of overwhelming viscous forces compared to inertia in microscale
fluid flow. Diverse practical applications, with droplet-based multiphase microfluidic devices on the one
hand to targeted drug delivery using artificial microswimmers on the other, have inspired the researchers
to exploit its advantages in several new prospects in this field. Despite outstanding advancements,
however, numerous issues on interfacial electro-hydrodynamics remain to be poorly understood,
including electrically modulated dynamics of chemically tuned droplets and their possible synergistic
connectivity with the electrically modulated dynamics of complex active matter. Motivated by these, the
present thesis explores several unresolved facets of the dynamics of surfactant-coated drops in an electric
field and the influence of complex biofluids on the locomotion of auto-electrophoretic micromotors as a
model active matter system.
Surfactants are essential ingredients of the droplet-based microfluidic technology, facilitating the
stabilisation of droplet interfaces, augmenting the biocompatibility of the system and acting as media of
molecular exchange between droplets. However, diffusive transport of surfactants leads to spontaneous
gradients in interfacial tension, which in turn, may influence the electrically mediated dynamics of
droplets in a rather profound manner. Motivated by this proposition, first, a generic theoretical formalism
is developed that accounts for the interfacial tension gradients due to bulk-insoluble non-ionic
surfactants. Interface deformability and the surface charge convection are implemented within the scope
of the small deformation theory and small electric Reynolds number (defined as the ratio of the
timescales of charge convection by flow and that for charge relaxation by ohmic conduction),
respectively, while the electrical effects are modelled with the leaky dielectric model. It is shown that a
non-trivial interplay between the hydrodynamic and Maxwell (electrical) stresses at the drop surface,
being implicitly connected with the surfactant dynamics, as mediated by the incipient flow field, leads
to unique facets of
drop migration and emulsion rheology.
In a subsequent analysis, Marangoni effect, originated out of spatial variations in the interfacial tension
at the drop interface, is shown to arrest an otherwise increment of the drop-settling velocity as
attributable to surface charge convection, under gravitational settlement. For specific combinations of
the electrical parameters, the Marangoni flow completely suppresses the additional secondary vortices
observed in a clean drop. Further, under the influence of a background Poiseuille flow profile, contrasts
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in electrical conductivity and permittivity of the drop-surrounding fluid pair, as well as the magnitude
and the orientation of the electric field play a significant role in selectively altering the implications of
the Marangoni stress, thereby providing a means for selectively controlling the drop velocity in different
directions. This leads to the design paradigm of switching the cross-stream migration of the drop and
controlling the time for reaching the final state in the trajectory, by modifying the nature of the surfactant
and the sensitivity of surface tension on the concentration of the same.
The deformation of a droplet in a simple shear flow is of fundamental importance in several industrial
and biological processes, including the formation and rheology of emulsions, emulsifying devices,
polymer blending, oil recovery, break-up of fuel droplets in a double-swirl combustion chamber of a jet
engine, and the study of red blood cells in a physiological conduit. Accordingly, the electrohydrodynamically mediated transport of a surfactant-laden droplet in a background shear flow is
subsequently investigated. A three-dimensional asymptotic theory in this regard leads to an apparently
surprising observation that at a critical value of the shear stress relative to the electrical stress, the
Marangoni effects surprisingly vanish, despite the presence of surfactant gradients. Consequently, the
bulk emulsion viscosity and the normal stress differences can either enhance or decline, as determined
by unique discriminating functions.
The above investigations develop the necessary background of extending the lectrohydrodynamic
transport of chemically functionalised inert droplets to biologically active micromotors. Such
micromotors have emerging applications in medicine, with their potential capabilities of delivering
materials to living cells within an organism. They also may turn out to be effective in degrading certain
chemical and biological warfare agents. Motivated by such important implications, the swi mming
performance of an artificialmicromotor driven by enzyme catalysis in a biophysical environment is
subsequently investigated. The interplay of electrocatalysis phenomenon and non-Newtonian fluid
rheology is captured by employing a unified model for shear-thinning and shear-thickening fluids that
are otherwise attributed to distinctive time-relaxation characteristics. It is shown that shear-thinning
fluids hold the exclusive capability to bring in massive augmentations in the mechanical power
developed by the micromotor relative to the input chemical energy. Further, it is revealed that a critical
competition between the increased swimming speed and the reduced drag force results in optimal
efficiency points, as dictated by the fuel concentration, catalytic reaction rate constants, and the
micromotor size.
While the studies on droplets and active micromotors, as reported in this work, are all centered around
electrically-mediated manipulation over interfacial scales, the respective strategies for the same are
subtly contrasting. Whereas the electric field effect considered for manipulating the droplet is externally
applied, the electric field modulating the micromotor transport is self-generated by internal bio-chemical
activation, very much akin to the electro-chemical activities in living systems. Despite such obvious
disparities, the mathematical framework for delving into the underlying physics is grossly universal,
connecting several paradigms of inert and active matters in an electrically modulated fluidic
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environment. These findings pave the way for optimising the performance of various droplet-based labon-a-chip devices, as well as apprehending the locomotion strategies of microswimmers in
physiologically relevant complex environments in a unified paradigm, and venturing i nto further
experimental and numerical studies in this field to build up specific focused applications in this emerging
field, including a unified paradigm of electrically modulated functionality of biologically active droplets,
bearing connectivities with features such as decay, collective behaviour, and self-division that are
essential aspects of functioning of living organisms.
Keywords: leaky dielecric fluid; drop deformation; charge convection; electrohydrodynamics;
surfactants; Marangoni stress; Janus particle; electrocatalysis; self-electrophoresis; biofluids; rheology.
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IMPACT OF THE SERVICE ELEMENTS ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
AND CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN THE INDIAN AIRLINE INDUSTRY
Rajarshi Debnath
Supervisors: Prof. Biplab Datta and Prof. Susmita Mukhopadhyay
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No.: NB16979
In order to capture maximum market share in today’s harsh competitive world, airlines are paying close
attention in evaluating and implementing effective services to improve customer satisfaction and in turn
customer retention. The purpose of this study is to consolidate the service elements of the airline industry
and examine the impact of service elements on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, i.e. attitudinal
and behavioural loyalty. Nine service elements were identified, including are frequent flyer program,
check-in services, schedules & punctuality, employee behaviour, complaint handling, caring, seat
comfort, in-flight facilities and food. A conceptual framework is being formed addressing the possible
relationships between service elements, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. This study has
explored the possibility of customer satisfaction acting as a mediator between service elements and
attitudinal loyalty; attitudinal loyalty acting as a mediator between customer satisfaction and behavioural
loyalty. It also explored the possibility of customer satisfaction and attitudinal loyalty as serial multiple mediation between service elements and behavioural loyalty. Therefore, this study unwinds a wide array
of directions for researchers to examine the relationships between service elements, customer satisfaction
and customer loyalty. It has been established in this study that schedule & punctuality, complaint
handling, caring, seat comfort, in-flight facilities, food and beverages has a direct positive impact on
customer satisfaction. Apart from this, the service elements have serial multiple mediation effect on
behavioural loyalty. Similarly, moderating effects and moderated mediation effect were also examined,
but they fail to qualify the criteria to become part of the conceptual framework. This study concludes
that the impact of attitudinal loyalty on behavioural loyalty is direct, positive and high.
Keywords: Service elements, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, attitudinal loyalty, behavioural
loyalty, airline industry.
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ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE AMPLITUDE
OF URBAN HEAT ISLANDS OF INDIA AND ASSOCIATED DRIVERS
Sarath Raj K
Supervisors: Prof. Arun Chakraborty and Dr. Saikat Kumar Paul
Centre for Oceans, Rivers, Atmosphere and Land Sciences
Accession No.: NB16980
The Urban areas experience relatively higher temperatures than the surrounding suburban and rural areas
and this temperature difference lead to the formation of urban heat islands (UHI). UHI phenomena is
one of the major consequences of human induced alteration of the surface of the earth. An urban area is
characterized by a very heterogeneous surface morphology such as impervious building materials,
meagreness of vegetation, anthropogenic heat, etc. which in turn increases the storage heat. UHIs can
result in potential health hazards, such as mortality due to high temperatures, diminish the thermal
comfort levels of urban dwellers and heat waves. The higher temperatures in urban areas can also
aggravate the energy demands of the cities (e.g. air-conditioning) which also lead to increased
greenhouse gas emissions. Studies on UHI intensity help to assess its impact on urban population and
city planning and aids in developing mitigation strategies to counter its harmful effects. Comprehensive
studies on UHI are particularly relevant in a country like India, where 32% people (~7% of total world
population) live in urban areas. A detailed analysis of surface UHI intensity (SUHII), which is the
difference of land surface temperatures between urban and surrounding rural areas, across all seasons
during day and night are conducted in this study.
Analysis of SUHII in Kolkata for the period 2000 – 2017 has revealed that there is a significant positive
SUHII observed in Kolkata both during daytime and night-time. The mean UHI intensity of the study
area during summer, post-monsoon and winter seasons is 1.32°C, 1.39°C and 0.86°C, respectively
during daytime and 1.02°C, 1.09°C and 1.51°C, during night-time, respectively. Significant increase of
SUHII during the study period, particularly during night-time was also observed in this study. The
increasing built-up area in the region at the expense of vegetated areas, water bodies and croplands to
accommodate its increasing population, has caused an increasing SUHII in the past decades. A detailed
analysis of 44 major cities of India shows that mean daytime SUHII is positive (up to 2°C) for most
cities, as analysed from satellite temperature measurements for the period 2000–2017, in contrast to
previous studies. Most cities show an increasing daytime SUHII for monsoon and post-monsoon seasons,
but negative for winter and summer seasons. The night-time SUHII is increasing in all seasons for most
cities (0.007° to 0.64°C per decade). The study demonstrates the effect of vegetation cover and
anthropogenic activities in determining SUHII which is supported by the analysis of aerosols, night
lights, precipitation and vegetation in the study regions. The findings of this study can be beneficial for
implementing effective strategies to mitigate SUHII and its detrimental effects.
Keywords: Anthropogenic forcing; Climate change; Land surface temperature; MODIS; Urban heat
island; Vegetation
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CARBON ISOTOPIC EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER FROM PLANT
SOURCE TO SEDIMENT SINK: IMPLICATION TO TERRESTRIAL
ORGANIC CARBON DYNAMICS
Arpita Sreemany
Supervisor: Dr. Melinda Kumar Bera
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No.: NB16981
The rapidly increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration and inevitable climate change demand
continuous monitoring of the global carbon cycle and assessment of the global carbon budget. Last ~30
years’ data suggest that apart from the ocean and atmosphere, terrestrial organic carbon (OC) reservoir
also accumulates ~30 % of the yearly emitted carbon. Therefore, the dynamics of the terrestrial OC
reservoir in terms of biomass preservation/degradation, and its fate during transportation through rivers
for long-term OC storage needs immediate attention. Utilizing carbon isotopic composition (δ13C) of
the C3-C4 plants as well as sedimentary organic matter (OM), the present study made an attempt to
understand the OC dynamics in the lower reach of the Ganges-Brahmaputra (G-B) River system. This is
because the G-B River system is thought to capable of modulating the global carbon cycle by transferring
~15% of the global OC burial flux to the ocean with ~100% efficiency. The δ13C values of modern C3C4 plant-produced OC and sediments from the lower Gangetic floodplain and its adjacent Sundarban
Mangrove forest suggest that significant 13C enrichment is taking place during OM transfer from the
plant source to the sediment sink. Wet-oxidation of the sediments satisfactorily helps in discriminating
the 13C enrichment process, i.e., whether caused solely due to the microbial degradation of C3 OC or
by a contribution from C4 plant-derived OC, which was hitherto unresolvable using only bulk sediment
δ13C values. In agreement with the inference made from the sediment δ13C data, the limited DIC data
from the Hooghly River and adjacent tidal rivers tentatively suggest that CO2 produced during the C3
OC degradation is the dominant source of DIC in the system, and CO2 outgassing to the atmosphere is
the dominant process for the DIC loss from the system. In line with the inference made from the limited
water DIC data, the biogenic carbonate proxy-based high resolution (~10 days) DIC data also suggest
that C3 OC degradation is the dominant source of DIC and bulk of the C4 OC gets oxidized well before
entering the river system. The present study, therefore, suggests that C4 plant-derived OC plays a
relatively minor role in the G-B River system’s carbon storage capacity.
Keywords: Organic Carbon; C3-C4; Paleoclimate; Paleo-vegetation; Bengal Fan; Ganges-Brahmaputra
river system; Dissolved Inorganic Carbon; High-resolution biogenic accretionary carbonate.
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MODELLING AND RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF TIME VARYING
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Gaurav Khanna
Supervisors: Prof. Sanjay K. Chaturvedi and Dr. Sieteng Soh and A/Prof. Mihai Lazarescu
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability
Accession No.: NB16982
Time Varying Communication Networks (TVCNs) like Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs), Delay
Tolerant Networks (DTNs) and Opportunistic Mobile Networks (OMNs) have become an integral part
of current communication systems. However, modelling of their parameters like mobility and topology
is still a challenging task due to temporal-topological variation, which brings new challenges, generally,
not observed in static networks.
The degree to which a TVCN is able to provide the required services needs to be quantitatively assessed
by defining measures like network reliability, routing requests ratio and route lifetime. Among them,
assessment of reliability metrics is very critical as communication links in TVCNs are intermittent and
can fail due to channel disruption, transponder failures and energy outages. Though, a plethora of
tools/techniques are available to evaluate the reliability of static networks, there is a lack of such metrics
and techniques for TVCNs.
In this thesis, our aim is to address the aforementioned challenges by proposing some reliability models
and metrics, and designing novel techniques to assess the reliability of TVCNs. More specifically, first,
we extend the concepts of minimal path sets, minimal cut sets and spanning arborescences, commonly
used to evaluate the reliability of static networks, to TVCNs by considering device-to-device connection
in store-carry-and-forward manner. We also present algorithm(s) to enumerate them. Second, we
develop methodologies to evaluate the reliability related metrics for storecarry- and-forward mechanism
reliant TVCNs. We evaluate 2-terminal reliability, Expected Hop Counts, Expected Slot Counts and
broadcast reliability of TVCNs with
the help of well-known Sum-of-Disjoint Products technique. Third, we consider TVCNs’ topology
control, upgrade and contact plan modification problem. We propose a greedy algorithm for TVCN
upgrade. Finally, we estimate the 2-terminal reliability of an end-to-end connected TVCN, viz., a
MANET, via Monte Carlo simulation. Here, we use the concept of Link Expiration Time and propose
the notion of Border Time to determine more accurately the incremental time at which topology changes
would occur.
The performance of the proposed algorithms are evaluated against arbitrary TVCNs. The results suggest
that the presented approaches can assist a network planner in reliable topology design and efficient
management of TVCNs.
Keywords: Delay tolerant networks, Minimal path/cut set, Mobile ad hoc networks, Network
reliability, Spanning arborescences, Sum-of-disjoint products, Time aggregated graph
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IDENTIFICATION OF COGNITIVE LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL TEXTS AND
ASSESSMENTS: A CASE STUDY ON NCERT SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS
Syaamantak Das
Supervisors: Dr. Shyamal Kumar Das Mandal and Dr. Anupam Basu
Centre for Educational Technology
Accession No.: NB16983
Learning becomes successful when learners can see that they have learned a new skill, and gained a
piece of new knowledge. The outcome of learning depends on three aspects. First, the delivery of better
instructions to reduce ambiguity about the learning material. Second, identi_cation of cognitively
suitable content to go with it. Third, usage of appropriate assessment, which evaluates the student. All
these three can be aggregated in a single parameter, which is cognitive level. Cognitive level refers to
the learning and thinking skills that are needed when a learner goes through these three phases.
At present, human expertise is sought for evaluation of such cognitive level. The growing amount of
electronic data, especially in the educational domain, has created an abundance of learning resources.
However, it is the very problem of identifying the cognitively suitable resource for learning, has not
received much attention yet. This is due to the variation in human expertise due to the difference in
background knowledge, which is difficult to standardize. To address this issue, one approach can be
creating intelligent methodologies that use generalized features based on which the cognitive
classification can be made, and then compare the result of the intelligent system with a given pool of
human experts to evaluate the accuracy.
A standard model for cognitive classification is the usage of Bloom's Taxonomy of cognitive domain
action verbs. These verbs are present in instructional and learning objectives to help both the instructor
and learner to indicate the cognitive level required to complete the learning successfully. They are also
present in the learning materials and assessment questions. One of the challenges of using these action
verbs is that some of these verbs are present across multiple levels of the cognitive domain. This causes
ambiguity about the real sense of cognition required in the process of learning.
To address these issues, this research breaks down the entire process of learning into three parts and
provides a solution for each of them. The first problem it addresses, is the identi_cation of the cognitive
level of an action verb, which is unambiguous. The second problem addressed is identifying the cognitive
information present in the text content of the learning materials. The last task it addresses is identifying
the cognitive level of a given assessment question, especially where no action verb is present.
To solve the given problems, the following approaches have been taken. A compilation of Bloom's
Taxonomy action verbs across 30 academic datasets based on a previous research work was analyzed.
Statistical methodologies were used to classify action verbs as unique, semi-ambiguous, and ambiguous.
A list of action verbs for all these three types was prepared. To address the second problem, apart from
the action verbs present in the text, the informational text structure was used as a feature to identify the
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cognitive level. Informational text structure refers to organizing information within a text and provides
readers with an idea of the type of information in the text. This feature allows readers to understand what
the main concept might be and what information a text might present in a topic. To identify the cognitive
level of questions, both machine learning and deep learning methods have been used. For machine
learning, labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been used. To solve questions without any action
verbs, a deep learning approach using the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder epresentations from
Transformers) framework has been used as methodology.
The learning material (school textbook) dataset used for this research was the NCERT dataset. Three
subjects { Economics, Geography, and Biology from grade ten were used for this experiment, ensuring
that the research is not restricted to a particular domain. For questions, an ensemble of datasets from
previous research works and standard datasets like TREC and AI2 Why/How dataset was used. To
address the issue of subjectivity, three subject experts annotated the text materials while five were used
for questions. Fleiss kappa was used for the inter-annotator agreement.
The research has made the following contributions. First, it provided a list of Bloom's Taxonomy action
verbs that are classified as unique, semi-ambiguous, and ambiguous. This list can be used as a gold
standard list of Bloom's Taxonomy action verbs. Second, the research showed that informational text
structure could be used as a feature to supplement Bloom's Taxonomy action verbs for cognitive level
identification of a text. Third, a deep learning-based intelligent methodology has been created, which
can predict the probable cognitive level of a given questionn, irrespective of Bloom's Taxonomy action
verb is present or not.
Keywords: text classification, natural language processing, cognitive science, education, textbooks, text
data mining, question analysis
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FAST, ACCURATE AND RELIABLE INDEXING OF BIOMETRIC DATA
Tauheed Ahmed
Supervisor: Dr. Monalisa Sarma
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability
Accession No.: NB16984
Biometric identification is an automatic pattern recognition system that facilitates the use of
physiological or behavioural characteristics of an individual for authentication. In general, biometric
systems rely on unique characteristics of human such as iris, fingerprint, voice, face, etc. for
authentication. However, the existing authentication systems suffer from enrolment problems due to
non-universal biometric traits, susceptibility to biometric spoofing, or insufficient accuracy caused by
noisy data, etc. Besides, one of the major limitation of the existing biometric systems is to handle query
matching for large databases which often causes inefficient data retrieval.
To mitigate the above-mentioned problems, it is advocated for efficient data indexing mechanism
assisting in fast data accessing operations. In this regard, a plethora of algorithms based on Geometric
hashing, k-d tree, k-means clustering, etc. have been proposed in the literature, which index the records
in an alphabetical or numeric order. Although, these traditional algorithms can be used with multi dimensional data, yet, they fail with non-correlated multidimensional biometric data. Further, biometric
data are characterized with a variety of features, thus, it is important to identify unique identifiers which
are more resilient to distortion and provide better accuracy even with the presence of noise.
In this thesis, mechanisms for indexing biometric traits have been proposed. The process began with the
consideration of unimodal biometric features, namely fingerprint and iris. Next, a multimodal indexing
approach has been proposed by taking into consideration both the fingerprint and iris biometric traits.
Several challenges posed by the biometric traits have also been resolved for the purpose of indexing. For
instance, the fingerprint features are prone to distortion due to scaling and rotation effects. A 4dimensional feature vector has been proposed which is tolerant to the effect of scaling and rotation.
To fulfill the aim of an efficient multidimensional fingerprint indexing, a space partitioning approach
based on Locality sensitive hashing has been proposed. Such an approach helps an easy and fast
accessibility of query data with a low penetration rate. Further, iris, considered as one of the most robust
biometric trait, suffers due to usage of low quality equipment. Thus, before extraction of features, it is
necessary that quality of captured iris images is evaluated. This step helps in better understanding of the
quality of the extracted features and also helps in establishing the required search threshold for query
retrieval.
For identification, dependency on a single modality can prove to be cumbersome; since, in many cases
there remains a possibility of fingerprint abrasion or unsteady iris scanned images. Thus, there arises a
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necessity of multimodal biometric systems which can resolve the identification issues. In this thesis, a
multimodal indexing approach has been proposed by combining the fingerprint and iris modalities. The
proposed indexing mechanism can accommodate both the high and low dimensional data values. Further,
the proposed mechanism is independent of data dimension.
Keywords: Pattern recognition, Image processing, Biometric data indexing, Fingerprint indexing, Iris
indexing, Image quality analysis, Multimodal biometric
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ANALYZING OUTDOOR THERMAL COMFORT PERCEPTION AND
MICROCLIMATE IN NEIGHBOURHOODS OF DIFFERENT INFORMAL
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES: CASE OF INDIAN MEGACITIES
Shreya Banerjee
Supervisor: Prof. Subrata Chattopadhyay
Department of Architecture and Regional Planning
Accession No.: NB16985
Heat health hazards are of concern in developing countries situated in the tropics where excessive heat
prevails year-round. Low income and marginal groups are most vulnerable to heat, but very few studies
have considered low-income settlements or informal economic activity areas while discussing heat
mitigation strategies and human thermal exposure. With this background, this study investigates outdoor
thermal comfort and microclimate in informal economic activity areas in the tropical city of Mumbai
and Kolkata, India (Aw Köppen) through seasonal biometeorological observations, Thermal Comfort
Perception Surveys (TCPS), and microclimatic simulations in three microentrepreneurial neighborhoods
for each city.
We seek to examine Outdoor Thermal Comfort Perception (OTCP) among different communities
involved in different informal economic activities by employing statistical techniques to assess
neighborhood (micro-enterprise) wise, season wise and aggregate level city wise outdoor thermal
comfort variation. we furthermore analyze influence of different micro enterprises or small businesses
driven encroachments on outdoor microclimate in those neighbourhoods through ENVI-met 4.4
microclimate simulations, validations, and parametric scenarios evaluation.
We report a micro-enterprise-wise variation in OTCP among neighborhoods. Kolkata respondents
reported warmer sensations compared to Mumbai respondents. People in both the cities tend to respond
a warmer sensation, even during winter. Our research reveals acclimatization impacts OTCP in both the
cities. Compared to a micro-climate variable only model, including personal, physiological, perceptual
as well as behavioral variables improve the predictability of the model. We further report that some
variables are not individually significant impacting OTCP , but the combined effect of two or three such
variables can be significant. Sensation of wind, presence in the location during last 20 minutes as well
as expectation of the place are found to be significant for both the cities. We report a more in-depth
investigation is required on the impact of various socio-ethno-cultural and behavioral attributes and their
relative sensitivity in defining OTCP. We conclude that ENVI-met can predict Air Temperature (Ta)
and Relative Humidity (RH) with moderately fair accuracy however, it does not perform up to the mark
while simulating Mean Radiant Temperature (Tmrt). We infer that ENVI-met validation in a tropical
hot-humid environment needs more careful data collection methodology. We found that presence of an
encroachment significantly changes the microclimate of the canyon. The type, morphology and
geometry of the encroachment directly impacts canopy layer microclimate variables. We also report that
same input data can yield varying output data in similar conditions depending upon the type of
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encroachment. We further report that even if activities are same, there exists a city wise difference in
impact of encroachment. Inferences obtained can be useful to formulate guidelines by combining a
framework with both OTCP and simulation based micro-climatic impact assessment to mitigate heat in
mixed-use neighbourhoods. A simulation can provide a quantitative assessment of outdoor microclimatic improvement through urban design or architectural interventions, whereas the comfort
equations can guide whether these interventions can improve the outdoor micro-climate to reach comfort
conditions as per local or context specific requirements.
Keywords: Outdoor thermal comfort, Outdoor microclimate, ENVI-met, Hot and humid, Informal
economic activities, Mixed-use neighborhoods, Indian megacities
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ELECTROKINETICS IN RANDOMLY INTERCONNECTED POROUS
MATRIX AND ITS PERSPECTIVE IN MICROFLUIDIC APPLICATIONS
Sankha Shuvra Das
Supervisors: Prof. Partha Saha and Prof. Suman Chakraborty
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16986

In the current thesis, a few yet to be addressed problems pertinent to the electrokinetic phenomenon
(especially streaming potential and dielectrophoresis) in a randomly oriented porous matrix is reported.
Electrokinetics has turned out to be an effective means towards dictating the underlying functional
success, which in turn depends on the electrical double layer (EDL) phenomenon. Probing the underlying
consequences effectively requires an electrochemical characterization of the EDL, which typically
necessitates elaborate experimental arrangements. Obviating the limitations of the traditional
electrochemical characterization techniques; here an alternative frugal technique is studied to
characterize the channel resistance and EDL parameters, including the zeta potential, of a ‘paper -andpencil’ based microfluidic device. The present methodology will more generically emerge as an effective
substitute for ‘Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)’ and ‘surface analyzer’ for measuring
electrochemical parameters of a micro or nanofluidic device. On the other hand, the presence of subnanometric size pores in cellulose fiber provides a facile means of studying ion transport, eradicating the
sophisticated laboratory protocols reported in the literature. The experimentally induced streaming
potential value unveils a strong dependency on the ion hydration size possibly due to the stick-slip
transition at the solid-liquid interfaces depending on the level of water structuration. Furthermore, the
‘charge inversion’ phenomenon is observed to be a function of tri-valent species. These fundamental
outcomes would possibly provide insights in improving the device performance subjected to different
electrolytic environments. Thus, the performance of such devices can be improved with a maximum
electrical potential up to ~2.1 V (corresponding output power of ~50 nW) through multiplexing, while
maintaining the device efficiency for more than 12 days. However, the device performance is often
constrained by the degradation and eventual disintegration of the paper fibers under continuous exposure
to a wetting liquid. To circumvent such issue, a centimeter-sized simple wet fabric piece is further
considered for continuous electrical power generation, by deploying the interplay of a spontaneously
induced ionic motion across fabric nanopores due to capillary action and simultaneous water evaporation
by drawing thermal energy from the ambient. The device is capable of generating a sustainable opencircuit potential up to ~12 V with small-scale multiplexing that is further used to power a white LED for
more than 1 hour. In a different study, a ‘paper-and-pencil’ based platform is used to study for controlled
entrapment of microparticles or biological cells using dielectrophoresis (DEP). In sharp contrast to other
reported traditional DEP devices, the present configuration does not demand any sophisticated laboratory
module for creating a non-uniform electric field, which is an essential requirement in DEP settings. The
study brings out an optimum range of medium pH for efficient trapping. The device further shows
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flexibility in selective and yet, localized trapping with considerably a lower electric field than that
reported in the literature. This provides the basis of being considered to constitute the fundamental
premises of designing a flexible pre-concentrator device for different bio-analytical signal detection
systems in a low-cost paradigm.
Keywords: ‘Paper-and-Pencil’ microfluidics, electrical double layer, zeta potential, streaming potential,
electrokinetic energy conversion, ion hydration, fabric channel, fabric nanopores, capillarity-coupledevaporation, dielectrophoresis, particle trapping
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INVESTIGATION OF THE MULTISENSORY NATURE OF A HIGHER AND
LOWER ORDER CORTICAL REGION OF THE MOUSE NEOCORTEX
Sudha Sharma
Supervisor: Prof. Sharba Bandyopadhyay
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No.: NB16987
In a dynamic environment where contingencies change rapidly, flexible behaviour is important. We
integrate information from our senses, our stored memories and emotions, so that we are able to interact
with, and respond to our surroundings seamlessly. Integration of inputs from multiple senses and
decision making based on such integration is key to sensory motor learning and hence flexible behaviour.
Multisensory integration (MSI) is known to occur in early sensory regions as well as in executive, higher
order regions, like the frontal cortex. However, the relative roles of MSI at the early sensory regions and
higher order regions, in perception and behaviour and the mechanisms thereof are not understood. In the
current study the objective is to parse the roles of MSI in two such regions, namely the auditory cortex
(ACX) and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), with respect to audio-visual integration. The OFC, a part of
the prefrontal cortex (PFC), is known for its role in flexible behaviour, decision making and in coding
value of a stimulus. Previous electro/neuro-physiological studies on multisensory coding have been
primarily done in nonhuman primates and by using fMRI in humans. Mouse as the model animal needs
to be used as it allows use of powerful tools like optogenetics and circuit mapping, which will enable
parsing and establishing specific-cell-type based circuits and their causal roles in, and mechanisms of,
MSI based behaviour. However, neuroanatomical connectivity of these regions with respect to
multisensory neurons are not studied. Thus in the current study the first goal is to perform
neuroanatomical and functional characterization, followed by audio, visual and multisensory response
characterization in OFC. We further explore the role of OFC in storing multisensory associations and
their effect on unisensory processing. This study gives insight into the mechanism, where, after
multisensory exposure how information in one sensory modality eventually dominates the other. The
second part of the study looks deeper into the role of auditory areas in processing visual information.
We show that there are neurons responding exclusively to visual stimulation in the Primary Auditory
Cortex, both by excitation and hyperpolarization. Apart from pure visual responding population, there
are multisensory neurons responding to both auditory and visual stimuli that are found closely associated
with neurons responding exclusively to auditory stimulus. These neurons for their proximity to auditory
specific neurons could potentially influence auditory information within the primary auditory cortex,
showing the extent of multisensory influence over the so called ‘unisensory’ area is much more than
expected.
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INTEGRATIVE EVALUATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM IN ORAL
SUBMUCOUS FIBROSIS
Vertika Rai
Supervisor: Prof. (Dr) Satadal Saha
School of Medical Science & Technology
Accession No.: NB16988
Multi-Dimensional approaches were applied in this thesis to assists us in understanding complex cellular
metabolism changes happening in the progression of oral pre-cancer easily and systemically. With this
aim, the alterations in cell metabolism in the precancer group in biological matrices like serum were
studied and further validated in tissue. This characterization of the metabolic differences between the
pre-cancer group and normal group in serum provided us a better understanding of how metabolic
pathways are altered which could help for targeted treatment in the future. Oral submucous fibrosis with
dysplasia (OSFW) has been reported with a high malignant transformation rate in all cases of oral
precancer. Cancer cells reprogrammed metabolic pathways during oncogenesis. This event is followed
by oxidative stress (OS) and enhanced utilization of glucose for the rapid synthesis of macromolecules.
The present study targeted and evaluated the aberrant structural and biochemical changes in the cellular
metabolism of OSFW in tissue and serum collected from same patients by using various attributes like
special histological stains like PAS, SUDAN IV, VG, RTPCR, Immunohistochemistry, Western blot,
ELISA, Spectroscopy along with metabolomics techniques, FTIR and NMR.
The first chapter of the study investigates serum metabolites, which contains a wide array of
biomolecules. FTIR spectroscopy, coupled with chemometric analysis, differentiated the serum
metabolic signatures between the two groups. These findings reported information on the altered
metabolic features of serum of OSFW patients and established that FTIR spectroscopy, coupled with
chemometric analysis, could be useful in the rapid and accurate preoperative screening of OSFW. The
second chapter evaluated the oxidative stress (OS) and the tumor microenvironment status in OSFW
serum samples. These findings could identify the primary altered intermediate pathway metabolites and
oxidative damage caused to biomolecules that act as a metabolic switch, which drives cells to adapt
malignant transformation pathways leading to rewiring of metabolism in the OSFW group.
The third chapter delineated the metabolic dysfunction happening in OSFW using 1HNMR spectroscopy
in serum. Metabolic profiling and quantification of metabolites related to major metabolic pathways like
amino acid metabolism, glucose metabolism, lipid metabolism in combination with sophisticated
chemometric tools, provided vital information about the altered disease pathways, contributing to the
elucidation of disease diagnosis. The fourth chapter study involves investigation and semiquantification
of aberrant key metabolic markers in OSFW tissues and serum. This study has first time documented the
overexpression of altered GLUT 1(Glucose transporter 1) and (Hexokinase 2) HK2 of glycolytic
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pathway molecules in tissue and serum of OSFW group. Overexpression of these proteins might play an
oncogenic role in the proliferative processes and disease progression in OSF.
Coupling all these metabolic signature abnormalities between pre-cancer and normal group in serum can
provide us a better understanding of the pre-cancer progression and targeted reatment.
Keywords: Oral submucous fibrosis (OSF); Cellular metabolism; Metabolite profiling; Multivariate
analysis
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A STUDY ON LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR STANDARD ESSENTIAL PATENT
NORMS FOR TWO-WHEELER SAFETY SYSTEMS IN INDIA
Soumya Prakash Patra
Supervisor: Dr. K. D. Raju
Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Property Law
Accession No.: NB16989
The majority of patents related to automotive safety systems are owned by a limited number of
companies. Absorption and implementation of such innovations in large markets require solutions that
would go beyond what is protected through exclusive means viz. patents. Taking learnings from the field
of communication, wherein by implementing what is known as standard-essential patents, a horizontal
deployment of a similar concept is required in other areas, most notably, automotive safety systems are
necessitated. This study aims to explore the need for a practical approach to a broader technological,
commercial, and social cause.
With the increased awareness and focus on safety systems in the automotive domain, particularly for
two-wheelers, it is imperative for regulatory authorities to not only bring in the latest technologies in the
vehicle but also ensure reachability and affordability to the end-users. Automotive regulatory authorities
are introducing a necessary adaptation of safety tools such as the Antilock Brake System (ABS) and
Combined Brake System (CBS) in two-wheelers.
However, the patents related to the latest safety features concentrate in the hands of a few technology
leaders, thus rendering the technology access costly and scarce. In such a scenario, adapting principles
of Standard Essential Patents (SEP) and their permit of use in Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory
(FRAND) conditions as in the telecom domain would create a symbiotic relationship between the
technology producers and end-users. There would be a generation of royalties against patents on the
latest technologies provided on safety systems, on the one hand, and adaptation of the newest safety
systems against an affordable license fee. Hence, the objective of the present paper is to explore the
application of principles SEP and their licensing under FRAND terms in two-wheeler safety systems in
India. The present article has initially explained the relevance of safety standards and its relation to SEPs
and Standard Setting Organizations (SSOs). The present study has also given a context about the
relevancy of two-wheelers and its importance in India. This article concludes by arguing that it is
essential to implement ABS and CBS safety systems in the two-wheeler automotive industry in India
but with a focus on a need for preparing a comprehensive framework for bringing in the best of learnings
from SEPs from the telecom sector.
Keywords: SEP, Patents, Automotive Standards, ABS, CBS, Standardization
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF FAULT RESILIENT SYMMETRIC CIPHERS
Swapan Maiti
Supervisor: Prof. Dipanwita Roy Chowdhury
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB16990
Symmetric-key ciphers use the same security-keys for both encryption and decryption. There are two
classes of symmetric-key encryption schemes which are commonly distinguished as stream ciphers and
block ciphers. Algebraic or statistical analysis mostly target the mathematical strength of the ciphers.
Side-Channel Attack (SCA) of stream ciphers is another class of analysis of strength of ciphers, which
includes power analysis, timing analysis, etc. Fault attack is one of the most effective forms of
implementation attacks against cryptographic algorithms. In this kind of attack, faults are injected during
cipher operations. The attacker then analyzes the fault-free and faulty ciphertexts or keystreams to
deduce partial or full value of the secret key. Most of the eStream candidates like Grain, MICKEY,
Trivium, etc. are vulnerable to fault attacks. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a NIST standard
symmetric-key block cipher. AES is also vulnerable to the most powerful Differential Fault Attack
(DFA). Designing countermeasures against fault based attack is a challenging task. The thesis
investigates for fault resilient Grain-like stream ciphers, and also for fault resilient S-boxes for AES-like
block ciphers. The pseudorandom behaviour of Cellular Automata (CA) are used for these research
works. The thesis also investigates a new class of nonlinear CA for fault resilient cipher designs.
CAESAR: Competition for Authenticated Encryption - Security, Applicability, and Robustness, was
started in 2013, which targets to identify a portfolio of authenticated encryption with associated data
(AEAD). In literature, there exist some fault attacks on authenticated encryption stream ciphers. AEGIS,
a dedicated AES based authenticated encryption algorithm which is a one of the winners of the CAESAR
competition, is also susceptible to DFA attack. A variety of countermeasures against fault attacks on
AEGIS are proposed here. The thesis also proposes new schemes for generating nonlinear Error
Correcting Codes (ECC) using CA, and explores the uses of the codes in designing fault resilient
cryptosystems.
Keywords: Symmetric ciphers, eStream ciphers, Grain, AES, Fault Attack, Countermeasures to fault
attacks, Cellular Automata
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MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION, MODELING AND SIMULATION FOR
PREPREG AUTOCLAVE MOLDING PROCESS AND PROCESS INDUCED
DEFORMATIONS
Prosenjit Maji
Supervisor: Prof. Swati Neogi
Department of Chemical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16991
Autoclave molding of prepregs is an established fabrication method to produce high performance
composite components to be used in the aerospace industry and elsewhere. The process parameters for
autoclave molding process such as the application pressure and temperature, resin flow and the variation
of laminate thickness due to resin flow during cure, are determined by trial & error due to the lack of a
reliable process model. To reduce these trial & error processes, robust control systems employing a
suitable process model including all the challenging factors are required to adopt all the changes that
happen during the molding process. A suitable process model not only will enable the fabricator to
determine the process parameters but also to optimize the process parameters.
Prepreg based composite products manufactured using autoclave molding process undergo a severe
shrinkage/warpage and deformation due to the thermal history during the molding process as well as the
extraction process. The prediction and minimization of the shrinkage/warpage and deformation of the
composite parts are critical for manufacturing the composite components without defects for various
applications such as in aerospace, defense and satellite industry.
Automated composite forming processes are depended upon various characterizing properties of
prepregs and these characterizing properties are different in different areas of the composite part at a
given time-temperature profile. To predict the behaviour of the composite parts accurately, the data and
the sub-model/empirical correlations for the several characterizing properties of the prepreg and cured
composites are critical. These characterizing properties include cure kinetics and chemorheological
properties and compressibility of prepregs, permeability of the mats used for prepreg, thermal transport
and other thermal and mechanical properties of prepregs and cured composites.
In the current work, the model has been developed for the prediction of the resin cures and resin flow
under the pressure and temperature during the autoclave molding of prepregs as well as to predict the
shrinkage/warpage and the deformation of composite parts of various geometry viz. Flat, L-shaped and
C-shaped taking account the thermal history of the parts during the molding process as well as the cooling
process during extraction. The developed model not only helps to predict the warpage/shrinkage and
deformation, but also predicts the shape of the final warped geometry. The developed model can be
utilized to determine the most effective process parameters for molding and extraction to minimize the
shrinkage/warpage and deformation of the composite parts. Methodologies for experimental
determination and development of sub-model/correlations for predicting these critical characterizing
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properties, which are not readily available, are also being developed and used for the simulation of the
model by using the generated computer code being developed for simulating the model.
Keywords: Autoclave molding process, Prepreg, Process induced deformation, Tool-part interaction,
Warpage and Spring-in angle
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ULTRA-HIGH FINISHING OF HVOF SPRAYED WC-Co COATING
Gourhari Ghosh
Supervisors: Prof. Ajay M. Sidpara and Prof. P. P. Bandyopadhyay
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16992
The present investigation deals with the ultra-high finishing of thermally sprayed WC-Co coating. The
coating was fabricated using high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spraying technique. The as-sprayed coating
demonstrated a dense microstructure, good mechanical properties and higher surface roughness ( Sa =
5.04 μm). Initially, surface grinding of the coating was conducted as the pre-finishing step and the surface
roughness was reduced to sub-micron scale ( Sa = 0.62 μm). Thereafter, shape adaptive grinding (SAG)
was performed on the ground coating using zirconia-alumina polishing pad with or without the assistance
of chemical etchant. In the case of SAG, plastic deformation was found to be the dominant removal
mechanism owing to the presence of elastically compliant medium in the SAG tool. During chemical
assisted SAG (CA-SAG), the combined action of chemical etching and mechanical abrasion leads to a
higher finishing rate. SAG of ground coating was also conducted using diamond abrasive pads with two
different tool configurations (i.e., horizontal and vertical). By performing multistep SAG operations with
the vertical setup, the surface roughness ( Sa ) of the coating was reduced to 5 nm. In the case of SAG
with horizontal setup, a theoretical model of material removal rate (MRR) was proposed by considering
the theory of contact mechanics and average indentation depth of active abrasives. In addition to that,
magnetorheological finishing (MRF) of the ground coating was also performed. Theoretical models of
finishing forces and MRR were proposed for better understanding of the finishing mechanism. During
MRF with conventional MR fluid, a lower finishing rate and non-uniform finishing of the coating was
observed. To overcome those drawbacks of the conventional MRF process, a few composite magnetic
abrasives were introduced in the present study. In this case, the strong mutual attraction force of the
constituent elements leads the higher finishing rate and a low surface roughness ( Sa ) of 55 nm was
attained. At last, the wear and corrosion resistance, and wetting behaviour of the as-sprayed and finished
coatings were investigated. It was observed that the tribological performance, corrosion resistance and
dynamic wetting behaviour were significantly improved upon nanofinishing of the WC-Co coating.
Keywords: HVOF; WC-Co coating; surface roughness; nanofinishing; shape adaptive grinding;
magnetorheological finishing; residual stress; wear; corrosion
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DEVELOPMENT, CHARACTERIZATION AND PERFORMANCE
PROPERTIES OF SEBS/TPU BLENDS
Anagha M G
Supervisor: Prof. Kinsuk Naskar
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB16993
Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) have always been a keen area of interest ever since its introduction in
the 1950s. These unique class of materials exhibit functional properties of vulcanized rubber and can be
processed like any thermoplastic. In our study, we have developed new generation TPEs based on an
ultra-high molecular weight styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS) and thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) aiming potential applications in the automotive industry. Effect of SEBS-g-MA and EPM-g-MA
as two structurally different compatibilizers for the blends was investigated. The improvement in
micromorphology and thereby, the augmentation in various performance properties were examined. A
cost-effective, yet efficient method of reactive blending of SEBS-g-MA/TPU blends have been
developed and analyzed in this study. In situ generation of the graft copolymer at the blend interface was
confirmed from the spectroscopical analysis. Various state-of-the-art characterization techniques, along
with mechanical models were employed to meticulously evaluate the reactive blends developed.
Reproducible and controllable morphology was achieved throughout the blend composition range.
Temperature Scanning Stress Relaxation (TSSR) technique was used to determine the non-isothermal
stress relaxation behaviour of the blends at elevated temperature. Further, the TPU phase in SEBS-gMA/TPU blends was adhesion modified using 4,4’-Diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) to effectively
boost interfacial interactions between the blend components and thereby improving the properties. In a
separate study, electron beam crosslinking was used as an eco-friendly technique to crosslink the blend
systems to enhance the thermomechanical properties of both SEBS/TPU and SEBS-g-MA/TPU blends.
Keywords: styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene, thermoplastic polyurethane, SEBS-g-MA, eactive
blending, compatibilizer, polymer blending, morphology, mechanical properties.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF AUDITORY RESPONSES AND PATHWAYS
INVOLVED IN THE MOUSE ORBITOFRONTAL CORTEX
Hemant Kumar Srivastava
Supervisors: Prof. Sharba Bandyopadhyay and Prof. Swagata Dasgupta
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No.: NB16994
The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) controls flexible behavior through stimulus value updating based on
stimulus outcome associations, allowing seamless navigation in dynamic sensory environments with
changing contingencies. Sensory cue driven responses, probed primarily during behavior, exist in the
OFC. However, OFC sensory response properties, particularly auditory, are unknown in the mouse, a
genetically tractable animal model. Our main focus in this thesis was to understand how auditory
information is represented in the mouse OFC single units and to parse out the sources that bring in
auditory information to the OFC. We first show that mouse OFC robustly responds to auditory
stimulation but lacks a frequency-based tonotopic organization. We also show that OFC single units
have unique auditory response properties showing pure oddball detection and long timescales of
adaptation resulting in longer stimulus-history dependence. Next, using anatomical tracing, we first parse
out the OFC afferents that may contribute to the auditory responses in the OFC. Further, using
pharmacological silencing, we show that OFC auditory responses are shaped by two parallel sources;
lemniscal and non-lemniscal, both at the auditory cortex (AC) and thalamus. We demonstrate that the
non-lemniscal thalamic component mainly contributes to observed oddball detection and persi stent
activity in the OFC via amygdala. Using Optogenetics, we also show that primary AC modulates the
OFC response characteristics via direct projections, despite the fewer projections to OFC. Unraveling
OFC’s auditory responses from a sensory perspective and their origins would help better understand
various demand based response modifications during OFC-based behaviours.
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MULTI-UAV COMMUNICATION NETWORKS: QUALITY-OFEXPERIENCE, QUALITY-OF-SERVICE, AND COVERAGE
Abhishek Bera
Supervisors: Prof. Sudip Misra and Prof. Chandranath Chatterjee
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No.: NB16995
The upsurge in next-generation communication technology such as LTE, 5G, and beyond increases the
demand for content-driven data for mobile users. Additionally, Internet of Things (IoT) plays a
significant role in the modern era in terms of connecting smart devices and providing real -time data
related to the environment, traffic, parking, disaster warning, and many more. Therefore, quality-ofexperience (QoE), quality-of-service (QoS), and network coverage become issues for terrestrial
communication networks, especially in highly crowded, remote, and disaster-prone areas. To this end,
involving multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as aerial base stations (BSs) alongside the
terrestrial networks to extend the coverage has excellent potential. These UAVs act as aerial BSs that
can fly anywhere, they are easy to deploy, and they establish strong line-of-sight (LoS) signal with the
ground-based node.
The primary challenge for any data-driven network is to preserve QoE, QoS such as data rate, service
availability, while extending the coverage area. In this regard, involving multiple UAVs increases the
challenges in terms of deployment and configuring them to serve as aerial BSs, while considering high
mobility, limited resources, and limited flight time. Additionally, the trajectory design for multiple
UAVs to cover a specific area is one of the primary requirements for multi-UAV communication
networks.
It is an essential test for a service-oriented system to offer satisfactory QoE to mobile users (MUs). Also,
the framework bounds to satisfy the MUs’ fulfillment regarding QoE, as settled upon in the service level
agreement (SLA). Subsequently, there is a prerequisite to provide high QoE in multi-UAV networks. In
this thesis, we study the improvement of QoE offered by multi-UAV networks, while providing content
to ground-based MUs. Further, the upsurge in communication advancements, for example LTE, 5G, and
so on increases the demand for data rates of MUs. Cell empowered muti-UAV communication networks
to become the new era of the cellular communication system. UAVs act as airborne BSs and empower
the downlink data transmission among ground-based MUs. The essential prerequisite of such cellular
communication networks is the data rate. In this thesis, we investigate the high demand of MUs’ data
rates and the boundaries that influence the channel-state to give consistent information transmission from
UAV to the MUs.
We explore the sense-and-send ability of UAVs using its onboard sensors and propose different solutions
in this thesis. The sense-and-send ability of UAVs attracts to ondemand services for MUs. However, the
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on-demand service execution using multiple UAVs poses several challenges including to provide high
service availability, high service throughput, and low service latency due to their resource constraints,
limited flight time, and high speed of UAVs. Therefore, we maximize the service availability for Mus
considering the 3D movement, limited flight time, and limited resources of UAVs in this thesis. On the
other hand, there exists a equirement to design an energy-efficient framework for UAVs, which helps to
enhance the network life time for sense-and-send UAV networks. Hence, we propose a framework that
maximizes the total residual energy of UAVs.
One of the crucial challenges in networked UAVs is to configure them to serve as aerial BSs for
collecting data from distributed IoT devices in a region devoid of backbone connectivity. To address this
challenge, it is required to compute optimized trajectories of UAVs to collect data, while considering the
different activation patterns of IoT devices. We propose a scheme to optimize the trade-off between the
number of covered IoT devices and travel time of UAVs in this thesis.
Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), K-means Clustering, Cache, Linear Regression, Qualityof-Experience (QoE), Transportation Problem, Communication, Channel-State Information (CSI), Data
Rate, Mobile User (MU), Queueing Theory, Markov Predictor, Capacitated Single Depot Vehicle
Routing Problem (CSDVRP), Christofides Algorithm, Internet of Things (IoT) Networks
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OPTIMIZATION OF OPERATING COST OF AC MICROGRIDS WITH
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION AND ENERGY STORAGE
Kashinath Hesaroor
Supervisor: Prof. Debapriya Das
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No.: NB16996
The conventional power system has been undergoing significant changes. The growth in renewable
sources is necessitated by several factors, such as environmental issues, market deregulation, incentive
policies, and growth in the global demand for electricity. In a grid-connected microgrid, the active power
loss is borne by the system operator. Therefore, the active power loss is a major chunk of operating costs.
This work proposes to minimize such losses through renewable distributed generation (DG) and
reconfiguration. The minimization of total system energy loss in a year is chosen as the objective to
account for the seasonal load and renewable generation variation. The optimal location and size of the
DG unit are found, and a reconfiguration method is developed for power loss minimization. The
proposed methodology is applied to a 33-node and 118-node test distribution system with different
scenarios. Results show a substantial reduction in energy loss. A cost-benefit analysis is also carried out.
The operating cost in an islanded microgrid is the sum of fuel cost of all the fuel consuming DG units.
Energy storage system (ESS) can save fuel by taking the load off from inefficient generators which are
dispatched during peak load. This work presents a method for optimal siting and sizing of a batterybased energy storage system (BESS) in a droop controlled islanded microgrid (DCIMG). The optimal
siting and sizing problem is successfully integrated into the economic load dispatch (ELD) problem and
solved for various cases. The ELD problem considers operational constraints, such as congestion and
voltage limits. A new index called Locational Economic Driving Force (LEDF) is proposed to select the
location for BESS installation. A new heuristic method is roposed for optimal charging of battery units.
The proposed method is compared with the Dynamic Programming (DP) method. The proposed method
is applied to a 33 node system for various cases.
Keywords: energy loss minimization, network reconfiguration, Islanded microgrid, enewable nergy
sources, optimal battery sizing, penalty factor, congestion
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BASED PREDICTION OF GROUNDWATER
QUANTITY AND IT'S DRIVERS ACROSS PARTS OF SOUTH ASIA
Pragnaditya Malakar
Supervisors: Prof. Abhijit Mukherjee and Prof. Sudeshna Sarkar
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No.: NB16997
Groundwater plays a significant role in human adaptation and ecological sustainability by providing
global water and food security. Despite numerous studies in recent times, there has been no agreement
on the primary drivers on groundwater quantity changes over South Asia. Thus, predicting future
groundwater trends seems remote. Using various data sources (in-situ well observations with screen
depth information, satellite-derived groundwater storage and vegetation, global hydrology model-based
groundwater recharge (GWR) and groundwater withdrawal (GWW), meteorological variables and few
others; between 1985-2018) and methods (Artificial intelligence (AI), statistical, and numerical) this
thesis aims to evaluate the relative importance of natural and human-induced drivers influencing
groundwater quantity, develop the most suitable AI-based prediction models and finally estimate the
future groundwater quantity in parts of South Asia. The findings highlight the variable response between
groundwater levels (GWL) and climate depending on the aquifer depth and influence of climatic and
anthropogenic drivers in different parts of the Indus-Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (IGBM) basin
aquifer of South Asia. Furthermore, the findings also show the dominance of GWW in most of the study
area, particularly at the greater depth of the aquifer. Moreover, in the most exploited areas, the
hydrological processes governing the groundwater recharge are overwhelmed by unsustainable GWW,
thus decoupling the hydro-climatic continuum. The spatio-temporal and depth-wise variability of AIbased model performances suggests good prediction of GWLs across most of the study area.
Furthermore, it is found that satellite derived GWS and vegetation data can be used as a potential
predictor for GWLs. The results also suggest that long short-term memory network (LSTM) and support
vector machine (SVM) performs better than feed-forward neural network (FNN), recurrent neural
network (RNN) in predicting GWLs. Finally, the deep learning-based future estimates (2019-2023)
suggests higher future declining five-year trends in parts of north-central and south India, besides the
prevailing long-term statistically significant (p<0.1) declining GWL trends in northwest India and
Ganges basin. The application and analysis proposed in this study can be employed as an operational
tool for efficient and intelligent management and monitoring of groundwater resources.
Keywords: South Asia; Indus-Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (IGBM) basin aquifer; Artificial
Intelligence, Groundwater quantity prediction, Climate variability; Anthropogenic influences;
Hydrogeology
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO CUES AND PRIORS FOR OCCLUSION-FREE
IMAGING
Jonna Sankaraganesh
Supervisor: Rajiv Ranjan Sahay
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB16998
Nowadays, the enhanced capabilities of in-expensive imaging devices have led to a tremendous increase
in the acquisition and sharing of multimedia content over the Internet. Despite advances in the
technology of imaging sensors, many imaging conditions hamper photography in various ways. The
possible common degradations are: noise, poor illumination, rain, snow, haze, smoke, occlusions,
missing regions, low-spatial resolution, blur, etc. These degradations are annoying for the photographer
and deteriorate the performance of many applications such as surveillance, detection, and recognition.
This thesis mainly focuses on automatic occlusion detection and removal. Occlusion segmentation is
challenging due to variations in scale, shape, illumination changes, etc. Recovery of the scene from
foreground occlusions is also challenging because the algorithm needs to restore faithfully missing
details in the background. To achieve the above goals, we explored multiple cues for robust isolation of
foreground occlusions and proposed several dis-occlusion approaches.Initially, in the thesis it is assumed
that only RGB data is available which is captured using smartphones or inexpensive cameras. To address
the task of fence egmentation, we exploit the observation that real-world fences are commonly regular
in shape (square or rhombic patterns) and refer to this prior assumption as shape cue. We also observe
that foreground occlusions are almost always closer to the camera and hence, the availability of
geometric information of the scene can be utilized for obstruction segmentation. The advantage of depth
cue is that it is robust to variations in shape, illumination, or scale of the fence occlusions.
Having detected occlusions, the task of filling-in hidden areas can be achieved by utilizing temporal
information. Missing regions in the reference image can reappear in other frames of the video sequence
due to motion parallax. Exploiting this idea, we solve the inverse problem of reconstructing the defenced image using smoothness prior minimizing an appropriately formulated energy function. Next, the
thesis investigated the task of super-resolution image de-fencing. In order to preserve fine details in the
high resolution de-fenced image, we exploit the nonlocal self-similarity property of image patches to
extend the discontinuity adaptive Markov random field prior.
Since estimation of relative motion between frames of the video is important to ccurately recover the
scenes from occlusions, we propose to estimate occlusionaware optical flow. Although, there have been
many algorithms in the literature for depth map npainting, most of them use the corresponding occlusionfree color image for guidance. Since we use RGB-D data as input which is degraded by occlusions,we
propose to first fill-in missing regions in the color image. Subsequently, the inpainted RGB image is
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used for recovering missing depth data.In the second part of the thesis, we exploit the blur cue for
occlusion segmentation wherein only a single degraded image is taken as input. In partially blurred
images, foreground occlusions can appear out-of-focus due to the finite depth-of-field of camera. This
phenomenon can be exploited to segment the occlusions irrespective of their shape. We formulate blur
detection and estimation as a superivsed learning task.
Furthermore, to address the challenge of gathering ground truth annotations for blur detection, we
develop a semi-supervised learning framework using only limited amount of labelled data. Although,
we segment the foreground occlusions from a single image through blur detection, filling-in of missing
information is more challenging as compared to our previous multi-frame approaches. Therefore, we
propose a fully-automatic generative adversarial learning algorithm to isolate the occlusions of any
arbitrary shape and estimate the occlusion-free image given a single degraded photograph.
Keywords: Inpainting, maximum a posteriori, Markov random field, superresolution,non-local means,
rgb-d data, depth completion, optical flow, total variation, low-rank egularization, space-variant blur,
convolutional neural networks, generative adversarial networks, semi-supervised learning.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL IONIC THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER: AN
APPROACH TOWARDS GREEN ROUTES OF CROSSLINKING
Sanjay Pal
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Kinsuk Naskar
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB16999
Cross-linking is an important step in any rubber product manufacturing process; it enhances rubber's
elasticity through the formation of a three-dimensional network structure. Unfortunately, the excellent
properties of these cross-linked rubber compounds are associated with the practical impossibility of
reprocessing these materials due to the severely restricted long-range motion of polymeric chain
molecules. Therefore, the recycling of conventionally cross-linked elastomer products is one of the major
research interest at present. For this purpose, we have intended to explore a “cradle to grave” approach.
This approach, in principle, does not involve additional chemical processing step and neither results in
any degradation of the cross-linked elastomer after recycling. For example, molecular recognition routes,
such as H- bonding, metal coordination, van der Waals forces, or π-π interactions, do not involve
covalent bonding between two or more polymeric chain molecules. The incorporation of such
interactions into the rubber matrix enhances the initial attributes of sole elastomers. Herein, we report a
network of maleic anhydride grafted ethylene propylene (M-EPM) rubber, cross-linked by the ionic
interactions of transition metal complexes with naturally occurring amino acid such as L-Lysine and LTryptophan, which combines better tensile strength, high stretchability, and reprocessability aspects. At
appropriate temperature, such cross-linked M-EPM rubber can be easily reprocessed without
compromising physical properties. We have discussed zwitterion’s special attribute, which can
compatibilize polar materials such as Nylon into EPM rubber's elastomeric matrix. Such EPDM/Nylon
based TPE should be used in a wide range of application. This dissertation also includes computational
studies such as molecular dynamics, FEA analysis, and machine learning applications, which add new
possibilities for exploring recyclable ionic TPEs.
Keywords: Ionic-TPEs, M-EPM rubber, Zwitterions, Reprocessability, Physical cross-linking
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IMPLICATIONS OF THERMAL AND THERMO-MECHANICAL
PROCESSING INDUCED MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION ON
INTERGRANULAR AND PITTING CORROSION BEHAVIOR IN ALLOY
600H
Chandra Kant Kaithwas
Supervisor: Dr. Sumantra Mandal
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No.: NB17000
The current study aims at investigating the implications of various microstructural parameters on both
intergranular and pitting corrosion response in Alloy 600H. Towards this, the as-received (AR)
specimens were subjected to both thermal and thermo-mechanical treatments to attain the desired
microstructures. Thermo-mechanical processing comprising of a lower extent of deformation (7.5%)
followed by an annealing treatment (at 1373K for 60 min) has yielded a grain boundary engineering
(GBE) microstructure consisting of a higher fraction (~72%) of Σ3 n (n≤3) boundaries and larger twin
related domains size. This is because of the activation of strain-induced boundary migration (SIBM) that
promoted extensive multiple twinning. However, application of the higher extent of deformation (~10%
and 15%) has resulted in a lower Σ3n (n≤3) fraction and complex random high-angle grain boundaries
(RHAGBs) network as a consequence of static recrystallization (SRX). Most importantly, the growth of
the sparsely recrystallized grains nucleated in the 10% deformed specimen annealed at 1273K for 60
min did not result in a GBE microstructure even after prolonged annealing treatment (600 min),
suggesting that GBE could not be achieved by activating SRX. The AR specimens were ubjected to
extended annealing treatments at high temperatures to realize a wide spectrum of coarser grain sizes
whilst keeping other microstructural features constant. The effects of grain boundary character
distribution (GBCD), residual strain, and grain size (including the grain size istribution) on sensitization
phenomena and intergranular corrosion (IGC) response have been assessed. The GBE specimen
exhibited enhanced resistance to IGC because of the larger fraction of Σ3 n (n≤3) and disrupted RHAGBs
network, thus suppressing the percolation of electrolytes. Residual strain in partially recrystallized
microstructure facilitated the formation of Cr-rich precipitates via enhanced diffusion of Cr through
dislocations resulting in greater sensitization. The fully recrystallized specimen showed enhanced
sensitization due to the regeneration of RHAGBs network. In contrast, coarsegrained microstructures
effectively delayed the diffusion of Cr from the interior of the grains to the RHAGBs. Interestingly, a
‘Hall-Petch’ type relation has been observed between the degree of sensitization (and weight loss) and
grain size, and both of them varied inversely proportional to the (grain size) 1/4. The sole effect of grain
size variation on pitting corrosion and passive film behavior has been investigated through
potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) studies. Coarsegrained specimens exhibited a higher pitting resistance than the fine-grained counterparts. EIS analysis
has revealed that the polarization resistance of the passive film increased with the grain size as the passive
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layer formed on the fine-grained specimens appears to be more defective due to the presence of higher
RHAGBs surface area.
Keywords: Alloy 600H; Grain boundary character distribution; Grain boundary engineering; Grain
boundary network; Grain size; Intergranular corrosion; Multiple Twinning; Passive film; Percolation;
Pitting corrosion; Recrystallization; Sensitization;
Strain-induced boundary migration;
Thermomechanical processing; Twin related domain.
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SMART FABRIC COMPOSITES: PREPARATION AND ITS ADVANCED
APPLICATIONS
Sabyasachi Ghosh
Supervisors: Dr. Narayan Ch. Das and Prof. Nikhil K. Singha
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB17001
Multifunctional wearable smart fabrics have been gained much attention due to their superior
performance in healthcare, space, military, fitness, and other modern emerging applications. Among
them, conductively coated robust textiles show great promise for use as an antibacterial product, flexible
electronics, electromagnetic (EM) protective cloth, and next-generation sensors without compromising
the textile comfort and characteristics. Smart textile can be defined by the material that can sense or
react to the active control mechanism to environmental condition and stimuli from electrical, magnetic,
chemical, mechanical, or thermal sources. The study is originated from the detailed investigation of
cotton and synthesized (merino wool/nylon) coated fabric with the proper distribution and dispersion of
polymer-based metallic nanoparticles (AgNPs), carbonaceous fillers (K-CB, 600JD), and ICPs (PEDOT:
PSS). The fabrication of smart fabrics has been done with two different coating procedures such as knife over-roll and dip-coating. The variation of morphological studies combined with electron microscopy
and 3D micro-CT due to the different filler encapsulated fabrics have been studied. The electrical
performance has greatly influenced due to the formation of interconnected network architecture of the
deposited conducting particles within the textile structure. Surface resistivity of one side coated fabric
and DC conductivity of the dip-coated fabrics were calculated against the different filler concentration
to correlate with the formation of electrical performances. The excellent electrical property of these
fabrics is well suitable for EM absorbing ability and EMI SE of the smart fabrics has been observed over
X-band (frequency range 8.2-12.4 GHz). The detailed study reveals that our prepared textiles are enough
capable to attenuate harmful EM radiation followed by the absorption dependent shielding mechanism
at very low coating thickness (<1mm). This work presents a facile fabrication path with a two-stage wet
mixing technique including synthesis of AgNPs decorated graphene sheets over the cotton fabric using
non-ionic adhesive such as PVP, which can be used in three different sectors like portable and bendable
electronics, EM protective cloth, and bactericidal fabric (due to high antibacterial property). Another
study reveals PVA/NRL blended specialty conducting black coating, which is covalently interwoven
within the cotton fabric by IPN approach for flexible electronics and high mechanical performing robust
EMI shielding applications. Afterward, the effect of low molecular PEG (M.W. 400) additive on the
electrical and EM properties of PEDOT: PSS ornamented fabrics has been investigated. Finally, phaseseparated PEDOT: PSS ornamented with reduced graphene oxide nano-sheets has been fabricated which
is coated on the newly developed ultra-lightweight, super-hydrophobic, and mechanically enriched
merino wool/nylon (W-N) composite textile with the combination of real-life antenna tuned EM
protection and soft touch sensing switches for household along with wireless communication via HC-05
Bluetooth module as a textile-based touch switch. These multifunctional fabrics are also tested under
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different environmental and practical stresses (e.g., prolonged sunlight exposure, flexibility under liquid
nitrogen, abrasion, water durability, detergent action, tape adhesion, bending, twisting, thermal air ageing and organic solvents including ultra-sonication treatment) which is known as Quality Assurance
(QA) survey to provide information regarding the sustainability or applicability for outdoor applications.
The above mentioned study results in >90% retention of EM performance due to the robust and flexible
conducting network formation over the fabric. These exercises illustrate a new potential and effective
window for the development of next generation smart garments in the near future.
Keywords: Cotton fabric, Merino wool/Nylon textile, Electrical conductivity, Electromagnetic
nterference shielding effectiveness, Filler loading, Coating, 3D tomography scanning, Soft touch
sensing, QA survey.
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SHARE BUYBACK IN INDIA: ISSUES AND EVIDENCE
Sarthak Kumar Jena
Supervisors: Prof. Chandra Sekhar Mishra and Prof. Prabina Rajib
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No.: NB17002
Share buyback is a corporate event when companies repurchase their own shares from the existing
shareholders. Share buyback as a corporate engineering tool not only helps in distributing the excess
reserve but also in restructuring the debt, ownership and financial position of the company. Because of
these multi facet benefits, share buyback became very much popular among companies in developed
countries. So, a major portion of the extant literature is based on developed markets. As such, share
buyback as an area of research remain unexplored in emerging markets or developing conomics. It is
because, share buyback is introduced lately in many developing arkets including India. This study
examines the impact of share buyback on Indian companies in a differently regulated market.
Specifically, the study investigates the impact of buyback on Indian companies in four different aspects,
viz.,1) Factors influencing share buyback decisions of companies by taking firm specific parameters
representing the existing hypothesis (Signaling of ndervaluation, Free cash flow, Substitution, Leverage,
Stock option, Agency, orporate governance and liquidity) by using logit regression, 2) Earnings
management around share buyback by using four different models (Healy, DeAngelo, Modified Jones
and performance matched) and its impact on long term and short term return, wnership and choosing of
buyback methods, 3) Detection of insider trading before share buyback and its impact on share
repurchase decisions, short term return and share buyback ompletion, 4) Factors influencing in choosing
of buyback methods (Tender and open market method) for doing buyback by taking firm specific
parameters.
This study finds that signaling of undervaluation, free cash flow, stock options, agency and liquidity
hypothesis are influencing share buyback decisions in India. Substitution and Leverage hypothesis do
not hold good in Indian context. The study also indicates that companies in India do earnings
management before buyback and companies those indulge in doing more downward earnings
management choose open market method than tender offer for doing share buyback. In addition the study
observes higher insider trading before share buyback and insider buying is treated as an additional
signaling tool for investors. Actual share buyback and program completion rate is higher in case of higher
insider trading before buyback. Further, this study reveals that companies having higher cash reserve,
higher promoter ownership, lower debt prefer tender method for doing buyback other than open market
share repurchase. Companies whose shares are traded frequently in capital market prefer open market
method than tender offer.
Keywords: Share Buyback, Earnings Management, Insider Trading, Tender Offer, Open Market
Method, Signaling, Promoter Ownership
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DEVELOPMENT OF WASTE TO BIOCHAR PYROLYSIS UNIT AND STUDY
OF THE USE OF THE BIOCHAR FOR RECLAMATION OF MINE-SOIL
Subhash Chandra
Supervisor: Dr Jayanta Bhattacharya
School of Environmental Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17003
Continuous exploitation of coal mine generates a huge volume of rock materials, laden with mineral,
salts, and heavy metals, are known as ‘mine spoils’, which are dumped in the form of overburden dumps.
Poor physicochemical properties and eminent level of heavy metals in the mine-soil/spoil pose a threat
to the environment and human health. Such risks can be reduced by reclamation of the mine soil;
however, the vegetation growth over such mine-soil is very limited due to having poor physicochemical
properties of the soil. Use of various soil ameliorant for the reclamation of such contaminated and
degraded soils has been mooted in the earlier studies. Among them, biochar is of particular importance
due to having beneficial soil properties, functionality, low cost, and easy availability.
The objectives of this research work were to develop a slow pyrolysis unit to produce biochar from the
biomass waste (Rice straw and Eucalyptus wood), evaluating the effect of pyrolysis conditions on the
biochar properties, and to study the effect of biochar in the reclamation of the mine-soil collected from
the coal mine overburden dump. The first two chapters of the thesis include the introduction and
literature review on the subject and rest of the work divided into four chapters that would explain the
work carried out.
In this research work, the author has indigenously designed and developed a slow pyrolysis facility and
utilized it for the production of biochar from rice straw and Eucalyptus wood waste. The author has
evaluated the thermal efficiency and indoor air quality of the developed slow pyrolysis unit. The
economic analysis of the biochar production using slow pyrolysis unit was also evaluated. Moreover,
the effect of pyrolysis temperate and heating duration the properties of rice straw and Eucalyptus woodderived biochar was studied and optimized for its application in mine-soil. Besides, the author has also
developed a potassium-iron rice straw biochar composite using a modified chemical method and
evaluated its effectiveness in the sorption of the applied nutrients in the soil. Finally, the author has
evaluated the effectiveness of the Eucalyptus wood biochar produced at two different temperatures (400
and 600 ºC), as well as the biochar-fertilizer mixture in the reclamation of the mine soil collected from
the Bera coal mining area, Dhanbad, Jharkhand, India using the two developed index viz. soil fertility
index and mine soil quality index.

The results in chapter 3 demonstrated that the slow pyrolysis unit showed an overall thermal efficiency
of 40 % for biochar production. Further, the indoor air quality index developed for the pyrolysis unit
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indicated that working around the unit would be harmful to the person having the respiratory disease.
The economic analysis of the biochar production showed that the unit price of the biochar came around
460.76 USD per ton, which is very less compared to the reported production price of the biochar. The
results in chapter 4 indicated that the properties of biochar primarily controlled by the temperature and
heating duration of the pyrolysis. The optimized pyrolysis conditions for the rice straw biochar and
Eucalyptus wood biochar for application in the soil were 500 ºC for 80 min and 468 ºC for 180 min,
respectively. The results of chapter 5 showed that the potassium-iron biochar composite had a large
surface area, carbon content, and oxygen-containing functional groups compared to the pristine rice
straw biochar. The sorption capacity of potassium-iron biochar composite for NO3-, PO43-, and NH4+
was higher compared to the pristine rice straw biochar. Moreover, the amendment of potassium-iron
biochar composite in soil column test significantly (p < 0.05) reduced the leaching of the nutrients
through the column compared to the pristine biochar and increased the soil fertility index. The results of
chapter 5 showed that the application of both biochar and biochar-fertilizer mixture significantly (p <
0.05) improved the physicochemical properties of the mine soil, and simultaneously reduced the metal
toxicity through metal adsorption in the biochar-soil matrix. Biochar and biochar-fertilizer mixture
application in the soil also significantly (p < 0.05) improved the soil fertility index and mine-soil quality
index as compared to the controlled study (only mine soil), indicating that biochar could be an effective
soil ameliorant for the reclamation of the mine soils.
Keywords: soil fertility index, mine soil quality index, pyrolysis, mine soil, and adsorption
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FABRICATION OF POLYURETHANE-UREA BASED NANOHYBRID
SCAFFOLDS FOR BONE TISSUE REGENERATION: IN VITRO AND IN
VIVO APPROACHES
Sanjoy Kumar Ghorai
Supervisor: Prof. Santanu Chattopadhyay
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB17004
The increasing number of bone defects caused by diseases, congenital defects or by accidental fracture
urge to formulate innovative strategies to repair the defective bones. However, the slow rate of auto
osteoinduction, improper osteo-reconstruction and bacterial colonization at the fracture site are the
foremost reasons for developing innovative approaches to augment bone regeneration. The objective of
the present thesis is to fabricate the novel segmented polyurethane (PU) or polyurethane-urea (PUU)
based 3D porous scaffolds for accelerated bone tissue regeneration. The PU or PUU is synthesized using
various biodegradable and biocompatible soft segments such as polyethylene carbonate diol (PCD) and
polycaprolactone diol (PCL-OH). The biomolecule spermine, which acts as a natural growth factor for
most of the eukaryotic cells, is used as a chain extender along with the conventional chain extender,
butanediol (BDO). The integrated biomolecule within the polymer chain is envisaged to reduce the risk
of various side effects such as nerve pain, post-operative inflammation, ectopic bone formation etc.
To improve the physico-mechanical properties, imparting antibacterial activity and osteogenic
bioactivity, the decorated nanohydroxyapatite (nHA) is synthesized and incorporated within the polymer
matrix by in situ technique. The nanorod like nHA is decorated with other nanomaterials such as
graphene oxide (GO), carboxyl functionalized carbon nanotube (CCNT) and titanium phosphate (TP) to
further accelerate the osteogenic bioactivity of the scaffolds. The 3D porous scaffolds are initially
fabricated by salt leaching and electrospinning techniques. Afterward, the 3D porous scaffolds are also
fabricated by 3D printing technique giving rise to the porous scaffold with controlled hierarchical
architecture, mimicking the native extracellular matrix. In order to achieve superior bioactivity, the
surface of the 3D printed scaffolds is modified by immobilized polydopamine, which promoted cell
adhesion and proliferation on the scaffold. The synthesized materials and the fabricated scaffolds are
characterized by NMR, XPS, FTIR-ATR, XRD, FESEM, HRTEM, AFM, DSC and TGA. The decorated
nHA incorporated scaffolds show significant improvements in physico-mechanical properties with
decent antibacterial activity against human pathogen. In vitro studies including biomineralization, MTT
assay, cell proliferation, qRT-PCR indicated the superior osteogenic bioactivity of the decorated nHA
incorporated nanohybrid scaffolds. After assessing the osteogenic bioactivity of the scaffolds by in vitro
study, the scaffolds are implanted at the tibial site of Sprague Dowley rat for in vivo evaluation. MicroCT study and the histological evaluation of the operated bone section imply accelerated bone
regeneration of implanted nanohybrid scaffolds compared to the control sample without exhibiting any
organ toxicity as confirmed by histopathology study. The detailed study indicates that the decorated nHA
incorporated PU or PUU based nanohybrid scaffolds with improved physico-mechanical properties and
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superior osteoconductive bioactivity can be a promising alternative platform for bone tissue regeneration
applications.
Keywords:
Polyurethane-urea,
Polycarbonate
diol, Polycaprolactone
diol, Spermine,
anohydroxyapatite, Nanohybrid scaffold, Electrospinning, 3D printing, Polydopamine, Bone healing,
Histology.
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TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN THE WAKES OF FLAPPING SYSTEMS
USING ENGINEERED AND ANALYTICAL MODELS
Priyam Chakraborty
Supervisor: Prof. Arnab Roy
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Accession No.: NB17005
Locomotion is necessary for survival of animals. Among them, aerial and aquatic apping systems have
high energy expense due to repetitive motion of wings or fins against the ambient uid. The benefit is
gain in circulation due to rapid ow separation which sheds rotational energy in the wake.
Inter-speci_c phenomenological observations show that there is a wide spectrum of maneuvers to attain
locomotion. So far, science relies on morphology, physiology and kinematics for explanations. Whether
there exists a set of unifying physical mechanisms based on uid mechanics alone is the motivation of the
present thesis.
Here, the objective is to investigate available energy in the wakes of individual and collective apping
ight. The emphasis lies on physical justifications, may even be hypothetical, for three-dimensional (3D)
real-life and computational observations. To this end, the study examines momentum-based transport
phenomena for three categories of simple incompressible models.
First, there are two-dimensional (2D) ow fields of six engineered models where they ap in hover mode
at certain wingbeat frequencies (1:5Hz and 2Hz), and vary in aspect ratio (1:5 and 1:0) and use of
winglet. Data were recorded at the mid-chord plane using article image velocimetry in quiescent water
during the doctoral study of a fellow researcher. The apping motion is one-sided without the body, and
asymmetric in time (stroke duration) and space (stroke angle relative to a reference). The chord-based
Reynolds number is of O(104).
Comparative analysis of the six cases enables the dynamical interpretation of observations, such as:
higher pressure gradient along the leading edge vortex (LEV) of hawkmoths as compared to fruities does
not necessarily induce spanwise ow in the LEV; LEVs of hawkmoths inect toward wingtip earlier than
other insects; hawkmoths and bats use vortex loops for thrust; role of kinematics and wake energetics in
the change of camber to control LEVs; and the fore-wing/hindwing phase di_erence and inconsistent
span-wise ow in dragonies.
Second, a generalized unsteady 3D viscous model of purely helical ow shows that there is self-sustained
energy in the wake which is available for extraction by apping wings. The unsteady model parameters
evolve according to the unforced Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations of motion. The model's nonlinearity is
essential to capture the phenomenon. The analysis provides a probable physical explanation for superior
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e_ciency of bumblebees over orchid bees. Interdisciplinary applications include dynamic modeling in
superuid turbulence and magneto-uid dynamic dynamo theory.
Third, transport in a 2D modeled dipolar double gyre wake illustrates that V-shaped formation in apping
ight is a stable response to mechanistic signal transmission through wakes. The 2D model makes sense
because the time a bird spends in the wake of its leader is so less that it cannot recognize the
threedimensionality of the wake itself. The present work has implications in bio-inspired design and the
solution of dilemma in cooperative formation ight. The study further explains that wake dynamics is
useful in tackling complex formations, such as ocks of pigeons.
The study of these models shows that the Lamb vector (cross product of vorticity and velocity), its
divergence and the uid dynamic current vector are fundamental quantities. They have their analogies in
the Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism when the N-S equations are presented as the vorticityLamb vector formulation. Transport phenomena for an ensemble of variables { velocity, vorticity, kinetic
energy, enstrophy, exion product and the Lamb vector divergence { provide a holistic understanding of
wake energetics. In particular, substantial enstrophy transport shows that positive diffusion is an essential
mechanism in infusing rotationality in the wake. Other tools such as dispersion radius, _nitetime
Lyapunov exponent and dimensionality reduction with principal components analysis and dynamic
mode decomposition highlight the finer details.
Keywords: apping ight, helical wake, dipolar wake, V-formation, transport phenomena, positive
diffusion, dimensionality reduction
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ECHOES OF SILENCE: TRANSLATING KEDARNATH SINGH’S POETRY
INTO ENGLISH
Himanshi Pandey
Supervisor: Prof. H S Komalesha
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No.: NB17006
In an age of networks, where paradoxically, we are living in a world torn asunder, translation has
emerged as the new cultural space that has the potential to unlock the political differences and bring
together the scattered communities in their existential quest of meaning making. In its praxial field,
translation allows the ‘text’ to travel widely across time and space without letting lose its urgency and
specificity. Poetry translation is no different from it. To translate poetry is to write it, to live, and
experience the creative act, which later results in recreating a poem in a different linguistic milieu, which
is at once same in shape and spirit and yet different in its skin and colour. Employing unique linguistic
patterns, varying moods and melodies, shifting rhymes and rhythm, poetry, in its dynamic and composite
whole, conveys a more nuanced world of semantics and semiotics. Reading poetry, thus, is a deep
engagement with the human mind and consciousness; and hence, poetry translation becomes a ki netic
process worth investigating. It is in this context that the thesis intends to translate Kedarnath Singh’s
poetry into English. A recipient of the Jnanpith award in 2013, and the Sahitya Akademi award in 1989,
Kedarnath Singh is widely acknowledged as one of the proponents of the Experimental and New Poetry
movement in Hindi poetry. Subtle, economical, and allusive, his poetry is replete with polysemic and
dialogic elements. Despite the fecundity of his creative oeuvre and his eminent position in Hindi poetry,
regrettably, translations of his poems are quite a few and far between. The thesis, therefore, is a modest,
yet comprehensive and systematic attempt at translating Kedarnath Singh’s poetry into English. Along
with the translation, this research also intends to focus on the stylistic, cultural, and aesthetic challenges
involved in the translation of his poems. In the process, the thesis also plans to compare and analyze the
‘shifts of expression’ in the available English versions of his poetry.
Keywords: Kedarnath Singh, Hindi Poetry, English Translation, Poetry Translation
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NRITYAPARICHAY: A DEEP LEARNING BASED FRAMEWORK FOR
RECOGNITION OF HAND GESTURES, BODY POSES AND EMOTIONS IN
INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE
Aparna Mohanty
Supervisor: Rajiv Ranjan Sahay
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17007
Communication is an integral part of life and can be either verbal or non-verbal. Nonverbal
communication is generally achieved with hand gestures, body poses, or facial expressions which also
find utility in human computer interaction (HCI). It is interesting to observe that classical dance forms
across the world also use non-verbal communication to engage with the audience. Practitioners of Indian
classical dance (ICD) enact tales from epics/mythology using complex non-verbal cues defined in
classical texts such as Natyashastra.
Understanding ICD depends on the recognition of hand gestures, poses and acial expressions associated
with it. The recognition of hand gestures is hindered by the presence of clutter, occlusions, varying sizes
of hand, presence of jewellery and color in hands, blur, illumination variations, etc. Hence, initially in
the thesis we attempt to recognize static hand gestures robustly in unconstrained scenarios of ICD. We
propose datasets captured under controlled laboratory conditions as well as in real -world for single and
double hand gestures in ICD. Extensive experiments conducted over these datasets with the proposed
CNN demonstrate its superiority over shallow learning approaches.
Next, we proposed a deep learning approach for robust recognition of static body postures in ICD.
Furthermore, we addressed the problem of robust recognition of dynamic hand gestures and body poses
in unconstrained real-world dance performances. For detecting static hand gestures in video frames an
adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) approach and region based CNN (R-CNN) are used. A skin detector is
also proposed for refining the localization of hands in the images. Since no public datasets are available
for ICD, we propose dataset for dynamic hand gestures captured under controlled laboratory settings.
We also create a separate dataset for dynamic body poses, namely, Adavus of Bharatnatyam. Extensive
experiments for identification of dynamic hand gestures and dynamic body poses are performed using a
three dimensional-convolutional neural network (3D-CNN). In order to classify dynamic hand gestures
in ICD, we also utilized motion history images derived from the video frames along with a CNN.
The emotions/affect associated with Bhratnatyam (Navarasas) are mainly enacted with the aid of facial
expressions which may also be augmented with ppropriate upper body postures and hand gestures.
Initially, we propose a deep learning based approach using CNNs for recognition of emotions associated
with typical ICD forms which convey semantic meaning in accordance with the context. Since image
sequences of facial expressions contain rich spatio-temporal information, the thesis proposes to utilize
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local binary patterns (LBP) and robust principal component analysis (RPCA). We train two separate
CNNs using LBP features and the sparse component of RPCA derived from frames of a video
corresponding to a facial expression. The deeply learnt features from the two CNNs are combined to
train a long short-term memory (LSTM) for dynamic facial expression recognition. We experimentally
show that by concatenating CNN features extracted from both sparse matrices of RPCA and LBP feature
maps results in a performance boost in contrast to the case when these CNN features are used separately
for classification.
Next, we address the task of recognition of hand gesture images in standard publicly available datasets.
For this purpose, we propose a framework to exploit the deep features obtained from our previously
proposed two convolutional layered CNN and derive more discriminative features using dictionary
learning. We use the approaches of K singular value decomposition (K-SVD), discriminative K-SVD
(D-KSVD), and label consistent K-SVD (LC-KSVD) for dictionary learning. Deeply learnt features are
extracted from the proposed CNN having a small architecture with random weight initialization as well
as after pre-training with CIFAR-10 dataset. Interestingly, we observe that classification performance
using dictionary learning with LC-KSVD on fine-tuned features from the proposed two convolutional
layered CNN is at par with that obtained by using dictionary learning in conjunction with the deep finetuned VGG19 network.
Keywords: Deep learning; convolutional neural network; hand gesture ecognition; body pose
estimation; histogram-of-gradients; motion history image; adaptive boosting; facial expression
recognition; emotion recognition.
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CONSUMER PURCHASE DECISION-MAKING AT THE BASE OF THE
PYRAMID
Nanda Choudhury
Supervisors: Prof. Biplab Datta and Prof. Srabanti Mukherjee
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No.: NB17008
The consumer purchase decision-making can be defined as the process of identifying a need and
fulfilment of that need through final consumption. In this study, consumer decision-making was tested
in the Base of the Pyramid (BOP) context, an emerging economics perspective. Base of the pyramid
(BOP), the last strata of the socioeconomic structure are characterized by limited income, low literacy,
and lack of infrastructural support, a segment pre-dominantly represented by emerging economies. In
this study, a mixed method has been used to establish a pioneering model of BOP decision-making. The
study proposes that BOP decision-making is largely affected by
consumer vulnerability and transaction cost. Based on a sample of 484 respondents collected from Indian
villages and suburbs, we examined the relationship between consumer vulnerability and transaction cost.
The finding shows that the antecedents of transaction cost leads to constrained retail selection. Further,
constrained retail selection acts as a mediator and constrains the final brand consumption at the BOP.
Keywords: Consumer decision-making, base of the pyramid, consumer vulnerability, transaction cost,
constrained brand selection
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EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT PROCEDURES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
REINFORCED DUAL PERMEABLE ROCK MEDIA
Gujjala Yashwanth Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. Debasis Deb
Department of Mining Engineering
Accession No.: NB17009
Rock mass is composed of porous matrix, discontinuities like joints and fractures, sills and dykes, faults
and folds, and others. Pore spaces in rock matrix and joints or fractures may also be partially or fully
_lled with water. An excavation made in such rock mass triggers deformation in rock matrix as well as
allows water to ow through interconnected pore spaces and fracture networks. As a result, reinforcement
in terms of rock bolts or shotcrete/concrete lining are installed around the excavation boundary to control
deformation and excessive ow of water. Modelling of reinforced jointed rock mass with dual
permeability is a challenging task when interaction mechanisms between rock, uid, fracture, bolt and
grout are considered. Existing numerical methods have limitations in handling rock bolts due to mesh
dependencies and combining with uid _lled fractured porous media. This thesis develops algorithms in
the framework of eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) platform for implementing rock bolts as
reinforcement within a dual permeable media. This thesis presents detailed numerical procedures for the
treatment of a bolt crossing intersecting cohesive jointed element and hydromechanical - reinforcement
coupling for single phase ow through fractured porous media. Apart from that, direct shear experiments
on bolted joint samples are conducted to validate the developed codes.
The highlight of the thesis is in the development of a new \triply" enriched element which can be
intersected by crossing joints and a rock bolt. For this element, special Heaviside functions are required
to describe jumps in displacements and pressure across the joints as well as junction variables to de_ne
crossing of joints. Joints and bolt can be oriented in any direction within an element and thereby
eliminating mesh dependency. Material nonlinearity is considered using Drucker-Prager plasticity
model. Stick-slip behaviour of rock joints along with coupling/de-coupling of grouted bolts are
integrated within the framework. Generalised Biots theory, Darcys law and Cubic law explain the
background of uid ow, pressure rate and velocity relationships through porous media and joints/fractures
respectively. Temporal discretization of _nite element equation is achieved using generalised HHT-_
method. Discretized form of sti_ness matrix of this enriched rock-joint-bolt element is provided for easy
implementation in XFEM codes. Several benchmark examples are solved and comparative results are
presented to show the e_cacy of the proposed method. Lastly, constant normal load direct shear tests for
reinforced jointed samples are conducted and the results are compared with the numerical results. A
novel bolt performance index is also proposed in this thesis to show the inuence of bolt angle and normal
load on shear resistance from the samples. Finally, the thesis presents a generic version of hydro mechanical-reinforcement algorithm which can be further extended and applied in numerous structural
problems in rock engineering.
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Keywords: Rock mass, Strong discontinuity or joint, Grouted rock bolt, XFEM, Heaviside function,
Decoupling or de-bonding, Drucker-Prager yield criterion, Reinforced tunnel, Fractured porous media.
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LMI BASED H∞-OPTIMAL 2-RATE COMPENSATION OF LDTI PLANTS
USING INTRINSIC ZERO PLACEMENT
Ankesh K. Agrawal
Supervisors: Prof. Sarit K. Das and Prof. Goshaidas Ray
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17010
For Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO), Linear-Time-Invariant (LTI) plants, LTI controllers can not
always ensure robust stability of the loop (against uncertainties occurring therein), especially if the loop
has unstable poles and non-minimum phase (NMP) zeros in close proximity, whence loop gain-margin
(GM) tends to unity and the in_nite-norm of the sensitivity transfer function (kSk1) becomes >> unity.
A 2-rate (2R) control scheme in which the control input is changed at 2T intervals whereas the controller
samples the plant output at T intervals has recently been used in literature to provide better robust
compensation via loop zero placement for single-input single-output (SISO), LDTI plants. The synthesis
procedure, however, has several limitations in respects of plant and controller structures, and the
robustness norm employed. This thesis proposes to obtain general 2R controllers in the state-space
domain for SISO- and two-input two-output (TITO), LDTI plants using intrinsic loop zero placement so
as to achieve optimal loop kSk1 norm without specifying explicitly the loop pole-zero locations. An LMI
based approach has been used to carry out such optimization. This method has, consequently, been used
to ompensate several physical/practical problems that are di_cult to control using LDTI ontrollers:
1. non-oscillatory compensation of exible structure systems that has minimum-phase complex zeros
close to stability boundary,
2. control of some such systems that require such many number of feedbacks that make the system
under-actuated, e.g., the Cart Inverted Pendulum (CIP) system, the self alancing robot (IPENTAR), and three link inverted pendulum system,
3. control of reverse steered bicycle.
In all the above cases, 2R control is seen to yield better control in terms of number of feedbacks required
and robustness achieved in comparison to LDTI controllers, the response remaining at par.
Keywords: 2-rate Control, Intrinsic Zero Placement, H∞-Optimization
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OFFLOADING IN UAV NETWORKS
Anandarup Mukherjee
Supervisors: Prof. Sudip Misra and Prof. Narendra Singh Raghuwanshi
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17011
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are being massively adopted for a wide range of tasks – from
agriculture to riot-control and monitoring. The massive rise in the use of UAVs is attributed to the high
resolution of spatiotemporal data it can offer, the availability of on-demand services, and the
provisioning of the additional features of portability and reconfigurability. This Thesis aims to enhance
the information handling capacity and controllability of the commercially available, off-the-shelf UAVs,
by connecting them over wireless networks. Enabling the use of UAVs over networks facilitates the
implementations of substantial and processing-intensive tasks, which, in regular UAVs, are either absent
or not feasible. These integrations vastly improve the capabilities of UAVs and the scope of their
applications without incurring significant changes in their flight metrics or additional economic factors.
The goal of achieving robust offloading in UAV networks can be categorized to address one of these
three questions – 1) When to offload, 2) How to offload, and 3) Where to offload?
The first three objectives of this Thesis fall under the purview of the first question. The first objective
evaluates the enhancement of UAV controllability and resilience through the incorporation of a networkbased control and stabilization approach, which operates in addition to the UAVs’ existing stabilization
mechanisms. The second objective reduces the network load caused by the repeated transmission of
massive amounts of UAV sensory data by voluntarily reducing the data transmitted over the network,
and predicting the missing values based on a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) prediction model at a
remote server. This approach enhances the network scalability by allowing the simultaneous control of
multiple UAVs, using the amount of network resources consumed by a single UAV. The third objective
focuses on a decentralized, yet collaborative task accomplishment scheme for offload ing information
within the airborne network only. This objective analyzes the efficacy and speed of task completion
through the use of multiple UAVs communicating opportunistically with one another.
The fourth and fifth objectives of this Thesis attempt to address the second question. Towards this, these
two objectives aim to choose the optimal information offload path in UAV networks in a decentralized
manner. The fourth objective proposes a reduced offload path discovery scheme, which is accentuated
with an energy-aware path selection mechanism. Here, the source UAV has the information of all the
UAVs constituting the optimal path to the destination UAV. Similarly, the fifth objective also proposes
an optimal offload path selection mechanism in UAV networks. However, in contrast to the previous
objective, the source UAV does not have any information of the other UAVs except its immediate
neighbors. Each UAV hosts a pre-trained Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) model, which selects the UAV
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that will subsequently offload towards the destination, based on reward maximization at each of the
UAVs.
Finally, the sixth objective proposes an optimized offload target selection scheme in UAV networks to
address the third question. This objective proposes a Nash bargaining-based weighted intra-edge
processing offload scheme to distribute the processing load appropriately within the UAV network.
The performance of the proposed schemes highlight the effectiveness of offloading in UAV networks
by enhancing network scalability for supporting an additional 56% UAVs over the same network, and
increasing the collective network processing speed by 100%, compared to a UAV network that follows
a star topology. Additional advantages of this work include a significant reduction in network traffic
through opportunistic information exchanges, increased network lifetimes, reduced task accomplishment
times, higher collective savings of UAV energy, and increased UAV survival rate.
Keywords: UAVNetworks, Drones, Quadrotors, Scalability, Energy-aware, Network lifetime, Nash
bargaining, Multi-Armed Bandit, Opportunistic communication,
Decentralized networks, Offloading, Routing.
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A STUDY ON INTRASEASONAL VARIATION IN THE UPPER LAYERS OF
THE BAY OF BENGAL USING IN-SITU OBSERVATIONS AND NUMERICAL
OCEAN MODEL SIMULATIONS
Radharani Sen
Supervisors: Prof. Arun Chakraborty and Dr. P. A. Francis
Centre for Oceans, Rivers, Atmosphere and Land Sciences
Accession No.: NB17012
This study investigates three important aspects of the variability in the Bay of Bengal (BoB) using
Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) simulations. These aspects are, (a) the seasonal transport
variability of the East India Coastal Current (EICC), (b) the intraseasonal thermocline variability, and
(c) the impact of thermocline variability in the mixed layer depth (MLD) and sea surface temperature
(SST) in the central and northern BoB. The first problem is addressed with a climatological ROMS
simulation, and it has been shown that the northward EICC peaks in March and its mean transport is
2.65Sv from February to April. The southward EICC transports 0.67Sv during October-December. The
study also suggests that the wind stress curl plays a vital role in the semi-annual reversal of transport but
remote forcing modulated by equatorial wind anomalies dominates the southward EICC. Comparison of
the simulated thermal structure in the upper BoB by the interannual ROMS simulation forced by the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis/ERA5 (ROMS-ERA5), and the
National Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting/NCMRWF (ROMS-NCMRWF) with the
RAMA buoy observations suggests that the ROMS-NCMRWF simulates SST and subsurface
temperature more accurately than ROMS-ERA5 in the central and northern BoB. Interestingly, even
though the ROMS-NCMRWF simulated thermocline depth at R12 (12°N, 90°E) and R15 (15°N, 90°E)
locations agrees with RAMA but a gross mismatch between the simulation and the observation is noticed
near the 23°C isotherm depth at R15. Simulated thermocline depth at R15 describes an anomalous
intraseasonal variability during July-September 2013. It has been further shown that this difference arises
from the errors in the atmospheric forcing. This study highlights the importance of accurate surface
boundary forcing for realistic simulation of the intraseasonal subsurface temperature by the ocean
models. Further, the analyses indicate that better salinity simulation can improve SST, and MLD
simulation more accurately during the winter season in the northern and central BoB. At the equator, the
intraseasonal SST variability is mainly governed by the net surface heat flux, and the variations in D23
are well correlated with the SST variation in the model simulation.
Keywords: BoB, EICC, Thermocline Depth, Sea Surface Temperature, Mixed Layer Depth,
Intraseasonal Variability, Regional Ocean Modeling System
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APPROXIMATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ON UNBOUNDED
DOMAINS
Nilofar Nahid
Supervisor: Dr. Gnaneshwar Nelakanti
Department of Mathematics
Accession No.: NB17013
In this thesis, we consider projection and multi-projection methods to approximate the solutions of linear
and nonlinear Fredholm integral equations of the second kind on unbounded domains (half-line/real line)
using both piecewise and global polynomial basis functions. In this, first we discuss Galerkin and
collocation methods and their iterated versions to approximate the solution of nonlinear Hammerstein
type integral equation on the half-line for both convolution and non-convolution kernels using piecewise
polynomial basis functions. We also discuss multi- Galerkin, multi-collocation methods and their
iterated versions to approximate the solution of the same nonlinear Hammerstein type integral equation
on the half-line and obtain the superconvergence results over Galerkin, collocation methods and their
iterated versions in the space of piecewise polynomial basis functions in infinity norm. However in
piecewise polynomial based methods, one has to increase the number of partition points, which leads to
solve a large number of nonlinear system of equations, which is computationally very expensive. This
motivate us to use global polynomials as basis functions instead of using piecewise polynomials as basis
functions. We develop Galerkin, multi-Galerkin methods and their iterated versions to solve both the
linear and nonlinear (Hammerstein type) Fredholm integral equations of the second kind on the half-line
using Laguerre polynomials (global polynomials) as basis functions. In fact we obtain the
superconvergence results in multi-Galerkin and iterated multi-Galerkin methods over Galerkin and
iterated Galerkin methods in weighted L2-norm under the same assumptions as in Galerkin method.
Next we establish the Galerkin, multi-Galerkin methods and their iterated versions to solve the linear
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind on the real line with sufficiently smooth kernels, using
Hermite polynomials as basis functions. We obtain optimal convergence rates in iterated Galerkin
method in weighted L2-norm. We also discuss multi- Galerkin, iterated multi-Galerkin methods and we
obtain the superconvergence results in both multi-Galerkin and iterated multi-Galerkin methods in
weighted L2-norm. Numerical results are presented to confirm the theoretical results.
Keywords: Hammerstein integral equation, Galerkin method, collocation method, multi-Galerkin
method, multi-collocation method, Piecewise polynomials, Laguerre polynomials, Hermite polynomials,
Superconvergence results.
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ON THE CHARACTERISTICS, SEASONALITY, INTERANNUAL
VARIABILITY, AND DYNAMICAL ASPECTS OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
EQUATORIAL UNDERCURRENT
Ruma Samajdar
Supervisor: Dr. C. Shaji
Centre for Oceans, Rivers, Atmosphere and Land Sciences
Accession No.: NB17014
The Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans is the equatorial branch of the
subtropical cells. In these two oceans, the EUC plays a crucial role in modifying the surface and
thermocline properties by supplying cold and saline water to the eastern equatorial region. In contrast,
the Indian Ocean Equatorial Undercurrent (IOEUC) possesses unique properties due to the influence of
semi-annually reversing monsoon winds over the Equatorial Indian Ocean (EIO). Compared to the other
two oceans, the IOEUC is understudied, owing to its seasonal appearance and lack of adequate data.
This study focuses on the detailed analysis of the characteristics, forcing, seasonality, and interannual
variations of the IOEUC. The study also unfolds the pathways of the IOEUC. The IOEUC appears twice
during February-April and August-October within 2° of the equator, at a depth between 70 m and 150
m water column. The spatial variation of the IOEUC is controlled by the semi-annual harmonic
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑢

component of the zonal pressure gradient (− 𝜕𝑥 ) and zonal advection (−𝑢 𝜕𝑥). The winds do not directly
generate the IOEUC; instead, it is always associated with the eastward pressure gradient generated by
the equatorial waves. The core of the IOEUC is associated with high salinity water. This current reveals
the traces of the Arabian Sea High Salinity Water (ASHSW), especially in the western (55°E-65°E,2°S2°N) and central (65°E-80°E, 2°S-2°N) EIO. The utility of trajectory and water mass analyses provides
useful information about the path and origin of the IOEUC. The high salinity water of the IOEUC in its
west mainly arises from the Arabian Sea through the Somali Current and from the Southern Hemisphere
via the East African Coastal Current. The IOEUC carries high salinity water towards the east, with the
maximum transport during March-April in the central EIO. Increase in the eastward transport by the
IOEUC is observed during the positive Indian Ocean Dipole (pIOD) events, especially in the eastern
EIO. The IOEUC also provides water to the eastern EIO during the upwelling period July-October. The
interannual study (1980-2014) of IOEUC shows a direct relationship of the strength of IOEUC with the
Indian Ocean Dipole and El Nino-Southern Oscillation events. Also, the IOEUC exhibits a decreasing
trend during the above period, for which the wind variations play an integral role.
Keywords: Indian Ocean Equatorial Undercurrent, zonal pressure gradient, winds, Indian Ocean Dipole.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF PERFORMANCE AND EMISSIONS
OF AN UN-THROTTLED CAMLESS SPARK IGNITION ENGINE
Srinibas Tripathy
Supervisor: Dr. Dhananjay Kumar Srivastava
School of Energy Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17015
Most vehicles run at part load conditions. Spark-ignition (SI) engine uses a throttle for load control, and
the partial throttle openings achieve the part-load condition. There is a power loss during the gas
exchange process in the SI engine known as pumping loss. Pumping loss is severe during the SI engine’s
part-load condition due to throttle presence in the intake manifold. The brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) may increase to 20% at low engine speed and load conditions due to the pumping losses. The
part-load efficiency of an SI engine can be improved by removing the throttle, and the engine load is
controlled by varying the intake valve events (lifts, timings, and duration). The cam operated valve
actuation system controls the valve events. The valve events are fixed in terms of the crank angle. Hence,
in this study, a throttle-less SI engine was developed, and the engine load was controlled by a fullyflexible variable valve actuation (VVA) system. An electro-pneumatic fully-flexible VVA system was
designed and developed to control the valve events independently. The challenging task in an electropneumatic VVA system is to control the valve seating velocity towards the end of the backward stroke
when the valve comes in contact with the valve seat. In the initial trial, different valve lifts were achieved
successfully without controlling the seating velocity. However, during the forward and backward
strokes, the valve seating velocity increased sharply and reached a peak of 1.28 m/s. Thus, a novel
approach was proposed, and pneumatic damping was introduced towards the end of the strokes to control
the valve seating velocity. The valve seating velocity decreased from 1.28 to 0.38 m/s with pneumatic
damping. The VVA system can also play a significant role in the performance improvements of a
gasoline direct injection (GDI) engine. A computational fluid dynamics analysis was performed to
upgrade an existing port fuel injection (PFI) engine to the GDI engine. The GDI injector location was
optimized in the cylinder head based on the air-fuel homogeneity index throughout the combustion
chamber. A single-cylinder fourstroke conventional PFI SI research engine was modified into the
camless engine. The in-house developed electro-pneumatic VVA system was integrated with the intake
valve. The intake valve events were controlled independently by the VVA system. The GDI components
were integrated with the PFI camless engine to modify into GDI camless engine. Thus, the developed
engine can be operated into different modes, such as PFI conventional, PFI camless, and GDI camless.
The effect of intake valve opening and closing timings on performance, combustion, and emissions were
investigated in the PFI camless engine during the throttled operation. The pumping loss was reduced
when the intake valve was opened too early before the top dead center (TDC), and gas exchange
efficiency was increased. It is due to the recirculation of high-pressure exhaust gas into the intake
manifold. However, pumping loss was increased when the intake valve was opened too late after TDC.
It is due to the work done by the piston against the pressure depression in the combustion chamber. At
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late intake valve closings, the pumping loss was decreased, and gas exchange efficiency was increased
due to the backflow of high-pressure charge from the combustion chamber into the intake manifold. The
performance,combustion, and the emission of a throttle-less PFI and GDI camless engine were
investigated with early intake valve closing and low lift condition. The results were compared with the
hrottled operation of the PFI conventional engine. A significant BSFC reduction (maximum 11.2%) was
achieved at low engine speed and low load conditions for the PFI camless engine compared to the PFI
conventional engine. It is due to the decrease in the pressure difference between the intake manifold and
the combustion chamber. Hence, pumping loss is reduced, and the net power output of the engine is
increased. A further BSFC reduction (maximum 2.1%) was achieved by the GDI camless engine over
the PFI camless engine. The high-pressure fuel injection improves the fuel evaporation rate, which
increased the net power output of the GDI camless engine.
Keywords: SI engine, PFI, GDI, VVA system, Camless, Un-throttled, Pumping loss
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AN INQUEST INTO INTER-CHAMBER LEAKAGE THROUGH IDEALLY
FORM-CLOSED CONTACTS BETWEEN STAR AND RING IN GEROTOR
PUMP AND ORBIT MOTOR
Debanshu Roy
Supervisors: Prof. Rathindranath Maiti and Prof. Prasanta Kumar Das
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17016
ORBIT® motors and GEROTOR® pumps are widely used in medium range pressure applications due
to their poor leakage characteristics. Improving the leakage characteristics of such units is still a
challenging area of research.
In the present study, deformations/gaps which occur at all ideally form-closed active contacts in
epitrochoid (cycloidal class) generated star-ring set of ORBIT® motor, were estimated. The problem is
statically indeterminate, as there are multiple contacts. FEM in ANSYS® environment was used to
model the problem. The model was developed to assess more accurate and realistic boundary conditions
as well as loading patterns. In ORBIT motor momentary occurrence of gap at the transition active
contact, i.e., the contact separating two adjacent chambers with a substantial inter-chamber pressure
difference is unavoidable. The proposed method can be used for any such unit of any geometric design
and kinematic model. The results have a reasonably good agreement
with that of a trial and error method proposed earlier. Also in a GEROTOR pump, the chambers are
separated by geometrically form-closed higher pair active contacts of star-ring components. With the
rotation when the chamber volumes expand and contract, the active contacts move on lobe profiles and
are subjected to deformations caused by fluid pressure and transmitted torque. From the earlier
experimentation conducted in WTU, Poland, inter-chamber leakages through these gaps at some angular
positions of the star-ring were visualized. To access this observation critically, deformations were
evaluated at ideally form-closed active contacts in GEROTOR pump using static structural analysis in
ANSYS environment. Next, to investigate the flow characteristics, including the occurrence of cavitation
in the GEROTOR pump, numerical analysis using the CFD tool in the ANSYS environment has been
carried out. The flow processes were analyzed for different angular positions of the star. Results obtained
by the numerical analysis exhibits good agreement with the flow patterns reported from experimental
visualization.
Further, an analysis was carried out to predict the inter-chamber leakage flow through transition active
contacts in the cycloidal class toothed star-ring of ORBIT motors. The characteristics of leakage flows
through such gaps were then established by CFD analysis using Fluent® in ANSYS environment.
Keywords: Active and Transition contacts, CFD analysis, Deformations and Gaps, Epitrochoid star,
Inter-Chamber Leakage flow, Photo-imaging
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FINANCIAL INTEGRATION IN ASIA: ISSUES AND EVIDENCES
Biplab Kumar Guru
Supervisor: Dr. Inder Sekhar Yadav
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No.: NB17017
Financial integration in Asia is evolving and adding new facets to the existing theories and evidences.
Since Asia is getting increasingly integrated, it becomes important for economies to ensure proper
management of external capital flows and the associated volatility in order to benefit from it and hedge
against the impending risk. In this context, for selected Asian economies during 1995-2015, first, the
effectiveness of direct and indirect controls on the aggregate capital flows as well as on individual asset
classes like debt, FDI, equity, and derivatives is examined; second, the nexus between financial
integration, capital inflows and macroeconomic growth parameters such as GDP, productivity, and
capital stock is investigated; third, the association between financial integration, capital inflows and
macroeconomic volatility is examined and finally stock market integration and volatility spillovers is
investigated. The datasets include aggregate and disaggregate statistics on capital flows and capital
controls for asset classes such as equity, FDI, debt, and derivative flows. Key macroeconomic aggregates
such as GDP, productivity, capital stock, GDP per capita, trade, gross fixed capital formation, credit to
private sector, inflation rate, net investments in nonfinancial assets, exchange rate, consumption are
employed as applicable in this work. Stock market variables such as stock market capitalization and
stock index prices are used. Both de jure and de facto measures of financial openness are employed
besides using trade openness as applicable. The dataset is culled from IMF, World Bank, Penn World
Tables and Bloomberg database. Dynamic panel system GMM and Diebold and Yilmaz spillover method
is employed as applicable to examine the objectives. Findings suggest that direct controls can effectively
reduce gross capital flows as well as inflows through debt, equity and FDI, and, outflows through equity,
FDI and derivative. It was observed that there is no strong external (domestic) incentive to offset outfl ow
(inflow) controls. At the same time, it was found that external capital inflows through FDI and debt
spurred economic growth for the selected economies of Asia. Evidence suggests that financial integration
boosts macroeconomic growth (output, productivity, and capital stock) of the selected Asian economies.
However, this work found that financial integration is associated with increased volatility of
macroeconomic aggregates such as per capita GDP, consumption, investment, and trade. Further,
evidence suggests that increase in trade openness and inflation contributed to higher volatility while
more financial depth reduced the consumption volatility. Besides the macroeconomic impact, financial
integration is found to facilitate quick volatility spillovers across selected Asian stock markets.
Keywords: Financial Integration, Capital Flows, Capital Controls, Growth, TFP, Capital Accumulation,
Stock Markets, Diebold-Yilmaz Method, Volatility Spillovers, Dynamic SYS-GMM, Asia.
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A STUDY ON FATAL PEDESTRIAN CRASHES IN URBAN SETUP IN A
DEVELOPING COUNTRY
Dipanjan Mukherjee
Supervisors: Dr. Sudeshna Mitra and Dr. Kranthi Kumar Kuna
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No.: NB17018
Pedestrian fatalities often represent the highest share of road traffic crash-related fatalities in developing
countries. However, a thorough assessment of pedestrian safety using sophisticated statistical analysis
and modelling to gain a complete understanding of the risk factors is still in a nascent stage in developing
nations. In this background, the foremost goal of this thesis is to develop a systematic approach to
identify and estimate the major sources of risk factors for fatal pedestrian crashes related to the (a) traffic
exposure and operational characteristics, roadway factors and infrastructure, land use type, (b) pedestrian
behavior and perception, and (c) spatial characteristics of the road network level in the context of an
urban setup in a developing country. The fatal pedestrian crash data for 2011 to 2016 of Kolkata City,
India, have been utilized to demonstrate the research methodology.
To start with, to develop an understanding of the risk factors associated with pedestrian fatalities, a set
of safety performance functions (SPF) are developed. In these SPFs several attempts are made to identify
a host of risk factors ranging from the road infrastructure to land use, traffic volume, operational
characteristics, pedestrian level attributes, and spatial features of the road network level. Based on the
model outcomes, there is strong evidence that high approaching speed of vehicles, wider road width, onstreet parking, inadequate sight distance, the encroachment of footpath, certain land-use type, pedestrian
risk-taking attitude (e.g., signal violation, pedestrians are not using designated path, etc.), crossing
difficulty, distraction, post-encroachment time, and several spatial characteristics such as slum
population, population density, etc. significantly affect fatal pedestrian crashes at the road network level.
In the second stage of the thesis, the pedestrian risk of road traffic crashes is assessed based on three
proactive measures, namely (a) examining pedestrian signal violation behavior, (b) studying pedestrian
risk perception, and (c) analyzing pedestrian-vehicular post encroachment time.
In the third stage of the thesis, the current study formulates and presents a modelling methodology that
accounts for multiple sources of pedestrian risk as described previously (i.e., i. traffic exposure and
operational characteristics, roadway factors, and infrastructure, land use type; ii. pedestrian behavior
and perception; and iii. spatial characteristics of the road network level) to develop an SPF to assess
pedestrian safety at the road network level in a developing country. Afterward, the present study also
estimates and evaluates the approximate share of these three major sources of pedestrian risk across sites.
The model outcomes indicate that in Kolkata City at the road network level, nearly 40% of the overall
fatal pedestrian crashes occur due to pedestrians’ unsafe crossing behavior and poor risk perception;
almost 50% of the overall fatal pedestrian crashes occur due to the absence of pedestrian-friendly
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infrastructure and inefficient traffic operations, and remaining 10% of the overall fatal pedestrian crashes
occur due to unobserved spatial factors.

To end, based on the present research findings suitable countermeasures are formulated and three
specific countermeasures are implemented at three major junctions in Kolkata city. Subsequently, the
effectiveness of countermeasures is also evaluated.
Overall, this thesis presents an inclusive analysis of identification and estimation of pedestrian risk
factors associated with (a) traffic exposure and operational characteristics, roadway factors and
infrastructure, land use type (b) pedestrians’ behavior and perception, and (c) spatial characteristics of
the road network, in the context of an urban area in a developing country. The study outcomes indicate
that while road infrastructure and traffic exposure-related risk factors are very similar to the findings
from the developed countries, the present thesis provides several new insights about risk factors that may
be unique to Kolkata or other Indian metropolitans or cities of other developing countries. Subsequently,
the present thesis also provides a systematic modelling approach to estimate and evaluate the share of
three major sources of pedestrian risk. The knowledge of risk factors and modelling approach established
in this thesis are extremely helpful for the incorporation and/or modification of the particular planning
and design elements to reduce pedestrian risk.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN HETEROGENEOUS WIRELESS
NETWORKS: AN ECONOMICS PERSPECTIVE
Satendra Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. Sudip Misra
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17019
With the popularity of multimedia services among mobile users, the data traffic demand over
heterogeneous wireless networks (HWNs) is increasing incessantly. To reduce the data traffic and cope
with the massive number of connected devices, network operators utilize the caching ability of both the
base stations and user devices, thereby giving rise to the so-called cache-enabled heterogeneous wireless
networks. Due to the enormous infrastructure size and business opportunity of HWNs, the involvement
of various stakeholders, such as network operators, storage providers, and users become inevitable.
Strong coalition and cooperation among the multiple stakeholders are required for the efficient
functioning of HWNs. However, in general, the stakeholders are self-centric and unwilling to allocate
their resources for the desired operation of HWNs. Hence, resource management becomes a challenging
issue in HWNs.
In this thesis, we propose different pricing and incentive mechanisms, based on different economic
frameworks, to improve the performance of HWNs. First, we propose a procurement-based QoS-aware
user association scheme for HWNs, which enables the macrocells to offload the excess demand of users
to third-party femtocells. We observe that the amount paid by the macrocells to the FCs not only
increases with the increase in throughput demand of the macrocell users, but also with the density of
femtocells’ subscribe users. We then propose a double auction mechanism to compute the allocation of
in-network storage space among macrocells in HWNs, to soften the backhaul load. The simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed auction mechanism improves the social welfare by 36.1% compared to
the existing scheme. To further reduce the wireless backhaul traffic, we envision cache-enabled deviceto-device (D2D) networks, wherein the storage space of end-users are utilized for caching and delivery
of requested contents. Specifically, we model the interactions among the content owners and the base
stations for content delivery as a bargaining game and design a novel incentive mechanism based on the
Nash bargaining solution approach. We observe that, the usage of cellular link decreases by 80% through
proposed schemes even when energy-sensitive content owners participate in cooperative content
delivery. Subsequently, we study autonomous D2D networks for cooperative content caching and
sharing. We observe that the proposed mechanism improves fairness by 87% and reduces the total cost
of the users by 21.06% compared to the benchmark schemes.
Keywords: Heterogeneous Wireless Networks, Device-to-Device Networks, Content Caching, Network
Economics, Game Theory, Mechanism Design
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A STRATEGIC APPROACH FOR PRODUCTION OF BIOETHANOL AND
OTHER INDUSTRIALLY IMPORTANT CO-PRODUCTS FROM
CYANOBACTERIA
Dipanwita Deb
Supervisors: Prof. P.B.S. Bhadoria and Prof. Nirupama Mallick
Department of Agricultural and Food Engineering
Accession No.: NB17020
The present study explores the prospect for producing bioethanol along with high-value co-products
from cyanobacterial biomass by strategizing a refinery approach. After an initial screening of various
cyanobacterial species under control growth condition in BG-11 medium, Anabaena variabilis was
chosen for subsequent study based on its higher accumulation of total carbohydrate and fermentable
sugars like reducing sugar and glycogen, among all the species.
Individual factor studies with varying nutritional and cultural conditions revealed the growth and
carbohydrate accumulation of A. variabilis to be mostly influenced by the initial culture pH, HCO3 −,
and Mg2+ levels of the cultivation medium. Optimization of these factors applying the statistical
technique (Response Surface Methodology) enhanced the biomass and total carbohydrate yield by a
respective ~1.5-fold and ~2.4-fold, with a ~2.6-fold higher yield of reducing sugar and glycogen than
the BG-11 control. Consequently, the bioethanol production was escalated by ~2.5-fold. The devised
condition was also fruitful in augmenting the yield of various co-products, viz. poly-β-hydroxybutyrate,
exopolysaccharides, Cphycocyanin and sodium copper chlorophyllin from the test cyanobacterium.
Under the cyanobacterial refinery designed by step-wise extraction of all the co-products along with
bioethanol, 75% of the cyanobacterial biomass was efficiently transformed into high-value products
utilizing the optimized BG-11 medium.
To further integrate the process with waste utilization, the study also endeavored to formulate a medium
combining Aqua discharge (AD) with Poultry litter (PL) or Cow dung (CD). AD supplemented with 7.5
g/L PL was found to be the most effective combination resulting into 46% higher carbohydrate yield
than the BG-11 control. This medium termed as ‘APL’ medium also displayed a 100% removal of nitrite,
nitrate, and orthophosphate, with a respective 74% and 81% removal of ammonium and total organic
carbon, and 90% reduction in chemical and biological oxygen demand, when A. variabilis was cultivated
in it. The formulated APL medium also proved suitable for the biorefinery approach, with a 13-21%
reduction in the yield of bioethanol and the co-products compared to the optimized BG-11 medium,
while simultaneously bioremediating the wastes.
Keywords: Anabaena variabilis; Bioethanol; Bioremediation; C-phycocyanin; Exopolysaccharides;
Optimization; Poly-β-hydroxybutyrate; Sodium copper chlorophyllin; Wastes
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ANALYTICAL MODELING OF ELECTROSTATICS AND DRIVE CURRENT
IN NANOSCALE DOUBLE GATE MOSFET, TRIPLE GATE MOSFET AND
TUNNEL FET DEVICES WITH REDUCED SHORT CHANNEL EFFECTS
Ria Bose
Supervisor: Prof. J N Roy
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No.: NB17021
In the semiconductor industry, multigate Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors
(MOSFETs) are regarded as potential alternatives to conventional MOSFETs,significantly when the
channel length of the device is scaled down below 20 nm. In multigate MOSFETs, the gate length can
further be scaled down, maintaining an optimized device performance. Over the past few years, the
multigate MOSFETs have been better choices in terms of their excellent gate control on the channel and
better immunity to short channel effects (SCEs). It is also possible to get an enhanced drive current since
multiple gates can form multiple current-carrying faces in the device’s channel. For the design of an IC,
it is essential to get an appropriate device model that describes the device’s fundamental electrical
behavior. To obtain an accurate model, all basic semiconductor equations (e.g., Poisson’s equation,
current transport equation, continuity equation, etc.) need to be precisely solved. In any numerical
simulator, these solutions involve complex numerical analysis, which becomes even more rigorous when
the equations are considered in 2D or 3D form. An analytical model that provides approximately the
same results as may be observed from numerical simulation within acceptable tolerance would be
beneficial. In this thesis, a precise analytical modeling framework is presented for the double gate (DG)
MOSFET and triple gate (TG) MOSFET. The presented models consider specific physical or operational
constraints and the device’s intrinsic parameter variations. The proposed models are based on driftdiffusion carrier transport mechanisms. For short-channel DG MOSFET, the impact of quantum
confinement on the device’s performance is also studied by solving Poisson-Schrödinger equations selfconsistently.
Now the problem is that some issues related to the multigate MOSFET device still persists. These are,
e.g., high leakage current, sub-threshold swing limitation of 60 mV/decade, and so on. In this regard,
Tunnel FET (TFET) is chosen, which exhibits a lower sub-threshold slope, lower leakage current, better
immunity to short channel effects, but less drive current (or ON current). Several techniques have been
evolved to improve ON current of TFET. This thesis also presents a novel triple metal work function
engineered (WFE) TFET, which shows a lower sub-threshold slope and better ON current. An analytical
model for the proposed TFET is also derived, including all possible factors associated with SCEs of the
device as these are significant to study the electrical behavior (DC and AC) of the device in the nanoscale
regime. The performance of the proposed device is compared with that of some existing TFET devices.
Moreover, the analytical models of parasitic capacitances and resistances for TG MOSFET and TFET
are developed, which provides a detailed understanding of the device’s built-in parasitic resistance and
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capacitance. The study of parasitics helps estimate the limit to scaling the device’s sizes when
implemented in circuits.
All the developed models presented in this thesis are validated against TCAD Sentaurus simulation
results to check accuracy. The model results are also verified with the published data to confirm their
improvements and novelties. Finally, the proposed models are invoked in the simulator. A simulation
study is performed on triple gate MOSFET and double gate TFET based inverter circuits and their
implementation in a ring oscillator circuit.
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ANALOG SPIKING NEURAL NETWORK FOR LOW POWER COMPUTING
APPLICATIONS
Anand Kumar Mukhopadhyay
Supervisors: Dr. Mrigank Sharad and Dr. Indrajit Chakrabarti
Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No.: NB17022
This thesis has explored the possibilities of applying brain-inspired algorithms like Spiking Neural
Network (SNN) for developing useful low power applications. SNN has advantages in terms of reduced
computational complexity due to its event-driven processing nature. Applications in the field of
biomedical devices and the Internet of Things (IoT) are studied. Neuromorphic architectures can be
developed using a digital, analog, or mixed approach. The mixed-mode style is preferred as it leverages
the advantages of both digital and analog modes. Different learning algorithms for SNN exist in
literature. Two such algorithms, namely modified Hebbian Spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP)
and backpropagation for conversion networks have been utilized on the target application. SNN
inference architectures using digital and analog resistive crossbar networks (RCNs) have been analyzed
and compared in terms of energy efficiency and performance. A low power spike sorting system
applicable to implantable brain devices has been proposed. Here, one suggests a 2-step shared training
module which will have benefits in terms of developing energy-efficient signal acquisition channels.
This method is beneficial for multi-channel implantable brain-machine-interface (BMI) systems as the
future trend is geared toward an increasing number of electrodes. The feasibility of SNN has been
explored for the classification of surface myoelectric signals for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
systems. Here one compares its performance and computational complexity with an artificial neural
network (ANN) model. The present research has continued toward developing intelligent Internet of
things (IoT) devices applicable to security surveillance applications. The main focus has been laid on
efficient and approximate in-sensor computation of the wireless sensor nodes (WSN). Two types of
sensors have been considered, viz., 1) acoustic, and 2) image. The acoustic sensor is used for detecting
human footsteps in the presence of background noise. The image sensors are intended for classifying
humans versus animals for different scenarios such as farm and forest. In both cases, extensive analysis
has been performed to assess the feasibility and performance of SNN algorithms. Also, energy-efficient
feature extraction methods have been adopted so as to ensure that the overall system consumes low
power. For all the problems mentioned above, algorithmic level optimization has been undertaken,
followed by architectural level implementation of the overall system.
Keywords: neuromorphic computing, spiking neural network (SNN), resistive cross bar network (RCN),
low power application, biomedical devices, brain-machine-interface (BMI), human-computer
interaction (HCI), Internet of things (IoT) surveillance, wireless sensor node (WSN).
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STRUCTURE-PROPERTY ASPECTS OF GRAPHENE FILLED ELASTOMER
NANOCOMPOSITES SPOTLIGHTING ELECTROMAGNETIC
INTERFERENCE SHIELDING APPLICATION
Sudip Pradhan
Supervisors: Dr. Santanu Chattopadhyay and Dr. Debdatta Ratna
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB17023
Development of electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding material is a thriving field of research in
today’s life especially in defence application to prevent the electromagnetic pollution. The present study
is based on graphene nanoplatelet or simply graphene (GnP) as well as metal oxide ornamented GnP
based elastomer nanocomposites and their effect on mechanical and electrical properties with a special
emphasize to EMI shielding application. Three different elastomer namely, polychloroprene rubber
(CR), hydrogenated nitrile butadiene rubber (HNBR) and ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA-45) were chosen
based on their wide variety of application prospects as matrix for the preparation of GnP filled
nanocomposite materials. Commercial grade graphene filled nanocomposites were prepared by using
melt mixing and dual mixing (solution followed by melt) techniques to evaluate an insight into the
structure-property aspects especially with reference to mechanical, thermal, electrical and
electromagnetic interference shielding properties and morphology. In these regard the dual mi xing
technique was found to be superior compare to melt mixing technique. GnP was added in 1, 3, 5, 8, 10
and 15 phr loadings into different matrices using dual mixing technique to obtain nanocomposites and
appraise their various properties suitable for mechanical and electrical applications. Mechanical
properties were measured to understand the effect of GnP on the mechanical behavior of the
nanocomposites. Electrical conductivity and dielectric properties of the nanocomposites were analyzed
thoroughly to understand the effect of GnP dispersion as well as impact of different matrices in the final
composites. Further, EMI shielding effectiveness of the nanocomposites was measured using 2 mm thick
samples to understand its application as flexible EMI proof elastomer component. It was observed that
EVA/GnP nanocomposites show best result as compare to CR/GnP and HNBR/GnP nanocomposites in
respect of mechanical, thermal, electrical and EMI shielding properties. Further, GnP was ornamented
with two different forms of manganese dioxide (δ and α form MnO2), magnetite (Fe3O4) and cobalt
ferrite (CoFe2O4) and subsequently integrated into different elastomer matrices at 8 phr loading to form
nanocomposites. α-MnO2, Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4 ornamented graphene shows synergistic effect in EMI
shielding effectiveness than that of the pristine one. Altogether, the nanocomposite has a potential to
find its application as a flexi-strong EMI proof material.
Keywords: Graphene, ornamented graphene, elastomer, conductivity, EMI shielding
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REGULATION OF TH9 CELL DEVELOPMENT BY VITAMINS
Vyas Shachi Pranjalkumar
Supervisor: Dr. Ritobrata Goswami
School of Bioscience
Accession No.: NB17024
Th9 cells are usually pro-inflammatory in nature and play a pathological role in various inflammatory
diseases including rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Calcitriol (bioactive form of the fat soluble vitamin D)
regulates the differentiation of various T helper cell subsets. However, the molecular mechanisms
underlying Th9 regulation by calcitriol remains understudied. We demonstrated that calcitriol promoted
the interaction between vitamin D receptor (VDR) and PU.1 (Th9-differentiating transcription factor)
leading to impaired PU.1 recruitment at murine Il9 gene. Calcitriol enhanced the recruitment of Foxp3,
a negative regulator of Il9 gene. The acetylation of positive histone marks was impaired by calcitriol
along with increased recruitment of HDAC1, culminating in repressive chromatin at murine Il9 gene
locus. Therefore, collectively calcitriol negatively regulated Il9 gene leading to diminished IL-9
secretion by Th9 cells. The innate immune sensors, toll-like receptors (TLRs) play a critical role in
orchestrating adaptive immune responses. Amongst TLRs, TLR2 promotes the differentiation of Th9
cells. However, TLR2 downstream signaling pathway leading to Th9 cell differentiation remains
unidentified. We observed that TLR2 signals via IL-33 and its receptor ST2 in murine and human Th9
cells. Increased TLR2 expression associated with enhanced IL9 expression and augmented disease
severity in RA patients. Calcitriol attenuated TLR2-mediated murine and human Th9 cell differentiation
by downregulating IL-33/ST2 expression. Additionally, low serum vitamin D3 levels negatively
associated with increased IL9 expression and disease severity in RA patients. Thus, calcitriol regulates
Th9 cell differentiation in the presence of extrinsic signals (TLR2 stimulation). Another fat s oluble
vitamin, retinoic acid; bioactive form of vitamin A) also impairs IL-9 production by Th9 cells. Calcitriol
and retinoic acid share heterodimerization partner, retinoid X receptor (RXR) suggesting a possible
cross-talk between them in regulating Th9 cell development. Calcitriol and retinoic acid together altered
VDR-RXR heterodimerization leading to impaired VDR recruitment at murine Il9 gene. Simultaneous
addition of both the vitamins rescued PU.1 recruitment concomitant with decreased recruitment of Foxp3
and HDAC1 at murine Il9 gene. Therefore, calcitriol and retinoic acid together promoted permissive
chromatin at Il9 gene locus and induced IL-9 production by murine Th9 cells.
Keywords: Th9 cells, IL-9, calcitriol, VDR, PU.1, TLR2, retinoic acid, RXR
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CuO NANOSTRUCTURES FOR GAS SENSING AND FIELD EMISSION
APPLICATIONS
Sharmi Ganguly
Supervisor: Prof. Chacko Jacob
Materials Science Centre
Accession No.: NB17025
This thesis mainly focuses on two major issues: (a) the growth of CuO nanoflowers and nanorods on Cu
foil and on Cu films deposited on glass slides by an inexpensive wet chemical method and their
characterization and (b) the possible applications of the synthesized nanostructures in sensing toxic gases
and their field emission characteristics. The preliminary growth experiments were performed by varying
NaOH and (NH4)2S2O8 concentrations for different dipping times to optimize the growth of
nanostructures on Cu foil. The effect of temperature on the growth of nanostructures was also studied.
Comparative studies were performed by using KOH and CH4N2O instead of NaOH and (NH4)2S2O8
chemical solutions. Finally, the optimum growth conditions for CuO nanoflowers on Cu foil and on Cu
films deposited on glass slides was determined to be (3M) NaOH and (0.15M) (NH4)2S2O8
concentration for 3 hours. On the other hand, the optimum growth conditions for CuO nanorods on Cu
foil and on Cu films deposited on glass slides was (4M) NaOH and (0.15M) (NH4)2S2O8 concentration
for 3 hours.
Stable hydrophobic surfaces were fabricated by treating the CuO nanoflowers with fatty acids. Copper
is hydrophilic with a contact angle (68º). After chemical treatment of the Cu foil, due to the formation
of nanoflowers, the roughness of the surface increases and the contact angle increased to 124º. It was
observed that the contact angle value increased to 130º when the fatty acids were treated on synthesized
CuO nanoflowers. A p-type sensing device was fabricated using the synthesized CuO nanoflowers on
glass slides and its response was tested with various VOCs at a fixed temperature (240ºC). The device
showed stable sensing response for acetone vapors within the concentration range 250-2250 ppm.
A heterostructure was formed by depositing ZnO on synthesized CuO nanostructures and its electrical
characteristics were measured using J-V measurements. The threshold voltage was determined to be 1.2
V. The junction effect of this device was used for detection of toluene gas with a good response at 250ºC
within the concentration range 88-890 ppm. Brass foil, which is an alloy of copper and zinc, was also
used as a substrate to form a hybrid CuO/ZnO structure for the detection of chloroform gas with a good
response at 250ºC within the concentration range 54-563 ppm. The field emission characteristics of
vertically aligned CuO nanorods were measured. The field enhancement factor was also calculated. The
turn-on electric field was about 0.64 and 0.013 V/μm at inter electrode distances (d) of 500 and 1000μm,
respectively. When the electrode distance was increased from 500 to 1000μm, respectively, the field
emission performance became better. Based on the two-region field emission (TRFE) model, it was
found that the experimental data could be almost fitted to a straight line.
Keywords: CuO, ZnO, Nanoflowers, Nanorods, Hydrophobicity, Heterostructure, Field emission
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HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION AND RARE EARTH ELEMENT
MINERALIZATION IN PERALKALINE GRANITES AND FE-RICH
CARBONATITES-CASE STUDIES FROM THE MALANI IGNEOUS SUITE
AND THE KAMTHAI CARBONATITE COMPLEX, WESTERN INDIA
Suman Mondal
Supervisor: Dr. Dewashish Upadhyay
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No.: NB17026
The rare earth elements (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu), including Y and
Sc, constitute a strategic group of metals having high-tech applications. Worldwide, the bulk of the REEs
are generally mined from deposits hosted in igneous rocks such as carbonatites and alkaline igneous
rocks which constitute primary deposits. This dissertation attempts to characterize REE mineralization
and hydrothermal alteration processes in peralkaline granites and carbonatites using the Kamthai
carbonatite complex and peralkaline/A-type granites of the Malani Igneous Suite (MIS) in western India
as case studies.
Peralkaline granites from the Siwana complex of the MIS in western India host mineralization of rare
earth and other high field strength elements (REEs/HFSEs). The textural relations, major-trace element
chemistry, and Li-isotope composition of minerals are used to constrain the magmatic evolution of the
granites and the mechanism of hydrothermal REE mineralization. Three facies of peralkaline granites,
viz., hypersolvus, transsolvus, and pegmatitic, are identified in the Siwana complex. Rayleigh crystal
fractionation modeling using incompatible trace element abundances and Li isotopes in clinopyroxene
and amphibole indicates that the hypersolvus and the transsolvus granites formed after 50-92% and
>90% melt crystallization, respectively. Li-isotope variation in reequilibrated clinopyroxenes typically
resembles a diffusion profile with a trough in Li and δ7Li close to the boundary between the relict
magmatic and hydrothermally reequilibrated zone marking the diffusion front. The Siwana granitoids
are hydrothermally altered as evidenced from pseudomorphic re-equilibration of clinopyroxene, alkali
feldspar megacrysts, vein and patch perthite formation, replacement of ferrorichterite/clinopyroxene by
hydrothermal aegirine, alteration of primary fluorapatite, monazite, aenigmatite, eudialyte, and
vlasovite. Three stages of hydrothermal alteration are identified in the granites: stage-I alteration was
brought about by highly-saline hightemperature fluid that scavenged REEs, HFSEs, Ti, Na, and Fe from
clinopyroxene and aenigmatite. This was followed by extensive replacement of ferrorichterite and
arfvedsonite by aegirine, which decreased the pH and salinity of the fluid. The third stage alteration led
to the replacement of vlasovite by calciocatapleiite, elpidite, and eudialyte and was accompanied by the
replacement of alkali feldspar by aegirine, quartz, and secondary REE minerals. Secondary REE
minerals precipitation was triggered by the fluctuation of pH primarily due to amphibole and alkali
feldspar interaction with REEbearing hydrothermal fluids.
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The Siwana granitoids are characterized by the presence of rapakivi-like alkali feldspar megacrysts. The
rapakivi texture found in many granitoids comprises alkali feldspar megacrysts mantled by plagioclase,
usually of oligoclase composition. The existing models for their genesis involve magmatic or drysubsolidus processes; however, using microtextural and geochemical evidence, this study demonstrates
that rapakivi texture can form by subsolidus deuteric alteration of feldspar megacrysts through a coupled
dissolution-reprecipitation replacement process. The feldspars in granites from the MIS crystallized at
temperatures >720ºC and subsequently underwent coherent exsolution producing strain-controlled braid
microperthite/antiperthite. At temperatures of 465-490ºC, the feldspar megacrysts reacted with deuteric
fluids, which led to the
dissolution of the braid perthite/antiperthite along an inward moving reaction interface and coupled
precipitation of oligoclase/albite mantle and patch perthite. At temperatures of 253-283ºC, the feldspars
were partially albitized, during which the oligoclase patches and the plagioclase mantle were partia lly
pseudomorphically replaced by albite. These results conclusively demonstrate for the first time that in
addition to magmatic processes, rapakivi feldspars can form by subsolidus fluid-induced dissolutionreprecipitation replacement reactions.
Recent models of hydrothermal REE mineralization in carbonatites advocate the exsolution of aqueouscarbonic fluids from the crystallizing carbonatite magma, which mobilizes the REEs. The precipitation
of the REEs primarily as fluorocarbonates and phosphates is mainly in response to an increase in pH or
decrease in temperature as a result of the interaction of the REE-bearing fluid with carbonates. While
this model provides a broad overall genetic framework of REE mobilization and mineralization in
carbonatites, there is little understanding of the role of non-carbonate minerals such as magnetite and
apatite, which often constitute major components of many carbonatites, during the fluidrock interaction
leading to REE mineralization. Iron-oxide-bearing calciocarbonatites from the Kamthai alkaline
complex in western India host REE mineralization comprising intergrowths of bastnäsite, hydroxyl parisite, röntgenite, synchysite, and pyrochlore, with calcite that pseudomorphically replaces patches of
hematite with cellular boxwork-type structure. The microtextural relations and trace element chemistry
of hematite, magnetite, and calcite, and C-O isotope composition of carbonate are suggestive of
extensive lowtemperature hydrothermal alteration of the carbonatites. The hematite boxwork structure
and the REE mineral-calcite intergrowths often have squarish outlines and are interpreted to have
pseudomorphed primary magnetite during fluid-rock interaction. A new mechanism of hydrothermal
REE mineralization is postulated involving an influx of acidic hydrothermal fluids, which scavenged the
REEs and other trace elements from magmatic carbonates and apatite. These acidic fluids were
responsible for the protonation of magnetite and leaching out of Fe2+, converting them to hematite
through a non-redox transformation. The reaction results in 32% volume reduction for every mole of
magnetite consumed, generating significant rock porosity, which further aided fluid-rock reaction and
hydrothermal alteration. More importantly, it consumed proton, which increased the fluid pH triggering
precipitation of bastnӓsite-group minerals (including bastnӓsite,parasite, röntgenite, synchysite).
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Keywords: Malani Igneous Suite, Kamthai carbonatite complex, peralkaline granite, carbonatite,
rapakivi feldspar, REE mineralization, hydrothermal alteration, Li-isotopes, C-O isotopes, astnӓsite
group minerals
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MODELLING OF SCOUR HYDRODYNAMICS AROUND A PIER
Ainal Hoque Gazi
Supervisor: Prof. Mohammad Saud Afzal
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No.: NB17027
An exhaustive analysis of the formation of scour around bridge piers due to the action of ow current
and/or waves is presented in this study. Initially, analytical modelling has been employed to frame
equations for calculating the scour hydrodynamics parameters.
A comprehensive review on the mechanism of formation of local scour due to the evolution of vortices
has been presented. The role of the size, velocity, and strength of the horseshoe vortices (HSV) in
inuencing the scour hydrodynamics has been investigated. The formation of HSV as a result of the
separation of laminar and turbulent boundary layer has been explained in detail. Later, a general scour
depth equation under steady current has been developed considering an arbitrary shaped scour hole at
the upstream and the downstream sections, by applying energy balance theory. The current status of
research on the scour around piers under the action of the waves is presented. This includes a summary
of di_erent bridge failure events due to the scour, the mechanism of scour formation, the scour depth
predictors under waves, inuence of pier shape on the scour depth formation, and the shape of the scour
hole around piers.
Further, a mathematical equation based on Airy's wave theory is developed for calculating the
equilibrium scour depth around a pier under the action of collinear waves and current assuming a powerlaw current velocity profile. Subsequently, this mathematical model has been extended by incorporating
the combined e_ects of the waves and the current on the scour formation around a pile considering that
the direction of advancement of the waves is making an arbitrary angle with the current velocity. Further,
with the aid of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), the threedimensional non-linear Navier-Stokes
equation has been solved to study the hydrodynamics around piers. Both laminar and turbulent ow
regimes have been considered to elucidate the origin of forces in the wake region of a pier. A detailed
study of ow past an elliptical cylinder with an emphasis on the variation of domain size on ow dynamics
has been performed, which encompasses a wide range of aspect ratios. A completely new outlook on the
origin of the forces in the wake of the elliptical cylinder has been presented. Further, comprehensive use
of a circular outer ow domain has been made to perform the numerical analysis contrary to the
conventional rectangular domain. Flow hydrodynamics around tandem cylinders for turbulent ow has
been simulated using Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES), for
three gap ratios (s=d = 2,3 and 4). It has been observed that the LES model exhibited better accuracy
compared to the RANS model.
Keywords: Mathematical modelling, scour, hydrodynamics, energy balance approach, wave current
interaction, CFD, LES, RANS
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SMOOTHED PARTICLE HYDRODYNAMICS: STABILITY AND
APPLICATIONS TO STRUCTURES UNDER EXTREME LOADING
Saptarshi Kumar Lahiri
Supervisors: Prof. L S Ramachandra and Dr. Amit Shaw
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No.: NB17028
Characterization of material response and failure under different type of loadings is an essential step in
any engineering design. In the present investigation, structures (made of ceramics and concrete)
subjected to extreme (high-velocity impact and earthquake) loadings are studied. Under extreme loading,
the structural response involves various complex mechanisms such as large deformation, formation and
coalescence of a multitude of cracks leading to fragmentation and material separation. The major
difficulty associated with modelling these physical processes is that the field variables become
discontinuous across the crack and the computational domain loses its continuum nature. Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), a particle-based method, is better equipped to deal with such specific
problems, which are otherwise difficult to capture in conventional meshbased approaches. The aim of
the current thesis is to address the issues related to stability and modelling evolving cracks in SPH
framework, and develop a robust computational framework for simulating problems in structural
mechanics. Two application areas are considered viz. response of ceramic target subjected to impact
loading, and failure of concrete gravity dam under earthquake.
Tensile instability, often observed in SPH, is a numerical artefact that manifests itself by unphysical
clustering or separation of particles. A stable SPH formulation is proposed in this study by continuously
modifying the shape of the kernel function (by changing the knot position) to alleviate the conditions
associated with tensile instability without using any artificial penalty parameter, and compromising with
the accuracy and efficiency of the solution. The efficacy of the proposed model, when tested through
some benchmark elastic-dynamic problems, yields promising results to extend its application further to
plasticity and fluid dynamics problems.
The constitutive material models available to represent ceramics failure in the literature differ from one
another depending on the material parameters, exponents and constants used in the model. In the present
study, two different types of material models viz. phenomenological material models (JH1, JH2) and
micromechanics based models (Deshpande and Evans model) are explored to capture the response of
ceramics under high-velocity impact. Efficiency and limitations of various material models are
discussed.
The concrete gravity dams need to be designed against damage/fracture under dynamic loads as any
failure will result in untold human tragedy and huge economic losses. The fracture in concrete is a
complex phenomenon involving several factors, including the material strength, type of loading, and
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strain rates. The capability of the current SPH framework is explored to study fracture in gravity dam
under earthquake excitation. The numerical predictions are compared with the experimental observations
of a scaled dam section in a shake table testing under dynamic loading.
Keywords: Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), Phenomenological and micromechanics based
material models, Tensile instability, Ceramic composites, Crack modelling, Cohesive zone based
damage model for concrete, Shake table testing, and Seismic analysis
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NATURAL PLANAR HYDRAULIC JUMPS IN LAM INAR AND TURBULENT
FLOW: THEORETICAL, NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Mrinmoy Dhar
Supervisors: Prof. Prasanta Kumar Das and Prof. Gargi Das
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17029
The present dissertation explores the physics of natural planar hydraulic jumps formed solely by viscous
shear without any geometric obstruction.
Four typical flow configurations namely (a) laminar flow in channels slightly inclined from the
horizontal orientation, (b) co and countercurrent gas-liquid laminar flow, (c) laminar flow over obstacle
and (d) turbulent flow in closed conduits at slight deviations from the horizontal are considered for the
study.
In problem (a), the investigation is performed through shallow water theory, supplemented by numerical
simulations and experimental observations. The experiments are conducted in an ingenuously designed
test rig which ensures laminar flow even after the jump, thus enabling an extensive validation of the
theoretical model and numerical simulation over the entire flow length. A modified expression for
Froude number is proposed to predict viscous jumps in inclined channels. Beyond a critical upslope
inclination, submerged jump results in subcritical flow right from the entry and below a critical
downslope inclination, the flow remains supercritical throughout the channel. Both the theory and
simulations reveal that the linear free surface profile upstream of jump is a function of Reynolds number
only, while the downstream profiles can be tuned by changing both Reynolds number as well as the
length and inclination of the channel. In concurrence with the experiments, the simulation results have
also been used to elucidate the occurrence of submerged jump, wavy jump, smooth jump and no jump
conditions.
A hitherto unexplored flow phenomenon, namely internal hydraulic jump in thin films during co-current
and counter current two-layer flow between parallel plates has been studied through shallow water
theory, numerical simulations and experimental results. The theory has been extensively validated with
experimental data for coflow of the two phases and numerical simulations for both co and countercurrent
flow. In the limit of zero viscosity ratio, the theoretical results reduce to the expression for single-phase
viscous jumps. Both the shallow water theory and computational simulations reveal recirculation zones
even in co-current laminar flow. They also suggest the occurrence of different jump types namely wavy,
smooth and submerged which can be represented in a phase diagram.
Shallow viscous flow over a two-dimensional obstacle placed in an otherwise horizontal channel has
been studied using shallow water theory and numerical simulations. The results from theory and
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simulations unravel the simultaneous jumpdrop- jump phenomena, hitherto unexplored for thin films.
The theory with a customized solution identifies the myriad of free surface profiles for different flow
and geometric parameters. The observations are consolidated as a phase diagram
useful for understanding horizontal laminar flow over an obstacle. Specific energy changes
accompanying the process and analytical expressions for jump efficiency and head loss are proposed for
a viscous jump. Numerical simulations reveal recirculation regions close to the channel floor and at the
free surface under certain flow conditions. The condition for its existence is further quantified from
energy dissipation.
Turbulent jumps at small inclinations of a narrow rectangular conduit are investigated by means of
extensive experiments and theoretical analysis. Several intricacies are noted when flow downstream of
jump approaches the conduit ceiling. In particular, upslope flow exhibits unique instabilities and
undergoes a hysteretic excursion to regain the initial stable state. The hydrodynamic states observed for
different flow rate and conduit inclination are consolidated as a phase diagram that identifies natural
jump regime bounded by supercritical flow, subcritical flow and full bore flow and also demonstrates
the existence of multiple hydrodynamic states for certain range of operating conditions. Apart from
experiments, the shallow water theory is reformulated by incorporating the effect of turbulent viscosity
and lateral averaging along the conduit width to account for side wall effects. Additionally, mass and
momentum balance across jump is used to identify domain of natural jump in horizontal conduits. The
theoretical predictions are in close agreement to experimental results.
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ECONOMICS OF COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORKS
Washim Uddin Mondal
Supervisor: Dr. Goutam Das
G. S. Sanyal School of Telecommunications
Accession No.: NB17030
Due to the rapid expansion of Internet applications over the last decade, the user requirement of the
access bandwidth has been increasing at an unprecedented rate. To cope with this mounting user demand,
the telecommunications industry has been investing its e_orts to develop access techniques that can
extract the maximum realisable utility from a fixed amount of spectrumresource. Dynamic Spectrum
Access (DSA) or commonly known as the Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) is one such plausible
spectrum access technique that is envisioned to be the panacea for the spectrum crowding problem in
the future networks.
The main idea is to create an environment where the unlicensed/ secondary users (SUs), in exchange of
a price, can dynamically access the licensed band of the primary users (PUs) without causing any
significant deterioration to their intended ransmissions. Depending on the mode of dynamic access, a
CRN can be segregated into two major categories. An opportunistic CRN allows the SUs to utilize the
licensed band only in absence of PUs’ transmissions. On the other hand, an underlay CRN allows
concurrent transmission of the PUs and the SUs. In the former case the aim of an SU is to detect the
spatio-temporal white spaces in the licensed band whereas in the later scenario the target is to carefully
select the transmission power so as not to create a large interference to the PU.
It is evident that the aggregated span of inactive periods or the white spaces in the licensed band limits
the maximum amount of utility that an SU can gain from an opportunistic CRN. Similarly, the limit of
interference tolerance of the PU dictates the realizable utility gain of the SU from an underlay CRN. In
order to maintain a net positive utility, the SU, therefore, will be willing to participate in a CRN if it
needs to pay a price that is less than its utility gain from accessing the licensed band. In contrast, the PU
will not settle for a price that is not enough to compensate its loss due to the SU’s access to the licensed
band. Consequently, the question boils down to whether both PU and SU can find a common ground to
mutually benefit each other. The interplay between the conflicting interest of the PU and the SU lies at
the heart of economic analysis of the CRN and dictates the plausibility of its commercial success in the
long-run.
This thesis primarily aims to model the economic interplay between the PU and the SU i n three di_erent
network settings and attempts to infer how various techno-economic parameters influence the
sustainability of associated CRNs. In Chapter 3, we analyse an opportunistic cognitive cellular network
containing a Primary Network Operator (PNO) and a Secondary Network Operator (SNO). The PNO
serves the PUs in a given geographical area by transmitting in its own licensed band from a primary base
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station (PBS). The SNO, on the other hand, employs distributed detection to identify voids in the licensed
band and utilizes those to opportunistically serve the SUs via the secondary base stations (SBSs). Both
the operators charge certain prices to their associated users in return of the data services. Moreover, the
SNO must pay a lump-sum access fee to the PNO for utilizing the licensed band. The PNO now faces
the question of whether it should increase the number of white space by curbing the service provided to
the PUs in order to allow better access to the SNO. This essentially is determined by the PUs’
willingness-to-pay and the access fee provided by the SNO (which is bounded by the revenue collected
by the SNO from the SUs). We formulate a Nash bargaining game where the PNO and the SNO mutually
decide the access fee and the prices charged to the PUs and the SUs. We prove the existence and
uniqueness of the Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS) and analytically characterize it. The numerical results
provide us a host of insights about the sustainability of the network and the economic interplay between
the operators.
In Chapter 4 and 5, we consider an underlay CRN. In Chapter 4, it is assumed that the SU has an access
to the instantaneous values of the interference channel gain and therefore can accurately estimate the
instantaneous interference power that it might inflict on the PU. The PU charges an interference
dependent price on the SU to compensate its loss due to the interference and the SU chooses its
transmission power accordingly. The question hence arises: which interference pricing function would
the PU choose to maximize its benefit? We exhibit that this functional optimization problem can be
transformed into an optimal control problem with Markov transition utilities and hence can be solved
via dynamic programming. Numerical results show that our optimal pricing can provide as large as 240%
more utility gain as compared to the commonly used linear price.
Chapter 5 considers the scenario where the SU does not have access to the instantaneous value of all but
its own direct channel and thus cannot determine the instantaneous interference. Instead of imposing an
interference dependent price, the PU charges a lump-sum fee from the SU whose value, along with the
power transmission profiles of both these users, is mutually determined via a Nash bargaining game. We
develop a cyclic functional optimization procedure to obtain the bargaining solution with provable
convergence. Numerical results provide us valuable insights about the economics of the network.
Keywords: CRN, Nash Bargaining, Pricing, Functional Optimization
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SEMII ANALYTIIC APPROACH TO PERFORM
HYDROELASTIIC ANALYSIIS OF SHIIPS
Debasmit Sengupta
Supervisors: Dr. Ranadev Datta and Prof. Debabrata Sen
Department of Ocean Engineering and Naval Architecture
Accession No.: NB17031
Hydroelasticity analysis of floating/moving vessels is one of the growing and important research areas
in the field of fluid-structure interaction problems for the last two decades. As a consequence, several
theories have come forward in this regard and many numerical and theoretical methods have been
developed to tackle this complicated phenomenon. In this regard, a semi-analytic hydroelasticity method
has been developed to perform the hydroelasticity analysis of ships. For the solution of the hydrodynamic
problem, a time-domain method is developed based on impulse response function (IRF); and for the
solution of the structural responses, modal superposition technique is used based on Euler -Bernoulli
beam theory. The time-domain amplitude of the displacements, velocities corresponding to several
elastic modes is then determined using Duhamel integral technique.
In this work, firstly a rectangular barge is considered for the hydroelasticity analysis. Later on, the
methodology is extended to tackle the hydroelasticity problem for containerships. The effect of structural
flexibility, vessel speed, ship length etc. parameters is considered in the calculation of structural
displacement, shear force, and bending moment. To check the efficiency and correctness of the proposed
semi-analytic method, the computed results are compared with published and experimental results and
a satisfactory agreement can be observed in all the cases. As an advancement, the present hydroelastic
model is extended to tackle more robust sea-state conditions such as including various non-linear local
hydrodynamic loads such as green water and slamming loads into the solution system. The observations
are interesting as well as satisfactory as it can explain various physical phenomena regardi ng waveinduced loads. Last but not the least, the model is extended to analyze the torsional bending for a shiplike structure. For this development, a prismatic beam theory is adopted which can define both horizontal
and torsional bendings of an elongated structure. The results are coming satisfactorily in terms of
horizontal bending moment, shear force, and torsional moment. The advantage of the present semi analytic method lies in the fact that it provides a fast and effective solution to the hydroelasticity problem
without compromising the hydrodynamic and structural solution approach beyond a marginal limit. On
a concluding note, it can be said that the proposed semi-analytic approach appears to be a novel and
effective fluid-structure interaction problem solver and it is capable of generating results within an
acceptable range of engineering accuracy with negligible computational effort and thus it can be a very
useful tool for preliminary design load for larger vessels.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO E ECTIVE FAULT LOCALIZATION
Arpita Dutta
Supervisors: Prof. Rajib Mall and Prof. Pabitra Mitra
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17032
Software debugging is both challenging and expensive. It consists of two main tasks: localization and
correction of bugs. Between these two tasks, the task of fault localization is usually much more
expensive. Any improvements to this activity can significantly reduce the total software debugging
expenses. The main motive of this research is to improve upon the fault localization (FL) techniques that
make use of available execution information from the test cases, in a way that is effective, efficient and
scalable and also able to handle programs with multiple faults. To meet the identified objective, first we
present a Fisher's Test based statistical fault localization technique. Our proposed Fisher's Test based
technique, which we have named FTFL, uses statement coverage information and test execution results
to compute the suspiciousness of the executable statements. Experimental results show that FTFL
technique requires 34.61% less statement examination than existing FL techniques. Subsequently, we
present two hierarchical approaches to FL. We first compute the suspiciousness scores of al l functions.
After that, most suspicious functions are analyzed at statement level to localize the fault. For prioritizing
the functions, we have define different function-level features, viz., function execution ratio, function
complexity metric, and function dependency relations. Using our proposed hierarchical approaches, we
could obtain at least 50% reduction in the candidate statements while localizing bugs as compared to the
existing techniques such as DStar, Tarantula, Crosstab, Ochiai, BPNN and RBFNN. We also report an
extension to our proposed hierarchical approaches for localization of multi-fault programs based on the
idea of parallel debugging. It involves partitioning of the failed test cases into different clusters such that
each cluster targets a different fault. We combine all the passed test cases with each failed test case
clusters. The resultant test suites are used to localize different faults. After gathering all the changes
detected by failed test case clusters, the program is retested. If any test case fails, the same process is
repeated again. This process continues until all the test cases pass.
We finally use an ensemble of different fault localization techniques viz., spectrumbased, mutationbased, and neural network-based techniques for FL. Our ensemble based approach, which we have
named EBFL, classifies the statements into two classes: suspicious and non-suspicious and helps to
reduce the search space. EBFL model performs, on an average, 58% more effectively compared to the
existing FL techniques and at least 16.95% more effectively than our other proposed techniques, FTFL,
HieDeep, FDMLN, and DD.
Keywords: Fault Localization, Debugging, Program Analysis.
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COUPLED DYNAMICS OF PANTOGRAPH-CATENARY SYSTEM DURING
MULTIPLE PANTOGRAPH OPERATION
Soumyajit Roy
Supervisors: Prof. Goutam Chakraborty and Prof. Anirvan DasGupta
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17033
Modern electric locomotives collect power from the catenary, an overhead power supply line consisting
of messenger and contact wires connected by droppers, using a roofmounted power collecting apparatus
known as the pantograph. As the train travels, the sliding motion of pantograph generates mechanical
waves in the wires of the catenary, which eventually affect the current collecting efficiency of the
pantograph. The present research has aimed at studying the coupled dynamics between the pantograph
and the overhead catenary through mathematical modelling. The analysis begins with calculating the
response of a viscoelastically supported infinite string subjected to a number of moving concentrated
loads using the Fourier transform method. Loading point displacement analysis shows that a leading load
always affects the trailing loads. The validity of this simple model representing the catenary may be
questionable when the phase velocities of travelling waves in the wires of the system are comparable.
Hence, a periodically supported two-string model with sandwiched viscoelastic layer is also proposed.
Travelling wave solution has been employed to find the steady-state response of the system. The
inclusion of the messenger wire dynamics reveals the far-field characteristics of the catenary, which has
been absent in the single string model. However, the viscoelastic layer representation of droppers in both
of these models limits the analysis in the lowfrequency regime. The contribution of flexural rigidity of
the contact wire, neglected in the string models, is also investigated with an axially tensed Euler Bernoulli beam under moving harmonic load. Proper non-dimensionalisation schemes reveal that below
the critical speed (same as phase velocity), the bending stiffness has little effect on the far-field of the
continuum, but exhibits significant impact in the vicinity of moving load, thus, resulting in the formation
of a boundary layer around it. Moreover, a novel implementation of the Routh-Hurwitz criterion has
helped in understanding the generation of high frequency and low amplitude travelling wave in the
upstream of the continuum close to the critical speed. The catenary model (infinite single string or twostring model) with moving concentrated loads represents a substructure in the substructure synthesis
method employed extensively in this work to study the coupled response of the pantograph-catenary
system or the mutual interaction between multiple pantographs. In this method, the pantograph models
(the other substructure) are replaced from the catenary model with an equal number of moving loads,
and the latter is analysed like a continuum-under-moving-load problem with an intension to compute a
coupling pa rameter. In the present study, the coupling parameter, namely, the dynamic stiffness, has
been derived from the infinite single string model of the catenary for further study of pantographcatenary coupled dynamics. For the analysis of a two-pantograph scenario, three-degree-of-freedom
lumped parameter models of pantograph are considered with harmonic base excitation representing the
track induced vibration coming to the loco-roof. This simple model predicts that (1) the trailing
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pantograph may affect the performance of leading pantograph in the low-frequency regime of base
excitation, (2) base excitation phase has less effect on contact force, (3) high speed affects the trailing
pantograph, and (4) the low-speed behaviours of both pantographs are the same for in-phase and out-ofphase base vibration. Finally, a natural coordinate-based multibody modelling of Faiveley AM-12
pantograph is presented, where the governing equations are derived from a penalty-based formulation
using Extended Hamilton’s principle. Linearisation of these equations about the static equilibrium state
of the system has become straightforward since the penalty function method is chosen for constraint
imposition.
These linearised equations have been used with dynamic stiffness to study the dynamic
interaction between several pantographs during multiple pantograph operation.
Keywords: Pantograph-catenary system, Coupled dynamics, Mutual interaction, Wave
propagation, Mathematical modelling
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EFFECT OF COOLING RATE AND Al CONTENT ON MICROSTRUCTURE,
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND OXIDATION BEHAVIOR OF
(Ni0.92Zr0.08)100 xAlx (0 ≤ x ≤ 4 at.%) NANO–/ULTRAFINE EUTECTIC
COMPOSITES
Anushree Dutta
Supervisor: Prof. Jayanta Das
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No.: NB17034
The effect of cooling rate (10-104 K/s) on the microstructure evolution in terms of volume fraction of
the phases, lamellar spacing, secondary dendritic arm spacing, as well as the mechanical properties of
ingots and rods of 2-5 mm diameter (Ø) of (Ni0.92Zr0.08)100-xAlx (0 ≤ x ≤ 4 at.%) nano-/ultrafine
eutectic composites (NECs), have been investigated. The microstructure of the NECs is comprised of
micrometer size 20-31 vol.% of γ-Ni dendrites embedded in a lamellar fcc γ-Ni and Ni5Zr matrix with
varying average lamellae thickness (𝜆w) of 39 nm – 275 nm. All these NECs exhibit high hardness up to
4.6 GPa, and yield strength up to 1.6 GPa with large compressive plasticity up to 22% at room
temperature. Furthermore, the strain rate sensitivity (m) lies between 0.0080 and 0.0102, whereas the
activation volume (V*) has been estimated to be between 29.7b3 and 49.8b3 in the strain rate range of
8×10-5 /s and 8×10-3 /s at room temperature. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy studies
confirm the dislocation mediated plastic flow including dislocation-lamellae interaction, and their pileup at the interface. A mathematical model has been developed to correlate the m with 𝜆w for the
experimented NECs with wide microstructure length scale and solute content. High-temperature in-situ
x-ray diffraction analysis suggests that the coefficient of thermal expansion (𝛼) of these eutectic phases
are similar and the lamellar morphology is stable even up to 1000 °C. Transmission electron microscopic
studies revealed the evolution of 2-15 nm size L12–type precipitates in annealed x = 4, which exhibited
improved yield strength and bulk hardness. The strain hardening behavior of the precipitation hardened
NECs has been analyzed using extended Kocks–Mecking-Estrin model to explore the underlying
mechanism of dislocation-precipitate interaction. In addition the oxidation behavior of the NECs have
been investigated at 500-900 °C up to 120 h of exposure. The specific mass gain (𝜆w) is low and varies
between 0.91 mg/cm2 (x = 1) and 1.67 mg/cm2 (x = 4) at 500 °C, and between 10.36 mg/cm2 (x = 0)
and 11.20 mg/cm2 (x =2) at 900 °C. The mass gain has increased with temperature ue to the enhanced
diffusivity of the ions in presence of large fraction of the lamellae interface and lamellae refinement
upon Al addition. The oxide scale is comprised of mainly NiO, which forms at the scale/air interface due
to the oxidation of Ni5Zr and the reaction between outwardly diffused Ni-ions with oxygen. The
oxidation kinetics follow nearly parabolic at 500 °C exhibiting the rate exponent n = 0.45-0.56 and
subparabolic (n = 0.21-0.37) in the temperature range 600-900 °C, causing decrease of 𝜆w with exposure
time, which is lower than that of eutectic superalloys. The mechanism of oxidation of the NECs, and the
mass gain are explained considering the phase fraction and 𝜆w of individual eutectic phases using an
analytical model.
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Keywords: Ni-alloys; Nanoeutectic; Cooling rate; Casting; Lamellar microstructure. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM); Dislocations; Precipitation hardening; Mechanical properties; Strength;
Strain hardening; Oxidation, Diffusion
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MOLECULAR AND FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
ARYLPHORIN AND SERICIN FROM TASAR SILKWORM ANTHERAEA
MYLITTA
Soumita Dutta
Supervisor: Prof. Ananta Kumar Ghosh
Department of Biotechnology
Accession No.: NB17035
Antheraea mylitta is an economically important silkworm and grown in the Eastern part of India. Two
soluble proteins, arylphorin and sericin, are produced in the silk gland of these silkworms and are
essential for insect growth and development. The arylphorin protein was extracted from the silk gland,
purified and identified by N-terminal amino acid sequencing. MALDI-TOF analysis showed similarity
with Antheraea pernyi arylphorin. Based on the N-terminal and C-terminal regions of A. pernyi
arylphorin, primers were designed, and A. mylitta arylphorin cDNA was cloned and sequenced. The
complete cDNA (2215 bp) includes 5’ UTR of 25 bp, an ORF of 2115 bp which could encode a protein
of 704 amino acids having molecular weight 83 kDa and 3’ UTR of 75 bp. Homology modelling was
done using A. pernyi arylphorin as a template. The ORF of arylphorin cDNA was expressed in E. coli as
insoluble and in Drosophila S2 cells as soluble 83 kDa His-tagged fusion protein and purified through
Ni-NTA chromatography. Analysis of tissue-specific expression of arylphorin by realtime PCR showed
maximum expression in the fat body followed by silk gland and integument. 5’ flanking region (759 bp)
of arylphorin gene was amplified by inverse PCR and the full-length gene (5359 nucleotides) containing
five exons and four introns was cloned from the A. mylitta genomic DNA and sequenced. A polyclonal
antibody was raised against purified arylphorin and more native arylphorin protein (500 kDa) was
purified from the fat body. Study of mitogenic effect of native, recombinant and chymotrypsin
hydrolysate of arylphorin on different insect cell lines showed that arylphorin could be used as a serum
substitute to grow insect cell line in vitro.
Crude silk sericin protein (10-300 kDa) was isolated from Antheraea mylitta cocoon, fractionated into
three different molecular size-ranges fractions such as fraction-1 (50-300 kDa), fraction-2 (30-50 kDa)
and fraction-3 (10-30 kDa), and used to prepare crude sericin nanoparticles (CRSNPs), as well as fraction
specific nanoparticles: n-SNP1, n-SNP2, and n-SNP3, respectively having negative surface potential.
Poly-L-lysine coating was done to make the surface potential positive (p- SNPs) and confirmed through
UV-Vis spectroscopy, FTIR, zeta sizer and zeta potential measurement. The shape and sizes of all SNPs
were determined by electron microscopy and found to be spherical having a diameter ranging from
115-165 nm (CRSNPs), 69-85 nm (SNP1), 33-49 nm (SNP2) and 14-24 nm (SNP3) for n-SNPs and
p-SNPs, respectively. Evaluation of the antibacterial activity of all these SNPs showed significantly more
activity of p-SNPs than n-SNPs against Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. Among all SNPs,
SNP2 showed the strongest antibacterial activity followed by SNP3, SNP1, and CRSNPs. Relatively
higher reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation was observed after the treatment of bacteria with p-
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SNP2 (50 μg/mL) which is non-toxic to animal cells. FE-SEM analysis showed a relatively higher
disruption of bacterial cell membranes after treatment with p-SNPs than n-SNPs. Furthermore, pSNPs
(specifically pSNP2) showed significantly more antioxidant activities than n-SNPs in ABTS and DPPH
free radicals scavenging assay, as well as protective effects against hydroxyl radical-induced oxidative
DNA damage and lipid peroxidation inhibition. Moreover, p-SNP3 showed potent anti- proliferative
activity than any other SNPs against breast cancer cells (MDA-MB 231),arresting cell cycle in the G1
phase without affecting the growth of normal keratinocyte (HaCaT) cells. These results suggested that
anti-bacterial, antioxidant and anti-proliferative activities of SNPs depend on molecular size and surface
potential.
One of the sericin proteins (150 kDa) was extracted from the white silk fibre (WSF) of the matured tasar
silkworm larvae, purified by size exclusion chromatography and characterized by 2D-gel
electrophoresis, FT-IR and CD spectroscopy. Based on the amino acid sequences (NH2–
GSGTDEDSDD–COOH) (showed similarity with B. mori sericin 3 gene) of the purified protein
(determined by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry) primer was designed, a 570 bp DNA band was
amplified by PCR using silk gland cDNA as template. The nucleotide sequence showed similarity (when
searched by BLAST) with a hypothetical protein of Lonomia obliqua whose functions were found similar
like sericin protein. The multiple sequence alignment of this cDNA sequence shows about 39% identity
with B. mori sericin 3 cDNA and 56% similarity with B. mori sericin 3 amino acid sequences. These
results indicate partial cloning of cDNA encoding 150 kDa putative sericin protein of A. mylitta.
Keywords: Antheraea mylitta, arylphorin, sericin, sericin nanoparticle, molecular cloning and
sequencing
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF TEMPORAL CAVITY SOLITONS IN PASSIVE
RESONATOR SYSTEMS
Maitrayee Saha
Supervisors: Dr. Samudra Roy and Dr. Shailendra Kumar Varshney
Department of Physics
Accession No.: NB17036
Temporal cavity solitons are stable self-localized light pulses that build up inside a nonlinear passive
dissipative system. Apart from the trivial balance between the Kerr nonlinearity and dispersion, an
optical pulse can maintain its shape in a dissipative system only when the total loss can be overcome by
an external continuous wave (cw) pump source. Various passive resonator like a fiber-based resonator
or integrated microring resonator, or whispering gallery mode resonator can be employed to understand
the nonlinear dynamics. A single monochromatic pump can create a range of equidistant frequencies
while passing through a resonator, popularly known as frequency comb (FC). In the temporal domain, a
stable single pulse can grow atop of a cw background commonly known as cavity soliton (CS). External
parameters like pump power and frequency detuning control the field dynamics, depending on which
one may observe static Turing roll pattern or single CS. In this thesis, we take a step forward to unravel
the fundamental physics behind several realistic situations that may occur in a dissipative system.
Numerical simulation centers around the Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) which is solved using wellknown Split-Step Fourier method. A semi-analytical tool based on the framework of variational principle
has been used to identify the cavity soliton features like their amplitude, phase, temporal position, etc.
Dynamics of single and dual CSs have been investigated in depth in a fiber loop resonator in the presence
of a phase-modulated external pump. The temporal trajectory, spontaneous generation, and annihilation
of CS can be controlled and manipulated externally by proper modulation of the pump phase. We also
investigate the vector CS dynamics in a birefringent fiber resonator with coupled LLE. We adopt the
well-known Stokes parameters and the Jones vectors to identify the polarization states of vector CSs.
The group velocity mismatch affects the individual CS dynamics which has direct consequences of their
polarization states. Apart from the existence of the stable CS, we also report intracavity oscillatory field
dynamics near avoided mode crossing (AMC) in a concentric silicon nitride microring resonator. The
power oscillation, phase evolution, and polarization properties of the field confined in two hybrid modes
created due to mode coupling are discussed in detail for different pump wavelengths near AMC.
Keywords: Avoided mode crossing, Birefringent fiber, Cavity soliton, Jones vector, Lugiato-Lefever
equation, Passive dissipative system, Phase-modulation, Stokes parameters, Whispering gallery mode
resonator
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SYS-TEMS WITH CHIRAL
SYMMETRY: ROLE OF CONSTRAINTS
Triparna Mondal
Supervisor: Prof. Pragya Shukla
Department of Physics
Accession No.: NB17037
This thesis is concerned with the detailed analysis of the statistical properties of complex systems with
chiral symmetry, using random matrix approach. First, an ensemble of random matrices is considered
with a combination of fixed `matrix'constraints, e.g., Hermiticity and chiral symmetry along with (or
without) timereversal symmetry, and the effect of `ensemble' constraints on spectral statistics is studied
by changing the strength of disorder. Later, keeping the `ensemble' constraints, e.g., disorder, same, the
response of `matrix' constraints, e.g., conservation laws, on eigenfunction localization and spectral
statistics is studied by changing the structure of the single matrix. In wide range of complex systems,
e.g., charge transport in bipartite systems like graphene, conductance uctuations in mesoscopic systems,
topological systems, etc., complexity appears with chirality and thus being the motivation of my thesis.
The effects of different constraints on the statistical properties of chiral ensemble are the main focus of
this thesis. In the first part of my thesis, chiral ensembles with uncorrelated but multivariate Gaussian
distributed elements are considered. Theoretically it is analyzed there exist a single parameter, referre d
as complexity parameter which basically is a function of all ensemble parameters, governs the dynamics
of spectral statistics. My analysis demolished the intuition that the spectral statistics of a multi -parametric
chiral Gaussian ensembles depends on many parameters. Numerical study of four different ensembles
with different strength of disorder (but same `matrix' constraint class) conforms the validity of
complexity parameter and proves our claim that if the spectral complexity parameters of two systems ,
with different `ensemble' conditions, are equal, their spectral statistics must be same. It reveals an
underlying connection not only between chiral complex systems with seemingly different system
conditions but also to other complex systems, e.g., multi-parametric Wishart ensembles as well as
generalized Calogero-Sutherland Hamiltonian.
In the next part of the thesis, five different ensembles are considered with specific conservation laws and
symmetry conditions leading to various constraints and hence the structures in their matrix
representation. An exact theoretical analysis of eigenfunction localization and eigenvalue statistics of
column constrained chiral ensembles with circulant off diagonal blocks pulled down the popular wisdom
that Poisson statistics must be associated with the localized eigenfunctions and Wigner-Dyson statistics
with delocalized ones. The numerical analysis also conforms our theoretical result which reveals the
coexistence of extended wave-dynamics with Poisson spectral statistics.
In the last part of the thesis, the statistical properties of the above mentioned five ensembles are studied
in detail, and it is found that the relationship between eigenfunction dynamics and eigenvalue statistics
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is way more complicated than believed so far. An important trend is revealed that the spectral statistics
is strongly dependent on the number of independent matrix elements whereas the eigenfunction statistics
seems to be mainly inuenced by their relative strengths. As the number of constrai nts increases, the
eigenvalue statistics varies from Wigner-Dyson to Poisson limits but the eigenfunction statistics remains
weakly-multifractal in the bulk. The spectral statistics for some constraints is also found to be
independent of matrix size, thus indicating a critical point. An existence of new universality classes
depending on the `matrix' constraints is also indicated; those classes are different from already known
symmetry based ten universality classes.
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MAGNETIC AND PLASMONIC IMPURITIES IN TOPOLOGICAL
INSULATOR Bi2Se3 NANOSTRUCTURES
Anu Gupta
Supervisor: Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Srivastava
Department of Physics
Accession No.: NB17038
Topological insulators (TIs) are a class of quantum materials that have insulating bulk and conducting
surface states. The gapless surface states are protected by time-reversal symmetry (TRS), making them
robust against backscattering from non-magnetic impurities and disorder. Breaking the TRS leads to
creation of a gap in the surface states, thus providing potential applications of TIs in spin based
electronics and quantum computers. The TRS is reported to be broken only by magnetic impurities. It is
also predicted theoretically to be broken by a strong disorder. Lattice disorders like vacancies and anti site defects are further known to induce magnetism in conventionally non-magnetic materials such as
TIs. In addition, a strong disorder is predicted to convert the weak anti-localization (WAL) process, akin
to TIs, to weak localization (WL). It is, therefore, intriguing to investigate different behaviours of
strongly disordered TIs. Nanostructures are known to be a rich host of defects, apart from providing a
large surface-to- volume ratio that could enable to explore surface dominated properties. Further, a large
amount of disorder can be retained in nanostructures prepared by chemical methods by deliberately not
subjecting them to annealing that could remove the defects. Gapped TI nanostructures may also find
applications as photodetectors by blending these with plasmonic nanoparticles. This thesis is aimed at
investigating (i) magnetic and transport properties of disordered undoped and magnetically doped
Bi2Se3 nanostructures, and (ii) plasmonic properties of Ag-blended Bi2Se3 nanostructures. Bi2Se3 has
been chosen as the TI for this study because it is one of the best-known TIs.
The study has been performed in three parts. Part 1 constitutes the study of defect induced macroscopic
and local magnetic behaviours of unannealed Bi2Se3 nanoplates prepared using a chemical method (and
hence supposedly strongly disordered), and the alteration in the behaviours on magnetic Co impurity
doping. Muon spin rotation spectroscopy has been used to investigate the local magnetism. Co has been
taken as the dopant here because Co-impurity studies in ordered and weakly disordered Bi2Se3 exist,
and hence it would be easy to see the differences. It is found that the nanoplates comprise of a mixture
of ferromagnetic (FM) zones with static fields and paramagnetic (PM) zones with uctuating moments.
Density functional theory (DFT) computations reveal that the moments are possessed by Bi vacancies
and BiSe anti- site defects. A comparison with bulk magnetism suggests that the defect concentration is
very high (_1020 defects/cm3), as desired. Co doping is then seen to strengthen the magnetic order in
the system. Having established the fact that a strong disorder in Bi2Se3 nanoplates results in magnetism,
the next task in Part 2 has been to study the electronic transport and magneto-transport behaviours of
such strongly disordered Bi2Se3 nanoplates, apart from the magnetic properties, and then the effect of
doping with an unexplored magnetic impurity Dy. From magnetization studies and DFT computations,
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the defects in this system have been found to be an order of magnitude less. In this case, both the samples
are found to be PM, with larger average magnetic moment for Dy doping. Transport properties of both
the samples show characteristics disordered semiconducting behaviour. The quantum transport features
WL behaviour, which turns to WAL on annealing out the defects. In Part 3, photoresponse properties of
plasmonic Ag-nanoparticles-decorated Bi2Se3 (AGBS) nanosheets have been studied. The plasmonic
peak of Ag nanoparticles is found to be shifted in the presence of Bi2Se3 due to the modified dielectric
environment. Further, AGBS/p-Si heterojunction shows an excellent photoresponse properties.
Keywords: Topological Insulators, Disorder, Magnetic doping, Plasmons, Photore-sponse
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ARYL NITRENES AND p-ARYNES AS BIOCHEMICAL AND SYNTHETIC
TOOLS
Monisha Singha
Supervisors: Prof. Amit Basak and Prof. Debashis Ray
Department of Chemistry
Accession No.: NB17039
Reactive organic molecules/intermediates like azides and benzynes have been exploited in organic
synthesis and also in biology. Amongst these, chemical probes based on photoaffinity labeling (PAL)
are powerful chemical tools for understanding complex biological systems through labeling and
detection of disease-causing proteins in biomedical research, chemical proteomics and drug discovery.
Conventional design of PAL probe requires synthetically challenging procedure and often the overall
steric size of the probe restricts its pplicability in vivo. Photolysis of aryl azides produces aryl nitrene
intermediates which can readily cross-link with protein residues. Azidonaphthalimide- based probes
offer dual advantage of inducing cross-linking by photo-irradiation which also results in fluorescence
enhancement after conversion to the amino-derivative. Exploiting these, we have developed a universal
template which can ideally be used for targeting any protein simplifying the design of probes for different
proteins. The thesis also concentrated on another reactive intermediate, namely the p-arynes generated
during Bergman cyclization and explored their synthetic potential as nucleophile capture. The
regioselectivity during nucleophile addition was achieved in p-arynes derived from naphthalene
enediynes using hydrogen acting as a steric element to block the trajectory of the attacking nucleophile.
The thesis comprised five chapters with Chapter 1 providing a concise review on nitrene and p-aryne
intermediates, and on photoaffinity chemical probes. Chapter 2 describes the design and synthesis of
the azidonaphthalimide templates that have been elaborated to make PAL probes for successful capturing
of human carbonic anhydrase II (HCA II) and penicillin binding proteins (PBP-5). In Chapter 3, the
same template has been used in the synthesis of PAL probes for detecting plasmid-encoding carbapenemresistant metallo-beta-lactamases (PCM BL), a superbug family enzyme, at nanomolar level via in-gel
fluorescence technique. In Chapter 4, we have shown the versatility of the template in the inhibitor
screening for HCA II via cross-linking and in-gel fluorescence. In Chapter 5, experiments have been
carried out for obtaining regioselectivity in nucleophilic addition to naphthalene enediynes by exploiting
the steric effect of bay-region hydrogen to produce tetrahydro naphtho soquinoline derivatives which
showed impressive DNA intercalating properties.
Keywords: Reactive intermediate, aryl azide, p-arynes, photoaffinity probe, inhibitor creening, Bergman
cyclization, regioselectivity, tetrahydro isoquinoline
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URBAN LAND USE MODELLING AND DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK OF
SPATIAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR INDIAN CITIES
Chandan M C
Supervisor: Dr Bharath H Aithal
Ranbir and Chitra Gupta School of Infrastructure Design and Management
Accession No.: NB17040
Indian cities have been experiencing tremendous pressure on urban land use management and continue
to be influenced due to economic liberalisation and industry-oriented development through projects,
policies, schemes and missions promoting urban rejuvenation. These factors prove to be having a huge
impact on land use and land cover (LULC) changes in the cities and surrounding regions. Researchers
have invariably adopted geospatial techniques to delineate, relate, quantify, validate, and predict urban
growth, its effects and hence finally arriving at providing real-time solutions for these issues faced by
emerging megacities. In this context, considering the spatio-temporal patterns of urban growth and
visualisation of future growth patterns through the development of land use models and spatial decision
support system (SDSS) constitutes the primary goal of the proposed research. The objectives were
realised towards providing a holistic approach and developing a unique web-based interface, assisting
directly in decision making and navigating planning agencies towards sustainable development
opportunities. The analysis of land use and land cover dynamics were targeted to address emerging LU
change pattern of Indian cities using integrated satellite data and GIS techniques. LULC analysis
revealed cities have consistently lost vegetation cover and experienced rapid transition of urban category
over the years. Results depicted a clumped urban growth with a minimum scope for infill type of
development. To examine the city’s relative position in the hierarchy among the selected cities,
clustering analysis was performed to represent the relationship among similar cities. The study concludes
that most of the cities have spurted out of city limits that is, mostly unplanned and immediately needs
informed decisions for better utilisation of land resources for the next generations. Once the patterns
were understood the next hallenge is to develop visualisation of land use change in next decade. Urban
growth modelling includes implementation of Cellular Automata based SLEUTH model, monstration of
brute force method to predict near-future urban growth by validation through statistical fit measures. A
novel effort to integrate CA model with nature-inspired techniques such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and
particle swarm optimisation was developed. These algorithms aimed to improve the calibration process
and to obtain optimised values reducing the computation time. Remarkable improvement in terms of
optimum SLEUTH metrics were observed as a part of routine validation check. Types of urban growth,
such as organic, spreading, and spontaneous were observed at various places, providing insights towards
sustainable planning. Further, an agent-based model was developed considering the strengths of
integrating it with GA. The GA-ABM model outperformed traditional CA with significant improvements
in results and achieving better accuracy with respect to Kappa indices of agreement. Finally, a framework
of Spatial decision support system was established along with the functionality of web-based GIS
analysis system, tested using localhost with successful operation. The decision-making process aided by
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spatial data along with various development scenarios, helps policymakers and planners to obtain
optimum and best solution based on problem definition to the desired outcome in terms of best decision
alternative.
Keywords: Urbanisation; LULC change; Sustainable development; Urban growth model; Agent based
model; Spatial decision support system
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CAMBAY SHALE OF THE JAMBUSAR-BROACH
BLOCK AS SOURCE AND RESERVOIR ROCK TO EVALUATE
HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL
Sanjukta De
Supervisor: Prof. Debashish Sengupta
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No.: NB17041
The primary focus of the present doctoral research work is to characterize and assess the resource
potential of Cambay Shale in Jambusar-Broach block of Cambay Basin, Gujarat, India, in terms of the
shale hydrocarbon resource. This was undertaken using wireline log data coupled to laboratory studies
carried out on the shale samples. A comprehensive study was undertaken to evaluate the source quality
(SQ), reservoir quality (RQ) and completion quality (CQ) parameters of the shale formation. Total
organic carbon (TOC) content, an important SQ parameter, was estimated on shale samples, from
laboratory analysis. The measured core-TOC, were observed to be in the range of 0.9 - 5.3 wt% (mean
= 2.5 wt%). For continuous estimation of TOC from standard logs, a suitable Support Vector Regression
(SVR) model was developed. The prediction of TOC by the SVR model is observed to be in good
agreement with core-TOC data. An integrated analysis on shale samples using organic petrography, TOC
estimation and Rock-Eval pyrolysis technique, revealed that the samples studied were indicative of good
to excellent source rocks, with poor to good potential to generate hydrocarbons. The thermal maturity of
the samples ranges from immature to peak oil window.
The RQ parameters like porosity, permeability and water saturation (Sw) were evaluated in a continuous
manner with depth, using the available well log data. The effective porosity and permeability estimated
from Combinable Magnetic Resonance log vary in the range 1-27% (mean ~ 8%) and 0.00001-10.21012
mD (mean ~0.03432 mD), respectively. In this study, an effective methodology with an improved
equation (TOCclay) has been proposed for the estimation of Sw. Sw derived from the developed TOCclay equation is having the closest agreement to core-Sw data compared to other exiting models. The
estimated Sw of Cambay Shale is mainly in the range of 50-90% with an average ~70%.
To examine the mineralogy and understand the depositional environment, a combined study, involving
analysis of Spectral Gamma Ray (SGR) logs along with laboratory studies on core samples using XRD,
and SEM-EDS, was undertaken. Results of these studies, reveals that the shale is primarily comprosed
of clay (33–75%, average ~53%), quartz (10–38%, average ~25%), carbonate (8–29%, average ~19%)
and with a smaller concentration of pyrite, feldspar and muscovite. The values of Th/U ratio obtained
from SGR log, clay mineralogy and maceral type, indicates the possibility of the shale deposition under
marginal marine environment. The estimation of various elastic parameters was done using the Sonic
Scanner log. Brittleness index (BI), a vital CQ parameter, was estimated by two different methods
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(mineral-based and elastic modulibased). BI is observed to vary between 0.1-0.75. There are some
regions with good BI (BI>0.48) which could be suitable zones for hydro-fracking.
Based on estimated SQ, RQ and CQ parameters, few potential zones were identified in the studied wells.
The integrated analysis of these results, from various studies carried out, in the research work will be
useful for a better understanding, assessment and further evaluation of the Cambay Shale, as a
hydrocarbon resource. The present work is the first of its kind, to carry out research studies on Cambay
Shale in the Jambusar-Broach block. This study will not only be useful in terms of its academic value
but would also be beneficial, primary to the petroleum industry, to prepare an action plan, for further
exploration and exploitation of Cambay Shale, as an energy resource, in the very near future.
Keywords: Cambay Shale, Wireline log, TOC, SVR, Rock-Eval Pyrolysis, Organic Petrography,
Mineralogy, Water Saturation, TOC-Clay equation, Brittleness Index
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BIOMOLECULAR RESPONSES TO PERTURBATIONS: OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES AND MODELING
Anang Kumar Singh
Supervisors: Prof. Anushree Roy and Prof. Swagata Dasgupta
Department of Physics
Accession No.: NB17042
The thesis focuses on biomolecular responses to perturbations, as could be revealed by optical
spectroscopic and modeling techniques. While some of our works describe the molecular structural
evolution under external influences (radiation field and environment of metallic nanoparticles, to be
specific), we also deal with molecular fingerprints for diseases caused by intrinsic perturbation in the
human physiological system. After a brief introduction describing the motivation behind the work
presented in this thesis and descriptions of different experimental techniques employed, the dissertation
begins with a study on the effect of GHz radiation frequency on an important biomolecule hen egg-white
lysozyme (HEWL). This protein is homologous to the human lysozyme, and the used radiation
parameters are close to the same emitted by daily availed electronic gadgets. Though ultra-low in
intensity, these radiations pose health hazards. In the studies described in this thesis, the structural
changes of HEWL due to the exposure of a long-duration ultra-low field (8× 10−7 V/nm specifically)
have been monitored. The non-thermal effects of 10 GHz/22 dBm microwave radiation on HEWL over
different irradiation times, ranging from 2 mins. to 2 hrs. are investigated. It has been shown that
microwave radiation exposes buried Trp residues of the native structure and results in fluctuation of SS bonds without breaking the secondary structures of the molecule. Some of the experimental
observations are further supported by coarse-grained model simulation. Furthermore, it is found that this
radiation enhances protein fibrillation. It is demonstrated that this adverse effect of ultra-low field
radiation on amyloidogenesis can be restricted in the presence of biocompatible citrate-capped gold
nanoparticles. The dissipated power by metallic nanoparticles can disintegrate the fibrillar structure and
hence, impede the hazardous impact of radiation. In the later part of this thesis, we deal with human
diseases, which are manifestations of natural perturbations in normal physiological systems. We
employed resonance Raman spectroscopy and multivariate analysis of the spectral data of human serum
to establish β-carotene, a pro-vitamin A carotenoid, in human serum as a molecular biomarker for early
detection of two common diseases, diabetes and diabetic retinopathy. A methodology to discriminate
different stages of diabetic retinopathy is suggested.
Another novel methodology, based on the modification of fractal structures of gold nanoparticle
aggregates in the presence of healthy and diseased serum samples for early detection of the disease, is
discussed.
Keywords: Optical spectroscopy, Microwave radiation, Diabetes, Diabetic retinopathy, Multivariate
analysis.
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STUDIES ON MOLYBDENUM DICHALCOGENIDES/GAAS
HETEROJUNCTIONS AND NANOLITHOGRAPHY PATTERNED
SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES
Subhendu Sinha Sarkar
Supervisors: Prof. Samit K. Ray and Dr. Ravinder K. Khatri
Department of Physics
Accession No.: NB17043
Limitation of use of graphene for optoelectronic devices due to its zero band gap and semi -metallic
nature has explored the possibility of use of two dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides as an
alternative material for these applications. Monolayer MoS2 and MoSe2 are two potential materials for
future optoelectronic devices due to their layer number dependent band gaps. Devices with
heterojunctions of 2D materials with covalent semiconductors are potential candidates for photodetector
applications. GaAs being a direct band gap semiconductor with a band gap of 1.45 eV and mobility of
8000 cm2V s-1 is the most suitable bulk semiconductor for photodetector applications. Absorption of
both GaAs as well as both the molybdenum dichalcogenides lies in the visible region of the solar
spectrum. To enhance the operational wavelength of photodetectors based on 2D TMDs and GaAs the
absorption cross-section of the 2D TMDs can be increased by formation of nanocomposites with
materials which has absorption window beyond visible region, resulting in wider band photodetection.
In this dissertation, heterojunction devices of MoS2 quantum dots with GaAs and MoSe2-Cu2-xS
nanocomposite on GaAs substrates have been demonstrated for photodetector applications. MoS2 QDs
with a dimension of ~2 nm, synthesized by standard sono-chemical exfoliation process of 2D layers have
been used for the purpose. The photodetectors were fabricated using n-GaAs substrates with two
different doping concentrations. The devices fabricated using GaAs having higher doping concentration
exhibited a photo-to-dark current ratio order of ~102, while the same with lower doping concentration
showed an increase of the order of ~103. The photodetector devices show a broadband operation over
the visible wavelength range of 400 – 950 nm, with a peak responsivity of the devices being observed at
500 nm. The MoSe2-Cu2-xS nanocomposites were synthesised using a colloidal route where defect sites
present on solution processed MoSe2 NSs act as nucleation centre for vertical growth of Cu2-xS islands,
which results in the formation of nanocomposites with plasmonic characteristics. The devices with
MoSe2-Cu2-xS/GaAs heterojunction exhibited a two colour-band spectral photoresponse in the
wavelength region from 400 to 1600 nm, whereas the devices with MoSe2/GaAs heterojunction
exhibited a photoresponse in the wavelength region of 400 to 900 nm. This enhancement in operating
wavelength of the photodetector is due to absorption in NIR region by Cu2-xS nanoparticles.
Fabrication of devices based on semiconductor nanostructures require synthesis of these nanostructures
in patterned array. Growth of these nanostructures in patterned array are typically carried out using nano patterned substrates. The process for fabrication of sub 50 nm trenches as well as islands in PMMA has
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been demonstrated using electron beam lithography. The patterned array of trenches has been used
further to pattern the Si3N4 film on Si. The patterned Si3N4/Si substrate was used to study the effect of
patterning on growth of Ge using Molecular Beam Epitaxy. The pitch of the patterns has been varied to
investigate its effect on the growth of Ge in comparison to un-patterned Si3N4. Theoretical simulation
using Comsol Multiphysics has been carried out to analyse the observed growth pattern for different
pitches of the patterned Si3N4.
Keywords: Two Dimensional Transition Metal Dichalcogenides, GaAs, Photodetector, Electron Beam
Lithography, Ge nanostructures
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES
AND THEIR APPLICATION AS A DISINFECTANT IN FARM DRINKING
WATER TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY AND ECONOMICS
Indrajeet Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. Jayanta Bhattacharya
School of Environmental Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17044
This thesis reports studies related to the development and application of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)
for treatment of water used in poultry farming. The study is divided into three parts. The first part deals
with the synthesis and characterization of AgNPs and their fate and risk in the water environment. In this
part of the study, AgNPs dispersion in terms of aggregation and sedimentation, and antibacterial activity
were analyzed in poultry farm water and compared with the similar mechanisms in de-ionized (DI) water.
The analysis of farm water samples revealed that the concentrations of some inorganic and total organic
matter were higher than the permissible limits, mainly because the water was from shallow well (<60 ft)
and untreated. The aggregation and sedimentation of the AgNPs in the farm water was observed for
different concentrations of water pollutants, as compared to DI water. The average aggregation of AgNPs
in the farm water and DI water was observed 275±10 and 49 nm, respectively. The mass sedimentation
of AgNPs in the farm water and DI water was observed 90±2 and 19%, respectively. The optimum dose
of 50 ppm AgNPs was determined through minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) test and checked
for the disinfection test against total coliform bacteria in the farm water. The average size of the
laboratory synthesized AgNPs was 8-20 nm and the synthesis route was cost effective for commercial
development.
In the second part, a study was conducted in two poultry farms of West Medinipur district, West Bengal,
India with a target to reduce the prevalence of pathogenic bacteria, Escherichia coli (E. coli) commonly
found in the poultry drinking water by the application of a formulation of AgNPs. Two poultry farms A
and B were selected as case and control groups, respectively, for sampling. The study was designed with
3 replications. In the case group, the supplied water generally used for the poultry was dosed with
synthesized AgNPs throughout the study period, while in the control group the untreated water was
supplied for drinking by the poultry. The study also included the impact of AgNPs dose on factors of
standard poultry growth performance like mortality count, feed intake (FI), body weight (BW), and food
conversion ratio (FCR). The observations revealed that, compared to the control, in the case group the
percentage mortality was reduced significantly (p<0.05), and FI and BW increased significantly (p<0.05)
but no significant effect however, was observed on FCR (p>0.05). The results of average 4.92%
mortality of case poultry, compared to the average 14.13% mortality in control would potentially provide
substantial economic benefit to the farmers. Moreover, the consumption risk assessment surmised that a
1.2 μg/g of silver retained by the poultry. The hazard quotient (Ag) was 0.34 (<1) which is considered
non-toxic for the poultry, and the poultry is fit for human consumption. A cost-benefit analysis weighs
in favour of AgNPs use by the farmers, to particularly deal with the effects of E. coli.
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In the third part, the supplementation of 50 ppm dosed AgNPs as a disinfectant in broilers drinking water
was investigated to examine their blood serum biochemistry and organ histology in the case group,
compared to the control. At the end of 42 days, the blood and major organs of the 1 case broiler out of
75 and 1 control broiler out of 75 were collected. The procedure was repeated 3 sets one after another,
each consisting 42 day intervening period. The liver enzyme, lipid profile, glucose level, organ hi stology,
and concentration of AgNPs in liver, spleen, heart and small intestine were determined. Importantly, in
all the 3 sets the changes in lipid profile, liver enzyme, and glucose level of the case broilers were not
statistically significant compared to the control (p>0.05). The histology of liver, kidney, heart, spleen,
and small intestine of broilers has not shown any particular damages to the cells as compared to the
control samples. The present study concludes that the administering 50 ppm AgNPs of average 15 nm
size in the poultry drinking water was found safe for consumption as well as growth enhancement. The
overall analysis points to safe and economic application of AgNPs in the untreated poultry farm water
having microbial load.
Keywords: AgNPs; Farm water; Disinfection; Growth performance; Risk Assessment; Economic
Analysis; Organ histopathology
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DETERMINANTS OF IDEA SHARING BEHAVIOR OF SOCIAL MEDIA
USERS
Madhu Bala
Supervisor: Dr. Aradhna Malik
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No.: NB17045
The main aim of this study was to understand how social media aids idea sharing behavior. The study
started out by finding the factors that impacted people's idea sharing behaviour of individuals on social
media. An attempt has been done to add to the factors identified through the technology acceptance
model, and combined both constructs, namely, features and capabilities, and intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations to find out how they affected the idea sharing behavior of social media users. A survey
consisting of 56 questions was designed and tested for validity (Cronbach‘s Alpha - 0.963). The
questionnaire was sent to social media users through various channels of communication, and 214
responses were received.
Data was analysed for features and capabilities stimulators and motivational stimulators using structural
equation modelling in AMOS 24. Data sufficiency was established using KMO test (.936). A positive
relationship was discovered between features and capabilities of the soci al media used and, and
motivational factors of social media users. This study resulted in the development of a framework for
understanding the impact of social media on idea sharing behaviour, using constructs of features and
capabilities and motivational construct. It showcased how social media can be strategically used for
innovation purposes by categorising strategies found in the past research. It also added to the
understanding of technology acceptance model and indicated that both the constructs were equally
important for system usage such as social media.
significant implication of this study is that, to attract best ideas, organizations can enhance the relative
advantage features of the social media they use and uplift the motivational factors of the users through
relevant strategies.
Keywords: Social media, open innovation, community of practice, informal networks, idea sharing,
motivation.
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ADAPTIVE BITRATE STREAMING: PERFORMANCE OVER TODAY’S
INTERNET AND OPTIMIZATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Abhijit Mondal
Supervisor: Prof. Sandip Chakraborty
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No.: NB17047
In the age of low-cost, high-end smartphones, smart televisions (TVs), cheap data plans, and COVID19 pandemic, video streaming platforms over the Inter- net have emerged as an essential service for
online meetings as well as for enter- tainment. Most online video streaming services are adaptive in
nature, wherein adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms are used for maintaining high Quality of Expe- rience
(QoE), along with improving the data usage and reducing energy consump- tion. From the
conceptualization of ABR streaming algorithms in 2009, several researchers have proposed different
versions of these algorithms and architectural changes to facilitate their implementations on various
devices. Nevertheless, there are many open rooms still available and pertinent for improving video
streaming systems to boost their scalability to support millions of devices while supporting better ondevice resource utilization. This thesis investigates the fundamentals be- hind different ABR video
streaming services while supporting optimizations and improvements in their performance for largescale usage.
Video currently constitutes the most considerable fraction of the global Inter- net and mobile traffic. To
support the continuous increase in the number of video subscribers, every player on the Internet must
adopt improved technologies. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, various over-the-top
(OTT) streaming providers had decided to drop their top-qualities to reduce the amount of Inter- net
traffic to support the higher number of work-from-home users. This raises the doubt whether the existing
ABR algorithms alone can single-handedly handle the excess bandwidth requirements. Although the
answer remains elusive, the doubt establishes the importance of the domain. It motivates one to dig
deeper to under- stand how the existing systems work and the specific measures to be adopted for its
improvement.
YouTube is one of the major video streaming providers and the pioneer of web-based video streaming
service. As per their recent press release, YouTube serves nearly a billion videos to 30 million users
every day. Hence, a deep dive into how YouTube serves video to users adaptively is expected to yield
answers to sev- eral intuitions. As the literature lacks an in-depth analysis of YouTube’s adaptive
streaming service, in this work, we have first performed thorough experiments to understand the same.
We use our homegrown tools to get a request-response pair during video playback in a browser for 500
YouTube videos and have subsequently analyzed them. Our analysis has revealed that YouTube uses an
opportunistic up- scale and conservative downscale of video quality based on the network quality and
adapts the segment length before changing the rate. We have also observed that YouTube sometimes
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tries to download the same segment at different qualities,which can cause data wastage. However, our
calculations also show that the ensuing data wastage is negligible.

Currently, Google uses Quick Internet UDP Connection (QUIC) as the default transport protocol for all
its services from the Chrome browser. So, in the second work, we have carried out experiments to
determine its impact on video streaming services, especially on the ABR algorithms. The experiment has
two parts. First, we have tested over YouTube and found that QUIC provides better video quality with
lower rebuffering than TCP. In the second part, we have compared popular ABR algorithms’
performance over QUIC and TCP and found that these ABR al- gorithms are not well suited for QUIC.
On investigating further deep, we have real-ized that the problem lies in the userspace implementation
of QUIC. In this part ofthe work, we have also explored the impact of video streaming on device’s energy
efficiency under mobility, particularly in smartphones. We have studied the power consumption of
various commodity smartphones while playing YouTube videos. The experiment included observations
in different mobility conditions and in dif- ferent geographic locations. The extensive study has revealed
that YouTube does not give any importance to the instantaneous throughput or the radio state of the
phones, which may cause a severe impact on power consumption.
With these observations, in the third part of the work we have designed En- DASH - a power
art ABR streaming algorithm that reduces the power consump- tion during video downloads
by tuning the segment download schedule to various device-related parameters, such as
cellular radio, battery state, and device speed, etc. EnDASH divides the entire playback
session into slots. At the beginning of each slot, it first estimates the average throughput and
then selects the maximum playback buffer-length based on the predicted average throughput
as well as the ob-servations of the last download slot. By choosing the buffer length to be a
function of the channel throughput, EnDASH ensures that power consumption is reduced. The
predicted buffer length is subsequently used by EnDASH to decide the video quality of the
next video segment. EnDASH has three different learning engines -a) Throughput estimation
engine, b) Buffer length prediction engine, and c) Qual- ity Selection engine. The throughput
estimation engine is based on Random Forestlearning. The buffer length prediction engine
and the bitrate selection engine use an actor-critic based recurrent neural network. It is found
that EnDASH offers im- proved energy efficiency than existing ABR algorithm with minor
compromise onthe QoE.
In the thesis’s final contribution, we have developed FLiDASH, a federated adaptive live
streaming system that exploits players’ locality by forming coalitions. We posit that live
streamers of mega-events are often localized, and in most of the cases are connected via a
local network. However, current setup does not exploit the local network. Instead, every
player acts individually and downloads their own segment. FLiDASH utilizes the local
network information to find out players who can communicate without involving the Internet.
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Of these players the ones having similar quality targets form a coalition. Every player in a
coalition contributes to the QoE’s improvement by downloading the best quality video that it
can download.
We use the moving leader concept, where the leader is responsible for downloading a segment
and deciding the leader for the next segment. These two algorithms workin a way so that a
player with the lowest download speed gets to download the fur- thest segment in the long run.
Our evaluation reveals that FLiDASH can improve the QoE for a coalition while reducing the
server and the network load. We also find that every player gains QoE and average quality
using FLiDASH than using any other ABR algorithms.
In summary, this thesis contributes to the literature from two different aspects. First, it
analyzes the existing streaming mechanisms and ABR algorithms to check and explore their
performance over today’s Internet. Second, we propose two ad- vancements over the current
systems – (a) from the context of energy efficiency over a smartphone and (b) for improving the
QoE and reducing the network overhead during live streaming. Although this thesis opens up
and explores new research in video streaming, there are still many unexplored areas, which
can be taken up for extending the research and developments in this direction.
Keywords: Video Streaming; Adaptive Bitrate Streaming; OTT Media Ser- vices; Live
Streaming
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CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN MASSIVE
MIMO SMALL-CELL NETWORKS
Khushboo Mawatwal
Supervisors: Prof. Rajarshi Roy and Prof. Debarati Sen
Electronics and Electrical Communications Engineering
Accession No.: NB17048
The upcoming 5G system is envisioned to cater the future data rate demands and user experience.
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and small-cells have emerged as one of the key
ingredients in the 5G and beyond communications. Massive MIMO uses large antenna systems to obtain
spatial multiplexing which enhances both spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE). Small
cells use cell densification for improved system capacity in an energy-efficient manner. Since both
technologies are a paradigm shift from the conventional network, it introduces several new challenges
to the research community.
In the first work, we concentrate on the channel state information (CSI) acquisition method for massive
MIMO which is an important prerequisite to attain its large-scale benefits. Given the limited coherence
interval availability and minimum pilot length constraint, we design a space-alternating generalized
expectation maximization (SAGE) based semi-blind estimator for uplink (UL) time-division duplexing
(TDD) based multi-user (MU) massive MIMO systems. It utilizes both pilot and a few data symbols for
channel estimation through two stages, namely initialization and iterative SAGE (ISAGE). We obtain
an initial channel estimate with the help of a pilot-aided method in the initialization stage. The acquired
initial estimate is then iteratively updated by semi-blind based SAGE algorithm in the ISAGE stage.
Through simulations, it is observed that the designed estimator obtains a considerable improvement over
the pilot based schemes in terms of mean squared error (MSE), bit-error rate (BER), SE, and EE with a
nominal increase in complexity and limited iterations. Besides, on average, it converges to the derived
modified Cramer-Rao lower bound (MCRLB) in almost two iterations with large BS antennas and data
length. Additionally, the tightness of the evaluated theoretical bounds on UL achievable rates are
validated through simulation results.
The dense packing of small-cells over a given area experiences severe inter-cell interference and fierce
competition for shared resources. In the second work, we address the resource allocation problem in an
interference prone small-cell network under time-invariant and time-variant communication links. We
formulate a decentralized state based potential game for the resource sharing problem to maximize users
quality of experience (QoE). Additionally, we propose a low complex subgradient scheme for the joint
optimization of spectrumallocation, power selection, and user scheduling to attain stationary state Nash
equilibrium (NE) with limited iterations. Through extensive simulations, we show that the designed
algorithm surpasses the existing schemes in terms of QoE, computational complexity, and convergence
rate for stable resource allocations. Furthermore, it is robust and consistent under varied link loss models,
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link failure probabilities, and state transition rates. Besides, it suffers relatively less performance
degradation compared to the existing schemes while using imperfect CSIs.
Recently, researchers have harnessed highest SE and EE by combining massive MIMO and small-cell
technologies. Therefore, in the third work, we implement the state based game approach to jointly
optimize the channel, power, and number of activated antennas selections in massive MIMO small-cell
networks while maximizing the QoE based objective function under link failure possibility. We propose
a subgradient based distributed resource allocation algorithm for the formulated game to realize the
stationary state NE with limited iterations. We also demonstrate that the proposed scheme using lesser
SBS antennas outperforms the conventional methods employing the highest antenna structure in terms
of QoE, computational complexity, and iterations needed for stable resource allocati ons. Through
simulations, we note that the proposed algorithm is power efficient and suitable for massive MIMO
small-cell networks under various practical impairments such as inaccurate CSI, pilot contamination,
and link loss rates.
Keywords: Massive MIMO, semi-blind estimator, SAGE algorithm, pilot contamination, MCRLB,
decentralized optimization, resource allocation, QoE, state based games, subgradient method, small -cell
networks, user scheduling, massive MIMO small-cell networks.
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SOLVOTHERMAL SYNTHESIS OF CHALCOGENIDE NANOMATERIALS:
PHOTOCATALYTIC AND ELECTROCATALYTIC APPLICATIONS
Joyjit Kundu
Supervisor: Prof. Debabrata Pradhan
Materials Science Centre
Accession No.: NB17049
In recent years, researchers have been exploring different strategies to utilize renewable energies to
suppress the excessive dependence on fossil fuels to make the world greener. Water-splitting is a process
where water can be decomposed to H2 and O2 and the former can be utilized as a fuel in fuel cell to get
electricity with water as by-product. Watersplitting can be done via photocatalysis, electrocatalysis or
photoelectrochemical way. Photocatalytic H2 generation requires a semiconductor which can absorb the
light and facilitates electron-hole pair generation which in turn take part in water-splitting reaction.
Photoelectrochemical method is similar to the photocatalytic process and carried out by applying an
external bias potential when semiconductor fails to produce enough potential to split water. In case of
electrochemical water splitting, water is split-up into H2 (HER) and O2 (OER) at cathode and anode,
respectively, in an electrochemical process. All these water-splitting and electrochemical reactions
require efficient catalyst for the improved performance. Though TiO2 is considered as the best
photocatalyst, the high band gap of TiO2 restricts its practical uses in water-splitting reaction. In this
regard, chalcogenides are promising due to their visible light active band gap. Among chalcogenides,
CdS with a band gap of 2.4 eV along with suitable valance and conduction band position makes it a well
explored photocatalyst. In this work, CdS with different morphologies are synthesized and their
morphology-dependent photocatalytic activity is demonstrated. In particular, straight morphologies such
as nanorods and nanoneedles show higher photoelectrochemical performance as compared to curved
nanowires and nanobelts. To improve the CdS performance, heterostructure and solid solution of CdS
are prepared with ZnS. In case of heterostructures, (CdS)0.4/(ZnS)0.6 shows the best photocatalytic and
photoelectrochemical performance among other compositions. In case of solid solution, Cd0.2Zn0.8S
shows the best photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical performance among all the synthesized
materials. IrO2 and RuO2 are generally used as standard OER catalyst but high cost makes these
materials less feasible for practical application. Another chalcogenide, i.e., CuS, is synthesized and
utilized as OER catalyst. The OER performance of CuS is enhanced by doping of Ni as demonstrated in
this work.
In summary, this thesis focuses on the development of chalcogenide nanomaterials as photocatalyst and
electrocatalyst for water-splitting reaction.
Keywords: Solvothermal synthesis, chalcogenide, CdS, ZnS, heterostructures, solid solution, CuS, Nidoped CuS, photocatalysis, electrocatalysis.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LANGUAGE OF ABSTRACT PAINTINGS: AN
EXPLORATION OF REPRESENTATION AND COMMUNICATION OF
EMOTIONS THROUGH LINES AND COLORS
Pinaki Gayen
Supervisor: Prof. Priyadarshi Patnaik
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No.: NB17050
Abstract painting has acted as a strong medium for conveying human emotions largely in the 20th
century and continues to retain its popularity today. Moving beyond the realm of contextual meaningmaking (naturally associated with representational artworks), abstract paintings portray human emotions
taking help from only the basic features of visual arts – lines and colors being most fundamental among
them. The underlying mechanism of emotion representation and communication through abstract art is
still unknown. Most of the previous studies focused on exploring the impact of a single line or color
either in representation or perception of emotion, but no study has yet explored the association between
specific visual features and emotions within the aesthetic framework of an abstract painting. This thesis
is the first attempt to explore the role of lines and colors in representation and communication of six
basic aesthetic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and wonder) through abstract paintings in
different cultural contexts. To explore the same, different experimental studies were conducted on lines
and colors in the context of abstract art, and visual data analyzed through quantitative analysis. The thesis
has five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research domain and provides a roadmap of the thesis,
discussing the motivation, background, research questions, methodology, justification and contribution
of this work. Chapter 2 explores the encoding and decoding mechanisms of the six emotions through
specific lines and colors in abstract paintings. Chapter 3 investigates the similarities and dissimilarities
of emotion representation through lines and colors in abstract paintings among artists and non-artists
within a specific (Canadian) culture. Chapter 4 follows a comparative approach to identify the generic
and culture-specific representational patterns of six basic emotions through lines and colors in abstract
paintings for two different (Indian and Canadian) cultural contexts. It also explores cross-cultural
emotion decoding from selected abstract paintings. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by discussing the
summary of findings of the last three chapters, their implications and future research possibilities.
Findings suggest similarities for certain emotions for both encoding and decoding among artists and nonartists in different cultures. However differences for the different groups and communities which are
more varied for lines. Colors seem elicit greater emotional agreement across cul tures and groups. This
is a first-of-its-kind comprehensive experimental study on the mechanism of representation and
communication of the six basic aesthetic emotions through lines and colors in abstract paintings.
Keywords: Abstract art, communication, color, emotion, line, representation
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DESIGN OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT AND ECO-FRIENDLY BOIL-OFF GAS
RELIQUEFIERS FOR LNG CARRIER SHIPS
Sarun Kumar K
Supervisor: Prof. Kanchan Chowdhury
Cryogenic Engineering Centre
Accession No.: NB17051
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is transported in large volumes (135,000 m3 to 266,000 m3) across
continents by carrier ships where LNG is stored at ambient pressure as a saturated liquid at a temperature
of around 111 K. Due to cryogenic temperature prevailing in LNG, heat from the environment enters the
storage tanks through insulation and produces boil-off gas (BOG). BOG generation is incessant, and
unless it is removed, the tank pressure rises beyond safety level. The onboard reliquefaction system
reliquefies the BOG and sends it back to the storage tank, saving the calorific value of LNG cargo.
Generally, an onboard reliquefaction system resembles small-scale onshore cryogenic natural gas
liquefaction plants with a refrigeration cycle and a BOG cycle thermally coupled by heat exchangers.
In this thesis work, parametric evaluations of different existing variants of reverse Brayton cycle (RBC)
based reliquefaction system is done with an aim to understand the impact of process parameters and
design constraints that influence the performance of reliquefaction systems. Design, exergy based
parametric analysis and optimisations of all types of reliquefaction systems are done with the aid of
commercial software, Aspen HYSYS® V8.6. In addition to configurational modifications, the effect of
pressure ratio of cycles, size of heat exchangers, isentropic efficiencies of compressors and turbines on
the performance of the reliquefaction systems are also investigated. While condensing BOG that is rich
in nitrogen, there are instances of venting some non-condensed part of BOG. The work proposed
replacement of a liquid-vapour separator by a packed bed distillation column so that the vent gas is
purified to less than a part per million of methane in it and near-pure nitrogen is fed back to the system.
The study also proposed and evaluated the application of the Claude liquefaction cycle (and its variants),
which use BOG itself as a working fluid for reliquefaction of BOG. Such systems are termed direct
reliquefiers and they have the potential to reduce the power and size of the system much below the level
of existing reverse Brayton refrigerator-based reliquefiers. The addition of environment friendly
transcritical CO2 cycle for precooling has helped to reduce energy consumption. Moreover, options for
enhancing the performance of reliquefaction plants by capturing the cold exergy of LNG pumped and
vaporised to two-stroke dual-fuel engines of LNG carrier ships are also evaluated.
The thesis proposed and evaluated novel energy-efficient configurations of onboard reliquefaction
systems that completely condenses BOG generated in LNG carrier ships. All parameters are
nondimensionalized to facilitate the application of the results to any capacity of LNG-carrying ships.
The outcomes of the thesis may serve as an open resource for the designers of LNG boil-off gas
reliquefaction systems, LNG carrier ship owners and researchers in this area.
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Keywords: LNG carrier ships; Boil-off Gas; Reliquefaction; Reverse Brayton cycle; Claude cycle;
Exergy.
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ERGONOMIC DESIGN OF A FEMALE OPERATOR
WORKSPACE FOR RIDING TYPE SELF-PROPELLED
MACHINERY
Gajendra Singh
Supervisor: Prof. V. K. Tewari
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No.: NB17052
The self-propelled machine’s has progressed from its original primary use as a substitute for manual
power on the farm to the present units designed for multiple uses. An important factor influencing the
efficiency in the operation of riding type selfpropelled machines is the extent to which it has been
designed to meet the human capabilities and limitations. Inclusion of these factors ensures higher
working efficiency, increased work output, ease of operation, and maximum operator safety. The
increasing awareness of the potential benefits of good ergonomic design has resulted in a steady
improvement of operator workspace. Therefore, greater emphasis is required to be given on adopting the
operating controls to the physical needs of the Operator belonging to different ethnic groups. Moreover,
there should be uniformity in placement of these controls on riding type self-propelled machines to
accommodate the Indian female operators with a view to achieve an efficient and comfortable operation.
In order to achieve the above objectives, experiments were conducted under laboratory as well as in
actual field conditions. Instruments and other facilities used include anthropometry, S-type load cell,
vibration meter, Polar heart rate monitor, K4B2 and EMG sensor.
The actuating force required for the control levers was reduced by 35, 31, 76, 37.5 and 35% for different
control levels respectively. It was observed that operator’s workspace can successfully reduce the
percentage load on selected hand muscles were found to be reduced by 57, 65, 72 and 68 % and 60, 65,
66 and 66 % in case of FCR, ED, BR, and MD, respectively at 1600 rpm and 2000 rpm. Total wholebody vibration reduction at seat pan was observed to be 38% and 58% at 1600 and 2000 rpm,
respectively, with improved operator’s workspace as compared to the operation with an existing
workspace, Therefore, operator’s workspace is assets for riding type self-propelled machine to provide
safety, comfort and efficient operation to the operators during the actual field operation of riding type
self-propelled machine The MANOVA analysis indicated significant (P<0.01) effect of operating
conditions and engine speed on WHR, OCR, muscle fatigue and WBV acceleration of self-propelled
machine operation with improved operator’s workspace.
Keywords: Actuating force, Postural discomfort score, Physiological cost, Working Heart rate, Work
related body parts discomfort, Overall discomfort rating, EMG, Muscle fatigue, Whole body vibration
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ANALYSIS OF CARRY TRADE IN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE
Jyoti Ranjana
Supervisor: Prof. Parama Barai
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No.: NB17053
In this thesis, we have conducted study on carry trade with Indian Rupees as base currency. We have
chosen eleven currencies for this study: currencies of United States of America (USD), United Kingdom
(GBP), Europe (Euro) and Japan (JPY), Australia (AUD) and New Zealand (NZD) selected from
developed economies and currencies of China (CNY), Hong Kong (HKD), Russia (RBL), Brazil (BRL)
and Singapore (SGD) from developing economies. There are various studies on characteristics of carry
trade. We have conducted study on characteristics of carry trade between Indian rupees and these eleven
currencies. The characteristics of carry trade included in this study are: skewness, kurtosis, standard
deviation, mean, long run memory and persistence. Then in this study, we have tried to find the
relationship of carry trade returns with other asset class: equity return, bond return, commodity returns.
For this study we have employed the VAR analysis and we find that equity has positive relationship with
carry trade return; bond has insignificant relationship, commodity returns have mixed relationship with
carry trade returns. We find dynamic relation of carry trade returns with returns of these asset classes.
Further, we have delved into the question which macro or financial factors can give the indication of
carry trade returns. Along with finding the relevant factors we have also tried to find the efficient method.
We have included interest rate difference, volatility in equity market, exchange rate volatility, interest
rate difference volatility, liquidity in foreign exchange market and commodity index. Ordinary least
square, multi variate adaptive regression spline and ARIMAX have been used for analysis. Results are
mixed for different variables with different methods. Lastly, we have studied the formation of portfolio
in carry trade. We have employed interior point method and Non –dominant sorting genetic algorithm II
for this study and we have found three major sub-periods in period of study using the structural breaks
in the returns of equity. We have used four objective functions including weighted sum of risk and return,
utility maximization, diversification ratio and Rao’s quadratic entropy. We find that the interior point
method is efficient and weighted sum of risk and return is the most efficient objective function.
Keywords: carry trade; emerging market; characteristics, determinant of carry trade; portfolio of carry
trade
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COMPUTATIONALLY TRACTABLE FORMULATION OF SOM E
UNCERTAIN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
Shubham Singh
Supervisor: Prof. M. P. Biswal
Department of Mathematics
Accession No.: NB17054
In this thesis, we study some uncertain optimization model where the data are not known accurately.
These uncertainties can occur due to various reasons such as mea- surement error, lack of knowledge of
model parameters, product demand, or price for future time periods. A tractable formulation of an
optimization problem is often asso- ciated with an uncertain optimization problem that restricts the nature
of uncertainty. To deal with uncertain optimization problems, two major approaches available, namely
stochastic optimization and robust optimization. Stochastic optimization techniques re-fer to a collection
of methods when the parameters of the problem are characterized by random variables, where as robust
optimization addresses uncertain optimization prob-lem where data can vary in an uncertainty set around
their nominal values.
The present thesis highlights the methodology to obtain the computationally tractable formulation of the
multi-objective solid transportation problem where the right-hand side parameters of the following
Gamma or Erlang distribution. In a stochastic opti- mization model, if the parameter of the coefficient
matrix follows a probability distribu- tion other than the normal distribution, then the decision-maker
needs to define the jointprobability distribution function. However, it becomes intricate to define joint
probabil-ity distribution functions for big data. In a stochastic transportation problem, to avoid this
situation when the coefficient parameters of the objective function follow other than the normal
distribution, we develop a transformation technique with the help of chance constraint programming
based on Essen inequality to reduce the complexity and obtain an equivalent computationally tractable
formulation. Further, we generalized the uncer- tain linear optimization model that incorporates the
products of two uncertain parame- ters in some terms and obtain computationally tractable formulation
by considering the data are either an ellipsoidal uncertainty set or polyhedral uncertainty set. Further, we
apply the generalized uncertain optimization model to real-life decision-making prob- lems. Finally,
some numerical examples are presented to illustrate the proposed model and methodology.
Keywords: Liner programming, Non-linear programming, Multi objective program- ming, Stochastic
optimization, Chance constraint programming, Robust optimization.
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PREPARATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A MICROFILTRATION
MEMBRANE DERIVED FROM THE POLY(ETHYLENE-CO-METHYL
ACRYLATE)/POLY(VINYLIDENE FLUORIDE) (EMA/PVDF) BASED
BIPHASIC BLEND
Sanjay R.
Supervisor: Dr. Narayan Chandra Das
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB17055
A thermoplastic polymer blend was developed from the poly(ethylene-co-methyl acrylate) (EMA) and
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) by the melt-blending technique. The prepared blend shows a matrixdroplet morphology in which PVDF forms a droplet phase in the EMA matrix. The blend was
characterized by various techniques and its thermal, mechanical, microstructure and rheological
properties were investigated. With the incorporation of PVDF, blend modulus increases indicate the
crystallization of the PVDF and the presence of specific interactions between the polymers. A
microfiltration membrane was developed by a selective-etching method from the EMA/ PVDF blend for
water purification application. The membrane was prepared in two ways. By the first approach, the EMA
phase was swelled and partially etched from the EMA/PVDF blend, and the membrane properties were
recorded. An asymmetric membrane was formed but there was no control over the size of the pores. The
generated structure was microporous with a pore size >1 μm. Hence, this preparation method showed
poor separation efficiency against microbes, and the membranes underwent fouling and decreased the
efficiency. By the second approach, the membranes were prepared by the selective dissolution of the
complete PVDF phase from the EMA/PVDF blend. With respect to the membrane, the pore size was in
the microporous range, and the water permeability and compaction were recorded by using cross -flow
filtration set-up. The developed membrane shows better compaction resistance attributed to the
elastomeric nature of the EMA copolymer. The surface of the prepared membrane was modified with
various nanoparticles to achieve better antifouling and antibacterial properties. The antifouling
properties of the membrane were recorded by using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a model foulant,
and antibacterial properties were studied by using Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Staphylococcus aureus
(S. aureus) as model bacterial strains. The membrane surface was modified by means of a reduced
graphene oxide (rGO)/polyethylene imine (PEI) composite, and the modified membrane shows a better
antifouling property. Subsequently, the membrane surface was modified by lysozyme-derived particles
and MoS2 nanosheets. The modified membranes respectively show high antibacterial and antifouling
properties over the control EMA membrane.
Keywords: EMA/PVDF blend; membrane water flux; microfiltration membrane; selective etching;
antibacterial property; antifouling property
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SPECIALTY
POLYURETHANES AND THEIR NANOCOMPOSITES
Chinmoy Saha
Supervisor: Prof. Nikhil K. Singha
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB17056
Polyurethane represents an interesting class of polymeric materials composed by chain of repeating units
joined together by urethane linkages. It has a wide spread of application and can be tailored as per the
suitability of the application. In this thesis, specialty polyurethane based on isophorone diisocyanate, an
aliphatic diisocyanate and its clay nanocomposite was prepared. The material was characterized by
1HNMR, FT-IR, TGA, DSC, WAXS, UV-VIS analyses. UV-Vis analysis showed that the synthesized
polyurethane has 96 % transparency towards the visible light. Nanoclay was incorporated into the
polyurethane matrix by solution blending technique. Dispersion of nanoclay in the composite was
studied by TEM analysis. The crystallinity of the synthesized polyurethane and its nanocomposite was
evaluated by WAXS analysis. The prepared nanocomposite showed enhanced mechanical and thermal
stability. The optimum mechanical and thermal property was achieved with 3 wt% of nanoclay loading.
To further enhance the thermal stability, dihydroxy terminated poly dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) based
polyurethane was synthesized. The PDMS based polyurethane was characterized by 1HNMR and FTIR analyses. TGA analysis confirmed the improvement in thermal stability. Organically modified
layered double hydroxide (LDH) was incorporated in the PDMS based polyurethane matrix through
solution blending technique. PU/LDH composite showed better thermal properties with an increase in
residual char content.
Polyurethane based on polycaprolactone diol (PCL) was also synthesized. Octahydroxy butyl polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) – Polyurethane (PU) composite material developed by both in-situ
and ex-situ method. POSS-PU composite material prepared via in-situ method showed better properties
than POSS/PU composite prepared via ex-situ method. Hydrophobicity of the composite increased with
incorporation of POSS. AFM study showed that surface roughness was highest for the POSS/PU ex-situ
composite and lowest for the pristine polyurethane.
Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)/fumed silica nanocomposite was prepared by melt mixing technique.
Dispersion of the filler in the TPU matrix was studied by SEM and TEM analyses. Composite containing
2 wt% fumed silica showed agglomeration. With incorporation of the fumed silica physico-mechanical
property improved. Composite containing 1 wt% of fumed silica exhibited highest tensile strength.
Keywords: polyurethane, aliphatic diisocyanate, nanocomposite, nanoclay, POSS, fumed silica.
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FABRICATION OF HETEROGENEOUS POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES
FOR CATALYTIC APPLICATIONS
Tushar Kanti Das
Supervisor: Dr. Narayan Ch. Das
Rubber Technology Centre
Accession No.: NB17057
Metal and metal oxide nanoparticles based catalysis has been found to be one of the elegant technologies
in our techno-commercial world. As the global population increases with time, the demand of fresh water
increases which in turn require to develop eco-friendly and economical approach for purification of
water. In this circumstance catalyst catch up the space to convert hazardous compounds present in water
into non-toxic products. Catalytic separation process has now become one of the alternative competi tive
technologies for water treatment process. The present thesis demonstrates fine tuning size of the
nanoparticles through eco-friendly approach to assemble catalytic active heterogeneous nanostructured
materials and explore the relation between properties of nanomaterials and catalysis with special
reference a model catalytic reduction. To achieve this, reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) in presence of
NaBH4 (reducing agent) has been considered as benchmark reaction to assess the catalytic activity of
the fabricated nanostructured materials. To examine the model reaction perfectly, various aspects of 4NP reduction by heterogeneous polymer nanocomposites were analyzed which helps in founding
interrelation between nanomaterials properties with catalytic reaction in further discussion. For the
fabrication of catalytic nanostructured materials through eco-friendly approach, recently mussel inspired
polymers have been come into day light to synthesize highly active nanocatalyst. In this thesis two
mussel inspired polymer; polydopamine and polynorepinephrine were used to tune the size of the active
silver nanoparticles and magnetic nanoparticles and the activity of their corresponding catalytic
nanostructured materials were tested by model catalytic reduction reaction. After considering all aspects,
polydopamine have been selected as suitable materials for further progress. On the other hand, between
silver nanoparticle and magnetic nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles provides little advantage over
magnetic nanoparticles from eco-friendly synthesis approach though magnetic nanoparticles have
advantage of easy magnetic separation. Based on this, silver nanoparticles and polydopamine have been
chosen to fabricate catalytic membranes to perform the catalytic reduction under dynamic conditions.
This overall fabrication of highly active catalytic nanostructured materials would endorse as
heterogeneous catalytic application, purification of water and other separation and purification fields of
green chemistry in future.
Keywords: Heterogeneous nanostructured materials, Model catalytic reduction, 4-nitrophenol,
Polydopamine, Polynorepinephrine, Silver nanoparticles and Magnetic nanoparticles.
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MEMBRANE BASED CLARIFICATION OF VEGETABLE AND SPICE
EXTRACT FOR LONGER SHELF LIFE: A CASE STUDY FOR BITTER
GOURD (Momordiica charanttiia) AND AJWAIN (Trachyspermum ammii)
Prof. Siirshendu De
Supervisor: Dr. Rudra P. Pradhan
Department of Chemical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17058
Ayurveda, a Sanskrit word meaning the art and knowledge of living a healthy life, is one of the oldest
medicinal literatures and known to be the origin of the entire illness's remedial. India is a country blessed
with flora and fauna, having significant medicinal values and the importance of plant products. Among
the plant products, fruits, vegetables, and spices are the cheapest and excellent source of nutrients for
curing the ailment.
This thesis aims to prepare a healthy drink, from plant products like vegetables, and spices, full of
phytonutrients and therapeutic values. Bitter gourd (Momordica charantia) and ajwain (Trachyspermum
ammi) were selected for the present study. Therefore, this thesis starts with optimizing the process
parameters for the extraction of phytonutrients from it, and a suitable method was applied to optimize
these parameters. After that, membrane based processes were used to purify the extract. A hollow fiber
membrane module was used for this purpose. Membrane fouling is a common phenomenon, and it is a
major deterrent in the commercialization of membrane processing to an industrial-scale unit. Therefore,
an in-depth study of flux decline behavior was also conducted to understand the nature of membrane
fouling. Various membrane characterizations were also performed to support the fouling mechanism.
These studies will help to design a scalable hollow fiber membrane set-up to clarify the extract of plant
products. In the next phase of the thesis, the exhaustive storage studies of the clarified extract were
conducted. The novelty of the entire study is that the shelf life of the extract is enhanced and the extract
can be stored for four months under the normal refrigerated condition without any external chemicals
maintaining the natural flavor, aroma, and nutrient profiles of the original extract. This study is of
remarkable importance in extracting the phytonutrients from plant products and scaling up the processing
of the extract having a long shelf life.
Keywords: Plant products; aqueous extraction; phytonutrients; membrane-based processing; membrane
fouling; storage study; shelf life
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INSTABILITIES IN ROTATIONALLY ACTUATED MICRO-SCALE FLOWS
Saunak Sengupta
Supervisors: Prof. Suman Chakraborty and Dr. Sandeep Saha
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No.: NB17059
Rotational microfluidics finds its importance in several emerging applications, including affordable
diagnostics at the point of care. While there have been significant technological advances in this field
over the past decades, several aspects of fundamental flow physics, including the mechanisms of
hydrodynamic instability that are strongly connected with the device performance, remain unresolved.
In this Thesis, the aim is to delve into the hydrodynamic instabilities in the time-dependent convective
flows through a microchannel, subjected to externally applied rotation about an axis perpendicular to the
mean flow direction. Linear stability analysis is applied to investigate convective flows confided by tw o
rigid walls, where Centrifugal force drives the radial flow through the microchannel and Coriolis force
destabilizes the samevia small perturbations.The rotationally actuated channel flows are considered for
three different configurations, to bring out the explicit effect of Coriolis force on this matter. The
following configurations are taken into consideration: (i) flow of Newtonian fluid through uniform
channel (single fluid flow), (ii) viscosity stratified two-fluid channel flow with same density but different
viscosities and with a thin miscible layer between the fluid layers, and (iii) flow of a non-Newtonian
fluid with viscosity varying throughout the channel followingtheCarreau model (which can be
potentially used to model the blood flow through a microchannel) and (iv) spin dewetting of an ultra thin
film under the influence of a complex interplay between van der Waal’s force, centripetal force and
Coriolis force.
The modal stability analysis of the primary base flow (steady and locally parallel flow)is performed
within the framework of modified Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations. Using a normal mode analysis,
the linear instability behaviours are determined with respect to the infinitesimal perturbations of the flow
variables. The final system constitutes an eigenvalue problem and is numerically solved by using
Chebyshev spectral collocation method. The growth rate of the amplitude of the perturbations and neutral
stability maps are obtained in the parameter regimes governing the flow system. The influences of
rotational forces, rotational direction,viscosity stratification and other critical parameters on the stability
properties of the flow systems are explored.
Organization of the Thesis is as follows.In Chapter 1, different forces on a fluid element in a rotational
platform are discussed, having contextual relevance with the pertinent unit operations. In Chapter 2,the
governing differential equations for different flow configurations, mentioned earlier, are discussed. In
Chapter 3, the different Chebyshev spectral collocation methods applied to acquire the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors for different flow configurations are discussed.
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In Chapter 4,the existence of four different types of unstable modes to , for single-component rotational
flow, is reported,. Results indicate that and modes exhibit competing characteristics, and thus can play
an important role in transition to turbulence. The other two modes, and , have a relatively small growth
rate but can be useful in realizing rapid mixing over micrometer scales. Computational results also
indicate that those unstable modes set in as two- or three-dimensional modes, either stationary or nonstationary in natur,e depending on parameter regime. Moreover, the structures of roll-cells corresponding
to the spanwise perturbations are traced out. An excellent qualitative agreement with previously reported
experimental results on roll-cells is obtained.
In Chapter 5, the stability of stratified multi-phase Newtonian flow with a spanwise system of rotation
is discussed. The impact of Coriolis force on a rotating two-fluid flow of miscible fluids having specified
vaiations in viscosity over a stratified layer is elucidated. Orr-Sommerfeld-Squire analysis is used to
estimate the critical flow parameters which are, in turn, responsible for regulating the instability
mechanism for different viscosity contrasts and mixed layer thicknesses. Usually, viscosity stratified
flow with respect to streamwise disturbance becomes more unstable for a thinner mixed layer. On the
contrary, the present numerical computation confirms a completely discrepant scenario by considering
Coriolis force driven instability of a miscible flow system on account of spanwise disturbances. Possible
physical mechanisms for the same are discussed in terms of the base flow pattern and the energy
fluctuation between the perturbed and base flow. Comparison of three-dimensional disturbances of the
flow field, in both clockwise and anticlockwise directions (for two different viscosity ratios), is executed
to provide an insight into the dynamics of the flow system. Distributions of the velocity perturbations
display a critical bonding between the vortices near and away from the mixed layer. These vortices are,
in turn, responsible for the variation in instability mechanism with respect to different viscosity ratios
and rotational directions.
In Chapter 6,Coriolis force modulated rotational instability of shear-thinning fluids (such as blood) is
discussed, using the Carreu model. Reported results on shear-thinning flow with streamwise disturbances
indicate that the critical Reynolds number for the flow transitionwith viscosity perturbation is nearly half
of that of the critical value for the same without viscosity perturbation. In sharp contrast, the present
analysis considering spanwise disturbances reveals that the critical Reynolds numbers with and without
viscosity perturbation remain virtually unaltered under rotational effects.However, the viscosity
variation has no significant influence on the Coriolis force-based instability.Numerical results confirm
that a momentous destabilization is possible by aid of the Coriolis force via generating secondary flow
inside the channel. The roll cells corresponding to the instabilities at lower time constants exhibit the
existence of two distinct vortices, and the centre of the stronger one is essentially settled towards the
unstable “stratified” region. Moreover, for a higher value of the time constant, only one vortex occupies
the entire channel. This, in turn, may turn out to be of fundamental importance in realizing new instability
regimes facilitating efficient mixing in rotationally actuated fluidic devices deployed for biochemical
analysis and medical diagnostics.
In Chapter 7, theoretical formulation for instability mechanisms leading to pattern formation in spin
dewetting processes is presented, the later concerning in-situ dewetting of a dilute solution over a
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homogeneous flat substrate resulting in an isotropic array of nearly equal sized droplets. The theoretical
model, premised on non-linear wave theory, predicts that the dominant wavelength of the instability or
the gap spacing between the spin dewetted droplets depends on a complex interplay between van der
Waal’s force, centripetal force and Coriolis force. It is shown that the dominant wavelength of the
instability decreases with increase in the concentration of the casting solution vis – a – vis the effective
thickness of the film, which is in complete contrast to the nature of scaling observed in case of dewetting
of a thin film. The results are validated with the experimental results from a collaborating research group.
Summarily, the stabilizing or destabilizing effects of rotational forcesas elucidated in this work can be
favourably exploited to suggest the strategy inmonitoring the instabilities that occur in this class of wall
bounded Coriolis force drivenflows. This, in turn, may lead to the foundation of an optimal parametric
regime in which rotationally-driven mirofluidic platforms need to operate, depending on the specific
applications on hand. Further experimental verification and direct numerical simulation, however, may
be deemed to substantiate some of the conjectures, which may form the basis of further scope of work
in this area.
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ANALYTICAL ITERATIVE METHODS FOR SOLVING NONLINEAR
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Saurabh Tomar
Supervisor: Prof. R. K. Pandey
Department of Mathematics
Accession No.: NB17060
Nonlinear differential equations model numerous physical phenomena in applied science and
engineering. Therefore they play an essential role in real-world applications. Generally, the evaluation
of exact solutions to these problems poses a significant challenge. More precisely, the exact solutions
are only available in a few cases. Thus, the construction of effective methods to solve them is crucial.
Therefore, over the past decades, there has been considerable attention developing various iterative
methods to obtain an analytical approximation to the solution of various ordinary and partial differential
equations. Most of these methods have multiple shortcomings and are computationally intensive due to
complicated symbolic computations. Thus, the main objective of this study is to develop computationally
efficient iterative methods to solve nonlinear differential equations effectively.
The aim of this thesis is twofold. First, we introduce an effective approach, which is based on the
combination of Newton’s quasilinearization and Picard iteration method to solve nonlinear differential
equations effectively. In this approach, the quasilinearization technique is utilized to reduce the nonlinear
problem to a sequence of linear problems, and then the Picard iteration method is used to solve the
linearized problems arising from quasilinearization. Secondly, we introduce iterative methods based on
Green’s function and some well-known fixed point iteration
schemes, such as Halpern and Normal-S iterative schemes, to approximate the solution of boundary
value problems The content of the thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapters 1 is the introductory
part of the thesis in which a general introduction, a brief literature survey, and mathematical
preliminaries are discussed. In chapter 2, we develop the quasilinearized Picard iteration method, whic h
is the combination of Newton’s quasilinearization method and Picard iteration method to obtain an
analytical approximation to the solution of a class of two-point nonlinear doubly singular boundary value
problems arising in various physical models. Further, it is shown that this method also works quite
efficiently for other nonlinear problems by successfully implementing the method on second, third, and
fourth-order regular boundary value problems. The applicability of this method has also been tested for
nonlinear partial differential equations by implementing the method on the well-known Klein-Gordon
equations. In chapter 3, we introduce the optimal quasilinearized Picard iteration method, which is the
combination of optimal quasilinearization method and Picard iteration method or optimal Picard iteration
method to obtain an analytical approximation to the solution of nonlinear differential equations including
the well-known Bratu’s problems. In chapter 4, we introduce the parametric quasilinearized Picard
iteration method to solve a nonlinear fourth-order two-point boundary value problem with nonlinear
boundary condition involving third-order derivative which models an elastic beam on the elastic bearing.
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Further, it is shown that this method also works quite effectively for other nonlinear boundary value
problems associated with nonlinear boundary condition which is demonstrated by applying the proposed
to a second-order singular boundary value problem and a third-order nonlinear boundary value problem
with nonlinear boundary condition. In chapter 5, we introduce the piecewise quasilinearized Picard
iteration method for solving nonlinear initial as well as boundary value problems including the wellknown Riccati differential equations, Bratu’s equations, and Lane-Emden type equations on a larger
interval. In chapter 6, we derive two analytical iterative methods based on Halpern and Normal -S
iterative schemes for solving a class of two-point nonlinear singular boundary value problems and a class
of nonlinear fourthorder two-point boundary value problems. Moreover, the convergence analysis of the
proposed methods is also discussed in the thesis. Chapter 7 deals with the conclusion as well as the future
scope of the work carried out in this thesis.
To demonstrate the efficiency, robustness, and applicability of the proposed methods, we consider
various numerical examples, including real-life problems. This is crucial, as shown in multiple numerical
tests where our new proposals outperform the existing methods. The numerical simulations illustrate that
the proposed methods are straightforward to implement and minimize the computational work compared
with the other methods. These methods are computationally efficient and overcome numerous
shortcomings of the existing methods. In fact, the proposed methods are an advanced approach for
dealing with different types of highly nonlinear problems, which provide a highly accurate approximate
solution to the problems and require a few iterations to obtain reasonably good accuracy at a reasonable
computational cost.
Keywords: Quasilinearization method, Picard iteration method, Nonlinear differential equations,
Boundary value problems, Initial value problems, Nonlinear boundary conditions, Green’s function,
Iterative methods, Convergence analysis, Analytical approximate solution
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SUBTHRESHOLD MODELING OF ASYMMETRIC MULTI GATE
JUNCTIONLESS FETS WITH SCALED EQUIVALENT OXIDE THICKNESS
Ajit Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. J. N. Roy
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17061

The dissertation presents the subthreshold model of multi gate (MG) junctionless (JL) FETs with scaled
equivalent oxide thickness (EOT). In the work, classical physics based models of asymmetric double
gate and asymmetric gate all around structures are proposed. The asymmetric double gate (DG)
junctionless (JL) FETs includes non-uniform doping arisen due to ion-implantation method. For the
same, the models available in literature, to include analytic approximation of non-analytic Gaussian
shape, have been studied. It is found that the existing models impart high complexity in the subthreshold
solution; henceforth, a simpler linear approximation is proposed for the scaled devices to approximate
the piece of the Gaussian curve falling within channel thickness of nano-meter dimension. The proposed
approximation is numerically studied to explore the accuracy factor, and subsequently included in the
model of double gate JLFETs. Henceforth, with a minimum complexity involved the subthreshold
solution of DG JL FETs having structural and doping asymmetries is presented. Further, the literature
of subthreshold modeling of JL FETs is explored with respect to implementation of high-k gate dielectric
and sub-1nm equivalent oxide thickness (EOT). The study suggests the lack of suitable subthreshold
model for scaled EOT. Thereby with an appropriate modification in evanescent mode solution, the
subthreshold model of asymmetric DG JL FETs is presented which can effectively models the device
with sub-1nm EOT. The proposed model is numerically studied for EOT up to 0.5nm using high
dielectric constant materials. Further, using the perimeter weighted sum approach the subthreshold
model of gate all around (GAA) JL FETs with scaled EOT is developed. For the existing perimeter
weighted approach to model channel potential and threshold voltage, a novel subthreshold slope model
for GAA JLFETs is developed. Theoretically, the subthreshold model of GAA JLFETs presented can be
implemented with all the feasible domain of EOT for devices. However, as per the literature study the
EOT of GAA FETs is downscaled up to 0.78nm in the present study. Single layer of Silicon based
dielectric, as well as stack of Silicon and non-Silicon based dielectrics, has been considered for scaling
of EOT in GAA JLFETs. The corner effect has been incorporated appropriately in the model of GAA
JLFETs. The classical model results are numerically studied in comparison to the Sentaurus TCAD tool.
Keywords: Subthreshold model, Threshold voltage, Junctionless FETs, Double gate, Gate all around,
Asymmetry, High-k dielectric, Gate dielectric, Equivalent oxide thickness.
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WAVE-INDUCED TRANSPORT OF A PARTICLE ON A
FLEXIBLE SURFACE
Aman Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. Anirvan DasGupta
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17062

The thesis aims to explore the involved mechanics in achieving directed transport of a particle placed on
flexible surfaces excited by harmonic travelling waves. In the previous works, the particle-surface
interaction modeling assumed the existence of a simple harmonic travelling wave without providing a
robust paradigm for its generation in structures (thin beams and plates). However small, the wavelength
contamination due to the contribution from the normal modes of the structure is inevitable, and as a
result, the generated travelling wave ceases to be simple harmonic. The work presented herein is an
attempt to address these gaps by explicitly considering each of the prerequisites to the particle-wave
interaction. A systematic study, comprising the dynamic modelling of the actuator which imparts
transverse phased excitation to structures, the passive generation of harmonic travelling waves due to
such excitation, and finally, the particle-wave interaction in one and two dimensions, is attempted in the
thesis. In addition, the effect of
wavelength contamination on one-dimensional transport is addressed analytically using a modified form
of KBM method. Mostly, the standard analytical methods for solving structural vibration problems, and
occasionally, perturbation techniques, Nelder-Mead and Random Search optimization tools, are used to
arrive at the results. FEM models developed in ANSYS are used to qualitatively validate some of the
proposed findings, while others are substantiated using Gedanken-experiments based on analytical
averaging methods. The idea of Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) minimization is proposed as a paradigm
for travelling wave generation in this work. Also, it was observed that a circular plate excited by
circumferential harmonic travelling waves having certain wave frequencies, causes the particle to spiral
inwards towards the plate center. Surprisingly, this trajectory continues even in the regions where
intermittent sticking of the particle
to the plate surface is expected. The radial and tangential components of the sliding friction force is
coupled by the particle kinematics and is the basis of the observed slow (average) dynamics. More
importantly, the semi-analytical tools developed to analyze the particle dynamics placed in such an
environment is the key contribution of this work.
Keywords: Averaging methods, Perturbation Methods, Slow dynamics, Travelling Waves, Gedankenexperiments, Harmonic Phased Excitation, Plate waves.
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A STUDY ON DETERIORATING INVENTORY AND
SUPPLY CHAIN PRODUCTION MODELS IN CRISP
AND FUZZY ENVIRONMENT

Chayanika Rout
Supervisors: Professor Adrijit Goswami and Professor Debjani Chakraborty
Department Of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17063

In real life business scenario, one of the major difficulties being faced by the decision makers is to
forecast certain essential parameters such as demand and deterioration rates of items. Demand, in
general, appears to be uncertain as it depends upon several factors, such as availability, price, season,
etc. Likewise, item deterioration rate is also observed to vary with the surrounding circumstances and
warehousing facilities. These give rise to situations which cannot always be handled by the consideration
of constant, timevarying or even fuzzy (with crisp membership grade) demand and deterioration rates.
Instead, the parameters can be well modeled using fuzzy rule base approach or they can even be
presented as type-2 fuzzy sets. Addressing similar situations, a significant contribution of this thesis lies
in considering discrete type-2 fuzzy deterioration rate, interval type-2 fuzzy demand, fuzzy rule based
demand and deterioration rates. Some novel methodologies for solving type-2 fuzzy optimization
problem and defuzzifying interval type-2 fuzzy numbers are also proposed.
Moreover, increasing rate of environmental degradation and resource extraction being serious issues in
today’s growing economy, the objective must not only lie in inimization of the overall system cost but
also in reducing the adverse environmental impact at the same time. One of the greatest challenges in
current times is the efficient management of deteriorating items whose utility gets reduced over time due
to decay and spoilage. Although certain facilities (refrigeration, for instance) are often adopted as
effective strategies to improve the management of perishable products, simultaneous generation of
carbon emissions due to warehousing procedures grows an industrial interest to study the effects of
carbon emission regulation as well. In this regard, the major contributions include simultaneous
minimization of cost and emission under different emission regulatory policies and raising
environmental concerns through vehicle routing decisions in supply chain modeling.
Each of the aforesaid scenarios being taken into consideration, the present thesis ttempts to evelop
production inventory modeling problems for deteriorating items which encounter a bunch of unexplored
real life situations.
Keywords: Production inventory, Deterioration, Backlog-dependent demand, Imperfect production,
Inspection errors, Rework, Shortages, Type-2 fuzzy demand and deterioration, Nearest interval
approximation, Supply chain, Vendor-buyer coordination, Fuzzy rule based demand and deterioration,
Carbon emission, Emission regulation strategies, Vehicle routing, Optimization.
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF ASYMMETRIC SUPERCAPACITOR
POWER CELLS USING NANOSTRUCTURED TRANSITION METAL OXIDES
AND GRAPHENE BASED ELECTRODES FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONICS
APPLICATIONS
Anirban Maitra
Supervisor: Prof. Bhanu Bhusan Khatua
MATERIALS SCIENCE CENTRE
Accession No: NB17064

Increasing requirements of multifunctional electronic gadgets have attracted substantial research
curiosity particularly in the arenas of maintenance-free portable energy harvesting and storage systems.
Essentially, piezoelectric/triboelectric-based nanogenerators, and photovoltaic cells are widely exploited
as ambient energy harvesters to harvest numerous forms of available energies while batteries and
electrochemical supercapacitors are expansively exploited to store electrochemical energy for
sustainable energy/power generations. Intriguingly, supercapacitors have enticed modern scientific
communities/industries owing to their several inherent features like; higher power density, elevated
specific capacitance, decent cyclic stability, lesser toxicity, inferior heat developments during recurrent
charging, and fast charge-discharge rates which are exceedingly beneficial for consumer electronics. In
facts, electrochemical supercapacitors form a bridge in-between the conventional dielectric-type
capacitors (with substantial power density and lower energy density) and traditional batteries (with
substantial energy density and inferior power density). The prime components of a supercapacitor cell
are its electrodes, electroactive materials, separator and electrolyte. According to device configurations,
supercapacitors can be classified into two different kinds viz. symmetric-type supercapacitors (SSCs)
and asymmetrictype supercapacitors (ASCs). Amongst them, ASCs show greater specific capacitances,
energy, power densities and wide working voltage windows than SSCs. Further, inclusion of moderateto high degrees of flexibility/stretchability within the ASCs will be extremely advantageous for wearable
energy storage application. According to the electroactive materials side, four-distinct capacitive
materials are widely utilized in SSCs/ASCs such as; electric double layer capacitivetypes (EDLC),
pseudocapacitive (PC), battery-types and their hybrid composites. Furthermore, to alleviate the concerns
like restricted operational times and frequent charging of SSCs/ASCs, scientists have recently developed
variouspiezoelectric/triboelectric nanogenerator driven selfcharging supercapacitors for maintenance free operations of personalized electronic gadgets.
In this thesis, complete endeavours have been dedicated to design/fabricate/characterize miscellaneous
ASCs and flexible self-charging ASCs (piezoelectric/triboelectric nanogenerator driven) by employing
Faradaic-type transition metal oxides/hydroxides/their hybrid composites (as positive electroactive
materials) and high surface area graphene-based nanoarchitectures (as negative electroactive materials)
in presence of KOH-based liquid/solid-state electrolytes. The structural, morphological, and
electrochemical characteristics of all the synthesized component electroactive materials have been
analysed and illustrated comprehensively in this thesis. Some prototypes of self-charging ASCs were
developed either by using bio-piezoelectric separator or triboelectric nanogenerators. Typical selfcharging mechanisms (instant energy harvesting with consequent storage) of such self-powered systems
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under applied external stresses/deformations and their performances along with potential application
arenas are also highlighted succinctly.
KEYWORDS: Energy harvesters; Supercapacitors; Power density; Electroactive materials;
Piezoelectric; Triboelectric; Self-charging.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE NA-ION SUPERCAPACITORS USING NAFEPO4
AND NANOSTRUCTURED CARBONS
Sudipta Biswas
Supervisor: Prof. Amreesh Chandra
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17065
The intrinsic limitation of a renewable energy generation system i.e. “intermittency” is mitigated by the
use of energy storage technologies. Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors are two such energy storage
technologies, which are attracting the maximum interest over the last few decades. The former delivers
high energy density while the latter is considered to be more suited for applications where higher power
density is required. Hybrid systems, showing the response characteristics of both these technologies, are
also now being reported. Owing to limited resources, economics, and geopolitical issues related to
lithium-ore, technologies based on other similar ions are being extensively investigated. These include
batteries and supercapacitors based on Na-, K-, Zn-, S-, or F- ions.
Supercapacitors, with their capacity to deliver high power, large cycle life, and resilient mechanism to
counter surge / spikes, and easy fabrication protocols are slowly becoming an integral component of
renewables based energy sector. The thesis deals with the work carried to obtain high performance
supercapacitors based on Na-ion based electrode materials and their combination with different carbon
nanostructures such as particles, paper, nanotube, quantum dots, etc.
NaFePO4, with hitherto unreported hollow morphologies, were synthesized and suggested as a
promising electrode material for Na-ion supercapacitors. These types of morphologies have been
recently suggested to have much higher response characteristics than their solid counter parts. The
particles were characterized using a large number of techniques such as: XRD, FESEM, TEM, Raman,
FTIR, BET, XPS, Pore Size Analysers, etc. The results of these studies are discussed before the useful
of NaFePO4 in supercapacitors is established. It is also unequivocally shown that Na-ion based
supercapacitors can only become useful if a proper carbon-based negative electrode is chosen.
Combination of NaFePO4 with a large number of carbon structures such as: activated particles,
microspheres, nanospheres, sheets, tubes, rGO, GO to quantum dots were investigated during the work.
It is found that the combination of NaFePO4 and rGO delivers the best results. It is shown that varying
temperature, magnetic field, or external vibrations can lead to significant performance modulation.
Theoretical models are also proposed to explain these results.
Keyword: Na-ion supercapacitor, electrochemical activity, redox additive, asymmetric device, nonambient condition
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NUMERICAL STUDY ON ELECTROKINETIC
TRANSPORT OF DROPLETS AND SOFT COLLOIDS
IN HYDROGEL MEDIUM
Sirsendu Sekhar Barman
Supervisor: Prof. Somnath Bhattacharyya
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17066

This thesis presents a numerical study on the electro kinetic transport of liquid droplets and soft colloidal
particles under the innocence of an external electric field through a hydrogel medium. The mathematical
model is based on the conservation principle, which leads to the coupled set of Navier-Stokes-PoissonNernst-Planck equations. The rink man extended Navier-Stokes model is used to formulate the ow
through hydrogel medium. The Nernst-Planck equation for ion transport is muddied to take into account
the ion steric interactions due to a finite ion size and the born energy deference arise due to dielectric
decrement. The simplified asymptotic model for certain limiting cases under a weak applied electric field
and low charge density consideration is also derived.
Chapter 1 of the thesis is introductory. In Chapter 2 the electrophoresis of a liquid droplet embedded in
a polyelectrolyte hydrogel medium under the innocence of an imposed electric field is considered. The
surface of the droplet is considered to be charged, and the liquid filling the droplet is non-conducting.
The dielectric polarization of the non-conducting droplet is also addressed in the present study. The
strong electroosmotic ow (EOF) driven by the immobile charges of the gel medium creates a negatively
charged drop to translate along the direction of the applied field. We have shown that a linear
superposition of the droplet electrophoretic mobility in an uncharged gel medium and the background
EOF due to the gel immobile charge can approximate our computed mobility for a thin Debye length in
which the interaction of the immobile charge with the diffuse layer is negligible. The surface conduction
enhances as the dielectric permittivity of the drop is increased. The charged gel medium is found to be
efficient in size-based sorting of the liquid drops. In the subsequent chapter (Chapter 3) the
electrophoresis of an uncharged non-conducting micro-sized liquid droplet in a charged hydrogel
medium is studied. The dielectric polarization of the liquid drop under the action of an externally
imposed electric field induces a non-homogeneous charge density at the droplet surface. The interactions
of the induced surface charge of the droplet with the immobile charges of the hydrogel medium generates
an electric force to the droplet, which actuates the drop through the charged hydrogel medium. A
numerical study based on the first principle of electro kinetics is adopted. Dependence of the droplet
velocity on its dielectric permittivity, bulk ionic concentration and immobile charge density of the gel is
analyzed. The impact of the counter ion saturation in the Debye layer due to the dielectric decrement of
the medium is addressed. We find that the present induced charge electro kinetic mechanism in a charged
gel medium creates a strong recirculation of liquid within the droplet and the translational velocity of
the droplet strongly depends on its size.
In Chapter 4 the electrophoresis of a soft particle with a charged polarizable core is analyzed numerically
which is supplemented by an asymptotic analysis. The hydrodynamics in both the gel medium and the
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soft layer encapsulating the hard core are governed by the Darcy-Brinkman model. The subtle nonlinear
effects arising due to the polarization and relaxation of the double layer and the convective transport of
counter ions induced by the immobile charge of the soft layer are elucidated. These nonlinear effects
have negligible impact when the bulk ionic concentration becomes high. The simplified model under the
weak field consideration is independent of the core dielectric permittivity. However, the numerical
model shows a strong dependence on core permittivity when the applied electric field is moderate. We
have also addressed the ion partitioning effect when the dielectric permittivity of the soft layer is different
from the gel medium. This creates a counter ion saturation in the soft layer, and hence an augmentation
in the electrophoresis. Subsequently, in Chapter 5 we consider the electrophoresis of a charged soft
particle embedded in a charged hydrogel medium. The particle motion depends on the immobile charge
of the surrounding polyelectrolyte layer (PEL) as well as the electro osmosis of the counter ions. The
ions are treated as charged dielectric sphere of finite radius (hydrated size of ions). The ion transport in
the medium is considered to be governed by the muddied Nernst-Planck equations
(MNP), which takes into account the dielectric decrement, ion steric interactions, born energy deference
and electrophoretic interactions. The convection of the ions are governed by the Brinkman extended
Navier-Stokes equations. Our computed results are in agreement for limiting cases with the existing
solutions based on first-order perturbation analysis. The steric interactions and dielectric decrement
creates a counter ion saturation in the Debye layer of the core, which in-turn reduces the induced surface
charge density. Consideration of the dielectric decrement and the born force attenuates the counter ion
condensation leading to a dominance of the PEL fixed charge density. An overall conclusion of the
studies reported in the thesis and an outline of the future scope are presented in Chapter 6 of the thesis.
Keywords: Navier-Stokes equations; Nernst-Planck equation; Brinkman equation; Numerical solution;
Control volume method; Double layer polarization; Electrophoresis; Induced charge electrophoresis;
Dielectric decrement; Ion partitioning effect; Carnahan-Starling model; Ion steric interactions.
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DATA ANALYTICS AND VIRTUAL REALITY-BASED MODELLING FOR
ACCIDENT CAUSATION AND SAFETY TRAINING FOR ELECTRIC
OVERHEAD TRAVELLING CRANE OPERATIONS
Krantiraditya Dhalmahapatra
Supervisor: Professor J Maiti
Department of Industrial & Systems Engineering
Accession No: NB17067

Data-driven approaches coupled with technological interventions have noteworthy significance in
managing and improving safety performance. This research aims at the development of a data analytics
and virtual reality-based modeling approach for accident causation and safety training, which can help
safety practitioners and other stakeholders to make better use of this effective accident prevention
strategy. Electric overhead travelling (EOT) crane operations and related incidents are considered as a
case study. The thesis addresses four important objectives as: (i) exploration of causal factors of EOT
crane related incidents, (ii) development of virtual prototype-based simulator for EOT crane operations
and visualization of accident scenarios, (iii) assessment of the effectiveness of developed simulator for
EOT crane operators’ safety training, and (iv) development of an integrated methodology to prescribe
safety related interventions. The first objective is focused on exploring the associations amongst
categorical causal factors using multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) augmented t-SNE algorithm
and clustering techniques. Both categorical and numerical data are analyzed to explore meaningful safety
rules and subsequent safety interventions. The second objective is focused on the necessity of
development of an efficient dynamic accident causation modelling approach. In this process, VR based
safety training simulator acts as an alternative to traditional safety management practices. The third
objective is focused on the assessment of effectiveness of developed simulator for EOT crane operators’
safety training in two aspect: (i) simulator effectiveness and (ii) safety training effectiveness. The fourth
objective is focused on identifying the safety interventions with the help of a training simulator, and
prioritizing and optimizing the interventions using safety function deployment (SFD), theory of
inventive problem solving (TRIZ) and 0-1 multi-dimensional knapsack model.
In fulfilling the research objectives, the thesis has made contributions in two ways: theoretical
developments and their practical implications. From theoretical developments point of view, this thesis
proposed (i) a decision support system (DSS) for safety improvement using a multi-step knowledge
discovery process involving multiple correspondence analysis (MCA), t-SNE algorithm and clustering
techniques for categorical data and numerical data, (ii) data analytics (DA) and virtual reality (VR) based
accident causation model (DA-VR-ACM) which works on the ideology of traditional ACMs along with
a technological intervention such as DA and VR, (iii) safety training simulator, which works on the
principle of DA-VR-ACM, for accident modeling simulation, accident causation and safety training, (iv)
a novel method for assessment of simulator effectiveness and safety training effectiveness, (v) a
methodology for designing, prioritizing and optimizing the safety interventions. From the standpoint of
practice, contributions can be summarized as (i) the developed methodologies are applied to a real case
study in an integrated steel plant of India, (ii) in addition to primary causes of EOT crane accidents
identified through descriptive analysis, application of multivariate statistical modeling approach resulted
in extraction of 11 safety rules from mixed data analysis which subsequently helped accident path
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modeling, (iii) VR based safety training simulator is better than desktop based training and there is no
significant difference between young and experienced operators in VR based safety training, and (iv)
proposed methodology enables the safety practitioners to explore the hidden causal factors behind
incidents and design actionable interventions.
For the plant studied, primary reasons behind construction related incidents are side fall of material and
inappropriate man/machine interface, maintenance related incidents are hit by object and slip/trip/fall,
and operation related incidents are unsafe loading & unloading of objects. Considering the risk factor
involved with incidents, it is observed that loss time injury (LTI) incidents frequently have medium and
low injury risk and low reputation risk and fall of objects and hit by objects have high risk of injury, and
equipment and environment damage. From the training perspective, it is shown that the proposed VR
based safety training method helped the trainees in identifying 12 hazardous elements (HEs) and 13
initiating mechanisms (IMs). Further, it is also noticed that there is significant increase in hazard
identification index after VR based safety training. Task prioritization analysis after safety training
implied task 2 (Picking the ladle containing molten metal from the loco) and task 5 (Pouring the molten
slag by tilting the ladle) need better training procedures, which can be attained through VR. Using
prescriptive approaches, 26 safety interventions are identified which are further classified into three
categories i.e., protective devices and guards, personal protective equipment and operator support
system, and TRIZ based safety solutions. 15 out of 26 safety interventions are found to be optimum after
considering the capital budgeting method. Safety performance, which is the measure of the effectiveness
of interventions is improved by 15% after VR based safety training. After VR based safety training, it is
observed that technology based interventions (obstacle detecting sensor, laser scanner, smart helmet,
RFID, immersive safety training, and signalling and communication device) measures are having more
weightage that traditional preventive measures. Though the findings of the study are related to the studied
steel plant, the concepts and methodologies developed in this thesis are generic and can be applied to
other industries with similar features and conditions.
Keywords: Safety analytics; Accident causation modeling; Near miss incidents; Categorical data
analysis; Multiple correspondence analysis; Virtual reality; Safety training; Safety function deployment;
TRIZ, 0-1 multi-dimensional knapsack model
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UNRAVELING DIFFERENT PHOTOPHYSICAL AND DYNAMICAL
PROCESSES INSIDE BIOLOGICAL SELF ASSEMBLIES AND AT THE
NANO-BIO INTERFACE USING SPECTROSCOPY AND MICROSCOPY
TECHNIQUES
Sangita Kundu
Supervisor: Professor Nilmoni Sarkar
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17068

Molecular self-assembly is a ubiquitous process in cell biology and materials science which associates
small molecules rather than atomic units in a bottom-up approach to construct complex biological
structures and nanobiomaterials with tailored properties and functions. The first part of the present thesis
unravels the development of different self-assemblies of important biomolecules present in the cellular
environments such as proteins, lipids, fatty acids forming vesicles and fibrils. Some reliable microscopic
and spectroscopic techniques have been used to characterize these self-assembled systems. Besides, a
wide range of dynamical processes occurring inside these self-assembled structures including water
dynamics, rotational dynamics, conformational changes of the biomolecules and translational diffusion
can be monitored using fluorescence spectroscopy (ensemble average and single molecule
measurements). The second part of the thesis demonstrates the designing and the basic optical properties
of different metal and carbon-based nanomaterials and their subsequent fluorescence based bioanalytical
applications. For the further development of this field, we need to understand how the physicochemi cal
properties of these newly engineered nanomaterials can be related to the biological behavior and how
those properties influence their interactions with the biomolecules such as nucleic acids, proteins,
peptides, cell membranes and organelles.
We have investigated how dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) modulates the structure and dynamics of the
phospholipid and fatty acid bilayers. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), solvation
dynamics, rotational anisotropy, translational diffusion have been performed to probe the structural
alteration of these systems. Several deadly neurogenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s disease and
and Parkinson’s disease are caused by the self-aggregation of proteins. Using FLIM and fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS), we have shown that surface active ionic liquids (SAILs) have the
potential to inhibit the protein fibrillation. Recent research in the field of nanotechnology for multimodal
applications of the novel nanomaterials motivates us to contribute in this developing field. We have
designed fluorescent gold nanoclusters (Au NCs) having tunable emission using quite facile synthesis
procedure. Their unique optical properties, high photostability and insignificant toxicity makes them
more potent for bioimaging and sensing applications. The in vitro temperature sensing and amyloid
sensing capabilities of the Au NCs have been demonstrated employing FLIM and FCS. Furthermore, we
have studied the interaction mechanism of the duplex deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) with graphene oxide
(GO). Two different DNA binding probe molecules, 4'-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and
ethidium bromide (EB) have been used to monitor the nano-bio interaction by using different time
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy.
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Keywords: Self Assembly, Nanomaterials, Biocompatible, Nanothermometry,
Fluorescence Spectroscopy, FLIM and FCS.
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DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF LAMINATED COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES USING SWARM BASED OPTIMIZATION
TECHNIQUES FROM CHANGES OF VIBRATION RESPONSE
Swarup Kumar Barman
Supervisors: Prof. Dipak K. Maiti and Prof. Damodar Maity
Department Of Aerospce Engineering
Accession No: NB17069

The present work focuses on developing an effective damage assessment algorithm for composite
structures utilizing swarm based optimization techniques from the changes of vibration responses. The
leading varieties of damages occur in composite structures are fiber breakage, matrix cracking,
delamination, etc. Fiber breakage, matrix cracking can be detected using failure theories. However, those
failure theories can not detect presence of delaminations in composite structures. Therefore, vibration
based inverse technique has been used here to assess the delamination damages in composite beams and
plates like structures. Natural frequencies and modeshapes have been used as damage indicators. They
are used to construct objective functions, which have been minimized to achieve the damage scenarios.
The minimization of objective function has been done utilizing swarm based optimization techniques.
Each optimization technique has their own advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, proper
optimization algorithm must be selected to build a successful inverse damage assessment algorithm. This
has been achieved by performing a comparative study among ten well-known swarm based algorithms
in terms of their performance in assessing damages in a few isotropic structures (beam and space truss).
Teaching-learning-based optimization (TLBO) is found to be the most suitable among ten algorithms in
assessing damages in isotropic structures in noisy and noise free environment. However, instead of
choosing only TLBO, four best algorithms from the study of isotropic structures have been selected to
assess delamination damages in composite beams. The other three algorithms are uni_ed particle swarm
optimization (UPSO), scout UPSO (UPSO Scout), grey wolf optimization (GWO). Delamination has
been modelled using layerwise theory. Natural frequencies and modeshapes have been used as damage
indicators. Two- stage method has been developed for assessing the damages. In the first stage
modeshape curvature is used to get a tentative idea about the in-plane location of the damage. In the
second stage optimization algorithm has been used to assess the damages more accurately. Three
di_erent approaches have been developed for the second stage, they are: Binary-Decimal-ContinuousApproach (BDCA), Random Continuous Approach (RCA) and Mixed Approach (MA). Among these
three approaches MA found to the best in terms of convergence speed and accuracy. Among four
optimization algorithms UPSO and UPSO Scout have shown similar e_ective performance, while the
other two have failed to perform consistently. So, MA-UPSO (MUPSO) has been extended to assess
delaminations in composite plates in noisy and noise free environment. Experimental validation of RCAUPSO and MA-UPSO have also been performed for delamination assessment of composite beams. The
outcome is found quite encouraging.
Keywords: Damage assessment, Inverse problem, Swarm based optimization, Composite ructures,
Uni_ed particle swarm optimization, Layerwise theory, Delamination, Vibration response.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PEDESTRIAN LEVEL OF SERVICE ALONG URBAN
STREETS: A NOVEL THREE-CONSTRUCT BASED MEASURE USING
UNSUPERVISED MINING
Dipanjan Nag
Supervisors: Dr. Arkopal K. Goswami and Dr. Joy Sen
Ranbir and Chitra Gupta School of Infrastructure Design and Management
Accession No: NB17070

Pedestrian transport is gaining attention from researchers and practitioners due to the growing need for
promoting sustainable urban transportation. The walking environment needs to be attractive to influence
more users towards walking. Therefore, to improve upon the walking environment, accurate
measurement of its performance is crucial, only then can the areas of intervention be identified.
Pedestrian Level of Service (PLOS) models are widely used to assess pedestrian facilities. These models
have been in existence since the 1970s, wherein the process broadly consists of three steps, i.e., attribute
selection, model calibration, and classification of model results into servicelevel categories (such as LOS
A, B, C, etc.). A wide range of literature is available on PLOS, which used different approaches and
attributes to characterize the PLOS models. The research carried out a systematic review from 1971 to
2019 to understand the stateof- the-art in PLOS research, using the PRISMA protocol of reporting. Gaps
observed from 47 PLOS studies, identified in this review, were the points of investigation for the
research. Firstly, it was seen that there is a growing consensus among researchers to capture all the three
constructs in a single measure. The three constructs were traffic flow characteristics (FC), the built
walking environment (BE), and perception (PT), as it represented the entire walking environment
spectrum. Secondly, the rigor in existing literature was concentrated on modelling the PLOS information
and only 2% of the studies focused on selecting attributes in a logical manner rather than the rudimentary
way of citing existing studies. Thirdly, 47% of these studies was based on the Landis' method, wherein
users' perception is hypothesized to be influenced by the roadway environment and operational
characteristics. Finally, none of the existing PLOS studies assess the connectivity of a pedestrian
network, which is a critical aspect of the BE. Therefore, objectives of this thesis are—(a) identifying
footway PLOS attributes using experts’ and users’ opinion; (b) measuring the urban footway
environment; (c) developing a PLOS measure for footways using unsupervised mining. The city of
Varanasi is selected for the study as it is a representative of an old mid-sized Indian city characterized
by dense population, narrow right-of-way, and largely absent of pedestrian infrastructure. The idea was
to create a measure which can assess urban streets both with and without sidewalks. For this reason the
study, attempts to develop a comprehensive PLOS measure (including the three constructs) for
‘footways’. Footways are inclusive of all types of at-grade walking facilities ranging from formally
designed sidewalks to instances where pedestrians are walking on the road shoulder or the road edge.
The first objective involved selecting attributes for the PLOS model. For this, a screening tool was
developed with three filters. The first filter was the systematic literature review filter which identified
31 most repetitive attributes. The next filter was Subsequently, EO is used since experts have a technical
and realistic view on the applicability of the attributes. Finally the UO allows in identifying the locally
influential attributes. The UO filter, using conjoint analysis, allowed 11 attributes to be finally selected
for the PLOS model which were:
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BE attributes (6 out of 11): width of sidewalk, degree of encroachment, degree of shade, continuity,
connectivity, landuse;
FC attributes (2 out of 11): vehicular volume, pedestrian density; and
PT attributes (3 out of 11): aesthetics & surface quality, presence of lateral separation and
accessibility.
The conjoint model showed that users conveyed their opinion differently when presented with only linklevel information versus when presented with both link and network-level information on the urban
streets. based on the Experts' Opinion (EO) of these 31 attributes using standard rating techniques (i.e.,
TOPSIS, RIDIT, and GRA) that passed 16 attributes to the final filter, which was based upon Users'
Opinion (UO). The literature review filter allows to narrow down the possibilities to the most relevant
attributes for this purpose.
In the second objective, measurement of the attributes was done using an exhaustive data collection
procedure, undertaken in three phases—reconnaissance, intermediate and final. The reconnaissance
phase was conducted to identify locations in Varanasi. The intermediate phase was done to select precise
measurement for the network attribute of connectivity using Space-Syntax based path models. During
the final phase, data pertaining to three attributes were collected –
BE attributes were measured using a hybrid approach of on-field and virtual audits (using image
calibration softwares) and their quality was judged using inter-rater and intra-rater reliability methods,
where a high mean value of Intra-Class Correlation (ICC) 0.905 and Fleiss’ Kappa of 0.847 was reported,
indicating highly reliable BE data quality.
FC attributes were extracted from videos using image processing algorithms to determine vehicular
volume and pedestrian density exhibiting an accuracy of 83.2% on comparing with actual field
measurements.
PT attributes were collected through a random intercept survey where the survey instrument was
validated by comparing Principal Component Analysis (PCA) results between the pilot survey and the
actual survey. Internal consistency of the measurement scale used in the survey was seen to have an
overall Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.797 which indicated good psychometric properties.
The third objective of PLOS development is divided into three parts—(a) unsupervised technique,
Association Rule Mining (ARM) helped generate 938 representative association rules; (b) these rules
were further applied to label the walking environment database records into class categories (or median
class score, MCS); (c) statistical modelling was employed to study the relationship of the PLOS attributes
with the assigned MCS. A lower MCS score was related to a better performance of the urban street and
vice versa. Weighted Least Square (WLS) regression estimates provides insights such as, 10% decrease
in discontinuity decreases the PLOS score by 1.41. MCS values from the unsupervised process were
clustered to form five-point LOS service criteria (LOS A to E) and qualitative description of each LOS
grade was presented. Commonality analysis showed that the combined contribution of FC, BE, and PT
attributes were close to 29.3% (almost one-third) which confirmed that the model was indeed inclusive
of combined interaction between all three constructs. Additionally, the developed model was compared
with the Landis' method of PLOS development where the users’ Overall Satisfaction Score (OSS) was
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used as the dependent variable as opposed to MCS in this study. Including socio-economic attributes of
age, gender, education, and income levels in the modelling process showed that the MCS was largely
unaffected by socio-economic factors, whereas OSS was seen to be affected by respondents with lower
education and income levels.
Application of the developed model to the urban links of Varanasi showed that 70% of these links were
performing at LOS C or below. Therefore, interventions were recommended, which included a
prioritization tool and a procedure to implement effective pedestrian network planning since the PLOS
took into account the connectivity aspect of the urban walking network. The developed PLOS model
was also compared with the IRC 103 and the IndoHCM method. It was seen that these methods
categorized most urban links in Varanasi with LOS A, contrary to the finding from the developed model.
The developed model was also able to capture walking environment variation, assessed through the
Kruskal-Wallis heterogeneity tests, which the other two methods failed to do.
The novelty of this work lies in (a) a structured attribute selection method; (b) BE attribute
measurements; (c) an integrated PLOS model that included all the three constructs; (d) a PLOS measure
that can assess urban streets with and without sidewalk infrastructure; (e) the usage of a Space-Syntax
index as an attribute in PLOS model; (f) the development of PLOS using unsupervised mining. Future
research studies can investigate the current methodology to develop PLOS for crosswalks. Calibration
of the PLOS model to different urban contexts will ensure wider applicability.
Keywords: Association Rule Mining; Built walking environment; Flow characteristics; Pedestrian
Level of Service; Users’ perception
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TREATMENT OF FLUORIDE CONTAMINATED HAZARDOUS
WASTEWATER BY ADSORBENTS PREPARED FROM INDUSTRIAL
RAW/WASTE MATERIALS
Usha Kumari
Supervisor: Prof. B. C. Meikap
Department Of Chemical Engineering
Accession No: NB17071

Water is very essential part of our life. Nature has gifted this in safe and consumable form. However,
with the growth of population, resulting in industrialization, has directly affected the availability as well
as purity of water. The fluoride contamination in drinking water is one such detrimental effect. Therefore,
in the present work, the investigations were undertaken to resolve the fluoride contamination in
wastewater in efficient, simple and economic way by adsorption methodology. The fluoride
contaminated wastewater was attempted for adsorptive treatment by metallic oxides like alumina and
electric arc furnace slag. The alumina is highly selective to fluoride ions. Its sulfuric acid activation was
attempted for enhancement of adsorption efficiency. The physiochemical characterizations indicated the
successful activation of alumina. The nonlinear curve fitting of isotherm and kinetic model revealed its
Qmax of 69.52 mg/g and following of Freundlich isotherm as well as pseudo second order kinetic model.
The activation of alumina caused the increment of defluoridation from 63.58% to 96.72%. Besides, the
sulfuric acid activated alumina exhibited the potential of regeneration, reusability (4 cycles), economic
feasibility and defluoridation (93.44%) of industrial wastewater. The activation of alumina by nitric acid
also exhibited better and improved result (97.43%) over unmodified alumina (74.18 %). The amorphous
nature with enhanced specific surface area of HNO3 treated alumina was revealed by XRD and BET
analysis. The maximum equilibrium adsorption capacity of 45.75 mg/g and better following of
Freundlich isotherm and pseudo second order kinetic model by nitric acid activated alumina was
obtained. The potential to treat the industrial wastewater as well as the feature of regeneration and
reusability, distinguish the nitric acid treated alumina as one of the promising adsorbent for removal of
fluoride. The investigation was carried out to further enhance the fluoride adsorption capacity of sulfuric
acid activated alumina by incorporating the oxides of calcium and zirconium. The experimental result
asserted the considerable improvement of fluoride capturing tendency of parent alumina. The results of
SEM/EDX and XRD analysis exhibited the incorporation of calcium and zirconium oxides on sulfuric
acid modified alumina. It resulted in maximum equilibrium adsorption capacity of 215.5 mg/g. The
fluoride adsorption on prepared adsorbent was better fitted to Langmuir isotherm and pseudo second
order kinetic model. The prepared tri-oxide adsorbent of calcium, zirconium and aluminium was capable
of defluoridation (92%) from industrial wastewater to meet the WHO permissible limit (1.5 mg/L).
Attempt was also given to use the waste material from steel industry (i.e., Ferro alloy electric arc furnace
slag) for the defluoridation of fluoride contaminated wastewater, after modification of slag by treatment
with applied heat (600 oC) and sulfuric acid. The mixed oxide nature of ferro-alloy electric furnace slag
as well as its heat and acid treatment has further attributed in improved capture of fluoride. It resulted in
improved performance of batch (68.98% to 97.42% defluoridation) as well as column (24 to 54 bed
volumes treatment). Its experimental data followed the Langmuir isotherm (Qmax of 13.43 mg/g at 45
oC) and pseudo second order kinetic model. In last part of this work, the attempt was given for
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continuous adsorption of fluoride by using sulfuric acid activated alumina loaded in fixed bed adsorption
column. The experimental data of column study exhibited the better fitting to Clark model than that of
Thomas, Yoon-Nelson, Yan and BDST model. The performance of column was found to be superior by
using sulfuric acid modified alumina than that of parent alumina. The column loaded by H2SO4 treated
alumina (5g) was capable of defluoridation of industrial wastewater (16.54 mg/L) up to satisfactory
extent (% R =89.76%; tb = 350 min; te = 1037 min).
Keywords: Fluoride removal, Industrial wastewater treatment; Adsorption, Alumina; Ferro alloy
electric arc furnace slag, Acid and heat activation; Fixed bed adsorption column.
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PARAMETRIC STUDY OF HYDRODYNAMIC
PERFORMANCES ON CYLINDRICAL AUV HULL
FORM IN COMPLEX FLOW FIELDS
Arindam Mitra
Supervisor: Prof. Hari Vijayan Warrior
Department Of Ocean Engineering and Naval Architecture
Accession No: NB17072

Improved designs for AUV hull are becoming increasingly important due to their utility in academic and
industrial applications. However, a majority of such testing and design are carried
out under conditions that may not reflect the operating environment of shallow water AUVs. This may
lead to imprecise estimations of the AUV's performance and sub-optimal designs.
In the first stage of work experimental and numerical studies on the effect of free-stream turbulence
(FST) on the evolution of _ow over a cylindrical AUV hull form were carried out (it will be referred to
as AUV hull hereafter) at three Reynolds numbers with deferent submergence depths and angles of
attack. The experiments are conducted in a circulating water tank (CWC) and the instantaneous velocity
proles are recorded along the AUV hull using Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV). The experimental
results of stream-wise mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and Reynolds stresses are used to
validate the predictive capability of a Reynolds stress model (RSM) with the wall reflection term of the
pressure strain correlation. From the high fidelity RSM based simulations, it is observed that in the
presence of free-stream turbulence, the pressure, skin friction, drag and lift coefficients decrease on the
AUV hull. The variation of the hydrodynamic coefficients is also plotted along the AUV hull for
different values of submergence depth and angles of attack with different levels of FST. The conclusions
from this experimental and numerical investigation give guidance for improved design paradigms for
the design of AUVs.
In the second part of the work both experimental and numerical studies carried out in conjunction, to
investigate the hydrodynamic characteristics of AUV hulls at different Reynolds numbers over sloped
channel-beds. The experiments have been carried out to measure the velocity field and turbulent statistics
around the AUV hull with quantified uncertainty. These are contrasted against corresponding flatbed
experiments to gauge the effect of testbed topography on AUV hull performance. The experimental data
were used to validate RSM predictions. Hydrodynamic parameters such as drag, pressure, and skin
friction coefficients were predicted from the RSM simulations at different testbed slopes, angles of
attack, and drift angles of the AUV hull, to analyze the hydrodynamic performance of the AUV hull.
The results presented in this study over avenues for design improvement of AUVs operating in shallow
environments, such as the continental slope and estuaries.
In the closing part of this research, the hydrodynamic characteristics of the AUV hull are studied in
rotating flow fields, which were generated in a recirculating water tank by placing a propeller in the
vicinity of the AUV hull. Initially, experiments were carried out for the measurement of flow field across
the AUV hull in the presence of the rotating propeller for different rotational speeds. The flow field
across the AUV hull was measured using an acoustic doppler velocimeter(ADV). The measured
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turbulent flow statistics were used to validate the RSM-based numerical predictions in a commercial
CFD solver. After preliminary validations of the turbulent _ow statistics with the numerical predictions,
a series of numerical simulations were performed, to study the effect of the rotational flow field of the
propeller on the drag, skin friction, and pressure coefficients of the AUV hull. The operating speed and
location of the propeller were also varied to check the effects on the hydrodynamic performance of the
AUV hull. The results provided in this investigation will be useful for the design optimization of AUVs
cruising in deeper oceans where the flow field is highly rotational because of the up welling-down
welling and high eddy activities or in shallow water where the flow is highly rotational and complex
because of wave-current interactions.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CLOSED LOOP PULSATING HEAT PIPES
FOR APPLICATION AT ELEVATED EVAPORATOR
TEMPERATURE
Himanshu Poonia
Supervisors: Prof. Prasanta Kumar Das and Prof. Arup Kumar Das
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17073

Pulsating heat pipe (PHP) is a closed two-phase heat transfer device in which heat is transported from
the evaporator section to the condenser section due to oscillating motion of the working fluid. Proper
designing and better thermal performance of a PHP require considerations of the physical phenomena
occurring inside it. These phenomena are primarily controlled by thermo-physical properties of the
working fluid, the geometrical parameters of the PHP and the operational parameters or constraints to
the system. Though simple in construction, the complicated thermo-fluidic physics of the PHPs and the
high heat transfer rate has motivated the candidate to implement it for high temperature applications
keeping the emphasis focused on nuclear power plants. In this study, the main aim is to increase the
operational temperature range of the PHP. In this regard, suitable heat transfer fluids (KoolGard, Olive
oil, Therminol-66 and Dowtherm-A) are considered to investigate the thermo-fluidic behaviour of the
device. Initially, experiments are performed to study the behaviour of the fluid inside the PHP made of
quartz tube. Complementary experiments are performed in copper tube made metallic loop for
temperature measurements in PHP. Thereafter, the selected fluids are analysed over the important
dimensionless numbers affecting the thermal performance of the PHP. Phenomenal difference in startup, operational behaviour and flow regimes is observed for different fluids, which could be attributed to
the difference in thermophysical properties of fluids and their capability for transferring heat. Comparing
rigorous experimental results for different fluids, Dowtherm A is selected as a possible option for high
temperature applications and investigated for the later part of the work. Next, detailed experiments are
planned to study the flow behavior and heat transfer characteristic of water (as benchmark fluid) and
Dowtherm-A in a three-turn CLPHP. Variation of important operational parameters, mainly heat input,
filling ratio and inclination angle are considered and their effect on the thermal performance of the device
is investigated. Effect of inclination is studied for two mutually perpendicular axes of rotation.
Investigation reveals the characteristic behavior of the fluid and establishes operational domain in terms
of the controlling parameters. Successful startup and operation at high temperature is achieved using
Dowtherm-A. It has been also observed through experiment that the number of turns (N) is one of the
primary parameters affecting the performance of the PHP. A low value of N puts limit over the
performance of the PHP at different orientations. However, higher value of N relaxes this limit imposed
by the gravitational force and scales up the heat transport capacity of the device, yet very large N leads
to a detrimental effect in transfer of heat flux. Thus, a critical N exists which is observed to be strongly
dependent on the working fluid. Therefore, after establishing successful operation of the PHP with
working fluid performance is observed with the increase in N. Further, with the 30-turn PHP,
performance, independent of inclination, is achieved at high heat input.
Keywords: Pulsating heat pipe, Water, Dowtherm-A, Heat input, Filling ratio, Inclination angle.
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CHEMOTACTIC MOVEMENT OF LOW REYNOLDS
NUMBER SWIMMERS
Ruma Maity
Supervisor: Dr. Poornachandra Sekhar Burada
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17074

The study of low Reynolds number swimmers, such as spermatozoa, bacteria, algae, Paramecium,
Volvox, Opalina, marine zooplankton etc., is crucial as they affect many biological phenomena,
including reproduction, nutrient uptake, etc. Various natural and arti_cial swimmers use dfferent
propulsion strategies to swim in the fluid. Indeed, many of them swim in a helical path due to the
coupling of their translational and rotational motion. In the present study, we have used the chiral
squirmer model in the steady and unsteady limits to investigate ciliary propulsion in a helical trajectory.
The chiral quirmer model, an extension to the squirmer model, considers both the rotational and
ranslational motion of the swimmer. In the _rst part of the thesis, we establish a theoretical description
of chemotactic navigation of a steady chiral squirmer under varying strength of the fluid and adaptation
time. Interestingly, the presence of chemical noise changes the behaviour of the chiral squirmer
qualitatively and quantitatively. However, collective locomotion in a chemical field is more common in
nature. Thus, we extend our work to understand chemotaxis of a pair of chiral squirmers considering
both near and far field hydrodynamic interaction between them. We calculate the ow field and other
dynamical parameters of the chiral squirmers using the lubrication theory in the near _eld limit. The
most prominent feature of the helical swimming of a pair of chiral squirmers is the appearance of the
bounded motion, which was perceived previously for Volvox experimentally. We observe that
hydrodynamic interaction increases chemotactic success unless noise destroys the correlation among the
chiral squirmers. In the second part of the thesis, we include the time{dependence in the chiral squirmer
model since impulsive motion in nature can be observed in many instances, for example, in a
predator{prey system. The presence of unsteady forces gives rise to superhelical trajectories. We then
compare our results to the existing literature. We also investigate the chemotaxis of an unsteady chiral
squirmer and find that due to the time{dependent rotational motion, the squirmer either successfully
reaches the target or revolve the target in a diffusive orbit. We conclude by providing some future scopes
on this work.
Keywords: Low{Reynolds{number, Self{propulsion, Chemotaxis, Movement and locomotion,
Biological and arti_cial micro-swimmers, Stochastic Processes.
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ALGORITHMS AND ARCHITECTURES FOR
STRUCTURED LOW DENSITY PARITY CHECK
CODES
Kalipatnapu Shantharam
Supervisor: Prof. Indrajit Chakrabarti
Electronics & Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17075

This thesis has mainly focused on developing low complexity and efficient VLSI architectures
for Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes. LDPC codes constitute a class of linear block codes, which
were first introduced by Gallager, achieve error performance of a fraction of a decibel away from the
Shannon limit under Sum Product Algorithm (SPA) decoding. From the recent literature, it can be seen
that the hard decision decoding algorithms are an attractive research topic due to their low complexity
and fast computation. In the next generation of communication systems, throughput and power
consumption are the key challenges. LDPC error correction modules are a part of the system and so,
their design needs to be optimized to attain high throughput of the overall system. Compressed Sensing
for signal specific applications has gained interest in recent times. A special class of signals called binary
sparse signals have come into existence in many practical applications. In the fi rst part of the thesis, a
fully parallel VLSI architecture for Multi Threshold Bit Flipping (MTBF) algorithm has been proposed.
The algorithm is modified to make it more amenable to be implemented in hardware. The proposed
architectures demonstrate high throughput comparable with that of the state-of-the-art decoder designs,
which paves the way for implementation of Finite Geometry LDPC (FG-LDPC) codes with low
complexity. Next, VLSI architecture of Interval Passing Algorithm (IPA) for Binary Compressed
Sensing (BCS) is proposed using binary LDPC matrices based on Finite Geometry. The IPA is modified
so as to reduce its complexity without compromising the performance. Moreover, VLSI architecture of
the modified algorithm is proposed. The proposed architectures demonstrate high frequency of operation
and low reconstruction time. Although binary LDPC codes approach the channel capacity theoretically,
they should be designed to have very long codeword length in order to do so. Non-binary (NB) LDPC
codes defined over Galois Field GF (q), where q > 2, provide better error performance while compared
to their binary counterparts for moderate code length, albeit with a significant increase in the decoding
complexity. In this work, a memory efficient architecture, which uses a central memory structure called
Multiport RAM (MPRAM) that is built using Block RAMs (BRAMs) for Iterative Soft Reliability Based
(ISRB) algorithm, has been proposed. The proposed work provides a user programmable decoder with
variable parity check matrix.
Keywords: Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) Codes, Binary Compressed Sensing, Low Complexity
VLSI Architecture, Bit flipping Decoder, Non-Binary LDPC.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF POWERED ANKLE
PROSTHETIC AND KNEE ORTHOTIC DEVICES AND
ASSOCIATED ALGORITHMS FOR AUTONOMOUS CONTROL
Saikat Sahoo
Supervisors: Prof. Dilip Kumar Pratihar & Prof. Sudipta Mukhopadhyay
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17076

Powered prosthetic and orthotic devices can meet the characteristics of a sound leg, also it can remove
the difficulties faced due to the usage of passive ones. The energy consumption, weight and response
time are still the issues to be addressed to design an efficient model. This research has focused on
developing a variable compliance mechanism that can reduce power consumption. The mechanical
design relies on a four-bar mechanism with a specially designed rocker arm. The proposed mechanism
is utilized to design a powered ankle prosthetic and knee orthotic devices. The reduction of power
consumption not only expands the run time but also reduces the weight and cost of the prosthesis
indirectly. Apart from the design, the performance of powered prosthetic and orthotic devices relies on
autonomous control strategies. To date, the finite-state control strategy has gained popularity for this
purpose. In this strategy, the most important part is to correctly identify the intention of the user and the
terrain. A few major aspects of these strategies, such as gait event detection, walking speed estimation
and locomotion mode recognition are explored in this research. At first, a real-time strategy for the
detection of gait events during walking on the level ground, ramp and stairs is developed using inertial
measurement units (IMUs). Secondly, the prediction of step length using one IMU with the neuro-fuzzy
approach is explored for the purpose of prosthesis control. At last, a user-independent locomotion mode
prediction strategy has been developed that uses an IMU and range sensors for locomotion mode
prediction and determination of environmental features. The proposed autonomous control strategies are
found to be accurate, robust and suitable for real-time implementation.
Keywords: Ankle prosthesis, knee orthotic device, locomotion mode recognition, gait event detection,
finite-state control.
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STUDIES ON GROWTH AND SUSTAINABILITY
OF INDIAN CITIES
Abhishek N
Supervisors: Prof. Mamata Jenamani and Prof. Biswajit Mahanty
Department Of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Accession No: NB17077

Urbanization in India is happening at a rapid pace, and the trend is expected to continue. However, to
accommodate this urbanization, laying down sustainable policies is necessary, which is long overdue.
The present research attempts to understand the characteristics of urbanization and the sustainability of
Indian cities through factors and indicators, ultimately leading to the creation of policies. A sequence of
four objectives comprises the current research, wherein objective one finds the determinants of urban
growth, applying multiple linear regression; objective two determines the factors affecting the
sustainability of Indian cities based on United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs);
objective three evaluates the sustainable performance of Indian cities utilizing Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA); and objective four analyzes the impact of the proposed housing policy with the current
policy employing system dynamics, as housing is one of the factors impacting sustainability. The first
objective tries to understand the factors affecting the urban growth of Indian cities using three
consecutive censuses. A database on Indian cities is constructed for the analysis, and regression models
are developed. Eight variables are considered from classical economics and economic geography
perspective to observe their effect on urban growth. The study also recommends policy decisions based
on the results. In the second objective, a sustainability index is developed for Indian cities based on the
UN SDGs framework. Since there is no Indian city in the world CPI record, a sustainability database for
the Indian cities is constructed. Two composite indices, namely CPI and CPIx, are developed centered
on weights assigned to different elements. The research further use scores obtained from the CPIx index
to explore the factors determining the sustainability of Indian cities. Six variables from theoretical and
economic geographic perspectives are considered to find their effect on city sustainability using
regression analysis. The third objective is to find the performance of cities based on sustainability
implications. The primary focus of our research has been to determine ways to quantify the efficiency
of a city by applying Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). This research entailed developing two separate
models to find the sustainability-efficiency of Indian cities, focusing on undesirable output. The current
research trace the relative sustainable efficiency of 37 Indian cities using key variables that are found to
be the determinants of urban growth and sustainability along with DEA literature. The study also tries
to check the possibility of using DEA as a ranking method to replace the indicator-rich sustainable index.
In the final objective, the study compares the impact of two rental policies using system dynamics in
India’s context. The first one is the current rent control policy, and the second one is the no rent control
proposed in the National Urban Rental Housing Policy 2015. To incorporate the Indian market features,
the well-discussed Wheaton model is modified. The study analyses the effect of the two policies in terms
of affordability and availability.
Keywords: Indian cities; Sustainable cities; Multiple linear regression; Sustainable Index; Urban
agglomeration; Rental housing
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PETROLOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY AND WATER CONTENTS OF DHARWAR
CRATONIC LITHOSPHERE: EVIDENCE FROM MANTLEDERIVED
XENOLITHS AND XENOCRYSTS IN
WAJRAKARUR KIMBERLITES
Jiten Kumar Pattnaik
Supervisor: Dr. Sujoy Kanti Ghosh
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No: NB17078

Ultramafic and mafic xenoliths are the direct samples of the lithospheric mantle which provide insights
into the composition and evolution of the cratonic lithosphere. This study reports petrography,
mineralogy, major and trace-element compositions of both ultramafic and mafic mantle xenoliths, and
first detailed hydrogen concentrations in peridotites and olivine xenocrysts from Mesoproterozoic
Wajrakarur kimberlite field, Eastern Dharwar craton (EDC), India. These xenoliths provide a unique
opportunity to investigate the origin and geodynamics of the Dharwar cratonic lithosphere. The
ultramafic xenoliths consist of olivine (modal 74-82 vol. %) with Fo9293, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, spinel, garnet, and/or ilmenite whereas the mafic xenoliths are
classified into biminerallic and kyanite eclogites based on mineralogy. Calculated equilibrium pressure
and temperature conditions range from 2.5 to 5.0 GPa and 710-1179 °C for peridotites and 3.1 to 4.7
GPa and 789.1 to 1159.3 °C for eclogites equilibrating at depths of ~165 kms and lie on a 40 mW/m2
Dharwar geotherm. Garnet in ultramafic rocks [with Mg# = molar (Mg/(Mg+Fetotal) × 100 of 80-88]
displays either sinuous LREE-enriched patterns with depletion in Gd and Er for harzburgites or “normal”
LREE-depleted, HREE-enriched patterns for lherzolites. Two groups of peridotitic clinopyroxenes
(group-I and group-II) were also observed with high LREE (LaN > 10) and low LREE (LaN < 10),
respectively. The Yb vs. Zr contents in peridotitic
garnet are characterized by two distinct trends: one with low-T metasomatism for harzburgitic garnets
and the other with high-T metasomatism for lherzolitic garnet, which suggests metasomatism from fluids
circulating within the continental lithospheric mantle, resulting in refertilization from harzburgite to
lherzolite. REE concentration of hypothetical melts in equilibrium with the peridotitic garnets display
low volume carbonated silicate melts similar to the natural kimberlites and orangeites of the Dharwar
craton. Modeling suggests that peridotites are the residues of ~35-50% of melt extraction at ~1500-1540
°C and ≤2.0 GPa (≤60 km depth) and were formed by shallow and a hot plume melting environment.
Eclogitic garnets (Py26-50Alm18-35Grs21-46) display LREE depleted patterns along with pronounced
positive Eu anomaly whereas clinopyroxenes [with Mg# =molar (Mg/(Mg+Fetotal) × 100 of 82-90] in
these mafic rocks exhibit LREE enriched patterns and are treated as the counterparts of the garnets in
these mafic rocks. These mafic rocks have originated as low-pressure gabbroic cumulates and are formed
by subduction of ancient oceanic crust. These eclogites samples show Ce/YbNMORB ≥ 1 and LaN/YbN
>1 which have undergone melt metasomatism. Clinopyroxene is the primary carrier of metasomatism
evidenced by the clinopyroxene-garnet trace element distribution coefficients. Hypothetical melts in
equilibrium with the eclogitic clinopyroxenes exhibit ultramafic carbonated silicate melts metasomatism
similar to the natural kimberlites and orangeites of the Dharwar craton. Trace element modeling suggests
eclogites of the Wajrakarur cluster have encountered progressive fractional melting compared to the
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higher degree of batch melting in the Kalyandurg cluster. Calculated hydrogen concentrations in
peridotites and olivine xenocrysts are, on average, 18 ppm H2O wt in olivine, 70 ppm H2O wt in
orthopyroxene, and 207 ppm H2O wt in clinopyroxene, while garnet has highly variable hydrogen
concentration ranging from 0 to 258 ppm H2O wt. The reconstructed hydrogen bulk concentrations of
Dharwar peridotites yields 40 (+10,-8) ppm H2O wt and is two to five times lower than the estimated
hydrogen concentration in the lithospheric mantle, and agree well with the lower range of hydrogen bulk
concentration from the current database for the upper mantle minerals transported by kimberlites from
other cratons (e.g., South Africa, Siberia). These observations, valid to a depth of ~165-km, suggest that
the cratonic lithosphere beneath the Dharwar craton may not be particularly indicative of an abnormal
hydrogen-rich southern Indian lithosphere in the late Archean and that hydroxylic weakening in olivine
would induce a negligible effect on the mantle viscosity of Indian subcontinent.
Keywords: Eclogite xenolith, peridotite xenolith, Wajrakarur kimberlite, Eastern Dharwar craton,
plume, melting of eclogite, metasomatism, hydrogen.
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GENERATION AND ENERGETICS OF INTERNAL SOLITARY WAVES IN
THE SEA SURROUNDING NORTHERN NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA
Nadimpalli Jithendra Raju
Supervisor: Prof. Mihir Kumar Dash
Centre for Oceans, Rivers, Atmosphere and Land Sciences
Accession No: NB17079

Tide generated Internal Solitary–like Waves (ISWs) are ubiquitous phenomenon in the global ocean and
are known to transport baroclinic energy to large distances. However, the major part of this energy is
confined to certain hotspot regions. Few such regions are located in the Andaman Sea. These large
amplitude nonlinear waves can influence important oceanic processes like mixing, biological
productivity, ocean acoustics and are proven hazard to offshore oil and gas drilling platforms. Remote
sensing observations from space can be able to delineate these waves from their ocean surface signatures.
Mostly images from two sensors, (i) Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sunglint
true colour and (ii) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), are used. This study uses remote sensing
observations along with a numerical model to identify a major hotspot of ISWs in the Andaman Sea and
discuss their generation mechanism and initial propagation characteristics. Exploitation of MODIS true
colour images indicate the presence of five hotspot regions in the Andaman Sea. Further, it is found that
bidirectional long–living ISWs are generated from a shallow ridge connecting the northern Nicobar
Islands, namely Car Nicobar and Chowra Islands. Batti Malv Island separates this shallow ridge into two
sections, represented as NBM (North of Batti Malv) and SBM (South of Batti Malv). Moreover,
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images over the region reveal the generation of mode-1, and higher
mode ISWs emerging from NBM and SBM. The generation mechanism(s) and propagation
characteristics of the ISWs radiating from SBM and NBM is explored using a nonlinear, unstructured
and nonhydrostatic model, SUNTANS (Stanford Unstructured Nonhydrostatic Terrain-following
Adaptive Navier-Stokes Simulator). Numerical simulations show that supercritical tidal flow develops
over NBM and mode-1 ISWs are generated at both tidal phases by a Lee wave mechanism. However,
the flow over SBM is subcritical with respect to mode-1 long wave and supercritical for higher modes.
The bidirectional propagating mode-1 (mode-2) ISWs evolve from a long wave disturbance induced by
upstream influence (Lee wave mechanism) respectively. An energy budget comparison reveals that the
region surrounding NBM is efficient in radiating low-mode baroclinic energy (0.98GW), while SBM is
highly efficient in converting barotropic to baroclinic energy (4.1GW). The higher mode ISWs observed
to the west of SBM in the SAR images are explored using numerical simulations. Simulations show that,
after the end of flood tide (west to east barotropic tidal flow), a downward propagating internal tidal
beam (ITB) is generated on the western slopes of SBM. This ITB reflects from the seafloor and excites
a mode-3 type of ISW after impinging on the pycnocline at about 26km west of SBM–a generation
mechanism referred to as local generation. Later, it is shown that the westward propagating mode-1 ISW
from SBM, will overtake the locally generated mode-3 ISW and also the SBM generated mode-2 ISW
of previous tidal cycle. After the interaction of first mode with higher modes, short internal waves appear
behind higher mode waves, pertaining to the resonance between tail of mode-1 ISW and higher mode
solitary waves.
Keywords: Internal Solitary Waves; Synthetic Aperture Radar; ISW generation; ISW interaction;
SUNTANS
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SURFACE WATER-GROUNDWATER INTERACTIONS IN GANGES RIVER
DELTA AND OTHER COASTAL AQUIFERS OF THE BAY OF BENGAL
Kousik Das
Supervisor: Prof. Abhijit Mukherjee
School of Environmental Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17080

With increasing population and urbanization in the deltas of mega-river basins and coastal areas across
globe, groundwater stress is increasing due to changing ocean-land disposition, increasing hydroclimatic
extremes, over-exploitation and natural/anthropogenic contamination. The present study was conducted
in the ecologically-vulnerable, UNESCO World Heritage site of the Sundarbans delta-front aquifers,
demonstrating unique examples of hydrogeological intricacies and complexities. High-resolution,
temporal, depth-dependent hydraulic connectivity and hydrochemistry were studied, by applying solute
chemistry, isotope geochemistry, physical hydrology, and applied geophysics at the complex
lithostraticgraphic unit of Ganges delta front to understand the process-based surface water-groundwater
interactions. The study results revealed that in spite of complex aquifer-aquitard framework, shallow and
deep aquifers are hydraulically connected locally, however, solute exchanges are mostly reserved in
shallow depths at local-scale.
The declining groundwater level (GWL) is one of the controlling factors that aggravates the solute
exchange between groundwater and seawater locally and regionally. The rainfall pattern positively
correlates with the GWL at 5% level of significance. The shallow groundwater have >47% and deep
groundwater have only <6% of seawater component. At shallow depth [14-25 meter below ground level
(m bgl) and 30 to 50 m bgl] δ18O signature vary within the range of -3.63 to -0.7 and -3.5 to -1.2‰,
whereas, deep groundwater (115 and 333 m bgl) have more depleted signature (-5.04 to -1.61 and -4.43
to -2.38‰). The seasonal rise of salinity from 1 to 4 ppT of deep groundwater is major concern. Annually
the salinity content of regional groundwater is also increasing due to the increasing hydraulic gradient
differences. The groundwater of coastal aquifers is respondent to the global climate events and ocean
tides in a varied period from diurnal to seasonal scale and even in extreme climate conditions. The rise of
GWL due to ocean wave surge is rapid and higher than the diurnal rise, which is a possible measure of the
acute and long-term aquifer vulnerability. Thus, the increasing rates of extreme climatic events in recent
times and in impending future can pose a previously unexplored potential threat to groundwater-sourced
drinking water quality, exposing millions of inhabitants of coastal areas to risk.
Keywords: Coastal-aquifer; hydraulic-connection; groundwater-salinization; extreme climate; hydroclimate
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EVALUATING FIBROSIS LINKED WITH WOUND HEALING AND CANCER
USING BIOPHOTONICS AND BIOMECHANICS
BASED APPLICATIONS
Biswajoy Ghosh
Supervisors: Prof. Jyotirmoy Chatterjee and Prof. Pabitra Mitra
School of Medical Science and Technology
Accession No: NB17081

Fibrosis is manifested in tissues as alteration of the extracellular matrix (ECM) that affects organ
function. While scarring after wound healing is usually a nonpathological form of fibrosis, more
pathological forms can even lead to cancer and complete organ failure. Using advanced medical
technologies we can achieve a high-resolution understanding of fibrosis thereby facilitating timely
diagnosis and therapy. Here we have studied three fibrotic models—(1) mouse skin wound scars, (2)
arecanut extract-induced mouse skin fibrosis, and (3) human oral submucous fibrosis (OSF). We used
nanoindentation-derived mechanical mapping of scar tissues to simulate stress-effects on scars. To
quantify in situ changes in scarring, we formulated attenuation-corrected Optical Coherence
Tomography (OCT) and measured healing rate and local matrix changes during wound healing. We
correlated OCT reflectivity with tissue hydration and fiber density using gel-based phantoms. We
generated and characterized arecanut extract-induced mice skin fibrosis models with in vitro and in vivo
methods. For a closer inspection of protein secondary structures in fibrosis, we used deconvolution of
Amide peaks from Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). We additionally developed tissue
autofluorescence-Multiple Signal Classification (tAF-MUSICAL) nanoscopy framework to superresolve collagen and keratin proteins with low numerical aperture (NA) epifluorescence microscope.
The simulations on scar structure revealed
that the di-fork shape and dual mechanical compartments of the normal scar are adaptations to protect
underlying tissues. The attenuation corrected OCT images revealed the dual-compartmentalization of
scars non-invasively. The method measured two distinct phases of rapid healing and steady-state
maturation in wound healing. The method also delineated stages of arecanut-induced skin fibrosis and
human OSF up to oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). The super-resolution framework of tAFMUSICAL on all the fibrotic models found that matrix protein distribution accompanied with reduction
in the range of nano-fibril diameter can identify fibrosis progression. We also found that fibrosis
progresses through a concurrent increase in _-sheet and decrease in _-helix. The body of study uses
biophotonics- and biomechanics-based approaches to quantify fibrosis progression that can eventually
contribute to effective high-resolution diagnosis of the disease. The study also opens avenues to
understand the underlying fibrosis mechanisms in both pathological and non-pathological forms.
Keywords: fibrosis, skin wound healing, oral cancer, attenuation-corrected OCT, FTIR deconvolution,
super-resolution microscopy, nano-indentation, computational modeling
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INVESTIGATION OF SPIN DRIVEN MULTIFERROCITY IN CORUNDUM
Cr2-x-Fe xO3 THIN FILMS
Rajesh Kumar R
Supervisor: Prof. Venimadhav Adyam
School of Nanoscience and Technology
Accession No: NB17082

Processing of information using logic devices which are in use currently demand high power and release
a significant amount of heat. Manipulating the magnetic information by electric field can be efficient to
overcome the power demand because manipulating the spin requires lesser energy compared to that of
charge. Multiferroics are one of the most promising families of materials for controlling magnetisation
by an electric field. However, most of the single-phase materials exhibit multiferroicity at cryogenic
temperature and only a few materials exhibit multiferroicity at room temperature. Cr2O3 is a room
temperature linear magnetoelectric (ME) material. To increase the Neel temperature of Cr2O3
researchers have carried out the synthesis of bulk by hydrostatic pressure or introducing chemical
pressure through dopants in crystal structure. Conical spin structure is known in lower doping
concentrations of (1-x)Cr2O3-xFe2O3 (0_x_0.5). In this thesis, Cr2O3-Fe2O3 solid solutions was
explored for possible electric polarization. The multifunctional properties of Cr2�XFeXO3 in bulk,
nanoparticles and thin films were explored. We wanted to explore composition having conical spin
structure and 1:1 cation ratio composition for multiferroic property. We have prepared Cr2O3 - Fe2O3
solid solutions in bulk and nanoparticles and studied the structural, magnetic, optical and dielectric
properties and compared with the literature. The CrFeO3 (CFO) shows corundum structure with R-3c
space group. The AFM spin arrangement of Fe/Cr ions along the a-axis with propagation vector k=0,
implying identical chemical and magnetic unit cell. The magnetic field dependent impedance is
attributed to extrinsic origin of grain boundary tunnelling. Epitaxial CFO films fabricated using PLD
also showed no electric polarization from PFM studies. AFM spin structure of CFO is similar to
antiferromagnetic FeF2 and MnF2 which show positive exchange bias effect below their Neel
temperature (<70 K). We have fabricated the exchange coupled eterostructures of CFO with the Metglas
CoFeSiB and demonstrated conventional, positive and spontaneous exchange bias effects. Finally,
neutron diffraction of Cr1:7Fe0:3O3 composition in bulk showed incommensurate phase of conical spin
with a propagation vector K = (0, 0.143,0) in this spin is pointing along the c-axis. However, this
transition in the bulk is well below 300 K. An epitaxial thin _lm of this sample has shown domain
structure and switching of the polarization at room temperature. The electric polarization 1 μC/cm2 at
room temperature and epitaxial strain of the films seem to play a role in enhancing the effect to room
temperature.
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STUDY OF ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE BASED POWER GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY TO EXPLOIT LOW-GRADE WASTE HEAT RECOVERY
Bipul Krishna Saha
Supervisor: Dr. Basab Chakraborty
Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No: NB17083

Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases produced from various industrial processes in the form of
waste heat are significant contributors to environmental pollution and climate change. Reusing industri al
waste heat is one way to address this existing issue. This thesis aims to develop a methodology to attain
maximum energy output at the lowest investment cost, using Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) technology
without effectively impairing the thermal efficiency of the industrial process. A suitable simulation
method for different ORC models has been established, and in-depth analyses have been performed. An
attempt is made to define the most efficient cycle in terms of cost-effectiveness and energy generation
for a given waste heat source in an energy-intensive industry.
In India, there is a scarcity of literature regarding the potential of waste heat recovery. This thesis has
attempted to fill in this gap by, holistically, studying the possible degree to which low-grade waste energy
can be used in the Indian commercial and domestic industries (especially in the cement, iron, steel, and
glass sector) to meet high energy demands. Three major research fields can be defined: the concept and
estimate of waste heat in energy-intensive industries and the waste heat to power generation in such
industries. An ORC system for any specific heat source with suitable working fluid and operating
conditions is then determined. Additionally, this thesis also discusses the dynamics of the waste heat
processes of ORC.
Based on data collected from related plants, a comprehensive analysis has been undertaken to identify a
significant scope for recovering energy from low-grade waste heat, especially in India's cement, iron and
steel, and glass sectors. A distinction is made between avoidable and unavoidable waste heat.
Importantly, it is found that the iron and steel industries provide a maximum power production potential
of 66.5 TWh by utilizing its waste heat. A multi-objective optimization (NSGA-II) is developed, and
thermodynamic and techno-economic optimization are carried out from a choice of 52 working fluids
for ORC and RORC systems. Further, optimal compromised solutions are obtained from Pareto frontiers
(as obtained from NSGA-II) by assigning a normalized weighted score to every point while selecting the
minimum value point for each of the 52 potential working fluids. The efficiency of the cycle and total
plant construction costs are calculated based on the selected optimal solution. Notably, the results show
that benzene and toluene exhibit superior performance among the fifty-two selected working fluids for
the pre-selected cycle's thermodynamic parameters. The result also includes the calculated static
investment payback period for these fluids. The key objective of this study is to develop a code that finds
the optimum power output from various working fluids based on user-defined variables. The graphical
user interface (GUI) is designed in MATLAB® and is combined with Cool prop and Python language.
The program is already loaded with 267 working fluids. Using the MATLAB® solver, the expected
result is initiated with the program's key code. This work delivered a code that finds the optimum power
output from various working fluids based on user-defined variables. This thesis also covers the coupling
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of the ORC and CES systems. Additionally, it discusses the dynamics of waste heat processes of ORC
by implementing three different control schemes. The results indicated that the RORC system with
toluene as a working fluid is the optimum choice for the CES system with four stages of compression.
This work also presents a case study using the waste heat data of a typical coke-oven plant where a
steady-state simulation of the ORC system has been developed in Aspen Hysys®, and the result is
validated using experimental data from the literature. 52 different working fluids are evaluated for power
generation parameters based on the first law of efficiency, purchase equipment cost, and static
investment payback period after validation of the ORC models. It was observed that the cycle efficiency
from the working fluids Butane (11.94 %, 21.38%), Heptane (13.67%, 25.21%), Hexane (13.71%,
24.36%), Isopentane (12.67%, 22.8%), Neopentane (11.32%, 22.03%) and Toluene (16.06%, 25%) are
comparatively higher for both ORC and the RORC systems. Further, cycle efficiency of the R134a
(10.42%, 19.25%) and R245fa (12.06%, 21.03%) are comparatively lower for both ORC and the RORC
systems. As regards the RORC system, all hydrocarbons were performing better than CFCs as working
fluids. Lastly, the thesis provides an open-source integrated simulation platform that can be useful for
future researchers and industry users to estimate the waste heat recovery potential based on the user defined variables.
Keywords: Low-grade heat source, Exergy, Process integration, Energy efficiency, Heat recovery,
Organic Rankine Cycle, Working fluid, Thermal energy management.
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NEARNESS PROBLEMS ON STRUCTURED POLYNOMIAL
MATRICES: THEORY, COMPUTATION AND APPLICATIONS
Tanay Saha
Supervisor: Dr. S. R. Khare
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17084

The thesis is concerned with the nearness problems on structured polynomial matrices and their
applications to control theory and finite element model updating problem (FEMUP). The study of
nearness problems on polynomial matrices has recently gained attention of researchers due to its crucial
role in many real life applications. In various practical applications, because of some physical
constraints, the coefficient matrices of the polynomial matrix possess some special linear structures
(symmetric, skewsymmetric, symmetric tridiagonal, band, etc). The nearness problems investigated in
this thesis address the construction of the nearest structured polynomial matrix from a given polynomial
matrix by perturbing it minimally such that certain predefined constraints are satisfied by the perturbed
polynomial matrix. These problems arise in broad application areas of science and engineering such as
control theory, geophysics, FEMUP, structure analysis, system simulation, etc. In general, the nearness
problems on structured polynomial matrices are very challenging problems in both theoretical and
computational aspects due to the structure preserving constraints. Many nearness problems on
polynomial matrices related to the structure constraints are still open. In this thesis, some of these open
problems of the literature are considered. The thesis is divided into two parts. Each part addresses a
nearness problem along with an application in engineering. Part I of the thesis consists of the problem
of computing the nearest non-prime polynomial matrix to a given left prime polynomial matrix. This
problem is a generalization of the problem of computing the nearest non-coprime polynomials to several
given coprime polynomials. The distance to the nearest nonprime polynomial matrix, also termed as the
radius of primeness, is a good measure of gauging the numerical robustness of the given polynomial
matrix with respect to left primeness. Here, we invoke the equivalence of left primeness of a polynomial
matrix with full rank property of a certain Toeplitz structured matrix. This enables us to pose the problem
of computing the radius of primeness as equivalent to the problem of computing the nearest Structured
Low Rank Approximation (SLRA) of this Toeplitz structured matrix. The left primeness of a wide
polynomial matrix is known to be equivalent to the controllability of the associated linear time invariant
system. Thus, the computation of the nearest non-prime polynomial matrix, is equivalent to computing
the nearest uncontrollable system to a given controllable system. The problem of computing the nearest
uncontrollable (C-uncontrollable) system to a given higher order system is considered as an application.
In Part II of the thesis, we address the problem of computing the minimal structured perturbations to the
coefficient matrices so that the perturbed polynomial matrix has the prescribed eigenstructure. We first
intend to compute the nearest structured polynomial matrix to a given structured polynomial matrix with
some prescribed eigenvalues. In order to solve the problem, we characterize all permissible structured
perturbations to the polynomial matrix with some prescribed eigenvalues. Further, we construct the
minimal norm perturbation to the polynomial matrix by reformulating the problem as a constrained
optimization problem. As an application, we also present a new method for linearly structured quadratic
model updating problem (LSQMUP) for the second order damped system. We have updated the
quadratic model with minimum perturbation preserving the linear structure of the original damped model
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using partially measured incomplete eigendata. It is worthwhile to note that partially measured
incomplete eigendata refers to a small number of incomplete measured modal data, that is, a small
number of natural frequencies along with some specific coordinates of the corresponding mode shapes
of the model are measured. Throughout the thesis, the proposed theoretical results are validated using
several numerical examples. We are certain that our results contain significant amount of contributions
in the area of nearness problems on structured polynomial matrices.
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EFFECT OF THERMOMECHANICAL PROCESSING ON THE
MICROSTRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C
STEELS
Nicky Kisku
Supervisor: Prof.K. K. Ray
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17085

The present work has been conceived to explore the development of advanced high strength steel
(AHSS) having light weight, ecofriendly and most importantly to provide safety. Its applications are
widely broaden with the usage in structural applications. The present work systematically correlates the
strength–ductility relationship of Mn-modified Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C steels with its microstructural
characteristics such as grain size, type and morphology of precipitates, and the transformation-induced
plasticity (TRIP) effect during hot deformation. The investigated steels developed through melting and
casting route are subjected to thermo-mechanical processing such as hot forging, which is common for
all the developed alloys at 1373K. Subsequent hot rolling was performed at various temperatures for all
the three alloys in the range of 1073K-1273K. In case of Fe-12Mn-0.6C-3Al-7Si-0.2Ti (wt.%), an
excellent combination of the ultra-high tensile strength (UTS~1700 ± 20 MPa), reasonable ductility
(elongation ~ 11%) and high work hardening behavior (n ~ 0.89) are achieved in the hot-rolled specimen
as compared to the hot-forged one (UTS~ 824±9 MPa, n ~ 0.07) with negligible change in the elongation.
Similarly, in case of Fe-15Mn-0.17C-2Al-3Si-0.6Ti (wt.%), ultra-high tensile strength (UTS~ 2181±53
MPa), good ductility (elongation ~ 51%) and high work hardening behaviour (n ~ 0.7) are achieved in
the hot-rolled specimen (1173K-HR). In case of Fe-19Mn-0.6C-3Al-4Si-0.04Nb (wt.%),unique
combination of ultra-high tensile strength (UTS~1994 ± 11 MPa), excellent ductility (elongation ~24%)
and high work hardening behaviour (n ~ 0.5) are achieved in the hot-rolled specimen (1173K-HR 30%
red.). The unique tensile properties of the hot-rolled specimens in contrast to the hot-forged one are due
to the combined effects of grain refinement during rolling, twin-twin interactions (TWIP effect), and
precipitation strengthening by mixture of Ti rich and Nb-rich precipitates and most significantly the
enhanced TRIP effect. The martensitic transformation instigates the TRIP effect during tensile testing
which resulted in the enhanced hardness and strength of the hot-rolled specimens. The above observation
offers strong support to the proposition that TRIP effect is the dominant plasticity enhancing mechanism
that has been activated during the deformation of the low-stacking fault energy in the developed
multicomponent steels.
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ALGORITHMS ON TEMPORAL GRAPHS
Subhrangsu Mandal
Supervisor: Prof. Arobinda Gupta
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17086

Temporal graphs have been used to model systems and applications in many domains where objects and
the relations between them may vary with time, resulting in graphs with dynamically changing
topologies and/or other properties. Different graph structures such as shortest paths, spanning trees,
matchings, vertex covers etc. play an important role in many such applications. However, the definitions
and algorithms for constructing many of these graph structures cannot be directly extended from the area
of static graphs to the area of temporal graphs because of the dynamically changing topology. In this
thesis, we address the definition and construction of three graph structures on temporal graphs, namely
convergecast trees, dominating sets, and matchings. Convergecast trees are useful for collecting data at
a central node in many applications with distributed data generation. In a temporal graph, a path or
journey from a source node to a destination node is said to exist if there exists a sequence of edges from
the source to the destination that occur in strictly increasing order of time. A convergecast tree rooted at
a node in a temporal graph is a minimum sized subgraph of the temporal graph such that there exists
exactly one journey from each non-root node to the root node. In the first work of this thesis, we define
two types of convergecast trees on temporal graphs, namely Bounded Arrival Time Convergecast Tree
(BATCT) and Minimum Total Arrival Time Convergecast Tree (MTATCT). We first propose an
algorithm for constructing a BATCT. We then show that the problem of constructing a MTATCT is NPComplete, and propose and evaluate a heuristic algorithm for it. Dominating sets have been used for
applications such as information dissemination in many systems. A permanent dominating set in a
temporal graph is a subset of nodes such that any node in the graph at any timestep either belongs to the
permanent dominating set or is adjacent to some node in the permanent dominating set. In the second
work of this thesis, we study the problem of finding a permanent dominating set on temporal graphs. We
first show that the problem of constructing a minimum permanent dominating set is NP-Complete, and
propose and evaluate an approximation algorithm for it. We also define a structure called maximum kdominant node set for a given temporal graph. We prove that the problem of constructing a maximum
k-dominant node set is also NP-Complete and propose an approximation algorithm for it. In the third
work of this thesis, we study the problem of constructing matchings on temporal graphs. Matchings are
used in many types of assignment problems. We define a type of matching called 0-1 timed matching on
temporal graphs, which is defined as a subset of edges such that no two edges are incident on the same
node at the same timestep. We study the complexity of constructing a maximum 0-1 timed matching on
different classes of temporal graphs. In particular, we show that the problem is NP-Complete for a class
of rooted temporal trees, but is solvable in polynomial time for a subclass of it. We then show that the
problem is NP-Complete for temporal graphs in general, and remains NP-Complete for bipartite
temporal graphs and degree bounded temporal graphs. Finally, we propose an approximation algorithm
for constructing a maximum 0-1 timed matching on temporal graphs.
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DESIGN METHODOLOGIES FOR IMPAIRMENT-AWARE ELASTIC
OPTICAL NETWORKS
Devlina Adhikari
Supervisor: Prof. Raja Datta
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17087

Elastic Optical Networks are considered an effective solution to overcome the limitations of the
wavelength division multiplexing networks. The flexible spectrum allocation capability of elastic optical
networks results in high-speed transmission. Even though many investigations and studies involving
elastic optical networks are reported in the past years, the evolution of this network necessitates more
work in some critical aspects that limit its capabilities. On exhaustive research, we find that the issues
related to spectral fragmentation, four-wave mixing, guard-band slots, a limited number of transceivers,
link failures, etc., are critical factors that impair the network functionalities and need further
investigations. We also observe that optical-to-electrical-to-optical conversions at intermediate nodes
strongly influence network design costs. Hence, this thesis considers the essential aspects of elastic
optical networks while designing routing and spectrum allocation algorithms, thereby improving
spectrum utilization. At first, a dynamic routing and spectrum allocation algorithm is framed, considering
both the fragmentation and linear impairment awareness that evaluates the required transmitted signal
power to achieve a quality of transmission.
Thereafter, we proposed a new spectrum allocation scheme to suppress the effect of four-wave mixing
in elastic optical networks. Subsequently, we designed transceiver-aware routing and spectrum
allocation algorithm to estimate the number of transceivers per node in the network. Next, the impact of
guard-band slots on spectrum utilization and blocking performance is analyzed
in protected and unprotected elastic optical networks. Finally, we developed a static routing and spectrum
allocation algorithm based on single-hop optical connectivity to limit the optical-to-electrical-to-optical
conversions at network nodes. In this thesis, new algorithms have been proposed to solve the routing
and spectrum allocation problem in realistic networks and to compare the results with the already
established algorithms. An effort has been made to modify and reformulate the benchmark algorithms
by emphasizing the different attributes that impair the operational capabilities of elastic optical networks.
With the help of simulations, it has been shown that the proposed new approaches for impairment-aware
static and dynamic routing and spectrum allocation algorithms improve the performance of elastic optical
networks.
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SEGMENTATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INDIAN DOMESTIC
TOURISTS
Saibal Dutta
Supervisor: Prof. Sujoy Bhattacharya
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No: NB17088

The rapid growth of the Indian domestic tourism sector has opened up an immense opportunity for all
its stakeholders. Unfortunately, the Indian government has not been able to fully capitalize on this,
especially in terms of its marketing strategy. In fact, it’s not only the government, but also different
stakeholders, who are primarily responsible for implementing destination marketing. Till date, extant
research on the tourism sector, has been focused on stakeholder involvement vis a vis their complex
relationships in destination marketing. Thus, in this research, we look to fully utilize the concept of
Stakeholder theory, in order to address some of the problems of market segmentation and classification,
especially in the Indian context. The research approach followed includes both qualitative and
quantitative methods. The variables employed have been identified from two sources, i.e. extant
literature along with semi-structured interviews with stakeholders. Extensive literature review was done
to identify a comprehensive list of unique variables. Furthermore, twelve semi-structured interviews
were conducted with three sets of stakeholders (i.e. four experts from tour operators, five experts from
accommodation service providers, and three experts from Government tourism officials). Herein, the
aim was to understand their market segmentation process, based on which we develop the relevant
market segmentation variables. A total of 346 unique variables were identified from literature review
(i.e. 122 variables for accommodation service providers, 134 variables for tour operators, and 90
variables for tourism policy makers). These were shared with the stakeholders that w ere interviewed.
Post our discussions and deliberations with them, finally a total of 103 variables (out of 346 initially
identified) were chosen for the study. The breakup of these variables are as follows: 37 variables related
to accommodation service providers, 34 variables associated with tour operators, and 32 variables linked
to tourism policy makers. Further, based on these 103 variables, three sets of final questionnaires were
prepared. Each questionnaire had two parts; the first was about the respondents’ socio-demographic
profile, while the second aimed at incorporating the respondents’ opinions based on the significance of
variables converted into statements. A 5-point Likert-type scale with an interval scale ranging from 1
(Not at all important) to 5 (Extremely important) was used. 1309 complete responses (i.e. 412 responses
for accommodation service providers, 438 responses for tour operators, and 459 responses for tourism
policy makers) were collected from Indian domestic tourists. Factor analysis method based on principal
component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was done in order to explore the dimensions from the data
collated from the domestic tourists. Post the factor analysis, the factor score of each of the respondents was
saved for further analysis. The next step of the study included segmentation, using K-means clustering
techniques, applied to the heterogeneous population. These were divided into a homogeneous subgroup of
similar behavior tourists. The results obtained suggested three, five and six cluster solutions that were
possible for accommodation service providers, tour operators, and tourism policy makers respectively.
Further, a classification model was implemented for Indian domestic tourists for each of the stakeholders.
The inputs received to the classification model were the variables obtained from the stakeholders'
responses. Notably, the classification models were developed using respective clustered groups, as being
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the desired group. Three classifiers were developed, namely, C5.0 decision tree classifier, K-Nearest
neighbor classifier, and support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Test data set was prepared by
collecting responses from customers whose contact details were shared by tour operators and
accommodation service providers (i.e. 72 customer responses data from tour operators and 31 customer
data from accommodation service providers) based on our initial set of questionnaire survey. The cluster
belongingness of test data was shared by stakeholders. Importantly, we could not get any customer data
from the policy makers. Our empirical results (based on performance metrics) suggested that given
sufficient training data, SVMs tend to be the best classifiers on test data; in fact, this was true for both
of the stakeholders. Thus, our results hold substantial implications to the stakeholders' perspective of
successful destination marketing, which would positively contribute to formulating useful policies,
planning and strategy, primarily at the government’s level.
Keywords: Indian tourism, Segmentation, Domestic market, Factor analysis, Stakeholders,
Classification, Tourism policy, K-means clustering, C5.0 decision tree, K-Nearest neighbor, Support
vector machine, Planning and strategy
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SERIES CONVERTERS FOR DC MICROGRIDS: CONCEPT, DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Umamaheswararao Vuyyuru
Supervisors: Prof. Chandan Chakraborty & Dr. Suman Maiti
School of Energy Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17089

Owing to increased penetration of renewable energy resources to the existing grid, the power system
today is facing different challenges. This includes reliability issues resulting from uncertainty in
generation. Making the power system resilient is an important aspect today. In addition, many of the
renewable resources including Solar PVs are dc in nature. Therefore, to avoid multiple stages of power
conversion, power distribution through low and medium voltage level dc is showing promising features.
Such dc grids are more efficient and absence of a frequency
regulation criteria makes dc distribution more attractive than its ac counterpart. This dissertation reports
some investigations on dc micro-grid with a motivation to address some of the existing challenges that
dc distribution is facing today. It is quite clear that dc systems have to take care of efficient integration
of sources in one side and reliable dispatch of power to the load on the other side. As a first assumption,
it is considered that the grid is predominantly fed from renewable energy sources those are intermittent
in nature. Therefore, in the source-side it is not only important to extract maximum power but also handle
the intermittency of generation either through appropriate storage or through source and/or load
curtailment. In the load-side, of course, the load-voltage needs to be regulated and the system must
survive in case of a fault. AC circuit breakers are easy to operate having natural zero every half-cycle
but dc on the other hand needs some special
strategy. DC circuit breakers are thus an emerging research area. This thesis focus on one of the most
fundamental and important areas of dc micro-grid. A new series voltage regulator (SVR) is proposed
that will keep the load voltage regulated thus making dc grid reliable and useful from practical viewpoint. The SVR utilizes an input-parallel and output-series topology to optimize the performance of the
overall system. It uses a dual active bridge (DAB) at the input side, while a
bipolar dc/dc converter that can generate variable dc voltage of either polarity at the output side to keep
the load voltage regulated. Performance of the proposed SVR is demonstrated through extensive
simulations and prototype experiments in the thesis. Wide proliferation of dc systems needs a strategy
for easy control of power from one grid to the other. Therefore, a power ow controller is required. Having
such power ow controller (PFC) will promote receiving and/or sending a controlled amount of power
from one grid to the other encouraging business between connecting micro-grids of different
zones/region those may be of different ownerships. This thesis proposes a new power ow control
architecture. The PFC utilizes the central idea of the SVR but instead of controlling the bus voltage at
the consumer end, it controls power delivered/received between the busses or nodes. Simulation and
experimental results show the capability of the power ow controller. All practical systems need to be
fault tolerant. Sources of faults in a dc systems can be many. For example, the load terminals can be
dead shorted, the converter devices may fail, and the components such as capacitors may also develop
failures after prolonged usage. This thesis also attempted to develop a fault tolerant dc systems that when
sensing a fault withdraw all the gate pulses of the controlled switches. Proposed fault tolerant systems
are investigated through simulations and experimentations. Note that the reliability and resiliency of the
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dc grid can be improved with energy storage. The thesis goes further to integrate energy-storage while
connecting multi terminals. Batteries are connected to the intermediate dc bus in a PFC to regulate power
ow as per the need. A method (using optimization technique) to determine the storage capacity is also
discussed. While in the battle of ac vs. dc, the winner is not known, this dissertation takes the current
state-of the- art of dc distribution systems one step ahead expecting widespread use of dc in low/medium
voltage applications.
Keywords: Series Voltage Regulator (SVR), Power ow controller (PFC), dc fault current limitation,
energy storage integration, Dual Active Bridge (DAB), dc-dc converters, dc grids, microgrids.
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INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERE ON THE MICROSTRUCTURE AND
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF STAINLESS STEEL AND NiTi BASED SHAPE
MEMORY ALLOY
Lakhindra Marandi
Supervisor: Dr. Indrani Sen
Department of Metallurgical & Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17090

Present study primarily focuses on the in-vitro mechanical properties of ferrous and non-ferrous
materials under the influence of various corrosive atmosphere. A systematic study to evaluate the
properties, including the microstructure, corrosion resistance, phase analysis, biocompatibility, etc. are
extensively covered. Steel wire exposed to saline atmosphere and undergo failure has been considered
for the present study. An optimized pre-immersion time in the saline atmosphere enhance the fatigue and
corrosion behavior of materials, however, the monotonic properties deteriorates with increasing
immersion time. In-vitro mechanical behavior of pseudoelastic NiTi wire in Ringer’s lactate and
simulated body fluid modifies the fatigue strength of the NiTi alloys. Mean stress have adverse impact
on the fatigue behavior i.e. increasing mean stress significantly reduces the fatigue strength. In-vitro
fatigue behavior of NiTi wire in Ringer’s lactate and simulated body fluid shows an adverse effect on
fatigue behavior of NiTi alloys whereas, the monotonic tensile behavior reveals nominal change in
tensile properties. Corrosion behavior shows higher corrosion resistance for simulated body fluid due to
its lesser corrosive nature of the solutions. Higher corrosive nature of Ringer’s lactate facilitates to
improve the fatigue performance by forming a thick corrosion product over the surface of the wire which
in result delays the crack initiation process. Further to estimate the influence of bio-fluids on the
mechanical performance of NiTi, macroscale in-vitro mechanical behavior is also conducted. Tensioncompression incremental fatigue is used to evaluate the fatigue performance. A fully reversible strain
recovery is observed in air, Ringer’s lactate and simulated body fluid indicated the excellent
pseudoelasticity even in bio-fluids 1.2% strain used for strain control fatigue in Ringer’s lactate and
simulated body fluid suggest lower fatigue life in simulated body fluid. Thinner surface product in
simulated body fluid ruptures easily and provide a fresh preferential site for crack initiation and thus
serve lesser life as compared to Ringer’s lactate. Understanding on the pseudoelastic behavior of NiTi is
further extended to the materials manufactured with advance manufacturing technique. Additively
manufactured NiTi with optimum laser energy density developed optimized microstructure and
mechanical properties. Specimen designated as NiTi_E2 having optimized laser energy density (40
J/mm2) shows moderate porosity level and hence excellent tensile and pseudoelastic behavior. Digital
Image Correlation used for evaluation of strain distribution in the specimen validates the better strain
recovery for NiTi_E2.
Keywords: In-vitro fatigue, bio-fluids, pseudoelasticity, incremental fatigue.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE INFLUENCE OF THERMAL AND
MICROWAVE PRE-TREATMENT ON THE PHYSICO-MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT ROCKS
Rohan Bisai
Supervisor: Prof. Samir Kumar Pal
Department of Mining Engineering
Accession No: NB17091

Improvement of energy efficiency in comminution of rocks using various pre-treatment methods is being
explored worldwide. Through umpteen researches, it has been established that comminution is most
energy-intensive process of concentrator. According to DOE (1981), comminution process accounted
for 2% of total energy consumed in US. The audit of energy consumption by comminution in Australian
copper and gold mines reveals on an average 36% of total energy used by mines was consumed by
comminution. Significance of this work can be realized looking at application of comminution process
in various industries. So, a proper pre-treatment of rocks can reduce the energy requirement for
comminution. In the present study, the physico-mechanical properties of granite, sandstone and
limestone such as Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS), Brazilian Tensile Strength (BTS), Ultrasonic
Pulse Velocity (UPV) have been tested and analyzed. However, the microstructure of rocks subjected to
different pre-treatment using LIN (liquid nitrogen) for 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes, high temperature of
200˚C, 400˚C, 600˚C and 800˚C for four hours and microwave treatment for different time durations
such as 2, 4, 6 and 8 minutes have been explored. Additionally, the combined treatment at 800˚ C for
four hours followed by LIN quenching and continue the dipping for 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes and
combination of microwave treatment for eight minutes followed by LIN quenching and continue the
dipping for 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes have been also carried out. The obtained results indicate that pretreatments in rocks shows decreasing trend in strength values of the rock samples. As much as 36%
reduction in BTS and 25% reduction in UCS are observed in granite after one hour dipping in LIN. With
the furnace treatment at 800ᴼC for four hours, samples show 71% reduction in BTS and 57% reduction
in UCS. The samples treated with heating at 800ᴼC followed by quenching in LIN and continue the
dipping for an hour, however, showed 84% reduction in BTS and 74% reduction in UCS. After
microwave treatment for eight minutes show 59% reduction in BTS and 27% reduction in UCS.
Similarly the samples with microwave treatment for eight minutes followed by LIN quenching and
continue the dipping for an hour showed 83% reduction in BTS and 41% reduction in UCS. For
sandstone, 27% reduction in BTS and 31% in UCS are observed in the case of LIN dipping for an hour.
As like above, the samples undergo 800ᴼC heating for four hours show 63% reduction in BTS and 75%
reduction in UCS. The samples treated with heating at 800ᴼC followed by quenching in LIN and continue
the dipping for an hour, however, showed 69% reduction in BTS and 86% reduction in UCS. The
samples treated with microwave for eight minutes showed 50 % reduction in BTS and 60% reduction in
UCS. A combination of microwave treatment with quenching in LIN and continue the dipping for one
hour show 62% higher reduction in BTS and 77% reduction in UCS of samples than untreated sandstone
samples. In terms of limestone, 35% reduction in BTS and 36% reduction in UCS are observed in LIN
pre-treatment method (LIN dipping for one hour). The limestone samples after treated with furnace at
800ᴼC for four hours and microwave for eight minutes, the limestone samples have been completely
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broken and lose its crushing strength. The influence of treatment on UPV and microstructure of rock was
also investigated. UPV results show the same decreasing trend for the all-pre-treatment methods like
varying duration of LIN cooling, duration of microwave treatment, increasing temperature and combined
pre-treatments. The obtained UPV results are in line and support the UCS and BTS results of rocks in
all the conditions. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analyses of untreated and treated samples were
carried out to understand the fracture morphology of the tested rocks.
Keywords: Cryogenic, High temperature, Microwave pre-treatment, Liquid nitrogen, Comminution,
Uniaxial compressive strength, Brazilian tensile strength, Ultrasonic pulse velocity, Scanning electron
microscope, Granite, Sandstone, Limestone.
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PLANNING AND OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES OF
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM CONSIDERING DISTRIBUTED
GENERATION AND NETWORK RECONFIGURATION
Vasudevan B
Supervisor: Prof. Debapriya Das
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No: NB17092

The operation of variable/zero power drawing mode for distribution system is presented in this thesis.
For this, two new bus type such as zero bus and PQV_ are utilized to obtain the variable power drawing
mode. The distribution network is made to draw required amount of power from the grid(as per the
distribution company choice) along with power loss reduction and voltage profile improvement. Optimal
DG unit placement and sizing in the distribution system are considered under load variations. Network
recon_guration is performed for distribution system. Load in systems Categorized into six load types;
where each load type is assumed to vary from 0% to 100% of its peak demand. Thus resulting availability
of large number of load patterns. Application of partition algorithm is utilized to obtain the optimal
pattern. Then, network recon_guration is performed for the optimal load pattern and its entire behavior
is studied. Revisiting the concepts of tie switches in the distribution system, detailed analysis carried out
on the following perspectives: 1) No tie switches in the distribution system, and 2) Determination of the
maximum number of tie switches to serve consumers at any expected/ unexpected contingencies.
Number of tie switches to be installed is dependent on distribution companies perspective. Moreover,
for any number of tie switches, this work determines the optimal location.
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NANOSTRUCTURED NaMnPO4 BASED SUPERCAPACITORS –
ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCES UNDER AMBIENT AND NONAMBIENT CONDITIONS
Ananya Chowdhury
Supervisor: Prof. Amreesh Chandra
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17093

Supercapacitors are high-power energy storage devices, which have hundreds of thousands of cycle life,
capacity to absorb surge/ spikes, with easy fabrication, maintenance and disposal strategies. For the
major part of the last four decades, Na-ion based energy storage systems remained under the shadow of
their more illustrious counterparts based on Li-ion. Even after large-scale commercialization of Libatteries, it was always known that sodium, with similar oxidation state and electronic configuration,
can deliver characteristics close to Li+ based energy storage devices. The growing understanding and
expertise to develop novel nanoparticles ranging from solid, hierarchical to hollow, has allowed the
resurgence of Na-ion based energy storage systems. Compared to other sodium structures, Na-based
phosphates have delivered exciting results due to their thermal stability and higher operating voltage
window. In this work, sodium manganese phosphate (NaMnPO4) is chosen as the active electrode
material because of its high electrochemical potential, large theoretical specifi c capacitance, greater
structural and thermal stability. A successful synthesis strategy to obtain single phase NaMnPO4 is
established. The materials are characterized using a large number of techniques such as: XRD, XPS,
SEM, TEM, BET, Zeta, DLS, etc. It is shown that NaMnPO4 can be used as an effective electrode
material for Na-ion supercapacitors, with specific capacitance values that are comparable or higher than
those reported in literature pertaining to such materials. To induce a quantum jump in the specific
capacitance value, a strategy based on the use of redox additive modified electrolytes is proposed. The
fruitfulness of the strategy is established using two redox additives in 2 M NaOH electrolyte viz.,
K3Fe(CN)6 and KI. Performance improvement of >40% is obtained, which proves the correctness of
the hypothesis. The electrochemical studies under various external factors like: temperature, external
frequency, magnetic field, etc. have remained ignored for Na-ion supercapacitors. In the temperature
dependent study of the fabricated Na-ion supercapacitor device, an enhancement of >65% is reported,
on increasing the temperature from 25 to 65 °C. Similarly, the magnetic field dependent study can also
lead to appreciable changes in the device performance. A new theoretical model is proposed for the first
time to explain the magnetic supercapacitors.
Keywords: Na-ion supercapacitor, redox additive, asymmetric device, electrochemical activity, nonambient conditions
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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL AND
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF TOPOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Urmimala Dey
Supervisor: Prof. Arghya Taraphder
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17094

Discovery of quantum Hall effect in 1980 ignited enormous interest to explore topo-logical phases of
matter that cannot be understood in terms of Landau's approach of spontaneous symmetry breaking and
has led to the explosion of experimental and theoretical activities in recent years due to their fascinating
electronic, optical and transport properties. It is found that in addition to the band theory of crystalline
solids, quantum geometry and topology of electronic states play a very important role in the complete
description of electron dynamics in condensed matter systems. In our work, we first study the effect of
non-linear optical processes on the magnetization dynamics in materials that break both inversion and
time-reversal symmetries, with particular focus on the interplay of Berry phases and non-linear
processes. Starting from tilted Dirac models in presence of a static magnetic field, we investigate the
intra-band contributions to the second order rectification processes arising from Berry curvature dipole
and semiclassical jerk term. In particular, we describe a way to facilitate optical control of magnetization
switching processes even with linearly polarized light, which has immense technological importance
related to memory and logic devices. Next we study the dynamic chiral magnetic effect and related
natural optical activity of tilted Weyl semimetals, which can be experimentally measured as a signature
of topological magneto-electric effect in inversion-broken Weyl semimetals. Considering a lattice model
of tilted inversion-asymmetric Weyl semimetals we find that the rotary power shows a remarkable
anisotropy which can be utilized to determine the tilt direction. We also show that in the low frequency
regime, the dynamic chiral magnetic effect serves as a signature to distinguish between type-I and typeII Weyl semimetals. In order to study realistic models of quantum mat after, we then perform a
comparative study of the electronic structures of two binary rare-earth monopnictides LaBi and LuBi by
means of density functional theory. Our calculations reveal that LaBi, despite being gapless in the bulk
spectrum, displays the characteristic features of a Z2 topological semimetal, resulting in gapless Dirac
cones on the surface, whereas LuBi only shows avoided band inversion in the bulk with almost equal
and sizable electron and hole pockets. In analogy with experimental evidence in LaBi, we thus predict
that LuBi will also be a candidate for extremely large magnetoresistance, which should be of great
technological interest. After studying the topological characteristics of LaBi, we investigate the
electronic structures of LaSb to resolve the existing disagreements regarding its topological nature. We
examine the bulk band structure for band inversion, along with the stability of surface Dirac cones (if
any) to time-reversal-preserving perturbations as a strong diagnostic test for determining the topological
character of LaSb and LaBi. A detailed ab-initio investigation con_rms the topological character of a
multilayer consisting of alternating unit cells of LaSb and LaBi in which the electronic properties can be
tailored as per requirement.
Keywords: Second order optical response; Dynamic chiral magnetic effect; Extreme magnetoresistance;
Density functional theory; Z2 topological semimetals.
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF A HYDROFOIL USED FOR CURRENT
TURBINES WITH VORTEX GENERATORS
AND INSERTED TUBES
Parikshit Kundu
Supervisors: Dr. Arunjyoti Sarkar and Dr. Vishwanath Nagarajan
Department of Ocean Engineering and Naval Architecture
Accession No: NB17095

Designing a high-performance hydrofoil for the blades of a current turbine is a fundamental challenge
for the current turbine designers. In an environment of varying current speed, the annual power output
of a current turbine may reduce drastically due to the phenomenon of flow separation over the blade
surface, followed by the stall condition. The flow separation over a surface appears when the fluid in the
boundary layer is slowed down after transferring its kinetic energy to the surface (e.g., rotor blade).
Delaying this separation process is essential to enable a current turbine to operate in a wider range of
current speed variation. NACA S1210 hydrofoil has been chosen in this research as it is widely used in
the current turbine blades. The possibility of delaying the flow separation process over this foil has been
numerically investigated here by considering two separate approaches: (i) attaching Vortex Generators
on the foil surface and modifying the trailing edge geometry, and (ii) inserting tubes at a regular interval
connecting the fluid at the leading edge and a location near the trailing edge on the suction side – a novel
approach. An experimental study on the 2nd approach has also been attempted to show the validity of
the numerical results. The numerical results show significant improvement in the performance of the
chosen hydrofoil in terms of the force coefficients, the lift-to-drag ratio (glide ratio), and the increased
stall angle. It has been found that attaching counter-rotating VGs near the trailing edge of the foil and
constructing a rounded trailing edge can increase the stall angle by 2° (from 10° to 12°) and the lift
coefficient by 6% (and glide ratio by 40%) at 14° angle of attack (post stall). On the other hand, tubes
inserted at a regular interval can increase the stall angle by 2° (from 10° to 12°) and the lift coefficient
by 18% (and glide ratio by 116%) at 12° angle of attack. The experimental results obtained for the 2nd
approach show good agreement up to the linear portion, indicating the validity of the concept. Beyond
the stall angle, large deviations have been noticed; thus, limited success obtained through the current
experimental study leaving an open question for beyond the stall angle. Considering the design of a 5 m
diameter horizontal axis current turbine, it is noticed that the power production can be improved by
14.7% by using the inserted tube approach. These findings could be useful to extract more power from
a current turbine that encounters wider flow speed variation.
Keywords: HACT (Horizontal Axis Current Turbine), NACA S1210, Vortex Generator, Trailing edge
modification, Foil with inserted tubes, Lift coefficient, Drag coefficient, Glide ratio, BEM (Blade element
momentum theory).
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SPEECH RECOGNITION IN MULTILINGUAL AND
MULTIMODE ENVIRONMENT
Kumud Tripathi
Supervisor: Prof. K. Sreenivasa Rao
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17096

The objective of the phone recognition system (PRS) is to convert a speech signal into a sequence of
phones. The PRS can be developed using data from single language or multiple languages. A PRS
developed with data from more than one language is known as multilingual PRS (MPRS). In the
literature, there are very few studies on multilingual phone recognition. The MPRS trained and tested
using data from the same speech mode, is known as mode dependent or mode specific MPRS
(MDMPRS). However, according to literature survey, speech can be broadly classified into three modes,
namely, read, extempore and conversation. In conversation mode, two or more people will communicate
in an unconstrained environment. In the extempore mode, the speaker will speak on a topic continuously
without the help of any notes. For example, delivering a lecture to students in a class room. In read mode,
the speaker delivers the speech using formal language and in a constrained environment. The
performance of MDMPRS will be affected when the test utterance belongs to a different mode of speech.
This is mainly due to mismatch in the acoustic characteristics of speech signals across different modes.
Therefore, there is a need to develop a multilingual phone recognition systems which can accurately
recognize the phonetic units irrespective of the mode of the speech signal. In this thesis, we address some
of the above listed challenges to build a high-quality and robust phone recognition system for Indian
languages. The major contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
1. A speech mode classification model is proposed based on excitation source, and vocal tract features
to improve the performance of phone recognition system.
2. A two-stage system is proposed for robust and accurate recognition of the phonetic units present in
speech utterances from multiple languages spoken in multiple modes.
3. An approach based on continuous wavelet transform coefficients and phone boundaries is proposed
to detect the speech events such as vowel onset points (VOPs), vowel end points (VEPs) and vowel
regions (VRs) for improving the performance of multilingual speech mode classification model.
4. A CycleGAN based non-parallel speech mode transformation (SMT) model is proposed as the frontend to improve the robustness of MPRS by transforming
the characteristics of conversation and extempore modes into read mode of speech.
Keywords: Multilingual Phone Recognition, Multilingual Speech Mode Classification, Multilingual
Speech Mode Transformation, Read Speech Mode, Extempore Speech Mode, Conversation Speech
Mode, Vocal Tract Features, Source Features, Feed Forward Neural Networks, Continuous Wavelet
Transform, Phone Boundary, Vowel Detection, Cycle-Consistent Generative Adversarial Network
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SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF TRAJECTORY TRACES
TO EXPLORE HUMAN MOVEMENT BEHAVIOUR
Shreya Ghosh
Supervisor: Prof. Soumya K. Ghosh
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17097

Analysing the mobility traces of moving agents (mobile users, GPS-equipped vehicles), call data records
(CDRs) may help in interpreting the \human interests and intentions" behind the movements and thus
facilitates diverse range of location-based applications. The trajectory analysis uncovers the connections,
correlations and differences among individuals and their activities by exploring their mobility attributes.
Specifically, analysing trajectories, GPS footprints both from individual and aggregate level provide
personalized recommendation alerts, better resource allocation (both transit and cellular networks) and
traffic ow analysis which helps in various interesting navigation applications. The analysis of city-wide
traffic ow from GPS traces of vehicles is strategically important for the improvement of peoples life and
environment. The focus of our research work is to extract semantic knowledge of human movement
behaviour and utilize it for location based service provisioning. The work is motivated by the fact that
human moves with an intent, and mapping the intent of the move with raw GPS log provides usable
knowledge to build an effective system. In this regard, the two major objectives of this work are (i)
extracting and modelling semantic knowledge of human movement behaviours, and (ii) finding the
correlations among movement behavior of people and other contexts by retrieving mobility association
rules. The objective is to utilize the extracted knowledge-base to another dispersed geographical regions
using transfer learning technique. On the other side, the availability of spatio-temporal mobility trace
(timestamped location information) is increasingly growing. Analysing these huge amount of mobility
data is another major concern. Therefore, this work explores cloud-based framework to efficiently
manage and analyse mobility data. However, the cloud-only set-up is not an energy-efficient and delayaware solution for handling such a high volume of data. To address this problem, we extend the cloudbased framework using edge and fog computing. The major contributions of this thesis are (1) proposing
semantic knowledge extraction framework to model human movement patterns, categorizing users based
on their mobility semantics, and transferring mobility knowledge from one region to other
geographically dispersed region; (2) proposing mobility dynamics network and extracting mobility
association rules (MARIO) for predicting travel demands and traffic dynamics in a city-region; (3)
proposing activity-based mobility profiles of individuals for personalized activity recommendations; (4)
developing mobility-aware cloud based framework (Traj-Cloud) and cloud-fog-edge-IoT collaborative
framework (Mobi-IoST ) to facilitate time-critical applications. Finally, we utilize the proposed
frameworks in facilitating location based services, such as, location prediction, health-emergenc y
services and finding correlation among mobility and other contexts. Comparative study with the
baselines and state-of-the-art prediction techniques has demonstrated the efficacy and superiority
of our proposed mobility frameworks in terms of accuracy, latency, power and energy. consumption.
The overall study has been carried out considering the mobility traces of people, taxi-rides and other
contextual datasets, such as, activity datasets, health roles and academic performances of students of an
academic campus. In future, we like to extend our proposed framework by incorporating blockchain
since movement traces are sensitive in nature. Moreover, the cloud-fog-edge-IoT based framework can
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be extended to capture the cellular data usage patterns from such time-series data and prediction of
location sequences may help to appropriately manage the power and bandwidth related resources.
Keywords: Trajectory Trace, Semantic Analysis, Spatio-temporal Data Analysis, Mobility Pattern,
Deep Learning, Cloud Computing, Internet of Spatial Things (IoST).
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NATURAL CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER FROM
MULTIPLE HORIZONTAL CYLINDERS IN
NEWTONIAN AND NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
Subhasisa Rath
Supervisor: Prof. Sukanta Kumar Dash
School of Energy Science & Engineering
Accession No: NB17098

Natural convection heat transfer plays an indispensable role in several industries as well as in real -life
practical scenarios. The present thesis is primarily focused on natural convection heat transfer in two
different classes of fluid mediums, such as Newtonian and non-Newtonian. Overall, four essential and
interrelated problems on natural convection heat transfer from multiple horizontal cylinders are
addressed due to its inherent advantages and industrial relevance. In the first problem, natural convection
heat transfer from a stack of horizontal cylinders has been investigated in a two-dimensional
computational domain. Three different geometrical configurations, such as three, six, and ten cylinders
in a stack having the same characteristic length scale, were considered for a comparative study.
Computations have been performed in both laminar and turbulent ow regimes of Rayleigh number (Ra)
spanning in the range 104 to 108 and 1010 to 1013, respectively. The same study has been extended in
the second problem for a three-dimensional study of natural convection heat transfer from a stack of
solid and thin-hollow horizontal cylinders. The average Nusselt number (Nu) was found to increase with
an increase in Ra for both laminar and turbulent ow regimes due to the rise in strength of thermal
buoyancy. Furthermore, the average Nu for the
stack of three cylinders was marginally higher than that of the stack of six cylinders followed by ten
cylinders. The first two problems have great importance in steel industries, where heated cylinders are
usually placed in the bay for natural cooling before that can be transported. Natural convection heat
transfer to non-Newtonian fluids has notable applications in several process industries. Thus, in the third
problem, natural convection from a pair of two attached horizontal cylinders has been studied in nonNewtonian power-law fluids. Two different geometrical configurations, such as vertically and
horizontally attached cylinders, were considered for the numerical study in both shear -thinning and
shear-thickening fluids. The average Nu was found to be a positive dependence on both Grashof number
(Gr) and Prandtl number (Pr), whereas an adverse dependence was observed on the power-law index (n).
In contrast, the dependencies of total drag coefficient on Gr, Pr, and n was seen to be utterly antithetical
to that of the average Nu. The thermal and ow fields were signicantly affected by the interaction of
plumes and power-law rheology. Therefore, the overall heat transfer from both vertically and
horizontally attached cylinders was found to be lower than that of a single unconfined cylinder.
Furthermore, compared to the horizontally attached cylinders, the average Nu was 4-45% higher for the
vertically attached cylinders depending on the values of Gr, Pr, and n. In the last problem, the interplay
of power-law rheology and horizontal spacing between two horizontally aligned circular cylinders on
both momentum and heat transfer characteristics were expounded. At a very low spacing, owing to the
development of a narrow passage or chimney effect, the thermal buoyancy intensifies and as a result, the
heat transfer was found to increase significantly.
Thus, the average Nu was seen to be minimum at no-spacing and found to be 21 to 89% higher at the
optimal horizontal spacing depending on the parameters. The optimal horizontal spacing corresponding
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to maximum heat transfer has also been identified in this study. Finally, some useful empirical
correlations for the average Nu have been developed for each of the above studies, which has great
importance in industrial design calculations. These correlations can also be beneficial to practicing
engineers and academic researchers.
Keywords: natural convection; numerical; heat transfer; Boussinesq; laminar; turbulent; cylinder; stack;
horizontal spacing; non-Newtonian; power-law; shear-thinning; shear-thickening; rheology; vortex;
correlation
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FIBER REINFORCED CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITE MATERIAL
Sutapa Deb
Supervisor: Prof. Nilanjan Mitra
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17099

Improvement of tensile and flexural ductility along with durability (without degrading other
characteristics – such as compressive strength) is one of the specific requirements for conventional
concrete structures. The research carried out in this study aims to achieve the above mentioned two main
objectives of improvement of ductility (assessed through direct tensile tests, flexure tests, blast tests as
well as mixed mode fracture tests using an Arcan test setup) and durability (assessed through Rapid
chloride penetration test, Rapid chloride migration test, and Shrinkage tests) through use of fiber
reinforced cementitious composite materials. The cementitious composite material (CCM) being used
for this study differs from conventional concrete material in its constituents – since no coarse aggregates
are being used and fine aggregates being used is sand having sizes less than 150 microns. Two different
types of cementitious composite materials have been developed as part of study – one a supplementary
cementitious material having specified proportions of fly-ash and silica fume added to cement and
another having no cement as one of its constituents but being based entirely on alkali activation of flyash, ground granulated blast furnace slag and silica fume. Different types of fiber reinforcements (treated
jute and ramie fibers along with synthetic fibers such as polypropylene, polyester, poly-vinyl-alchohol,
kevlar) are added to these cementitious composite materials with an aim to improve the ductility and
durability characteristics of the resultant material. It has been demonstrated in the study (through detailed
rheometer studies of the cement slurry along with XRD, FTIR, DSC and TGA of 28 days’ cured samples)
that addition of fiber reinforcements not only improves the ductility characteristics but also retards the
setting time for cement hydration. Suitability of different fibres in alkaline environment (as present
during hydration of cement) has been assessed and out of the fibers being evaluated, polypropylene fibers
demonstrates the best option. It has also been observed that out of the fibers being evaluated treated jute
fibers demonstrates faster retardation of the rate of hydration. From the study, it can be concluded that
addition of just addition of one type of fiber is not the only criteria for improvement of ductility; various
physical (fibrillation, change in surface characteristics) and chemical (change in percentage of
constituents, chemical bonding with matrix) as well as mechanical (tensile strength and elongation at
break of a single fiber) characteristics influence the behaviour of the fiber reinforced cementitious
composite material. Case studies have been presented to demonstrate the importance of factors
influencing the ductility characteristics of the resultant mix. Apart from ductility, durability enhancement
is also demonstrated with fiber reinforced cementitious composites. In addition to the development of a
supplementary cementitious material, a new material based on alkali activation of waste materials
(without using cement as its constituent and thereby reducing CO2 emission to atmosphere during
production of cement clinkers) is also developed as part of this work in which the compressive strength
and efflorescence characteristics of the material are chosen for optimizing the proportion of the
constituents. The alkali activated material is also fiber reinforced to demonstrate improvements in
ductility properties of the material.
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EXPECTATION-MAXIMIZATION BASED
FRAMEWORKS FOR HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY

Sanjeev Kumar
Supervisors: Prof. Manjunatha Mahadevappa and Prof. Pranab K. Dutta
School of Medical Science and Technology
Accession No: NB17100

Lensless in-line holography is a simple, portable, and cost-effective method of imaging, especially for
the biomedical microscopy applications. Digital refocussing, multi-depth imaging and phase imaging
are some advantages which makes digital holography an invaluable imaging method. In this thesis, a
multiplicative gradient descent optimization based method to obtain multi-depth imaging and phase
imaging from a single hologram has been proposed. The negative-log-likelihood functional with the
assumption of Poisson noise has been used as the cost function to be minimized. The ill-posed nature of
the problem has been handled by the sparse regularization and the upper-bound constraint in this
expectation-maximization framework. In microscopy of non-fluorescent objects, the pixel-level upper
bound is previously known from the reference illumination image. The gradient descent optimization
requires calculation of the partial derivative of the cost function with respect to a given estimate of the
object at every iteration. A method of obtaining this quantity for holography, for both the cases of real
object and complex object has been shown. The reconstruction method has been validated using
extensive simulation and experimental studies. The comparison with the previously established iterative
shrinkage/thresholding algorithm based compressive in-line holography shows that the proposed method
has following advantages: faster convergence rate (_4 times less iterations), better reconstructed ima ge
quality (average structural similarity index improved from 0.59 to 0.65), the ability to perform phase
imaging and an improved axial resolution (from 59 microns to <40 microns). Apart from these
reconstruction frameworks, the effects of different illumination strategies on lensless in-line holographic
microscopy have also been studied in this thesis. These studies have been primarily focussed on the
imaging resolution and the ringing artifacts. In one study, the advantages of using a high numerical
aperture single mode optical fiber (photonic crystal fiber) have been studied. In the established
holography methods, both the spatial and temporal coherence of light play a crucial role in determining
the resolution of reconstructed object. This strongly restricts this imaging method to use light sources of
high spatio-temporal coherence. In this thesis, lensless in-line holographic microscopy with a spatially
extended white LED, a light source of low spatial and very low temporal coherence has been presented
next. The wave-field propagation between two parallel planes can be obtained using a convolution
operation, where the convolution kernel depends on the object-sensor distance and the characteristics of
the light source. For a light source of unknown characteristics, this kernel is an unknown function. Two
different approaches of reconstruction has been investigated and presented in this thesis. First
reconstruction method is based on the constrained and regularized reconstruction with the
monochromatic optical transfer function corresponding to the center wavelength. The resolution reduced
due to decreased coherence is regained (from _4 microns to _1 microns) using this method of object
estimation. In the second imaging approach, the concept of the co-design of the physical optics and the
reconstruction framework has been adapted, to develop the final computational imaging system. In this
second method, the above mentioned unknown convolution kernel of very large size (128 × 128) is
decomposed into a small unknown kernel (size 9 × 9) and a large but known kernel (size 128 × 128).
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This second kernel is the monochromatic optical transfer function. This drastically reduces the number
of unknown parameters to be estimated at the system identification step (parameters to b estimated
reduced from 16384 to 81), which has been performed in this thesis by one time imaging of known
microscopic objects. A lateral resolution of _ 1 μm has been demonstrated for sensor-object distance of
_ 0.3 mm. Around four fold improvement in the resolution has been demonstrated, with the imaging of
static red blood cells of diameter _ 5 − 7 μm.High resolution holographic microscopy with a low
coherence light source eliminates the requirements of optical spatial filtering and monochromatic
sources. This contribution is important for speckle free imaging and in the development of more compact
holographic imaging systems.
Keywords: Holography, Microscopy, Reconstruction, Compressed sensing, Diffraction, oherence.
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STUDIES ON SOLAR ENERGY DRIVEN CARBON DIOXIDE BASED
TRIGENERATION SYSTEMS
Vutukuru Ravindra
Supervisor: Prof M. Ramgopal
School of Energy Science & Engineering
Accession No: NB17101
Combined cooling, heating and power (CCHP) systems or trigeneration systems that run on renewable
energy sources such as solar, biomass etc. find many commercial, rural and industrial applications. In
the past, several systems based on a variety of system configurations have been suggested to provide all
these three outputs simultaneously. Almost all the systems suggested can be viewed as integration of cogenerative power and refrigeration cycles using different working fluids for power cycle and
refrigeration cycle. Though these cycles offer many advantages, they are complex due to the number of
sub-systems and components involved. The system complexity, and possibly the initial cost of the system
itself, can be reduced considerably, if a single cycle `based on a single working fluid can be devised that
can provide cooling, heating and power simultaneously using solar or other renewable heat sources. In
recent years, there is growing interest in using CO2 directly in concentrated solar collectors due to its
favourable thermo-physical properties. Solar thermal collectors based on supercritical CO2 that can
operate at very high pressures and temperatures are under development. Thus further simplification of
the CCHP cycle is possible, if CO2 can be used both as process fluid of CCHP system and thermic fluid
of solar thermal system. Since solar energy is inherently unsteady, an auxiliary heat source based on
other renewable energy such as biofuels can support the CCHP cycle to provide steady output. Further,
at times it is also possible to produce excess power, cooling and heating and store them in appropr iate
form to meet peripheral requirements. Such stand-alone systems may be attractive in applications that
always require cooling, heating and power simultaneously. A dairy farm is one such industry which
requires cooling for milk chilling, heating for pasteurization and power to meet auxiliary requirements
like lighting, fans, comfort-cooling etc. In this thesis, two CCHP configurations (one with throttle valve
and another with ejector in the refrigeration loop) relevant to dairy application are investigated based on
thermodynamic cycle analysis and solar thermal heat transfer analysis. A parametric analysis using
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software is also presented for two configurations (Throttle Valve
based & Ejector based) in order to understand their behaviour under various operating conditions of
pressure and temperature. Expressions for COP, 2nd law efficiency, Specific Net Power Output (SNP)
and Specific Milk Flow Rate (SMF) are developed and studied parametrically to predict the CCHP
system behaviour at various process conditions under certain constraints. It is observed that both the
Overall COP and 2nd law efficiency of solar assisted transcritical CO2 based CCHP systems vary
predominantly with change in ambient temperature and cycle medium pressure compared to cycle
maximum temperature and cycle high pressure. The cycle medium pressure should be low for higher
specific net power output (SNP). Further, higher ambient temperature is detrimental in terms of overall
COP and Specific Milk Flow Rate (SMF), but is beneficial in terms of Specific Net Power Output (SNP).
It is also observed that cycle high pressure and cycle maximum temperature affect the COP and Specific
Net Power Output (SNP) favorably. In addition, higher values of turbine inlet temperature and pressure
ratio across the turbine are required if the need is electrical power. Replacing the throttle valve with an
ejector results in higher net power output for the same operating conditions and milk flow rates. Based
on these thermodynamic studies, it is possible to tune the solar assisted CCHP system to meet the
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requirements of milk processing customers, without any dependence on electrical power grid. A
suitability study of various heat transfer fluids (HTF’s) for high temperature solar thermal systems is
also presented in the thesis. Five HTF’s namely Therminol VP1, Dowtherm Q, Hitec XL, Helium (He)
and Carbon Dioxide (CO2) are chosen for the analysis. Among the gaseous fluids, CO2 is being
considered for solar assisted cogeneration and trigeneration applications. This is because of the fact that
CO2 can function in supercritical state (s-CO2) at temperatures near ambient temperature (tcric=31.1 0
C) and can be used both as process fluid and heat transfer fluid. Performance of different heat transfer
fluids is compared taking supercritical CO2 at 150 bar as the reference fluid. Suitable expressions are
developed for obtaining design parameters of solar absorber tube (diameter ratio, length ratio, area ratio)
and performance parameters (heat transfer coefficient ratio, heat transfer fluid inventory cost ratio,
pumping power ratio, Figure of merit (FOM) ratio) in terms of fluid properties. It is observed that at
higher temperatures, the pumping power required for gases is higher than liquid fluids. In terms of FOM,
for CO2 the effect of operating pressure is marginal at higher temperature ranges. In terms of fluid
inventory cost, CO2 is at least an order of magnitude smaller compared to other fluids, thereby making
it a viable and eco-friendly option for large solar fields. A detailed thermal study has also been carried
out on a parabolic trough solar collector (PTSC) using s-CO2 as the heat transfer fluid. A simulation
model has been developed in EES for analysing the effect of inlet temperature and mass flow rate of sCO2 on thermal efficiency, heat transfer coefficient and thermal loss of solar collector. Results show
that thermal efficiency, heat transfer coefficient and thermal loss are sensitive to change in temperature
rather than change in pressure. Finally, a performance study on solar assistance for the proposed throttle
valve based CCHP system at two locations in India (Mumbai & Ahmedabad) on May 21 and December
21 (representing extreme weather conditions) is also carried out, taking into consideration the variation
of incident angle modifier (IAM) from 9 am to 5 pm. The solar tracking mode considered for this study
is Tracking Mode 2. For this mode, focal axis is E-W and horizontal. The collector is rotated about a
horizontal E-W axis and adjusted continuously so that the solar beam makes the minimum angle of
incidence with the aperture plane at all times. The effect of variation in Dry bulb temperature and Direct
Normal Irradiance (DNI) on useful heat gain by the solar collector field (series, parallel and combination
of series and parallel) is analysed using the heat transfer model developed in EES. Solar Multiple
representing ratio of maximum available solar power from the collector field to the required value by
the power block, is estimated at various timings on May 21 & December 21 at both the locations. This
is used to suggest additional heating requirement using auxiliary sources (such as biomass) whenever
required. Finally, a summary of all the above studies is presented along w ith important
conclusions/contributions and recommendations for future development of solar assisted CO2 based
CCHP system.
Keywords: CCHP, Trigeneration, Parabolic Trough Solar Collector, Supercritical CO 2, Dairy Plant, Milk
Pasteurization & Chilling, Heat Transfer fluid
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MOLECULAR INSIGHT INTO THE IONIC LIQUID
PRETREATMENT AND ENZYMATIC HYDROLYSIS
OF LIGNOCELLULOSIC BIOMASS
Bharat Manna
Supervisor: Dr. Amit Ghosh
School of Energy Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17102

Various environmental concerns, including alarming climate change, have facilitated the need for
sustainable energy alternatives in recent years. Lignocellulosic biomass (LCB), as the most abundant
source of organic material on earth, can be a useful renewable feedstock for the production of biofuels
and various value-added chemicals. In recent years, Ionic Liquid (IL), especially 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium acetate (EmimAc) is identified as a promising ‘green solvent’ for the pretreatment
of LCB. Nevertheless, the IL pretreatment technology needs to be optimized for increasing process
efficiency and minimizing its inhibitory effects on the Glycoside Hydrolases (GH) during the hydrolysis
step. In this aspect, water can be utilized as a potential cosolvent with IL. Besides, IL-tolerant GH
enzymes need to be developed along with glucose-tolerant β-glucosidases for efficient production of
sugars from IL pretreated LCB. Thus, the present dissertation focuses on understanding the molecular
insight into the deconstruction of lignocellulosic biomass to sugars in varying concentrations of EmimAc
and water binary mixed solvent systems. Here, molecular-level behavior of cellulose microcrystal,
macromolecular lignin (61 guaiacyl units), endoglucanase (RmCel12A), xylanase (TmXYN10B), and
β-glucosidase (H0HC94) was investigated using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. Dissolution
of both cellulose and lignin took place in 50% and 80% EmimAc cosolvent systems. Loss of a significant
number of intrachain and interchain hydrogen bonds (HBs) and formation of cellulose-Ac HBs governed
the cellulose decrystallization process. Radial distribution function indicated the crucial role of Ac anions
for the solvation of alkyl tail and hydroxyl groups in lignin. As the water content increased, water–anion
network cluster formed, leading to the saturation of anion’s HB ability, and the cosolvent property of
water gradually decreased. Moreover, while studying the IL-tolerance of RmCel12A, the enzyme was
stable up to 40% EmimAc. However, the essential enzyme motion and native hub residues at the active
site were lost in 60% EmimAc, as evidenced by the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Protein
structure network (PSN), respectively. Some non-catalytic residues (D13, R18, N55, Y119, and E203)
were predicted as mutation targets for increasing IL tolerance. On the other hand, the reduced activity of
TmXYN10B in high IL content (35% EmimAc) was caused by the alteration in both dominant modes
and clique-community pattern of the active site. The Emim cations strongly interacted with the
negatively charged active site of both the RmCel12A and TmXYN10B to inhibit their activity. Finally,
the effects of low (0.1 M) and high (0.8 M) glucose concentrations were studied to understand the
glucose-induced uncompetitive inhibition of H0HC94. PSN analysis indicated significant remodeling of
the active site in terms of cliques and communities. In addition, six secondary binding sites (SBS) were
identified, which could induce the uncompetitive inhibition of H0HC94. To improve the glucose
tolerance, the role of conformational change and SBS were further predicted in HOHC94 mutants
(C174V and H229S). Overall, this study unveils molecular insights into the deconstruction of
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lignocellulosic biomass in EmimAc-water mixed solvent systems for designing a ‘One-pot’ process of
simultaneous pretreatment and hydrolysis at an industrial scale.
Keywords: lignin, xylanase, β-glucosidase, protein structure network, radial distribution function,
principal component analysis, molecular dynamics simulation.
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PATTERN FORMATION AND IMPURITY DYNAMICS IN
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE

Koushik Mukherjee
Supervisor: Prof. Sonjoy Majumder
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17103

We unveil the spontaneous generation of vortex-bright-soliton structures in binary Bose-Einstein
condensates(BEC) with a small mass imbalance between the components. The system is confined in a
two-dimensional (2D) harmonic trap. One of the two components has been segmented into two parts by
a potential barrier. To trigger the dynamics the potential barrier is suddenly removed and subsequently,
the segments perform a counterow dynamics. Two scenarios involving the presence or absence of a
singly quantized vortex at the center of the other non-segmented component are considered. In both
cases, a relative phase difference of exists between the segments of the initially segmented component.
The number of vortex structures developed within the segmented component following the merging of
its segments is found to depend on the presence of an initial vortex on the other component. Inspecting
the dynamics of the angular momentum, we show that it can be transferred from one component to the
other, and its transfer rate can be tuned by the strength of the inter-component interactions. We examine
the dynamics associated with the creation of a vortex in a BEC, from another nonrotating BEC. To do
so, we utilize a two-photon Raman transition with Gaussian(G) and Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) laser
pulses. We consider BEC of Rb atoms at their hyperfine ground states confined in a quasi-2D harmonic
trap. Optical dipole potentials created by G and LG laser pulses modify the harmonic trap in such a way
that density patterns of the condensates depend on the sign of the generated vortex during the Raman
transition process. We investigate the significance of the Raman coupling parameter and the intercomponent interaction during the population transfer, and on the final population of the rotating
condensate.
We also present comprehensive studies of the star-shaped surface modes in a BEC. The 2D surface
modes with Dl symmetry, from l = 2 to l = 7 mode, are parametrically excited by modulating scattering
length. This thesis demonstrates that the superfluid hydrodynamic instability under the periodic
modulation can lead to these excitations. From the instability, we can measure the dispersion law of the
elementary excitations of surface mode in a trapped superfluid system. The finite size effect on the
pattern-formation is investigated and found to increase the natural angular frequencies of the patterns
with decreasing particle number. We also elucidate the role of the modulation amplitude on the instability
growth. We further investigate the out-of-equilibrium many-body dynamics of two bosonic impurities
immersed in a BEC. Here, we apply a periodic driving of the confining potentials of the impurities. In
one case, the system is driven only for two cycle of oscillations. An another case employs a continuous
driving in the system throughout the dynamical process. A wide range from weak-to-strong driving
frequencies are covered for both the schemes. Monitoring the single particle density, one-body
correlation functions and center-of-mass oscillations, we analyze the response of the impurities to the
periodic oscillation of their trap minimum and corresponding induced motion in the background BEC.
The motion of the impurities within the bath can be either diffusive or localized depending on the driving
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frequency. Furthermore, impurities transfer energy to their background and become entangled with the
latter.
The degree of entanglement is analyzed and becomes significant in the long time dynamics of the system.
Keywords: Bose-Einstein Condensate, Vortex, Lagueree Gaussian Beam, Pattern Formation,
Impurities, Many-Body Dynamics
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PARALLEL SLIDING LUBRICATED CONTACT WITH POSITIVE
DETERMINISTIC SURFACE TEXTURES
Dillip Kumar Panigrahi
Supervisor: Dr. Mihir Sarangi
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17104

In the theory of lubrication, a slight pressure develops in parallel sliding contacts due to couette velocity,
and it collapses under application of external load. Therefore, there is always a need to search for an
advanced and efficient lubrication technique which can support additional load. This can be achieved by
introducing deterministic texture on any of the sliding surfaces that develops hydrodynamic pressure.
The present work is taken up with the objective to study the hydrodynamic performance of parallel
sliding lubricated contact with positive deterministic surface textures. Towards this objective, an
experimental as well as a computational framework based on CFD is developed. The experiments are
performed using an in-house developed thrust bearing test rig, where a texture free runner rotates parallel
to the stationary texture pad and operating under combined hydrostatic and hydrodynamic lubrication.
Overall improvement in performance is reported while comparing the results with those from a reference
untextured surface. One of the early factors to be considered while designing surface texturing is to
choose the optimum texture geometry for significant hydrodynamic effect as it controls the friction and
load carrying capacity. In the present work, a cost-effective yet precise manufacturing technique called
photochemical machining has been used for fabricating different texture geometry with adequate
controlling of texture dimensions. Four types of texture shapes, namely circular, elliptical, square a nd
triangular cross-sections are fabricated to investigate the effect of texture shape. For each of these shapes
three different sizes and three different heights are produced, which gives information regarding effect
of texture size and height. Further, two groups of specimens with the same set of texture shape
combinations, arranged in regular and zigzag array are inspected to evaluate the influence of distribution
pattern. Two specific texture shapes, namely elliptical and triangular cross-sections with three different
orientations for ellipse and four different orientations for triangle are studied to get optimum orientation
angle in terms of significant hydrodynamic effect. The study is further extended to observe the influence
of texture height ratio (THR) as a function of film thickness variation on the hydrodynamic lubrication
performance. To facilitate the calculation of hydrodynamic performance parameters under numerical
analysis, a finite volume based three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model is developed
using Fluent V15.0. The numerical approach solves the Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical polar
coordinate system considering the mass conserving Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model. Finally, the
numerical solutions from the CFD analyses are compared with the experimental results. Good correlation
is found between them.
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THE EFFECT OF MESO-GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL FABRIC ON
MACRO RESPONSE IN CONCRETE
Subha Ghosh
Supervisors: Prof. Arghya Deb and Prof. Nirjhar Dhang
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17105

Concrete is a random heterogeneous material at the micro and mesoscales. The coarse aggregate
structure of concrete is a major source of its heterogeneity, since both aggregate shape and size are
subject to random variations. Previous researchers have studied the effect of aggregate geometry on the
macro properties of fresh and hardened concrete. However most of the studies have been experimental.
To supplement the understanding gained from experiments, particle based models can be used to
simulate the meso-structure of concrete. Such studies can shed light on complex meso-scale interactions
and help design concretes with improved properties. In this thesis, the discrete element method (DEM)
has been used to study the meso-scale behaviour of concrete.
Analysis of particle geometry to generate particles with shape and size that are as close as possible to
that of actual aggregates is a pre-requisite for the study. Simulation of the casting process to generate
specimens with realistic particle configurations is another requirement. A unified meso-scale constitutive
model that can model the behaviour of both unconfined and confined concrete is then developed. The
calibrated and validated model is used to investigate the behaviour of concrete under uniaxial and triaxial
compression. The force applied to a concrete specimen is transmitted by the particles through patterns
of force-chains, also known as the fabric .Aggregates play a critical role in determining the structure of
the fabric. A major goal of the thesis is to understand how the fabric affects the macro response in
unconfined concrete, and in passively confined concrete. In order to do so, stress-fabric and strain-fabric
relations are derived for cohesive granular materials. Tensile failure in notched and un-notched
specimens, when subjected to direct tension as well as flexural loads, is examined next. The role of
material fabric in determining the strength, crack propagation and geometry of the fracture process zone
(FPZ) is studied. This is another major focus of the thesis.
Keywords: meso-geometry, material fabric, stress-fabric relation, discrete element analysis
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DEVELOPMENT OFLOW EXPANSION AND HIGH STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM MATRIX HYBRID COMPOSITES
Jamuna Sethi
Supervisor: Dr. Karabi Das
Department of Metallurgical & Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17106

The aluminium matrix hybrid composites (AMHCs) with low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
and high strength are used in different engineering applications, such as aerospace, measuring
instruments, electronic packaging, general optics, and antennas. To meet these demands, a new AMHC
reinforced with negative thermal expansion material yttrium tungstate (Y2W3O12) and high strength
alumnium nitride (AlN) has been developed. Similarly, another AMHC has been reinforced with a
combination of high strength and zero expansion carbon nanotube (CNT) along with AlN or Y2W3O12
particles in order to obtain low CTE, high strength as well as adequate thermal conductivity. All the
AMHCs were synthesized by a powder metallurgy route. The AMHCs containing 30 wt. % Y2W3O12
-(0, 5, 10 & 15 wt. %)AlN and 30 wt. % AlN–(0, 5, 10 & 15 wt. %) Y2W3O12, defined as Y2W3O12
and AlN rich composites, respectively, were prepared by using high energy ball milling. The powders
were milled for various times, i.e., 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 &14 h and 10 h milled powder exhibited the
desired microstructure. Subsequently, the 10 h milled powders were compacted followed by sintering at
550, 600 & 650 oC for 1 h. The 10 h milled powders were also compacted and sintered for various times,
i.e., 1, 1.5 & 2 h at 600 oC temperature. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis reveals that the minimum
crystallite size is obtained at 10 h of milling time. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results also
show that uniform distributions of reinforcement particles form at 10 h of milling time. It is found that
the maximum values of the relative density, hardness, and compressive strength of all the composites
are obtained when the milling time, sintering temperature, and sintering time are fixed as 10 h, 600 oC,
and 1 h, respectively. Response surface methodology (RSM) was also used to obtain an empirical
relationship between the input parameters, i.e., sintering temperature, time and amount of AlN content,
and the output response variables, i.e., relative density, hardness, and compressive strength. The results
show that the developed mathematical models can predict the relative density, hardness, and compressive
strength with a confidence level of more than 95%.
The composite samples prepared using the optimized milling and sintering parameters were subjected to
heating at 400 oC temperature with 15 min soaking time followed by forging. It is found that the relative
density, hardness and compressive strength of all the forged composites is higher than those of the
sintered composites. It is also found that the CTE value of the composites decreases with an increase in
the amount of reinforcement (AlN/Y2W3O12). A high compressive strength (500-520 MPa) along with
a low CTE (12-14×10-6 K-1) is achievable in such hybrid composites by adjusting the amount of
individual reinforcement. The thermal cycling experiments suggest that the composites are thermally
stable. The synergistic effect of the addition of Y2W3O12 and AlN particles on the dry sliding wear
behavior of Al-AlN-Y2W3O12 hybrid composites has been investigated. The correlation between the
input parameters (applied load, sliding speed, sliding distance, and volume fraction of reinforcement)
and output responses (wear rate and coefficient of friction (COF) has also been studied by using the
RSM technique. The wear resistance of the composites improves with the increasing amount of AlN and
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Y2W3O12, and increasing sliding distance. The RSM results show that the load and amount of
reinforcement significantly affect the wear rate and COF. The effect of the addition of copper -coated
carbon nanotubes (CuCNT) on the hardness, compressive strength, elastic modulus, therma l
conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion properties of two sets of aluminium matrix hybrid
composites (AMHCs), i.e., Al-30 wt. % AlN-(1, 2 and 4 wt. % CuCNT) and Al-30 wt. % Y2W3O12 (1, 2, and 4 wt. % CuCNT) composites has been investigated. The TEM analysis reveals that the CNTs
are effectively coated with copper. The SEM characterization reveals that the CuCNTs are uniformly
dispersed in the aluminium matrix. Experimental results reveal that the addition of CuCNT into the
AMHCs increases the hardness, compressive strength, elastic modulus, and thermal conductivity.
Dilatometry studies reveal that the thermal stability of the AMHCs increases with an increase in the
amount of CuCNT as well as the number of thermal cycles. The CTE value also decreases significantly
with an increase in the amount of CuCNT in both sets of AMHCs.
Keywords: Aluminium matrix hybrid composites; Powder metallurgy route; Response surface
methodology; Carbon nanotube
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ESSAYS ON ECONOMIC GROWTH: THE ROLE OF INSTITUTION,
EDUCATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION
Muhammed Najeeb K.K.
Supervisors: Prof. Siddhartha Chattopadhyay and Prof. Anwesha Aditya
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No: NB17107

Endogenous growth model of Romer (1986, 1990) argue that better institutional quality with stringent
property rights and patent protection laws encourage the researchers and entrepreneurs towards
innovation. The theory predicts that technological innovation, endogenously determined by better
institutional quality promotes economic growth. However, we have observed a missing link between the
endogenous growth model of Romer and its empirical application used to analyse the role of institutions
in promoting economic growth. This missing link, arising for not incorporating the endogenous decision
of undertaking innovation as suggested by Romer (1990), could lead to the misspecification of the
econometric model and consequently yield inconsistent estimate due to the omitted variable bias. We
have used the Endogenous Switching Regression Model of Maddala and Nelson (1975) in this thesis to
address this omitted variable bias. We find that better institutions with stringent intellectual property
rights and patent protection laws promote economic growth for the innovation driven rich countries, who
belong closer to the global technological frontier. Note, the endogenous growth model of Romer (1990)
also predicts better institutions with stringent intellectual property rights and patent protection laws
attracts more people to research and development. However, data shows declining population growth
rate due to falling Total Fertility Rate (TFR) for the OECD and non-OECD countries, and innovation
driven rich countries and non-innovation driven poor that might have serious implications to their
economic growth (see; Jones, 2020). Given this backdrop, following Jones and Vollrath (2013); we have
developed a simple quantity/quality trade-off model that can explain the trend in TFR and government
educational spending of various OECD and non-OECD countries, and innovation driven rich countries
and non-innovation driven poor countries as observed in the data.
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EMPLOYEE WELLBEING: ANTECEDENTS AND
CONSEQUENCES
Lopamudra Hati
Supervisor: Dr. Rabindra Kumar Pradhan
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No: NB17108

The current business scenario is much more complex and unpredictable than before. Heavy competition
in the international market has created an environment of volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and
ambiguity. In order to survive under this complex situation, organizations need to put their best efforts
to maximize their resources for effective performance and ensuring their safe existence. Extreme
competition warrants the organizations to bring the best from their employees to gain a competitive
advantage. In this process, employees experience unrest, discontentment, and frustration at large that
hamper their productive potentialities. This is one of the topmost perennial problems that disturb the
congenial atmosphere of the workplace for the achievement of employee wellbeing. Since employee
wellbeing has a distinct impact on employee productivity, organizations need to adapt healthy measures
that could create more efficient manpower to produce better results and make organizations sustainable.
Keeping this in view, the present study was designed to examine the antecedents and consequences of
employee wellbeing in the context of Indian service industries. It also examined the moderating role of
role clarity and job autonomy on the relationship between employee wellbeing and its consequences
(employee retention and performance). Data were collected from 711 employees working in service
industries across India. SPSS 20.0 and AMOS 20.0 software tools were used to analyze the data. Results
of the study revealed a positive and significant association between antecedents (psychological capital,
supervisor support, co-worker support, and HR practices) and employee wellbeing. The findings of the
study also showed a positive association between employee wellbeing and its consequences (employee
performance and employee retention). Further, the findings reported a significant and positive
moderating effect of role clarity between employee wellbeing and its consequences. The moderating
effect of job autonomy was found to be significant between employee wellbeing and employee retention,
whereas the effect was not significant with employee performance. The outcome of the study offers
valuable insights for researchers and practical implications for HR professionals to effectively manage
the human resources in service organizations.
Keywords: Employee wellbeing, psychological capital, HR practices, employee performance, employee
retention, role clarity, job autonomy, Indian service industry
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WAVE INDUCED TRANSPORT OF PARTICLES AND
EXTENDED BODIES
Gaurang Ruhela
Supervisor: Prof. Anirvan DasGupta
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17109

Planar dynamics of a particle, a spherical ball, and a dimer on an elastic surface carrying a harmonic
traveling wave is studied. The particle-surface interaction in the case of a particle is assumed to be
inelastic both normally and tangentially, and the surface is assumed to provide a kinematic boundary
condition to the particle. In this setting, we search for periodic hopping solutions of the particle. The
results point to a rich variety of possible particle trajectories which include periodic and chaotic motions.
Interestingly, coexisting distinct multi-period attractors are observed over a frequency band. In the case
of a mutually non-interacting multi-particle system, we observe ballistic and diffusive transport in interleaved frequency bands. The results from an analytical treatment of the hopping problem coincide with
the results of the classical bouncing ball
problem extended to three-dimensional configuration space. The particle is subjected to bi-directional
momentum bound to arrest practically unyielding impact conditions. The particle, in general exhibits a
mix of sticking and sliding modes of motion besides hopping. In the case of finite-sized bodies, the
interaction with the surface is considered to be through Coulomb friction as opposed to the coefficient
of tangential restitution in the case of particles. The problem of the planar impact of a rigid body with
frictional interaction is solved using Routh’s impact process diagram. The ball is found to exhibit rolling
with or without slip besides hopping mode of motion, giving rise to frequencydependent current resulting
in primary and secondary resonance points with transversal zero crossings. The double impact in the
dimer is modeled using the impulse correlation ratio derived for a dimer on a compliant foundation. The
dimer is observed to admit periodic drift and jump-drift modes leading to chaos via period-doubling and
bifurcation route. A range of simple to complex periodic behavior with coexisting stable orbits are noted
in the dimer.
Keywords: vibration induced transport, particle hopping, stability, bifurcation, drift velocity, impulse
correlation ratio, coexisting periodic attractor, double impact, rolling, sticking, sliding.
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EARLIEST EXPERIENCE OF A RELATIVELY RARE BUT NOT FREQUENT
SOUNDS CAUSE LONG TERM CHANGES IN THE ADULT AUDITORY
CORTEX
Muneshwar Mehra
Supervisor: Prof. Sharba Bandyopadhyay
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17110

During the critical period of development, early sensory experience is known to alter sensory cortical
response properties and organization. We find that the earliest sound driven activity in the mouse
auditory cortex (ACX) can be detected before the ear canal opening (ECO). How auditory experience at
these ages may influence auditory cortical development is unknown. Particularly, subplate neurons
(SPNs), involved in sensory thalamocortical maturation, in the auditory cortex, are also found to be
driven by sounds at ages before ECO in mice. We find that SPNs are selective to low probability deviant
sounds in auditory streams before ECO, more so than thalamo-recipient, layer 4 (L4) neurons and not
after ECO. We hypothesize that SPNs with their deviant selectivity can direct development of L4
responses before ECO. Exposing mice before ECO with a rarely occurring tone in a stream of another
tone occurring frequently leads to the strengthening of the rare tone's cortical representation, but not the
frequent tone in the adult. Control exposure experiments with only a frequently occurring tone and also
in other developmental age windows corroborate the importance of low probability sounds in auditory
development. We explain the observed developmental plasticity with a computational network model of
known thalamic inputs to SPNs and L4. Thus, salient low probability sounds in the earliest auditory
environment cause long term changes in the auditory cortex.
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COMPOSITE COATINGS OF CARBONACEOUS NANOMATERIALS ON
ALUMINIUM SUBSTRATES BY SOLID STATE PROCESSING

Baidehish Sahoo
Supervisor: Prof. Jinu Paul
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17111

Electrical resistance heat assisted pressing technique can be effectively utilized as a solidstate surface
modification technique for soft materials like aluminium for demanding applications in the automotive
industry. The quantity of heat generated at the interface and the extent of diffusion of nanomaterials
depends on the contact pressure, electrode geometry, magnitude of current and the duration for which
the current is applied. In this thesis, the surface modification of Al-1100 alloy with electrical resistance
heat assisted pressing technique is discussed. The influence of various processing parameters and various
carbonaceous reinforcements on the aluminium matrix has been investigated at the fundamental level.
The effect of particle shape and size on the mechanical and tribological properties of aluminium matrix
is also discussed. Initially, the surface alteration of Al-1100 alloy is carried out with insertion of two
different sizes of graphite particles (Gr-01 & Gr-02). The detailed microstructural characterization,
mechanical and tribological performance of the fabricated surface composites are critically analysed and
reported. Among the two graphite particles, the surface composite with Gr-02 particles showed
maximum surface hardness and wear resistance. The increased surface hardness is while attributed to
the bonding between aluminium and graphite particles, the improved tribological behaviour is due to the
selflubricating behaviour of the graphite particles. The surface modification of aluminium alloy is also
carried out with GNP particles and a detailed microstructural characterization, mechanical and
tribological performance of the fabricated surface composites are also carried out. With GNP, the surface
mechanical behaviour of the fabricated composite is noticed to be improved owing to the superior
mechanical properties of the GNP particles and better bonding between aluminium and GNP particles.
The improved tribological behavior is because of the improved surface hardness and easy shearing of
GNP layers which smears on the worn track avoiding direct metal-to-metal contact. The surface
modification with CNT is also carried out and a detail study of the microstructure, mechanical and
tribological behaviour of the surface composite is carried out. Here also improved mechanical and
tribological properties are observed. The enhanced mechanical properties can be owed to the MWCNT
particle‘s superior mechanical properties and better bonding between aluminium and MWCNT particles.
The enhanced tribological properties is because of the improved surface mechanical properties and
cylindrical structure of the MWCNT particles which rolled in between avoiding direct metal-to-metal
contact. Finally, elucidating the particle shape and size effect it is observed that the mechanical and
tribological properties are drastically improved with smaller and 1D (MWCNT) structure of the particle.
Keywords: Solid-state processing, Surface modification, surface composites, graphite, GNP, MWCNT.
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MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF FUNGAL PATHOGENS IN
STORED WHEAT GRAINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SENSITIVE
IMMUNOLOGICAL METHOD FOR THEIR DETECTION
Ranjana Kumari
Supervisor: Professor Ananta Kumar Ghosh
Department of Biotechnology
Accession No: NB17112

Fungal infestation is a leading cause of qualitative and quantitative deterioration of stored wheat grains
across the globe. Very limited information is available on the spatial distribution of fungal biota
associated with stored wheat grains in India. In the present study, 284 pure fungal isolates were collected
from stored wheat grains in the Food Corporation of India (FCI) warehouses located in three agroclimatic zones of West Bengal, India. All the isolates were classified into 29 OTUs based on amplifi ed
ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA) of the ribosomal gene. The analysis of the internal
transcribed spacer (ITS) sequence identified 24 fungal species within 29 OTUs and also showed that the
maximum number of isolated fungi belongs to Aspergillus flavus (35%) of the family Ascomycota
followed by Rhizopus oryzae (13%) and Eurotium amstelodami (9%). The nor-1 gene amplification
analysis confirmed that 77% of these A. flavus isolates have the aflatoxin producing ability. Among
different aflatoxins, the chemo type AFB1 is highly carcinogenic, and AFB1 was purified to
homogeneity from a highly oxigenic A. flavus isolate by a series of chromatographic procedures. The
anti-proliferative and apoptotic effect of this AFB1 on human hepatoma (HepG2) and embryonic kidney
(HEK293) cells were studied, and IC50 was determined as 12.8 μM and 19.2 μM, respectively. In the
AFB1 treated cells nuclear fragmentation, chromatin condensation and induction of apoptosis through
the upregulation of the stress and apoptosis related genes like Bax, caspase-3 and cytochrome C, along
with down regulation of anti-apoptosis gene, Bcl-2 were observed. Cell cycle analyses showed that
AFB1 arrests cell growth in the sub G1 phase, and binds to DNA in a concentration dependent manner.
To develop a rapid, cost effective, fungal detection system in food grains, the fungal cell wall
mannoprotein (MP1) gene of A. flavus was cloned, recombinantly expressed in E. coli and polyclonal
antibody was raised against recombinant MP1 protein. Polyclonal antibody was also raised against
inactivated spores of this fungus and purified. Using these antibodies presence of mycelia as low as 1 μg
or 103 spores per gram of wheat grains were detected by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
The anti-MP1 antibody was found more sensitive than the anti-spore protein antibody and can detect
Aspergillus as well as some other fungi. Western blot analysis showed the reactivity of these antibodies
to several proteins present throughout the surface of mycelia and spores. For the detection of aflatoxin
contamination in food grains, purified AFB1 was conjugated with BSA, and polyclonal anti-AFB1
antibody was raised in a rabbit and purified by antigen affinity chromatography. Purified anti -AFB1
antibody was conjugated with surface functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) and used for the
isolation of aflatoxin from the food grain sample. More than 80% of AFB1 was isolated from AFB1
spiked wheat grains and quantified through a sensitive colorimetric assay. The colorimetric assay was
optimized to detect AFB1 contamination at the level of 2 μg/kg of wheat grains. These results suggest
that the developed technique has the potential for both qualitative and quantitative analysis of aflatoxin
present in food grains.
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Keywords: Stored wheat grain, Fungal prevalence, A. flavus, Aflatoxin, Cytotoxicity, Apoptosis,
Cloning of MP1, Antibody development, ELISA, MNPs, Colorimetric assay
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HARDWARE IP PROTECTION USING LOGIC
ENCRYPTION AND WATERMARKING
Rajit Karmakar
Supervisor: Prof. Santanu Chattopadhyay
Department of Electronics & Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17113

The current global business model of the semiconductor industry divulges the Intellectual Property (IP)
of design to multiple third-party agents involved in different phases of IC development. Notably, the
fabrication of the ICs is often outsourced to dedicated specialist fab houses. Many leading companies
rely on several offshore fab labs for the fabrication of their chips. Not only that, recently, test, assembly,
and packaging services are also carried out through outsourced assembly
and test (OSAT) companies. However, this outsourcing reliant cost-effective global business model
comes with a certain degree of security concerns. Since the entire layout of the design gets revealed to
the third-party fab labs, it opens the backdoor of several security vulnerabilities such as IP piracy,
overbuilding, counterfeiting, and insertion of hardware Trojans (HT). Not only the third-party fab labs
are threats to the secrecy of the hardware designs, but also an end-user can extract the internal details of
an IC using advanced reverse engineering set-ups. Logic encryption is a popular countermeasure against
these threats, which offers protection against the potential adversaries in the fab labs as well as the endusers. However, over the years, logic encryption has been a target of several attacks, especially Boolean
satisfiability attacks. The state-of-the-art solutions against the SAT attack are not only vulnerable to
numerous other attacks but also face the challenge to meet a fundamental criterion of logic encryptio n,
i.e.- high output corruption for wrong keys. This thesis exploits the inability of the SAT attack to
deobfuscate sequential circuits as a defense against it. Various strategies, proposed in this thesis, are
capable of preventing the SAT attack by obfuscating the scan-based Design-for-Testability (DfT)
infrastructure. Unlike the existing SAT-resilient schemes, the proposed scan-obfuscation guided
SATpreventive strategies do not suffer from poor output corruption for wrong keys. This thesis also
proposes various probable solutions for inserting the key-gates into the circuit that ensures protection
against numerous other attacks, which exploit weak key-gate locations. Besides proposing several gatelevel obfuscation strategies, this research work also offers obfuscation at a higher abstraction level, that
is, RTL-level. It introduces a Cellular Automata (CA) guided FSM obfuscation strategy that provides a
key-based obfuscation to each state-transition of the FSM. For all the proposed obfuscation techniques,
rigorous security analysis against various attacks evaluates their strengths and limitations. Testability
analysis also ensures that none of the proposed schemes hamper the basic testing properties of the ICs.
Apart from logic encryption, this research work also presents a CA-based FSM watermarking strategy
that helps to detect potential theft of the designer’s IP by any adversary. The proposed easily detectable
watermarking technique can withstand various tampering and removal attacks.
Keywords: Hardware Security; IP Piracy & Counterfeiting; IP Protection; Design-for-Security; Logic
Encryption; FSM Obfuscation; Secret Key; Key-gate Placement; SAT Attack; Design-for-Testability;
Scan Obfuscation; FSM Watermarking; Cellular Automata; Particle-Swarm-Optimization.
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THE EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL KNOWLEDGE, TEAM COMPOSITION AND
PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE
TEAMS
Supriya Kumar Ghatak
Supervisor: Prof. Biswajit Mahanty
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Accession No: NB17114

Software has become an essential and integral part of the modern civilization. Software development
paradigms now encompass both co-located and onsite-offshore based globally distributed software
project (OGSDP) mode, either out of necessity or owing to the promise of competitive benefits. India is
one of the leading countries in the world today in terms of the growth of the software industry. A project
based collaborative work such as software implementation is purely a team work, where the team
members communicate with one another to discuss about the business requirement, analyze the
feasibility study and help in the growth of each individual’s knowledge that may subsequently affect
their individual productivity and overall team performance during a software project tenure. There are
primarily two types of knowledge involved in a software development process: a) Technical knowledge
and b) Business knowledge. Business software development process can be considered to be the
conversion of business knowledge to appropriate organizational facility with the aid of technology. This
knowledge is created by the knowledge workers involved in operation, support and decision making
process inside an organization. The literature shows that business knowledge is more important than the
technical knowledge, especially during the development of a business software within a relatively short
duration (as considered in this thesis). Against this backdrop, we have studied some broad issues of
software project team performances with respect to the team members’ knowledge growth for different
project characteristics and different set of team compositions. This thesis identifies a set of key drivers
(such as knowledge processing ability, team members’ experience level, cultural and geographic
difference, scheduled completion time, onsite-offshore team distribution etc.) with respect to knowledge
and team composition and establishes the interrelations among themselves to evaluate software team
performance with the help of a set of focus group discussions. These identified drivers are further used
to quantitatively measure the knowledge growth of the team members and its effect on the performance
of both co-located and OGSDP teams. Software team performance is measured in this thesis with respect
to quantity (number of instructions executed), quality (percent of error committed), cost and time. A
number of quantitative conceptual models are proposed in this regard to evaluate the effect of team
experience level, project schedule completion time and onsite-offshore team distribution ratio on the
team members’ knowledge level and overall team performance with the help of a set of strategic policies
and team composition scenarios. The impact of the proposed models on the team performance by using
the suggested policies are ascertained with the help of a set of real-world data. The real-world data are
also used to validate the proposed models by comparing the theoretical output with the actual/estimated
output. An insight obtained from the results of the thesis is that the initial project set up and the team
composition act as key inputs towards knowledge growth and improved team output. It is found that
knowledge can only be improved up to a limit and knowledge growth of the team members depends on
factors such as team composition and project characteristics (such as location selection, project tenure,
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and project size). The team composition of a co-located software project should stress upon the initial
knowledge level, knowledge processing ability of the team members and the team-seniority ratio;
whereas it is the team experience and the geographical and cultural similarity among the team members
for an OGSDP for effective knowledge sharing and improved team performance. Choice of a proper
schedule completion time plays a key role in minimizing the total resource costs. It is found that the team
members are not able to reach their desired knowledge level when a project needs to execute a large
number of instructions within a short duration. Additionally, such projects end up with somewhat higher
latent errors and costs as the error-proneness values of the team members remain somewhat higher. The
thesis also makes use of the concepts of separation, imbalance and isolation to analyze onsite-offshore
based projects having geographically and culturally distributed teams. A higher geographical and
cultural team distribution ratio among the team members of such projects hinders the growth of their
knowledge levels. When knowledge levels do not improve as desired, productivity stagnates and errorproneness remains high for the team members. It is found that teams with geographically and culturally
isolated members cannot attain the desired performance levels; whereas a healthier geographical and
cultural team distribution leads to better performance. The primary targets of this thesis are the software
project managers, who are responsible for the initial team compositions and setting up of the project
environment. This thesis discusses in detail how the changes in the team compositions and project
characteristics can affect the individual knowledge growth and the overall team performance. This
research work reveals that successful and efficient knowledge transfer may substantially improve the
final project outcome. Furthermore, the models presented in this paper may act as decision support tools
to the management to theoretically try out different team compositions to assess the team performance
even at the beginning of the project..
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ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
EXOPOLYSACCHARIDE FROM Lactobacillus sp. IITKGP-BT13
Trishita Jana
Supervisor: Prof. Satyahari Dey
Department of Biotechnology
Accession No: NB17115

The microbiota present in the gastrointestinal tract plays an important role in healthcare. The host's
genetic, environmental factors, along with microbiota composition and its metabolic activities, plays a
vital role in the establishment of a healthy gut. The dietary intake influences the dynamics of the gut
microbiota that may further provide a window of opportunity to explore its therapeutic aspects. The
present dissertation investigated the exopolysaccharide (EPS) producing strain isolated from homemade
curd and identified as Lactobacillus sp. IITKGP-BT13 (GenBank- MN267492). The in vitro studies of
this strain showed a significant tolerance towards phenol, bile salt, salinity, low pH and was also
susceptible to a broad range of antibiotics. The EPS extracted from Lactobacillus sp. IITKGP-BT13 are
hetero-polysaccharide in nature (mannose, rhamnose, glucose and galactose) with an average molecular
mass of 30.9 kDa. The purified fraction of EPS showed significant antioxidant and free radical
scavenging properties (p<0.05) on comparing with ascorbic acid as standard. It also showed significant
prebiotic activity by virtue of its non-digestibility against simulated gastrointestinal stress conditions. A
high prebiotic score was observed when L. rhamnosus 7469 was pitched against E. coli 25922 (0.625±
0.02) and E. cloacae 13047 (0.60 ± 0.02). The EPS also improved the biofilm formation with L.
rhamnosus 7469, while the reverse trend was observed in E. coli 25922. The anti-adipogenic activity of
the purified EPS fraction was observed in the 3T3-L1 cell line. In the presence of EPS (2 mg/mL), a
decrease in lipid content by 47.1 % and triglyceride content by 38.0 % was observed in the 3T3-L1 cell
line. The dose of EPS fraction at 100 mg/kg body weight showed promising trends in controlling weight
gain in diet-induced obese C57BL/mice model. The EPS fortified CAD diet mice group showed an
increment in propionic acid (2.2 fold) and butyric acid (4.0 fold). It also modulated the GLP-1
concentration in the gut lumen. The above results indicate that further study on supplementing EPS with
regular food regime could be a worthy approach for mitigation of lifestyle-related diseases.
Keywords: Antioxidant property; Exopolysaccharides; Lactobacillus sp.; Obesity; Prebiotics;
Probiotics.
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NUMERICAL MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A
PHOTOVOLTAIC INTEGRATED HYBRID SOLAR DRYER FOR FOOD
GRAINS
Aprajeeta
Supervisor: Dr. Punyadarshini Punam Tripathy
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No: NB17116

Under the umbrella of present investigation, a comprehensive assessment of a proposed distributed-type
photovoltaic (PV) integrated hybrid solar dryer (HSD) for drying food grains (paddy and wheat) was
undertaken. Heat transfer modeling and performance evaluation of photovoltaic system in different
seasonal and climatic conditions was conducted. External resistance created by dirt particles can reduce
the photovoltaic performance by 4.94% and 7.46% during the winter and summer season, respectively,
whereas, wind limited the average panel efficiency up to 10.93%. Therefore, it was evident from the
results that obscuring particles negatively influence the PV panel efficiency, especially in hot eastern
region of India, i.e. Kharagpur, West Bengal. The panel efficiency in summer and winter season varied
in the range of 13-13.9% and 16.0-16.3%, respectively. Additionally, the finite element (FE) based
numerical model was developed using COMSOL Multiphysics platform to predict the temperature
profile and efficiency of PV panels. Subsequently, optimization of process parameters during drying of
paddy and wheat was conducted to obtain standard operational specifications for the HSD. Optimum
parameters for drying paddy and wheat were obtained at 700 W, 3.5 m/s, and 12% (wb), and 650 W, 3.5
m/s, and 13% (wb) final moisture content, respectively. Different quality attributes such as thousand
kernel weight, milling indices, crystallinity, nano-hardness, micro-structural and topographical
properties were evaluated for fresh, dried and stored grains. Nano-indentation test revealed that
biomechanical strength of wheat peripheral tissue is higher than endosperm region. A three dimensional
FE model for temperature and moisture content prediction of samples stacked in multilayer was
validated. Moreover, FE models of HSD at no-load and load conditions were successfully developed.
Simulation results of the air distribution profile of the collector and chamber revealed the dead zone,
where the air velocity tends to decrease below 0.5 m/s. The system efficiency, specific moisture
extraction rate, evaporative capacity and specific energy consumption were estimated to be 62%, 0.27
kg/kWh, 0.39 kg/h and 1448.6 kJ/kg, respectively. HSD's system efficiency was 72% higher than tray
dryer and 46% higher than mixed-mode solar dryer. The present study affirms the suitability of PVassisted HSD for sustainable drying of food grains.
Keywords: Hybrid solar dryer, Photovoltaic, Optimization, Paddy, Wheat, Quality, Modeling, Air
distribution profile, Performance
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IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON DROUGHTS
AND RIVER FLOW REGIME

Deepak Singh Bisht
Supervisors: Prof. Chandranath Chatterjee and Prof. Narendra Singh Raghuwanshi
Department of Agricultural and Food Engineering
Accession No: NB17117

In this dissertation the behaviour of rainfall over the several past years was investigated in a long term
analysis for some key urban agglomerations of India as well as for every Indian river basin. The long
term changes in the annual and seasonal rainfall along with the extreme events are investigated in detail.
The findings chiefly pointed towards the rising extremes and altering annual/seasonal rainfall for
majority of the regions. Such trends if continue in future, would have serious implications on drought
and flood related disasters. To study these hydro-climatic phenomenon, climate projections from Global
Climate Models (GCMs) were utilized. First the drought across mainland India was studied employing
a multi-scalar drought index, i.e., Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) at 3 month
scale into three time frame of near-future (2010-2039), mid-future (2040-2069), and far-future (20702099). The multi-model ensemble of 9 GCMs was developed post bias-correction of rainfall and
temperature time series to analyse the droughts in projected climate scenarios. The analysis infers
towards the likelihood of increase in drought severity and duration in warming scenarios wherein more
area will be affected due to ‘above moderate drought’. After characterizing the drought across India, the
focus of study was shifted to examine the streamflow regime of a large river basin under the influence
of climate change in future time frames. For this purpose, Mahanadi river basin, one of the Major basins
of India, was selected to study the river response employing the integrated MIKE 11 NAM-HD model.
Owing to the fact that river response, especially the high flows, are sensitive towards extreme rainfall
events additional efforts were put to devise a novel bias-correction approach for GCM rainfall. The
suggested rainfall approach, i.e., monthly hybrid approach, captures rainfall extreme better than other
commonly used approaches while resolving the rainfall seasonality with reasonable accuracy. The mean
monthly simulated streamflow using all the nine GCMs were used to develop the multi-model ensemble
streamflow to study the mean monthly discharge and high & low flows for Mahanadi river basin. One
of the key findings of modeling exercise indicates the rise in high flows in the Mahanadi basins in
projected climate that may bring flood risk to the downstream regions.
Keywords: Climate change, India, River basins, Mahanadi, Hydrological modeling, Global Climate
Models, Drought, Streamflow, Bias correction
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A TRACTOR OPERATED
SENSOR BASED INTER AND INTRA ROW WEEDER FOR
WIDER ROW CROPS
Satya Prakash Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. V. K. Tewari
Department of Agricultural and Food Engineering
Accession No: NB17118

Weeding is the important operation in agriculture to minimize crop competition and enhance crop
production and productivity. Unmanaged weeds lead to yield losses of up to 33%.onventional methods
of weeding are energy and cost intensive either demanding huge labour or are environment-destructive
for excessive chemical usages. Mechanical methods are high throughput but are majorly available for
managing weeds in the inter-row region. Limited intra-row weeding techniques have been developed but
are conducted independently that lead to double energy, fuel, and cost consumptions. This thesis is
focussed on design and development of a tractor driven sensor-based integrated inter- and intra-row
weeding system for row crops. The hypothesis is that the system could ensure weeding in both inter and
intra-row region within single pass of the prime mover (tractor). This would ensure a higher weeding
efficiency and lower energy expenses. The intra row weeding prototype was integrated with a four -bar
echanical linkage and actuator system, electronic sensing, and control systems. The mechanical linkage
consists of vertical axis rotors (RVA), four-bar linkage (FBL) cranking mechanism, the electronic
components consist of ultrasonic sensors, pulse width modulation operated (PWM) DC motors, and
control system consists of motor controllers and microcontrollers. The crank of FBL mechanism actuates
RVA which comprises of a ring that mounted the weeding tools. The RVA shifts laterally when the
ultrasonic sensors detect crop plants else continues to operate within the crop row for weeding. The
decision making for lateral shift was based on fuzzy logic algorithm. The developed system was
evaluated and refined in a soil bin for response, delay and actuation time based on various soil, plant and
operating conditions. Pertinent to laboratory evaluations, cone index (CI), depth of operation (DO),
forward speed (FS), plant spacing (PS) and their interactions had a significant effect on the plant damage
that ranged from 0.7–8.7% for all evaluation configurations. The integrated system was field evaluated
for green chilli plantation. Weeding efficiency of 87.56 % (±2.88 %), yield critical plant damage of
4.45%, and superficial plant damage of 11.11% was observed. The draft, toque and lateral shift force
recorded were 1020 N (±20.43 N), 112.97 Nm (SE: ± 10.58 Nm) and 65.05 N (± 2.23 N), respectively
at the FS of 2.25 km/h and DO of 40 mm. The operational delay was significantly influenced by FS and
were recorded as 161.33 (±6.11 ms) and 117.5 ms (±5.91 ms) at FSs of 1.3 and 2.25 km/h, respectively.
Actual field capacity was observed in the ranges of 0.16–0.27 ha/h at the FSs of 1.3 and 2.25 km/h,
respectively. Mean fuel consumption rates ranged from 2.95 to 3.70 l/h at FS range of 1.3 to 2.25 km/h.
The work capacities of the integrated weeder were 6.02 and 3.76 h/ha at FSs of 1.3 and 2.25 km/h,
respectively. Based on the observations, an integrated inter- and intra-row weeding system can be a
highly efficient and cost-effective system for weeding in the field row crops accounting for advantages
of both inter- and intra-row weeding in one go with minimum fuel and energy expenses.
Keywords: Inter and intra-row weed control, mechatronics, time-of-flight sensing, agricultural
automation, microcontroller, fuzzy logic
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FARADAY INSTABILITY IN CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM FLUIDS
Dilip Kumar Maity
Supervisor: Prof. Sonjoy Majumder
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17119

Faraday waves at the at free surface of low viscous fluid motivate many scientific communities to study
further the Faraday instability in various mediums. Their experimental and theoretical endeavours have
fundamental importance in pattern formation, measuring surface tension, etc. Although this instability
at the at free surface is well investigated, it is not well explored at curved free surfaces. Here, we present
the results of our experimental investigations on parametrically driven waves in a water half-cylinder on
a rigid horizontal plate, which is sinusoidally vibrated
in the vertical direction. As the forcing amplitude is raised above a critical value, stationary waves are
excited in the half-cylinder water. Parametrically excited subharmonic waves are non-axisymmetric and
qualitatively different from the axisymmetric Savart-Plateau-Rayleigh waves in a vertical liquid cylinder
or jet. Depending on the driving frequency, stationary waves of different azimuthal wavenumbers are
excited. We supplement a linear theory that captures the observed dispersion relations qualitatively. On
the other hand, we also observed parametrically excited standing waves on a cylindrical fluid _lament.
This excitation is cylindrical analogous to the Faraday instability in a at surface. Using Floquet theory,
a linear stability analysis is carried out on a viscous cylindrical fluid surface subjected to a time-periodic
radial acceleration. The viscosity of the fluid has a significant impact on the critical forcing amplitude
and the dispersion relation of the non-axisymmetric patterns. The threshold of pattern with azimuthal
wavenumber m = 1 shows different dependence on the viscosity than m > 1. Moreover, our study shows
that the effect of viscosity is stronger on the threshold for higher m. Therefore, the stable modes in
Rayleigh-Plateau instability are unstable under periodic forcing. We have extended our experience in
the quantum fluid. The sharp interface in a strongly phase-separated binary Bose-Einstein condensates
(BEC) is ideal for studying Faraday instability in a quantum system. We investigated a Faraday-wavelike parametric instability via mean-field and Floquet analysis in an immiscible binary ultra-cold atomic
system. The condensate components form a so-called ball-shell structure in a two-dimensional harmonic
trap. To trigger the dynamics, the scattering length of the core condensate is periodically modulated in
time. Once the modulation starts in the dynamics, the interface becomes unstable, and oscillating patterns
form. The subharmonic oscillations of the interface exhibit an m-fold rotational symmetry. The value of
m can be controlled by manoeuvring the amplitude and the frequency of the modulation. Using Floquet
analysis, we can predict the interfacial tension of the binary mixture and derive a dispersion relation for
the natural frequencies of the emergent patterns. For the experimental realization of the phenomenon,
we would like to propose a heteronuclear condensate composed of 87Rb�85Rb. However, our results
are independent of involved atomic species and the applied driving parameter. Pattern forming instability
is also investigated via mean-field in a single component Bose-Einstein condensate in a weakly
dissipative environment under periodic modulation of scattering length. The finite temperature of the
systems is incorporated by the inclusion of the dissipation term in the study. Azimuthal wavenumber
(m) of the pattern initially increases with frequency up to a certain value. The value of wavenumber
uctuates (increases and then suddenly decreases to a minimum value, repeatedly) with increasing
frequency. However, along with this process, an additional bulk pattern
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emerges with the surface pattern in every higher frequency domain. At much higher frequencies, squares,
lines, or competing square and lines subharmonic lattice patterns are also observed. Calculating
expansion mode amplitudes of the patterns, we are able to describe the non-linear pattern formation in a
huge frequency domain.
Keywords: Faraday Instability; Parametric Instability; Cylindrical uid surface; Floquet Analysis;
Surface Tension; Bose-Einstein Condensation.
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NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF BUOYANCY
INDUCED CONVECTION IN HIGH POROSITY MEDIA
Tupakula Rama Krishna
Supervisors: Prof. Sandipan Ghosh Moulic and Prof. Anandaroop Bhattacharya
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17120

The thesis reports the results of numerical modeling and experimental investigation of buoyancy induced
(natural) convection in high porosity media. The first half focuses on numerical modeling of natural
convection inside a differentially heated inclined rectangular enclosure filled with high porosity medium.
Steady state numerical solution of the non-dimensional governing equations, considering BrinkmanForchheimer-extended Darcy model and the Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) energy model, is
obtained using a finite volume method. The angle of inclination of the cavity as well as its aspect ratio
is varied in the different sets of simulations. The results show that the Nusselt number has a strong
dependence on the Rayleigh and Darcy numbers as well as the angle of inclination and aspect ratio.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, the optimum angle of inclination is not necessarily the vertical
orientation of the cavity, but instead depends on the Rayleigh and Darcy numbers as well as the aspect
ratio. Depending on the Rayleigh and Darcy numbers, the contribution of the non-Darcy terms in
determining the Nusselt number can be significant. The experimental investigation deals with buoyancy
induced external natural convection of air in an open cell aluminium foam with porosity of 93% with
pore densities of 2, 4, 8 and 16 pores per cm (PPC) under different heights and orientations. The average
heat transfer coefficient is found to depend on the pore density, the thickness of the foam, the orientation
of the base plate and the Rayleigh number. For a given angle of inclination and foam thickness, the
thermal performance of samples with lower pore density is found to be superior. Two empirical
correlations are proposed for estimation of the Nusselt number as a function of the independent variables
and are found to match with the experimental results within ±5%.
Keywords: Natural convection, Porous Media, Non-Darcy, Differentially heated cavity, Heat sink.
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EXACT SOLUTIONS TO CERTAIN HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM OF PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH SOURCE TERMS AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
Sueet Millon Sahoo
Supervisors: Dr. T. Raja Sekhar & Prof. G. P. Raja Sekhar
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17121

It may be noted that several real life applications can be modeled as nonlinear system of partial
differential equations. This thesis deals with deriving exact solutions for one-dimensional quasilinear
hyperbolic system of partial differential equations with source terms. These solutions are restrictive,
admit certain special properties and can be classified accordingly. Further, the corresponding interaction
of these solutions give insights for several applications. We consider certain systems like Euler equations
of gasdynamics with large friction, pressureless Cargo-LeRoux model, Rate-type material and nonhomogeneous shallow water equations. While there are numerous methods to obtain solutions of
nonlinear systems, we use Lie symmetry method and differential constraint method.
In this regard, for the one-dimensional Euler system that accounts for gravity together with large friction,
we use Lie symmetry analysis and derive certain optimal classes of subalgebra. We apply the reduction
procedure to reduce the Euler system to a system of ordinary differential equations in terms of a new
similarity variable for each class of subalgebra leading to invariant solutions. The evolution of
characteristic shock and its interaction with the weak discontinuity by using one of the invariant solutions
is studied. The properties of reflected, transmitted waves and jump in the shock acceleration inuenced
by the incident wave are characterized. We then move on to discuss the wave interactions in pressureless
Cargo-LeRoux model with ux perturbation. We prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution to
the Riemann problem and construct estimates for the
components of the solution. Relevant amplitudes are determined while presenting the interactions of
weak discontinuity with contact discontinuity and shock waves. We discuss the interaction of weak
shocks in detail. Some test cases are treated to understand the effect of initial data and strength of the
shock on the transmitted, reflected amplitudes and jump in the acceleration of the shock.
We further focus on deriving exact solutions to generalized Riemann problem for nonhomogeneous
quasilinear hyperbolic system of partial differential equations describing rate-type material which
emerge while dealing with stress balance laws in solid mechanics. We derive consi stency conditions and
constraint equations for the governing equations with the help of differential constraint method. We
characterize the solution for an arbitrary function as initial data which will help us to find an exact
solution for generalized Riemann problem. We show some graphical results to discuss the rarefaction
properties. Finally, we obtain exact solutions to nonhomogeneous shallow water equations with the
generalized Riemann initial data. A special case of the obtained solution provides well known rarefaction
wave to the homogeneous case of the governing equations. We construct a convenient example for the
generalized Riemann problem and study the behavior of the solution profiles.
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Keywords: Lie symmetry analysis; Optimal classification; Invariant solution; Euler system with large
friction; Riemann problem; Elementary wave solution; Wave interactions; Weak discontinuity; CargoLeRoux model with flux perturbation; Generalized Riemann problem; Exact solutions; Differential
constraint method; Nonhomogeneous shallow water equations; Rate-type material
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GEOMETRICALLY NONLINEAR DYNAMIC AND POST-BUCKLING
ANALYSIS OF LAMINATED COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
UNDER HYGROTHERMAL ENVIRONMENT
Babu Ranjan Thakur
Supervisors: Prof. B. N. Singh and Prof. D. K. Maiti
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Accession No: NB17122

The advent of composite material has brought a lot of comfort and efficacy in structural design and
optimization, primarily in aerospace, mechanical and naval, and architecture engineering. Moreover, the
diverse field of composite utility has impelled the various structural type like a folded plate to be
analyzed. The initial estimation of the solution has often been done through the linear analysis of the
structure. However, as the advancement of computational power increased by the modern computer, the
need to achieve more accurate solutions is felt, and hence, the nonlinear model is taken into
consideration. As the actual problem is more appropriately represented through the nonlinear modeling.
Further, these structures often undergo the change in thermal and moisture conditions from the very
manufacturing to the operational point; hence, it is essential to have a proper structural analysis under
the various hygrothermal environment. Moreover, by virtue of the transverse modulus being less than
the longitudinal modulus, the shear deformation plays a pivotal role in the composite structure due to its
profound effect on delamination and fracture; hence, the proper shear deformation theories need to be
incorporated for the analysis. The present work deals with the linear and nonlinear dynamic analysis of
laminated composite plate under hygrothermal environment along with post-buckled dynamics of the
same. In the broad sense, the whole work can be classified into three parts-linear analysis, nonlinear
analysis, and post-buckling analysis. In the first part, free vibration and transient analysis of flat and
folded laminated composite plates are carried out. One-fold and two-fold folded isotropic and laminated
composite plates with various lamination schemes have been analyzed. Various types of pressure load
and vertical loads are applied to the flat and folded plates to analyse the transient response. The free
vibration and transient response of folded plates have also been analyzed under a hygrothermal
environment. In the second part, the geometrically nonlinear free vibration, transient response, and
steady-state analyses are extensively carried out. The geometric nonlinearity has been incorporated by
means of both von Karman and Green-Lagrange nonlinearity. The geometric nonlinear dynamic analysis
under a hygrothermal environment has also been carried out. Furthermore, the post-buckling analysis
with/without thermal load has been performed for the laminated composite plate structures in the last
part of the thesis. To solve the eigen value free vibration problem, a subspace method has been used,
while Newmark’s scheme has been employed for the transient response analysis. Further, the arc-length
technique has been used to get the response of nonlinear steady-state analysis, while a direct iterative
approach has been employed for the post-buckled response of laminated composite plate. The Rayleigh
damped
model has been used to analyze the damped transient response of laminated composite plates. The
exhaustive finite element analysis carried out in this work gives a broad idea about the utility of
nonpolynomial shear deformation theory for various structural dynamic problems.
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Keywords: Finite element method; Shear deformation theory; Laminated composite plate, Folded plate;
Nonlinear dynamic analysis; Steady-state analysis; Post-buckling analysis; Hygrothermal environment.
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HILLSLOPE-BASED SURFACE WATER-GROUNDWATER INTERACTION
MODELLING FOR LAND USE AND CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
Soumyaranjan Sahoo
Supervisor: Dr. Bhabagrahi Sahoo
School of Water Resources
Accession No: NB17123

In many river basins worldwide, the groundwater resources are depleting at an alarming rate due to the
land use land cover (LULC) and climate change impacts, altering the basin-scale recharge dynamics.
This, in turn, affects the surface water-groundwater interaction (SGI), a crucial flux component for
managing the stressed aquifers and river restoration projects. Many of the SGI models available in the
literature are very complex and data-intensive with limited applicability in semi-gauged and ungauged
catchments. Moreover, limited studies investigate the synergistic impact of future LULC and climate
change on the SGI dynamics. This calls for the development of a simplified physically-based SGI flux
modelling approach for scantily-gauged catchments that can be used for assessing the impacts of future
LULC and climate change. This thesis addresses these issues with the development of an enhanced
hillslope-storage Boussinesq (ehsB) model accounting for all the hydrological process components for
estimating the groundwater flux at hillslope and river basin-scales; development of an SGI model for
data-limited river basins by fully coupling the ehsB sub-model with the physically-based variable
parameter McCarthy-Muskingum (VPMML) streamflow routing sub-model accounting for distributed
lateral flow along the river reach; benchmarking the developed VPMML-ehsB model with the popular
SWAT-MODFLOW model in estimating the SGI flux; and assessment of the impacts of future LULC
and climate changes on the SGI dynamics using the developed VPMML-ehsB model. The developed
frameworks were validated in the Brahmani-Baitarani River basins in eastern India. Simulations
considering all the water flux estimation approaches revealed that the developed ehsB model, requiring
lesser hydro-geologic and river cross-section data, could predict the temporal variation of the subsurface
water table in the experimental wells very well both at daily and 15-daily scales. The VPMML-ehsB
model outperformed the SWAT-MODFLOW in predicting the average annual streamflow and the low
flow. The simulation time of the VPMML-ehsB model is almost 60% less as compared to the SWATMODFLOW which makes it amenable as a suitable alternative for modeling the subsurface processes in
earth system models. In the Baitarani basin, the predicted high and medium streamflow regimes with the
exceedance probability, P≤35% are likely to increase in future (2021-2099); whereas the low streamflow
regime (P≥90%) would decrease by at least 50%. The proposed modelling approach has a future scope
to be used in large‐scale ungauged and data‐scarce river basins for studying the stream–aquifer
interaction process, management and evaluation of river bank filtration and river rejuvenation projects,
and assessing the impact of climate and land use change on the high streamflow and baseflow.
Keywords: Baseflow; Climate change; Groundwater; Hillslope hydrology; Streamflow; Stream-aquifer
interaction; Ungauged basin
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EFFICIENT FRAMEWORKS FOR SEMANTIC INPAINTING
AND LEARNING UNDER LIMITED ANNOTATIONS
WITH GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Avisek Lahiri
Supervisor: Prof. Prabir Kumar Biswas
Department of Electronics & Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17124

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is a recent concept in deep generative learning wherein two
neural networks are pitted against each other in a zero-sum non- cooperative game to match a nonstationary distribution to an intractable stationary distribution. In this thesis GANs are leveraged for two
broad purposes; a) designing efficient frameworks for image/video inpainting and b) training deep neural
networks with reduced manual annotation requirement. Semantic inpainting exploits the generative
modeling capability of GAN and refers to realistically filling up large holes on a image or video frame.
A promising, yet unexplored approach is to first train a generative model to map a latent noise
distribution to natural image manifold and during inference time, search for the best-matching noise
vector to reconstruct the signal. The primary aversion towards this genre is due to its inference time
iterative optimization and lack of photo-realism at higher resolution. In this thesis both of the above
mentioned shortcomings are addressed. This is
made possible with a nearest neighbor search based initialization (instead of random initialization) of
the core iterative optimization involved in the framework. The concept is extended for videos by
temporal re-use of solution vectors. Significant speedups of about 4.5-5_ on images and 80_ on videos
is achieved. Simultaneously, the method achieves better spatial and temporal reconstruction qualities.
Next, the following question is addressed- `Do we at all need iterative inference framework ?'| to answer
this, a data driven parametric network is trained to directly predict a matching prior for a given masked
image. This converts an iterative paradigm to a single feed forward inference pipeline with around 800
speedup. Finally, recent advancements in high resolution GAN training are leveraged to scale inpainting
network for higher resolution. Contemporary deep generative model based inpainting networks suffer
from massive computational overhead and are thus often impractical to be deployed on resource
constrained platform like a mobile phone. In this thesis, as an effort towards designing efficient
inpainting frameworks, lightweight low-level modules are introduced to realize computationally cheaper
variants of state-of-the-art networks. This results in around 90_ saving in parameters and FLOPS (oating
point operations) with significant boost in inference speed on low-end mobile devices without degrading
visual quality. The second part of the thesis focuses on leveraging GANs for training deep neural
networks under limited annotation constraints. Two genres of approaches are studied| semi supervised
learning and domain adversarial learning. For semi-supervised learning the basic GAN framework is
extended for a multi-task learning to learn representations from abundance of unlabeled data along with
a few labeled data. This is helpful in scenarios where getting annotated data is difficult. The idea is
demonstrated on the use case of segmenting retinal blood vessel from fundus images. Experiments
suggest that GAN based semi-supervised training appreciably helps over naive supervised training,
especially under extreme low annotation. For domain adversarial learning, the thesis focuses on
unsupervised domain adaptation, which, in general, assumes presence of annotation in one domain
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(source) but absence of labels in another closely related domain (target). Firstly, a general framework is
presented for training networks on simulated graphics images but applied on real-life samples.
Particularly, the use case of eye gaze estimation is studied in which synthetic annotated data is readily
available from Unity game engine; but in order to run inference on gaze data from real consumer
cameras, features of these two domains are aligned by domain discriminator playing a zero-sum game
with the feature alignment network. Experiments suggest that for such constrained objects such as eye
images, feature-level alignment is an better alternative to pixel-level alignment. However, feature-level
alignment does not work appreciably on `in-the-wild' cases such as object detection on complex scenes.
As an example, the following task is investigated| `Can we transfer image object detectors to videos
without annotating videos?'. For this, a image-to-image translation based GAN framework is trained to
create pseudo-video datasets from images but re-using annotations of image dataset. Such cross domain
adaptation significant improves detection performance on video frames compared to models which are
just trained on images and applied directly on videos.
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TOWARDS LIGHTWEIGHT AND ANONYMOUS
IDENTITY-BASED BROADCAST PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION
Sumana Maiti
Supervisor: Prof. Sudip Misra
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17125
Broadcast Proxy Re-encryption (BPR) is a secure and effective way to share cloud data with a group of
receivers to maintain the confidentiality of the data. However, there are different limitations such as an
increase in the size of the security elements, an increase in the computation cost of users, and a violation
of the identity privacy of the receivers. Addressing these issues in different applications is a challenging
task. The computation cost of the sender and the receiver are inversely proportional to each other. We
propose a scheme GROSE to balance the payoffs of both sides and to increase the total payoff of the
overall system. We use a bargaining game to find the optimal number of receivers of the group of BPR.
The privacy of each receiver's identity is not maintained in the Broadcast Proxy Re-encryption. We
propose a scheme P2B to provide privacy preservation of the identities of the receivers. P2B uses
Lagrange Interpolation Polynomial Theorem to hide the identities of the receivers. Additionally, the
proposed scheme reduces the decryption time of the receivers. The data owner knows the identities of
the receivers in Broadcast Proxy Encryption. On the other hand, Attribute-based Encryption allows
engrained access control of the re-encrypted cipher text. We propose a scheme ABP to share the data
with a subgroup of a group of receivers, where the receiver's attribute list stashes the access policy. We
use coalitional games to reduce the total cost of the system. BPR algorithm needs to calculate a separate
re-encryption key and a separate re-encrypted cipher text for separate data. We propose a scheme MBP
to generate a single re-encryption key and a single re-encrypted cipher text to share more than one data
with a different group of receivers. MBP uses a non-cooperative bargaining game to estimate how much
data can be shared in a single re-encryption to avoid the increase of decryption cost. We propose a
scheme CBP to add new receivers to the existing group of receivers to avoid the re-calculation of the reencryption key. We use coalitional game theory to determine how many users can be added to the
existing group to reduce the decryption time of the existing receivers.
Keywords: Proxy Re-encryption, Broadcast Encryption, Attribute-based Encryption, Bargaining Game,
Coalitional Game.
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TIN AND ANTIMONY ALLOY BASED NANOCOMPOSITES AS ANODE
MATERIALS FOR SECONDARY LITHIUM-ION AND SODIUM-ION
BATTERY
Sambedan Jena
Supervisors: Prof. Siddhartha Das and Prof. Subhasish Basu Majumder
School of Nano Science and Technology
Accession No: NB17126

Alkali-ion secondary batteries show promise in electrochemical energy storage applications like portable
electronics, electric vehicles, and grid energy storage. Among them, lithium-ion batteries are preferred
as they offer high gravimetric and volumetric energy densities compared to other secondary battery
chemistries like lead-acid, nickel-metal hydride, etc. However, the scarcity of lithium reserves
throughout the globe motivates researchers to explore other alkali-ion secondary battery chemistries
(e.g., sodium-ion) as well. Recent developments in alkali-ion battery technologies prefer the use of
alloying-type anodes like tin and antimony due to their low-cost, widespread abundance, and
comparatively high lithium and sodium-ion storage capabilities than commercially used intercalationtype graphite anodes. Hence, this thesis aims to develop tin and antimony intermetallic-based anodes
that can be used to fabricate lithium-ion and sodium-ion full-cells with compatible cathodes. In this thesis
work, two variants of alloy nanocomposites are used: tin rich and antimony rich. The first alloy variant
consisting of tin rich tin-antimony alloy nanoparticles sandwiched between nitrogen-doped reduced
graphene oxide nanosheets is prepared using a microwave-assisted hydrothermal process. Among the
two nanocomposite variants tested, the 40 wt% graphene content nanocomposite shows the best
electrochemical performance. It delivers a reversible capacity of 540 mAhg-1 after 200 cycles at 0.1 Ag1 specific current and a good rate capability of 305 mAhg-1 at 4.0 Ag-1 specific current in half-cell
configuration. The sandwich architecture of the nanocomposite, in conjunction with the Ni foam current
collector, restricts the grain growth of the Sn and SnSb phases during repeated cycling, introduces
pseudocapacitive properties, and eliminates the generation of any semi-infinite diffusion processes.
When coupled with LNMO cathode, the resulting lithium-ion full-cell delivers a nominal working
voltage of 4.3 V, an energy density of 421 Whkg-1, and is able to retain 86.8% of its initial capacity after
cycling at a 0.5 C rate for 200 cycles. Under higher C rates, the full-cell delivers an energy density of
279.5 Whkg-1 at an 8.0 C rate and recovers 90% of its initial capacity when the rate is lowered. The
same tin rich alloy nanocomposite is also tested as an anode in a sodium-ion battery. The sodiation
behaviour of the pristine alloy nanoparticles, as suggested by ex-situ XRD analysis, follows a diffusioncontrolled charge transfer mechanism. However, the introduction of nitrogen-doped graphene imparts
extrinsic pseudocapacitance in the resulting nanocomposite, which amplifies the electrochemical
performance. The 40 wt% graphene content nanocomposite variant shows the best capacity retention
and delivers a reversible capacity of 480 mAhg-1 after 200 cycles at 0.1 Ag-1 specific current and a good
rate capability of 200 mAhg-1 at 4.0 Ag-1 specific current in half-cell configuration. When coupled with
a Fe-PBA cathode, the resulting sodium-ion full-cell delivers a nominal working voltage of 2.5 V, an
energy density of 262.5 Whkg-1, and is able to retain 85.7% of its initial capacity after cycling at a 1.0
C rate for 100 cycles. Under higher C rates, the full-cell delivers an energy density of 125 Whkg-1 at an
8.0 C rate and recovers 80% of its initial capacity when the rate is lowered. Cyclic voltammetry and
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electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis reveal that coupling a pseudocapacitive anode with a
diffusion-controlled cathode is advantageous in designing high-power sodium-ion full-cells.
The second alloy variant comprising of antimony rich tin-antimony alloy nanorods mixed with nitrogendoped reduced graphene oxide flakes is also prepared using a microwave-assisted hydrothermal process.
The pristine nanorods are initially synthesized from nanoparticle precursors in a microwave-assisted
hydrothermal environment using CTAB as a growth control agent and subsequently mixed with
nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide flakes to prepare the nanocomposite. Detailed TEM and XRD
studies reveal that the CTAB molecules preferentially adsorb on the 110 planes of both Sb and SnSb
nanoparticles, and the microwave-hydrothermal environment forces them to arrange accordingly (110
restricted growth) before undergoing local sintering to generate nanorods. The 40 wt% graphene content
nanocomposite variant shows the best capacity retention and delivers a reversible capacity of 500 mAhg1 after 200 cycles at 0.25 Ag-1 specific current and a good rate capability performance of 200 mAhg-1
at 4.0 Ag-1 specific current in half-cell configuration. When coupled with LNMO cathode, the resulting
lithium-ion full-cell delivers a nominal working voltage of 4.3 V, an energy density of 344 Whkg-1, and
is able to retain 87.5% of its initial capacity after cycling at a 0.5 C rate for 200 cycles. Under higher C
rates, the full-cell delivers an energy density of 215 Whkg-1 at an 8.0 C rate and recovers 90% of its
initial capacity when the rate is lowered. The same antimony rich alloy nanocomposite is also tested as
an anode in a sodium-ion battery. The 40 wt% graphene content nanocomposite variant shows the best
capacity retention and delivers a reversible capacity of 350 mAhg-1 after 200 cycles at 0.1 Ag-1 specific
current and a good rate capability performance of 100 mAhg-1 at 4.0 Ag-1 specific current in half-cell
configuration. When coupled with a Fe-PBA cathode, the resulting sodium-ion full-cell delivers a
nominal working voltage of 2.5 V, an energy density of 250 Whkg-1, and is able to retain 82.5% of its
initial capacity after cycling at a 0.33 C rate for 100 cycles. Under higher C rates, the full-cell delivers
an energy density of 137.5 Whkg-1 at a 4.0 C rate and recovers 87% of its initial capacity when the rate
is lowered.
Keywords: Tin; Antimony; Microwave-assisted hydrothermal process; Nitrogen-doped reduced
graphene oxide; Ni foam; Anode; LNMO; Prussian blue analog; Cathode; Lithium-ion; Sodium-ion;
Half-cell; Full-cell;
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DEVELOPMENT OF SUSTAINABLE ROCK CUTTING BITS THROUGH
SURFACE COATING AND OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESS PARAMETERS
Sathish Kumar P
Dr. Samir Kumar Pal and Dr. Mukti Pada Dikshit
Department of Mining Engineering
Accession No: NB17127

The need for productivity improvement of mining sectors by excavating harder rocks through
mechanical excavators leads to advancements in design and development of cutting tools. Layer
depositions on conical rock cutting bits are one of the important approaches in improving wear resistance
properties for hard rock cutting applications. The selection of coated bits with proper deposition method
is of prime concern to overcome the challenges of rock cutting processes. This thesis deals with the
speculative investigation to measure the efficiency of rock cutting and identify the wear behavior of
coated conical rock cutting bits. Newly designed and customized shaping machine were employed with
a triaxial force dynamometer to cut the rock samples linearly and to calculate their associated powers.
AlTiN and TiAlSiN were deposited in the conical cutting bits through sputtering technique. The micro
hardness, presence of coated elements and morphological characterization were determined. TiAlSiN
coated bits possesses high hardness than AlTiN and uncoated bit, which is due to the presence of hard
carbo nitride, hence it was deposited as first layer on cutting bit. Two rock samples of fine grained
sandstone with UCS of 83.77 MPa and 97.00 MPa was used in this study. Various cutting ranges i.e.,
cutting speed of 100 mm/sec, 150 mm/sec and 200 mm/sec and cutting depth of 2 mm, 4 mm and 6 mm
were investigated and the best compromises were identified between the variables such as cutting forces
and extracted volume of rock, cutting effectiveness, specific energy required for cutting and bit wear.
The worn surfaces have been significantly investigated through scanning electron microscopy and
energy dispersive x-ray analysis. Also from the obtained experimental results, it is evident that TiAlSiN
coated bit with cutting speed of 200 mm/sec and cutting depth of 6 mm displays better performance for
both the rock samples and is desirable for hard rock cutting applications. This study also presents the
influence of different cutting parameters such as cutting speed, depth of cut and coating material on the
output responses through grey-fuzzy combined Taguchi technique and DEAR-Taguchi approach.
Resultant cutting forces, specific energy, wear rate, quantity of material removed and angle of resultant
reaction forces were considered as primary concern of hard rock cutting process. ANOVA has been
applied to determine the critical influence of cutting parameters. Taguchi orthogonal test design had been
employed to optimize the process parameters affecting the output responses. Two types of optimization
technique were carried out to predict the influence of rock cutting parameters on output responses. L9
orthogonal array was considered for analysis. It was also observed that the TiAlSiN coated bit had
significant influence in determining the output parameters at cutting speed of 200 mm/sec and cutting
depth of 6 mm for both the rock samples. The output of this study helps in extending the application of
surface miner for excavating harder rocks in mines with optimized parameters for better efficiency.
Keywords: Lab-scale linear rock cutting; Cutting parameters; Rock cutting bits; Wear; Taguchi;
ANOVA; Grey relational analysis; Multi-response optimization.
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ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF FUTURISTIC RADIO
ACCESS NETWORKS FOR REALISTIC PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
Aritra Chatterjee
Supervisor: Dr. Suvra Sekhar Das
G.S. Sanyal School of Telecommunications
Accession No: NB17128

Modern wireless communication networks are experiencing unprecedented manifold increase in user
demand in terms of both data and reliability. Several technologies namely multi-antenna systems,
millimeter wave communication, small cell networks, non-orthogonal multiple access and orthogonal
time frequency spread have been identified as potential solution approaches to cater to such high
demands. In order to quantify the potential of such futuristic access technologies, extensive simulation
based analysis can be considered, however such an approach is time consuming and demands high
computational resources for appropriate prediction of performance behavior. Alternatively, theoretical
performance evaluation of such candidate technologies for practical channel and network condition is
preferred which offers an accurate and tractable for gauging their potential. Development of such
inclusive analytical performance evaluation frameworks is the main goal of this dissertation. Since the
use of multiple antennas has been envisioned as one of the most prominent way to achieve improved
spectral efficiency and reliability, in the first part of our work, we present analytical framework for
evaluating the spatial
correlation among antenna elements belonging to widely-used uniform planar array considering a
realistic propagation condition where the power angular spectrums in both azimuth and elevation
domains are assumed to closely follow practical specification. The link-level performance of point-topoint MIMO links has been measured in terms of channel capacity for both sub-6 GHz and mmWave
operation. Next, we proceed to conduct an inclusive downlink performance analysis of co-channel
cellular networks. With this objective, we first conduct a detailed outage and rate analysis of co-channel
MIMO cellular network for various diversity and multiplexing schemes considering a holistic effect of
practical channel effects, namely small scale fading, shadowing and distance dependent path loss. We
further extend the analysis for dense indoor millimeter wave networks, where in addition to the above
mentioned effects, shadowing correlation has also been taken into account. Furthermore, we present the
performance analysis of dense indoor heterogeneous networks from stochastic geometric point of view,
where networks nodes are modeled by realistic three-dimensional spatial Poisson point processes. For
such a network, a tight upper bounds of coverage probability is evaluated for realistic LOS/NLOSsmall
scale fading and two-slope path loss model. Finally, we propose and develop a new radio access
technology suitable to be used in high-speed vehicular networks namely “NOMA-OTFS”, where
orthogonal time frequency space modulation is used with non-orthogonal multiple access to provide
improved performance in terms of outage spectral efficiency. Practical issues like efficient power
allocation, realizable receiver design are investigated in this context for understanding the system-level
and link-level performance analysis of such newly developed access technology. Such in-depth study
presented in this thesis would be helpful in judging the potential of the candidate technologies while
designing the future wireless broadband access networks and providing improved performance using
them.
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Keywords: MIMO, mmWave, Small cell network, OTFS, OFDM, NOMA, 5G, Planar antenna arrays.
Spatial correlation, channel capacity, Cochannel interference (CCI), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR),
spectral e_ciency (SE), Outage Probability, Coverage Probability, sum of lognormals, truncatedmome nt
matching, LOS/NLOS, Shadowing correlation, 3-D SPPP, Stochastic Geometry, power allocation,
successive interference cancellation (SIC), Low Density Parity Check (LDPC)
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ANALYTICAL STUDY OF DELTA SHOCKWAVES IN CERTAIN ONEDIMENSIONAL QUASILINEAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM OF
CONSERVATION LAWS
Anupam Sen
Supervisor: Dr. T. Raja Sekhar
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17129

The present thesis deals with certain problems associated with delta shock waves for quasilinear onedimensional hyperbolic system of conservation laws which occur in many physical phenomena having
practical importance in real life. Our aim is to solve, those hyperbolic systems where nonclassical
situation arises, in various approaches like flux approximation method, vanishing viscosity method,
vanishing pressure limit method and distributional product method. Also, we study wave interactions
and stability of Riemann solution of hyperbolic systems. First, we consider the strictly hyperbolic system
of conservation laws which describes the background flow carrying dust particles and whose Riemann
solution contains delta shock wave as well as classical elementary waves. In order to study stability, we
consider the linear approximation of flux functions with three parameters. We prove that the solution of
the Riemann problem for the approximated system converges to the solution of the original system when
the perturbation parameter tends to zero. Next, we study the Riemann problem for hyperbolic system
which arises in nonlinear elasticity and gas dynamics. We discuss the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of Riemann problem involving delta shock wave by using self-similar vanishing viscosity
approach. We proved that delta shock wave is weak_-limit of L1 solution to some viscous perturbations
as the viscosity vanishes. Further, we investigate the limiting behavior of the Riemann solution to the
isentropic Euler equations for logarithmic equation of state with the Coulomb-like friction term. The
formation of vacuum state and delta shock waves are identified and analyzed when the pressure vanishes.
We prove that the Riemann solution of the isentropic Euler equations for logarithmic equation of state
with friction term converges to the Riemann solution of the zero-pressure gas dynamics system with a
body force when the pressure vanishes if we neglect the virtual velocity in the vacuum region. Next, we
study the interactions between classical elementary waves and delta shock wave in a thin film of a
perfectly soluble anti-surfactant solution in the limit of large capillary and Pellet numbers. The global
structure of the perturbed Riemann solutions are constructed and analyzed case by case when delta shock
wave is involved. Finally, we study the delta shock wave for zero-pressure gas dynamics system with
energy conservation laws in the frame of α solutions defined in the setting of distributional products.
By reformulating the system we construct, within a convenient space of distributions, all solutions which
include discontinuous solutions and Dirac delta measure. The constructed solutions coincide with the
solution obtained through different methods.
Keywords: Riemann problem; Elementary waves; Delta shock wave; Flux approximation; Vanishing
viscosity; Isentropic Euler system; Coulomb-like friction term; Vacuum state; Wave interactions; Antisurfactant; Nonstrictly hyperbolic system; Product of distributions; Zero-pressure gas dynamics with
energy conservation laws
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QUANTUM CIRCUIT REALIZATION, OPTIMIZATION AND
PLACEMENT WITH IMPROVED FAULT-TOLERANCE
Abhoy Kole
Supervisors: Prof. Indranil Sen Gupta and Prof. Partha Pratim Das
Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No: NB17130

In the last few decades quantum computing has emerged as an alternate computing platform for
achieving quantum supremacy. Practical quantum devices of moderate size are now within the reach of
individuals due to the enormous progress made in technological realization. The theoretical
advancements in devising quantum algorithms to gain quantum advantage yields schemes for finding
faster solutions to various problems as compared to existing classical system. To execute these quantum
algorithms on a real quantum computer, design tools for mapping quantum algorithms to a sequence of
basic quantum gate operations efficiently has become very important. Also since the state-of-the-art
quantum computing devices are imperfect, cost-effective techniques for noise mitigation is also crucial.
The present work addresses this design automation issue and consideration of error correction in lowresource environments. Towards this objective, the decomposition of an arbitrarily large controlled-NOT
(CnNOT) quantum operation using smaller quantum gates from well-known quantum gate libraries is
explored. Several heuristics have been proposed for the decomposition that requires less run-time as
compared to prior approaches. Next, a study of device-specific architectural constraints that exist in
quantum computing platforms is presented. This is followed by discussions on constraint-aware mapping
of quantum gate circuits to linear and generic N-dimensional qubit architectures, as well as twodimensional IBM quantum processor. For linear architecture, the proposed scheme that uses gate lookahead strategy is shown to require less additional gates to satisfy neighborhood constraints as compared
to previous approaches. In another experiment, an analysis is conduced to show that additional gates
required to satisfy the constraints can be reduced when degree of qubit association is increased. An
approach for IBM quantum device architecture is also devised encompassing the selection of physical
qubits, and determining initial and local permutations efficiently to obtain the final circuit. The
experiments conducted demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic approaches over prior
state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, to carry out computation on encoded states that is an essential
requirement for quantum fault tolerance, an extended set of coded operations based on [[4; 2; 2]]
encoding scheme is introduced, and the operational fidelity is demonstrated through experimental
analysis.
Keywords: Quantum Circuit Compilation, Decomposition, Nearest Neighbor Mapping, Optimization,
Fault-Tolerance
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GENESIS OF A METOPOSAURID-DOMINATED BONEBED FROM INDIA:
DECODING THE LATE TRIASSIC VERTEBRATE LIFE IN A FLUVIAL
SETTING USING MULTIPLE PROXIES
Nibedita Rakshit
Supervisor: Prof. Sanghamitra Ray
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No: NB17131

A multidimensional study of a new metoposaurid-dominated highly diverse multitaxic bonebed from the
Upper Triassic Tiki Formation of India reveals a new metoposaurid taxon characterised by multiple
cranial and postcranial features. Phylogenetic analysis shows that the new Tiki taxon is basal to the other
Indian, European and North American metoposaurid genera. Skeletal reconstruction shows a wide
parabolic skull with blunt anterior end and a robust lower jaw, a barrel-shaped body, small limbs and a
long tail, the mediolateral flexion of which provided the main hydrodynamic thrust. Bone microanatomy
of the new Tiki metoposaurid reveals cortices composed of alternating vascular zones and annuli and/or
lines of arrested growth suggesting pronounced cyclical fast and slow growth phases, which can be
correlated with variable responses to environmental conditions. Three distinct ontogenetic stages are
identified. A fully aquatic lifestyle was proposed for the new Tiki taxon though a change from terrestrial
or amphibious mode of life to deep water swimming with ontogeny is evident. In addition, five isolated
nearly complete claws or ungual phalanges recovered from the same bonebed were examined. Based on
several diagnostic features, four of these ungual phalanges are identified as belonging to the theropod
dinosaurs. The remaining claw is unlike that of any theropods in terms of high robusticity and near
symmetry, though similarity is seen in other features suggesting that it belonged to an indeterminate
dinosaur. This new find points towards the presence of small dinosaurs in the Tiki fauna. Another major
component of the bonebed is the multipsecific unionid genus Tihkia. The species are differentiated based
on the shell shape, length and height proportions, convexity or inflation and nature of growth lines,
though these taxa show location-wise heterogeneity and differing palaeohydrological conditions. A
distinct seasonality is suggested by microgrowth increments of the unionid bivalves, which corroborates
the bone microanatomy of the new metopsaurid taxon. On the other hand, the bonebed has yielded
numerous varied coprolites, including the scroll coprolites pertaining to a new ichnotaxon Tikicopros
triassicus, which constitutes the first record of the scroll coprolites from the Mesozoic. Other forms
include two new ichnotaxa of the spiral coprolites and multiple non-spiral coprolites. All of these
coprolites contain varied fish scales, and fragmentary remains of teeth and bones as inclusions, and were
produced
by various types of chondrichthyans, dipnoans, actinopterygians and carnivorous and/or omnivorous
tetrapods. The study of these coprolites highlights the inter-relationship between their producers, and
their connectedness within the Tiki vertebrate palaeoecosystem. The Tiki rivers and surrounding
floodplains were populated by highly diverse animal communities occupying terrestrial, semi -aquatic
and aquatic realms, where scavenging and/or predation were common. Two distinct biostratinomic
modes comprising (i), natural death, decomposition and differential preburial modifications, and (ii)
breaching of banks during flooding events, mass death and high energy deposition of sediment load
including various aquatic fishes and unionids are hypothesised. The new bonebed is a time-averaged
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accumulation, whereas the other two coeval bonebeds resulted from catastrophic events. Moreover, the
mortality dynamics and fossilisation pathways of
various animal communities were distinctly different depending on the habitat and palaeobehaviour of
the Tiki animals. Hence, a dynamic and highly diverse vertebrate life is envisaged for the Late Triassic
Tiki scenario.
Keywords: Coprolites, Gondwana, India, Late Triassic, Metoposaurid, Unionids.
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STRUCTURAL, FUNCTIONAL AND EVOLUTIONARY ANALYSES OF
INTRINSICALLY DISORDERED PROTEINS
Sushmita Basu
Supervisor: Prof. Ranjit Prasad Bahadur
Department of Biotechnology
Accession No: NB17132
In a last few decade, a new concept of protein has emerged, called the intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) or intrinsically disordered regions of proteins (IDRs) which lack stable conformations under
normal physiological condition and yet are fully functional. IDPs are part of several important cellular
activities. They often engage in low affinity high specificity interactions which brilliantly makes them
fit for multiple partner binding interactions like the ones found in cell signalling and regulation. IDPs
are extensively found in eukaryotes compared to prokaryotes associating increase in disorderedness with
increase in cellular complexity. The current study provides a structural, functional and evolutionary
perspective of IDPs. IDPs have been characterised for the first time in view of the neighbouring residues
of IDRs (NRIs). This study finds that NRIs behave as a bridging element between the flexible IDRs and
the rigid bulk residues. The unique characteristics of NRIs are important to maintain the str uctural
pliability of IDRs. The evolutionary behaviour of IDPs based on structural and functional classification
of IDRs is studied as well. It is found that the small IDRs are better conserved than the long IDRs or full
IDPs. Conservation and coevolution are found not to be affected by interacting partners of IDPs, though
functional classes show distinct variation in the evolutionary signals. Functional classes which require
structural flexibility as the principal component are better conserved than other classes. Disorder
promoting amino acids evolve faster than order promoting amino acids. Strong preferences of forming
coevolving pairs with same amino acid are observed in Pro, Gly, Ile and Phe. Owing to the role of
imparting structural flexibility by Pro and Gly and making important contacts at the IDP-partner interface
by hydrophobic residues like Ile and Phe, this coevolving nature is an important finding towards the
evolution of IDPs. Fused in sarcoma protein (FUS) is an IDP which mis-localises in the cytoplasm
causing neurodegenerative disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and fronto-temporal lobar
degeneration (FTLD). This study reports the conformational dynamics exhibited by RNA recognition
motif (RRM) domain and nuclear localisation signal (NLS) domain of FUS in terms of macromolecular
recognition and interaction. The significant role of flexible loops along with the absence of conventional
residues in RRM domain of FUS has been elucidated in this study. This study also explains the effect of
P525L mutation on the dynamics of FUS NLS bound to nuclear transport protein Karyopherin β2
(Kapβ2). The probable effects of the mutation on NLS are structural distortions at N-terminal of Kapβ2
and weaker binding of NLS with Kapβ2. The above reasons may affect the binding of FUS NLS with
Kapβ2 which in turn might causes cytoplasmic mis-localisation of FUS causing ALS/FTLD. This study
sheds light on structural architecture, functional dynamics and evolution of IDPs which can significantly
contribute our understanding to this exponentially growing area of research in IDPs.
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Keywords: Intrinsically disordered proteins, structural flexibility, evolutionary signal, macromolecular
interactions, molecular dynamics
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GAS-SOLID TWO-PHASE FLOW IN SUDDEN EXPANSION PIPES,
DIFFUSERS AND ORIFICES- A COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
Santosh Kumar Senapati
Supervisor: Prof. Sukanta Kumar Dash
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17134

The present dissertation deals with the computational study of the turbulent gas-solid two-phase flow in
three types of pipe fittings, namely, (a) a sudden expansion, (b) a diffuser, and (c) a square orifice (both
the thin and the thick orifices) using the Eulerian-Eulerian approach (two-fluid modeling approach). The
study involves the computations of the gas-solid two-phase flow pressure recovery or the pressure drop
for the flow through these pipe fittings under various operating conditions. The computations have been
carried out under the moderate to higher limits of the dilute phase flow, considering both the fine and
the coarse particles .Under this range of the solid volume fraction, the inter-particle and the particle-wall
collisions affect the system performance. Thus the present study explores the collisions' role in
conjunction with the pertinent parameters on the gas-solid flow behavior through these pipe fittings,
which has rarely been reported in the literature. The pertinent parameters include the solid-phase volume
fraction (the solid loading ratio), the particle size, the solid particle density, the inlet velocity of the gas phase, the inlet slip ratio, and the geometrical parameters such as the area ratio, the diffuser angle, and
the thickness of the orifices. The numerical procedure incorporates the four-way coupling approach to
account for the role of collisions. It uses the Kinetic theory of Granular flow (KTGF) to compute the
solid-phase stresses arising out of these collisions. The computed results with the current numerical
procedure show good agreement with the several benchmark experimental results for the gas-solid flow
through the straight and the sudden expansion pipes under various operating conditions and the flow
orientations. The comparison of the computed results with various turbulent models shows that the
agreements are satisfactory when the standard turbulent model (that takes into account the presence of
solid-phase) is used in conjunction with the standard wall function. On the other side, the drag models
are found to have little influence on the simulation results. First of all, two cases are considered to analyze
the gas-solid flow in a sudden expansion. The first case considers the moderate solid loading situation
with relatively coarse particles .The two pertinent parameters, namely, the pressure recovery, and the
acceleration length were investigated. Under this condition, the collisions become the sole mechanism
responsible for the lateral dispersion of the relatively coarse particles (400 μm to 1000 μm) and drive

(5x104 to 1.03x105) increases the pressure recovery and the flow's acceleration length. Moreover, the
lighter (1020 kg/m3) and the relatively small-sized particles (400 μm) are also responsible for it. With
an increase in the area ratio to a critical value the pressure recovery increases and then reduces. However,
the acceleration length increases with an increase in the area ratio. In each case, the physical
interpretation was provided through the contours of the turbulent kinetic energy, granular temperature,
and streamlines. Moreover, the solid-phase volume fraction's radial distributions were depicted, and the
vortex strength was also computed for the same purpose. The second case considers the solid loading in
the moderate to higher limits of the dilute phase flow taking, both the fine and the coarse particles .With
relatively coarse particles (760 μm) the two-phase pressure recovery always increases with an increase
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in the solid-phase volume fraction. However, in the presence of relatively fine particles (50 μm), the
pressure recovery increases only up to a critical value of the solid-phase volume fraction and decreases
beyond it. Similarly, under a moderate solid loading situation (αs = 0.005 and 0.01), there is a critical
particle size up to which the pressure recovery increases. Beyond the critical value, it reduces with the
increase in the particle size. Moreover, the value of the critical diameter reduces as the solid phase
volume fraction decreases. The lighter particles always lead to higher pressure recovery irrespective of
the solid loading and the particle size. The pressure recovery also increases with an increase in the slip
velocity ratio at the pipe's inlet. In the flow through the diffuser, the loss coefficient mitigates with an
augmentation in the solid-phase volume fraction, the area ratio, and the inlet gas velocity. On the other
side, it increases with an increase in the diffuser angle; however, the diffuser angle's effect reduces as
the solid loading increases. The proposed correlation for the loss coefficient for the diffuser has an
accuracy of 9 %. The study of the gas-solid flow through the thin and thick orifices reveals that the twophase pressure drop is always more than the corresponding single-phase value. It increases with an
increase in the solid loading, inlet gas velocity, and solid particle density. It also increases with a
reduction in the particle size for both the horizontal and vertically downward flow orientations. A
relatively higher pressure drop is encountered across the thick orifices compared to the thinner ones.
Moreover, the orifice thickness's effect becomes significant only in the presence of a considerable
amount of solidhorizontal flow configuration results in a higher pressure drop across the orifice than the vertically
downward flow. The present study also proposes a two-phase multiplier to compute the gas-solid flow
pressure drop across the thin and the thick orifices for the vertically downward flow configuration. It has
an accuracy of 15 %. The findings of the present dissertation will be useful to the practicing engineers
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CRYPTANALYSIS OF LIGHTWEIGHT SYMMETRIC CIPHERS
Ravi Anand
Supervisor: Prof. Sourav Mukhopadhyay
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17136

There are several motivation towards designing lightweight cryptographic primitives to provide
efficiency in resource-constrained environments - without compromising the confidentiality and
integrity of the transmitted information. The state size of such ciphers is kept as small as possible to
minimize the area occupied by the cryptographic device. Such secure ciphers are frequently exploited in
designing RFID tags, smart cards, etc. The cryptographic community has designed a number of
lightweight cryptographic primitives that varies from stream ciphers, block ciphers and recently to hash
functions in response to the requirements of lightweight cryptographic primitives. However, these
primitives need to be carefully cryptanalyzed. This thesis aims towards analyzing and evaluating the
security of some the recently proposed lightweight symmetric ciphers against different cryptanalytic
techniques. This thesis can be divided into two parts. In the first part we focus on analyzing various
ciphers using classical cryptanalysis techniques and in the second part we focus on estimating the
resources required to analyze symmetric ciphers in the quantum framework using the Grover's search
algorithm. In the classical framework we analyze a block cipher SIMON against Differential Fault
Attack (DFA). We also show that a stream cipher Fountain-v1, first round candidate of NIST's LWC
competition, has a weakness against Cube attack and Conditional Time-Memory- Data-Tradeo_
(TMDTO) attack. In the quantum framework we estimate the resources required to construct reversible
quantum circuits for block ciphers SIMON, SPECK and TinyJAMBU and stream ciphers Grain-128AEAD,LIZARD, and Grain-v1. Grain-128- AEAD and TinyJAMBU are second round candidate of
NIST's LWC competition. We
then estimate the resources required to apply Grover's search algorithm for key recovery on these ciphers.
We implement Differential Cryptanalysis on SPECK and correctly recover the secret key on a SPECK
like toy cipher. We also show that using proper sampling of the keystream and Grover's algorithm, states
of LFSR based stream ciphers can be recovered in time less than Grover's search complexity in the
quantum paradigm.
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SEDIMENTARY AND STRATIGRAPHIC EVOLUTION OF
MODERN ALLUVIUM FROM GANGETIC BASIN AND ITS
EFFECT ON URBAN UNDERGROUND CONDITIONS OF
VARANASI, INDIA
Ashok Shaw
Supervisors: Prof. Probal Sengupta & Prof. Abhijit Mukherjee
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No: NB17137
Systematic investigation of sedimentary and stratigraphic architecture and sediment geochemistry within
modern continental foreland basins not only provides insight into the evolution in fluvial processes and
environments in response to external controls but also contributes to our understanding of the nature of
the subsurface. In this regard, the Quaternary alluvial system of Gangetic Foreland Basin which supports
several densely populated cities containing more than ~500 million people, provides an excellent
opportunity to assess the influence of modern sedimentary processes on the urban underground space
resources. The motivation for this research is to investigate these processes in detail and consider how
improved geological understanding can contribute to the sustainable management of the natural
resources and socio-economic development of the city of Varanasi. Utilising a network of 87 boreholes,
this research presents a geological framework that utilises the capture and detailed description of
lithological and gamma-ray borehole logs (up to 100 m depth) to identify lithofacies and their
associations which reflect the variation in depositional architecture elements. The vertical stacking
pattern of these lithofacies assemblages further permits for the first time the application of sequence
stratigraphic principles to the Gangetic alluvium. This study identifies the fluvial architecture to
comprise three stratigraphic sequences, bounded by both conformable and unconformable surfaces. The
oldest, Sequence 1 (~38– 100 m depth) comprises in upwards succession, a series of degradational–
transitional and aggradational systems tracts reflecting a change from proximal–distal braided channel
networks and eventually evolving to anastomosing behaviour. The overlying Sequence 2 (~9–38 m
depth) and the youngest, Sequence 3 (up to ~9 m depth) are both interpreted as aggradational tracts
correlating with the present-day axial-tributary regime. Recognising that allogenic controlled changes in
sediment geochemistry may reflect the drainage modifications responsible for variation in
accommodation spaces, this study utilises the major, trace and REE geochemistry of sediments to make
a preliminary investigation of the evolution of the multi-sourced sediment-supply system into the
Himalayan distal foredeep. The abrupt variation of elemental ratios across the sequence boundaries
indicates the presence of geochemically distinct sediment packages that confirm the stratigraphic
framework. The deeper degradational tract sediments of Sequence 1 are of cratonic origin (Central
Bundelkhand Greenstone Complex) and are progressively overlain by Lesser Himalayan sediment as the
river system transitioned to aggradational conditions. Sequence 2 and 3 sediments are mostly derived
from Higher Himalayan Crystalline Sequences. Based on this framework, a hydrostratigraphic model is
proposed to identify and correlate the aquifer systems in each systems tract and separated them by the
bounding surfaces. The model shows the degradational tract of Sequence 1 to have high connectivity
and is likely to yield potable and economically sustainable groundwater. This hydrostratigraphic
architecture is then correlated with aggradation-degradation induced lithological variations to provide
an integrated 2D urban hazard zoning map and 3D lithotechnical (lithological & geotechnical) model
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relevant for preliminary assessment of the subsurface engineering conditions to inform underground
infrastructure development. In summary, this multi-disciplinary study highlights how fluvial processes
within a foreland setting evolved with changing accommodation spaces and how their resulting
architecture provides an initial foundation for future urban planning and city development.
Keywords: Continental foreland basins, Urban underground space, Varanasi, Gangetic alluvium,
Stratigraphic sequences, Hydrostratigraphic architecture, 3D lithotechnical model
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND VALORISATION OF
MANGO (Mangifera indica) KERNEL POWDER
Bhupinder Kaur
Supervisor: Dr. Prem Prakash Srivastav
Department of Agriculture & Food Engineering
Accession No: NB17138

Mango processing waste (MPW) ranging between 25-40%, is an economical and rich source of starch,
fat, crude fiber, minerals, phenolics and flavonoids. It is commonly considered that various
characteristics of any product are affected by genetic, agronomic and environmental factors. However,
studies regarding characterization of by-products from different mango cultivars have been rarely
reported. Hence, an attempt was made to investigate the hysicochemical, functional, morphological and
phytochemical properties of mango kernel from five cultivars (Chausa, Langra, Neelum, Barahmasi and
Dashehari) followed by the selection of the best cultivar kernel for extraction of oil and gallic acid (GA).
The HR (Hausner’s ratio) and CI (Carr’s index) for mango peel powder (HR>1.25-1.4; CI: 20-35)
indicated their fair flowing nature, while; mango kernel powder (HR>1.4; CI: 35-45) was revealed to
exhibit poor flowability. Almost all cultivars had an impressive amount of essential nutrients required
for human well-being. The mineral composition suggested that potassium, calcium, manganese,
phosphorus and chlorine were observed as highlighted elements in almost all samples. The micrographs
of cryogenic fracture surfaces of Dashehari (MKP) at 2000 and 4000X show the lumpy structure, which
might be due to its high moisture content, whereas; MPP presented a fragment like structure. Chausa
and Langra kernel had highest fat content and were selected for oil extraction using different solvents
(ethanol, petroleum ether and hexane). The results revealed that highest mango kernel oil (MKO) yield
(6.94-8.83%) was obtained with hexane. The physico-chemical properties of MKO were within range
specified by FAO/WHO for edible, pure and oxidative stable oils. The FTIR absorbance peak of oil from
Chausa variety was lower in comparison to Langra, so; there are lower chances of oxidation of the
Chausa variety oil. Total seven fatty acids were detected in MKO and it was also revealed that oil from
both cultivars of mango showed relative higher percentage of unsaturated fatty acids as compared to
cocoa butter. The antioxidant property of mango kernel oil was appreciable which might be due to its
fatty acid profile as well as the non-saponifiable matter such as, tocopherols, sterols, their esters and
other phenolic compounds. The mango kernel extract (MKE) of the best cultivar (Dashehari) was
subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis, which indicated the presence of 50 compounds with specific retention
times. After identification, GA i.e. an important
industrial compound was targeted and purified using column chromatography with silica gel 230-400
mesh) as stationary phase. The purified GA confirmed by NMR (600 MHz) and HRMS possessed high
antioxidant activity (IC50: 1.96 μg/ml). The defatted mango kernel cake was converted into ash, which
acted as a basic medium (pH: 12.53). In order to develop an efficient and eco-friendly catalytic system,
hydro extract of defatted mango kernel ash (HEDMKA) was used as a greener catalyst to synthesize the
derivatives of benzylidenemalononitriles (C1-4) and iminocoumarins (E1-2) via Knoevenagel
condensation reaction. In comparison to other solvent and catalysts, HEDMKA as a solvent cum catalyst
gave the best yield of compounds with short reaction time and almost same catalytic power till 2-3 runs.
The synthesized compound C3 showed the best antibacterial activity with MIC 93.75 μg/mL and best
antifungal activity with inhibition zone of 41 mm. Waste utilization is a promising measure from both
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an environmental and economic point of view. The overall outcome of the present investigation depicts
that the food industries may take the opportunity to recover and utilize the valuable compounds from
agricultural byproducts which in turn ensures environmental safety. In this way, the industries can earn
profit by cutting the transportation and dumping cost of waste. This would not only bring in extra revenue
for the producer but also reduces the amount of accruing waste to be disposed of.
Keywords: Mango kernel powder, Mango kernel oil, Mango kernel extract, LC-MS/MS, Gallic acid,
Mango kernel ash, Greener catalyst.
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ASSESSMENT OF ELEVATED CARBON DIOXIDE AND NITROGEN
MANAGEMENT EFFECTS ON YIELD AND QUALITY OF WHEAT AND
SOIL FERTILITY IN SUB-TROPICAL INDIA
Swati Hazra
Supervisors: Prof. Pratap Bhanu Singh Bhadoria and Prof. Dillip Kumar Swain
Department of Agriculture & Food Engineering
Accession No: NB17139

Elevated CO2 and global warming might impart counteractive effects on wheat, a temperature-sensitive
C3 crop, especially under the warm sub-tropical conditions. Therefore, field experiments are necessary
to assess the impact of elevated CO2 and concomitant rise in temperature on wheat production for the
development of location-specific suitable agro-adaptations under the sub-tropical climate. The objective
of this study was to investigate the effect of CO2 elevation in combination with varying nitrogen
management on growth, physiological responses, and grain yield and quality of wheat in sub-tropical
India. In addition, the changes in soil fertility were also analysed. Wheat crop was grown in open field,
and inside the open top chambers (OTC) with ambient CO2 (400 μmol mol-1) and elevated CO2 (50%
higher than ambient) environment with four nitrogen (N) management during the cool and dry rabi
season of 2015 and 2016 at Kharagpur, India. The N management were: no-fertilizer, application of N
at normal and 50% higher dose through chemical fertilizer (CF), and the higher dose through integration
of organic fertilizer with CF. The results stated significant increase in biomass with enhanced
photosynthetic carbon assimilation and thereby grain yield (~17%) of wheat under the elevated CO2
environment as compared to the ambient environment in OTC. On the other hand, the elevated CO2 in
conjugation with higher N dose through CF led to a significant decrease in total phenolic content and
antioxidant activities in leaves. The elevated CO2 also affected the grain quality by decreasing the
content of protein (up to 8%), P (7%), Mg (7%), Ca (8%), Zn (15%), and Fe (20%) as compared to the
ambient environment. The adverse effect, however, was managed through higher dose of N application
(CF or integrated sources), which brought improvement on grain quality by increasing starch, protein
and other nutrient contents. Soil nutrient availability such as NH4-N, NO3-N, Fe, Mn, and Zn content
decreased, but P content and microbial population increased significantly with the CO2 elevation. The
results suggested the need of efficient and balanced nutrients management in future climate scenarios
for improvement in the wheat grain yield and quality as well soil fertility in sub-tropical India.
Keywords: Antioxidant activity, Elevated CO2, Grain quality, Nitrogen management, Soil fertility,
Wheat, Yield
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ENHANCING DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATIONS FOR NEXT
GENERATION CELLULAR NETWORKS
Pradip Kumar Barik
Supervisors: Dr. Chetna Singhal and Prof. Raja Datta
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17140

With rapid advancement of mobile devices, data rate requirement of various mobile applications are also
increasing. Advanced cellular networks such as LTE-A, 5G, and beyond 5G, use various add-on
technologies to boost network performance. Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is one of the
popular techniques used in cellular networks for improving network performance in various aspects such
as throughput, energy efficiency, coverage range, spectral efficiency, load balancing, and quality of user
experience. Device discovery mechanism, mode selection, efficient power allocation, sophisticated
resource sharing mechanism, security, multi-hop relaying, etc., are the challenges in implementing such
a scheme. In this thesis we discuss several issues and challenges faced by D2D communications
underlaying advanced cellular networks. We provide efficient solutions to resource allocation problems
for throughput maximization, user-centric energy efficient multimedia transmissions, intercell D2D
communications, and UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)-assisted multi-hop D2D communications. First,
we study the resource allocation problem of cellular and D2D users (CUs and DUs) to provide relayassistance to the deeply-faded CUs using D2D communications. An optimization problem has been
formulated to minimize the difference between rate demand and rate achieved of the cellular users,
subject to power and resource constraints. We solve the formulated problem step-wise using a Heuristic
Greedy Search method with reduced complexity. The next-generation cellular networks are expected to
support rich multimedia streaming to heterogeneous users. This leads to more power consumption at the
base stations (BSs) and the users. Therefore, energy-efficient data transmission is a key research area for
upcoming cellular networks. In our subsequent work, we present a scheme, named D2D-assisted
Multimedia Streaming (DAMS) for streaming multimedia content to low-battery CUs with the help of
D2D communications. The proposed method also minimizes the transmission power of the BSs by
sending data through D2D relay nodes (DRNs). We use the maximum weight bipartite matching and
transmission power allocation algorithm for allocating optimal transmission power at the BS. As the
wireless channels are prone to fading and shadowing, the achievable data rate of a user varies with time.
Adaptive video streaming is an effective solution to cope up with channel variability. Next, we study the
performance of user-centric adaptive multimedia transmissions over D2D-assisted cellular networks.
D2D-assisted communication helps in extending the battery energy of the low-battery users. At each
scheduling interval, four user-centric utility functions, namely, quality utility, power consumption utility,
packet loss ratio utility, and remaining battery utility are used for the adaptation purpose. Here, we
formulate an optimization problem and solve it efficiently using the Hungarian algorithm. So far we
have considered a single cell cellular network; however, D2D transmitters and receivers located in
different cells may end up leading to a more complex design for resource allocation. Therefore, our next
work investigates the resource sharing problem between intercell D2D pairs and CUs in a multi-cell
cellular network. We have used Repeated Game Theory for solving the problem of dynamic resource
blocks (RBs) sharing between the CUs and DUs. A penalty is imposed for the deviating selfish player
to return to the cooperative mode quickly. In addition, we also compute the number of RBs initially
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allotted optimally. Lastly, we have studied two major applications of 5G D2D relayed communication
in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and UAV networks. We propose a D2D-based data forwarding
procedure from sensor cluster heads to base stations that solves the problem of frequent disconnection
of multi-hop sensor links in WSNs. Further, we have developed a UAV-assisted multi-hop D2D
communication technique using a Machine Learning approach in 5G cellular networks. In this work the
trajectories of such UAVs are found with the help of active user prediction using Neural Networks. We
evaluate the performance of the proposed solutions and compare them with well-known existing
techniques. Both analytical and simulation results show that our proposed schemes achieve good
performance gain in terms of system throughput, energy efficiency, churn rate, and quality of experience.
Keywords: Device-to-Device Communication, Maximizing Throughput, D2D Relay Node, Cellular
User, D2D User, Resource Allocation
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CFD STUDY ON THE GAS DYNAMICS, HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
DURING SPONGE IRON PRODUCTION FROM IRON-ORE COAL
COMPOSITE PELLETS IN ROTARY HEARTH FURNACE
Sooraj S
Supervisor: Prof. Gour Gopal Roy
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17141
Increasing environmental concern and depletion of coking coal, has led the researchers to find a coke free routes of ironmaking. Rotary Hearth Furnace (RHF) has emerged as one of the alternative routes of
sponge iron production, especially to utilize the iron bearing solid waste from plant. RHF is a donut
shaped reactor, where self-reducing iron ore coal composite pellets is reduced to value added sponge
iron. In the present study a comprehensive CFD study in the free board over the solid bed in RHF is
carried out to understand and optimize the operating parameters to enhance heat transfer to the solid bed
and lower the emission, fuel consumption using ANSYS-Fluent CFD platform.
In total eight burners were used across the periphery of the RHF and each burner was equipped with four
air tubes at the top and two air tubes at the bottom to burn the fuel injected through the three middle
tubes. The lower air inlet tubes orientated at 5º upwards and other tubes remaining horizontal, emerged
as the most recommended configuration for the burner to attain maximum combustion and temperature.
Various alternative fuel composition using downstream gas from steel plant, categorized in terms of
calorific values, were investigated. It was found that for the same calorific value, a combination of blast
furnace gas and coke oven gas (BF+COG) emerged better in terms of CO 2 emission compared to a
combination of COG+BF+NG (Natural gas).
Oxygen enrichment of air has been found to reduce the fuel consumption by 14.9% at 35% oxygen in
air and it also reduced the specific CO2 emission in the exhaust stream. If fuel is kept constant irrespective
of oxygen enrichment, it enhanced heat transfer to the solid burden at the bottom but without any
improvement in emission.
The CFD model was also used to calculate the amount of fuel required to keep the furnace preheated
during the offload period and it was found that a fuel amount of 12.19 Nm3/hr, corresponding to steadystate heat loss of 15.6 kW through refractory, was required to maintain a preheat temperature of 1000 oC.
Key words: Rotary hearth furnace; sponge iron; Gas dynamics; Combustion; Burner configuration; Fuel
gas composition; Oxygen enrichment.
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COVERAGE-ORIENTED RELIABILITY OF WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS WITH MULTISTATE NODES
Suparna Chakraborty
Supervisor: Prof. N. K. Goyal, Prof. S. Mahapatra and Prof. Sie Teng Soh
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability and School of Electrical Engineering,
Computing and Mathematical Sciences
Accession No: NB17142
The current era of the Internet of Things (IoT) has led us to a world of automation in almost every sphere
of life, such as healthcare, home security, precision agriculture, etc. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
serve as an important implementation tool to actualize the IoT in the real world. WSNs comprise a large
number of inexpensive sensor nodes, each capable of sensing, processing, and transmitting
environmental information to the sink node. These sensor nodes are vulnerable to failure due to external
causes such as variability in environmental conditions, including rainfall, humidity, foliage, and internal
reasons like noise, lack of battery power, hardware failure, random duty-cycle, etc. These internal causes
enable a sensor node to exist in multistate such as ACTIVE, RELAY, SLEEP, IDLE, and FAIL in its
entire lifecycle. To gauge the performance of such networks, reliability analysis of these networks
becomes extremely important.
A WSN is an event-driven network that depends on the collective data provided by the sensor nodes
monitoring a particular phenomenon. In such cases, the network is considered successfully operating if
and only if a certain minimum aggregate amount of information is delivered to a given sink node. Thus,
WSN reliability is defined to be the probability that the network can successfully transmit the
application-specific required amount of flow to the sink node under such multistate nature of each sensor
node. Further, owing to such multistate nature of sensor nodes, it is also important to quantify the
capability of a WSN to provide adequate coverage of the region of interest. To quantify the flow-oriented
reliability and coverage-oriented reliability of WSNs with multistate nodes, this thesis proposes new
metrics: WSN Reliability (WSNRel), Area-CoverageReliability (ACR) and Coverage-oriented
Reliability (CORE). WSNRel provides a minimal-path based approach to evaluate flow-oriented
reliability of WSNs with multistate nodes. The proposed approach includes enumeration of shortest
minimal paths from application-specific flow satisfying sensor nodes (source nodes) to the sink node. It
then proposes a modified sum-of-disjoint products approach to evaluate WSN reliability in the presence
of multistate nodes from the enumerated shortest minimal paths. Computing WSNRel has been shown
to be NP-Hard.
The metrics, 𝐴CN, and CORE, aim at quantifying the coverage-oriented capability of a WSN. To
quantify ACR and CORE, Monte Carlo simulation approaches that utilize an energy matrix to check the
capability of a WSN in satisfying the application-specific coverage-oriented requirement are presented.
The energy matrix reflects the residual energy of sensors, the energy required to transmit data to the
neighboring nodes, connectivity, and the sensors’ multistate nature. A Discrete-Time Markov Chain
model is presented to study the multistate behavior of sensor nodes while evaluating 𝐶ORE. CAN and
CORE bring together WSN reliability, area coverage, energy efficiency, mobility of data collector or
sink, random duty-cycle of nodes, and multistate nature of sensor nodes under a common umbrella. It is
noteworthy to mention here that 𝐴CR considers sensors with 4 states and CORE considers nodes with
10 states.
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Lastly, to preserve the limited energy resources of sensor nodes, and maximize CORE, a multi-path splitflow routing scheme is presented. Depending on the sensor nodes’ distance and residual energies, few
rules that govern the splitting of flow through the multi-paths are formulated.
Simulations on benchmark networks as well as random networks are performed for each work showing
the effectiveness of all algorithms proposed in this thesis. The proposed metrics will help the network
designers to consider the metrics as a part of sensor network design and determine reliability quickly.
The proposed metrics are advantageous in the sense that they pave the way towards a more realistic
aspect of wireless sensor network reliability.
Keywords: Coverage area reliability, Markov chain, multistate nodes, network reliability, node energy,
random duty-cycle, shortest minimal paths, sum-of-disjoint products, wireless sensor network.
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DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF MICRO AND NANO-SCALE PHOTONIC
DEVICES FOR SENSING APPLICATIONS
Saawan Kumar Bag
Supervisor: Dr. Shailendra Kumar Varshney
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17143
In recent years, photonic devices have outperformed their electronic counterpart in most applications.
This new technology holds the potential to completely replace traditional electronic technology soon.
Photonic-based devices have many lucrative advantages such as compactness, stability, scalability,
customizability, reproducibility, low power consumption, and absence of electromagnetic interference.
Photonic devices have been demonstrated on various material platforms such as silicon, silicon nitride,
polymer, silicon dioxide, and many more over the years.
Modern fabrication techniques have opened the possibility to design innovative devices with
multifunctional components and advanced materials. Optical fiber and silicon-based microring resonator
(MRR) devices have seen explosive growth in the last two decades among this broad spectrum of
devices. This dissertation aims to design and study new devices based on these two platforms for sensing
applications, mainly chemical and biological.
Besides their wide application in communication, optical fiber has been successfully used in many
sensing applications over the years. At the beginning of the dissertation, a novel compact sensor based
on the surface corrugated etched multimode optical fiber is proposed. The gratings are drawn directly to
an etched conventional multimode fiber (MMF) side surface by using a focused ion beam (FIB) milling.
The gratings have a period of 1050 nm producing a high refractive index contrast. The strong reection
peak is utilized for refractive index sensing. Experimental results show the sensitivity of 70 nm/RIU.
MRR has been the central component in integrated Silicon photonics circuits for their high refractive
contrast, enabling them to tightly con_ne the light in a waveguide of sub-wavelength dimensions.
However, this tight con_nement obstructs the light-matter interaction, which is not desirable in many
sensing applications. In the next part of the thesis, we have proposed a novel scheme to enhance the
light-matter interaction by integrating a tapered section for nanoparticle sensing. A comprehensive
theoretical and finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation-based study is carried out to analyze
the device characteristics and sensing performance. The device can detect a single metallic nanoparticle
of 100 nm radius by producing resonance splitting of 310 GHz in the output spectrum. Further,
theoretical study confirms the device's ability to quantify the size and number of the nanoparticles. A
conventional MRR can not have a wide free spectral range (FSR) and high Q-factor simultaneously.
Both the quantities are designed to be large for the majority of applications especially sensing. To
overcome this issue, we have designed a compact MRR device that integrates two Fabry-Perot cavities
in the MRR. The inclusion of these two cavities results in a single resonance dip in the output where the
others get suppressed. Theoretical
analysis shows that the FSR of the proposed device is more than 150 nm without compromising the Qfactor. Simulation results show the proposed device possesses an enhanced sensitivity of 185 nm/RIU.
In the last section of the thesis, we have proposed a new kind of silicon-based coupling region-free onchip resonator that produces equidistant Lorentzian-shaped resonance dips similar to an MRR. In a
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conventional MRR, the device performance is susceptible to any change in the coupling gap between
the ring and the bus. Due to this, the device becomes prone to fabrication errors. In our proposed design,
the cavity is placed in line with the input and output waveguide, making it more compact and less prone
to fabrication errors. The device can be a potential alternative to conventional MRR for a multitude of
applications such as filters, communication, and sensing.
Keywords: Optical fiber, Integrated silicon photonics, Microring resonator, Sensing.
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APPLICATION OF FRACTIONAL MECHANICAL MODELS IN DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS OF VISCOELASTIC STRUCTURES
Rajendra Kumar Praharaj
Supervisor: Dr. Nabanita Datta
Department of Ocean Engineering and Naval Architecture
Accession No: NB17144
Viscoelastic materials (VEMs) are commonly used as passive vibration control devices in mechanical
systems due to their inherent damping characteristics. These are commonly applied on the surface of the
structure to enhance its damping characteristics. The dynamic properties of the viscoelastic layer
considerably impact on the dynamic behaviour of such structures. These properties are highly sensitive
to the loading time and frequency of the vibration. To quantify the precise damping of the viscoelastic
structure, it is necessary to capture the experimental dynamic properties of VEMs using suitable
mechanical models. Classical mechanical models (based on the integer-order derivative) are ineffective
in replicating the experimental behaviour, both in the time-domain and in the frequency-domain.
Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the accurate damping of the system using classical models. In other
words, classical models are unable to capture their real-life behaviour. However, basic fractional
mechanical models (based on fractional-order derivative) can effectively capture the experimental
power-law behaviour over a wide range of frequencies using a few model parameters. The fractional
models are used in the modelling of the basic viscoelastic structural elements like beams and plates. The
excitation load is considered as the moving load to represent a broad range of real-life applications. The
effects of the fractional order of derivative on the free and forced vibration results of such structures are
analysed. It is seen that the integer-order derivative-based mechanical model overestimates the damping
of the system and underestimates the dynamic deflection and associated stresses. Further, this thesis
studies the dynamics of structure-viscoelastic foundation interaction subjected to moving load to
understand the dynamics of the railway tracks, roadways, floating airport etc. The effects of the order of
derivative, foundation parameters and speed of the moving load on the dynamic behaviour of the
structures are quantified. Finally, an efficient identification technique is proposed to evaluate the
fractional Kelvin-Voigt model parameters from experimental data of commercial VEMs. Transient
responses of viscoelastic structures (modelled using the classical and fractional model parameters) are
investigated and compared, to demonstrate the adverse consequences of unknowingly using the classical
Kelvin-Voigt model.
Keywords: Beam vibration, Plate vibration, Fractional viscoelastic models, Fractional damping, Moving
load, Dynamic Amplification Factor.
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REPRESENTATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF SPOKEN WORD EXEMPLARS
Anupam Mandal
Supervisor: Prof. Pabitra Mitra
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17145
Spoken term detection (STD) or keyword spotting provides an efficient means for content based
searching of speech. Here only a few spoken query word exemplars are provided for detecting their
presence in a target speech utterance. Achieving high detection performance, faster speed, detecting outof-vocabulary words in the context of STD on low resource languages are some of the major research
challenges. The problem can be better addressed using template based methods rather than a full-fledged
large vocabulary automatic speech recognizer (ASR). The templates are derived from limited number of
spoken word exemplars provided as reference. These are matched against templates derived from
segments of the test utterance having similar representation. The thesis presents techniques for
representation and classification of templates obtained using only spoken word exemplars without any
labeled speech data or linguistic resources. The focus is on robust classification performance and faster
matching with limited number of reference word exemplars. This includes non-availability of labeled
speech resource for training full-fledged ASR and noisy environments. It brings out relevance and need
of template based approaches for low resource scenarios such as zero (labeled) resource frameworks.
Then a review of the approaches available in literature is presented that are suitable for scenarios where
large volume of labeled speech corpora for supervised training of acoustic models is not available. Three
new template representations are proposed next. The first is based on ranks of the mixture components
of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) trained in an unsupervised setting without labeled data. The
resulting GMM is used to obtain frame level posterior probabilities of each component. The top ranking
component per frame is used to derive the template representation. The second representation is based
on weights of atoms of a learnt dictionary. Two formulations of over complete dictionary namely dictconcat and dict-mixed are presented. The third template representation is based on quantized spectral
peaks and the process of extraction of these peaks from speech signal for template representation is
presented. The proposed representations are mostly sparse and invariant.
Keywords: Beam vibration, Plate vibration, Fractional viscoelastic models, Fractional damping, Moving
load, Dynamic Amplification Factor.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SALTWATER INTRUSION
DYNAMICS IN POROUS MEDIA UNDER THE INUENCE OF BEACH SLOPE
AND TIDAL CONDITIONS
Chitaranjan Dalai
Supervisor: Dr. Anirban Dhar
School of Water Resources
Accession No: NB17146
Saltwater intrusion (SWI) in coastal aquifers is a critical hydro-environmental problem. The intrusion of
saltwater in freshwater aquifers occurs due to variable-density ow in porous media. The conceptual
understanding of saltwater intrusion dynamics is important from the aquifer management point of view.
The current research quantifies the influence of beach slope and tidal conditions on saltwater dynamics
in single and multilayered porous media. A series of experiments were performed in a 2D Sand Box
Model (longitudinal & vertical). Ten experimental cases (5 + 5) were considered corresponding to singlelayered porous media under static and tidal saltwater side boundary conditions. Similarly, Ten
experimental cases were considered corresponding to multilayered porous media. Locally available
Clean Sand was utilized as aquifer material in two experimental cases. However, Grade-I IS Sand was
used for all other cases (20 experiments). Bentonite was used for the low permeability layer. Rohdamine
B was utilized as the saltwater tracer. Timevarying porewater pressure values and images were
recorded/captured during the experiments. Experimental and numerical analyses showed that the
movement rate and volume of the saltwater wedge (i.e., saltwater-freshwater interface toe length)
decrease with the increase in beach slope (e.g., α = 150 to _ = 300). The fingering effect was prominent
for atter slopes. A G-Channel (of R-G-B) based image analysis technique was utilized to identify the
saltwater-freshwater interface and concentration gradient from the experimental images. The 50%
concentration isolines obtained from the numerical simulations were matched with the interfaces
obtained from the image analysis. A narrow mixing zone was observed for the current set of experiments.
Upper saline plume (USP) developed for all experimental cases for uncon_ned layer in single and
multilayered systems under tidal saltwater side boundary conditions. The extent of the upper saline
plume was dependent on the freshwater ux. The vertical SGD gap ( ζ0) decreases with an increase in
beach face slope, whereas the SWI toe length increases. Tracer injection technique was utilized to
identify the Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) pathways. Non-dimensional groups were also
identified for both tidal and static conditions. The saltwater-freshwater interface toe length and
submarine groundwater discharge gap values depend on beach slope. Flow stability was determined on
the basis of Rayleigh number (R⋆ a = 150 to 250 or 750).
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ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND CONTROL OF BRUSHLESS INDUCTION
EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR
Yalla Tirumala Rao
Supervisor: Prof. Chandan Chakraborty and Prof. Sabyasachi Sengupta
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No: NB17147
Owingto reduced maintenancerequirements, mostof the power stations(both turbo aswellas hydro
generators) areusingbrushless generators. However, most of thesemachines either useapermanent
magnet machineas pilotgenerator or go forstatic excitation control. Both of theseapproaches
requirehigherfoot-print,
weight and cost and involvecorrespondingcontrollercomplexities.
Moreimportantlyin applications,wherethe maintenanceis costlierandacompact system with less footpri nt
haveedgeover the existingones (liketidal and offshorewind energyconversion systems) andapplications,
wheresafetyis majorconcern (likeair-craft generators and electrical vehicles), brushless and permanent
magnet less machines are most suitable.
Different types of the brushless generators arereported in the literatures. Ofthese, permanentma gne t
synchronous generators(PMSG), self-excited induction generators (SEIG)and brushless synchronous
generators (BSG)aremorepopularat present dueto theiradvantages. However, PMSG suffersfrom the
limitationof
deep
fluxweakening
control
whereas
voltageand
frequencyregulation
arethemajorchallengesin the SEIG. Similarly, BSG requires another exciter (to be coupled
mechanicallywith the main generator) which willincreasethefootprintof the system. Theseissuescoupled
with the specificdemand forrugged machines formanyapplications (such as off-shorewind power,
aircraftetc.) providethe research opportunities to develop thebrushless and permanentmagnet less
generators. This dissertation investigates anew brushless synchronous machine, explains the theoretical
concept involved andestablishes the suitability of such generation systems through extensive simulation
andprototypeexperimentation in the laboratory.
Thethesis is allabout asynchronous machine whereexcitation is provided byan induction machine.
Boththe machines arehoused in the same structuresharing thesame magneticcore. Theideais to usethe
voltageinduced in the rotorof inductionmachine (throughelectromagneticinduction) is rectified andfeed
the field-windingofthe synchronous machineusingarotating rectifier. Thus, effectivelyabrushless
arrangement is madeto access the field winding of thesynchronous machine. Thestructural composition
justifies the proposed name: Brushless Induction ExcitedSynchronous generator (BYNSIG). To control
bothIM
and
SM
fields
independently,both
machines
aremagneticallydecoupled
byconfiguringfordifferentnumberof polesalthough the rotorwindings of both IM and SM (i.e. field
winding) areelectricallycoupled usingarotatingdiodebridgerectifierwhich is mountedonthe shaft.
Therefore, bycontrolling the voltageand frequencyfed to IM, excitation of the SM can
becontrolledsmoothly. To understandmagneticdecoupling of theproposed machineduring the practical
situations (i.e.,non-sinusoidal windingdistribution andnon-linearB-H characteristics of thecorematerial),
mathematical analysishas been developed byconfiguringtheIM and SM fordifferent pole pairs.
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Considering various factors, finallya BINSYG has been designed and fabricated withIM and SM
forsixand fourpoles Abstract
respectively. Complete design procedureof this machine includingvarious design challenges are studied
in this work.
Characteristics of theBINSYG havebeen developed initiallyforconstant speedoperation (at 1500 rpm
correspondingto 4pole synchronous machine to generate50Hzat the stator side).Notethat IM
mayoperateeither in motoring, generating,or plugging mode to inducethe required voltagein the rotor.
This gives riseto the threedifferentoperatingmodes. Interestinglyithas been foundthat while
operatingingenerating mode, at acertain frequency, the induction machinegenerates justthe required
amountof power to maintain its losses and feed the right amount of power to the field winding
of the synchronous machines. This mode is special and is described as “Power ZeroMode”in the
dissertation. As no external supplyis requiredto feed theinduction machine, the machinein power -zero
mode makes the overallsynchronous machineeffectivelySelf-Excited. At this operating point, internal
powerdrawnfrom the primemoveris exactlyused (a) to develop the rightexcitation to theSM, (b)to
satisfyits own
(i.e. IM)coreand copperlosses and(c) to supportlosses correspondingtothe IM sideinverter whenever
necessary. A voltage regulation algorithm has been proposed in this work byoperatingthe BINSYG in
self-excited mode fordifferent load and speeddisturbances. In the controller, the rotorfield orientation is
aimed, wherethe torque-producing-current (𝑖𝑞𝑠𝑖) controls the field excitationof synchronous machine.
Contrary
to the traditional field-orientedcontrol, here, therotor fluxis not kept constant and used(bycontrollingfluxproducing-current,𝑖𝑑𝑠𝑖) to keep the system in power zeromode.Stabilityof thesystem atthis mode is also
studied to understand the limitingbehavior and explore the capabilityof the machine.
Oneapplication areaforBINSYG is in windenergy. Some investigations arecarried out in this direction
whereadiode-bridgerectifier and 2-level inverter areused as amachine side and grid side converters
respectively.Therefore, unlikein conventional PMSG, in this system dc/dc boostrectifier (rated forfull
capacity)canbeeliminated. A 2-level inverter (with ≤5%of the rated power)issufficient for IM to regulate
the dc-link voltageof the grid side inverterto its rated value. Electromagnetictorqueof the SM isused as
aperturbation variable to reach the optimumspeed of theprime-mover.A P&Obased adaptivestep
changing algorithmhas beendeveloped which can enhanceconvergenceof the MaximumPower
PointTracking(MPPT).
Extensivesimulationsand
analysisusingANSYS
Maxwell-2D,
MATLAB/Simulink
and
PLECSand
correspondingexperimental
verifications
usinga5.5
kVAlaboratoryprototypeconfirm the basic principleof proposed machine, controller capabilities and
usefulness in windenergy conversion systems.
Keywords: -Brushlessexciter,brushless synchronous
generator, magneticdecouplingprinciple,
synchronous generator, vector control algorithm, wind energyconversionsystem.
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INTEGRATED LAND-WATER AND NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES FOR CEREAL-BASED CROPPING SYSTEMS IN SEMI-ARID
TROPICS
Kamdi Prasad Jairam
Supervisor: Prof. Dillip Kumar Swain and Dr. Suhas P Wani
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No: NB17148
Unscientific land management and water deficit under climate change scenarios are affecting
productivity of rainfed agriculture in semi-arid tropics (SATs). These issues necessitates to develop
integrated land-water and nutrients management to increase cereal-based system productivity and
resource conservation in SATs. The present investigation was undertaken on cereal -based cropping
systems through field experiment and crop simulation to study the effect of different land-water and
nutrient management on system equivalent yield (SEY), grain nutrients accumulation, soil water content,
and soil fertility in SATs. The field experiments were conducted during 2014 to 2016 at International
Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics, Patancheru in India. In this experiment, three
cropping systems (two sequential cropping: sorghum-chickpea and maize-groundnut; and one
intercropping: pearl millet + pigeonpea) were studied with two land-water management i.e. flatbed and
broad bed furrow (BBF), and four nutrient management-N1: Control (no fertilizer), N2: 100%
recommended application of N, P and K through chemical fertilizer (CF), N3: N2 + 100% recommended
application of S, Zn and B through CF, and N4: 50% of N2 + 50% N or P through organic fertilizer.
Among the cropping systems, sorghum-chickpea gave significantly highest SEY with higher N harvest
index and physiological efficiency. Between the land-water management, the SEY of BBF was
significantly higher (26% in 2014-15 and 14% in 2015-16) than flatbed. The soil water content in BBF
was higher over flatbed by 9.4-10.4%, 4.6-9.3%, and 3.9-5.3% in top, middle and bottom layers,
respectively during the crop growing period. The BBF combined with N3 increased the SEY and
improved soil fertility (available macro- and micronutrients) significantly compared to flatbed with N2
nutrient management. Simulation analysis stated that the sorghum grain yield in SAT is expected to
decline by 16 to 20% in future period (2030 and 2050) compared to base period (1988-2007). The yield
reduction, however, can be minimised with shifting sowing time in future period. Hence, the integration
of land-water and nutrients management with sowing decision could be utilized to minimise the adverse
effect of climate change on productivity of cropping systems in SAT region.
Keywords: Agro-adaptations, Broad bed furrow, Cereal-based cropping systems, Climate change, Landwater-nutrient management, Soil water content, System equivalent yield
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER-AIDED DETECTION TOOL FOR
MICROCALCIFICATION CLUSTER DETECTION IN MAMMOGRAMS
Karale Vikrant Anilrao
Supervisor: Prof. Dillip Kumar Swain and Dr. Suhas P Wani
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17149
Breast cancer is the most common cancer and is the primary cause of cancer related deaths in women
worldwide. Early diagnosis of breast cancer could be helpful in the reduction of mortality rate, cost of
the treatment and the anxiety of the patients. Breast cancer can be diagnosed in the non-palpable stage
with the help of mammography. Microcalcification cluster is one of the early indicator of breast cancer
found in mammograms. The microcalcifications appear as small high intensity spots with the size
ranging from 0.05 mm to 1 mm. Small microcalcifications clusters are very difficult to interpret and are
often missed by the radiologists. There is high workload on the radiologists to conduct screening
mammography for huge population which may lead to decrease in detection accuracy of the breast
cancer. In the screening program, majority of the mammograms are normal or do not have any cancer
signs. Thus, there is a need of screening tool which can reliably discard normal mammograms and
thereby reduce the burden on radiologists.
Since microcalci_cations are associated with high frequency components of an image, multiscale
unsharp masking is proposed to highlight microcalcifications of variable sizes. A simple iterative
thresholding is proposed to get potential microcalcification regions. Various features such as shapebased, texture-based, gradient-based features are extracted from foreground regions to discriminate true
microcalcifications and falsely detected regions. The proposed multiscale unsharp masking based
method achieved higher sensitivity and lower false positive compared to results of existing techniques.
Two multiscale approaches based on non linear energy operator (NEO) technique are proposed viz. max
multiscale 2-D NEO and mean multiscale 2-D NEO to emphasize microcalcifications of variable sizes.
A new majority class data reduction technique based on data distribution is proposed to counter the data
imbalance in the training set. Since some of the false positives occur due to the detection of vascular
calcifications, a principle component analysis based approach is proposed to remove vascular
calcifications. The proposed max multiscale 2-D NEO achieved more than 97% sensitivity at lower false
positive rate compared to existing techniques. The proposed mean multiscale 2-D EO is able to achieve
100% sensitivity and least false positive compared to exist- ing techniques. Thus, the proposed mean
multiscale 2-D NEO can act as second reader to assist radiologists in detecting microcalcification
clusters. Since the proposed mean multiscale 2-D NEO is able to detect all of the microcalcification
clusters, it can identify mammograms without microcalcification clusters. Therefore, it can act as a first
read and discard significant percentage of mammograms without microcalcification clusters and reduce
the workload of radiologists.
Keywords: Computer-aided detection; classification; feature extraction; feature selection; breast cancer;
microcalcification clusters; vascular calcifications; multilevel thresholding; data imbalance; shape-,
gradient-, texture-based features; screening tool.
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BIOHYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM MICROALGAL BIOMASS IN A
BIOREFINERY APPROACH KARALE VIKRANT ANILRAO
Harshita Singh
Supervisor: Prof. Debabrata Das and Prof. Subhabrata Ray
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17150
Currently, one of the major issues at the global level is to meet rising fuel demand along with reductions
in non-renewable source based energy generation and CO2 emissions. Hydrogen is widely
acknowledged as a “carbon-neutral energy carrier” with high potential to replace fossil fuels.
Nevertheless, development of a holistic approach for hydrogen generation is quintessential towards
achieving feedstock, environmental and economic sustainability. The present study embarks upon the
realization of an integrated biorefinery perspective for biohydrogen production from microalgal biomass
via dark fermentation (DF). Microalgae, Scenedesmus obliquus UTEX 393 was found to be a propitious
feedstock for DF process. The biomass and carbohydrate accumulation of the microalgae were
maximized via physico-chemical parameters optimization using single and multi-parameter optimization
strategies. Multi-response optimization study resulted in maximum biomass and carbohydrate
productivity of 491 mg L-1 d-1and 270 mg L-1 d-1,
respectively at the initial pH 6.69, temperature 27.65 ⁰ C, glucose concentration 3.33 g L-1 and urea
concentration 126.77 mg L-1. The biomass and carbohydrate productivity were further enhanced to 560
mg L-1 d-1 and 309 mg L-1 d-1, respectively using airlift photobioreactor. The carbohydrate content under
optimized process parameters was improved by 73.5% as compared to un-optimized growth conditions.
Moreover, effect of CO2 concentration study indicated that CO2-air sparging of 5% v/v supported
maximum microalgal growth and carbohydrate production with CO2 fixation ability of 727.7 mg L-1 d1
. Application of a pretreatment step is often recommended to efficiently
release the microalgal carbohydrates for enhanced bioH2 yield. So further, the study aimed to identify
suitable pretreatment condition by considering two types of microalgal biomass viz. S. obliquus UTEX
393 biomass (cultivated under optimized process conditions) and RIL microalgal biomass (dried
microalgal biomass powder procured from Reliance Industries Limited, RIL, Mumbai, Maharashtra,
India). In a biorefinery framework, lipids present in microalgal biomass were extracted and deoiled
microalgal biomasses (DMBs) were processed with various pretreatment techniques. Thermo-acidic
pretreatment (0.5N H2SO4, 121⁰ C for 30 min) documented highest carbohydrate recoveries of 87.5%
and 85.6% with biohydrogen yields of 89.2 mL g-1 VS and 42.5 mL g-1 VS from S. obliquus UTEX 393
biomass and RIL microalgal biomass,
respectively. The study was followed with integration of DF process with anaerobic digestion (AD) and
microalgal cultivation (MC) to enhance the substrate energy recovery. By utilizing DF effluent of deoiled
S. obliquus UTEX 393 biomass, methane production of 1060 mL L-1 was achieved. Furthermore, C.
reinhardtii UTEX 90 biomass production of 1.68 g L-1 in DF effluent, affirmed the suitability of
hydrogenic spent for MC. Total energy recovered (TER) from deoiled S. obliquus UTEX 393 biomass
by DF, integrated DF-AD and integrated DF-MC processes were 7.7%, 23.2% and 20.5%, respectively.
Beside carbohydrate, DMB also contain considerable amount of protein and microelements, thus could
act as plausible co-substrate for organic wastes lacking nitrogen and various micronutrients essential for
H2 production. Addition of DMB (nonpretreated) to starchy wastewater (SWW) remarkably increased
the bioH2 production with maximum cumulative H2 production of 1970 mL L-1 attained at 3% w/v DMB.
Subsequent channelling of DF effluent (obtained from fermentation of DMB supplemented SWW) to
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AD and MC process resulted in maximum methane production of 1765 mL L-1 and microalgal biomass
production of 1.77 g L-1, respectively. Consequently, overall substrate energy recovery augmented from
4.1% (DF process) to 15.7% and 10.1% in DF-AD and DF-MC coupled system, respectively.
Keywords: dark fermentation; microalgae; parameter optimization; carbohydrate productivity; deoiled
microalgal biomass; pretreatment; carbohydrate recovery; biorefinery; biohydrogen; biomethane; energy
recovery.
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FERMENTATIVE HYDROGEN AND N-BUTANOL PRODUCTION BY
Clostridium saccharoperbutylacetonicum DSM 14923
Vaishali Singh
Supervisor: Professor Debabrata Das and Professor Ramkrishna Sen
School of Energy Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17151

Global warming and climate change are the major issues faced by the current world. Due to rapid urbanization
and population explosion, environmental pollution has amplified catastrophically. Moreover, the depletion
of fossil fuel propagated the quest for a cleaner and sustainable alternative energy sources. Hydrogen being
the cleanest fuel having the highest calorific value per unit mass as compared to other fuels could be the
sustainable energy carrier. Dark fermentation process promises a viable route for biohydrogen production.
However, the low substrate conversion efficiency hinders its commercial feasibility. Butanol is also a
promising biofuel having better fuel characteristics as compared to bioethanol. Thus, present dissertation
focuses on efficient concomitant hydrogen and n-butanol production from organic waste to enhance the net
substrate energy recovery. A hyper solvent and hydrogen producer, Clostridium saccharoperbutylacetonicum
has been used for the hydrogen and butanol production from biphasic fermentation in the present study. The
impact of various process parameters such as pH, temperature, inoculum age, inoculum size, carbon source
and nitrogen source has been comprehensively explored in batch process. Process parameters optimization
revealed that pH of 6.5, temperature of 37 ˚C inoculum age of 4 h and inoculum size of 7 % (v/v) were
suitable for obtaining maximum H2 and butanol yields by C. saccharoperbutylacetonicum. Central composite
design was employed and analysed using response surface methodology for the enhancement of H2 and
butanol production. Highest H2 and butanol production of 3750 mL L-1 and 2.8 g L-1, respectively were
observed at optimized parameters with yield of 275 mL g−1 glucose and 0.2 g g-1 glucose, respectively. Starch
and xylan were observed to be preferred carbon sources suggesting effective utilization of C 6 and C5 sugars.
The maximum H2 yield of 264.3 mL g-1 starch and 216 mL g−1 xylan and butanol yield of 0.27 g g-1 starch and
0.24 g g−1 xylan were obtained with overall energy recovery of 85.61 % (starch) and 75.22 % (xylan),
respectively. Overall carbon and energy balance has been performed and it asserted that most of the carbon
was channelled towards butanol formation during the biphasic fermentation process. Butyric acid is one of
the major byproducts of dark fermentation that affects butanol production. Hence, effect of butyric acid
addition was also studied on hydrogen and butanol production using model substrate (glucose). Maximum
H2 and butanol production of 5.2 L L-1 and 5.5 g L-1 were obtained at 5 g L-1 butyric acid addition. This work
indicates the potency of bi-phasic fermentation to boost energy recovery from starch/xylan based feedstock.
For the practical realization of the process, utilization of organic residues in place of pure substrate is
quintessential. Thus, co-digestion of organic wastewater such as cane molasses (CM), distillery effluent (DE)
and starchy wastewater (SWW) and nitrogenous residues have been considered for H 2 and n-butanol
production. The addition of co-substrate to organic wastewater has resulted in 12.2, 1.1 and 6.6 folds increase
in hydrogen production in comparison to CM, DE and SWW, respectively as the sole substrate. Maximum
energy conversion efficiency and positive net energy gain of 50.16 % and 7.29 kJ g-1 COD, respectively were
achieved using SWW codigested with water hyacinth (WH). Amalgamation of
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SWW and WH was found to be more suitable for H2 and butanol production. To achieve disruption of
complex structure of water hyacinth, different pretreatment methods were applied. Acid pretreatment of WH
leads to higher H2 and butanol production of 3160 mL L-1 and 4.5 g L-1, respectively with 89 % energy
conversion efficiency. To further enhance the H2 and butanol productivity, continuous mode of fermentation
was employed in suspended cell system as well as whole-cell immobilized system. Packed bed reactor
showed higher H2 and butanol productivity of 1900 mL L-1 h-1 and 5.04 g L-1 h-1, respectively. This study shows
the suitability of SWW with acid treated WH as feedstock for sustainable and efficient bioenergy generation
with an additional advantage of waste management. The approach of the present study could escalate energy
recovery from organic waste and helps in the development of decentralized bioenergy generation process.
Keywords: Clostridium saccharoperbutylacetonicum; biphasic fermentation; hydrogen; butanol; organic
waste; packed bed reactor; energy conversion efficiency; net energy gain
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ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF ARSENIC
SORPTION ONTO CLAY-BASED ADSORBENT FROM AQUEOUS
ENVIRONMENT
Manoj Kumar Yadav
Supervisor: Dr. Ashok Kumar Gupta and Dr. Abhijit Mukherjee
School of Environmental Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17152

The occurrence of arsenic in groundwater and its associated severe health impact raises the global
concern, which in turn promotes extensive research on arsenic remediation from drinking water. The
present research stems from the necessity of the development of the eco-friendly adsorbent and its
subsequent application on sorptive removal of arsenic. Calcined Mg-Fe-(CO3) layer double hydroxide
was synthesized by a co-precipitation method at low supersaturation, and the major influencing
preparation process parameters, viz. the molar ratio, formation pH, and calcination temperature were
optimized targeting the arsenic removal. The multivariate optimization technique was attempted through
3

response surface methodology coupled with a 3 factorial design. The influence of calcination
temperature was found to be more prominent than the other two factors. The characterization of the
materials clearly showed that the variation of the process condition has a significant impact on elemental
composition, crystallinity, surface morphology, and other physico-chemical properties of the adsorbent.
The effect of adsorption process parameters was also modeled with multivariate optimization by an
artificial neural network (ANN) for adsorption capacity and removal efficiency. The adsorption
equilibrium, uptake rate, mechanism, performance, and feasibility of the present adsorptive removal
system was demonstrated by isotherm, kinetic and thermodynamic modeling. The isotherm modeling
revealed the applicability of the Freundlich and Temkin equation for the adsorption of As(III) and As(V),
respectively. The multi-component sorption analysis in the presence of several competitive anions
reflected the pronounced synergistic effect of calcium and iron and the antagonistic impact of phosphate.
The binary isotherm modeling for the arsenic and phosphate shows that the modified competitive
Langmuir equilibrium model describes the adsorption of both arsenic and phosphate in the binary
system. The fast uptake of As(III) and As(V) was observed during the initial phase of the process, w hich
reached equilibrium at 240 min following the Elovich model. The diffusion kinetic model exhibited that
the rate-limiting step of adsorption was controlled by film diffusion as well as intraparticle diffusion for
the adsorption of both As(III) and As(V). The thermodynamic modeling exhibited that the occurrence
0
of an endothermic reaction concerning the positive value of the ΔH in congruence with the synergistic
effect of temperature on adsorption. The negative values of ΔG 0 in study temperature suggested the
spontaneity of the adsorption process. The adsorbents possess good adsorption potential for arsenic
removal; however, the low hydraulic conductivity hindered the column-based operation. A suitable
alternative, i.e. sequential batch type reactor (SBTR) for column-based operation pertaining to
continuous study has been used for the removal of arsenic in a continuous mode. The real -time arsenic
bearing groundwater was used in batch and continuous mode to simulate field scenarios, and substantial high performance was achieved. The sludge management was conducted exploring the various
opportunities of regeneration, recycle, reuse, and sludge disposal followed by leaching toxicity analysis,
which reflected that the sludge is non-hazardous, thereby facilitating disposal in landfills. The adsorptive
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removal of arsenic by the LDH material exhibited to be a promising technique without creating any
hazardous waste.
KEYWORDS: Arsenic removal; Layered double hydroxides; Adsorption isotherm; Adsorption
kinetics; Adsorption mechanism; Thermodynamic parameters; Competing cations and anions; Multicomponent adsorption; Multivariate optimization; Sequential batch type reactor; Real-life groundwater;
Sludge management
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GRAPHENE OXIDE BASED FORMALDEHYDE SENSOR: THEORETICAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL EXPLORATION
Bibhas Manna
Supervisor: Prof. Prasanta K. Guha and Prof. Indrajit Chakrabarti
Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17153
Formaldehyde (HCHO) is a massively harmful chemical species whose presence now appears almost in
every indoor environment. As people spend most of their time living indoor, be it workplace or home, it
is challenging for the occupants to stay away from the exposure of HCHO. The inhalation of gaseous
HCHO causes varieties of health complexities, and even the carcinogenic effect of HCHO was identified
in the human body. Thus, the onsite detection and monitoring of HCHO vapor have become essential in
any confined environment to diminish the potential health hazards. This necessitates the availability of
low cost, highly efficient, and miniaturized solid-state HCHO sensors. The present era of intelligent
electronics further prefers the sensors to be resistive, for easy integration into the state-of the- art
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) platform to realize the battery-powered and ultraportable smart detectors. Although the metal oxides (MOX) are the predominant choice as materials for
the resistive sensors, their high-temperature operation hosts certain issues like increased power
consumption, greater design complexity, reliability problems for the driving circuitry of the sensors, etc.
The graphene oxide (GO) is examined in the present dissertation work for the probable low-temperature
and low-cost replacement of MOX to address the above-mentioned issues.
The sensitive and selective detection of HCHO molecules at room temperature using the bare GO is
challenging. The present research work deals with the theoretical and experimental exploration of
different GO derivatives to identify the most appropriate material, which could exhibit the desired
sensing performance at room temperature (RT). Density functional theory (DFT) based computational
study was employed to observe the changes in energy, structural, and electrical properties (conductivity)
of the GO materials upon interaction with HCHO molecules, whereas the experimental data were used
to correlate the theoretical outcomes and obtain the practical values of key sensing parameters. At first,
the effort was expended to determine the specific functional group of GO having the greatest sensing
interaction with HCHO. The graphene oxide containing only those functional groups could be expected
to produce improvement in response over the bare GO. The atomic-scale investigation revealed that the
graphene oxidized with only hydroxyl (-OH) groups is almost 2 times and 5 times more sensitive than
the bare GO and pristine graphene, respectively. However, the response of graphene oxide is still
insufficient for realtime use, and synthesis of the material is also quite difficult. The functionalization of
reduced GO (RGO) with noble metal (Pt, Au, and Ag) nanoparticles was then conducted to get an
enhanced sensing performance. Pt functionalized RGO was found to offer the highest response among
all the RGO-metal composites. However, the response-recovery of the RGO-Pt was very sluggish, with
only partial recovery of the sensor at RT. The hybrid of RGO and SnO2 was inspected next for complete
desorption of molecules at RT and to achieve better response than the RGO-Pt. The experimental data
reported that the RGO wrapped SnO2 exhibits a selective response with magnitude of about 138% (24
times higher than the bare RGO against 200 ppm of HCHO) and response/recovery time of 832 s/765 s
at RT. The RGO-SnO2 composite was found to yield the response characteristics preferred over all the
GO derivatives examined in the present thesis work. Thus, the present research work is expected to carry
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immense significance in paving the way for developing highly efficient and low power RGO based
HCHO sensors.
Keywords: Graphene Oxide, HCHO detection, computational study, experimental measurement, roomtemperature sensing, composites of graphene oxide.
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SEQUENCE SPACES, SPECTRUM OF BOUNDED LINEAR
OPERATORS AND APPROXIMATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Sanjay Kumar Mahto
Supervisor: Prof. P. D. Srivastava and Dr. N. Gnaneshwar
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17154
In this thesis, we define l- fractional difference operator using l- Pochhammer symbol. The l- fractional
difference operator is further used to introduce some difference sequence spaces. Some properties and
duals of the newly defined spaces are studied. We also introduce some difference sequence spaces in
bigeometric calculus. We determinethe α -duals of these bigeometric sequence spaces and study their
matrix transformations. We develop an interpolating polynomial in bigeometric calculus, which is
analogous to the classical Hermite interpolating polynomial.
Further, we consider a lower triangular infinite matrix B on c0. The diagonal and sub-diagonal entries of
this matrix consist of oscillatory sequences with the different numbers of limit points and the rest of the
entries of the matrix are zero. We show that the matrix B is a bounded linear operator and discuss the
spectrum and its subdivisions, namely point spectrum, continuous spectrum, residual spectrum, etc for
this matrix. Then, we consider a lower triangular infinite matrix A with three non zero bands formed by
oscillatory sequences, where each of the oscillatory sequences has two distinct limit points. We show
that the matrix A is a bounded linear operator on c 0. We discuss the spectrum and its subdivisions of the
matrix A on c0. We also generalize the matrix A to a (p+1)-banded lower triangular infinite matrix A1
and we determine inclusion relation for the spectrum of this generalized matrix.
Next, we study the numerical solutions of two-dimensional Volterra integral equations with weakly
singular kernels by Galerkin, iterated Galerkin, multi-Galerkin and iterated multi-Galerkin methods
using Jacobi polynomials. We obtain improved rates of convergence in iterated Jacobi spectral Galerkin
and iterated Jacobi spectral multi Galerkin methods. Subsequently, some numerical examples are given
in support of the results.
Keywords: Spectrum; Point spectrum; Continuous spectrum; Residual spectrum; oldberg
classification; Sequence space; Difference operator; Duals; Matrix transformation; Bigeometric
calculus; Hermite interpolation; Volterra integral equations; Galerkin and multi - Galerkin spectral
methods.
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VIRTUAL REALITY ADOPTION IN TOURISM AMONG INDIAN
TRAVELERS: AN EXTENDED PERCEIVED VALUE PERSPECTIVE
Pankaj Vishwakarma
Supervisor: Dr. Srabanti Mukherjee
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No: NB17155
The development of mobile technology and the internet changes the way in which consumers collect
information about destinations. One such technology is virtual reality (VR), which provides consumers
more in-depth information about a destination by deep diving into it. Previous studies in VR have
considered consumers as technology users. The present work considers the VR adoption in experiencing
the destination and acquiring information about it from the consumers’ value perspective. Hence, the
present study examines the adoption of VR by postulating a comprehensive framework that includes
perceived benefits (usefulness, novelty, social image, telepresence and enjoyment), sacrifices
(complexity, health risk, physical risk and cost) and perceived value. It also integrates content
availability, anticipated regret, task-technology fit, attitude and wearing comfort and postulated a
comprehensive research framework. Past research in VR is primarily focused on the consumers of the
developed nation. But how the consumers of the developing nations perceive VR adoption and its use
for such a purpose is still unknown. The present research considers Indian travelers. The hypothesized
research model was tested through structural equation modeling using the responses of 406 Indian
travelers. The outcomes of the study revealed that perceived telepresence and perceived usefulness of
VR were observed to have a strong positive influence on individuals’ perceived value. However, the
perceived health risk and the physical risk were the major sacrifices influencing individuals’ perceived
value. Interestingly, the perceived cost of using VR was not found a significant determinant of perceived
value. Further, the notable impact of anticipated regret, content availability, self-efficacy and attitude
was observed on VR adoption for destination experience. Surprisingly, subjective norm and wearing
comfort were not significantly influencing the intention to adopt VR. Subsequently, the VR adoption
intention for experiencing a destination was observed to exert a strong and vital effect on destination
visit intention. The outcomes of the study will help the Ministry of Tourism and tourism companies to
attract more tourists through the power of VR. The marketers can utilize the results of the study and
should focus on enhancing the benefits and reducing the sacrifices perceived by the consumers
concerning the use of VR.
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Telepresence, Perceived Novelty, Task-Technology Fit, Perceived Health
Risk, Anticipated Regret, Content Availability, Value-based Adoption
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STRUCTURE-PROPERTY CORRELATION OF Ni50Mn28Ga22
MELT-SPUN RIBBONS
Deepak Kumar Satapathy
Supervisor: Prof. Shampa Aich
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17156
A large magnetic field induced strain is indicative of an ideal ferromagnetic shape memory alloy,
especially, Heusler alloys. Therefore, ribbons of Ni 50Mn28Ga22 were prepared by melt spinning at two
different wheel speeds of 1300 and 1600 RPM and annealed at different temperatures over different time
periods to study the magnetomechanical properties. Prior to this, the as-spun as well as annealed ribbons
were characterized to study their microstructural and microtexture properties. Phase analysis done by Xray diffraction technique showed the presence of modulated martensitic structures, which was confirmed
from the appearance of the three (202) peaks in almost all the 1300 RPM melt-spun and annealed ribbons.
The martensitic phase (modulated) had an orthorhombic crystal structure while the presence of a
tetragonal structure was also confirmed. Manganese rich precipitates were observed along the grain
boundaries and in the grain interior after annealing by Auger spectroscopy. TEM micrographs
confirmed that the annealed specimens have both 5M and 7M modulated structures, according to the
satellite spots observed in the electron diffraction patterns. EBSD scans revealed that the as-spun ribbons
produced at 1300 and 1600 RPM had a predominantly <001> ND fibre texture. <001> ND fibre texture
was also observed in the annealed ribbons of 1300 and 1600 RPM. <111> ND texture was obtained in
the melt-spun ribbons produced at 1300 RPM annealed at 1000⁰ C for 5 hours. Thermal analysis was
done to obtain the transformation temperatures of the as-spun as well as annealed ribbons. The
transformation temperatures were close to the room temperature in all the ribbons with an incrementa l
dependence on the annealing temperature and annealing time. Besides the magnetic measurements,
magnetic field induced strains were measured using strain gauges. The dependence of magnetic moment
on the angle of alignment of the sample surface with respect to the field direction has been reported. The
martensitic transformation temperatures obtained from the thermomagnetic curves were almost
similar to those obtained from thermal analysis. There was an improvement in the saturation
magnetization values after annealing whereas the Curie temperature was roughly similar for all the
specimens. The annealed ribbons showed higher magnetic field induced strain (MFIS) than the as-spun
ribbons; ribbons prepared at 1300 RPM and subsequently annealed at 900 ⁰ C for 5 hours showed the
highest value of MFIS ~ 1547 με. To measure the magnetocaloric properties, the ribbons, both as-spun
and annealed, were tested in SQUID to measure the magnetic properties at a field of 50 kOe with a
temperature step of 3K in the temperature range of 355 to 385 K. The magnetic data from the isotherms
were used to get the Arrott plots. Second order transition was observed in the materials at the TC
temperature. ΔSm values were calculated from the magnetic data which was further used to calculate the
RC (refrigeration capacity) values. The highest RC value was obtained for 1300NMG5800; 273 J/kg. At
last, nano-mechanical properties were measured using Nano-indentation which included the Time
dependent deformation (TDD) and other related mechanical properties of bulk Ni 50Mn28Ga 22 alloy, such
as indentation size effects. The measurement of TDD utilizes two different techniques namely: CRL
(Constant Rate of Loading) and CSR (Constant Strain Rate) modes. Tests to measure the behavioral
dependence on the holding time were also performed. The loading rates for CRL technique were varied
from 0.1 mN/s to 1 mN/s. Strain rates for CSR mode were varied from 0.05 to 2. The tests were
performed at room temperature on Ni 50Mn28Ga 22 alloy which was prepared by TIG arc melting. Hardness
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and strain rate, both are inversely dependent on depth of indentation and time. The amount of plastic
work was calculated and its dependence on loading rate, holding time and strain rate has been studied.
The parabolic dependence of the fraction of plastic work to the time of holding was obtained by least
squares method. The amount of recovery also declined as the loading rate and strain rates were increased.
Microstructural studies were also performed to observe the changes that are inflicted underneath the
surface during indentation. The microstructure was initially a twinned martensitic structure having two
different variants which developed into a single martensitic variant under the influence of load. Nano
twins were also observed in the microstructure.
Keywords: Heusler alloy; Modulated martensite; Texture; Twinning; Melt-spinning; Shape memory
alloy; Magnetic field induced strain; Ferromagnetic; Nano-indentation; Indentation Creep; Indentation
Size Effect; Strain rate; Magnetocaloric.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-REGIONAL RENEWABLE INTEGRATED
INDIAN ELECTRICITY MODEL
Priyanka Laha
Supervisor: Dr. Basab Chakraborty
Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No: NB17157
Energy models are predominantly developed to predict and plan future scenarios. Given the complexity
of a national-scale energy system, energy models help to capture critical elements of the system, analyze
the interaction of different technologies and execute exhaustive computation. With climate change being
a topic of concern, each nation needs to rebuild the way it generates energy. A highresolution energy
model can play an essential role in policy-making processes. To this end, the thesis develops an opensource, multi-regional, temporally resolved model of the Indian electricity system. This thesis first
presents a thorough review of 204 models that have been implemented for analyzing energy and
electricity systems. The functions and applications of all the reviewed models are outlined. The
requirement of an electricity model for the Indian scenario is thus outlined. This requirement forms the
immediate basis for the thesis. Second, this work examines the existing electricity system through
scenario
development. A comprehensive hourly-resolution scenario study investigating the transition from fossil
to renewable energy-based power generation is presented. Optimal scenarios are compared with the
scenarios proposed by elite energy organizations. Results show that an optimal scenario could supply
the hourly electricity in 2030 by increasing production capacity to about 615 GW, which is a 98.3%
increase compared to the 310 GW in 2016. Simulations show that inclusion of optimal proportion of
biomass and nuclear could avoid any import dependence. Furthermore, the proposed future electricity
system must satisfy the societal, economic, environmental dimensions of sustainability. The thesis
identifies nine possible stakeholders who have different preferences. It presents a methodology to
evaluate the sustainability of the optimal technology configuration using multi-metric decision analysis
across all stakeholder preferences. Results show a possibility of 25.5%–41.2% share of renewable by
2030.High river hydro supported by high levels of offshore wind can significantly contribute to low
carbon generation without overshooting the upfront cost.Finally, this thesis develops a temporally and
spatially resolved electricity model. This model is implemented to investigate the cost-optimal storage
combination under increasing renewable share targets. Results show that the system cost of electricity
can vary between 3.65 R/kWh and 4.37 R/kWh with the help of transmission expansion and interregional coordination.50% of RES penetration is found to be a critical target beyond which the total
annual system cost increments rise sharply.System resilience to technology cost and lifetime year are
explored to assure the robustness of the results.The methodology demonstrated, and results presented in
this thesis are a contribution to design energy policy.
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MOLECULAR AND STRUCTURAL BASES OF NECTIN-MEDIATED CELLCELL ADHESION
Kheerthana D
Supervisor: Dr. Dibyendu Samanta
School of Bioscience
Accession No: 17158
Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) are cell-surface glycoproteins that form cell-to-cell or cell-to-matrix
adhesion at sites of cellular junctions and are thus the basis of multicellular architecture. In higher
vertebrates, adherens junctions are cell-to-cell contacts formed by the concerted functioning of two
families of CAMs-nectins and cadherins. This work explores the molecular and structural bases of
nectin-mediated cell-cell adhesion.
Nectins are a family of four single-pass type-I membrane glycoproteins belonging to the
immunoglobulin superfamily of CAMs. They interact through their membranedistal immunoglobulinlike domains to form homodimers and specific heterodimers within the family to support cell adhesion.
However, the specific heterodimers are stronger and physiologically relevant, while the homodimers are
weaker with no known physiological functions. In the first objective, the molecular mechanism
controlling nectin-nectin interactions was studied. Data shows that a conserved charged residue present
on the dimer interfaces dictates the specificity of nectin-nectin interactions. Besides nectin-nectin
interaction, it is well-established that nectins also recruit cadherins to adherens junction through their
cytoplasmic region-associated adaptor proteins, resulting in indirect nectin-cadherin cross-talk.
However, a recent study on frog neurulation showed that nectin-2 can recruit N-cadherin even when the
cytoplasmic region of nectin-2 is deleted, suggesting that N-cadherin and nectin-2 may interact
directly through their extracellular domains. The second objective of this work explores the molecular
and structural bases of this novel interaction between human N-cadherin and nectin-2 through their
extracellular domains. Surface plasmon resonance study demonstrates that membrane-distal ectodomain
of nectin-2 can directly recognise that of N-cadherin with a KD of 3.5 μM. Furthermore, molecular
docking and complementary mutagenesis studies reveal the key residues that mediate this novel
interaction.
Multicellular architecture evolved due to the emergence of cell-cell junctions. While studies suggest that
adherens junction and cadherins existed in early metazoans, no such studies currently explore the
evolution of the nectin family. In the third objective, a systematic search for nectins was carried out in
selected metazoans to gain better insights into how nectin-cadherin co-operative functions evolved to
support the formation of adherens junction. Results indicate that while the nectin family is predominant
in vertebrates, it has pre-vertebrate origins.
Anomalies in cell-cell adhesion are predominant in several disease conditions such as tumour metastasis
and developmental defects. Understanding the various mechanisms behind nectin-mediated cell-cell
adhesion provides valuable insights into the fundamental processes overning cell-cell adhesion, as well
as the role played by these processes on other aspects like development and signalling.
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Keywords: nectin, cadherin, cell adhesion molecules, cell-cell adhesion, adherens junction, evolution of
protein families, molecular cloning, expression and purification of proteins, inclusion bodies, refolding
of proteins, protein-protein interaction studies, surface plasmon resonance (SPR).
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DEVELOPMENT OF WEAR AND CORROSION RESISTANT PLASMA
SPRAYED LOW CHROMIUM CONTAINING FE-BASED AMORPHOUS/
NANOCRYSTALLINE PROTECTIVE COATING
Anil Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. Tapas Laha and Dr. Atanu Banerjee
Advanced Technology Development Center
Accession No: 17159
In this Ph.D. thesis work, Fe-based amorphous/ nanocrystalline coatings were synthesized using two
different low chromium containing compositions of Fe 73Cr2Si11B11C 3, at. % (Powder-1) and
Fe63Cr9B16C7P5, at. % (Powder-2) via atmospheric plasma spraying at different plasma spraying
parameters (plasma power and spray duration) to vary the heat input. The influence of spraying
parameters and subsequent variation in degree of melting on resulting microstructural evolution and
subsequent effect on mechanical (hardness and wear) and corrosion properties of the coatings have been
studied extensively. Microstructural studies demonstrated that porosity content and fraction of
crystalline phase formation in the coatings were highly sensitive to spraying parameters. Increase in both
the plasma power and spray duration (i.e. coating thickness) led to reduction in the porosity content and
higher devitrification. The retained/formation of amorphous phase in the coatings was attributable to the
high glass forming ability of the feedstock powders and extremely high cooling rate associated with
plasma spraying technique.
Improving mechanical (hardness and wear) properties and meanwhile maintaining excellent corrosion
resistance in plasma sprayed amorphous/ nanocrystalline coating is challenging because of the
conflicting role of crystallization on wear and corrosion resistance. Therefore, optimization of the
process parameters was done and both Powder-1 and Powder-2 based coatings deposited at optimum
spraying parameters exhibited improved wear as well as corrosion resistance, ascribed to a better
combination of porosity and amorphous content. Powder-2 based coating synthesized at optimum
parameters exhibited better wear and corrosion resistance than that of Powder-1 based coating, ascribed
to denser microstructure (porosity ~ 3.3%), presence of higher amorphous phase (~ 84.2 %) and
formation of protective compounds (α-FeOOH and Fe2−xCrxO3). Powder-2 based coating deposited at
optimized parameters showed nanohardness value of 10.5 GPa, wear rate of 4.1 x 10 -6 mm3/Nm and
corrosion current density of 4 μA/cm2. This indicates that Powder-2 based coating synthesized at
optimized parameters could be a good alternative for industrial applications due to higher wear and
corrosion resistance.
Besides, nanomechanical deformation behavior in Powder-2 based amorphous/ nanocrystalline coating
synthesized at optimum spray parameters has been investigated via multi-scale nanoindentation and
nanoscratch. Nanoindentation test revealed that plastic flow of the coating displayed conspicuous “popin” events arising from shear band formation at lower loading rate, which gradually disappeared with
increasing loading rates, implying strong loading rate sensitivity of the coating. Coating also displayed
a significant indentation size effect (ISE) as hardness decreased with increasing applied indentation load,
ascribed to the formation of higher mount of free volume at higher load which leads to strain softening,
as a result, hardness decreases. Deformation response in a tribological contact was evaluated by
nanoscratch test. Serrations in coefficient of friction and lateral force curves indicated the formation of
shear bands during low load (5000 μN) nanoscratch, and two different types of prominent shear bands
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were observed near the scratch track incase of high load (5 N) nanoscratch. These observations
elucidated that plastic strain in the coating generated during the scratching process was accommodated
by shear band formation.
Further, multi-scale room temperature creep behavior of Powder-2 amorphous/ nanocrystalline coatings
deposited at varying plasma power has been investigated. Micro- and nano-indentation testing at
different loading scales was carried out to reveal the combined effect of microstructural heterogeneities
viz. porosity and constituent phases, as well as the individual contribution of amorphous and crystalline
phases on the creep behavior of the coatings. Microindentation creep tests revealed higher creep
resistance for the coating deposited at elevated power, ascribed to lower porosity and higher degree of
crystallinity. Nanoindentation creep tests showed that mixed (amorphous and intermetallic) phase
possessed lower creep displacement and retardation spectra compared to fully amorphous one, indicating
better creep resistance.
Keywords: Fe-based amorphous/ nanocrystalline coatings; Atmospheric plasma spraying; Nano- and
micro-scale structural evolution; Multi-scale indentation and tribology; Shear band activity;
Potentiodynamic polarization; Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic study; Multi-scale room
temperature creep
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DELINEATION OF GOLD AND URANIUM MINERALIZATION ZONES AT
VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG SOUTH PURULIA SHEAR ZONE
Akanksha Upadhyay
Supervisor: Professor Shashi Prakash Sharma
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No: NB17160
In the present thesis, an integrated study of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) with other
geophysical data sets is presented for the delineation of auriferous and uranium mineralization
amalgamated in hydrothermally altered zones along South Purulia Shear Zone (SPSZ). The SPSZ is a
part of Tamar-Porapahar lineament, trending from E-W to ESE-WNW in direction and it lies between
Singhbhum Shear Zone (SSZ) and Chotanagpur Granite Gneiss Complex (CGGC). SPSZ embraces
mineralization such as uranium, copper, gold, REE, magnetite etc. which are essential for the industrial
and economic growth. The findings of the study demonstrate the application of ERT for the delineation
of anomalous zones associated with hydrothermally altered uranium and gold mineralization when
incorporated self-potential, very low frequency-electromagnetic, induced polarization, gravity and
radiometry methods. To study the efficiency of the ERT, various theoretical models were synthesized
and data from various electrode configurations were interpreted to contemplate standard anomaly shapes
with different complex geological conditions in the study area. Considering the forward model analysis,
the ERT technique was employed using appropriate electrode configurations at various locations.
Subsequently, a joint analysis of ERT with other geophysical data was used to demarcate gold deposits
near Lawa village where results show near surface steeply dipping multiple conducting structures. Next,
ERT data were correlated with IP data for the delineation of disseminated copper sulfides in that area.
ERT data were from Kutni (part of Beldih-Kutni Shear Zone) to investigate uranium deposits. ERT
results around Kutni were correlated with gravity data acquired in the area that suggested the presence
of massive deep-seated low density conducting anomalous structures associated with hydrothermallyaltered uranium zones. Finally, ERT data from the Beldih region were employed to find extensions of
uranium mineralization. ERT data were analyzed with VLF and radiometric studies in that region to
delineate anomalous structures. Results suggested that there is a possibility of mineralization extension
on the eastern side of the Beldih opencast phosphate mine, suggesting an expansion of uranium
mineralization in the South Purulia Shear Zone.
Key Words: SPSZ, Electrical Resistivity Tomography, Self-Potential, Very Low FrequencyElectromagnetic, Induced Polarization, Gravity, Radiometry, Gold, Uranium
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ALGORITHMS FOR HETEROGENEOUS FACE RECOGNITION
Shubhobrata Bhattacharya
Supervisor: Professor Aurobinda Routray
Advanced Technology Development Center
Accession No: NB17161
Automatic face recognition (AFR) is a domain of biometric studies. It attained enough maturity in the
last few decades. Based on AFR algorithms, several reliable systems were developed for critical tasks
like entry control, face registration, surveillance etc. The accuracy of performance of these algorithms is
high under the controlled environments. However, the recognition task becomes complex with
challenges like pose variation, occlusion, illumination variation, and modality gaps. Among these, the
challenge due to the modality gap between the images to be matched has attracted the attention of the
research community. They named it the Heterogeneous Face Recognition (HFR). Such conditions refer
to face matching between Visual (VIS) with Near Infra-red (NIR), VIS with Thermal, or VIS with Sketch
images. Unlike the conventional face recognition problem, HFR poses a challenge to the research
community because the face images undergo considerable changes in appearance due to the modality
gap. In this thesis, we have addressed this problem of Heterogeneous Face Recognition (HFR). We have
a five-folded contribution in this thesis. Firstly, we proposed a handcrafted feature descriptor named
Local Force Binary Pattern (LFBP). The LFBP features can be used directly
for the matching of faces from different modality pairs. Second, we proposed a simple stacked feature
descriptor. The algorithm comprises of two stages. In the first stage, distinctive features from the faces
of different modalities are captured using Deep-Stacked PCA Descriptor (DSPD). In the next stage, the
extracted features from the two modalities are projected to a common subspace using a coupl ed
embedding technique. Third, we have proposed a Heterogeneous Face Quality Algorithm (HFQA),
which gives a face quality score based on the content of the face image for that domain. Fourth, we have
presented a database comprising of faces of individuals in sketch and visual domains with quality
challenges. The database is a replication of the real-life surveillance and law enforcement scenario.
Finally, we have discussed the development of an android based application for automatic classroom
attendance. The application is developed based on algorithms proposed in the thesis.
Keywords: Heterogeneous Face Recognition, Face Quality Assessment, Handcrafted feature
descriptor, PCAnet, Common subspace.
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGE ANALYSIS FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED
EVALUATION OF BRAIN LESIONS
Subhranil Koley
Supervisor: Prof. Pranab Kumar Dutta

School of Medical Science and Technology
Accession No: NB17162
This thesis demonstrates the computer-assisted evaluation of brain lesions from magnetic resonance
(MR) images. The presence of brain lesions creates adverse effects on patients’ health, requiring clinical
intervention for initiating the treatment process. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used
imaging modality for brain lesion detection. Manual evaluation of lesions from large MRI volumes
introduces subjective error and is also a time-consuming and tedious task. Therefore, automatic detection
of lesions (e.g. in multiple sclerosis) from MRI plays a pivotal role in monitoring lesion progression and
in treatment. In addition, computer-assisted lesion (e.g. tumor) delineation is essential for surgical
intervention, radiotherapy planning, and the overall treatment process. Characterization of various brain
lesions from MR images also adds value to the diagnostic process. In this thesis, we have taken up the
research problem of computer-assisted evaluation of various brain lesions such as multiple sclerosis
(MS) lesion, glioblastoma (GBM), metastatic tumor (MET), meningioma (MG), and granuloma (GN),
from MR images. The outcomes of the widely used “template matching” technique are generally
satisfactory for automatic lesion detection from various medical images. The challenges exist in the fast
computation of normalized cross-correlation coefficient (NCCC) similarity measure between the lesion
template and the image, and also in finding the optimal template size. A mathematical framework is first
proposed here for fast computation of NCCC in 𝒪(𝑎max𝑁 log𝑁), where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of voxels in
the MRI volume and 𝑎max is the number of tried lesion radii, which is in contrast to the conventional use
of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) with the complexity of 𝒪(𝑎max𝑁 log𝑁). The proposed method is faster
than the FFT-based approach, while demonstrating similar detection accuracy on both synthetic and real
MRI data of MS lesions. Next, an analytical optimization of template radius is performed for each voxel
in the image, so that the NCCC can be computed with the location-dependent optimal radius in (𝑁). The
proposed (𝑁)-complex template matching is proven to be faster than the other two methods on synthetic
data, and shows improved performance in MS lesion detection from brain MRI volumes. In the fourth
chapter of the thesis, a two-stage approach to lesion (GBM, MET, MG, and GN) segmentation and
characterization from post-contrast T1-weighted MR images is developed. The performance of rough
entropy-based thresholding appears to be efficient over the conventional methods for lesion delineation.
The random forests classifier outperforms other conventional classifiers for automatic characterization
of four kinds of lesions. Overall, in this thesis, the fast and automatic MS lesion localization task is
performed using proposed template matching, and later a computeraided tool is developed for delineation
and characterization of four types of brain lesions. Accordingly, computer-assisted evaluation of brain
lesions via MR image analysis techniques is carried out, which will assist clinicians in diagnosis and
treatment process.
Keywords: brain lesions, multiple sclerosis, tumor, MRI, computer-assisted evaluation, detection,
segmentation, characterization, template matching, NCCC, rough entropy, random forests
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ALGORITHMS FOR HETEROGENEOUS FACE RECOGNITION
Subrata Mandal
Supervisor: Prof. Rajakumar Ananthakrishnan
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17163
Day-by-day increase of environmental pollution in aquatic reservoirs and atmosphere impose seriously
concern worldwide. Semiconductor based heterogeneous photocatalysis and chemiresistive gas sensing
phenomena have become sustainable and widely practiced techniques for complete removal of toxicants, and
precise detection of gases, respectively. This class of materials has good stability, less -toxicity and costeffective tools, and can be activated either by light or heat energy. However, a majority of such solid materials
obtained from traditional synthetic routes fail to deliver expected performance in the above applications
owing to their lack of their active-surface structure and unsuitable redox/electronic properties. Thus, in this
thesis work, suitable design strategies have been investigated including facile wet-chemical methods and
coordination compounds templated routes for syntheses of targeted semiconductors/their hybrids and they
were characterized using different instrumental techniques. The performance of the materials was studied on
various toxic pollutants and selected gases. The research findings are summarized into five chapters in the
thesis (Chapter 2-6). In Chapter 2, porous Ag3PO4 microspheres (SPB MS) are achieved using a facile and
green protein colloid template assisted precipitation routes. The prepared porous microspheres exhibited
improved surface area and superior visible light driven photocatalytic activity towards degradation of RhB
and 2, 4 DCP than that of other Ag3PO4 architectures. In Chapter 3, a facile three-step wet-chemical synthetic
route was developed for the fabrication of a new three-component hybrid (ZAB: ZnO-Ag-Bi2S3), and it has
been applied as a potential Ag nanoparticles (NPs) mediated Z-scheme and LSPR sensitized photoredox
catalyst for the effective degradation of methyl orange (96% in 1.5 h) under the full spectrum of light. In
Chapter 4, silver (I) based nano/microstructure coordination polymer (Ag(I)-CP) of 1, 4
benzenedicarboxylate (bdc 2-) obtained from precipitation route, were utilized as a new class of UV active
semiconductor photocatalyst for the degradation of tartrazine. Later, mixed ligand coordination polymer of
Ag(I) (MLCP X, X: 20, 40) with a rational proportion of 2-amino 1, 4 benzenedicarboxylate (NH2-bdc2-) and
their coupled structure (Ag@MLCP 40) with Ag NPs had been synthesized through the same route, and
which were utilized as visible light photocatalysts for the degradation of tartrazine. Ag@MLCP 40 achieved
the fastest rate of degradation, and more reusable than that of the MLCP 40 counterpart. In Chapter 5, a
modified Co(II) nanoscale coordination polymer template route has been employed to synthesize (111)
faceted, Co 2+ rich Co 3O4 octahedra, and it was further modified with SiO 2 to achieve COSI 71. Co 3O4 octahedra
exhibit a ten times higher chemiresistive response towards 100 ppm H2 gas with respect to Co 3O4 powder. It
is further enhanced by two times in COSI 71 as a result of improved surface area. In Chapter 6, Ni(II) based
coordination compound templated synthesis of porous 1D (ND 3506) and 2D (NBD 4506) NiO were made
with higher surface area and oxygen vacancies in contrast to traditionally prepared NiO (NOH3506). Both
NBD 4506 and ND 3506 exhibited higher chemiresistive response and faster recovery time towards 300 ppm
ethanol than the traditional NiO sensor (NOH3506). Overall, we synthesized various semiconductors and
their hybrids with tuned geometrical and surface functions, demonstrated their suitability for redox reaction
by studying their photocatalytic and chemiresistive actions, and their mechanism on particular applications.
Moreover, the findings of the studies encourage the strategic development of effective catalytic materials
towards different environmental applications.
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ONE- AND TWO-PHOTON RESPONSIVE PHOTOREMOVABLE
PROTECTING GROUPS: REGULATED RELEASE OF ANTICANCER
DRUGS AND PERSULFIDES
Amrita Chaudhuri
Supervisor: Prof. N. D. Pradeep Singh
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17164
Our main focus is to develop one- and two-photon responsive photoremovable protecting groups
(PRPGs) for spatio-temporal release of biological entities, mainly anticancer drugs and
persulfides.
The thesis entitled “One- and Two-Photon Responsive Photoremovable Protecting Groups: Regulated
Release of Anticancer Drugs and Persulfides” consists of five chapters. Chapter 1
describes the design, photophysical, photorelease mechanism, and biological applications (hydrogen
sulfide release and drug delivery) of PRPGs. Chapter 2A and 2B deal with the spatio-temporal release
of biologically active N-acetyl L-cysteine persulfide and in situ generation of Cu(II)-complex (anticancer
agent) using o-nitrobenzyl PRPGs, respectively. Chapter 3 describes the development of single
component fluorescent organic nanoconjugates
of squaraine-coumarinyl PRPG for synergistic cancer treatment. Chapter 4 illustrates the realtime
monitored photorelease of hydrogen persulfide (H2S2) by p-hydroxyphenacyl PRPG, and Chapter 5
deals with the development of new visible light activated fluorescent PRPG based on bimane
chromophore for the simultaneous release of two same and different carboxylic acids, amino acids, and
anticancer drugs.
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APPLICATION-DRIVEN GENERATIVE MODELS FOR GRAPH AND TEXT
Bidisha Samanta
Supervisor: Prof. Niloy Ganguly
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17165
“ What I cannot create, I do not understand." – Richard Feynman With the advent of the internet, a
tremendous amount of online content becomes easily accessible to us. It ranges from information related
to the physical world of atoms to the digital world of bits. Hence, it becomes imperative to develop
models and algorithms to analyze and understand this data trove for further judicial usage. Following
the famous quote from physicist Richard Feynman above, we can understand the philosophy behind
Generative models, which are one of the most promising
approaches towards the goal of understanding data.
Generative modelling is an unsupervised learning task that involves the automatic discovery and learning
of the regularities in real data so that the model can be used to generate new examples that plausibly
could have been drawn from the original dataset. These models aim at either (a) learning the true
posterior distribution of the training instances to generate new data points with some variations from that
distribution or (b) impose the characteristics of real data on synthetic data generated from any prior
distribution. The encoder-based generative models
(mentioned in (a)) have received immense popularity due to the obtained generic data representations’
expressiveness. However, as it is not possible to learn the actual posterior distribution of the training
data either implicitly or explicitly, generative models try to estimate a distribution similar to the real data
distribution, as an estimated posterior distribution.
The encoder based generative models have been extremely successful in computer vision for image
representation learning by primarily aggregating neighborhood information of a given pixel in a
continuous space and generating new instances. However, it is exceedingly challenging to devise
generative models for more complex non-euclidean data like graphs or texts where aggregation of
neighborhood information is difficult. Moreover, designing property-driven or conditional generative
models are more complex and practical for this set of data. The property-driven generation focuses on
learning the salient feature or patterns of the real data for data reconstruction and some specific decoding
mechanism that enables generation, guided by a single or multiple generative factors. For example,
discovering molecular graph structures similar to the original data set still has high values of certain
chemical properties like solubility or drug likeliness, generating sentences bearing given sentiment
polarity or formality.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on designing generative models for two types of non-Euclidean data,
namely, graph and text, with specific applications. We primarily focus on the property-driven generative
models that generate samples bearing an essential property of interest from the learned representation.
Specifically, we address two property-driven generation problems related to graph and text: (i)
Generative model for graphs to discover new molecular graph structures with specified properties like
solubility or drug-likeliness, and (ii) Generative model for text to generate sentences with specified
language distribution such as code-switched data (a sentence comprising of words from more than one
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language) and any other specified style feature such as sentiment, formality, etc. To achieve a propertydriven generation, we need to learn the data representation and the relation between the representation
and the specified attribute of interest. Other than the complexity of inherent non-euclidean structures
that make the representation learning challenging, property tagged training data is rare for graphs and
text. For instance, the actual octanol partition coefficient i.e. logP estimation for a given molecular
structure, is time-consuming and expensive. Similarly, language-span tagged real code-switched data or
sentiment tagged code-switched data and even monolingual data tagged with complicated attributes like
formality are rare and difficult to curate. Data scarcity makes it difficult to learn the relation between
representation and property.
(i) Generative models for molecular graphs: This problem can be defined as follows. Given a
molecular graph with atoms as nodes, atom properties as node features, bonds as edges (or connectivity),
and bond types as edge features, the objective is to learn a continuous representation for every node in
such a graph which is further helpful in inferring node types i.e. atoms and edges between nodes i.e.
bonds with their types. Developing a property-driven generative model for the same requires further
learn a mapping from the learned embedding space to the desired attribute space and to develop a
feedback mechanism from the attribute space to regulate the generation of the molecular structure.
Designing a generative model for complex graph structures like molecular graphs is difficult as it has
different types of bonds (edge properties) as well as atoms with various important features like atomic
weights, 3-d coordinates, etc. Hence, learning the latent features of nodes in such graphs is extremely
important and challenging. In this thesis we propose a model which incorporates these necessary
information. Further, it is even more difficult to develop a property-driven generative model to regulate
the graph properties at the time of generation as it requires to change several features of nodes and edges
simultaneously. In the direction of property-driven data generation, we propose a gradient-based
algorithm to optimize a decoder enabling it to generate molecules that maximize certain properties value
of interest.
(ii) Generative models for text: For various applications like language modelling for code-switched
data, sentiment regulation, etc., it is necessary to generate text with specified features like participating
language distribution or generating sentences bearing specified sentiment values. It requires to obtain a
attribute representation from the overall sentence representation or context using attribute supervision
and generate sentences regulating that representation. However, an annotated dataset is scarce and costly
to produce. For instance, in code-switched
languages, sentences tagged with each candidate’s exact span are rare and difficult to curate as we need
expert annotators knowing both languages. Similarly, for other complicated features like a formality,
tagged training data is limited. Moreover, style-attribute regulated generative models can be helpful for
automatic content generation for online platforms. At the same time, it is challenging to generate
synthetic tagged sentences from a handful of tagged real data.
This thesis proposes a model that can generate semantically sound synthetic corpus for resource-poor
code-switched language scarcely available tagged real codeswitched text. We also propose a method that
can transfer the label information from sentiment-labeled monolingual text to a synthetic code-switched
text. For style-attribute-regulated sentence generation, we design a model that can preserve content and
regulate only the attribute value of interest.
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Keywords: Generative Models, Variational Autoencoders, Conditional Generative Models
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BONE INGROWTH AND REMODELLING AROUND A POROUS-COATED
FEMORAL IMPLANT
Basil Mathai
Supervisor: Professor Sanjay Gupta and Professor Santanu Dhara
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17166
Total Hip Arthroplasty (THA) is a surgical procedure that restores normal movements of the hip joint,
which may be impaired due to osteoarthritis, avascular necrosis, congenital deformities or post-traumatic
disorders. Major biomechanical failure mechanisms of cementless implants are implant-induced adverse
bone remodeling and progressive interface debonding owing to lack of biological fixation. Improvement
in implant designs and surgical outcomes demand understanding of these failure mechanisms through
rigorous preclinical investigations. The primary goal of the study was to gain an insight into
biomechanical failure mechanisms in an uncemented femoral component using finite element (FE)
analysis. Since the bone ingrowth and remodelling process is influenced by applied loading condition,
the initial part of the study was directed towards the estimation of muscle and joint forces during
physiological activities. The efficacies of four eminent open-source musculoskeletal models was
evaluated in order to predict the most accurate values of hip joint reaction (HRF) and muscle forces. The
estimated values of HRF were found to corroborate well with in-vivo measurements of different daily
activities. Although the estimated values of HRF was within a satisfactory range, over-estimation of
HRF (75%BW of measured value) was observed during the late stance phase of walking cycles for all
the models. The similarity of predicted results with in-vivo measured values confirmed the suitability of
musculoskeletal forces for FE analysis. The extent to which loading configurations influence the failure
criteria such as, maximum principal strains, interface debonding, implant-bone relative displacement and
adaptive bone remodelling of an uncemented femoral implant was investigated in the following study.
The influence of three different loading configurations was investigated using patient-specific FE models
of intact and implanted femurs. Lack of consideration of differences in activities overestimated (30-50%)
bone resorption around the lateral part of the implant, producing clinically less relevant bone remodelling
outcomes. In the next phase of the study, the spatial distribution of evolutionary bone ingrowth around
a hip stem was predicted using a mechanoregulatory tissue differentiation algorithm. The local variation
in host bone material properties and implant-bone relative displacement at the interface were accounted
for the simulation using multiscale numerical framework. Higher bone ingrowth (mostly greater than
60%) was predicted in the antero-lateral regions of the implant, as compared to the postero-medial side
(20-50%) which corroborated well with prior studies of a wedge-shaped implant. The effect of changes
in applied loading conditions, bone orthotropy, mechanical stimuli and trabecular morphology on bone
remodelling pattern was subsequently evaluated. A novel orthotropic bone remodelling algorithm,
considering strain along principal stress directions as the mechanical stimulus was proposed for bone
adaptation. The orthotropic remodelling formulations predicted 4-8% bone resorption in the proximal
femur. A linear regression analysis revealed a significant correlation (R = 0.71) in bone density
distribution between the isotropic and orthotropic formulations. The changes in bone morphology and
its effect on periprosthetic bone adaptation was investigated using multiscale simulations, involving
topology optimization and parametric cellular models. Despite higher bone apposition of 10-20% around
the distal tip of the implant, the bone density distributions were well comparable to clinical observations
towards the proximal femur. The proposed computational scheme appears to be a viable method for
including bone anisotropy in the remodelling formulation.
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Keywords: Preclinical analysis, uncemented femoral prosthesis, bone ingrowth, tissue differentiation,
mechanobiology, orthotropic bone remodelling, topology optimization, multiscale framework.
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HUMAN RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT USING VIGILANCE AND MENTAL
WORKLOAD OF A HUMAN
Shabnam Samima
Supervisor: Dr. Monalisa Sarma
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability
Accession No: NB17167
Human reliability is essential due to the contributions of humans to the resilience of systems and possible
adverse consequences of human errors or oversights, especially when human is a crucial part of the
sizeable man-machine system. Although accurate figures are difficult to obtain, there seems to be a
general agreement of around 60-90% of all system failures to erroneous human actions, regardless of the
domain. The concept of Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) reflects an understanding that people and
systems are not error-proof. Thus, improved reliability requires an understanding of error problems,
leading to enhanced mitigation strategies. This has increased awareness to understand better the human
side of man-machine interaction.
Human performance is known to be affected by various performance shaping factors (PSFs) such as
environmental, personal, situational, etc. Also, human performance is not necessarily inherent but
somewhat circumstantial. Considering these factors, different HRA methods have established
methodologies to evaluate human error probability (HEP). Despite exploring various alternatives for
predicting HEP, many limitations and problems remain persistent due to complex human behaviour,
which leads to difficulty in predicting and simulating human behaviour. Some of the significant
limitations include the lack of suitable human behavioural model, high dependency on expert judgement
and context specificity.
This dissertation attempts to explore the possibilities to overcome the limitations mentioned above. This
thesis plans to explore the two most critical psychological metrics, namely vigilance and mental
workload using a person’s brain signals and incorporate the proposed PSFs into the HEP evaluation
model. For vigilance estimation, this thesis utilizes ERPs (P300 and N100) of EEG signals and eye blink
rate. A fuzzy rule-based system using amplitude and time variations of the N100 and P300 components
and blink variability has been proposed to estimate the vigilance level in an individual. Further, this
thesis explores the feasibility of EEG rhythms for monitoring continuous change occurring in a person’s
mental workload. This constant monitoring is achieved by graphically interpreting the cumulative effect
of changes in EEG rhythms.
To understand human error, HRA methods use PSFs to model human behaviour. However, most of the
existing approaches depend on fixed or expert opinion values for estimating HEP, thus paying less
attention to the dynamic nature of human behaviour. This thesis proposes a methodology to estimate
HEP based on the principle of dynamic and variable nature of every individual. The architectural
framework of the proposed method consists of environment, human, task and organization factors. Using
these factors, the framework evaluates HEP by exploiting the advances of dynamic human behaviour
using real values and the existing HRA methods.
Keywords: Human error probability, Human reliability analysis, Performance shaping factor,
Human factors, Vigilance, Mental workload.
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ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF ORGANICS AND AMMONIA REMOVAL
FROM LANDFILL LEACHATE BY ELECTRO-OXIDATION
Pubali Mandal
Supervisor: Dr. Ashok Kumar Gupta and Dr. Brajesh Kumar Dubey
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17168
Various compounds such as organics, inorganics, heavy metals, and xenobiotic organic compounds
make landfill leachate (LL) complex wastewater to treat. The present research work focuses on the
development of anode and its application for LL treatment. For this purpose, four variables of the
electrodeposition process (current intensity, Pb(NO3)2 concentration, HNO3 concentration, and
temperature) were selected, and the parameters were optimized to obtain maximum treatment efficiency
(in terms of chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal) using graphite/PbO 2 anode. The studied
parameter’s optimum values were 0.64 A of current intensity, 0.16 mol L–1 of Pb(NO3)2 and HNO3, and
76.98°C of temperature. The coating developed in this study exhibited similar characteristics of PbO 2,
which is verified by several characterization techniques. Besides optimizing anode preparation
conditions, the batch electro-oxidation system’s operating conditions were optimized as the current
density of 24.7 mA cm–2, stirring rate of 180±3 rpm, and electrode gap of 1.9 cm. The three parameters
indicating pollutant removal decreased during the degradation process following pseudo-first-order
kinetics in the order of COD (0.0031 min–1)>dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (0.0017 min–1)>NH3-N
(0.0014 min–1). Ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (UV254) and color number removal efficiencies of 70
and 71% were obtained after 8 h of electro-oxidation. The reduction in aromatic content and ultraviolet
quenching substances were also identified. The developed electrode showed a long service lifetime; 61,
39, and 34% of COD, DOC, and NH3-N removal efficiencies were obtained even after 186 h of use. The
leaching of lead did not create a problem for applying the PbO2 anode as the lead concentration in the
electrolyte after treatment was <0.1 mg L–1. The influences of sulfate, chloride, nitrate and bicarbonate
ions on the electrochemical treatment performances of LL have been investigated. The results showed
that increasing SO42– concentration did not affect COD and DOC removal but negatively affect NH3N removal. For NO3–, the increasing ion concentration exhibited a positive influence on COD, no effect
on DOC, and a negative impact on NH3-N removal efficiencies. The three pollutant removal parameters
were positively and negatively influenced by Cl – and HCO3– ions, respectively. The formation of free
chlorine for electro-oxidation of Cl – containing wastewater has been identified as responsible for
ammonia removal. The ammonia removal process proceeds by forming chloramines as intermediate and
N2 and NO3– as stable end products. The total chloramine concentration was <2.5% of the initial nitrogen
content during the ammonia removal process. The higher removal efficiency of 90±0.2% for pnitrosodimethylaniline (RNO) compared to 68.2±0.2% and 80.1±0.4% in the presence of 1 M tert-butyl
alcohol, and 50 mM 2-propanol (hydroxyl radical scavengers) indicated the formation of hydroxyl
radical in the system. In continuous mode-sequencing batch reactor operation, the COD, DOC, and
NH4+ removal performances were 75.1%, 56.7%, and 100%, respectively. The life cycle assessment
results showed that the primary factor contributing to environmental impacts is electricity consumption
followed by anode preparation and treatment. Replacing fossil fuels with renewable sources in electricity
production can significantly lower the environmental impacts associated with the system.
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KEYWORDS: Electrochemical oxidation; Landfill leachate; COD removal; DOC removal; NH3-N
removal; Graphite/PbO2 anode; Multivariate optimization; Influences of common ions; Ammonia
removal mechanism; Organic removal mechanism; Sequencing batch reaction; Life cycle asses sment
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STUDIES OF BACTERIAL CELL WALL PERMEABILITY AND
ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY BY METAL OXIDE AND MIXED METAL
OXIDE NANOPARTICLES
Debashri Paul
Supervisor: Prof. Sudarsan Neogi
Department of Chemical Engineering
Accession No: NB17169
Bacterial resistance to antibiotics has become the greatest challenge, which has resulted in the search for
efficient antibacterial agents. Metal oxides have exhibited significant antibacterial activity, which has
resulted in apoptosis of bacterial strains. In this work, pure metal oxide nanoparticles, i.e., CuO and NiO
along with mixed metal oxide nanoparticles i.e., CuO-NiO, NiO-ZnO and CuO-NiO-ZnO were synthesized
and were also characterized using X-ray powder Diffraction (XRD) analysis, Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscope (FESEM) analysis, Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and UV-Visib le
Absorption Spectroscopy. This work aims at studying the preliminary antibacterial activity of pure and mixed
metal oxide (MMO) nanoparticles. The toxicity of the nanoparticle was assessed using Gram-positive
bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-negative bacteria (Escherichia coli). Bacterial survival rate
study, FESEM analysis and cell integrity study were carried out as the preliminary assessment of antibacterial
activity of the MMO nanoparticles.
CuO-NiO showed enhanced antibacterial activity compared to CuO and NiO nanoparticles. In the second
section, CuO, NiO and CuO-NiO nanoparticles' mechanism of interaction with S. aureus and E. coli cells
was investigated. Change in the cell membrane's permeability and integrity was analyzed by the uptake of
crystal violet dye in the outer bacterial membrane, release of β-galactosidase enzyme, and relative electric
conductivity assay. Nanoparticles triggered the intracellular ROS generation in terms of superoxide ions,
which caused severe membrane damage. Membrane destabilization was confirmed by zeta potential analysis,
which led to surface charge neutralization. The change in the chemical composition of the cell surface,
including proteins, carbohydrates, and fatty acids, was understood by FTIR analysis. The in-depth alteration
of surface properties was given by AFM imaging analysis. The fragmentation of DNA and nanoparticle-cell
attachment was confirmed by confocal microscopy analysis. A comparative study of these preliminary
assessments was carried out between the pure metal oxide (i.e., CuO and NiO) and MMO CuO-NiO
nanoparticles in order to understand the synergistic interaction of copper and nickel metals. This study
showed that MMO nanoparticles could be used in the health and biomedical industry because of the enhanced
antibacterial activity compared to a monometallic nanoparticle.
Keywords: Nanoparticle-cell interaction, Antibacterial activity, Mixed metal oxide nanoparticles
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BOHR PHENOMENON FOR COMPLEX-VALUED AND VECTOR-VALUED
FUNCTIONS
Nilanjan Das
Supervisor: Prof. Bappaditya Bhowmik
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17170
The objective of this thesis is to study the Bohr radius problem, or, in other words, the Bohr phenomenon
for functions defined in the open unit disk D. Our research focuses on the Bohr phenomena for complexvalued and vector-valued functions, both holomorphic and harmonic. Starting from here, we will use the
terms “analytic” and “holomorphic” interchangeably throughout this thesis. The journey begins with a
brief review of the existing literature on the Bohr phenomenon. Subsequently, we consider complexvalued univalent functions f defined in D which are analytic or meromorphic with a simple pole p 2 (0;
1) and their subordination classes S(f). In particular, we choose some classes of complex-valued analytic
univalent and meromorphic univalent functions defined in D, and establish a generalized Bohr inequality
for g 2 S(f) where f belongs to any of the chosen classes. All these results are the best possible.
After this, we turn our attention to the derivatives of complex-valued analytic functions defined in D. In
fact, we prove that the derivative of a holomorphic self mapping of D that fixes the origin has the Bohr
phenomenon. A number of other results comparing the majorant series of g0 and f0 where g is
subordinate to or majorized by f have also been obtained. That aside, a similar comparison result has
been proved for the majorant series of g and f, g 2 S(f) where f is a complex-valued analytic function
defined in D. Some applications of this result have been illustrated. Also, we prove the Bohr inequality
of generalized form for the class B(_) of normalized uniformly locally univalent functions with preSchwarzian norm bounded by 2_, _ 2 [0;1). Thenafter, we consider f 2 S, S being the class of complexvalued normalized univalent functions defined in D, and prove Bohr inequalities on the Taylor series of
log(f(z)=z); z 2 D and log(f�1(w)=w); jwj < 1=4. Further, we consider complex-valued sense-preserving
K-quasiconformal harmonic mappings defined in D and study the Bohr phenomenon from both classical
and general aspects.
The other half of this thesis is devoted to the investigation on the Bohr phenomenon for Banach space
valued functions. To be specific, we establish Bohr inequalities for operator-valued harmonic functions
defined in D, along with a number of other results on operator-valued holomorphic functions which,
when restricted to the scalar-valued case, coincide with previously known results on the Bohr phenomena
for functions mapping D into some domain (6= D) ( C, where C is the entire complex plane. Next, we
prove Bohr inequalities involving the absolute values of the coefficients of operator-valued functions.
Among all results of this kind, we establish an operator-valued version of a theorem of Bombieri that
studied the question of determining the Bohr radius for an analytic self mapping of D in terms of the
initial coefficient of that function.
Lastly, we obtain a result describing the geometry of the complex Banach spaces X for which the family
of holomorphic functions f : D ! X with kfkH1(D;X) _ 1 exhibits the generalized Bohr phenomenon of
a certain type. Here H1(D;X) is the Hardy space of X-valued holomorphic functions defined in D,
equipped with the sup norm k:kH1(D;X). As a consequence of this characterization, we are able to
observe the connections between the strong maximum modulus theorem and the Bohr phenomenon,
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along with some more necessary and sufficient conditions on the existence of the Bohr phenomenon for
specific Banach spaces like the (infinite dimensional) Lebesgue spaces or the complex Hilbert spaces.
Keywords: Bohr radius, Complex-valued analytic and meromorphic functions, Univalent functions,
Locally univalent functions, Derivatives of analytic functions, Logarithmic power series, Complexvalued sense-preserving harmonic functions, Vectorvalued holomorphic and harmonic functions,
Geometry of Banach spaces.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND POWER MANAGEMENT OF SOLAR
INVERTERS FOR APPLICATION IN MICROGRIDS
Diptendu Pal
Supervisor: Prof. Prabodh Bajpai
Department of Electrical Engineering
Accession No: NB17171
Global effort towards reduction in carbon emissions is strongly shifting the power generation from
conventional sources to renewables with the highest emphasis on the utilization of solar energy. Solar
photovoltaic (PV) integration to the grid needs a power electronic interface like central, micro, or hybrid
inverter in AC grid and DC- DC converter in DC grid. These interfaces need control techniques specific
to their application. Effective power management techniques are required for the application of solar PV
with their interface in DC, AC, and hybrid AC-DC microgrids.
This thesis has presented the performance evaluation of the solar central inverter (CI) and micro-inverter
(MI) system using sunny, cloudy, and partially shaded days irradiance and module temperature _eld
data. This performance analysis is compared using field data collected from the SCADA system of a
solar PV plant. Further, a comparative study is performed for solar PV systems with CI and MI with a
fixed and dual-axis sun tracking system for a complete year. The availability of energy from renewable
sources like solar PV is highly intermittent in nature and therefore in stand- alone microgrid applications,
an energy storage device like the battery is required to supply uninterrupted power to the load. Solar PV
battery-based hybrid inverter system operation is simulated with a proposed power management
algorithm and validated in a real-time environment with field data for grid-connected, and islanded
modes of
operation with changeover between them. The main challenge of hybrid AC-DC mi- crogrid is to host
both AC and DC loads and to provide a means to connect renewable energy generations utilizing their
full potential under different operating modes. A solar PV, wind energy system, and battery energy
storage-based hybrid AC-DC mi- crogrid is modelled and simulated in grid-connected as well as in
islanded mode using the proposed power management algorithm. Reduced-order small-signal modelling
is used to validate the parameters used in the model. The hybrid AC-DC microgrid is modelled in
MATLAB/ Simulink and simulated in RT-Lab using OP4510 Simulator to verify the claims.
Key words: Droop Control, Hybrid AC-DC Microgrid, Hybrid Inverter, Solar Central Inverter, Solar
Micro Inverter, Sun-Tracking System.
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REVISITING FAULT ANALYSIS OF BLOCK CIPHERS: ATTACKS,
DEFENSES, AND VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORKS
Sayandeep Saha
Supervisor: Prof. Debdeep Mukhopadhyay and Prof. Pallab Dasgupta
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17172
Fault Attack (FA) is a class of physical attacks where an adversary deliberately perturbs the
cryptographic computation and extracts the secret through the faulty system response. The attack
techniques in FA vary depending on the type of the faults (called fault model), the target algorithm, and
the nature of the system response received by the adversary. While equally applicable to both symmetric
and public-key paradigms, FAs are widespread in the symmetric-key context, especially for block
ciphers. Analyzing state-of-the-art block ciphers in the context of FAs and finding secure design
practices for them is a critical, albeit challenging, area of research. Especially, embedded platforms
hosting block ciphers allow physical access and multiple attack surfaces to an adversary, making secure
design and security testing extremely hard.
The present thesis investigates FA-related security issues in block ciphers with respect to new attacks,
their countermeasures, and generic security testing methodologies. It is organized into two parts. In the
first part, we propose countermeasures against the Statistical Ineffective Fault Analysis (SIFA), which
bypasses most of the existing FA countermeasures proposed so far. Eventually, we figure out a new class
of attacks called Fault Template Attack (FTA), which is equally powerful as of SIFA but does not require
explicit access to the correct/faulty ciphertexts. The knowledge of whether the ciphertext is correct or
faulty is sufficient for key recovery even while the faults are injected at the middle rounds of a block
cipher. We also point out why some instantiations of our proposed SIFA countermeasure also work
against FTA.
In the second part of the thesis, we address the problem of testing block ciphers and their protected
implementations against FA. Two automated frameworks have been proposed in this regard. The first
among them is called ExpFault, which automatically identifies exploitable faults in unprotected block
cipher algorithms. Additionally, Exp- Fault also figures out the computational complexity for attacking
the algorithm with each exploitable fault. Our second contribution in this regard is a test flow for
assessing the FA-induced information leakage from protected block cipher implementation. This leakage
assessment methodology, known as DL-FALAT, is based on the theory of non-interference and utilizes
Deep Learning (DL) for providing a yes/no answer regarding the security of a protected block cipher
implementation. DL-FALAT, in principle, bears some similarity with the Test Vector Leakage
Assessment (TVLA) methodology for SCA leakage assessment. The efficacy of this proposal is
evaluated over a large set of representative countermeasures, including the one proposed by us against
SIFA.
Keywords: Fault Attack, Countermeasure, Leakage Assessment, Deep Learning.
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LITHOSPHERIC DEFORMATION OF SOUTHEASTERN TIBET:
EVIDENCE FROM SN PHASE ATTENUATION AND LAYERED
LITHOSPHERIC ANISOTROPY
Ashwani Kant Tiwari
Supervisor: Dr. Arun Singh
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No: NB17173
Southeastern Tibet is a highly deformed region, formed due to multistage subduction and continued
collision of Indian and Asian plates. The region is characterized by a clockwise material flow around the
indenting corner of the Indian plate, which manifests itself on the surface as strike-slip faults parallel to
the Himalayan Arc. Earlier geodetic and mantle-core refracted SK(K)S phase splitting observations
reported the coupling of the crust and mantle material beneath the study region. However, GPS data
do not necessarily reflect the strain of the entire crust. Instead, it indicates shallow crust deformation.
As a result, the crust and upper mantle coupling cannot be accurately measured by comparing the
surface deformation pattern provided by GPS data and upper mantle deformation shown by core
refracted SK(K)S phases. Several numerical and geodynamic models have been developed
emphasizing the east-west extension and tectonic history of southeastern Tibet. However, various
scientific concerns such as the northern extension of the Indian plate and its spatial distribution,
uppermost mantle rheology and deformation, multi-layered lithospheric deformation, and
coupling/decoupling of the crust-lithospheric mantle beneath southeastern Tibet remained unanswered.
My Ph.D. goal is to gain insight into these unanswered scientific problems by measuring layered
lithospheric seismic anisotropy and lithospheric mantle shear wave attenuation beneath the study
region using 70 seismic stations of the Eastern Syntaxis Experiment (XE network, 2003−2004).
The first part of the study deals with the formulation of a 2D-QSn tomographic model to investigate the
uppermost mantle shear wave Q and its tectonic implications beneath southeastern Tibet near Namche
Barwa. To achieve this objective, I find the inter-station Q values by implementing the Two Station
Method (TSM) on 618 station pairs. The station pairs are obtained from 26 regional earthquakes (M ≥
5.5) using an epicentral distance range of 5◦ to 15◦ recorded at 47 broadband seismic stations.
Furthermore, the QSn tomographic model is generated by utilizing these interstation Q values. Q Sn
values are varying from 101 to 490 in the region. The tomography image reveals high attenuation (≤
200 Q values) in the central region. Regions of low attenuation (>200 Q values) are observed in the
southern part and some small areas beneath the northern side of the study region. Consecutive highlow-high QSn values have been observed in the southern part of the Lhasa block. The obtained QSn
values, along with the prior isotropic Pn velocity model of the study area, indicate that the scattering
effect is causing significant Sn wave energy dissipation on account of the structural heterogeneity
present in the uppermost mantle beneath the region. This may be the result of the break-up of the
subducting Indian plate beneath the region. The Q Sn analysis adds new constraints in understanding
the rheology and deformation of the uppermost mantle essential to comprehend the crust and upper
mantle coupling.
The second part of the study deals with detecting upper mantle seismic anisotropy parameters beneath
the region using direct-S waves splitting. Direct-S wave based station averaged splitting measurements
with increased back-azimuthal coverage tend to fill the coverage gaps left in SKS measurements. I have
employed the reference station technique to remove the effects of source-side anisotropy. Seismic
anisotropy parameters, splitting time delays and fast polarization directions, are estimated through
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analyses on a total of 501 splitting measurements. Direct-S waves from 25 earthquakes (M ≥5.5)
recorded at 42 broadband stations within an epicentral distance of 30 ◦ to 90◦ are used to acquire the
splitting measurements. I have observed a large variation in time delays ranging from 0.64 to 1.68 s,
but in most cases, it is more than 1 s, which suggests a highly anisotropic lithospheric mantle in the
region. A comparison between direct-S and SK(K)S derived splitting parameters show a close similarity,
although some discrepancies exist where null or negligible anisotropy was reported earlier using
SK(K)S waveforms. The seismic stations with hitherto null or negligible anisotropy are now
supplemented with new measurements with clear anisotropic signatures. My analyses indicate a sharp
change in lateral variations of fast polarization directions (FPDs) from SSW−ENE or W−E to NW−SE
direction at the southeastern edge of Tibet. The observed anisotropy and hence inferred deformation
patterns are not only due to asthenospheric dynamics but are a combination of lithospheric deformation
and sub-lithospheric (asthenospheric) mantle dynamics. However, SK(K)S or direct-S derived splitting
measurements suffer from the depth localization of anisotropic layers. Although splitting measurements
are dominated by upper mantle deformation, crust anisotropy played a considerable role, particularly in
the study region, which has a thicker crust (55−75 km). As a result, the third and final objective of my
Ph.D. work is to estimate depth-dependent crustal anisotropic parameters in order to fully comprehend
the lithospheric deformation and geodynamic processes active beneath the study region.
The last part of the study deals with detecting the depth-dependent crustal anisotropic trends based on
the directional dependence of radial and tangential receiver functions (RFs). To achieve my objective,
I have computed 3683 good-quality P-RFs from 174 teleseismic earthquakes (M ≥5.5) recorded within
epicentral distance ranges of 30◦ to 90◦ at 70 seismic stations of the Eastern Syntaxis experiment. After
that, I have employed the harmonic decomposition technique at each seismic station to retrieve the first
(k = 0), second (k = 1), and third (k = 2) degree harmonics from the RF dataset. The anisotropic axes
of the upper crust (0−20 km) appear to vary from approximately N−S to NE−SW. They are usually
orthogonal to the trends of the major faults and suture zones in the region, implying the effect of the
structure-induced anisotropy. It can be explained by regularly oriented cracks or macroscopic structure
alignment along the major faults.
The anisotropic orientations of the middle crust (20-40 km) are NE−SW to E−W direction, reflecting a
different pattern than those estimated in the upper crust. The lower crustal (40−70 km) anisotropic
pattern (E−W or ESE−WNW direction) exhibits distinct orientations than the upper and
middle crust. The crystal preferred orientation (CPO) of the mica and amphibole minerals is the likely
cause of anisotropy observed at mid-to-lower crustal depth ranges. It emphasizes the role of ductile
deformation due to material movement towards the east underneath southeastern Tibet.
The thesis work provides insight into the details of lithospheric deformation patterns and their causes in
southeastern Tibet. The obtained QSn tomography model indicates that the Indian plate extends up to
the middle of the Lhasa block in the mantle lithosphere. However, the observed Q Sn variations indicate
the breakage of the Indian plate in the central part of the study region. Significant anisotropy is observed
using direct-S derived splitting measurements at the stations where previously null or no measurement
was reported based on SK(K)S study. This could be due to the multi-layered anisotropic patterns that
exist beneath the study region. The first depth-dependent crustal anisotropy model is also obtained for
southeastern Tibet. The obtained upper crustal anisotropic orientations stem from the structure-induced
phenomenon, whereas the mid-to-lower crustal anisotropy could indicate ductile deformation due to
crustal flow beneath the study region. The discrepancies in the layered crustal anisotropic directions
and direct-S splitting signatures are indicative of the partial coupling between the crust and upper mantle
material beneath the region.
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TRIGGERS OF ASPIRATIONAL CONSUMPTION AT THE INDIAN BASE OF
THE PYRAMID: AN EMERGENT PERSPECTIVE
Abhinav Srivastava
Supervisor: Dr. Srabanti Mukherjee
Vinod Gupta School of Management
Accession No: NB17174
The consumer behavior at the base of the Pyramid (BOP) segment portrays an antithesis between scarcity
and extravagance. This group is placed at the base of the world’s economic pyramid with all kinds of
severe resource constraints while on the other end, this segment is also highly aspirational and brand
conscious. The segment is avowed as highly aspirational, and they can even sacrifice basic calories for
buying symbolic items. BOP consumers have learned the affluent class's lifestyle, and hence they aspire
to buy the same premium brands. This consumption pattern is practiced to enhance status and self-esteem
in society. The saturation in upper and middle strata and BOP consumers' brand consciousness has also
attracted big conglomerates who also motivate
these masses to indulge in buying aspirational products with their seductive marketing programs.
Aspirational Consumption is still a novel topic, and its triggers are still not empirically tested or
mentioned clearly in the literature. We have tried to exhume pragmatic factors through a series of studies.
In the initial phase of our study, a systematic literature review was conducted on 85 peer-reviewed
research articles to synthesize aspirational consumption literature in a BOP context to get a
comprehensive understanding of the research topic. Based on this synthesis, a conceptual model was
proposed that demonstrates the triggers driving aspirational consumption at the BOP. In the next phase,
a qualitative phenomenological approach was adopted to interview 35 BOP respondents in Kharagpur
(West Bengal) and its adjoining villages. Based on the study, a refined conceptual framework was
proposed, demonstrating the triggers of aspirational consumption at the BOP, and the relevant
hypotheses were framed. To explore more relationships between constructs, we conducted another
qualitative study based on Focus Group Discussions, which helped us frame the hypothesis illustrating
the possibility of mediation and moderation effects. Based on the qualitative studies, a scale was
developed to measure the intentions of aspirational consumption in the BOP context. Data was collected
from 763 respondents from five Indian states of West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya
Pradesh, and Delhi.
In this study, we empirically tested the model with statistical tools to find out triggers, mediators, and
moderators of aspirational consumption in the BOP context. The research confirms that security, comfort
and advancement, within-group comparison, and astuteness are the triggers that motivate BOP
consumers to engage in aspirational consumption. This study also indicates that astuteness and the need
for security, comfort, and advancement (SCA) sequentially mediate the impact of within-group
comparison and intention for aspirational consumption at the BOP. Further, this study also shows that
the perceived poor man’s status moderates the effect of the need for security, comfort, and advancement
on aspirational consumption at the BOP. The study also indicates that the place of residence
(Urban/Rural) of the consumer has a modellevel impact on aspirational consumption drivers at the BOP.
This study suggests insightful directions for further research on aspirational consumption in a BOP
context. Our study also outlines some insightful practical and social implications.
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Keywords: Aspirational consumption, Security, Comfort, Advancement, Astuteness, Serial mediation,
Trickle-down effect, Social comparison theory.

DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNESIUM BASED DEGRADABLE INTERNAL
FRACTURE FIXATION DEVICES
Sourav Dutta
Supervisor: Prof. Mangal Roy and Prof. Sanjay Gupta
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17175
Magnesium (Mg) based biomaterials have gained significant attention in past few decades as degradable
internal fracture fixation devices applications due to their comparable mechanical properties to natural
bone as well as favourable biodegradability and good biocompatibility. However, rapid degradation of
pure Mg in physiological solution hinders its applicability as degradable fracture fixation devices. A
rapid degradation of Mg, can lead to loosening of the implant leading to loss of mechanical integrity
before tissue has successfully healed.
In this present work, bioactive glass (BG) incorporated Mg/BG composite was prepared through pressure
assisted sintering such as spark plasma sintering and hot press sintering. Simultaneous application of
pressure and temperature during pressure assisted sintering, allows BG to flow around the Mg particles
and partially coat it. As a result, corrosion resistance of Mg/BG composite increased where 10wt.% BG
was found to be at optimum. Higher BG content resulted in interfacial crack formations in the composite
and deteriorated its corrosion resistance. The improvement in corrosion resistance of Mg/10BG
composite resulted in lower pH rise and hydrogen evolution rate that directly influenced the
cytocompatibility of the material. Cell proliferation assay through Alamar Blue and Live/Dead imaging,
indicated highest cell proliferation and cell viability for Mg/10BG composite. In addition, Mg-MgP
composite was prepared through casting route and evaluated in terms of mechanical properties, corrosion
resistance and biological behaviours. Mg-3wt.%MgP exhibited controlled degradation rate and
favourable in vivo biocompatibility.
In another approach, Mg-2Sr-1Zr-xCe (JK21/xCe, x= 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 wt.%) alloy was developed through
casting route and post processed through hot forging. Cast samples were characterized by large Mg17Sr2
and Mg12Ce precipitates with grain size ranging from 23±4.07 μm to 35.4±5.9 μm. Hot forging reduced
the grain size of the alloys in the range of 7.15±2.01μm to 10.2±2.75μm due to dynamic recrystallization.
Additionally, solution treatment and forging resulted in reduced amount of second phase precipitation.
Increasing the Ce content in the alloy from 0 to 0.5 wt.% suppressed the formation of continuous network
of Mg17Sr2 precipitates and forms a protective CeO2 layer. A combination of both the phenomena leads
to higher corrosion resistance of the ternary alloy. Beyond 0.5 wt.% Ce addition Mg12Ce starts to
precipitate and deteriorated the corrosion further. Reduced precipitate and refined grain structure also
improved the mechanical properties of hot forged Ce added Mg alloys. Due to better corrosion resistance
of forged JK21/0.5, it showed favourable condition, such as pH and ion release, for in vitro cell growth.
Cell proliferation, as determined through Alamar blue assay and LIVE/DEAD imaging, showed highest
cell growth at day 1 and 3 at all the extract concentrations (10, 50, 100%) for this optimized sample.
When implanted in rabbit femur, the forged JK21 samples showed in vivo degradation but correlating
to their in vitro counterpart degradation was lowest for JK21/0.5Ce samples. Large amounts of
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precipitate in JK21/1.5Ce samples resulted in accelerated corrosion in vivo as well and showed
considerable degradation at 2 months when studied using micro-CT. After 2months of implantation in
rabbit femur, enhanced new bone formation (60.79±2.72%) and good osseointegration were noticed for
JK21/0.5Ce sample in comparison to other alloys as indicated by Micro-CT (μ-CT) and histological
analysis.
On a different note, porous Mg scaffold was developed for non load bearing small scale bone defects.
Scaffolds were processed by simple powder metallurgy route with porosity ranging from 30-63 μm.
Compressive strength of the scaffold varied from 184±9.9 MPa to 24±4.54 MPa, while porosity increases
from 6% to 40%. Mg/10wt.% Naphtalene exhibited least corrosion rate among all the prepared scaffold.
Finding a balance between corrosion, mechanical property and biocompatibility is one of the most
demanding challenges of Mg based fracture fixation devices. The present work provides some insight
on how a specialized processing route and addition of an optimum amount of bioactive reinforcements
(10 wt.% BG 5and 3 wt.% MgP) in Mg composite and specific alloy composition (0.5 wt.% Ce) with
post processing, can address these critical challenges. Also, the possibility of use of Mg, other than
fracture fixation device, as non-load bearing bone scaffold was described.
Keywords: Mg Composite, Bioactive glass, Mg Alloy, Cerium, Porous scaffold, μ-CT
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TEMPERATURE PREDICTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
CONCRETE EXPOSED TO ELEVATED TEMPERATURE
Manisha Malik
Supervisor: Prof. Sriman Kumar Bhattacharyya and Prof. Sudhir Kumar Barai
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17176
The occurrence of fire in building structures is a random and uncertain event. Retrofitting of structures
exposed to accidental fires has always been a challenge to engineers. The extent and spread of fire depend
on various factors such as type of infrastructure, presence of inflammable materials, and ventilation,
making it difficult to develop a framework to simulate structural elements exposed to fire. Hence,
uniform temperature distribution is assumed along the entire length of the structural members i n most of
the studies backtracking temperature field in fire-affected concrete. Several microstructural studies have
also been conducted on mortar and hardened cement paste to relate the temperature and post-fire
behavior of concrete. Such studies are unsuitable for estimating the properties of heated concrete as the
specimens are devoid of coarse aggregates and interfacial transition zone between mortar and coarse
aggregates.
Depending upon the damage assessment of a fire-damaged concrete structural element, an organized
solution for the retrofitting step must be established. Critical visual scrutiny and understanding the
characteristics of existing structural materials at the exposed temperature is one of the primary needs.
The objective of the present work is to study the behavior of concrete exposed to elevated temperatures
to characterize the material and arrive at a suitable methodology for predicting the temperature fields
and reserved strength of structures subjected to non-uniform temperature exposure during fire events.
Experimental and numerical studies for predicting temperature field and reserved strength in concrete
structural elements exposed to non-uniform elevated temperatures are undertaken as a part of the present
work. Material characterization, microstructural and chemical analysis of concrete and its constituents
are carried out after exposing these to a wide range of high temperatures varying from room level
(24±2ºC) to 1000ºC. The physical, thermal and mechanical properties of heated specimens are evaluated.
Porosity characterization is carried out using five different techniques. Based on the experimental results
and observations, correlations amongst temperature, strength, and porosity are proposed to predict the
reserved strength and temperature field in normal and high strength concrete structural elements exposed
to elevated temperatures. It is assumed that the temperature distribution in the fire-affected concrete
specimens is non-uniform. Hence, using the proposed material-based approach, multiple specimens from
different locations of a structural member/compartment may be tested for porosity, and based on the
recommended set of equations, the temperature field of an individual concrete structural
member/compartment may be retraced. Finally, a numerical model of concrete elements subjected to
thermal and mechanical loading is developed to observe whether reserved strength of concrete obtained
in the experiments can be accurately determined using a finite element model.
Keywords: Concrete, Fire, Elevated Temperature, Porosity, Concrete Microstructure, Backscattered
Electron Imaging, Numerical Modelling
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LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF INCOMPRESSIBLE TURBULENT FLOW
INSIDE LID-DRIVEN CAVITY
Debabrat Samantaray
Supervisor: Prof. Manab Kumar Das
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17177
Large eddy simulation of incompressible flow inside a lid driven cubic cavity for a range of Reynolds
number (Re: 1000 - 15000) and different aspect ratio (Re = 11800) are carried out using dynamic
Smagorinsky model (DSM). The governing equations were discretized using second-order central
difference scheme on a staggered grid arrangement. A second-order time-accurate Adams-Bashforth
fractional-step method was used for time integral, where the advective and diffusive terms were treated
explicitly. The multi-processing is used to reduce the computational time with the OpenMP extension of
C++ code. Center-linemean, RMS velocity profiles and Reynolds stresses are compared with the existing
experimental and numerical results. Except for Re = 1000, the boundary layer slope at wall remains
almost same up to the point of inflexion on the mid-bottom wall and on themid-upstreamwall. With
increase in Re, the point of inflexion adjusts in such a way so as tomake larger and larger volume of fluid
a sluggishly-rotating
central core. The number of TGL vortices increase with increase in span-wise aspect ratio. The turbulent
quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent production dissipation are found to be increasing
with increase in Re and low depth-wise aspect ratio cavities at higher Re. The auto and cross correlation
at low Re (= 3200) flow show periodic nature and as Re increases it becomes aperiodic implying shifting
towards turbulent regime. The cross-correlation decreases with increase in Re. The Power spectra
follows Kolmogorov’s -5/3 slope in the inertial sub-range irrespective of the Re and aspect ratio, but the
length of inertial sub-range increases as Re increases. Kolmogorov length scale (η) and Taylormicro
scale (λ) both decrease towards the wall as dissipation is high at the walls. Anisotropic invariant map
(AIM) has been plotted; nature of turbulence is found to be non-homogeneous and anisotropic even at
low Re (= 3200) and nonhomogeneity increases as Re increases. With increasing Re, the turbulence at
the core region of the cavity shifts closer to isotropic.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE ROW MECHANICAL PADDY
HARVESTER
Shekhar Kumar Sahu
Supervisor: Prof. E.V. Thomas
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No: NB17178
In India, the farmers of marginal and small categories perform cutting and threshing of paddy crop
separately because of unaffordable cost of existing mini combine harvester. Consequently, their tradition
of performing operations separately continues which leads to dependency on labors and machine owners.
Labor demand increases in peak season which causes labor shortage and hence the delay in harvesting.
As a result, the grain loss increases due to shattering during harvesting. The manual crop harvesting
consumes large number of labor and time which results in increased input cost and disturbance in
timeliness of operation. These problems could be minimized by improving the mechanization level of
small farms. Considering these facts, a low-cost small scale machine was developed. Dissimilar to the
existing manual or mechanical methods, the sequence of operations like cutting and then threshing was
not adopted in the proposed machine. It was designed to thresh only the grain bearing portion of the
standing plant and can cover single row at a time. In the existing machines, the crop cutting unit, feeding
unit and the threshing of whole crop consumes more energy. With developed harvester, direct threshing
of grain bearing portion of standing plants was carried out in-situ which permits faster threshing than the
whole crop feed thresher. The panicles appear in the plant above 60 cm height for the crop variety IR36 and therefore, the axis height of threshing cylinder was fixed at 60 from the ground. Some mechanical
properties of the paddy plant such as straw breaking force and plant uprooting force were also
determined. Using these values, a laboratory model harvester was developed. It comprised of a threshing
cylinder fitted with wire-loop threshing elements, concave, collecting tray, crop guiding plates, motor
and power transmission. The thresher was kept stationary and plants were moved for feeding them into
thresher. Torque sensor, rotary encoder and proximity sensor were equipped for measuring threshing
torque, cylinder speed and crop feeding speed. Experimental layout was designed using central
composite design and accordingly laboratory experiment was conducted. Numerical optimization was
carried out and it was found that the threshing efficiency, specific energy consumption and total grain
loss were 98.99%, 1.59 kWh/ton of grain and 4.84%, respectively, at optimized cylinder speed and crop
feeding speed of 18.94 m/s and 0.8 km/h, respectively.
Based on the optimized values, a field model of single-row harvester was developed. It was supported on
wheels. A gasoline engine was used to power both the threshing cylinder and the ground wheels. The field
model was also equipped with torque sensor and rotary encoder and then tested in the field. For the field
model, specific energy consumption was found to be 3.42 kWh/ton of grain at a grain throughput rate of 82
kg/h. Later, the transducers were removed and a prototype single row harvester (PSRH) was made and tested
again in the field. The PSRH had a threshing efficiency, total grain loss, field capacity, fuel consumption and
operational cost 98.23%, 4.75%, 0.014 ha/h, 0.27 l/h and 7022 ₹/ha, respectively.
Labor requirement, operational cost and grain loss in different existing methods were compared with those
of PSRH. These parameters were, respectively, 2.5, 1.3 and 2.4 times lower in PSRH compared to manual
harvesting. Comparing the combination of manual cutting and pedal-operated thresher together with
developed PSRH, the labor requirement and cost of operation of 55.75 and 32%, respectively, could be saved
using PSRH. While comparing the manual crop cutting and power threshing together, the labor requirement,
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operational cost and grain loss of 74 to 94 manh/ ha, ₹2,084 to 2,709 /ha and 1.31 to 7.98%, respectively,
could be saved using PSRH.
It was concluded that the low-cost prototype harvester can be used by small and marginal farmers having less
than 2 ha land due to its lower labor requirement, cost of operation and grain loss over conventional methods
of crop cutting and threshing. It can be used for harvesting paddy crop in less time, which could save the crop
against adverse weather conditions of sudden rain.
Keywords: harvester, direct threshing of panicle, peripheral speed of threshing cylinder, threshing efficiency,
grain loss, specific energy consumption.
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FLOOD HAZARD ASSESSMENT UNDER CHANGING FLOOD REGIME IN
MAHANADI RIVER BASIN
Prachi Pratyasha Jena
Supervisor: Prof. Chandranath Chatterjee
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No: NB17179
Flood hazard assessment is important task in making proper management plan for floods in the changing
climate. Flood regime changes as a result of changing river discharge in terms of frequency and
magnitude. This study aims to answer whether frequent floods in the delta region of Mahanadi basin are
due to an increase in rainfall extremes over the basin and subsequently, to assess the flood hazard in the
delta region for possible future flood scenarios. In light of frequent floods in delta region of the basin,
trends of extreme rainfall and runoff in the upper and middle reaches of Mahanadi basin are analysed.
Change in flood regime of the basin is analysed based on flood severity and flood frequency. Four
different flood scenarios are considered such as reference scenario, present scenario and two possible
future scenario modifying the peak flood series with percentage change approach. Cartosat-1 Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) is developed from the stereo image pair and assessed for its quality. Flood
hazard is assessed in terms of maximum water level and flood inundation extent for changing flood
regime. Trends of extreme rainfall in middle
region of the basin is found to be increasing which is linked to increasing trend of peak flow of middle
region. Further, flood severity of the Mahanadi delta is also found to be increasing based on the flood
estimates of 30-year moving window peak flow series at Naraj (head of delta region). Based of frequency
analysis of flood, floods of higher return period such as 61 years happens to be lower return period flood
such as 11 years in possible future scenario. For flood modelling, Cartosat-1 DEM showed better
representation of river cross-section than that of freely available DEM. Performance of 1D
hydrodynamic model, MIKE11 based on cross-section derived from Cartosat-1 DEM is found to be
satisfactory in simulating river discharge and water level in different distributaries of the del ta region.
Coupled 1D/2D hydrodynamic model, MIKEFLOOD based on Cartosat-1 DEM is also found to be
satisfactory in simulating flood inundation in delta region of the Mahanadi basin. The maximum water
level profile of recent historical high floods is found to be equivalent or higher than 5- and 10-year return
period floods of possible future flood scenarios. Flood inundation assessment under different land-uses
reveals that the economically significant land-uses in the delta region, such as cropland, built-up land
and aquaculture, are likely to be the most affected in possible future flood scenarios. Spatial coverage of
'high' and 'very high' flood depth increases and that of 'low' depth decreases with a higher return period
for the delta region of Mahanadi basin. The increasing trend of the inundation area for 'very high' flood
depth indicates agricultural vulnerability in the delta region of the basin.
Key Words: Flood hazard assessment, Trend analysis, Cartosat-1 Digital elevation model, Flood
scenarios.
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DESIGN OF RADIATION TOLERANT RELIABLE CMOS CIRCUITS
Sajjade Faisal Mustafa Zille Ilahi
Supervisor: Prof. Neeraj Kumar Goyal and Dr. B K S V L Varaprasad
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability
Accession No: NB17180
Many radiation hardened by design (RHBD) latch circuits based on temporal or spatial redundancy
techniques have been presented in the literature in last three decades to mitigate single event upset (SEU)
in spaceborne digital ICs. In the submicron CMOS fabrication technology era, the research was aimed
to intercept a single event transient (SET) at a single transistor (node). To alleviate the deep submicron
(DSM) technology challenge, the research paradigm has shifted towards designing double node upset
(DNU) or multiple nodes upset (MNU) tolerant latch circuits. The circuits incorporating diverse design
principles like node interlocking, feedback blocking, node guarding, pulse filtering, pulse attenuating,
hybrid are used for the purpose as presented in the literature. In this thesis, we have investigated the
published RHBD circuits considering the DSM technology challenge. It is found that the published latch
circuits get upset when a charged particle strikes at: a pair of internal nodes, input data node, or control
input nodes under specific scenarios. Herein we proposed, first, a self-recoverable rule-based MNU
tolerant latch to improve the reliability of core structure (internal nodes) of the latch. Then, two generic
fork buffer solutions are presented to eliminate SEU criticality of the input data node of an RHBD latch.
Afterwards, a couple of generic SET mitigation circuits with SET immune leaf nodes are presented to
mitigate SEU criticality of control inputs of the RHBD latch. The leaf nodes (outputs of the proposed
circuit) which interface with control inputs of the RHBD latch are immune to SET faults while the input
of the circuit masks the desired width of SET pulse. Finally, work presented in this thesis results in
reliable flip-flop circuit wherein its SET sensitive nodes are MNU tolerant. It is shown that the solutions
possess significantly high reliability in terms of critical charge and SET tolerance with all the desirable
features of an RHBD circuit of the current DSM technology era. The design rules presented in this thesis
may help in a computer-aided design tool for the synthesis of an RHBD latch circuit.
Keywords: Reliability issues, Reliability improvement, Critical charge, Reliable CMOS circuits, RHBD
latch, RHBD flip-flop, Rule-based design, Node interlocking, DNU tolerant, MNU tolerant, Fault
tolerant, Space systems, Single-point failure, Fork buffer, Node guarding, SET filter, SET attenuator,
SET immune leaf node, PSM circuit, BSM circuit, RDTL, RDTF.
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CHARACTERIZATION, PREDICTION AND CONTROL OF FRACTURE IN
AEROSPACE GRADE UNIDIRECTIONAL CFRP COMPOSITE
Vikas Kaushik
Supervisor: Dr. Anup Ghosh
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Accession No: NB17181

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites are widely used in the aerospace industry for
enhanced thermomechanical properties. This research work presents effective investigations for
characterization of interlaminar, intralaminar and translaminar fracture in aerospace grade unidirectional
laminated composites (Hexply 914/34%/UD 160/AS4-12K). The laminated composites panels are
fabricated using autoclave curing process in order to achieve optimum laminate properties. Thin layer
of release films have been inserted between the central plies of laminates to introduce a starter
delamination in the specimens. Mode-I intralaminar and translaminar fracture toughness tests have been
performed on compact tension (CT) specimens of CFRP laminated composites. The interlaminar fracture
tests have been performed on non-precraked (NPC) and pre-cracked (PC) specimens in order to account
for the amount of energy required to initiate crack propagation from the natural crack front and sharp
crack tip, respectively. Mode-I, Mode-II and Mixed-Mode (Mode-I+II) interlaminar fracture tests have
been performed on Double Cantilever Beam (DCB), End-Notched Flexure (ENF) and Mixed-Mode
bending (MMB) specimens, respectively. The Mode-I and Mode-II frature tests have been performed on
both NPC and PC specimens in order to estimate the influence of crack tip nature on fracture behaviour .
Mixed-Mode fracture tests are performed on NPC specimens for the estimation of energy required to
initiate crack growth from the natural crack tip. The experimental Mode-I fatigue tests have been carried
out on NPC and PC specimens. To determine the fibre bridging effect, DCB specimens have been tested
under cyclic loading with constant stress ratio and displacement followed by increased loading
displacement. A significant shift in Paris law resistance curves represents the influence of fibre bridging
in the specimen. The Mode-II fatigue tests have been carried out using a 3-point bending fixture PC
specimens. During their service life, composite structures are exposed to adverse environmental
conditions. The Mode I & Mode II fracture tests are carried out on aerospace grade composite (AS4/914)
specimens at −550𝐶, which is similar to the cruise condition of an aircraft. A significant reduction in
interlaminar fracture toughness has been observed due to the fragile nature of the matrix under a cold
environment. The modified traction separation law for Mode-I tests has been evaluated from the
superposition of traditional bilinear law and derived fibre bridging law. The scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) technique has been utilized for the examination of fractured surfaces in order to
understand the fracture morphologies, failure source and probable cause of failure. The experimentally
obtained fracture properties have been further introduced to numerical formulation for crack initiation
and propogation modelling under different and environmental conditions. The service life of delaminated
or damaged structures may be prolonged through effective damage control instead of immediate
replacement of the structure. This research work presents, an investigation of Mode-I fracture control in
unidirectional laminated composites using a smart material approach. The P1 type macro fibre
composites (MFC) actuators are selected for current research because of their higher free strain, high
mechanical flexibility and good blocking force. Mode-I fracture tests have been performed using surface
bonded MFC actuators under the application of electric voltages. The MFC actuators have significant
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control over Mode-I fracture energy of CFRP laminated composites under the application of electric
voltages. A NURBS-based Extended Isogeometric Analysis (XIGA) approach has been adopted for
fracture analysis in orthotropic media with varying angle of orthotropy. The numerical simulations of
the intralaminar and translaminar fracture using XIGA approach shows a good agreement with
experimental results. Numerical simulations of interlaminar fracture have been carried out using a
combined framework of fracture mechanics encompassing extended isogeometric analysis (XIGA) and
CZM approach of damage mechanics. The XIGA-CZM based approach efficiently models interlaminar
fracture in laminated composites under Mode-I, Mode-II and Mixed-Mode loading conditions. This
combined XIGA-CZM approach has been utilized for fatigue crack propagation modeling in DCB and
ENF specimens. This XIGA-CZM based numerical approach has been further enhanced and enriched
with thermally influenced fracture toughness properties. Results obtained from the present approach
shows a good agreement with experimentally obtained results. The modified pin force model (MPFM)
has been adopted for the evaluation of actuation forces in surface bonded MFC actuators. The XIGA CZM based approach in combination with MPFM has been further utilized fracture modelling under
electromechanical loading conditions and shows a good agreement with experimentally obtained results.
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PREDICTION OF ROCK DAMAGE THROUGH NEARFIELD GROUND
VIBRATION ANALYSIS FOR SURFACE BLASTING
Satyabrata Behera
Supervisor: Dr. Kaushik Dey
Department of Mining Engineering
Accession No: NB17182
Blasting is the most common and economic way to excavate rockmass. In this process, explosive energy
is utilised to produce vast quantities of energy instantaneously in the form of shock wave and gas pressure
to decrease the strength of the rockmass. So that, the rockmass can be excavated easily. However,
uncontrolled propagation of explosive energies result into unwanted damages to the surrounding
rockmass beyond the desired excavation periphery. Such types of unwanted damages to the rockmass
are called blast-induced-rockmass-damages (BIRD). These damages reduce the rockmass integrity and
create problems in drilling for the next blast round holes or the stability of the highwall slopes. Thus,
measurement and estimation of such damages are essential for a productive and safe mining operation.
The techniques and instruments associated with measuring the damages are varied according to the
physical ground conditions. In the surface blasting, the damage on the surface is called 'backbreak’, and
it is measured by the physical offset surveying technique. However, the damages which are below the
surface level and the minute cracked zone can be assessed using geophysical surveying methods. There
are various prediction techniques available to estimate the blast-induced rock damage zones. Such
techniques can be classified as vibration-based models, geophysical models, soft computing methods,
empirical models, finite element methods etc. Among these, accessible, less computational, and easy to
adopt method are vibration-based models. In the vibration-based models, the blast-induced ground
vibration is estimated in the form of peak particle velocity (PPV), and then the damage zone is delineated
by taking the threshold level of PPV. These models are of three types, namely- (i) extrapolation of
farfield measurement, (ii) nearfield measurement and (iii) nearfield modelling. In this study, two new
3D nearfield vibration-based models are developed to estimate the nearfield ground vibration (PPV).
The first model is developed for the single charge column and the other one for the simultaneous blasting
of multiple charge columns. The significance of these models is that these can estimate the PPV in any
direction and in a 3D space. Three single hole test blast rounds and four multiple hole test blast rounds
are designed to establish these proposed models. The blast-induced rock damage extents are observed
for each blast. The threshold level of PPV for rock damage at the boundary of the damage zones are
estimated from the developed nearfield vibration models. Considering the threshold level of PPV for
rock damage, damage envelops are created. The accuracy of the delineated damage zones is determined.
As these models are site-specific, for determining the damage zone through these models, the sitespecific constants have to be determined. These constants are obtained from the regression analysis
between the measured peak particle velocity, 𝑣𝑡 (mm/sec) and the square root scale distance (SD) of that
site.
The developed damage envelop is also compared with the simulated results obtained from the finite
element analysis carried out in Ansys explicit dynamic platform for single hole test blast rounds.
Similarly, the developed damage envelop for the multiple hole test blast rounds are compared with the
damage zones estimated from multichannel analysis of the surface wave (MASW) method, one of the
seismic survey methods, used to study the shear wave velocity pattern of the rockmass. The results
obtained from these test blast rounds, clearly shows that the damage envelops obtained from the
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threshold level of PPV estimated using developed nearfield vibration models are providing the blastinduced damaged zone for single charge column as well as for the multiple hole blast rounds with
sufficient accuracy (deviation less than 12 percent). Application of the 3D nearfield vibration-based
damage prediction model is also applied to test its applicability in regular production blasting, where
more number of holes are blasted with a complex delay sequence. Ten production blast rounds in
limestone mine, and ten production blast rounds in overburden benches of the coal mine (Sandstone
rockmass) are studied. It is found that the model is predicting the backbreak with a deviation of less than
30 percentage.
Keywords: Blast-induced damage, PPV, Ansys explicit dynamic, MASW, 3D nearfield vibration model,
Threshold PPV
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AN UNIFIED FRAMEWORK FOR ACCURATE PITCH ESTIMATION FROM
HUMAN VOICE
Pradeep R
Supervisor: Prof. K. Sreenivasa Rao and Prof. Pallab Dasgupta
Advanced Technology Development Center
Accession No: NB17183
Pitch or fundamental frequency estimation is the task of automatically estimating the rate of vocal fold
vibrations of a human speech signal. The major categorization of human voice based on prosodic
variations includes neutral speech, song, and emotional speech. Initial pitch estimation approaches
focused on neutral speech signals, and later they were adapted to songs. Although the fundamental
frequency estimation can be adapted to work with speech and song, tuning of input parameters is not a
trivial task. This becomes even more difficult when analyzing emotional, conversational and storytelling
speech signals, since the prosodic variations resemble the characteristics of both speech and song. The
main objective of our work is to develop a single pitch estimation method that works well across neutral
speech, song and emotional speech signals.
In this work, the pitch estimation task is analyzed from time-domain, spectral-domain and the datadriven approaches for neutral speech, song and emotional speech signals. In the spectral domain, we
develop novel features and use machine-learning algorithms in detection of harmonic partials.
Specifically, we exploit the characteristics of resonant frequencies and strong harmonic partials in voiced
segments to identify at least three successive harmonic partials. In the time-domain, the glottal excitation
regions are identified based the RNN-LSTM model. The fundamental frequency is estimated from the
voiced regions by exploiting the quasi-harmonic and quasi-periodic properties of the signal. In the datadriven approach, the fundamental frequency estimation is considered as a classification problem. A novel
encoder-decoder model is developed with the deep learning approaches performed in encoder block and
signal processing approaches performed in the decoder block. The developed fundamental frequency
estimation approaches are deployed for developing pedagogical tools for learning Hindustani music.
The major contributions of the works presented in the thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A robust GCI estimation method based on filtering and non-parametric techniques is proposed.
• A spectrum-based f0 estimation method is developed for accurate melody extraction from monophonic
songs.
• A LSTM model is developed for accurate detection of voiced/unvoiced regions in the speech and the
song signals.
• A time-domain filtering approach is proposed for accurate estimation of f0 from the speech and song
signals.
• A hybrid method consisting of deep learning and signal processing techniques is proposed for accurate
f0 estimation from both speech and song signals.
• An automatic SARGAM learning system is developed for guiding the amateur singers to practice and
learn singing in the absence of the teacher.
• A system to identify the raga based on the note distribution is developed.
Keywords: Glottal Closure Instant, Harmonic Partials, Convolutional Neural Networks, Long ShortTerm Memory, Neutral speech, Monophonic songs, Multi-Layer Perceptron,
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Melody Extraction, Fundamental frequency estimation, Pitch estimation, Hindustani
Music, Indian Classical, SARGAM analysis, Tanpura tuner, Raga Identification.
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IMPERFECT MAINTENANCE MODELLING AND ANALYSIS OF
REPAIRABLE SYSTEMS
Garima Sharma
Supervisor: Prof. Rajiv Nandan Rai
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability
Accession No: NB17184
The necessity of reliability and maintenance modelling and analysis of repairable systems has been
showing an increasing trend due to the complexity of such systems. Repairable systems are the systems
that can be restored to an operating condition after failure by any method other than the replacement of
whole system. Moreover, they undergo various preventive maintenances (PM) and are often subjected
to imperfect maintenance. To undertake the reliability analysis of repairable systems, most of the
industries establish their own set up of maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) facilities.
This research work focuses on developing imperfect maintenance based scientific models and
methodologies for the industries that deal with complex repairable systems. More precisely, four
objectives are formulated to address the research gaps that emerge from the existing literature. The first
objective proposes a virtual age model by considering corrective maintenance (CM), scheduled
preventive maintenance (SPM), and overhaul as imperfect. The second objective develops a technique
and virtual age models for repairable systems which can simultaneously address failure mode (FM) wise
censoring data considering both the SPM and CM as imperfect. The third objective is divided into two
subobjectives. First develops the methodology to identify the high failure rate components (HFRCs)
which applies risk-based threshold on intensity function. This methodology is developed to remove the
ambiguity while taking decisions regarding the declaration of a system to be HFRC. As a second part of
third objective, we develop a progressive maintenance policy (PMP) according to which, hard life, SPM
time, and overhaul period of the system are revised after each service activity. The fourth objective
brings out the limitations of the quantitative assessment of repair effectiveness (RE) and highlights the
need for further examining it qualitatively.
A real time data sets of aero engines, turbo-starter, and plunger pump have been used to demonstrate the
proposed models and methodologies in the different objectives. The proposed models and methodologies
can be extended to any other repairable systems that undergo a similar MRO policy.
Keywords: Imperfect maintenance; Repairable Systems; Imperfect overhaul; Data Censoring;
Progressive maintenance policy; High Failure Rate Components; Aero engines; Repair Quality Factors;
Bayesian Networks.
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DESIGNING PROVABLY SECURE ADVANCED CRYPTOGRAPHIC
PRIMITIVES: WITNESS ENCRYPTION, FULLY HOMOMORPHIC
ENCRYPTION AND FUNCTIONAL ENCRYPTION
Tapas Pal
Supervisor: Dr. Ratna Dutta
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17185
The purpose of this thesis is to construct and analyze advanced cryptographic primitives, namely witness
encryption (WE) with an offline phase, fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) in identity-based and
attribute-based settings and functional encryption (FE) for expressive functionalities. More precisely,
the contributions are listed as follows:
• We construct an efficient selectively secure offline witness encryption (OWE) scheme from
randomized encoding (RE) in common reference string (CRS) model. We introduce the notion of
puncturable witness pseudorandom function (PWPRF) and give a construction from indistinguishability
obfuscation (iO) and puncturable PRF (PPRF). We employ our PWPRF to build a semiadaptively secure
(a notion stronger than selective security) OWE which enjoys an optimal size ciphertext. Moreover, the
OWEs are extended to offline functional witness encryption (OFWE) scheme achieving similar
efficiency and providing finer control over data.
• In cloud computing, the notion of FHE is an essential and primary primitive that enables us to use the
computing power of a server while preserving privacy of our data. We present the first generic
constructions of multi-identity pure FHE (MIFHE) and multi-attribute pure FHE (MAFHE) secure under
the type one of chosen ciphertext attacks (CCA1). The goal is achieved in two steps. First, we build a
CCA secure identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme (respectively, attribute-based encryption (ABE)
scheme) fromWPRF and then bootstrap the construction to a CCA1 secure MIFHE (respectively,
MAFHE) using a multi-key pure FHE (MFHE). On the way to achieving MAFHE, we design the first
CCA secure ABE for all circuits that enjoys an optimal size ciphertext.
• We propose several FE schemes having useful functionalities and practical security models. We present
a non-generic construction of CCA secure attribute-hiding non-zero inner product encryption (AHNIPE)
from the plain decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. We exhibit applications of AHNIPE in
designing anonymous identity-based revocation (ANON-IBR) and anonymous identity-based trace and
revoke (ANON-IBTR) schemes. Next, we demonstrate how to realize finer access control over inner
product functional encryption (IPFE) by constructing a primitive called attribute based IPFE (ABIPFE).
The ABIPFE is the first of its kind where we can embed any boolean function into the secret-keys of the
system. We design selectively secure ABIPFE from the standard learning with errors (LWE) assumption.
Furthermore, we extend it to an attribute-based multi-input inner product functional encryption
(ABMIPFE) where secret-keys are associated with multiple policies subject to different encryption slots.
Finally, we provide a generic construction of CCA secure public-key FE (PKFE) for all polynomial-size
circuits. The goal is accomplished in two steps. First, we formalize the notion of constrained WPRF
(CWPRF) by generalizing the primitive PWPRF and give a construction of CWPRF from iO and
constrained PRF (CPRF). Then, we utilize the pseudorandomness property of PWPRF and function
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privacy property of CWPRF to build the first CCA secure PKFE for all circuits. The PKFE produces
succinct ciphertexts that are independent of the size and depth of the circuit class under consideration.
Keywords: offline witness encryption, randomized encoding, obfuscation, witness pseudorandom
function, selective security, semi-adaptive security, identity based encryption, attribute-based
encryption, multi-identity pure fully homomorphic encryption, multi-attribute pure fully homomorphic
encryption, chosen ciphertext attacks, functional encryption, non-zero inner product functional
encryption, attribute-hiding, attribute-based inner product functional encryption, public-key functional
encryption.
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ONE- AND TWO-PHOTON RESPONSIVE PHOTOREMOVABLE
PROTECTING GROUPS FOR UNCAGING BIOACTIVE MOLECULES
WITHIN THE PHOTOTHERAPEUTIC WINDOW
Biswajit Roy
Supervisor: Prof. N. D. Pradeep Singh and Prof. Dipakranjan Mal
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17186
Our main focus is to develop one-and two-photon responsive photoremovable protecting groups
(PRPGs) for spatio-temporal uncaging of biological entities upon irradiation of light within the
‘phototherapeutic window’ (600 – 950 nm), and use these PRPGs to develop drug delivery systems
(DDSs) for cancer therapy.
The thesis entitled “One- and Two-Photon Responsive Photoremovable Protecting Groups for Uncaging
Bioactive Molecules within the Phototherapeutic Window” consists of five chapters. Chapter 1
describes the overview of one and two-photon responsive photoremovable protecting groups (PRPGs)
and their applications as drug delivery systems for cancer treatment. Chapter 2 explains the strategy to
reverse multidrug resistance for alkylating agents in cancer cells by stepwise dual stimuli triggered dual
drug release using single naphthalene-based two-photon chromophore with dual surveillance in uncaging
steps. Chapter 3 demonstrates Ground-State Proton-Transfer (GSPT) assisted enhanced two-photon
uncaging from a binol based AIE-fluorogenic phototrigger. Chapter 4 deals with NIR-responsive
lysosomotropic phototrigger, which acts as a ʽAIE + ESIPTʼ active single naphthalene probe with
twophoton uncaging and real-time monitoring ability. Chapter 5 describes a dicyanomethylene-4Hpyran based PRPG that uncages active molecules upon irradiation with red light (600-650 nm) via singlephoton excitation.
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TROPICAL CYCLOGENESIS AND ITS DETECTION FOR THE NORTH
INDIAN OCEAN
Jiya Albert
Supervisor: Professor Prasad K. Bhaskaran
Department of Ocean Engineering and Naval Architecture
Accession No: NB17187
Tropical cyclones (TCs) that form over the North Indian Ocean (NIO) region is an extreme weather
event that results in loss of human life, destruction to property and infrastructure in the coastal regions.
This study indicates that NIO TC activity (genesis frequency and intensity) show an increasing trend and
has an inter-basin teleconnection with the Pacific Ocean basin. Case studies for both pre- and postmonsoon cyclones were investigated using the Oceanic Nino Index (ONI) and its inter-relationship with
NIO Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Ocean Heat Content (OHC) anomalies. The study also showed
an in-phase relationship between maximum cyclonic wind speed (Vmax) and SST for the Bay of Bengal
basin and also with OHC variability. This study also investigated the genesis mechanism of TCs in higher
atmospheric levels which is a challenge for NIO TC forecasting. The study devised a novel method using
the Eddy detection technique applying the key indicative parameter of Okubo-Weiss (OW) to investigate
the formative stages and advance detection time ≈90 hours for tropical cyclogenesis before satellite
detection in the North Indian Ocean region. Further, the study also formulated a suitable OW threshold
value for both the rotational and shear components that needs to sustain for sufficient duration in order
to trigger and initiate cyclogenesis in the upper atmosphere. In addition, the study also identified an
optimum grid size using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) that can be effectively used for
the detection scheme. Study was also carried out to understand the role and influence of key atmospheric
parameters on large-scale environmental flow and ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation) on tropical
cyclone activity over the NIO basin. Detailed analysis was conducted on parameters influencing
cyclogenesis formation and the study established a correlation between tropical cyclogenesis and
Genesis Potential Index. Notable findings from the study indicates that strong mid-level Relative
Humidity (RH600), positive low-level Relative Vorticity (RV850), weak Vertical Wind Shear (VWS),
warm Sea Surface Temperature (SST), and suppressed Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR500) are the
responsible factors leading to increased tropical cyclone activity in the North Indian Ocean. Study
signifies that RH600, RV850, and OLR500 are distinct during pre-monsoon seasons of La Niña and that
favors the genesis of severe cyclone formation over this region.
Key Words: Eddy Detection Technique, Okubo Weiss Parameter, WRF, La Niña
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AGGREGATION KINETICS OF AMYLIN AND ITS OPTICAL AND
ELECTROCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Suparna Khatun
Supervisor: Prof. Amar Nath Gupta
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17188
Amylin is a peptide hormone co-secreted with insulin from the pancreatic β-cell. The formation of
intermediate oligomers is a seminal event in the eventual self-assembled fibril structures of amylin,
believed to have a central role in Type-II diabetes mellitus. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a deeper
understanding of structural changes during its aggregation pathways for developing therapeutic
strategies.
In this thesis, we observe the kinetics of amylin aggregation experimentally from monomers to nonidentical multi-stranded fibrils that follow a sigmoidal growth, and the shape changed from globular to
rod-like entities. The repulsive interaction in the globular form switches to attractive to initiate the
aggregation process. The microscopy data shows that the distance between protofibril is <5 Å,
confirming its stacking through hydrogen bonds. Next, we observe the vital signature for conversion of
α-helix into β-sheet secondary structures during aggregation through various spectroscopy techniques
by measuring the spectrum from the di-tyrosine linkage at the initial stages; emission bands
corresponding to tyrosinate, oligomer interaction, and structure-specific intrinsic fluorescence. The
elongation and widening of fibrils due to stacking of oligomers and monomers were implied in red/blueshifts. Further, we report a concentration-dependent competitive role of inhibitors/ligands on aggregation
rates and fluorescence quenching during aggregation and quantifying the conversion percentage of β sheets into less aggregation-prone secondary structures.
The matured fibrils of amylin were mechanically and chemically perturbed to access their stability. A
sufficient population of specific size intermediate amylin oligomers under diffusion-limited conditions
could self-assemble into fractal-like structures. The interactions between anisotropically distributed
hydrophobic and polar/ionic residues on the solvent-accessible surface of oligomers were crucial for
self-assembly and aggregation. The electrochemical and optical properties of amylin-denaturant
complexes were quantified by electron transfer rates, the irreversibility of oxidation-reduction, and
photoluminescence spectra. The results captured the structural heterogeneity and different disruption
mechanisms of the denaturants.
The thesis details the structural aspects of amylin aggregates, their self-assembly, and fibril stability
which may help fabricate bioinspired nanomaterials with enhanced electrochemical and optoelectronic
properties. In addition, the information of stable intermediates and their modulations in the presence of
different ligands is critical for designing drugs for protein misfolding diseases.
Keywords: Amylin, Type-II diabetes mellitus, Aggregation kinetics, Interaction parameter, Ligands,
Intrinsic fluorescence, Fluorescence quenching, Fibril stability, Fractal self-assembly
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SMALL-SCALE TEA GROWERS, ORGANIC CULTIVATION, AND
SUSTAINABILITY: AN EVALUATION IN EASTERN INDIA
Nabajyoti Deka
Supervisor: Professor Kishor Goswami
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No: NB17189
The small-scale tea production sector forms a significant part of the global tea industry and supports the
rural economy in several tea-producing countries in Africa and Asia including India. However, the smallscale tea growers are often confronted with challenges like limited technical knowledge and commercial
skills, lack of capital, limited marketing options, and meagre income from tea cultivation that threaten
their existence and livelihoods. Their dependency on the Bought Leaf Factories to sell raw tea leaves
has reduced them to mere cultivators. Many growers extensively rely on chemical inputs to achieve
higher yield, which makes tea cultivation environmentally and economically unsustainable.
Nevertheless, some small-scale growers in the traditional tea-growing regions in India have adopted
organic cultivation in anticipation of economic and environmental benefits. Given the sustainability
(social, economic, and environmental) implications of organic cultivation, the present study analysed the
adoption of organic cultivation and its consequences in the small-scale tea production sector. The study
is based on the analyses of primary data collected from the small-scale tea growers and other stakeholders
of the tea sub-sector in two globally well-known tea-producing regions of India viz., Assam and
Darjeeling. It used a mixed methods research, i.e., a combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses.
The study found that organic cultivation of tea can be a profitable alternative for small -scale growers
when compared to conventional cultivation and that it is also an economically viable option in the long
term. The study analysed organic tea cultivation within the framework of sustainability and identified
the factors that significantly influenced the conventional growers to adopt organic cultivation. The study
revealed that organic cultivation of tea has provided an avenue for the growers to get involved in value
addition activities like processing and marketing of tea, which is leading to the development of a
sustainable tea value chain controlled by the small-scale growers. The study also established Alternative
Food Network as a possible pathway for organic tea growers to achieve sustainability. Overall, the
findings of the study have significant implications for policy-making and practice to promote sustainable
tea production and consumption patterns.
Keywords: Small-scale tea growers, organic cultivation, adoption, value chain, sustainability.
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DATA-DRIVEN CONTROL MODELING FOR POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY WITH
POWERSTRAIN OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERING GRADEABILITY FOR
ECODESIGNING OF PLUGIN HYBRID ELECTRIC CAR
Debraj Bhattacharjee
Supervisor: Dr. Prabha Bhola and Dr. Pranab K. Dan
Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No: NB17190
This research attempts to develop a methodology for augmenting ecodesign, comprising its attributes;
fuel consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission for a plugin hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV),
having the configuration of a passenger car. An unconventional consideration of gradeability, covering
rolling terrain is also factored in the proposed model. For ecodesigning, a data-driven methodology is
developed here by combining powertrain components optimization and power management strategy.
The fuel economy and GHG emission depend on both the external and internal factors, constituents of
ecodesign. The external factors are vehicle speed profile or driving cycle and road gradient. The internal
factors relate to powertrain components sizing or optimization as well as power management strategy
that influence vehicle energy consumption, affecting fuel economy and emission. Gradeability covering
rolling terrain and a standardised driving cycle are considered as external factors for powertrain
components sizing and power management strategy modeling for realizing ecodesign. Powertrain
components sizing is accomplished based on a design space exploration approach, utilizing surrogate
assisted evolutionary algorithms. For PMS, robustness is incorporated here based on explicit model
predictive control algorithm. The search space contraction, for this purpose, as necessary, is achieved by
using Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm, to generate multiple pareto heads as possible alternative
control solutions. To select the set of best pareto heads for optimal control signal, the dynamic
programming (DP) technique is employed. The results show that based on the proposed ecodesigning
approach, an improvement, exceeding 5 % in fuel economy is seen when compared with a DP based
solution and the same turns out to be nearly 10% when compared with a fuzzy based solution. This
establishes the superiority of the proposed model. The results also exhibit reduction in emission range
between 5% and 9% if compared with DP based result and such values range between 10% and 18%,
when compared with a Fuzzy based solution. The proposed methodology for ecodesigning also aids in
light-weighting of the vehicle, which is around 4%. Above results indicate improvements in target design
parameters and hence, the proposed methodology can be beneficially adopted for ecodesigning.
Keywords: Design planning, Fuel Economy, Greenhouse gas emission, Explicit Model predictive
control, Plugin hybrid electric vehicle, Power management strategy, Surrogate assisted design
optimization
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FEATURE AND KERNEL SELECTION VIA INSTANCE VOTING:
APPLICATIONS TO BRAIN NETWORK CLASSIFICATION
C Lily Srujana
Supervisor: Prof. Goutam Saha
Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17191
Feature selection (FS) aims to select a useful subset of features for classification while discarding
irrelevant ones. Feature selection is challenging for low sample size, high-dimensional data (e.g.,
neuroscience, gene expression datasets). The state-of-the-art FS techniques employ informationtheoretic measures that are sensitive to the sample size resulting in spurious estimates of feature
relevance, thereby deteriorating the classification and stability performance. In the first and second
contributions of the thesis, we propose graph-based instance voting approaches for FS in small samplesize, high-dimensional data. Here, we represent each feature dimension as a graph whose nodes and
edges correspond to the samples and their pairwise proximity, respectively. Graphs induced by the useful
features will tend to exhibit a clustering (modular) structure of the nodes; we define instance votes as
each node's contribution to graph modularity. For a given instance, its votes to the individual features
reflect their usefulness for classification in the locality of the instance (local relevance). Next, we pose
FS akin to the set-covering problem; we propose greedy heuristic strategies to select a relevant and nonredundant subset of the features such that they cover the instance space. The proposed FS algorithms
yielded lower misclassification rate as compared to other considered FS algorithms on both synthetic
and benchmark data. Through experiments on synthetic data, we demonstrate that the proposed FS
algorithms can effectively suppress irrelevant features and yield reasonably stable feature subsets.
Further, the proposed techniques outperformed other multivariate FS algorithms even for low training
sample size and exhibited greater robustness to feature noise.
Next, we consider another related problem, kernel selection, that arises in multiple kernel learning
(MKL). Kernel-based learning algorithms work upon pairwise similarity between the instances and can
be used with both vector and non-vector (e.g. text, graphs) data inputs. Here, the similarity is computed
using a specified kernel function or learned as data-dependent combination of multiple base kernels
(referred to as MKL). The kernel weights modulate each base kernel's influence in the overall
representation. In the presence of a large number of base kernels, kernel selection (KS) is necessary to
pre-select a subset of relevant and non-redundant kernel representations before combining them. While
FS deals with individual/subsets of features in the feature space (i.e., Euclidean space), KS operates in
the inner product space induced by the base kernels. In the third
contribution of the thesis, we represent each base kernel as a signed weighted graph and show that the
instance voting based greedy search developed for feature selection can also be used for kernel selection.
Also, we propose a heuristic graph-based approach for multiple kernel combining; we define kernel
weights in a localized manner, that allows them to vary across the input space. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approaches on synthetic and publicly available multi-view datasets.
Lastly, we demonstrate the application of the proposed algorithms to address the challenges in the
classification of brain networks. We investigated functional connectivity networks (FCNs) of preschool
children (36-59 months old) using continuous Magnetoencephalogram recordings acquired while they
watched cartoon videos. Specifically, we considered the problem of classifying the children's
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performance on standardized assessment tests (Low vs High) from their FCNs. The classification of
brain networks is a graph classification problem that can be addressed
using either of feature-based or kernel-based frameworks: (a) In the former case, the number of
node/edge-level features far exceeds the sample size. We employed the instance voting based FS
techniques to select a stable subset of features for classification. Our results show that the selected
features (that constitute the edges of the FCN) can reliably distinguish between the low and high scoring
children. (b) The classification of brain networks using graph kernels may be dissociated into kernel
selection (identifying the subset of useful nodes in the network) and multiple kernel combining (to obtain
the overall pairwise graph similarity). Our results demonstrate that though global graph similarity
measures may not be able to distinguish between classes, the local (node-wise) kernel measures are
capable of capturing the differences in the functional brain network patterns with respect to the nodes
under consideration.
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MODELING OF AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION CONTROLLER FOR ECODESIGNING
AND IMPROVING GEAR SHIFTING CONSIDERING LOAD VARIATION IN A
PASSENGER CAR

Sireesha Tamada
Supervisor: Dr. Pranab K. Dan
Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No: NB17192
Gearshift quality and ecodesigning are two important factors, considered in recent advancements in designing
automotive transmission, needed for meeting emission regulations and better shifting for enhanced driving
experience or drivability. Model based design using various control technologies and system dynamics have
been employed on Automatic Transmission with planetary gearsets for realizing the aforementio ned
objectives. This comprehensive approach aims to combine shift quality improvement and ecodesign, where
these were considered mostly as two exclusive objectives reported in literature. This work aims to deal with
these three issues, namely, fuel efficiency, emission and gearshifting together with the consideration of
passenger load variation as uncertainty factor that can be addressed through modeling of effective
transmission control. The automatic transmission system model has been designed in this work for multistage
planetary gearbox, wherein to identify suitable gear ratios, the deformation and power flow efficiency are
analysed. The developed model is tested on the MATLAB platform for simulation, utilizing the New
European Driving Cycle, to specify the best operating range. The proposed approach helps to specify the
driving conditions and efficiency while designing multistage planetary gearbox. As sensors cannot be
mounted on the wheel for measuring torque at the driving shaft, an estimator is necessary for feedback control
that requires designing of observers. Extended Kalman Filter is implemented here for torque estimation. The
variation in passenger load affecting vehicle powertrain's dynamic characteristics, as pertinent but
unconventional factor is considered in modeling. This passenger load dynamics affects vehicle performance,
such as, the torque supply to the wheel, control of speed and quality of gearshift. A sliding mode control
strategy is developed for planetary gear transmission to counteract such effect in order to augment eco driving. The control laws are derived utilising adaptive variants, namely, Dynamic-terminal and Supertwisting types of sliding mode control, which are robust in nature and it eliminates time-consuming
calibrations, where a comparison of control shows the latter has faster convergence capability. The findings
obtained also from the processor-in-the-loop testing validate the result of model-in-loop simulation
confirming suitability of this observer based controller. The proposed adaptive non-linear closed-loop design
thus improves transmission system.
Keywords: Automatic transmission, Ecodesign, Fuel consumption, Planetary gearbox, Robust control,
Sliding mode control, Transmission control.
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AGE AT MARRIAGE, CONTRACEPTION USE AND FERTILITY
PREFERENCES: THE ROLE OF LINGUISTIC IDENTITY ON WOMEN
REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIOUR
Pallabi Das
Supervisor: Dr. Inder Sekhar Yadav and Prof. Zakir Husain
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No: NB17193
The thesis examines the influence of culture on nuptiality patterns and reproductive behaviour of Bengali
women. Using linguistic identity as a proxy for culture, this work investigates variations in nuptiality
and reproductive behaviour between Bengali-speaking respondents and women belonging to other
linguistic groups. Specifically, it examines differences in age at first marriage, age of consummation of
marriage, reliance on behavioural contraception methods. The study also attempts to find out whether
similarities in reproductive behaviour can transcend political boundaries and be observed in societies
with similar cultural and linguistic traits. The work is based on different rounds of National Family and
Health Survey (NFHS), Demographic Health Survey (DHS) for India and Bangladesh and Demographic
Level Household Survey (DLHS) data for West Bengal for the time period 1992 to 2016. A quantitative
study design and appropriate econometric methods, like multi-level models and spatial econometric
models, are employed for the analysis.
Results reveal that culture plays an important role in causing variations in the outcomes studied; its
impact can go beyond political boundaries, resulting in similar patterns of behaviour in the Bengali
linguistic group residing in different countries. Specific results are as follows:
(i) Urban Bengalis have a significantly higher age of first marriage and consummation than Hindi
speaking women. The differences are more prominent among urban wealthy respondents.
(ii) Irrespective of their place of residence, a significantly higher proportion of Bengali women
rely on behavioural methods than non-Bengalis. Moreover, such women are able to use behavioural
methods as effectively as modern method users. Alternative explanations are examined, but fail to
explain this phenomenon.
The remaining analysis investigates similarities in patterns of reproductive behaviour between Bengali
speaking respondents in West Bengal, and Bangladesh. It is found that reproductive behaviour has
diffused across political boundaries, indicating that a common culture is more important than artificially
created political boundaries.
The highlighting of the role of culture on nuptiality and reproductive behaviour is an important
contribution to the existing Indian studies on this area. The study also has important policy implications.
This study emphasizes the need to preserve the cultural diversity in India and take into account the
complexities produced by a heterogeneous society when designing population policies and family
planning strategies.
Keywords: Contraception; Culture; Fertility; Linguistic identity; Marriage; Nuptiality; India.
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EFFECT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING ON ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE AMONG RESIDENTIAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
Riya Bhattacharya
Supervisor: Dr Bani Bhattacharya and Dr Rajlakshmi Guha
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No: NB17194
Engineering education has seen a rapid rise due to industrialization. Students enrolled in engineering
institutes face challenges like independent living, increased freedom, concentration difficulties,
relationships problems, peer and parental pressure, substance use leading to psychological problems.
Psychological problem often lead increase in suicide rates and to decrease in wellbeing.
This situation is more pertinent for academically high achievers like students of Indian Institutes of
Technology (IIT). Academically higher achievers compete and secure their position in JEE. A rigorous
competition often leads to psychological problems and fall in wellbeing. So, the research objective
focuses on exploring the relationship and effect of depression, anxiety and quality of life on academic
performance Quantitatively and Qualitatively. It also tries to understand the moderating effect of annual
income on depression, anxiety, quality of life and academic performance.
Results from the study found (a) State and trait anxiety affect academic performance but to a small
extent. Anxiety seems to be weak factor in influencing CGPA (b) Self-reported depression thus seems
to be able to account for academic performance only partially- overall wellbeing and quality of life
markers are better indicators of academic performance (c) The results related to QOL and academic
achievement of students indicates that, within the four factors in the QOL questionnaire, the factor of
“Social relationship” has the highest effect on academic performance (d) Findings suggest that annual
income acts as a moderator in influencing CGPA to small extent (e) The results from qualitative study
show that among other factors, students’ involvement in extracurricular activities has a major
contribution towards their psychological wellbeing.
So, the thesis believes maintaining a healthy social relationship plays a salient role for better grades and
mental health. This study would be a forerunner of further research to understand the mental health of
residential college students and designing various programs to detect students who could be more at risk
of succumbing to anxiety or depression.
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ANALYZING THE ROLE OF INFORMATION PROPAGATION ON NODE
PROMINENCE IN ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS
Ayan Kumar Bhowmick
Supervisor: Prof. Bivas Mitra
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17195
Online social networks (OSNs) provide an effective means of representing complex relationships
existing among entities in real-world data. Such OSNs serve as an important platform for propagation of
information quickly and rapidly to a large number of users. Hence, analysing the dynamics of
information diffusion over the underlying network and investigating its effect in measuring the
prominence of entities across different types of OSN platforms has immense importance. In this thesis,
we aim to address the following research problems relevant to studying the role of the dynamics of
information diffusion in different OSN platforms as well as the network structure in measuring node
prominence by relying on various data science and network science techniques:
(a) Finding influential users: We propose an algorithm leveraging on the dynamics of information
diffusion to measure the influence of users as a measure of network prominence in a conventional OSN
such as Twitter, consisting of a social network denoting follower-followee relationship between users.
The proposed methodology relies on the observation of peaks from inter-retweet time intervals of retweet
cascades that designate diffusion of tweets across multiple localities to identify anchor nodes that provide
signatures of influential users. The proposed algorithm is fast, unsupervised and obtains a ranked list of
influential nodes from the temporal patterns of retweets in cascades followed by refining this list using
structural information to diversify the population reached through such influential nodes. We evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithm on both synthetic dataset as well as empirical Twitter
datasets; our evaluation demonstrates its superiority over state-of-the-art competing methods both in
terms of scalability as well as its capacity to expose the tweet content to a large and diverse population.
(b) Network embedding: Here we focus on developing a scalable network embedding framework for
large-scale conventional OSNs. Network embedding, that learns low-dimensional node representations
in a graph such that the network structure is preserved, is a standard way for automatic feature extraction
of nodes for measuring their prominence efficiently both in time and space in case of large-scale
conventional OSNs. However, most state-of-the-art network embedding methods are inherently slow for
representing nodes in large-scale networks. In this regard, we present a hierarchical clustering approach
to network embedding LouvainNE for representing nodes in billion-scale networks. Specifically,
LouvainNE comprises three broad steps to learn embedding of nodes. In the first step, it employs
Louvain, an extremely fast and accurate community detection method, to build a hierarchy of
successively smaller subgraphs. We then obtain representations of individual nodes in the original graph
at different levels of the hierarchy, followed by aggregating these representations to learn the final node
embedding vectors. Our theoretical analysis shows that our proposed algorithm has quasi-linear running
time and memory complexity. Our extensive experimental evaluation, carried out on multiple real-world
conventional OSNs of different scales, demonstrates both (i) the scalability of our proposed approach
that can handle graphs containing tens of billions of edges with significant speedup over state-of-the-art
methods, as well as (ii) its effectiveness in performing several downstream network mining tasks with
reasonable performance in comparison to competing methods.
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(c) Measuring business popularity: Here we focus on the role of information propagation in
discovering factors that shape the popularity of businesses in Yelp, a popular location-based social
network (LBSN) where users in the underlying social graph share geo-tagged location information about
visited businesses. To this end, we identify a set of four complementary modalities associated with a
business, namely, social influence, geographical proximity, customer preference and textual content of
tips and reviews posted for the business on Yelp. First, we propose a principled methodology to properly
label the popular and unpopular Yelp businesses by systematically defining popularity metrics specific
to business categories. We then investigate the role of the discovered complementary modalities in
discriminating between the popular and unpopular businesses. We validate the impact of these modalities
in determining business popularity by developing popularity prediction models; they achieve high
accuracy in terms of classifying Yelp businesses as popular or unpopular with significant improvement
over state-of-the-art competing baselines. Finally, we also show the utility of the proposed modalities in
terms of recommending suitable regions in a city to business owners for optimal placement of new
popular Yelp businesses by developing a region recommendation model that achieves reasonable
performance while outperforming baseline methods.
(d) Group popularity dynamics: Here we investigate the dynamics of information flow between
members participating in offline events in order to determine popularity of online groups hosting these
events in the context of event-based social networks (EBSNs) such as Meetup. Specifically, we introduce
the notion of microcategories as focused sub-topics of a Meetup group category for efficient
characterization of Meetup events hosted by a Meetup group in terms of their popularity. We show that
events belonging to the same micro-category exhibit a similar popularity profile. Hence, we leverage on
this key observation and propose a methodology to detect micro-categories from the textual description
of events. Our experiments reveal the significance of the detected micro-categories in determining the
popularity of Meetup groups. We also evaluate the effectiveness of the micro-categories in a real-world
application scenario by developing a recommendation model that recommends relevant micro-categories
to a group for hosting its future events with enhanced popularity, outperforming competing methods.
Summarizing, in this thesis, we analyze the dynamics of information diffusion on multiple types of
online social networking platforms as well as model the underlying structure for identifying the most
important nodes with high network prominence, measured in different forms such as influence and
popularity. This has resulted in the implementation of several useful frameworks such as SmartInf,
LouvainNE, DeepPop, which will benefit different OSN stakeholders in the respective platforms from
different viewpoints.
Keywords: influential users, inter-retweet time intervals, anchor nodes, network embedding, scalability,
community detection, business popularity, Yelp, popularity prediction, micro-categories, group
popularity, Meetup.
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ELECTROHYDRODYNAMICS OF DROPLETS IN CONFINED FLUIDIC
ENVIRONMENT
Somnath Santra
Supervisor: Prof. Suman Chakraborty
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Accession No: NB17196
Confined droplets have been finding ever-increasing applications in many chemical and biological
systems where each droplet takes up individual roles of single, independent mini-reactors. Such
advancements have opened up several emerging areas such as nanoparticle synthesis, single-cell
encapsulation, analysis of proteins and nucleic acids, among several others. However, while in practice
the role of confinement has been inevitable in controlling the underlying functionalities, the implications
of the same have been grossly overlooked in design and analysis. As a consequence, in electrical field
mediated interactions, the complex interplay of droplet electrohydrodynamics and wall-induced
hydrodynamic interactions remains to be addressed, which could otherwise bear significant implications
towards the advancement of micro-total-analysis systems and lab-on-a-chip technology.
With the above motivation, studying electrohydrodynamics (EHD) of viscous droplets in a confined
fluidic domain under the action of an external electric field is considered to be the main focus of the
present dissertation. Three different aspects are primarily investigated: (i) EHD of a confined single
droplet in the sole presence of uniform electric field; (ii) EHD of the confined single droplet in the
combined presence of uniform electric field and imposed background flow; (iii) EHD of the confined
compound droplet in the presence of uniformelectric field. Considering both the phases to be either
perfect dielectric or leaky dielectrics, numerical simulations are performed to obtain the shape
deformation and cross-stream motion of the droplets, placed between two parallel plate electrodes. For
corroborating the numerical observations in different physical limits, an asymptotic solution is derived
as well as rigorous experiments are also carried out.
For both the perfect and leaky dielectric systems, results reveal that domain confinement has profound
effects on the steady and transient deformation characteristics of the droplet and points out that the
classical EHD theory may cease to be applicable in the confined domain. The results also reveal that the
interplay of confinement-induced hydrodynamic interactions and transverse electrical forcing may lead
to unique transients and motion of droplets over small scales. To investigate further the effect of imposed
shear on resulting morpho-dynamics, further numerical simulations are performed. It is observed that a
non-intuitive non-monotonic variation in droplet deformation and orientation angle may occur in a
confined shear flow, under the influence of an external electric field. Confinement effects are further
shown to alter the droplet breakup mode from midpoint pinching to edge pinching at high electric field
strength. To decipher the role of different actuating hydrodynamic mechanisms, the combined action of
axial electric field and confined oscillatory microflow is subsequently investigated. It is observed that
under the sole influence of an oscillatory axial pressure-gradient, the time taken by a droplet to achieve
a steady-state transverse position is significantly longer and the direction of the droplet's motion cannot
be altered at will. However, confinement-modulated electrohydrodynamic interactions enable this
constraint to be overcome, even under the action of an external electric field that is orthogonal to the
intended direction of droplet migration; a proposition that is not feasible inan unbounded domain.
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Furthermore, the oscillatory characteristics in the droplet migration can be completely dampened out by
tuning the degree of confinement under electrical forcing.
Towards investigating the electric field modulated interactive motion and coalescence behavior of a
droplet pair as opposed to isolated droplets, subsequent numerical simulations are carried out in the
combined presence of uniform electric field and confined shear flow. In this study, two important
patterns of motion are identified, namely (i) the reversing motion and (ii) the passing-over motion. The
study suggests that conversion of the passing-over motion to the reversing motion or vice versa can be
possible by tuning the strength of the imposed electric field as well as the degree of confinement.
However, to establish the unique morpho-dynamics of a double emulsion encapsulated in the form of a
compound droplet as against two isolated droplets, numerical simulations are carried out to study the
electric field modulated dynamics of a compound domain in a confined microfluidic environment. For
low deformation of the droplet in the weakly confined domain, an asymptotic solution is first derived
for the droplet's shape. Numerical results are subsequently obtained to bring out the exclusive role of
confinement. These results reveal novel propositions towards controlling the droplet transients,
distortion of the local field, as well as droplet stabilization or destabilization, allowing one to arrive at
different regimes of shape evolution that are completely different from the ones reported in previous
studies on single droplet dynamics. Depending on the relative electrical properties of the system, an
eccentrically located inner droplet is shown to exhibit a to-and-fro or a simple translational motion.
Below a threshold confinement dimension, there appears to be the onset of a definitive translational
motion of the inner droplet instead of a more intuitive to-and-fro motion, thereby rendering its migration
characteristics to be independent of any electrical properties.
Results from the present dissertation open up the possibility of tuning the motion and deformation of a
confined droplet by judiciously modulating the interplay of electrical forcing and confinement-induced
hydrodynamics. The findings and conclusion from the present thesis, thus, may create great fundamental
interest among the scientific communities in the exploration of different electrohydrodynamic
phenomena over small scale encountered in several emerging applications encompassing chemistry,
engineering, and biology.
Keywords: Electrohydrodynamics, Leaky Dielectrics, Perfect Dielectrics, Single Droplet, Compound
droplet, Domain Confinement, Shape Deformation, Cross-Stream Motion.
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TRADITIONAL WATER BODIES, ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES AND SUSTAINABLE NATURAL RESOURCE
CONSERVATION IN WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Koushik Chowdhury
Supervisor: Prof. Bhagirath Behera
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Accession No: NB17197

Traditional water bodies provide multiple ecosystem services which are essential for the local economy
and livelihood, and also it helps to maintain local ecology including the maintenance of groundwater
tables in the region. Over the last several decades the demand for these ecosystem services has increased
multiple times owing to rapid growth of human population and per capita income, resulting in scarcity
in water resources and other associated tangible and intangible ecosystem services. In recent years, the
focus of water management have shifted from technology based management to self-sustaining
ecosystem services based management strategies. Following ecosystem services based water
management approach, the present study attempts to assess various ecosystem services that people obtain
from traditional water bodies and examine the effectiveness of local level village institutions for
sustainable management and use of these water bodies. The study applies narrative analysis, standard
statistical tools and econometric techniques to analyze the data collected through household survey,
focus group discussion and from different secondary sources. The findings on household uses of
provisioning services revealed the differences in household perceptions by their socio-economic and
community attributes. In particular, poorer and lower caste households are more likely to obtain more
provisioning services than the rich and upper caste households. The result also shows significant
contributions of tank resources to the household economy and socio cultural lives of the tank community.
The results of logistic regression model revealed that less educated households are more likely to be
aware of cultural ecosystem services and households having more female members are likely to use more
cultural ecosystem services. The positive and strong association between the traditional water bodies and
levels of groundwater confirms the protective role of traditional water bodies against groundwater
scarcity, which suggest that tank water and groundwater should be used as complementary. The
application of analytical framework of Ostrom’s design principles to test the robustness of selfgovernance of local institutions revealed that most of the design principles are not fully observed in the
study villages owing to lack of devolution of power to local communities and weak collective action.
The study suggest that policy formulations should consider variety of ecosystem services that poor
people obtain from traditional water bodies and the importance of traditional knowledge for sustainable
use and management of these resources. In addition, effective devolution of power to local communities
is essential for robust self-governance local institutions.
Keywords: Traditional Water Bodies; Ecosystem Services; Local Institutions;
Sustainability; Self-governance; West Bengal.
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EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE AND TEXTURE ON THE MECHANICAL
AND IN-VITRO BIO-CORROSION PROPERTIES OF Mg-Zn-Ca-Mn ALLOY
FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS
Partha Duley
Supervisor: Dr. T.K. Bandyopadhyay and Dr. Sumantra Mandal
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17198
The present work deals with the comprehensive characterization of microstructure and texture evolution
in a Mg-4Zn-0.5Ca-0.16Mn (wt.%) alloy during different stages of processing viz., casting,
homogenization, forging, and annealing. Further, the implication of the microstructure and texture
evolution on the mechanical and in-vitro bio-corrosion properties of the alloy is critically established.
The cast alloy has been prepared through a conventional melting-casting route in an open-air atmosphere
using cover fluxes. The cast specimen exhibits appreciable strength (YS~175 MPa) but limited
elongation (<1%) due to the networks of coarse Ca 2Mg6Zn3 particles along the grain boundaries. The
cast alloy is thereby homogenized to dissolve these particles and subsequently improve the ductility and
work hardening (WH) response. The specimen homogenized at 633 K for 24 h exhibits better ductility
and WH response owing to the grain size heterogeneity and presence of nano-sized Mn and 𝛽1′
precipitates. Interestingly, the evolutions of 𝛽1′ precipitates lead to an age-hardening kind of response in
the homogenized specimens. The homogenized specimen is further thermomechanically processed
employing a novel ‘hard plate hot forging’ method to improve the strength-ductility combination. The
coarse Ca2Mg6Zn3 particles facilitate dynamic recrystallization (DRX) through the particle stimulated
nucleation process, which leads to typical bimodal grain size distributions in the forged specimens. The
specimen forged at 573 K shows strong basal texture due to the higher DRX fraction, as most of the
DRX grains exhibit typical basal orientations. This specimen exhibits high strength (YS ~259 MPa, UTS
~304 MPa) with moderate ductility (ef ~6.5 %) due to the higher basal texture intensity, bimodal grain
size distribution, and the presence of fine Mn precipitates. The forged specimens show a better
combination of strengthductility after annealing at 623 K for 5 min owing to the synergistic contributions
from typical grain size heterogeneity, basal texture, residual dislocations, and nano-size precipitates (Mn
and 𝛽1′ ). During isothermal annealing treatment of the specimen forged at 573 K, the grain growth
exponent is observed to be high (n ~9) due to the pre-existing higher percentage of particles (Ca 2Mg6Zn 3
and Mn) and higher basal texture intensity in the corresponding forged specimen. The yield strength
decreases, while the ductility and WH improve with time during isothermal annealing due to the increase
in grain size and its heterogeneity. The in vitro bio-corrosion studies (immersion and electrochemical
tests) are carried out on the high-strength forged specimens in Kirkland’s bio-corrosion medium. A
uniform and compact product layer is formed on the specimen forged at 573 K due to higher DRX
fraction, uniform particle distribution, and smaller deformed grains. The uniform corrosion product layer
and strong basal texture intensity significantly lower the pH change, hydrogen evolution, and corrosion
rate in this specimen during the long-term immersion test.
Keywords: Mg-Zn-Ca-Mn alloy; Homogenization; Precipitation; Grain size heterogeneity; Hard plate
hot forging; Dynamic recrystallization; Particle stimulated nucleation; Texture; Annealing; Tensile
properties; Immersion test; Electrochemical test; Corrosion product.
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REINVENTING TERTIARY TREATMENT OF SEWAGE USING BIOCHAR
WITH A FOCUS ON REMOVAL OF COMPLEX ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
AND DISINFECTION TO FACILITATE SAFE REUSE
Indrajit Chakraborty
Supervisor: Indrajit Chakraborty and Prof. B. K. Dubey
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17199
For facilitating safe reuse, sewage requires removal of xenobiotics and pathogens, apart from organic
matter and nitrogen, at an affordable cost. This was the basic aim of the present research to provide
solutions for tertiary treatment of sewage. Removal of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and triclosan
(TCS), was demonstrated in the anodic and the cathodic chamber of microbial fuel cell (MFC),
respectively. The MFC exhibited an anodic SDS removal efficiency of 70 % even at initial concentration
of 40 mg/L using a mixed microbial consortium. More than 90 % TCS removal efficiency was estimated
for an initial concentration of 20 mg/L using a photo-electro-Fenton type reaction in the cathodic
chamber of MFC. These findings indicate suitability of MFC for degradation complex contaminant.
However, for pilot-scale applications, waste-based functional materials, such as biochar need to be
developed. Power harvested per unit cost in MFC with a biochar membrane (0.278 W/$) was 26 times
higher than power harvested per unit cost in MFC operated with Nafion (0.011 W/$). MFC with biochar
as a low-cost (8.93 $/kg) cathode catalyst demonstrated power density (12.86 W/m3) similar to MFC
with Pt/C (13.52 W/m3).
Adsorbent synthesized by pyrolysis of sludge as an alternative to activated carbon (AC) demonstrated
high specific surface area (1,110 m2/g). It was capable of removing 84 % of 50 mg/L of triclosan within
a retention time of 20 min at a pH of 3. Operation and performance evaluation of a modular sewage
treatment plant (STP) with three stage AOP, was undertaken to produce treated water for non-potable
reuse. Considering the treatment till lamella clarifier, agricultural reuse quality effluent was produced.
The effluent produced after three stage AOP having AC filter as post-treatment was suitable for
unrestricted horticulture, toilet flushing, car washing etc., as per standard guidelines (CPHEEO 2013).
The cost of treatment per kL as per life cycle costing comes out to be Rs. 12.94 up to secondary treatment,
Rs. 14.81 for secondary treatment with ozonation, Rs. 15.26 with addition of Cl2 after O3, Rs. 15.23
with O3 and UV as tertiary treatment and Rs. 15.68 for secondary treatment followed by all three AOPs.
The life cycle assessment of the STP indicated some environmental impacts owing to usage of fossil
fuel-based energy for construction and operation and emissions of greenhouse gas during treatment,
which could be reduced by onsite usage of the CH4 and by powering similar modular STPs with
renewable energy. The functional materials and the technologies developed and optimized can be further
explored to provide a sustainable and affordable solution for wastewater treatment to reusable quality.
Keywords: Advanced oxidation process, biochar, microbial fuel cell, wastewater reuse, xenobiotic
compounds.
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ROLE OF HARD AND SOFT FACTORS IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF URBAN
BUS SERVICE
Santanu Ghosh
Supervisor: Prof. Bhargab Maitra
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17200
Travel demands in urban areas are increasing rapidly due to urbanization and sustained economic growth in
emerging countries like India. The limited scope of capacity augmentation in the transport network and rising
travel demand ensuing congestion and air pollution in Indian cities. Increased use of public transport (PT) is well
recognised as an effective demand management technique in urban India. Among several public transport modes,
bus transport is predominant public transport mode in urban India. Improvement of bus service is important to
attract riders. However, poor quality of bus service in most of the Indian cities serves only the mobility needs of
the economically weaker section of the urban populations and non-car owners. Initiatives have been taken up by
the government to increase the number of buses in Indian cities but trip makers’ perception regarding hard
(quantitative attributes) and soft (qualitative attributes) factors of bus service has not been investigated adequately.
On the other hand, considering the economically weaker section of the urban population, bus fare is kept low in
Indian cities while compromising hard and soft factors of the bus service. The present work aims to develop an
approach for improvement of bus service with due considerations to the trip makers perceptions towards bus
service attributes, their perceived benefits, and operator benefits. The work is demonstrated considering two cities
of eastern India, namely Kolkata and Bhubaneswar. Perceptions of trip makers towards hard and soft factors of
bus service are investigated in the form of importance on a rating scale. To find out the ranking of attributes
according to trip makers, rating data is analysed by statistical methods such as Fuzzy-Topsis, RIDIT and GRA.
Then, a stated preference (SP) experiment is carried out considering top-ranked factors to estimate willingnes sto-pay (WTP) values of trip makers for improvement of hard and soft factors of bus service. WTPs are estimated
by developing econometric models such as Multinomial Logit (MNL) and Random Parameter Logit (RPL).
Generalised cost models are developed to estimate the disutility associated with various attributes of bus service
to users. To understand the mode choice behaviour of captive and choice riders of both cities, demand models are
developed. Revealed preference (RP) experiment is carried out to develop demand models. From the knowledge
of WTP study and developed demand models, several improvement scenarios of the present ordinary and premium
bus service are evaluated giving due regard to the users and operators. The findings from the study indicate that
captive riders and choice riders are two different groups in terms of their perceptions towards several hard and
soft factors of bus service. Soft factors are important along with the conventional hard factors for improvement of
bus service in Indian cities. A small adjustment in fare structure may be beneficial to users in terms of their
perceived benefit and operators in terms of ridership and revenue.
Keywords: Hard factors, Soft factors, Public Transport, Travel behaviour analysis, Demand management,
Willingness-to-pay, Stated preference, Revealed preference. Generalized cost.
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STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE γ-BRASS YPE/RELATED
COMPLEX INTERMETALLICS IN THE ZINC AND CADMIUM RICH
TERNARY PHASES
Ghanta Sivaprasad
Supervisor: Prof. Partha Pratim Jana
Department of hemistry
Accession No: NB17201
This dissertation has focused on the exploration of a few γ-brass types/related phases in the Ni–Zn–Ga,
Ni–Zn–In, Mn–Ni-Zn, and Ir-Cd-Cu systems.
The γ-brass phases in the Ni-Zn-Ga and Ni-Zn-In system have been explored to understand how the
replacement of trivalent Ga and In atoms for divalent Zn atoms could influence the structural stability
and chemical compositions of γ‐ brass phases related to Ni 2Zn11. In the Ni- Zn-Ga system, the existence,
phase region, structural characteristics of the γ‐ brass type/related
phases are detailed. In the Ni–Zn–In the ternary system, along with a pseudo binary phase, a new
descendent of γ-brass related phase was discovered. Herein, the complete structure of the
newly discovered phase was reported.
The current studies on the MnxNi 2Zn11-x and MnxNi2-xZn11 series provide an understanding between
chemical composition and crystal structure. Insertion of Mn into the Zn site of Ni 2Zn11 demonstrates
how pseudo binary phases occur from the cubic γ-brass structure of Ni 2Zn11. The samples loaded as
MnxNi2-xZn11 connect two phases: the γ-brass type pseudo binary phase (I4 3m; a ≈ 9Å), and a
structurally complex phase (F 4 3m; a ≈18Å) identified as the T phase in the phase diagram of the MnNi-Zn system. The crystal structure of the T phase that was not known before this investigation. It has
been characterized in this study. It is found that the T phase is very similar to the previous reports (Fe,
Ni)Zn6.5. Systematic insertion of Mn into Ni2Zn11 specifies that Mn prefers to substitute Zn site instead
of Ni, possibly, due to the closer atomic size.
The influence of Cu on the crystal structure, chemical composition, and stability of the Ir8Cd41 system
was also explored in this work. Interestingly, two very similar 23- superstructure of γbrass related phases were obtained in the Ir-Cd-Cu system. The crystal structures of the ternary
phases at the Cu-poor region represent a new type of superstructure (23) of the γ-brass related
phases in view of the combination of constituent cluster types positioned at the high symmetry
points of the unit cell, whereas the structures at the Cu-rich region adopt the Rh7Mg44 type.
All the pseudo binary and ternary phases that occur with the variety of structures related to γ- brasses
are stabilized at VEC between 1.44-1.92 e/a. The range is expected for typical Hume‐ Rothery
compounds. All these results advance our understanding of the role of the valence electron concentration
(e/a) on the formation and stability of γ-brass type or related phases.
Keywords: Complex intermetallics; Gamma brass; Site preference; X-ray diffraction; Neutron
diffraction.
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GENOME-WIDE IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF MIRNAS AND
LNCRNAS OF ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT REPRESENTATIVE PLANT
SPECIES
Moumita Roy Chowdhury
Supervisor: Prof. Ranjit Prasad Bahadur
Department of Biotechnology
Accession No: NB17202

Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are the emerging players of post-transcriptional gene regulation (PTGR).
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small ncRNAs, which regulate gene expression by inhibiting translation or
by degrading messenger RNAs (mRNAs). On the other hand, long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are the
transcripts responsible for the up-regulation and down-regulation of transcription. Although the genome
of many plant species is available, yet the roles of these ncRNAs in PTGR remain elusive. In this study
novel miRNAs have been predicted computationally along with the computational prediction of
lncRNAs followed by miRNA-lncRNA interaction. Novel miRNAs are computationally predicted from
the genome of Medicago trancatula, Brassica oleracea and Hordeum vulgare. lncRNAs are predicted
from the coding DNA sequence of Brassica oleracea, Hordeum vulgare and Phaseolus vulgaris. To
corroborate the computational prediction, few randomly selected miRNAs of cauliflower and pigeonpea along with lncRNAs of cauliflower, pigeon-pea and french beans are experimentally validated by
qRT-PCR. Targets of these miRNAs and lncRNAs on mRNAs are predicted using psRNATarget server
and network models of interaction between miRNAs and mRNAs of different plant species is built. Few
abundant targets are selected and experimentally validated through a modified version of 5' RLM-RACE.
Five targets of cauliflower and three targets of pigeon pea are validated in this study. In this study,
different miRNA families were analyzed based on their targets. Four different Viridiplantae families
(Brassicaceae, Fabaceae, Poaceae and Solanaceae) are considered for the analysis. Along with that
interaction between these plant-derived miRNAs are human mRNA and lncRNA has been studied. The
target human mRNAs are involved in different types of cancer, neurological disorder, auto-immune
disorder and immune deficiency disorder and the lncRNAs are involved in various diseases including
cancer, neurological disorder and immune disorder. Findings of this dissertation will surely enhance the
knowledge of non-coding genome of the representative plant species and their roles in PTGR, which
may improve the agricultural traits of this economically important crop. Along with that the cross kingdom interaction between plant-derived miRNAs and human mRNAs may provide new insight into
the field of nutrigenetics and nutrigenomics.
KEY WORDS: Viridiplantae, microRNA, long non-coding RNA, post-transcriptional gene regulation,
psRNATarget server, quantitative-real time PCR, U6 snRNA, GAPDH, cross-kingdom
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COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF REGIO- AND STEREO-SELECTIVE
CATALYSIS BY 8-LIPOXYGENASE
Vipin Kumar Mishra
Supervisor: Dr. Sabyashachi Mishra
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17203

Synthetic chemists have been, for a long time, searching for ways and means to have a better control
over the fate of chemical reactions, in particular, the regio- and stereochemistry of the products. On the
other hand, nature does this job very efficiently by employing specific enzymes. One such enzyme,
lipoxygenase, catalyses oxygenation of poly-unsaturated fatty acid with unmatched stereo- and regioselectivity. The catalytic action of this enzyme progresses in two steps, hydrogen abstraction from one
double allylic carbon atom of substrate followed by oxygen insertion at the resulting prochiral carbon
radical of the substrate. In the present thesis, classical molecular dynamics simulations and hybrid
quantum-mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations have been employed to investigate the origin of
stereo- and regio-selectivity in the catalytic action of 8-lipoxygenase. The computational techniques
employed in this thesis have been described in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the conformational dynamics of
the enzyme and substrate (arachidonic acid) is analysed and the positional specificity of the hydrogen
abstraction is described from the conformational dynamics of the substrate bound in a U-shaped substrate
binding cleft. In Chapter 4, the migration pathways of oxygen molecule in 8-lipoxygenase are
characterized, where the presence of an inter-connected three channel migration pathway has been shown
to operate in the protein matrix for efficient oxygen transport. Each migration channel is bestowed with
an oxygen access site, which transfers the oxygen to different pockets that work as launching sites for
oxygenation at the prochiral carbon centres, thus producing stereo-selective products. Chapter 5 of the
thesis explains the recent experimental study that showed a single point Leu434Phe mutation of 8lipoxygenase alters the regio- and stereo-selectivity of the products. Molecular dynamics simulations
and kinetic network analysis reveal closed and open conformations of Phe434 that selectively allows
oxygen access to either C8 or C12 site of the substrate. In Chapter 6, mechanism of catalytic action in
wild-type lipoxygenase and its mutants have been studied using QM/MM method, where various
intermediates and transition states have been characterized and the observed change in the rate of enzyme
catalysis upon mutation has been explained from the computed activation energy barriers. The thesis
ends by concluding the important results in Chapter 7.
Keywords: Lipoxygenase; MD Simulation; Network Analysis; QM/MM Calculation.
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SYNTHESIS AND TAILORED MAGNETICS OF M nBi ALLOYS AND
COMPOSITES AF SMALL CORE- SHELL CRYSTALLITES FOR POWERFUL
MAGNETS AND APPLICATIONS
Sanjeev Kumar Sharma
Supervisor: Prof. Shanker Ram and Prof. Debabrata Pradhan
Materials Science Centre
Accession No: NB17204

Magnets are essential components for domestic uses in many electric and electronic devices such as
power generators, computers, medical tools, renewable energy systems, and automobiles among many
more. In this investigation, a rare-earth free series of MnBi alloys has developed, which present unique
features of an alternative to well-known Nd2Fe14B type rare-earth alloys for different magnet
technologies. This research work presents experimental studies of structure, microstructure, and
magnetic properties of pure and reinforced MnBi alloys as hybrid composites of small core-shell
crystallites. The first part includes synthesis of MnBi alloys of selected Mn/Bi ≅ 1.0, 1.5 and 2.3 ratios,
while the other part is an extension of it of developing Mn0.5Bi0.5 composites, with 1–4 wt% C and 5
to 20 wt% CoFe2O4, of duly tailored properties useful for the various applications. The results obtained
on the structure, microstructure, and magnetic properties under selective experimental conditions are
described in four Chapters 3 to 6. Chapter-1 gives a general introduction to the subject of MnBi alloys
and derivatives with the statement of problem, literature review, and motivation behind selecting the
present materials, and properties and applications of such materials. Experimental details of syntheses
of the alloys/composites, and measurements/analyses of their properties are described in Chapter-2. In
the results and discussion, Chapter-3 deals with studies of Mn0.5Bi0.5 alloy, which has grown in
multiple facets of small crystallites on a local surface reaction, as on heated with a free Bi (liquid) of a
precursor powder (after arc melting), Mn0.5+xBi0.5– x−Bi, x ≤ 0.05 and ≤ 3 at% Bi, at a critical 573 K
temperature for 24 to 96 h (in Ar gas). At 300 K, a maximum coercivity (Hc) = 9.850 kOe (14.435 kOe
at 350 K) developed, with a net saturation magnetization (Ms) = 72.5 emu/g, an enhanced Curie point
(TC) = 641.5 K, and an order of enhanced magnetocrystalline anisotropy (K1), in critical single domains
(Dc ~ 33 nm) on a due effect of a core-shell structure of small crystallites. Chapter-4 describes an antisite
Mn → Bi diffusion and its effects on an anisotropic <110> growth in a Mn-rich alloy Mn0.5+xBi0.5–x,
x ≤ 0.2, on optimized anneals. A Mn → Bi substitution (smaller atomic size) results in lower lattice
parameters of a ‘hexagonal crystal lattice’ on anneals. A moderate Hc = 8.515 kOe (12.825 kOe at 350
K) is obtained, with Ms ≤ 69.5 emu/g, in small Mn0.6Bi0.4 crystallites. Novel results obtained on two
series of composites are described in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. A grafted C-sp2 not only tunes a
huge Hc, but also TC and spin reorientation (TSR) transitions. An enhanced Hc = 12.505 kOe so
observed, with a moderate Ms = 49.6 emu/g, on 2 wt% C-sp2 of a percolation threshold. Further, the
CoFe2O4 finely tunes combined structure and magnetic properties of the two phases, with Ms = 63.8
emu/g at 5 K (60.5 emu/g at 300 K) at CoFe 2O4 up to 20 wt%. A summary of salient features achieved
in this work is given in Chapter-7 along with a further scope of work in this series of MnBi type alloys
and composites.
Keywords: Rare-earth free alloys, High-energy-density magnets, Core-shell crystallites, Hybrid
nanocomposites, Exchange-coupled magnets, Magnetic properties
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REVERSE BRAYTON CRYOCOOLER FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE
SUPERCONDUCTING CABLES
Aman Kumar Dhillon
Supervisor: Prof. Parthasarathi Ghosh
Cryogenic Engineering Centre
Accession No: NB17205
The reverse Brayton cryocooler is an emerging technology in the cryogenic domain with significant
applications such as high-temperature superconductor, liquified natural gas and space applications.
Despite being reckoned as the technology of the future in the power sector, the high-temperature
superconductor (HTS) based power cables are facing some challenges towards commercialisation as an
alternative cost-effective solution to the existing technology. The refrigeration cost and efficiency of a
Brayton cryocooler, which is gaining popularity as a subsystem in high-temperature superconductor
technology, is the specific challenges as envisaged in the latest cryogenic roadmap.
This study aims at exploring the capability of a reverse Brayton cryocooler and developing a
technological map in the domain of applications of HTS cable. A commercial process simulator, Aspen
HYSYS®, is considered for the thermodynamic modelling that has been validated with the experimental
data. The exergy, exergoeconomic and off-design models are developed to analyse the thermoeonomic
performance of the cryocooler. The cycle is investigated for the selection of working fluid, optimisation
of process parameters, the impact of design parameters, and estimation of the component sizes. The
operational characteristics map is developed by analysing the cycle during off-design conditions. The
basic configuration is modified based on the obtained results through different arrangement of the
turbines. The exergoeconomic analysis of the best configurations is performed to recommend a suitable
configuration of reverse Brayton cycle-based cryocooler for high-temperature superconductor cable.
Key findings of this analysis are the optimum process parameters, such as inlet pressure to the
compressor and pressure ratio, and the performance characteristics of the basic configuration. Helium is
found to be the most suitable working fluid for the cryocooler. While the heat exchanger is the most
sensitive component from a thermodynamic performance point of view, the turbine is the costliest
component of the cycle. The staging of turbomachinery has increased the thermodynamic performance
of the cycle. It also improves both the cost of exergy destruction and refrigeration cost in one of the
arrangements where two turbines are operated in parallel. The standardisation of cryogenic turbines is
the best way to reduce the capital investment of cryogenic process plants. The final outcome of the
analysis is a technological mapping that can be used to select RBC configurations along with the required
process and equipment design parameters for cryogenic applications having different heat loads at
different temperature levels. The guidelines evolved out of this study may be employed for other turbinebased cryogenic refrigeration and liquefaction systems.
Keywords: Reverse Brayton Cryocooler; Cryogenic Refrigeration;
Exergoeconomics; HTS Cable; Off-design performance analysis.
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RAPID ASSESSMENT OF HEAVY METAL POLLUTION AND SOIL
ORGANIC CARBON IN PERI-URBAN AGRICULTURAL FIELDS VIA
MULTIPLE PROXIMAL SOIL SENSORS
Swagata Mukhopadhyay
Supervisor: Dr. Somsubhra Chakraborty
Agricultural and Food Engineering Department
Accession No: NB17206
Peri-urban landfill adjacent agricultural soils are common worldwide and pose risks to human health via
heavy metals common in such systems. This research employed a combination of portable X-ray
fluorescence (PXRF) spectrometry and geostatistical methods to identify pollution hotspots in peri-urban
landfill adjacent agricultural soils of Kolkata, India. Among all tested heavy metals, Zn, Mn, Cu, and Pb
exceeded their threshold limits at all sites. Indicator and ordinary kriging were employed to show the
heavy metal spatial variability. Eight different pollution indices were calculated and spatially compared.
Moreover, two XRF beams from PXRF were extracted, preprocessed, and subsequently used in different
combinations to predict soil Cu, Mn, Zn, Cr, and Pb via random forest regression. Beam1 and beam 1+2
produced similar prediction results and outperformed beam 2. The attenuation impacts of organic matter
(OM) and moisture on PXRF performance were measured following the addition of three OM surrogates
at different levels of moisture. Empirical correction factors were calculated for OM at a fixed level of
moisture as well as for moisture at a fixed level of OM. Correction factors were applied to 11 randomly
selected soil samples for correcting the attenuation impacts of OM and moisture on PXRF. The
correction factors successfully generated heavy metal values close to the geochemical values of the soil
samples. Additionally, soil colour data from an inexpensive Nix Pro colour sensor was used with visible
near infrared diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (VisNIR DRS) (590- 2490 nm) to predict soil organic
carbon (OC) content. Generalized additive model and partial least squares regression were applied to
model VisNIR DRS spectra and Nix Pro data, respectively, both independently and by combining model
predictions using a bilinear regression. Results showed that the combined model outperformed either
sensor independently where the 30% external test set achieved a validation R 2 of 0.95 relative to
laboratory-measured OC data. Future studies should evaluate the effectiveness of such an approach on a
wider variety of soil orders, its effectiveness in-situ under variable moisture conditions, and in possible
combination with other proximal sensing platforms.
Keywords: PXRF; Nix Pro; VisNIR DRS; heavy metal; organic matter; moisture
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF LATTICE STRUCTURED BONE
ANALOGUE FOR MANDIBULAR RECONSTRUCTION
Abir Dutta
Supervisor: Professor Santanu Dhara and Professor Sanjay Gupta
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17207
Segmental or complete mandibulectomy are often advised for patients suffering from large odontogenic
tumours in the mandible. The precise relationship between the risk of pathological failure and the
odontogenic tumours are not clearly understood yet. Using finite element (FE) analysis, this study is
primarily aimed at investigating load transfer across the tumour affected mandibles during a complete
mastication cycle. Geometry and material properties were based on subject-specific CT-scan data.
Before analysis of a diseased mandible with tumour, it seemed necessary to investigate the load transfer
across a healthy mandible to determine the deviations in stress and strain distributions. Based on the
condition of the host bone, segmental reconstruction or complete mandibular reconstruction is advised.
A FE based novel multiscale framework using numerical homogenisation technique has been employed
in order to evaluate effective orthotropic material properties of 0o/90o Ti lattice structures with different
strut diameters and inter-strut distances. Moreover, the complete mandibular constructs were assigned
with the effective orthotropic material properties of the designed lattice structures and simulated under
a complete mastication cycle. It is observed that notable influence of the strut diameter and inter -strut
distance was evident on the principal strain distributions of the constructs. Moreover, for 0o/90o strut
orientation, scaffold architecture, with 0.6 mm strut diameter having 0.5 mm inter-strut distance and 0.2
mm strut diameter having 0.3 mm inter-strut distance, appeared to be suitable for the design of the
complete mandibular constructs. Two different types of patient specific customized Ti reconstruction
plates, solid and plate with holes, with different types of fixation screws, dental roots and crowns were
designed for further study. The FE models of the reconstructed mandibles were simulated under a
mastication cycle to analyse the influence of the combination of fixation screws and reconstruction
plates, on the load transfer across the reconstructed mandibles. The lattice structures with 0.6 mm strut
diameter having 0.5 mm inter-strut distance were further chosen for fabrication using an extrusion-based
3D printing. Based on the physicochemical assessments of the sintered scaffolds, it could be concluded
that extrusion-based 3D printing is an excellent alternative as compared to those high-cost incurring
laser-based additive manufacturing processes. Moreover, osteogenic peptides were grafted on the
pristine Ti surfaces using a silane chemistry based novel vapour deposition process. In vitro assessments
of the surface modified scaffolds, using human amniotic derived mesenchymal stem cells, showed
enhanced cell adhesion and viability. In vivo subcutaneous study in rat models of the surface modified
Ti scaffolds also showed enhanced tissue integration in terms of Collagen I deposition as revealed by
Masson’s trichrome staining of the tissue-integrated scaffold sections, around the periphery of the tissueintegrated struts as compared to those of pristine scaffolds. The study has established that the FE based
design of the scaffolds were successfully fabricated using 3D printing and showed enhanced tissue
integration abilities while grafted with osteogenic peptides on their surfaces.
Keywords: odontogenic tumour, mandible, segmental mandibulectomy, mandibular reconstruction,
finite element analysis, multiscale numerical homogenization technique, bone graft, 3D printing, surface
modification, in vitro assessment, subcutaneous tissue-integration.
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FUZZY GEOMETRY AND ITS APPLICATION IN OPTIMIZATION AND
RULE INTERPOLATION
Suman Das
Supervisor: Prof. Debjani Chakraborty
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17208
The central idea of this thesis is to analyze the fuzzy linear programming problem and fuzzy rule
interpolation with fuzzy geometry. The thesis can be categorized intro four parts. In the first part, some
theoretical concepts of convex fuzzy geometry are developed. A graphical method to solve fuzzy linear
programming problem is introduced in the second part. In the third part, method for forward and
backward fuzzy rule base interpolation is proposed using fuzzy geometry. In the final
part, study on non-convex fuzzy geometry is initiated.
The different possibilities to define perpendicularity of fuzzy line are analyzed with the help of
geometrical transformations of fuzzy points. Area of a fuzzy triangle is calculated using the proposed
concept of perpendicularity. The nature of fuzzy points on a fuzzy line are also studied which is then
used to define the point of intersection between two fuzzy lines.
The geometrical interpretation of fuzzy linear programming problem is presented. The construction of
fuzzy feasible region, generated by the fuzzy constraints is discussed. The extremities of the fuzzy
feasible space are obtained as point of intersection between fuzzy lines or fuzzy equalities. Finally, a
graphical method to solve fuzzy LPP is proposed.
A fuzzy rule base interpolation method is introduced by using fuzzy geometry and concepts such as
expansion/contraction of fuzzy numbers and fuzzy points are defined in this endeavour. The geometry
based fuzzy rule interpolation method is extended for multi-dimensional antecedents. The same idea is
further employed to define an inverse or backward interpolation method.
The arithmetic operations of non-convex and non-normal fuzzy sets are simplified with modified
definition of same points of two non-convex fuzzy sets. Also, the genesis and morphology of convex
and non-convex fuzzy points in higher dimensions are studied. Effect of different t−norms as conjunction
operator is also analyzed. The basic arithmetic operations of fuzzy sets in higher dimensions are
illustrated with complete geometrical visualization.
Keywords: Extension principle, Same points, Inverse points, Fuzzy perpendicularity, Non-convex fuzzy
set, Intersection of fuzzy lines, Fuzzy optimization, Fuzzy constraints, Fuzzy feasible space, Fuzzy rule
interpolation, Inverse interpolation, Scale and move transformation, TRECoRe
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CHARACTERISTICS AND EXCITATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
IN CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL MEDIA
Mahesh Singh
Supervisor: Prof. Bratin Ghosh
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering
Accession No: NB17209
This dissertation enlights on the characteristics of electromagnetic waves in cylindrical and spherical
media. In cylindrical media, for the dielectric rod, impedance cylinder coated with dielectric and uniaxial
dielectric cylinder, the integration along the real kz -axis has been deformed into the complex kz -plane
using Cauchy’s residue theorem to avoid the branch point singularities of the real kz -axis. The complex
kz - plane consists of pole singularities and depending on the location of the poles, poles can be classified
as leaky and creeping-wave poles. The characteristics of the spacewave radiation pattern that is due to
the branch point singularities are also analyzed. Pattern characteristics corresponding to space and leakywaves are investigated for all source-polarizations with variation in cylinder parameters. The phase and
attenuation characteristics of the axially propagating leaky-waves are also investigated, delineating the
radiating and guided-wave regions of the cylinder.
Thereafter, a full-wave Green’s function approach for the rigorous investigation of a probe-coupled
dielectric resonator antenna configuration with an imperfect inner conductor is presented. The
impedance boundary condition is applied over the imperfect conductor in the formulation to derive the
fields in and outside the dielectric region. The technique enhances the applicability of the full-wave
Green’s function in the evaluation of input impedance and radiation characteristics for an antenna
structure with imperfectly conducting spherical surface. The role of the surface impedance on the
antenna resonance and quality factor is thoroughly characterized. Next, the formulation for the scattered
field due to the linearly polarized plane wave incident on the impedance sphere coated with multiple
layers of dielectric is presented. Detailed numerical results for electromagnetic scattering from an
impedance sphere coated with two layers of lossy dielectric are presented. Thereafter, an asymptotic
solution for the field in the shadow region exterior to an impedance sphere coated with two layers of the
lossy dielectric is presented. The creeping-wave modes are computed and plotted with respect to
parametric variations for both the TM and TE cases.
Keywords: Branch cut, creeping-wave, cylindrical media, dielectric resonator, electromagnetic
scattering, Green’s function, guided-wave, impedance boundary condition, impedance cylinder,
impedance surface, imperfect conductor, leaky-wave, lossy dielectric, space-wave, spherical media,
steepest-descent path (SDP), surface impedance, uniaxial media.
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HYDRODYNAMICS OF ACTIVE SWIMMERS: MODELLING AND
ANALYSIS
Abyaya Dhar
Supervisor: Dr. P.S. Burada and Prof. G.P. Raja Sekhar
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17210
Research on the hydrodynamics of natural and artificial self-propelling systems offers exciting
opportunities for engineering and biomedical applications. The studies involve an extensive range of
theoretical, numerical, and experimental approaches. The primary objective of the thesis is to deal with
the problems arising in these microsystems through a simplistic analytical treatment. The mathematical
model, developed in the realm of low Reynolds number hydrodynamics, aims to unify various internal
and external propulsive mechanisms as simple physical models which are sufficient to gain fundamental
insights into the mechanism of locomotion. With an emphasis on the kinematic properties, we have
quantified relevant fluid mechanical properties of self-propulsion throughout the thesis.
The first part of the thesis focuses on using different idealized hydrodynamic models to study the
independent active swimmers. Under this theme, we extend the classical \squirmer model" to analyze
the migration of microorganisms with a distribution of propulsive appendages. We also present
hydrodynamic investigations of self-propulsion in presence of two competing driving fields and in the
low but finite inertial effect of the external medium. A comparative study with the existing literature and
the feasible microfluidic visualizations are stated such that the results are physically meaningful.
We next turn our attention to pairwise and collective swimming in a viscous medium in the second phase
of the thesis. We have illustrated qualitative predictions on the swimming state of single and a pair of
swimmers in a confined tapered channel utilizing the hydrodynamic interactions. Different swimming
states are classified in the effective phase diagrams depending on the morphological parameters of the
channel. On the other hand, for collective migration, we utilize a highly idealized geometric model, the
effective medium and cell model approximations, to identify the essential swimming features in a
suspension. The model is a significant improvement over the previous analysis on such systems, which
did not account for the suspensions ow situation in a realistic manner. Since new experimental methods
promise to reveal the mechanisms for biological locomotion with evermore quantitative detail, we
believe that the future of the works presented in the thesis is likely to be significant.
Keywords: Low Reynolds number hydrodynamics, swimming, biological organisms, droplets,
microfluidic systems.
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EFFICACY OF BLENDED-FLIP TEACHING AT SCHOOL LEVEL: AN
EMPIRICAL STUDY
Dipti Parida
Supervisor: Dr. Atasi Mohanty
Rekhi Centre of Excellence for the Science of Happiness
Accession No: NB17211
This thesis is an empirical investigation of the efficacy of Blended-Flip teaching mode in enhancing
classroom performance at school level. The focus of this research is to examine the role/s of teachinglearning conditions (medium and mode of instruction) and learners' characteristics (academic selfregulation and working memory) in gaining the benefits of Blended-Flip teaching/intervention. This
research employs a pre-post quasi experimental design to investigate the efficacy of Blended-Flip
teaching /intervention in enhancing the performance of school students having different academic selfregulation and working memory capacity. Pedagogic context for the purpose of this work comprises of
two components- Medium of teaching/instruction (Odia and English) and Mode of teaching/instruction
(Traditional and Blended-Flip). Accordingly four pedagogic contexts have been identified: Odia medium
with Traditional mode of teaching (O.M.T), Odia medium with Blended-Flip mode of teaching (O.M.F)
English medium with Traditional mode of teaching (E.M.T) and English medium with Blended-Flip
mode of teaching (E.M.F). The sample consists of 640 Grade 8 students collected from six different
schools located in the cities of Bhubaneswar and Kendrapara, of Odisha in India. Participants were
assigned to each of the four pedagogic contexts; two school subjects like History and Science were taken
to be taught in two different
teaching methods. Both pre and post intervention performances were measured by assessment tests/tools.
Data analyses and interpretations were done both quantitatively and qualitatively. Findings of this
research clearly demonstrate that English medium students with Blended-Flip teaching mode
outperformed their peers in other three groups. Besides this the present research work also examines the
learners characteristics such as academic self-regulation, working memory capacity, learners perception
about the Blended-Flip teaching method and its learning
outcomes. Results indicate that students having autonomous self-regulation have performed better in
Blended-Flip teaching method compared to students having controlled self-regulation, who need more
focus, effort and attention of the teacher.
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DISTRIBUTED MATRIX COMPUTATIONS FOR LARGE SCALE SPATIAL
INTERPOLATION ON BIG DATA PLATFORM
Chandan Misra
Supervisor: Dr. Soumya K. Ghosh and Dr. Sourangshu Bhattacharya
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17212
The growth of big data in domains such as Earth Sciences, Social Networks, Physical Sciences, etc. has
brought to an immense need for efficient and scalable linear algebraic operations. One of the examples
is the creation of environmental and climate models that are used for weather prediction and require
evenly spaced meteorological datasets at a very high spatial and temporal resolution to facilitate the
analysis of recent climatic changes. However, due to the small number of weather stations available,
often the data collected from them are scattered and inadequate for such model creation. For this reason
very high resolution gridded meteorological surface is developed by interpolating the available scattered
data points to fulfill the need for various ecological and climatic applications. Among various
interpolation techniques, Ordinary Kriging (OK) is one of the most popular and widely used gridding
methodologies with a sound statistical basis providing a possibility to obtain highly accurate results.
However, OK interpolation on large unevenly spaced data points is computationally demanding and has
a computational cost that scales as the cube of the number of data points as it involves multiplication
and inversion of matrices of large cardinalities infeasible for computation on a single node.
Meanwhile, Apache Spark has emerged as a large scale data processing engine with a fault-tolerant datastructure (Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs)) and a dedicated machine learning librar y (MLLib) for
processing large matrices and therefore can be used for large scale kriging analysis with considerable
time. In this thesis, we explore the distributed scalable block-recursive matrix computation approaches
which are particularly suitable for data distributed parallel processing engines like Spark. We consider
two important matrix operations — multiplication and inversion which are two essential operations in
distributed OK implementation.
In the first work, we present a fast and highly scalable distributed matrix multiplication algorithm, called
Stark, based on Strassen’s matrix multiplication algorithm. Stark preserves Strassen’s seven
multiplications scheme in a distributed environment and thus achieves asymptotically faster execution
time. It creates a distributed recursion tree of computation where each level of the tree corresponds to
division and combination of distributed matrix blocks stored in the form of Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDDs). It processes each divide and combine step in parallel and memorizes the sub-matrices by
intelligently tagging matrix blocks in it. We report a detailed complexity analysis for the proposed
algorithm, taking into account computation and communication costs. Experimental results suggest that
Stark outperforms existing distributed matrix multiplication implementations on Spark – Marlin and
MLLib, for high matrix sizes (_ 16384 × 16384). Our experiments reveal optimal block sizes for each
matrix size, which is also shown in theoretical analysis. We also show that the experimental and
theoretical running times for Stark match closely. It is also shown experimentally that Stark exhibits
strong scalability with an increasing number of executors. Existing methods for efficient and distributed
matrix inversion using big data platforms rely on LU decomposition-based block-recursive algorithms.
However, these algorithms are complex and require a lot of side calculations, e.g. matrix multiplication,
at various levels of recursion. In the second work, we propose a different scheme based on Strassen’s
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matrix inversion algorithm (mentioned in Strassen’s original paper in 1969), which uses far fewer
operations at each level of recursion. We implement the proposed algorithm, and through extensive
experimentation, show that it is more efficient than the state of the art methods. Furthermore, we provide
a detailed theoretical analysis of the proposed algorithm and derive theoretical running times that match
closely with the empirically observed wall clock running times, thus explaining the U-shaped behavior
w.r.t. Block-sizes.
Finally, we present a fast distributed Ordinary Kriging algorithm and provide an efficient and simple
distributed matrix inversion scheme to accelerate the execution of a distributed OK algorithm. We
employ Strassen’s direct method for matrix inversion and the acceleration is achieved by exploiting the
symmetry nature of the variance-covariance matrix of the OK equation to invert the matrix. We show
experimentally that our distributed inversion scheme enables us to invert a 16000 × 16000 matrix with
51%, and 38% less wall-clock time than distributed Spark-based LU and Strassen’s based inversion
schemes.
Keywords: Numerical Linear Algebra, Ordinary Kriging, Distributed Matrix Computation, Strassen’s
Algorithm, Apache Spark.
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GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON THE NONVOLCANIC HOT SPRINGS AND ASSOCIATED GROUNDWATER SYSTEM
AROUND ATRI AND TARBALO, EASTERN GHATS PROVINCE, INDIA
Asmita Maitra
Supervisor: Prof. Saibal Gupta
Department of Geology and Geophysics
Accession No: NB17213
The origin of nonvolcanic hot springs within Neoproterozoic granulites of the tectonically stable Eastern
Ghats Province (EGP) in the Indian shield has been investigated through geological and hydrological
studies. Geological studies show that the area is multiply deformed, with the D 1 and D2 shortening
deformations accompanying granulite facies metamorphism that peaked at temperatures >900°C, at
~955 ±28 Ma. Following hydrous fluid infiltration at ~808 ±10 Ma, the entire northern EGP was affected
by an extensional deformation event D3 that reoriented all earlier fabrics into an E-W trending, northerly
dipping orientation. Deformation microstructures and results of geothermobarometry indicate that D 3
operated at ~600°C at 711 ±18 Ma, and was probably associated with break-up of the supercontinent
Rodinia. Dextral strike-slip deformation (D4) along the Mahanadi Shear Zone, associated with WNW‐
ESE trending, subvertical pseudotachylite‐ bearing faults and fractures, operated under greenschist
facies conditions and did not reset monazite isotope systematics in the region. Hydrological studies
reveal that tube and dug wells in the area yield both thermal (~60°C) and non-thermal (~28°C) water.
Thermal water is richer in Na+, K+ and Cl−, with lower bicarbonate content. Stable isotope analyses
(δ2H and δ18O) of both thermal and non-thermal waters plot on the Global Meteoric Water Line; tritium
and 14C ages indicate that non-thermal water is relatively modern, while thermal waters are older.
Water-rock interaction modelling indicates that thermal waters are chemically more evolved than nonthermal waters. The results of the hydrological studies are consistent with derivation of both waters from
distinct reservoirs. Intense water-rock interaction also causes dissolution of fluoride-bearing minerals,
resulting in excessive groundwater fluoride contamination in parts of the area. Very low frequency
electromagnetic studies show that water circulates through D 4 fracture systems, but also exists in isolated
pockets within the crystalline country rock. Elevated thorium concentrations within monazite and thorite
lead to high heat production in some basement rocks. Meteoric waters entrapped for longer times near
these heat‐ producing element‐ rich pockets undergo radiogenic heating, and are shielded from nonthermal groundwater circulating within the fracture system. The high thorium concentration in the crust
resulting from Neoproterozoic geological events has, thus, elevated the present‐ day equilibrium
geotherm in the EGP, forming heat sources for shallow‐ level, non-volcanic hot springs within the
tectonically inactive terrane.
Keywords: Non-volcanic hot springs; Eastern Ghats Province; mid-crustal extension; monazite
chemical ages; Rodinia breakup; hydrogeochemistry; tritium dating; water-rock interaction; fluoride
contamination; elevated equilibrium geotherm
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TOWARDS CONSUMER BRAND PERCEPTION FROM ONLINE REVIEWS
Satanik Mitra
Supervisor: Prof. Mamata Jenamani
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Accession No: NB17214
Online consumer reviews have become a promising source for revealing consumers’ experience, reaction
and perception towards the product or brand. However, there are very few attempts have been made to
compute consumers’ brand perception or brand image from online consumer reviews. Brand image is
perceived in consumers’ memory through the network of brand associations. Three attributes of brand
associations namely – favourability, strength and uniqueness constitute brand image. However, reviews
to be informative enough to provide details about brand associations. Reviews with explicit sentiment
orientation reveal consumers perception prominently. In this regard, four objectives are identified in this
thesis - i) Determining consumers’ perception of online review helpfulness, ii) Determining high polarity
reviews and product aspects, iii) Defining metrics for quantifying consumer perception of brand image
and product quality, iv) Demonstrating applications of proposed metrics for comparing competing
brands.
In response to the first objective, we propose two approaches for the identification of helpful reviews. In
the first approach, classification of helpful reviews is implemented with improved word embedding. In
the second approach, a predictive framework is proposed to reveal consumers' perception of helpfulness.
The second objective is addressed with two approaches. The first approach, we propose an improved
document level embedding for sentiment analysis. The second approach is to extracts aspects associated
with a strong sentiment. In the third objective, we propose two metrics for brand image and perceived
quality. The brand image is quantified from online reviews using favourability, strength, and uniqueness
of underlying associations. Perceived quality score is computed from the opinion score of brand
associations. In the fourth objective, we show three potential applications of metrics computed in the
third objective for market analysis.
Our contributions are towards both text analysis and brand management domain. For classification of
helpful reviews a word level improvement of pre-trained embedding is proposed. In the prediction based
approach helpfulness is viewed from qualitative lexical, sequential and structural perspectives focusing
on more human centric analysis. Human scoring of helpful review is involved to decimate the
unreliability of helpfulness voting mechanism. For sentiment classification of reviews, we incorporate
domain knowledge into word and document level and improve document level embeddings. With the
best of our knowledge, we are first to propose a numerical score of brand image from online consumer
reviews. Co word analysis and aspect based sentiment analysis is used first time to reveal favourability,
strength and uniqueness of brand associations. Computation of perceived quality is implemented based
on the benefits received by the consumers. Three applications of metrics proposed in the thesis are novel.
The thesis enable practitioners to use the solution proposed in the first objective for i) classification of
helpful reviews based on improved embeddings, ii) estimation of weights of qualitative perspectives
from human labelling, iii) as informative reviews mediate product preferences, managers can use our
approaches to comprehend consumers’ post purchase behaviour. The approaches proposed in the second
objective enables practitioners for i) understanding consumers’ choices and satisfaction through
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sentiment analysis of reviews. The metrics proposed in the third objective i) distinctively represent
consumers’ reaction towards individual brand associations which assist in changing market strategy,
business decision or taking measures for improving the brand, ii) co word network works as a tool for
visualization of the entire brand association network. The fourth objective captures i) temporal changes
from co word network, ii) identifies associations that may cause threats or brings in profit, iii) rank
brands as per quality which gives competitive advancements.
In future scope our works can be extended in the following ways: i) analysis of review helpfulness in
cross domain qualitative perspectives with advanced embedding techniques and deep learning models
ii) identification of implicit brand association from online reviews iii) fully automation of application of
proposed metrics will reduce time to analyse the competitive market.
Keywords: Improved word embedding, Sentiment Analysis, LSA, Document-level embedding, SVM,
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Helpfulness of Review, Semantic and Syntactic features, regression
analysis, Brand image, online consumer review, Aspect-based sentiment analysis, Co-Word network
analysis, SWOT, Senti- Concept Mapper
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SMART COPOLYMERIC NANOPARTICLES: SYNTHESIS BY RAFT
POLYMERIZATION, POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN DRUG DELIVERY
AND REAL-TIME MONITORING
Pousali Samanta
Supervisor: Prof. Dibakar Dhara
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17215
The ability to regulate the formation of nanoparticles through self-assembly of amphiphilic copolymers
is of immense significance in the field of biology and medicine. An amphiphilic smart block or random
copolymer can form different types of nanoparticles in aqueous medium that are capable of undergoing
structural transformation and self-immolation in response to small changes in their environment. In this
dissertation work, we have aimed to design several nanoparticles from smart copolymers, which are
potentially very stable at physiological conditions, have diseased cell targeting ability, and can act as
stimuli triggered drug delivery vehicle. For this purpose, random, block copolymers with narrow
dispersity (Đ) were synthesized by reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization
(RAFT) technique. We have introduced in situ Gold nano preparation, AIE effect, cross-linking to the
stimuli-responsive nanoparticles to achieve superior drug delivery vehicle.
We have shown that cloud point (CP) of all random copolymers comprised of N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP)
and sub-NVP monomers in aqueous solution can be varied from 16 ºC to 64 ºC by changing the
substituent groups in sub-NVP monomer and copolymer composition. The thermo-responsiveness of
PVP based copolymers can also be tuned in binary mixture of solvents (water and water-miscible organic
solvents).
pH and thermo-responsive prodrug-based drug delivery vehicle has been prepared by attaching anticancer drug doxorubicin covalently to polymer chain and manipulating the CP value of final prodrug to
41 ºC. The nanoparticles formed from the prodrug show potentiality for selective triggered drug release.
The nanoparticles are also capable to reduce HAuCl4 and stabilize resulting AuNPs which can be utilized
to demonstrate imaging-guided dynamic release of drug molecules.
Dual responsive (pH and light) vesicles have been prepared from P(CM-r-HEMA) polymer by
introducing light-responsive coumarin moiety and pH-responsive β-thiopropionate linker in the polymer
chains. To enrich the stability of vesicles, bilayer of the vesicles has been cross-linked by light
irradiation, which reduces premature drug leakage at physiological condition. These cross -linked
vesicles are able to release physically encapsulated doxorubicin drug in a controlled manner under the
influence of acidic pH.
Enzyme and pH-responsive AIE active nanoparticles prepared from PEG and glycine- based prodrug
show selective triggered doxorubicin release in a controlled manner. Another AIE active nanoparticle
achieved from linear PEG and lysine-based polymer show selective disassembly behavior in the
influence of E. coli bacterial enzyme, which can be utilized in targeted antibiotics delivery.
Key words: RAFT polymerization; Smart polymers; N-vinylpyrrolidone; Poly(ethylene glycol);
nanoparticles; Cross-linking; Doxorubicin; Polymeric prodrugs; Disassembly of nanoparticles; Drug
release; Gold Nano; Aggregation induced emission.
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EFFICIENT MULTI-CARRIER SIGNAL GENERATION AND RECEPTION
OVER BANDLIMITED TIME-FREQUENCY DISPERSIVE CHANNELS
Shashank Tiwari
Supervisor: Dr. Suvra Sekhar Das
G.S.Sanyal School of Telecommunication
Accession No: NB17216
The goal of this thesis is to provide methods for multi-carrier signal generation and reception over
bandlimited doubly dispersive channels for key performance indicators (KPIs) like peak to average
power ratio (PAPR), computational complexity, out of band (OoB) leakage, and high reliability. In this
thesis, we focus on flexible waveform called generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM)
which performs better than orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM)in terms of out-of-band
(OoB) radiation and synchronization errors.
GFDM being a multi-carrier waveform su_ers from high peak to average power ratio (PAPR). To reduce
the PAPR, we propose novel precoding schemes specific to GFDM systems which can reduce the PAPR
of GFDM system by around 10 dB without much change in transceiver complexity.
For practical implementation of GFDM system, we derive low complex structures of GFDM transmitter
and two-stage receivers for multi-path channel which achieve about two order of lesser computational
complexity in comparison to the known GFDM modems.
The BER performance of above two-stage receiver can be improved by Joint- MMSE receiver at the cost
of increase in computational complexity. We propose a low complexity structure to implement JointMMSE receiver which is around an order lower complex than the best known solution without any
noticeable loss in BER.
Just like OFDM, GFDM also fails to provide reliable link when the channel is time-varying. In such
situations, orthogonal time-frequency space (OTFS) modulation has been shown to provide much
superior performance than GFDM and OFDM. To enable practical implementation of OTFS systems,
we develop low complexity linear receiver for OTFS system having around seven order lesser
complexity than the direct implementation.
Conventional OTFS system uses rectangular pulse shape which results in high out of band (OoB)
leakage. To reduce OoB leakage, we present a circular pulse shaping framework for OTFS which can
reduce around 50 dB without any loss in BER as well as provide low complexity transceiver structure.
With the contributions made in this thesis, both GFDM and OTFS has now been enabled to be a part of
next generation radio access technology.
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STUDIES ON HETEROMETALLIC Co II/III‒4f COMPLEXES: SYNTHESIS,
STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERIZATION
Dipmalya Basak
Supervisor: Prof. Debashis Ray
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17217
Synthesis of heterometallic complexes containing 3d and 4f metal ions can be undertaken by the
utilisation of various strategies like cationic‒template method, anion‒template method, metalloligand
method and ligand controlled hydrolytic method. Choice of ligands for such synthesis is governed by
the preference of 3d metal ions to bind soft donors and that of 4f ions towards hard donors in line with
HSAB theory. The preparation of higher nuclearity molecules often relies on ligand‒controlled self‒
assembly under the hydrolytic method. Complexes synthesised by this strategy makes use of serendipity
and trial and error tactics to arrive at the appropriate reaction conditions and such complexes are often
termed as coordination aggregates or coordination clusters. Limited hydrolysis of metal bound water and
solvent molecules under ligand control lead to well defined structures, formed with the help of so
generated OH‒, OMe‒, O2‒, etc. bridging anions serving as ancillary ligands, rather than intractable
precipitates. Other ancillary ligands such as carboxylates also play an important role in supporting the
primary ligand both in terms of providing structural stability and limiting hydrolysis. A major drawback
of this methodology is the lack of control over the structure of the final molecule together with the metal
ion coordination geometry which further complicates prediction of desirable magnetic and other useful
properties. Understanding the underlying processes of aggregation of these extremely complex systems
is thus of utmost importance for development of a more planned synthetic approach although progress
has been slow over the past decade. In this thesis a systematic approach of variation of the ligand
backbone has been undertaken to investigate the coordination behaviour of related ligand systems
towards Co2(μ-OH2)(O2CCMe3)4(HO2CCMe 3)4 and Ln(NO3)3∙xH 2O along with CoCl2∙6H2O in one
instance in the formation of CoII/III‒4f complexes of varying nuclearity exhibiting unique topologies. Use
of a rigid Schiff base ligand containing thioether donor give rise to a uniquely distorted octahedral Co II
center best described as being locked in transition between facial and meridional geometric isomers in
a dinuclear CoII‒4f complex. Increasing the flexibility of the ligand backbone through introduction of
alcohol arm lead to increase in nuclearity forming heptanuclear Co II‒4f coordination clusters
accompanied by literature unknown lanthanide(III)‒pivalate‒based counter anions. MeCN solvent
induced structural transformations to hexanuclear and decanuclear aggregates open up a viable synthetic
route for accessing new structural types. Such transformations along with mass spectrometric
investigations shed light on the aggregation pathways. Introduction of multiple alcohol arms in the ligand
backbone lead to unique pentanuclear CoII/III ‒4f complexes bearing resemblance with the structure of
OEC in PSII. Photocatalytic water oxidation studies are carried out with these complexes. Use of two
primary ligands in the synthesis of tetranuclear and pentanuclear aggregates highlights the effect of
lanthanide contraction and sequence of ligand addition on the nuclearity and structure of the final
molecule. Magnetic studies reveal SMM like behaviour in some of the aggregates as well as highlighting
the limitations of theoretical methodologies in predicting the magnetic behaviour.
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Keywords: Schiff base; heterometallic polynuclear complexes; Co II/III ‒4f coordination aggregates,
ancillary ligands; ligand‒controlled self‒assembly; X‒ray crystal structure; magnetic susceptibility;
CASSCF calculations; photocatalytic water oxidation; mass spectrometry.
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UNVEILING THE SIGNI_CANCE OF PROTEIN INTERACTOME
IN PARALLEL WHOLE-CELL SIMULATION, EVOLUTION, AND
DISEASE BIOLOGY
Barnali Das
Supervisor: Dr. Pralay Mitra
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Accession No: NB17218
Bioinformatics houses a rich collection of research related to the protein interactome and its applications
in Evolution and Disease Biology. However, exploitation of the protein interactome for determination
of the protein spatial proximity information and reduction of the huge computational overhead faced by
whole-cell modeling and simulation are not yet studied up to their merit. In this thesis, we address some
of these issues and present several new theoretical findings, efficient algorithms, and computational
aspects concerning the aforementioned research problems. We have first shown how network and graph
theory-based approaches can lead to computation of the protein spatial locality, which, in turn, aids in
identifying the spatially localized
protein clusters in the cell of an organism. These clusters are functionally consistent as indicated by a
thorough Gene Ontology-based analysis, and hence, can be termed as the functional modules of the cell.
Based on the characterization of the protein clusters, we computationally partition the simulation space
(whole-cell of an organism) into simulation sub-cells, each encompassing its corresponding assigned
functional module. Next, we present a novel parallel whole-cell simulation framework that can optimally
simulate these sub-cells on separate computing units of the High-Performance Computing systems. Such
simulations are efficiently guided by our designed hashing-based data structure called the Cellular
Dictionary that caches the cell state during each simulation time instant. We also explore the role of
protein localization in cell towards deciphering biological evolution. To address the hypothesis of the
presence of evolution traces at the level of the inter-module interactions, we present detailed topological
analyses followed by some statistical and biological results supporting the hypothesis. Further, we
exploit the locality information and develop a novel Deep Learning framework for identifying the
putative disease-associated proteins in human. Our model has an excellent predictive capability as
reflected by the evaluation metric measures and it presents potential disease-associated human proteins
eligible for experimental validations. Experimental results and detailed analyses have been furnished to
demonstrate the usefulness and efficiency of the proposed techniques.
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DECAYING LASER SPARK AND ITS APPLICATION IN WAVE DRAG
REDUCTION
Upasana Priyadarshani Padhi
Supervisor: Dr. Ratan Joarder
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Accession No: NB17219
The decay of laser spark created by non-resonant laser induced breakdown in quiescent air is studied in
this work. The flow-field immediately after the breakdown, plasma core disintegration, shock wave
dynamics, hot kernel deformation and subsequent gas dynamic effects are studied along with an
engineering application (flow control around aerodynamic body). A two-dimensional numerical model
has been developed in-house to study the above phenomena. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved
along with species conservation equations in finite volume framework. Thermal equilibrium and
chemical non-equilibrium effects are assumed during the simulation. The validation of the computer
program has been performed by comparing numerical data on the variation of shock wave radius with
the experimental results conducted in-house.
For single pulse energy deposition with varying pulse energy, initially the shock wave exhibits
supersonic speed of propagation momentarily, and then decelerates. The hot plume at the kernel
undergoes expansion to form two counter rotating toroidal vortex rings perpendicular to the direction of
laser beam. A third lobe is generated at the kernel as the centre line velocity moves opposite to the
direction of laser beam. The hot plume expands while changing its shape till it comes to equilibrium with
the surrounding. The Jones model is used to fit the trajectory of shock wave in order to find the shock
loss. The characterization of energy distribution shows that more than 80% of absorbed energy is carried
away by the shock wave and about 16-19% is left in the kernel which could be used potentially for
ignition.
Double pulse energy deposition with two combinations of the energy at two different pulse intervals
(100 ns and 50 μs) are investigated. For short pulse interval the dynamics of shock wave propagation,
third lobe generation and hot plume expansion follows similar mechanism as single pulse deposition
case. The energy absorption from the second pulse increases due to high electron density after first
breakdown when compared with a single pulse of same total pulse energy. Thus, the life time of plasma
kernel is increased by 13.56% due to increase in temperature at the kernel. The characterization of energy
shows that the shock loss is slightly higher as compared to same total energy single pulse. Therefore, a
single pulse can be replaced by same total energy double pulse at short pulse interval, which is an
advantage in prospect of lean limit of combustion. In case of double pulse deposition at long pulse
interval, new physical phenomena are observed, namely multiple layers of shock wave propagation. Two
lobes are generated at the plasma kernel in this case: a third lobe opposite to the direction of laser beam
and a fourth lobe towards the laser beam direction. The surface area of hot kernel increases, which can
help in enhanced mixing in fuel-air mixtures. The Jones model is not best suited to find the shock loss
from the trajectory of the shock wave in this case.
Wave drag reduction mechanism over a semi-circular body travelling at supersonic speed by laser energy
deposition at various repetition rates and deposition locations are studied. The drag reduction is
maximum when the distance between the energy deposition location and the nose of body i s kept
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maximum for single pulse energy deposition under the considered conditions. For repetitive pulse energy
deposition, a higher oscillation in drag history is observed. The aerodynamic efficiency of laser energy
deposition is found to be 78.7 % at a distance 48 mm from the nose of the body at 50 kHz repetition rate
for the flow condition, absorbed energy and geometry considered in the present study.
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RANSITION METAL CATALYZED DIRECT SITE-SELECTIVE
FUNCTIONALIZATIONS AND ANNULATIONS OF AZA-HETEROCYCLES
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF EXTENDED CONJUGATED SYSTEMS
Aniruddha Biswas
Supervisor: Dr. Rajarshi Samanta
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17220
Keywords: (1) C–H functionalization (2) Transition metal catalysis (3) Annulation (4) Stepeconomic synthesis
(5) Conjugate π-system
The thesis entitled “Transition Metal Catalysed Direct Site-Selective Functionalizations and Annulations of
Aza-Heterocycles for the Construction of Extended Conjugated Systems” describes the strategies for the
construction nitrogen-containing polyaromatic hydrocarbons (NPAHs)
starting from simple aza heterocycles following step-economic pathways.

Chapter 1 offers an introductory overview on C–H bond functionalizations/annulations strategies as an
emerging alternative to conventional protocols for the construction of conjugated π-systems.
Chapter 2 illustrates CuI-catalyzed regioselective cascade alkylation and cyclo-condensation of quinoline Noxides with diazo esters (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1: CuI catalyzed π-extension of quinolines N-oxides using diazo compounds
Chapter 3 describes CuI-catalyzed direct, C2-selective arylamination of N-oxides using anthranil as
coupling partner and its extension in studies of the products for the construction of conjugated π-Systems
(Scheme 2).

Scheme 2: CuI catalyzed C2-arylamination of N-oxides
Chapter 4 describes Rh(III)-catalyzed straightforward, step-efficient synthesis of enzophenanthroline
and benzophenanthrolinone derivatives using anthranils (Scheme 3).
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cheme 3: Rh(III)-catalyzed synthesis of benzophenanthroline and benzophenanthrolinone
Chapter 5 illustrates a Rh(III)-catalyzed oxidative double annulations strategy for the synthesis of polyarylated quinolones from pyridones and its potent application in the detection of nitroaromatics (Scheme
4).

Scheme 4: Rh(III)-catalyzed synthesis of quinolone from pyridine
Chapter 6 describes Rh(III)-catalyzed regioselective direct C4-alkylation and C2- alkylation/annulation
of indoles using electronically variable diazo coupling partners. The C2-annulation further offers novel
indolopyridones (Scheme 5).

Scheme 5: Rh (III)-catalyzed C4-alkylation and C2-annulation with diazo esters
Chapter 7 describes a Rh(III)-catalyzed tandem indole C4-arylamination/annulation for the synthesis
of indoloquinolines using anthranil as coupling partner. The photophysical studies of the synthesized
compounds were carried out (Scheme 6).

Scheme 6: Rh(III)-catalyzed C4-arylamination/annulations for the synthesis of
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Chapter 8 represents the overall contribution and concluding remarks.
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VALORISATION OF ORGANIC FRACTION OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
BY HYDROTHERMAL CARBONIZATION AS A SOLID BIOFUEL
Hari Bhakta Sharma
Supervisor: Prof. Brajesh Kumar Dubey
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17221
This study looked at the possibility of using hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) to produce densified
solid biofuel from the organic fraction of municipal solid waste (food and yard w aste). The impact of
various severities of hydrothermal carbonization of the yard and food waste on the structural,
physicochemical, and combustion properties of hydrochar produced was investigated. The hydrochar
produced was then pelletized into biofuel pellets and its properties like; fuel, mechanical, storability, and
transportability were also investigated in this study. A strategy for the reusability and valorization of
wastewater (process waste) generated during Co-HTC conditions was also established. This study also
included the techno-economic and environmental footprints involved with the treatment process, as well
as framework creation and policy suggestions. The thesis findings revealed that an energy-rich hydrochar
could be produced that outperforms its precursor in terms of physiochemical and fuel properties. The
study's findings revealed that the HTC of the organic component of municipal solid waste, such as yard
waste, provides an opportunity to generate energy-dense solid fuel (hydrochar) with a calorific value of
up to 24.6 - 27 MJ/kg, equivalent to lignite coal. As severity increases, the hydrochar yield declines
while its fuel properties improve. Decarboxylation and dehydration allow functional groups to become
impaired, including C–O and –OH. The grindability of the prepared hydrochar was comparable to that
of coal. Hydrochar produced at lower reaction condition (160–200 °C at 2 h) have better flowability as
compared to that produced at higher reaction condition (4–24 h at 200 °C). Yard waste hydrochar was
suitable for fluidized bed combustion when produced at a lower reaction condition. Hydrochar prepared
at a higher reaction condition on the other hand was better suited to making briquettes and fuel pellets.
Hydrochar has the advantages of grindability, hydrophobicity, and energy density over raw feedstock
making it a superior fuel. The higher quality of yard waste hydrochar also improves the storage and
transportation of the fuel pellets produced. When compared to yard waste hydrochar pellets produced at
low severity, higher HTC severity creates brittle yet durable pellets. Food waste (FW) on the other hand
gets easily carbonized as evident from low hydrochar yield since, the carbonization potential of food
waste is directly proportional to its severity. The increased severity also encourages the development of
carbon microspheres. The requirement for a binder was realized during the pelletization of food waste
hydrochar. The lack of solid bridge formation between the food waste hydrochar particles resulted in the
pellets with low tensile strength. The energy density and strength of the FW hydrochar pellets produced
increased when molasses was used as a binder. Pellets containing 30% molasses as a binder had the
maximum mass density (1683 kg/m3) and the highest energy density (37.54 GJ/m3). Molasses
recrystallization aids in the production of strong hydrochar pellets by acting as a binder. Furthermore,
the FW hydrochar has high-oxygenated functional groups on its surface, which was evident from FTIR
results. These functional groups operate as a nucleophilic site for the electrophilic sites of molasses
saccharide functionality. These chemical interactions between hydrochar and molasses aid in the
formation of chemical bridges with the hydrochar particles which enhances overall pellet matrix binding
ability and durability. However, molasses, on the other hand, which is used as a binder in food waste
hydrochar pellets, has a proclivity for absorbing moisture. The need for commercial binders is reduc ed
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by co-hydrothermal carbonization of non-lignocellulosic food waste and lignocellulosic yard waste. The
lignin concentration in yard waste hydrochar was increased by hydrothermal carbonization and softened
during heated pelletization (90oC) which served as a natural binder. Soften lignin of yard waste
hydrochar when pressed engulfs the food waste hydrochar particles when pelletized together. The
softened lignin solidifies when the pellets cool thus providing a solid bridge within the pellet matrix.
Using anaerobic digestion and recirculation, a reusability and valorization approach for wastewater
(process water) generated during Co-HTC conditions was developed which lowered the upstream and
downstream water and wastewater-related burden. The anaerobic biodegradability of the process water
generated during Co-HTC was 72% of which the experimental and theoretical methane yields was 224
mL/g COD and 308 mL/g COD, respectively. The presence of high organic and ionic species in
recirculated process water aided the overall carbonization process which was evident from the enhanced
energy yield (86–92%), carbon content (68–71%), and calorific value (20–27 MJ/kg).
Given the current low market value of hydrochar, economic analysis suggested that the significant capital
cost required due to plant complexity, the commercial application of the technology may be not feasible
at this time and cost incurred may not be offset by the additional revenues generated. Nonetheless, overall
economic potential of HTC could be boosted by economies of scale and as well as by an increase in
hydrochar output and its use as a renewable fuel. According to the life cycle assessment study, the HTC
reactor contributes to environmental pollutants in all impact categories. In terms of climate change, the
HTC reactor is responsible for around 75% of total emissions. The coal-based energy mix is the primary
source of emissions. According to the sensitivity study, switching to Germany's energy mix (which
includes 18% coal) could lower overall emissions by 63 %. Even though the technology is still in its
early phases of development, with knowledge gaps and flaws, research conducted indicated that HTC
has the potential to become a future technology. The techno-economic and LCA assessments both
emphasized the need for more research to address the present flaws of the technology and to also develop
a revenue-generating business model.
Keywords: Hydrothermal carbonization; Yard waste; Food waste; Biofuel; Fuel pellets; Life cycle
assessment; Techno-economic assessment; Organic fraction of municipal solid waste.
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APPROACHING UNIVERSAL ENERGY ACCESS WITH DEMAND
RESPONSE - FROM PROSPECT TO PRACTICE
Manojit Ray
Supervisor: Dr. Basab Chakraborty

Rajendra Mishra School of Engineering Entrepreneurship
Accession No: NB17222
Globally, about a billion people live without electricity. Billions more endure intermittent service at the
grid-edge, and hundreds of millions without grid-access solely use a solar lantern. Most of the accessdeprived are in the Global South, predominantly in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, and may benefit
from the expanding distributed generation. Recognizing the criticality of universal access to electricity
in inclusive human development, the United Nations adopted 'affordable and clean energy' as one of the
Sustainable Development Goals. To treasure electricityaccess, measuring the same is essential.
Electricity-access measurement has evolved
from binary to multi-tier, multi-parameter framework. This evolution has facilitated consumer-focused
energy-strategy scripting. This study entails electricity availability, consumer aspiration, and overall
consumption in an impoverished valley at the gridedge. Results outline demand-response-aided
innovative access tier scaling opportunities and underscore the importance of a consumer-focused
approach to improve resource utilization. Moreover, supply-reliability transforms from abrupt, complete
disruption to gradual, cognisant decay. Worldwide, in off-grid regions, solar photovoltaic-powered minigrids are increasingly bringing electricity. However, poor load-factor and expensive storage adversely
affect viability. Indeed, the presence of sustained productive loads favourably influences the mini-grid
economy. This work investigates the role of critical household loads in 88 nation-states to deliver a
similar bearing on the mini-grid economy. Results underscore that demand response in a minigrid can
improve affordability for all consumers and bring 186 million access-deprived
people within affordable access. In remote humanitarian camps, the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees-managed camp-administrations supply water to camp-residents using polluting diesel
generators. Moreover, inadequate cooking energy forces refugees to use unsustainable firewood or skip
meals. But, a mini-grid can provide illumination, pump water, power electric-cooking, and support
additional camp-essentials. However, the needed high-tier mini-grid remains investment-intensive and
impedes the United Nations' plan to run camp operations with solar photovoltaic generation. Power
purchase agreements shift the upfront investment to an energy service company; but, energy remains
unduly expensive with supply-focused agreement-crafting and simplistic resilience-assessment. This
work explores incorporating demand-flexibility & tiered-resilience in power purchase agreements to
reduce energy costs. Results show solar photovoltaic can economically power humanitarian settlements
and substantially lower the United Nations' energy charges.
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A STUDY OF TURBULENCE IN FOUR GALACTIC SUPERNOVA
REMNANTS
Preetha Saha
Supervisor: Prof. Somnath Bharadwaj
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17223
Supernova remnants (SNRs) have a variety of overall morphology as well as rich structures over a wide
range of scales and across the entire electromagnetic band of frequency. Quantitative study of these
structures can potentially reveal fluctuations of density and magnetic field originating from the
interaction with the interstellar medium (ISM) and turbulence in the expanding ejecta. In this thesis, we
use the power spectrum technique for the investigation of the observed intensity fluctuations from four
Galactic SNRs in radio and X-ray.
We have used the archival Very Large Array (VLA) data and observed Giant Metrewave Radio
Telescope (GMRT) data to estimate the angular power spectrum Cℓ of the synchrotron emission
fluctuations of Cas A, Kepler, Crab and Tycho SNR respectively. This is done using the novel, visibility
based, Tapered Gridded Estimator. In addition, we present Cℓ measured from the archival Chandra Xray data of Cas A, Kepler and Tycho SNR in two separate energy ranges A ∼ (0.5 − 1.0) keV and B ∼
(4.2 − 6.0) keV, both of which are continuum dominated. The different emissions all trace fluctuations
in the underlying plasma and possibly also the magnetic field, and we expect them to be correlated. We
quantify this using the cross angular power spectrum between the different emissions.
For the chosen SNRs, the auto and cross Cℓ are found to follow a power law over a specific range of
inverse angular scale ℓ. We note that the best fit values of the power law slope largely lie between −1.5
and −3.5. For shell-type SNRs like Cas A, Kepler, the broken power law Cℓ has been identified with the
transition from 2D turbulence at large scales to 3D turbulence at smaller scales occurring at an angular
scale corresponding to the shell thickness. Alternatively, this can also be explained as 2D inverse cascade
driven by the energy injection from knot-shock interactions. In contrast, the angular scale of the observed
break for shell-type Tycho SNR does not coincide with the shell thickness. We do not find a significant
change in the power law of radio Cℓ for Crab SNR which is possibly related to its filled-centre geometry.
The estimated cross Cℓ quantify the ℓ dependence of the correlation. We further evaluate their
dimensionless cross correlation coefficients which measure the strength of the correlations among the
three bands considered here. For Cas A and Tycho, the qualitatively analogous result of correlation of
X-ray B data with both radio and X-ray A suggests the emission in X-ray B to be a mix of thermal and
non-thermal. The scenario is slightly different for Kepler SNR where the radio data is better correlated
with X-ray A than X-ray B. However, the observed strong correlation between X-ray A and B for all
three SNRs indicates relatively similar characteristics of the emission in these two bands. These findings
from the auto and cross Cℓ provide observational inputs regarding the nature of turbulence and the
emission mechanisms of the SNRs.
Keywords: Interstellar medium (ISM): supernova remnants - methods: data analysis - radio and X-ray
- statistical: power spectrum - auto and cross - turbulence - (magnetohydrodynamics)
MHD - radiation mechanisms: thermal and non-thermal
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HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY OF NON-NEWTONIAN FLUID-POROUS
CHANNEL FLOWS
Sourav Sengupta
Supervisor: Professor Sirshendu De
Department of Chemical Engineering
Accession No: NB17224
The flow of fluid over a porous medium is widely observable across a diverse range of geophysical,
industrial, and biological applications. A majority of the fluids involved in such a scenario do not obey
the simplistic Newtonian rheology. A proper understanding of the flow transition characteristics
involving such non-Newtonian fluids can be of immense help in either triggering flow transition (for
achieving enhanced mixing) or delaying the transition (for example, in applications where mixing is
highly undesirable). Despite the importance of non-Newtonian fluids in practical applications, the
literature on hydrodynamic stability of fluid-porous channel flows was mostly confined to Newtonian
fluids. Therefore, an attempt has been made to address this major shortcoming in this thesis by working
on "Hydrodynamic stability of non- Newtonian fluid-porous channel flows". The overarching motivation
has been to develop a fundamental understanding of the flow transition characteristics for a fluidporous
dual-layer configuration in channel flows, where the fluid follows non- Newtonian rheology.
Within the domain of linear hydrodynamic stability, while the traditional modal analysis technique is
proficient at dealing with problems involving thermal instability (for example, the onset of thermal
convection), it often fails to predict the experimental findings for transition in channel flows. This is
because channel flows are known to demonstrate short-time transient growth that cannot be captured
within the purview of modal analysis (modal analysis is mainly good at predicting long-time
characteristics only). The non-modal analysis is an indispensable tool in this regard. It can predict
transient growth that often leads to secondary instability and earlier flow transition than that predicted
by modal theory. However, the existing literature in the hydrodynamic stability of fluid-porous channel
flows was primarily restricted to modal analysis, even for Newtonian fluids. In this context, a major
highlight of this thesis is the employment of non-modal analysis in the hydrodynamic stability of fluidporous systems. In fact, both modal and non-modal stability analyses have been carried out to compare
and contrast the long-time and short-time flow transition characteristics.
In this thesis, the following classes of non-Newtonian fluids have been considered: (i) yield stress fluids,
(ii) shear-thinning fluids, (iii) shear-thickening fluids. A detailed investigation of the effects of both
shear-driven (Couette) and pressure driven (Poiseuille channel flows has been undertaken. A
combination of analytical and numerical methodologies has been employed for various studi es.
Another critical aspect involved in fluid-porous systems is the quantification of the flow behaviour near
the fluid-porous interface. In particular, the effect of viscous diffusion could be prominent at the
interface. Even though many investigations aim to unravel “accurate” interface conditions and velocity
profiles near the interface, there is a dearth of studies that connect the interface characteristics to flow
transition. This gap has been addressed by undertaking a comprehensive study assessing the role of the
transition layer (existing in between the fluid and the porous layers) on flow stability. An
interdependence has been unveiled between the velocity discontinuity (existing at the interface) and the
thickness of the transition layer towards dictating the final characteristics of flow transition.
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Overall, an intricate interplay between the non-Newtonian rheology of the fluid and the various
characterizing parameters of the porous layer is found to influence the flow transition characteristics
significantly. The possible fundamental mechanisms involved in such flow transition have also been
explored in detail in this thesis. The novel findings emerging out of the research would possibly aid
better designing and control of flow in fluid-porous systems involving real-life (non-Newtonian) fluids.
Keywords: Hydrodynamic stability; linear stability; non-modal analysis; Bingham fluid; power-law
fluid; porous media.
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EVOLUTION OF NANOSTRUCTURE, THERMAL STABILITY, AND
MAGNETOCALORIC PROPERTIES OF A FEW FE- AND FE-NI-BASE SOFTMAGNETIC MECHANICALLY ALLOYED POWDERS AND RIBBONS
Anand K.S.
Supervisor: Dr. Jayanta Das
Department of Metallurgical and Materials
Accession No: NB17225
The effect of milling time on the nanostructure evolution, thermal stability, and the magnetocaloric effect
in mechaniocally alloyed (Ni xFe1-x)70.5B17.7Si7.8Ti 4 (at.%) (0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.5) has been investigated using xray diffraction, differential scanning calorimeter, transmission electron microscope, and vibrating
sample magnetometer. The x-ray diffraction analysis reveals the formation of α-Fe in x = 0.3 and γ-Ni
phase in x = 0.4 and 0.5 differently milled powders. An enhanced magnetic entropy change of 0.695
J/kgK with a Curie temperature (𝑇𝐶 ) of 375 K at 19.9 kOe has been observed for the heat-treated x =
0.4 powders. Therefore, a large number of Fe-Ni- base alloys were surveyed to establish a mathematical
relationship between 𝑇𝐶 and 𝐷/𝑑3𝑑 and predict the 𝑇𝐶 of γ-Ni phase by estimating its lattice parameter.
The effect of milling on soft-magnetic properties of the as-milled powders has been correlated.
Furthermore, a model has been developed to predict the 𝑇𝐶 of γ-Ni phase from the lattice parameter. The
calorimetric studies show the occurrence of ordered 𝛼′ BCC phase in Fe72Ni8Co8Zr7B4Cu1 (at. %)
upon 72 hours of milling, which transforms into disordered 𝛼 and 𝛼→γ transformation at 634 K and 909
K, respectively. Furthermore, the thermo-magnetic characterization confirmed the occurrence of 𝛼′ →
𝛼 transformation in the range of 500 K-600 K in addition to 𝛼→γ transformation at 900 K suggesting
the potential high-temperature application of the alloy powder.
The evolution of microstructure, structural transformation, magnetic properties, and magnetocaloric
effects in a series of arc melted ingots (AMI) and asspun ribbons (ASR) of (Fe72-0.9yNi 80.1yCo8)Zr 7B 4Cu1Gay (0 ≤ y ≤ 6) were studied. The thermomagnetic studies revealed that the 𝛼 -Fe→γFe structural transformation occurred in the range of 691-733 K in AMIs, and 660-723 K in ASRs under
the applied magnetic field of 0.01 T. 𝑇𝐶 𝛾 lies in the range of 1126-1140 K and 1106-1126 K for AMIs
and ASRs respectively. A second-order magnetic transition has been identified in y = 0 ASR using Arrott
plot analysis and the magnetic entropy change (|−Δ𝑆𝑀|) has been estimated to be 0.973 J/kg.K at 0.976
T. The refrigeration capacity of ASR samples corresponding to y = 0, and y = 6 are 12.78 J/kg, and 22.98
J/kg.
Keywords: Nanocrystalline alloy, Mechanical alloying, Microstructure, Characterization, Rapid
Solidification, Magnetocaloric effect, Soft-magnetic properties.
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FREQUENCY ESTIMATION UNDER STATIONARY AND NONSTATIONARY CONDITIONS - A CASE STUDY OF INDUCTION MOTOR
FAULT DIAGNOSIS
Anik Kumar Samanta
Supervisor: Professor Aurobinda Routrayand Professor Swanand R. Khare
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17226
Signal parameters carry vital characteristic information about any physical process. Fourier bases have
been of tremendous analytical potential that still spans the space of signature analysis. This thesis
attempts to retrieve phase information of signals with time-varying and constant frequencies to gain
insight into such processes.
We adopt a model-based approach to estimate the instantaneous frequency (IF) of multiple time-varying
components using a linearized constrained Kalman based method. The method is used for estimating the
chirp-like characteristic features of gravitational waves emanated from the merging of binary blackholes. The phase abstraction property of the method is used for extracting the dominant modes of the
signal. The removal of dominant modes reduces the spectral leakage for stationary frequency estimation.
As a consequence, previously obscured low magnitude frequency components are observable.
We propose two spectral estimators in the thesis for stationary conditions when the frequency is constant
in the observation window. The Rayleigh-quotient-based method uses the well-known Fourier basis
constructed Eigenvectors to estimate the unknown Eigenvalues of a symmetric autocorrelation matrix.
The technique has high frequency and amplitude accuracy and requires low computational resources.
The approach is data-driven and doesn't require any information about the underlying model.
Alternatively, the proposed Bayesian spectral estimator is model-based and can incorporate knowledge
of the underlying model. It is sequential and has higher accuracy than the Rayleigh-quotient spectrum.
The use of an accurate model can further improve the precision of the approach.
One significant impact of this thesis is the detection and estimation of lowamplitude sinusoidal
components buried under noise and masked by the presence of high-magnitude elements. A similar and
practical situation arises while detecting weak induction motor faults. Hence, the case study of detecting
weak SCIM faults is used to validate the proposed algorithms. Furthermore, a minimum distance-based
hypothesis test is recommended for incorporating the inherent fault information. Two embedded
platforms are also presented in this thesis for hardware realization of the suggested algorithms. The
SIMULINK Real-Time (SLRT)- based hardware is appropriate for detecting faults in a single motor.
However, the hardware is costly, but its flexibility for initial feasibility studies is advantageous. On the
other hand, the Internet-of-things-based system has been tailor-made for dedicated fault detection in a
multiple-motor scenario.
Keywords: Bayes theorem, closely spaced sinusoids, constrained Kalman filter, current analysis, fault
diagnosis, Gauss-Markov process, gravitational waves, hypothesis testing, incipient faults, induction
motor, instantaneous frequency estimation, Internet of things, non-stationary signal, Rayleigh-quotient,
signal-conditioning, Simulink Real-Time, spectral estimation, time-varying autoregressive process,
vibration analysis.
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NERGY AND TIMELINESS-AWARE GEOSPATIAL QUERY PROCESSING IN
INTEGRATED CLOUD-FOG-EDGE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS
Jaydeep Das
Supervisor: Prof. Soumya Kanti Ghosh and Prof. Rajkumar Buyya
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17227
In recent times, there is a growing need to analyse Spatio-temporal datasets to extract meaningful
information and provide location-aware services, such as trip planning, weather forecasting, and even
health management. From its inception, Spatio-temporal data mining has shown a significant impact on
varied aspects of our lives. However, analysing a huge volume of Spatio-temporal datasets is challenging
since it requires enormous computing and storage power and several spatial
operations to perform analytics efficiently. In this regard, Cloud computing is undoubtedly the most
feasible solution as it provides unlimited computing resources and data storage facilities. However,
frequent communications with distant cloud servers increase the delay and may affect the Quality of
Service (QoS) of any framework. Here, the fog or edge nodes can be made intelligent enough to analyse
and adapt timely measures to reduce the intervention of cloud servers at each time. While fog or edge
computing is not a replacement for cloud computing, the magnificent integration of these two booming
technologies can efficiently facilitate delay, energy awareness, and real-time applications.
To be specific, our research focuses on exploring the spatial cloud computing domain to facilitate several
real-life applications in less delay and energy consumption. The most critical aspect of facilitating any
real-life application by analysing a large volume of data is to develop an efficient query processing
module. The demand for computing resources to process the geospatial queries has been increased
drastically. The query helps the users to get a variety of information to serve their needs. A huge number
of heterogeneous data sources and different computing services are involved in resolving the geospatial
queries. Extracting appropriate results within a specific time bound and orchestration among those data
sources and web services are essential. These services are available on the web and require different
resource specifications in order to resolve a geospatial query.
The major contributions of this thesis are (1) Development of a taxonomy for geospatial cloud-fog-edge
computing environments. (2) Resolution of geospatial queries in the cloud with heterogeneous data
sources. (3) Various geospatial queries resolve in cloud platform after generating geospatial service
chaining. Pre-estimating the cloud resources helps provide resources to geospatial queries within userdefined budget and time deadline using a game theory-based approach. (4) Geospatial query resolution
within region-specific fog devices. It is an energy efficient and delay-aware geospatial query resolution
framework. (5) Finally, a real-time healthcare service provisioning with geospatial queries in a cloudfog-edge integrated platform. It is an energy and latency-aware framework, leading to a green geospatial
query resolution platform. We have also performed an extensive comparative study with the benchmark
and state-of-the-art spatial cloud computing systems, demonstrating our proposed spatial cloud-based
methods’ efficacy and superiority. The overall study comprises collection, orchestration, analysis, and
visualization of Spatio-temporal data sources, such as road-networks, land-use information, locationbased movement patterns, and user health profiles at different spatial locations at various time-scales.
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Keywords: Spatial Cloud Computing, Geospatial Query, Geospatial Services, Fog Computing, Edge
Computing.
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ULTRAFAST QUASIPARTICLE DYNAMICS IN LAYERED TRANSITION
METAL DICHALCOGENIDES AND OTHER METAL
MONOCHALCOGENIDES
Manobina Karmakar
Supervisor: Prof. Prasanta Kumar Datta
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17228
After graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC) have appeared as the frontrunners of the
layered semiconducting family, offering a plethora of intriguing optoelectronic properties. Due to
reduced dielectric screening and strong Coulomb potential, optoelectronic properties in these classes of
semiconductors are governed by various quasiparticles like excitons, trions, bi-excitons besides free
electrons and holes. This thesis explores quasiparticle dynamics in transition metal dichalcogenides and
one of its successormetal monochalcogenides (MMC) upon ultrafast light-matter interaction.
Excitonic bandgap in TMDCs can be tuned by altering the Coulomb field strength between its
constituents by modifying the surrounding cloud of charge-carrying quasiparticles and hence, the
effective dielectric permittivity. As an approximation, static approaches are commonly used to
comprehend the experimental outcomes of bandgap tuning through the injection of free carriers,
engineering of the dielectric environment, and photo-excitation. However, such an electrostatic
framework overestimates the excitonic screening effect as the screening is particularly sensitive to some
`characteristic frequencies.' Despite some theoretical arguments on frequency-dependent exciton
screening, there was no direct experimental evidence, to the best of my knowledge. This thesis provides
first-ever experimental evidence and hence, a first stepping stone towards the perception of excitoninduced dynamic screening of excitonic Coulomb potential. As a prototype TMDC material,
multilayered molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) has been used. The resonance energy of an exciton state
appears to be the characteristic frequency at which Coulomb screening from other excitons is efficient.
On the other hand, the quasiparticle bandgap of semiconductors can be altered effectively by quasi-static
screening from electron-hole plasma. Earlier, it has been demonstrated that plasma formation is retarded
by a timescale related to the inverse of the plasma frequency. However, the experimental distinction
between the carrier and electron-hole plasma and the transition of the former to the latter remained
unexplored in a wider context. Electron-hole plasma formation is experimentally observed through
exciton-plasma interaction. Under intense photo-excitation ~ 1019 per cm3, huge damping destroys the
Coulomb-correlation and hinders the plasma formation until a majority of the free-carriers recombine
and plasma oscillation period becomes sufficiently smaller than the damping time constant. Moreover,
only 1-3% of the injected free carriers form Coulomb-correlated plasma. This study sheds light on
exciton-plasma interactions and quasi-static Coulomb screening, which play pivotal roles in device
engineering.
Under intense photo-excitation, light-matter interactions lead to various nontrivial quasiparticle
dynamics that remained unexplored. As the excitation density is tuned near the Mott threshold, excitonic
quasiparticles become unstable, and enhanced trion formation is observed. In a photo-induced nonthermal regime, bandedge A excitons display linewidth narrowing. In stark contrast to available studies
that observe photo-induced exciton linewidth broadening, the reduced exciton-phonon coupling is
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demonstrated in the non-thermal regime following intense photo-excitation. Such anomalous behavior
has never been reported earlier in any transition metal dichalcogenides.
Free carriers dominate the light-matter interaction of layered semiconductors with weak exciton binding
energies. The author explores the photo-induced carrier dynamics in a metal monochalcogenide- Gallium
Telluride (GaTe) and observe indirect carrier relaxation in the direct bandgap material. Such unique
carrier dynamics make this material ideal for photo-detection as the direct bands ensure high absorption
oscillator strength, and slow, indirect carrier recombination facilitates efficient carrier extraction leading
to sizable light-to-electricity conversion. This work explains the physical origin behind the excellent
photo-detection properties of GaTe.
As the technology is inching towards atomically thin semiconductor-based compact devices, external
control on the optoelectronic properties is of prime importance. Due to reduced dielectric screening,
optical properties of TMDCs are dominated by Coulombbound quasiparticles, like excitons, trions, and
electron-hole plasma, which are effectively tuned by the photo-induced population through screening
and other many-body interactions. In contrast, excitons are weakly bound in layered metal
monochalcogenides, and free-carrier induced transition dictates the optical properties. Here, photo induced population enables tunability in optical properties through state-filling due to the Pauli exclusion
principle. This thesis explores photo-induced ultrafast quasiparticle dynamics that facilitate the tunability
of optical properties in these layered semiconductors.
Keywords: Transient absorption spectroscopy, Transition metal dichalcogenides, transition metal
monochalcogenides, carrier dynamics, Coulomb screening, Exciton, Trion, Electron-hole plasma.
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DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE
MAINTENANCE OF INDUCTION MOTORS
Agam Gugaliya
Supervisor: Prof. V. N. A. Naikan
Subir Chowdhury School of Quality and Reliability
Accession No: NB17229

Present industrial scenario is very much competitive where business is always looking after the best
ways to reduce cost and increase profit. This led to maintenance planning and cost optimization
becoming key function for improvement in plant operations, leading to reduced downtime and increased
overall profit. The present research is focused on development of effective failure analysis and
maintenance strategy for induction motors due to its varied applications in every field. To achieve this,
first step is the correct identification and prioritization of failure modes of induction motors. Incorrect
prioritization of failure modes will leave the critical failure modes unattended and could be a major risk.
For this, a novel hybrid Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) approach to prioritize different failure
modes according to their risk levels by combining Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) with a newly
introduced MCDM approach Election Based on Relative Value Distance (ERVD) has been proposed.
The proposed method also considers additional factors which impacts the severity. An improved
FMECA method is proposed, which helps in effective prioritization of the failure modes. A detailed
FMECA of induction motors is carried out and the method is also compared with other existing FMECA
methods. This helps in identification of correct failure modes which requires greater importance and
condition monitoring. Maintenance strategies that are being followed in an industry are corrective,
preventive or predictive maintenance. Condition based maintenance strategy has become popular since
last 2-3 decades. It uses information about the actual condition of the machine to decide and plan
maintenance activities rather than performing the maintenance at fixed interval of time or based on the
age of the machine. Aim of adopting condition based maintenance for most of the industry is to reduce
the downtime and maintenance cost. However, condition monitoring itself involves high initial
investment and some annual expenditure making maintenance manager hesitant to invest in condition
monitoring. Thus, equipment should be carefully selected for condition monitoring and cost benefit
analysis should also be performed. The research work proposes a cost model for financial viability of
implementing condition monitoring of induction motors. This model helps in selecting the right
equipment for condition monitoring in terms of overall profit in a specific span of years. Another major
issue related to condition monitoring is the selection of appropriate technique for identification of fault.
There are various condition monitoring techniques for diagnosis of various faults in induction motors.
Each type of fault is identified through a suitable condition monitoring technique. The work proposes an
effective combination of motor fault diagnosis techniques which can address majority of faults in
induction motors. This helps in reducing the cost on unnecessary investment on incorrect condition
monitoring techniques and addressing major fault in motors.
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PHASE STABILITY, MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION AND
DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF CoCrFeNi(Nbx/Tay) EUTECTIC HIGH
ENTROPY ALLOYS
Barnasree Chanda
Supervisor: Prof. Jayanta Das
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17230
The effect of Nb or Ta addition and cooling rate of 10-103 K/s on the evolution of homogeneity and
mechanical properties in the arc melted ingots (AMIs) and suction cast rods (SCRs) of CoCrFeNiNbx
(0.45 ≤ x ≤ 0.65) and CoCrFeNiTay (0.45 ≤ y ≤ 0.65) eutectic high entropy alloys (EHEAs) have been
investigated. The microstructure of the EHEAs comprised of FCC and Fe2Nb/Co2Ta type Laves phase,
which remained same under different processing conditions. The AMIs exhibited high yield strength
(𝜎𝑦) of 1.6-2.1 GPa with high compressive fracture strain (𝜀 ) up to 17.4% at room temperature. Whereas,
the SCRs exhibited high 𝜎𝑦 of 1.7-2.3 GPa, due to the higher cooling rate and evolution of nano /ultrafine lamellar spacing. The λw varies in the range of 130- 220 nm with hardness variation of 581620 HV only in x = 0.5 AMI pointing to the evolution of a homogeneous microstructure. Further, the
evolution of EHEAs have been assessed considering the mixing enthalpy (ΔHmix), valence electron
concentration (VEC) and atomic size difference (δr), which showed that phase stability occurred when 18 ≤ ΔHmix ≤ -6, 6 ≤ VEC ≤ 8.5 and δr > 3%. An artificial neural network (ANN) base tool has been
developed using single channel and four channel binary output approaches, which showed matching
accuracy of 85.95% and 92.97% for the main dataset, where the same is 70.83% and 91.67% for the
deployment dataset, respectively, for phase predication. The hot deformation induced microstructure
evolution
and spheroidization in ultrafine lamellar x = 0.5 SCR retained high 𝜎𝑦 of 1.3-1.9 GPa exhibiting 𝜀𝑓 of
5.7-12.5% at room temperature (RT)-723 K and strain hardening up to 1.9- 2.2 GPa. Whereas, y = 0.4
SCR EHEA exhibited strain hardening with 𝜎𝑦 = 1.4-1.9 GPa and 𝜀𝑓 =11.1- 15.6% for the same
temperature range. A gradual decrease of 𝜎𝑦 occurred at above 973 K exhibiting strain softening without
any failure even at 𝜀𝑓>50%. The microstructural coarsening and lamellar instabilities involve termination
migration, cylinderization, edge spheroidization and boundary splitting. The strain rate sensitivity (m)
and the activation volume (V*) of AMIs and SCRs have been studied at strain rate in between 8×10-58×10-3/s. The m value of the EHEAs with λw of 70-202 nm lies in between 0.0070-0.0082 and the V*
has been estimated to lie in between 27.4-43.7b3. Further, the effect of prior deformation on the hardness,
m and V* have been investigated using strain rate jump test and nanoindentation to explore the
deformation mechanism.
Keywords: Eutectic; High entropy alloys; Cooling rate; Lamellar microstructure; Hot deformation; Phase
stability; Phase prediction; Mechanical properties; Dislocations; Strength.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF TURBULENT FLOW IN AN OPEN
CHANNEL: SEMI-ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL STUDIES
Punit Jain
Supervisor: Dr. Koeli Ghoshal
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17231
The mathematical modelling of sediment transport in open channel turbulent flow is the subject of this
thesis. A number of flow velocity models, sediment concentration models and parameters required to
compute those features, have been developed. Each of the mathematical models derived in the thesis is
validated with available laboratory data in literature. Chapter 1 of the thesis is the introductory chapter.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 6 investigate the vertical profile of streamwise mean velocity in a steadyuniform and unsteady-nonuniform open channel turbulent flow, respectively. Both the models are
extended further to address the velocity distribution for a sediment-mixed flow. Effect of secondary
current and concentration dependent von K´arm´an constant ks are considered. Homotopy Analysis
Method and numerical method are used to solve the velocity models in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6,
respectively. Chapter 2 mainly focuses a particular previous work that exiting in literature that introduce
a lot of assumptions.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 revisit the diffusion equation that comes from the continuity equation of
sediment and water to determine the vertical distribution of suspended sediment concentration in a
turbulent flow carrying sediment using Homotopy Perturbation Method and Homotopy Analysis Method
respectively. Chapter 3 presents a closed (compact) form series solution for sediment concentration
equation. Chapter 4 considers the Hunt diffusion equation incorporating the concept of shear-induced
diffusion. Homotopy Analysis Method is used in order to obtain a convergent series solution for a highly
non-linear differential equation governing the vertical sediment concentration distribution for both dilute
and high concentrated sediment-laden flows. In addition,
the effects of important turbulent factors such as inverse of Schmidt number, hindered settling velocity
on concentration profile, are investigated.
Chapter 5 focuses on the derivation of depth-averaged b, inverse of turbulent Schmidt number, through
modified expressions of sediment and turbulent diffusion coefficients. A regression analysis is done to
establish the relation between b and normalized settling velocity and the relation is used to determine
suspension concentration.
A model on one-dimensional unsteady suspended sediment transport is developed in Chapter 7 by
including the effect of hindered settling velocity from mixing length point of view. The sediment
diffusion term is related to mixing length, which is taken as a function of concentration. The mixing
length and settling velocity are reduced due to the presence of particles in the flow. By considering these
effects in the governing equation, the partial differential equation becomes highly non-linear and the
resulting partial differential equation is solved numerically using the most generalized boundary
conditions. Furthermore, effects of damping function and hindered settling velocity are explained both
graphically and physically.
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Keywords : Turbulent flow; Streamwise velocity; Secondary current; Suspension concentration;
Settling velocity; Mixing length; Homotopy Analysis Method.
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CREEP AND HIGH TEMPERATURE TENSILE PROPERTIES OF Zr-2.5Nb
ALLOY
Krishna Guguloth
Supervisor: Prof. Rahul Mitra and Dr. J. Swaminathan
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17232
Tensile creep behavior of the Zr-2.5Nb alloy has been studied through tests under constant load (stress
range ~ 68-371 MPa) in the temperature range of 275-450°C. The minimum creep rate of the alloy is
found to vary with applied stress following a power-law relation. The values of stress exponent (n) are
obtained in the range of 4.0-6.8 in the interval of 300- 375°C; whereas it is calculated as 1.2 and 7.0 for
low and high stresses, respectively at 275°C. The apparent activation energy for creep has been
determined by analyzing experimental data are (~ 198.5 kJ/mol) and (~ 231-264 kJ/mol) for the
temperature range of 275-375°C and 350-450°C, respectively, which is found to be higher than the lattice
selfdiffusion activation energy of pure zirconium (113 kJ/mol). Furthermore, the stress exponent
obtained by the temperature-compensated power law is in the range of 3.9-5.6. Microstructural
characterization by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with energy dispersive spectroscopy
analysis has confirmed coarsening of β-Zr(Nb) precipitates with compositional changes during creep.
As observed by TEM, planar arrays of (c+a) type dislocations appear to interact profusely with the β Zr(Nb) precipitates, leading to high threshold stress, which has decreased with temperature. On
considering the presence of threshold stress, true activation energy of creep and true stress exponent are
found as ~ 160.4 kJ/mol and ~ 4.8, respectively for the temperature range of 275-375°C. On the other
hand, the calculated and values are reduced to ~ 116-132 kJ/mol and ~ 3.6-4.9, respectively for the
temperature range of 350-450°C. Evidence for coarsening of precipitates in the size range of 34-40 μm
and 41-50 μm has been observed for samples creep-tested at 450°C with stress-axis along longitudinal
and transverse directions, respectively. The orientation relationship of α-Zr [0001]// β -Zr(Nb) [001] has
been observed. Analysis of creep data has confirmed the role of dislocation climb as the rate-controlling
mechanism, along with validity of Monkman-Grant and modified Monkman-Grant relations. Scanning
electron microscopy of creep fracture surfaces has revealed predominance of ductile fracture. The creep
damage tolerance factor is found to be in the range of 1.5-2.5, indicating the predominance of cavity
growth mechanism according to the Ashby-Dyson map. The Larson- Miller Parameter can be used to
predict the stress-rupture data. Further, reliable creep life has been estimated at 425°C at different
stresses.
Keywords: Zr-Nb alloy, tensile creep, stress exponent, activation energy, microstructure, threshold
stress, creep rupture, β -Zr(Nb) precipitates
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MODELLING OF INCLUSIVE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM
Sube Singh
Supervisor: Prof. Manoj Kumar Tiwari and Prof. Biswajit Mahanty
Department of Industrial & Systems Engineering
Accession No: NB17233
India Is the Second-Most Populous Country Globally, With More Than 1.35 Billion Residents Reported
in 2020. It Is Also the Fastest-Growing Major Economy in The Last Decade with an Annual Average
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Growth Rate of 6-7% And Contributed $2.86 Trillion to The World’s
Total GDP in 2019. However, Contrary to Its Population and Size, Its Global GDP and International
Trade Contributions Are Moderately Low. Further, The Country Lacks Numerous Societal, Economic,
and Environmental Issues Compared to the Developed World. The Intensifying Unemployment Rate
and Income Inequality Gap Are a Few Principal Societal Concerns Witnessed in The Past Few Years.
Similarly, Another Concerning Factor Is Environmental Degradation, and in A 2018 Report, India Has
Been Positioned at 168th Rank Out of 180 Countries in The Environmental Performance Index (EPI).
Even Indian Products Fail to Match the International Requirement Standards Due to Low-Quality
Products Produced from Old or Jugaad Technologies/Innovations in Practices That Lead to Inferior
Quality Products, Import-Export Deficit, And Invites Cheaper Imports. Therefore, India Was Ranked in
68th Place On the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) Out of 141 Countries. The Manufacturing Sector
Is One of the Quintessential Components to Balance Employment Generation, Economic Growth, And
Environmental Sustainability. Due to That, It Is Admitted as The Backbone of the Country’s Economy
as It Offers a Significant Contribution to GDP and Job Creation. Globalization Further Influences It by
The Driving Forces of Outsourcing and Distributed Manufacturing with Technological Advances.
However, The Decreasing Share in GDP and Shrinking Employment from The Manufacturing Sector
Has Become Concerning Predicaments. Micro, Small, And Medium Enterprises (Msmes) Are The Key
Players in The Manufacturing Sector Because of Their Abundant Production Output, Export, And
Employment Generation. However, In India, Msmes Are Not Well Equipped with Emerging
Technologies, And They Do Not Follow Up the Quality and The Environmental Standards.
This Thesis Introduces an Inclusive Manufacturing System (IMS) to Empower the Msmes to Attain
Inclusive Growth by Adopting Advanced Manufacturing Models and Emerging Technologies to Build
Collaboration Among Msmes. Policies and Standards Related to The Environment, Quality, Labor, And
Trade Have Been Coupled to Concur Manufacturing Challenges. This Research Aims to Uncover a
Novel Service Oriented Manufacturing System Where Various Stakeholders (Manufacturers, Logistics
Providers, Suppliers, Courier Service) Can Provide Their Services and Enhance Market Access Beyond
Localization.
In The First Stage, Comprehensive Details Have Been Provided About the Inception of the Inclusive
Manufacturing System and Its Requirements by Envisioning the Manufacturing Sector. Inclusive
Manufacturing Plays a Crucial Role in Connecting the Various Stakeholders Located in Scattered Places,
Including Manufacturers, Logistics Providers, Designers, Experts, And Suppliers. Initially, The Existing
Models Are Elaborated, And Then a Conceptual Model Is Proposed to Give a Fair Idea Behind the
Inclusive Manufacturing System. A Layer-Wise Comprehensive Framework Is Illustrated to
Demonstrate the System’s Requirements and Complexity in Support of the Model. Furthermore, A
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Flowchart Depicts the Physical Movement and Information Sharing Between Various Stakeholders and
Presents an Example of Crankshaft
Manufacturing in A Distributed Environment. One of The Sections Is Devoted to Describing the
Challenges in Executing IMS and Overcoming Them. A Brief Discussion Has Been Given About the
Functioning of the Envisioned System. Finally, The Scope and Prospects of the Proposed Method Have
Been Highlighted by Exemplifying Various Sectors.
In The Second Stage, Ontological Modeling Has Been Presented to Visualize Data and Network
Complexity in Resource Composition-Based, Digital Twin-Driven Inclusive Manufacturing Systems. In
Developing a Network of Enterprises to Enhance the Collaboration, There Is a Need to Share Immense
Information Among All the Stakeholders Such That Suitable Service Providers Can Be Offered a Task.
However, Handling Such Enormous and Varying Datasets Is Challenging, especially in Realizing
Machine-To-Machine (M2M) Communication. Several Emerging Technologies Are Needed to Develop
M2M Communication, And Semantics Is One Among Them. An Attempt Has Been Made to Capture
Information from Various Stakeholders by Linking in an Ontological Model. Further, The Ontology
Data Has Been Extracted Using SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) To Utilize the
Resource Collaboration Model. Therefore, A Multi-Objective Problem Has Been Formulated by
Considering Two Objective Functions: Cost and Energy Consumption. Based On a Real-Life Scenario
On Movement Restrictions and Resource Capacities, Several Constraints Are Established. The Problem
Has Been Solved by Deploying Multi-Objective Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (MOBPSO). A
Simulation Case Study to Produce Gate Valve Has BeenDemonstrated Because It Consists of Different
Materials, Multiple Operations, And Varying Parts.
In The Third Stage, A Multi-Level Resource Composition Problem of the Entire Manufacturing Network
Has Been Formulated by Viewing Operational and Componentlevel Information in an Inclusive
Manufacturing System. The Developed Model Encapsulates a Realistic and Complex Production System
of Raw Material Suppliers, Manufacturers, Assembly Stations, Logistics Providers, And Courier
Services That Compose Resource Scheduling and Vehicle Routing Problems. The Model Aims to
Minimize the Cost and Emission Per Product Instead of the Overall Network Because It Fulfills
Customers’ Desires (Cost) And Government Policies (Emission). The Formulated Optimization Problem
Is Nondeterministic Polynomial Hard (NP-Hard) And of Discrete Nature Because of the Presence of
Binary and Integer Decision Variables with Nonlinear Functions. Therefore, Evolutionary Techniques
Are Employed as Solution Approaches to Handle the Problem’s Complexity and Size. Non-Dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) And Improved Multi-Objective Binary Particle Swarm
Optimization (MOBPSO) Are Utilized to Get Efficient and Faster Results. A Simulation Case Study Has
Been Demonstrated to Visualize the Concept by Constructing a Real-Life Labeling Conveyor Production
Plot. The Study Reports That Network Size Influences Cost and Emission Because of Competitiveness
Among Service Providers. The Developed Mathematical Models Are Validated Using Various Problem
Instances Generated by Simulating A Collaborative Manufacturing Environment Study.
In A Nutshell, This Research Mainly Focuses on Modeling an Inclusive Manufacturing System and
Envisions Practical Implications in The Manufacturing Sector to Concur with Several Triple-BottomLine Concerns.
Keywords: Advanced Manufacturing Systems, Inclusive Manufacturing Modeling, Evolutionary
Algorithms, Service-Oriented Manufacturing, Sustainable Growth, Semantic Technology
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STUDIES ON CARBON AND CARBON BASED HYBRID NANOMATERIALS
FOR SENSING AND CATALYTIC APPLICATIONS
Sube Singh
Supervisor: Prof. Amita (Pathak) Mahanty
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17234
Carbon's remarkable ability to form small as well as long chain structures, and its dexterity to exist in
various allotropic forms, is the foundation of its propensity to produce new materials and/or generate a
variety of nanostructures with fascinating properties. Such nanostructures, with the central core being
exclusively composed of carbon atoms, can be classified as carbon – based nanostructured materials
(CNMs). One of the recent additions to the CNMs family, that has attracted a great deal of attention
because of their unique properties, are the zero dimensional fluorescent carbon dots (or, graphene
quantum dots, carbon quantum dots). They have a core composed of graphite sheets while the external
shell could be decorated with a range of functional groups, depending on the type of precursors used and
the methodology followed for their synthesis.
Literature reports several methods of synthesis of carbon quantum dots (CDs) using a variety of starting
materials however, investigation into their structural detail is rare or sporadic. The research pres ented in
this thesis will therefore attempt to establish a versatile, one-pot solution-based methodology for the
preparation of CDs and to decipher their chemical structure. The chemical structure determination
studies of the fluorophore envisioned the presence of pyridine-carboxylic acid moieties and their
derivatives.
Further, amplification of the fluorescence quantum yield of the CDs through surface conjugation with
electron rich heteroatoms has been documented in literature nevertheless, there is stil l scope to
systematically study the effects of various heteroatoms present on the CD–surface and explore their
potential technological revalence. Accordingly, the present research endeavours to investigate the (i)
nitrogen doped CDs (i.e., N–CDs) and (ii) nitrogen and sulphur co-doped CDs (i.e., NS–CDs), and
exmaine their prospect as efficient fluorescent probes in the detection of picric acid and, Hg (II) &
thiourea in aqueous solution. Herein, quenching of the fluorescence intensity of the N–CDs in presence
of picric acid, attributed to the electron transfer and energy transfer processes, has been collated to the
measure of picric acid in aqueous samples and the detection limit (LOD) is estimated to be 33 nM.
Analogously, NS–CDs have established as a proficient fluorescent turn – off – on probe for rapid and
selective detection of the toxic heavy metal ions, Hg (II), and Thiourea in aqueous solution with the
detection limit of 6.9 nM and 240 nM respectively.
The physicochemical properties (such as – thermal, electrical, electrochemical, optical, biological and
so forth) of carbon nanostructures are excellent by themselves yet, it has been recognised that their hybrid
nanomaterials (HNMs), devised by combining with other nanostructured materials, could be engineered
to accomplish desired combination of functionalities through a synergistic relationship. Working in line
with this theme, the present thesis also undertakes the formulation of two carbon – based hybrid
nanostructured materials (CHNMs) comprising of (i) Nitrogen and sulphur co-doped CDs and gold
nanoparticles (i.e., the NS–CDs – Au HNMs) and (ii) Graphene oxide (GO) and CuO nanostructures of
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various morphologies [such as – spherical (i.e., CuOA – GO HNMs), rods (i.e., CuOW – GO HNMs),
star (i.e., CuOC – GO HNMs), and flower (i.e., CuOT – GO HNMs)], and attempts to assess their
catalytic performance compared to the respective free metal (i.e., Au) or metal oxide (i.e., CuO) in the
reduction of 4- nitrophenol (4–NP) in presence of excess of sodium borohydride (NaBH4). Studies reveal
NS–CDs–Au HNMs could accomplish one of the highest values of apparent rate constant reported in the
literature so far (kapp = 1.37 × 10–1 s–1) thereby, validating their superior catalytic efficacy compared to
Au nanoparticles. Similarly, the different CuO – GO HNMs were found to exhibit better catalytic ability,
in the reduction of 4-NP, compared to their respective CuO morphologies, possibly due to synergetic
relationship between the CuO nanostructures and GO. In addition, CuOA – GO HNMs (i.e., formulation
comprising of spherical shaped CuO nanostructures) are found to have the highest values of apparent
rate constants (kapp; 4.90 × 10–3 s–1) and Turnover Frequency (TOF; 980 g-1, s-1) compared to the other
hybrid formulations with rod–, flower–, and star shaped CuO nanostructures owing to their smaller
particle size, spherical shape and better distribution over GO surface.
Keywords: Hybrid nanomaterials, Carbon dots, Detection limit, Cupric oxide, 4–Nitrophenol.
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FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY
STORAGE DEVICES OF LONG CYCLING STABILITY
Sourav Mallick
Supervisor: Prof. C. Retna Raj
Department of Chemistry
Accession No: NB17235
The thesis entitled “Functional Materials for Electrochemical Energy Storage Devices of Long Cycling
Stability” describes the synthesis of transition metal oxide (TMO)-based functional materials for the
fabrication of high performance supercapacitor and zinc-ion battery (ZIB). The charge storage
performance on electrochemical energy storage devices such as supercapacitor and metal ion battery
largely depends on the nature of the electrode materials. The TMO-based materials are of considerable
interest for the development of energy storage devices. However, the charge storage performance of the
pristine TMO is limited due to the poor electronic conductivity and structural stability in the real
environment. The rational chemical and surface engineering of TMO for the development of hybrid
supercapacitor and ZIB is demonstrated in this thesis. The first part of the thesis (Chapter 3-5) describes
the supercapacitive performance of battery-type functional materials Fe 2O3-Fe3O4, Zn0.75Ni0.65Mn1. 6 0O 4
and carbon supported MnWO4 and NiWO4-based materials. New strategies including chemical coupling
with nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide, amorphous coating, surface sulfidation, etc. have been
adopted to improve the charge storage performance of TMO-based materials. The potential cyclinginduced improvement in charge-discharge cycling stability of tungstate-based hybrid supercapacitor is
demonstrated. Ultralong cycling stability of 50,000 cycle is achieved with the MnWO 4-based material.
The second part of the thesis (Chapter 6 and 7) demonstrates Zn2+ storage performance of cathode
materials based on Mn3[Co(CN)6]2·nH2O, carbon coated MnO-Co heterostructure, and defect engineered
Zn0.75Ni0.65Mn1.60O4. Carbon coating, cation defect engineering, etc. strategies have been used to
suppress the cathode dissolution and improve the cycling performance of the ZIB. The
Zn0.75Ni0.65Mn1.60O4 delivers the highest capacity and has excellent cycling performance. The charge
storage performance of the devices is evaluated in terms of operating voltage, speci fic capacity, rate
capability and cycling stability. The lab-scale practical applications of these energy devices is
demonstrated. The surface and chemical engineering strategies improves the charge storage performance
of hybrid supercapacitor and ZIB. Surface modification and cation defect engineering of TMO are very
promising to fine tune the overall performance of the electrode materials.
Keywords: Energy storage, supercapacitor, zinc-ion battery, cycling stability, functional materials.
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STOCHASTIC MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF POPULATION MODELS
SUBJECT TO MILD CATASTROPHES
Nitin Kumar
Supervisor: Prof. U. C. Gupta
Department of Mathematics
Accession No: NB17236
Population models with diverse types of catastrophes can be experienced in many real-life situations. In
this thesis, we analyze a number of discrete as well as continuous-time population models which are
subjected to mild catastrophes such as binomial and geometric. As the population models involve
different forms of arrival (birth) process of individuals as well as of catastrophes, we use the
supplementary variable technique to formulate the steady-state governing equations of the models. For
further analysis, we use the difference equation and roots method. The steady-state population size
distributions at various epochs are presented in terms of the roots of the associated characteristic
equation. The methodology used throughout the thesis is analytically tractable and easily implementable
which is illustrated by means of several diversified numerical examples.
This thesis consists of seven chapters where the first chapter is the introductory and covers the
background material, literature survey, methodologies and the motivation behind the work done. In
Chapter 2, we study a discrete-time binomial catastrophe model in which individuals arrive in batches
and catastrophes occur as per the renewal process. In Chapter 3, a discrete-time population model
subject to geometric catastrophes under the late arrival system with delayed access and the early arrival
system is investigated. Here, individuals in the population arrive according to a batch renewal process
and the catastrophes occur according to the Bernoulli process which has a sequential impact on the
population. In Chapter 4, we consider a discrete-time geometric catastrophe model wherein the
catastrophes occur according to the renewal process and the individuals arrive as per the discreteMarkovian arrival process (D-MAP). A fascinating continuoustime population model with geometric
catastrophe is studied in Chapter 5. Here, the population grows according to the batch Markovian arrival
process (BMAP) and catastrophes occur as per the Markovian arrival process (MAP). Further, in
Chapter 6, we analyze a continuous-time population model subject to binomial catastrophes in which
individuals arrive according to the MAP and the catastrophes occur according to the renewal process.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we make the concluding remarks and provide some future scope of study along
this direction.
Keywords: Batch Bernoulli process; Batch Markovian arrival process; Binomial distribution;
Catastrophes; Discrete-time; Early arrival; Geometric catastrophes; Geometric distribution; Late arrival;
Markovia
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ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC-SOCIO-CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY OF
THE NEIGHBORHOOD LEVEL URBAN COMMUNITIES IN INDIAN
MEGACITIES: EVIDENCE OF KOLKATA
Sudeshna Kumar
Supervisor: Professor (Dr.) Haimanti Banerji
Department of Architecture and Regional Planning
Accession No: NB17237
The onset of the 21st century realized the necessity to assess the sustainability of urban neighborhoods
in developed countries and consequently led to the emergence of neighborhood sustainability assessment
(NSA) for encouraging the sustainable development of cities. Sustainable Development Goals 11
(SDG11) has asserted that by 2050, two-thirds of the World’s human population will be urban.
Moreover, all the existing sustainability assessment tools in India, such as the LEED India, GRIHA,
IGBC Green Township rating system, cover mainly environmental criteria and are based on the
precedents of the developed countries. This study has established the need for a tailor -made
comprehensive sustainability assessment framework at neighborhood-level urban communities
(NLUCs) for Indian megacities addressing the missing dimensions and context-specific issues. The study
has devised a novel systematic literature review methodology, conducting content analysis employing
unsupervised Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction (RAKE) algorithm to automatically extract
keywords from urban sustainability literature, eliminating manual errors. It has developed an automated
binary classifier for labeling articles which have helped in identifying existing, missing, and neglecte d
dimensions of sustainability. The findings led to developing a holistic, interconnected sustainability
dimension model named Pentagram Sustainability Model encompassing Environment, Social,
Economic, Cultural, and Institutional dimensions for assessing the sustainability of NLUCs.
A comparative analysis of existing NSA tools identified limited consideration of socio-economic
dimension and context specificities especially the cultural aspects in the existing NSA tools. This reduces
the applicability of NSA tools for encouraging neighborhood sustainability especially in cities of
developing countries of the Global South like India with entrenching socio-economic inequities and
socio-cultural transformations due to rapid urbanization. The study contributes to conceiving innovative
interdisciplinary methodologies in the field of NSA. A list of 26 indicators has been proposed employing
Delphi and variable selection and regularization methods. Indicators, Sustainability awareness, and
quality education, Safety and security, Location preference, Conservation of cultural assets, Existence
and range of local cultural policy are the five most important indicators for predicting ESC sustainability.
This framework of indicators has been used for structuring a Bayesian Network (BN) model in
evaluating the ESC sustainability of NLUCs. The study has also analyzed the extent to which the targets
of the SDG11 have been addressed in the present indicator set. The indicator set has addressed research
gaps in the existing approaches of urban sustainability especially concerning gender issues and
governance through the inclusion of indicators Avoid development of inappropriate site, Encouraging
women empowerment, Support for vulnerable groups, Existence and range of local authority cultural
policy.
The study has adopted the approach of BN modeling to address the lack of incorporation of the
interlinkage issue and uncertainty considering the intrinsic complexities of dimensions in the existing
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NSA tools. A three-tier top-down BN model has been developed with three sub-models constituting 30
nodes concerning the Economic, Social, and Cultural dimensions. The model has been tested using 550
sets of real-world survey data, with the prediction error rate being never higher than 5% for the three
sub-models and is 2% for the query node. The study has also conducted a qualitative content analysis of
the NLUC feedback to evaluate the ESC scores of the BN model. The social sub-model has the most
significant contribution towards achieving ESC sustainability, followed by Economic and Cultural submodels. The study has appraised the ESC scores with the psychographic segmentation analysis of the
target population to gauge the level of sustainability concern of the existing target residents of the
NLUCs to provide a base for policymakers for devising sustainability strategies. A strong connection
has been found between residents practicing recycling and those involved in the neighborhood or socially
responsible activities with higher degrees of sustainability consciousness since these activities are linked
with pro-environmental behavior. The proposed assessment methodology will be beneficial to the local
government to assess the ESC sustainability of NLUCs to implement appropriate decisions and enhance
the economic, social, and cultural aspects of the NLUCs.
Keywords: sustainability dimensions, neighborhood sustainability assessment, indicators, Bayesian
network, sustainability- consciousness
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BIOPHYSICAL PERSPECTIVES OF AMYLOID-β AND AMYLIN INDUCED
MODULATIONS IN ITS OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Anurag Singh
Supervisor: Prof. Amar Nath Gupta
Department of Physics
Accession No: NB17238
Amyloid-β (Aβ), a 42 residue peptide, is derived from a transmembrane protein named Amyloid
precursor protein. Its misfolding leads to amyloid deposition which associates it with Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). Amyloid formation kinetics depends on many intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Amylin, a
peptide from the pancreatic β -cell, has potential therapeutic relevance in AD; hence, deciphering the
amylin-induced modulations in Aβ aggregation may help elucidate the implications of Aβ -amylin
interactions in the proteinopathy.
In this thesis, we studied the folding/unfolding transitions of Aβ under the standard geometry model to
determine the density of states using Wang-Landau simulations, elucidating the calorimetric and
geometric details of Aβ transition states and the associated thermodynamic properties. Next, nonequilibrium MD simulation in explicit solvent showed the competitive effects of temperature and 20
mV/nm static electric field in stabilizing/destabilizing helical conformation of Aβ. The propensity of αhelix to β -sheet conversion was related to the electric field orientation, end-to-end distance, RMS
fluctuations, and changes in secondary structures. Further, we observed that the as-prepared solution of
Aβ under diffusion-limited conditions formed
oligomers capable of self-assembling into fractals. We present a generic model, predictions of which
were correlated with patchy diffusion-limited aggregation, to understand the pH-sensitive morphological
transitions in the fractal self-assemblies in terms of electrostatic and hydrophobic patches.
Photoluminescence emission spectra acquire tyrosine, oligomer interactions, and β-sheet originated
structure-specific intrinsic fluorescence, which we employed as a label-free quantitative assay to monitor
Aβ aggregation. The modulations in the emission bands were used to sense different structures, the
influence of amylin on Aβ aggregation, and promotion/inhibition of Aβ fibrillation by 40-200 V/cm
electric field. Further, the influence and association of activation energy of proton transfer to the
dynamics of secondary structure and its heterogeneity were estimated by measuring impedance spectra
during Aβ and amylin aggregation. The electrical properties revealed that Aβ aggregations are μm-scale
and amylin aggregations are sub-nm scale
proton hopping-dominated systems.
This thesis provides a simulation tool to pinpoint the stable intermediates for nucleation of the fibril
growth that may help design efficient drugs to slow down or inhibit the fibrillation process. These
peptides’ optical and electrical properties may be used in biosensing, optoelectronic, and
nanotechnological applications.
Keywords: Amyloid-β, Amylin, Alzheimer’s, Transition state, Conformational heterogeneity, Fractal
self-assembly, Aggregation, Intrinsic fluorescence, Proton transfer
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF HIGH CAPACITY
SILICON-OXIDE/HARD CARBON BASED ANODE MATERIALS FOR
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Jay Krishan Dora
Supervisor: Prof. Tarun Kumar Kundu and Dr. Natraj Yedla
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17239
The crisis of environmental degradation due to unsustainable energy sources has propelled the search
for an alternative and clean energy source. The energy storage and conversion systems emerged as a
highly efficient and consistent source of renewable energies. Out of numerous energy storage
technologies, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) turned out to be a practical and effective technology applicable
in electric vehicles (EVs), and portable electronic devices. However, the existing commercially available
LIBs are relatively expensive and devoid of vital characteristics such as energy density, which further
restricts it from extensive employment in EVs. Therefore, research scientists have been working on
substituting the conventional electrode materials with novel materials to develop high energy density
LIBs. Silicon-based anode materials have been rigorously studied and turned out to be a potential LIB
anode candidate due to their abundance, high capacity, and sustainability. However, few drawbacks,
including low electrical conductivity, poor cycling performance, and massive volume expansion,
obstruct the widespread application. Therefore, our primary motive is to alleviate the shortcomings
associated with Si-based anode materials. In this work, six varieties of SiOx/Hard carbon (SOHC) nanocomposites have been synthesized, and thorough investigations have been carried out to understand their
structural, morphological, and electrochemical characteristics. Nitrogen as a doping agent in nano composites has been anticipated to be an efficient technique to enhance the electrochemical properties
substantially. Therefore, experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to evaluate the effect
of nitrogen doping in SOHC (SOHC-N) as promising anode material for LIBs. Herein, we successfully
established an improved electrochemical performance with an exceptional capacity, rate performance,
cycling stability, and kinetics in the nitrogen-doped sample in comparison to all other un-doped
counterparts. The atomistic calculations also demonstrated the significance of doping nitrogen in
enhancing the electronic conductivity and subsiding the volumetric changes upon lithiation. Besides, a
continuum model based on finite deformation theory has been implemented to investigate the
significance of the coefficient of compositional expansion (CCE). The effect of CCE on the mechanical
stresses has been evaluated and compared for solid and hollow spherical amorphous silicon, nitrogendoped, and un-doped SiOx-C nano-composite particle. The desirable properties of nitrogen-doped
electrode signify it to be an excellent anode candidate for next-generation LIBs.
Keywords: Lithium-ion battery, Anode, Nanocomposites, Nitrogen-doping, DFT, CCE, Stress,
Diffusion
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GENETIC MANIPULATION OF LIGNIN BIOSYNTHESIS PATHWAY IN
Pennisetum glaucum FOR BETTER UTILIZATION IN BIOETHANOL
PRODUCTION
Souri Roy
Supervisor: Prof. Sudip Kumar Ghosh
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17240
Increasing population and rapid industrialization creates shortage of fossil fuel. Bioethanol is an
important alternative to meet that need. Lignocellulosic biomass is a promising source for the production
of bioethanol. Among many other plants, sweet pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum, 2n=14) has been
demonstrated as one of the rich lignocellulosic biomass sources. But utilization of its cellulose to the
maximum extent is hindered due to presence of high amount of lignin in its cell wall. So aim of this
present study is to develop an improved variety of P. glaucum with reduced lignin content through
genetic manipulation by transgenic approach. Efficient regeneration and transformation system is a
prerequisite for getting maximum number of transformants. In this study firstly we developed the
regeneration and transformation protocol with comparable regeneration efficiency (90%) and a better
transformation efficiency (10%) in comparison to previous reports (7%). The regeneration was carried
out through somatic embryogenesis using shoot apical meristems as explants. Transgenic plants were
developed via Agrobacterium mediated transformation. Total lignin content was reduced through RNA
interference (RNAi) of 4-coumarate: coenzyme A ligase (4cl1) genes, a key regulatory enzyme, that
controls the synthesis of different lignin monomers. Three stable transgenic plants were obtained when
RNAi gene cassette of 4cl1 was introduced through Agrobacterium mediated transformation system.
Endogenous enzyme activity was reduced in all the three transgenic plants compared to untransformed
control. In T2 generation, maximum reduction of total lignin content observed was 26.11% with respect
to untransformed control. Saccharification efficiency of pretreated biomass was increased up to 18.25%.
All the transgenic plants showed lodging characteristic without any significant changes of dry biomass.
The present study suggested that the three transgenic lines with reduced endogenous 4cl1 activity and
increased saccharification efficiency could be the better source of bioethanol production.
Keywords:4cl1, Sweet pearl millet, Biofuel, Lignin, Transgenic plant
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STABILITY OF NON-CIRCULAR TUNNELS IN SOIL AND ROCK
Puja Dutta
Supervisor: Dr. Paramita Bhattacharya
Department of Civil Engineering
Accession No: NB17241
Tunnelling is essential for underground mining. It can also facilitate sufficient underground spaces to
accommodate public utilities and infrastructures, which are required for the urbanization over the time.
When a tunnel is forwarded through soil or rock, support pressure is required to be provided in the form
of lining or anchorage system to prevent the active collapse of the surrounding soil/rock and the opening.
Tunnelling through soil and rock may encounter various challenges. Inflow of groundwater towards the
openings during tunnelling through rocks and soils below groundwater table is one of such major
challenges. In such case seepage forces are generated around the tunnel and can impart instability to the
underground excavations and tunnels. With the development in tunnelling technologies and advanced
equipment for ground excavation, the non-circular tunnels like elliptical or rectangular shaped tunnels
have become popular over the decades. These tunnels provide maximum functional space compared to
circular tunnels. The present research studies the stability of elliptical and semi-elliptical tunnels in
anisotropic cohesive and cohesionless soils, rectangular tunnel in dry cohesionless soil, submerged
cohesionless soil and Hoek-Brown rock masses located below the groundwater table. Lower bound limit
analysis in conjunction with finite elements and various optimization techniques have been employed to
study the stability of tunnel in soil and rock for different ground conditions. Mohr-Coulomb yield
criterion is used to model cohesive-frictional and cohesionless soils whereas Tresca yield criterion is
used for saturated clay in undrained condition. Hoek-Brown yield criterion is used to model the rock
mass. The total head distribution in the soil and rock domains for tunnel located below the groundwater
table has been obtained by carrying out finite element analysis using OPTUM G2. The seepage analysis
has been performed assuming a steady-state groundwater flow towards the tunnel. The study shows that
the stability of tunnels in soil increases with decrease in shear strength parameters. The increase in the
normalized rate of undrained shear strength of clay can cause an increase in the stability of tunnel. The
increase in shear strength anisotropy in undrained cohesive soil and in dry/drained cohesionless soil
decreases the stability of tunnel. The effect of increase in seepage anisotropy is found to be significant
at higher cover depth ratio of soil for fully submerged soil. The increase in (i) depth of tunnel roof/crown
from ground surface, (ii) height of groundwater table and (iii) aspect ratio of tunnel decreases the stability
of tunnel embedded in both soil and rock. Increase in degree of disturbance (D) and decrease in
geological strength index (GSI) of rock mass can significantly decrease the stability of tunnel. The effect
of both increase in D and GSI on the stability of tunnel is higher for rock mass with higher normalized
uniaxial compressive strength. Design equations are proposed to determine the normalized support
pressure required for tunnel to resist the active collapse by conducting regression analysis.
Keywords: Tunnelling, non-circular tunnel, stability, limit analysis, optimization, soil, rock, seepage,
shear strength anisotropy, seepage anisotropy.
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URBAN STRUCTURE EXTRACTION USING SOFT COMPUTING
TECHNIQUES
Prakash P. S.
Supervisor: Dr. Bharath H. Aithal
Ranbir and Chitra Gupta School of Infrastructure Design and Management
Accession No: NB17242

The phenomenon of rapid urban development has been an extremely challenging issue. The
administration requires updated information on the existing inventories to estimate the gaps and assess
required investments. The role of geospatial datasets in large infrastructure projects has been highlighted
in a number of forums, including the United Nations vision document for sustainable development goals.
With the advancement in high-performance computing and remote sensing imagery data sources, the
development of intelligent models for the automated extraction of information on critical infrastructure
is conceivable. Thus, the thesis is aimed at developing a pipeline that can automatically capture spatial
features from complex urban scenarios using remote sensing imagery data and deep learning algorithms.
The first model is for extracting building footprints from high resolution multispectral imagery, and the
second would estimate heights from high resolution stereo imagery. Also, a convolutional neural
network based deep learning mode is analyzed for building extraction over various urban land use
conditions. The data preparation for the extraction of building footprints in the study comprises the
procurement of remote sensing images, pan sharpening, preparation of true color composites, and
labelling of building outlines. Additionally, building heights from ground-based measurements are used
for the evaluation of the model estimations. The study also finds that the developed model architecture
outperformed other benchmark models, and the findings show that the model could produce accurate
building footprints over sparse residential urban scenarios. The findings of the building height estimation
model outline the capacity and limitations of automatic height estimation models. Additionally,
approaches for the visualization of 3D building block models using interactive tools are demonstrated.
Furthermore, an application use case of rooftop solar photovoltaic potential estimations in a city is
demonstrated. The results are analogous with other approaches used for energy potential estimation. The
proposed work is about addressing automated data generation that has implications across verticals of
geospatial applications. The project aims to assist decision makers in formulating upcoming policies
based on sound information and accelerate the process of dataset creation. It guarantees the flexibility
and timely availability of map-based information and empowers authorities to make informed decisions.
The project will further help in advancing the shift towards digital transformation in a most prolific
manner.
Keywords: Geospatial technology, satellite images, remote sensing, deep learning, building extraction,
height estimation, 3D mapping, solar potential.
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REAL-TIME MONITORING AND CONTROL OF FRICTION STIR WELDING
PROCESS: AN INDUSTRY 4.0 APPROACH
Debasish Mishra
Supervisor: Professor Surjya K Pal and Professor Debashish Chakravarty
Advanced Technology Development Centre
Accession No: NB17243
Traditional welding techniques fuse the materials by melting, which involves significant heating and
subsequent solidification. They involve control of several parameters to obtain a sound weld which
otherwise are prone to welding defects. Owing to the techniques being heat intensive, it renders them
unsuitable for joining materials with low melting points, such as alloys of aluminium, magnesium, etc.
Besides, they also pose challenges for dissimilar materials’ joining. These materials are crucial to the
industrial sectors, such as aerospace, automobile, railways, shipbuilding, etc., as they help develop light,
fuel-efficient, durable products. Friction stir welding (FSW) is an advanced technological solution as it
joins materials in their solid-state. Therefore, it is being employed in various industrial sectors. However,
the challenge lies in the successful implementation of FSW.
Several experiments are performed to determine the optimum conditions for welding. However, even
after obtaining the optimum process parameters, welding defects may occur. It will also add to the cost
of the production. Therefore, monitoring the welding process in real-time is essential. This thesis reports
the investigations carried out for the real-time monitoring and control of the FSW process.
The major contributions include solutions developed for quality assurance, quality control, and
automation of the process. A state-of-the-art and structured review has been conducted on the subject to
identify the research gaps. Insights in the FSW process have been identified from the monitoring and
control perspective. The quality assurance solution can identify and localize the welding defects. The
quality control solution is an Industry 4.0 compliant framework, which includes remote and real-time
process monitoring, prediction of weld quality, and feedback control of the process. The framework
comprises edge and cloud computing platforms that receive data from multiple sensors. Besides these, a
solution is developed to monitor the tool quality for automating the process and predicting the grain size
of a welded sample. The insights and the developed solutions are expected to benefit industries planning
to implement or are practicing FSW.
Keywords: Axial force, Backpropagation neural network, Cloud, Control, Critical review, Defect
identification, Defect localization, Edge, Feature selection, Friction stir welding, Genetic algorithm,
Grain size prediction, Industry 4.0, Knowledgebase, Machine learning, Mother wavelet selection, Power
signal, Random forest, Real-time monitoring, Solid-state joining, Spindle torque, Telewelding, Tool
quality monitoring, Weld strength prediction
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A USERS' PREFERENCE-BASED APPROACH TO INTEGRATE ART AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ELEMENTS OF DESIGN FOR URBAN REJUVENATION: A CASE OF
KOLKATA
Tanima Bhattacharya (Chakraborty)
Supervisor: Professor Dr. Joy Sen
Ranbir And Chitra Gupta School of Infrastructure Design and Management
Accession No: NB17244
The present research forwards a users' perception-based approach to integrate art and technological
elements of design for urban rejuvenation. The need for the study has been triggered by the current
unplanned and unprecedented tempo of urbanization trends, increasing population pressure on
infrastructure of cities and subsequent decay, and degeneration of the urban space within cities of
developing countries. These have also made the cities and their inner constituent urban spaces less livable
and physically, socially, and culturally more vulnerable towards losing their identity. Considering these
developmental predicaments, contemporary researches on urban development and urban regeneration in
particular, emphasize a need for rejuvenation of urban spaces, which can be addressed in three ways;
firstly, by altering the physical infrastructural elements of design; secondly, by identifying and reviving
the artistic-normative elements of design associated with the place; third, and finally, by earmarking a
framework integrating the two sets of elements of design, i.e., artistic and technological, based on users’
perspective, which the present methodology proposes. A case of 12 study areas in Kolkata city has been
assessed. Analyses have been pre-validated by induction of twin case studies of Chandigarh and Dilli
Haat, Delhi to begin with, and the final results and interpretations are post-validated by induction of
users’ perception during a mega autumnal festival entitled ‘Durga Puja’ in Kolkata.
The thesis, therefore, aims to study users' perception-based approaches to augment the process of urban
rejuvenation by integrating Art and Technology-driven elements of design, which can be achieved by
fulfilling three following objectives. The first objective concentrates on the discrete assessmentS of the
current (CI) and preferred imageabilities (PI) of urban spaces based on the discrete handling of the
elements of design (EoD) aiming at urban rejuvenation. Weighted sum analyses have been done using
the discrete scores to identify the overall importance and ranks of the EoDs accordingly. The result
forwards a general level of inhibitions in the way of achieving good imageability, i.e., the inclination
towards technological elements of design, and a deliberate overlooking of the artistic-normative
dimensions of the spaces. Results and interpretations have revealed the significance of a three-stage
process of the impact of the EoDs grouped as basic facilities, intermediate facilities, and advanced
facilities for a patient and diligent approach to urban rejuvenation.
The second objective conducts the composite assessments of the current (CI) and preferred (PI)
imageabilities based on the composite handling of the elements of design (EoD) and its relative extent
of significance as per the stages of urban rejuvenation in three thresholds. The findings are commensurate
with the research's innate proposition to put forth the composite elements of design (TA-EoD) instead
of the discrete elements of design (T-EoD/ A-EoD), to best enhance the possibilities of good
acceptability by users considering an integral approach constituting of the three stages of urban
rejuvenation.
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The third and final objective arrives at the global priority vectors representing the EoDs and accordingly,
forwards the local solutions prioritized from a range of choices governed by the preference patterns of
user groups; and adjudged by the parameters of the six Recipes of Happiness. The parameters are
aggregated as foundational, evolutional, and advanced thresholds of the users’ satisfaction, confidence
building, and participatory standpoint based on urban happiness that aids in arriving at strategies,
recommendations, and policy directions in the urban reality of developing countries like India.
On the whole, the research has contributed a simplified methodological framework furnishing an initial
understanding of the demand side i.e., the users’ preferences on the phase-wise role of the EoDs in
assessing and maintaining imageability, activating a three-stage assessment to pragmatically achieve
refinement in results considering the limited availability of infrastructural and economic resources at the
supply side in developing contexts. Secondly, the methodology forwards a holistic exploration of the
twin EoDs, i.e., art and technology, by assigning a sense of hierarchy within them, and a process of urban
rejuvenation based on cumulative causation of the three stages seen through the lens of the six recipes
of happiness namely, joy, health, freedom, resilience, equity, and social connection. Finally, through a
simplified approach, the research has been able to earmark a significant need for a patient handling of a
three-stage assessment of discrete and composite imageabilities and highlights a required shift from an
'either-or' perspective in influencing a limited choice of the artistic and technological sides of the EoDs
to an integrated view of both the EoDs in urban rejuvenation, where the two sides of urban rejuvenation
can be seen as reciprocal and complementary.
Keywords: Urban rejuvenation, Elements of Design (EoD), Parameters of Judgment (PoJ), Recipes of
Happiness (RoH), Stages of urban rejuvenation
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TITANIUM DIOXIDE BASED HETEROJUNCTION NANOMATERIALS FOR
SOLAR-TO-CHEMICAL ENERGY CONVERSION AND SELECTIVE
OXIDATION OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES
Moumita Chandra
Supervisor: Prof. Debabrata Pradhan
Materials Science Centre
Accession No: NB17245
In recent years, generation of a greener fuel, i.e., hydrogen (H2), on the semiconductor surface using solar
energy in a single step photochemical (PC) or photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting has attracted great
attention of the scientific community to make a carbon free society. The PC/PEC water splitting requires a
semiconductor which absorbs maximum solar energy with minimum recombination of charge carriers.
Another prospect of photocatalysis is to produce value-added organic chemicals by the oxidation of different
organic precursor materials using solar energy. Therefore, the major concern in this field is controlling of the
semiconducting properties of the photocatalyst material which regulate the light absorption and creation for
photoexcited charge carriers for the catalytic reaction.
TiO2 is considered as an excellent photocatalyst for overall water splitting and for organic transformation
reaction. However, the major limiting factors with TiO 2 involve poor visible light absorption ability of
anatase TiO2, low charge separation and low quantum efficiency. Therefore, the best possible way to enhance
its performance is by forming homojunction or heterojunction with different phases of TiO 2 or with a different
semiconductor material. Here, we demonstrate synthesis of mixed phase (anatase+rutile) TiO 2 that forms a
type-II homojunction and several heterojunctions such as CuS/TiO 2, ZnS/TiO2 and g-C3N4/TiO2 using facile
solution chemistry routes, i.e., either hydrothermal/solvothermal and/or chemical precipitation. The anatase
to rutile ratio of 41:59 in the mixed phase TiO2 shows the best H2 generation performance among other
compositions. The CuS/TiO 2 forms a type-II band alignment that enhances the charge separation and
migration as confirmed from different characterization techniques leading to enhanced PC and PEC H2
generation activity. Interestingly, sulfur vacancy induced ZnS/TiO 2 heterojunction forms a Z-scheme band
alignment with more negative conduction band potential and more positive valence band potential, which
substantially enhances the PC and PEC water splitting performance of TiO 2. Moreover, this heterojunction
is employed to oxidize benzyl alcohol in situ water splitting. Another heterojunction (g-C3N4/TiO2) is further
demonstrated to enhance the performance of TiO 2 for PC water splitting and oxidation of benzylamine which
is supported by theoretical analysis.
In summary this thesis focuses on the development of TiO 2 based homojunction/heterojunction
photocatalysts for PC and PEC water splitting as well as for the synthesis of value-added organic chemicals.
Keywords: Solvothermal synthesis, wet chemical synthesis, homojunction, heterojunction, anatase and rutile
TiO2, CuS, ZnS, g-C3N4, photocatalysis, photoelectrocatalysis, organic transformation.
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MICROSTRUCTURE AND TEXTURE EVOLUTION DURING PLASTIC
DEFORMATION OF 𝜶-TITANIUM AND ASSOCIATED ENHANCEMENT IN
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Devesh Kumar Chouhan
Supervisor: Prof. Somjeet Biswas
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Accession No: NB17246
Commercially pure -Titanium (Grade-II) has a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal structure. This
crystal structure possesses inherent anisotropy leading to complex deformation behaviour. Even though
-Ti is considered to have high stacking fault energies (SFE) in the prismatic, basal and pyramidal slip
planes. There are only two independent prismatic slips present at initial strains. The deformation is
compensated by the evolution of
extension and
contraction twinning. At the same
time, pyramidal and basal may become active at intermediate or higher strains. Interestingly there are
very few research works that discuss these aspects of deformation mechanism and the effect on strain
hardening behaviour, microstructure and texture evolution. Apart from this, microstructure, texture
evolution, and strain hardening behaviour are directly influenced by (i) initial microstructure, including
grain size, texture, deformation history and (ii) effect of strain path change is also required to be
investigated for -Ti. Moreover, the possibility to obtain microstructure with refined grains and desired
texture in -Ti are explored so that an optimized combination of strength, ductility and formability could
be obtained. The present thesis is an attempt to address these issues. The thesis has been divided into
eight chapters. Chapters 1, 2, and 3 are dedicated to the introduction, literature review, and research
methodology. Subsequent chapters 4-8, deal with the experimental and simulation results, discussion,
summary and conclusions.
In this investigation, the commercially pure Grade-II -Ti was selected. The material was subjected to
uniaxial compression ,
, open die multi-axial forging (ODMF), and multi-axial plane strain
forging (MPSF) followed by cold rolling (CR). Further MPSF+CR samples were subjected to a heating
and quenching process. A systematic analysis of microstructure and texture for initial and processed
samples were performed by electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) using a field emission gun
scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM). Bulk texture, dislocation density and crystallite size
measurements were performed for the selected samples by X-ray diffraction and X-ray line profile
analysis respectively. The experimental flow curve and deformation texture were validated by
viscoplastic self-consistent modelling simulation. The details of experimental as well as simulation
techniques used in the present investigation are described in chapter 3.
The deformation mechanism, strain hardening behaviour, and texture evolution during axial deformation
have been investigated in Chapter 4. This chapter is divided into two sections, sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Section 4.1 covers Strain hardening behaviour and ex-situ quantitative microscopy. Section 4.2 emphasis
the overall deformation behaviour. Section 4.1 A typical sigmoidal nature of the flow curve observed
during the uniaxial compression test was investigated in detail. Nature of flow cure was revealed that
overall deformation accomplished by slip and deformation twin concurrently. The twin induced grain
refinement phenomenon was observed by detailed microstructure investigations. Further, the effect twin
induced grain refinement on the evolution of crystallographic texture and strain hardening response were
studied in detail. The strain hardening rate curve could be distinguished into regions of twin and slip
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dominating zones. The double derivative plot could separate out regions of increasing and decreasing
twin and slip activities. Microstructural features were shown and explained with help of Taylor
(Orientation) factor (TF) maps, grain orientation spread (GOS) map, grain reference orientation
deviation (GROD) map vis-à-vis the corresponding inverse pole figure (IPF) maps and crystallographic
texture. The work indicates the preferential dominance of the slip and twinning modes at different strain
levels in CP-Ti, leading to multiple stages of work-hardening.
In section 4.2, a detailed study to understand the reasons behind the domination of dislocation slip and
twinning deformation modes at different strain levels and their effect on the microstructure and texture
evolution was carried out. Whether the visco-plastic selfconsistent – predominant twin reorientation
(VPSC-PTR) approach could decipher these changes, and predict the sigmoidal shaped strain hardening
curve, and texture evolution? The slip and twin activities provided by VPSC during deformation will
give an insight into the changes in the deformation mechanism with strain. Results from VPSC were
used as the strategy to partition the microstructures, obtain corresponding textures, and determine the
volume fraction evolution of the extension and contraction twin domains with deformation and their
corresponding microstructural and textural features discussed vis-à-vis crystal plasticity simulations.
The evolution of extension and contraction twinning depends upon the initial orientation with respect to
the loading direction. The formation of ET increases the texturally hard orientation and increase the
strain hardening rate. The partition results showed that ET and CT occupy nearly 74% and 26% area of
microstructure respectively. Such a large amount of secondary twinning might influence the texture as
well as strain hardening behaviour of the material. Therefore, CT was focused exclusively. In chapter 5,
the variant selection of CT and its effect on strain hardening were investigated in section5.1 and 5.2
respectively.
Section 5.1 investigates the CT variants nucleation and growth strategy via Schmid factor analysis
statistically using 50 grains in which CT evolved. Further, the texture components evolved due to the
CT variants in these grains were correlated and nomenclated. The crystallographic orientation of matrix
and deformation-induced CT-variants are explained via lattice orientation, pole figure, and orientation
distribution function (ODF). A small part of the analysis also explores the importance of symmetry
operation during texture analysis. In section 5.2, the uniaxial compression test along the radial direction
was investigated and compared vis-à-vis the compressive deformation along with ED. Microstructure
investigations show that the initial orientation preferentially deforms primarily by CT evolution in this
case instead of ET. Few grains with initial orientation preferable for the evolution of ET were also
observed. Also, ET evolves in the CT domains with further deformation. The strain hardening behaviour
of the material could be corroborated with the microstructure morphology including the misorientation
angle distribution obtained from orientation imaging microscopy (SEM-EBSD). Apart from this, the
VPSC simulation technique was used to obtain the CRSS ratio and slip/twin activities by matching the
strain hardening response and texture evolution.
Further, the effect of deformation history, grain size, dislocation density, texture and strain path change
on the strain hardening, microstructure and texture evolution was studied in Chapter 6. To replicate all
these effects, conventional open die multiaxial forging (ODMF) is used to process the material. After
every forging process, the change in the strain path helps to obtain an initial input texture away from the
ideal end orientation for the axial compression. It is important to find out the strain hardening response
during sequential X-YZ forging. The data were collected after each axial deformation to explore the
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mechanism of grain refinement associated with microstructural features and texture evolution.
Moreover, deformation textures were simulated to obtained slip-twin activity to understand the strain
hardening response and corroborated with microstructure and texture.
Finally, in Chapter 7, the scientific understanding developed from Chapters 4-6 was utilised to develop
a new multiaxial plane strain forging process to obtain ultra-fine grains in Ti. Thereafter, the
conventional rolling operation was used to convert UFG into nanostructure grain and form a thin sheet
of Ti. Further, thin sheets were subjected to a heating and quenching cycle and obtained the desire
microstructure and texture. The bulk mechanical properties such as yield strength, ultimate tensile
strength, uniform elongation are corroborated with microstructure features and crystallographic texture.
The final outcomes of the thesis have been summarized in Chapter 8.
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